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THE NEW CREATURE.

For in Ctirist Jesus neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircum-

cision, but a new creature.—Galatians VI. 15.

The apostle does, in this epistle, dispute against" the false doctrine where-

with the Galatians were in danger to be bewitched. In the conclusion of it,

he gives some characters of those false teachers who broached that doctrine

;

that the doctrine itself being discovered to be an imposture, and the teachers

impostors, the Galatians might be undeceived, and so return to the truth,

to this apostle, the preacher and witness of it ; both which they were

tempted to reject.

The description of these erroneous teachers begins, ver. 12 ; and he gives

such characters of them as will be useful to us for discovering such deluders

as they were.

He describes them, 1, by their hypocrisy. They desired to make a fair

show, suTgofrw-T^ffa/, to put a fair face upon their foul opinions and prac-

tices. Error is of an ugly shape, and if a handsome vizard be not found to

cover its deformities, it will fright any whose eyes are opened from embrac-
ing it. EiTgo'irw™ are plausible arguments ; such they used, arguments
plausible to the flesh, such as were suitable to carnal hearts, inclinations,

humours, interests. And this was the paint which they used to make the

face of their errors more comely and taking ;
and, indeed, the Galatians,

though an eminent church of Christ, were even bewitched with it. The
simplicity of the doctrine of a crucified Christ, of justification by faith alone

in him, which Paul, without paint or varnish, nakedly published, seemed
not so lovely

; they questioned both Paul's doctrine and his calling. Thus
they prevailed, and this was their act.*

2. By their carnal policy, ver. 12. They would urge the ceremonial law
with the doctrine of Christ, that they might seem Christians, and yet avoid

the fury of the Jews, who, being zealous of the law, persecuted to the death

those who cried down the observance of it. Though they pretended con-

science, yet it was carnal policy that moved them ;
though they urged

circumcision, as though without it there was no salvation, yet the true

reason was their desire to avoid persecution.

3. By their partiality, ver. 13. Though they pressed circumcision, as

an engagement to observe Moses's law, yet they would not observe the law

u. ' art ' ?

—

Ed.
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themselves, preposterously urged the means, and neglected the end. They
were frequeut and violent in their disputes and endeavours for circumcision,

which was but a rite, a circumstantial, a positive ordinance, and now out of

use, while they neglected the great things of the law, the keeping of Christ's

commandments, the great things of the gospel, faith, love, holiness, mortifi-

cation ; whereas that which they drove at was nothing in comparison of

these, as the apostle tells, chap. v. 6, 1 Cor. vii. 19. And oh how sadly

does this humour prevail amongst us, to the neglect of holiness and mortifi-

cation ! Some cry up a form of government, some an ordinance, that which

they fancy ; some an opinion, as the fifth monarchy. But, alas, what are those

but the mint, anise, and cummin of the Pharisees, in comparison of those

fiasuTi^a. tou wftov, those weightier duties, studies, employments, which the

gospel calls Christians to ? Oh the power of Satan, who can prevail the same
way now as he prevailed formerly with the Pharisees, and here with the

false apostles, that the same snare should take in all ages !

4. By their vainglory. They affected multitudes of followers, strove to

draw many to their opinion and practice, to submit to their supposed

ordinance of circumcision, that they might glory in their flesh ; that multi-

tudes having received that sign in their flesh, by their persuasion, they

might therein glory.

But this was fleshly glorying, such as becomes such carnal teachers. The
apostle was of another spirit ; he had another object for his glorying, ver. 14.

Express a true gospel temper, a right frame of spirit, according to the mind
of Christ, which we should drive on as our greatest design, and aim at as our

highest attainment. Cross of Christ, not the material cross, as some
blind papists fancy, but the sufferings of Christ crucified, the love of Christ

expressed in those sufferings, the precious benefits purchased by those suffer-

ings. Such excellency he saw in Christ crucified, as cast a shadow upon all

the glory of the world, rendered it contemptible in his eye. He gloried in

Christ crucified ; here was his treasure, his joy, his glory, yea, his life too,

for he was dead to the world, and the world unto him. ' By whom,' &c.

He was as a dead, a crucified man, to the world, and the world was a dead
thing to him. He was a dead man to the world ; he did no more regard

the pomp and glory, the plenty and power, the pleasures and honours of

the world, than a dead man. A dead man he esteems not, he admires not

these things
;
they are not his study, his projects, his designs. He is not

affected with them ; he neither loves nor desires them, neither delights nor

rejoices in them, neither discontent when he wants them, nor grieved when
he loses them

;
they are neither his hope nor confidence. A dead man he sees

no worth, tastes no sweetness, feels no weight, no substance, in worldly enjoy-

ments. So was the apostle disposed to the world, and so should we be to

it, and the things of it, when compared with Christ.

' World is crucified,' &c. As he was dead to it, so it was but a dead thing

to him ; saw no more excellency in it than in a dead thins, took no more
pleasure in it, &c. That which is most delightful when alive must be re-

moved out of our sight, buried, when dead. He looked for no more profit

and advantage by it than a lifeless thing can afford. So did he look upon
the world, and so should we rely on it for no pleasure, no advantage ; see

no worth, no excellency in it, in comparison of Christ crucified ; and further,

than we may make use of the world to be serviceable to him.

This is that high attainment which should be our study, endeavour, design,

and leave those to dispute and contend about trifles and circumstances, and

doat upon groundless opinions, who have no experimental knowledge of ,

Christ crucified. Thus we should learn Christ, so as to look upon him,
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and conformity to him as that ono thing needful ; that one thing above all

in the world, glorious, excellent, delightful.

But how did the apostle arrive at this high attainment ? And how must
we attain it ? Why, by him, by Christ. So we see, ' By whom,' &c. By
him these five ways.

1. Kjficienter. By his efficacy, the mighty working of Christ within us.

Nothing but the power of Christ can work this great effect. Naturally, as

we are dead towards God, so we are alive to the world. As he only can
raise us to spiritual life, so he can only dead our hearts to the world ; we
must look up to him for it ; he purchased this.

2. Exemplariter. By looking upon him as our effectual, engaging example.
Thus lived Christ for our sakes, as one dead to the world while he lived in it;

despising not only the shame, but the glory, of the world; lived contemned,
not regarding the world's honours

;
poor, as not esteeming riches

;
low, as

not affecting power and authority. He regarded none of those things which
worldlings prize and admire, and this for our sakes; and therefore so should
we much more for his sake. There is a force, a constraint, in his example,
to work our hearts to this.

3. ObjectivS. By looking on him as an object in whom we may find in-

finitely more, better things, than the world can afford. In him there is

richer treasures than the treasures of the world, sweeter delights than the

pleasures of the world, greater honours than worldly preferments, more
excellent glory than the pomp of the world; choicer, more satisfying, abid-

ing, enhappying enjoyments than the world can afford. In Christ crucified

spring such joys, from him flow such excellencies, as overflow all worldly
things

;
they lie under it, as weeds unseen, unregarded. Now, what need

is there to live on a broken cistern, when the fountain of living waters is

set open in Christ crucified ? What need we feed on husks, when the

pleasures of a Father's house are offered in Christ ? What need they covet

treasures on earth, who have all the treasures in heaven tendered to them
in Christ ? Paul desired to know nothing, to enjoy nothing, but Christ, to

be found in him ; counted all that the world counts gain to be loss, all that

men count excellent to be dung, all that we think precious to be dross,

compared with Christ. And those who have such a sight of Christ as he
had, will be of his mind; he that knows what it is to live so upon Christ,

will easily be dead to the world.

4. Impulsive. The beholding of Christ crucified is a strong motive to get

our hearts crucified to the world ; for why, it was our sinful living to and
upon the world for which Christ was crucified :

' The lust of the flesh, the

lust of the eyes, and the pride of life,' is all that is in the world, 1 John
ii. 16. For these was Christ crucified, and shall not we be crucified to that

which crucified him ? Shall we live to that which was his death ?

5. llepresentatire. Christ, representing his people on the cross, undertook
this; engaged himself to his Father, that those whom he represented, those

in whose stead he was crucified, should be crucified to the world ; and in

this sense he says, Gal. ii. 20, ' I am crucified.' As Christ, as our Surety,

suffered in our stead, so, as our Surety, he engaged in our name, in our
behalf, that we should die to the world. And if he engaged for us,

then are we deeply engaged ; and if he undertook this in our behalf,

then will he (if we seek to him, depend on him) enable us to answer his

engagement.

This was the apostle's blessed temper, in opposition to the false apostles,

and he gives a reason in the text; as if he had said, These false teachers,

they lay out the main of their strength, time, thoughts, endeavours, about a
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rite, a thing of less moment. All their disputations are about circumcision,

all their conferences, discourse is taken up with this ; but I have not so

learned Christ, I mind that which is more weighty, of greater concernment,

and that which Christ more regards and better accepts. If Christ may be

admitted umpire betwixt us, he will judge that I have chosen the better

part; that it is incomparably more available to mind the new creation, than

circumcision, ' for in Christ Jesus,' &c.

Before I describe to you the nature of this new creature, let me, from the

pre-eminence the apostle giveth it before those other privileges and duties,

propound to you this

Observation. Except a man be a new creature, no privilege or religious

duty will avail him anything, as to acceptation with God, or salvation. Un-
circumcision was now a duty and privilege to the Gentiles, and circumcision

was formerly both a duty and privilege to the Jews; for thereby they were

solemnly admitted members of the church, thereby the covenant of grace

was sealed to them. This was a badge whereby the Lord owned them, and
separated them to himself above all people in the world. By virtue of this,

' to them belonged the adoption, and the glory, and the covenants, and the

service of God, and the promises,' Rom. ix. In these respects, circumcision

did profit them much every way. As to this, it was available ; but as to accep-

tation and salvation, it availed nothing to any one whose heart was not cir-

cumcised, i. e. who was not a new creature.

So baptism, and hearing the word, and prayer, they are privileges and
duties commanded by God, and necessary to be observed, yea, and many
ways profitable ; but as to acceptation with God, and salvation of the

observer, they avail nothing, except he be a new creature. Dost thou hear ?

It is well ; God requires it ; it is necessary, profitable. But this is not enough
to evidence that the Lord accepts thee, or that he will save thee, unless thou

be a new creature. Dost thou pray ? art thou baptized ? art thou of this or

that form of church government ? Why, this is nothing as to the great con-

cernments of acceptation, &c.

Reason 1. Because he that is not a new creature, he wants faith; and he

that wants faith cannot be saved, he cannot please God. The apostle tells

us it is impossible: Heb. xi. 6, he cannot be saved; for 'he that believes

not, shall not see life,' John hi. Now, he that is not a new creature, he

wants faith, for faith is a principal part of this new creation ; and therefore

the apostle speaks in the same language of faith, as here of the new creature,

Gal. v. 6.

Reason 2. Because he that is not a new creature, he is not in Christ; and

he that is not in Christ, can neither be saved nor accepted. No man what-

soever is accepted but in his beloved, Eph. i. 6; and for salvation, 'there

is no name under heaven,' &c, no coming to God but in Christ; as Joseph

said to his brethren, Unless you bring Benjamin, come not in my presence.

Now, he that is not a new creature is not in Christ, 2 Cor. v. 17.

Reason 3. Till then ye can-do nothing that is good; and that which is not

good cannot be accepted. Nothing can be done by him that is not a new
creature that is spiritually good ;

for, till the heart be good, nothing that is

good can proceed from it: 'A good man, out of the good treasure,' &c,

Mat. xii. 35 ; we cannot gather grapes of thorns, Luke vi. 43-45 ;
' How

can you, being evil,' &o. Now, the heart is not good till it be renewed, till

it be new created. Till this, there is no goodness in the heart, for creation is

the making of something out of nothing, productio rei ex nihilo. The heart is

not good till it be new, and so no good can proceed from it, and therefore

nothing done till this can be accepted.
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Use. Information. See the misery of those that are not new creatures.

Whatever ye do, whatever ye enjoy, till then ye cannot be accepted, ye can-

not be saved. If it were possible for an unconverted man to steal into heaven,

as he without the wedding garment to the marriage chamber, yet would he

be cast forth into outer darkness. Profession, and outward performances,

if you rest here, will make you no better than foolish virgins. If you want
renewing grace, new natures, you want oil in your lamps, you will be shut

out of Christ's presence, and left in darkness. Every one that is not a new
creature must hear that dreadful word from Christ's mouth, ' Depart from

me, I never knew you.' You hear, you pray, read, it is well; you would

sin more grievously, your condemnation would be heavier, if ye neglected,

omitted these duties. Ay, but this is not enough to save you, or to evidence

your title to heaven. He builds upon the sand that raises his hopes of heaven

upon outward performances. And if he be not a new creature, woeful will

be the ruin of his hopes in the day of trial. These duties must be done, but

more than these must be done ; one thing more is needful, a new nature, a

sanctified heart, else no acceptance, no salvation.

Obs. Unless a man be a new creature, nothing will avail him to salvation

:

' Except a man be born again,' &c, he cannot be saved. This is a truth

which will hardly be digested, not easily believed; therefore hear how the

Lord bears witness to it in other scriptures, John iii. 3. He that is truth

itself affirms it, and affirms it with an asseveration ; and to put it out of all

doubt, he doubles the asseveration. Now, to be born again, and to be a

new creature, is the same thing in diverse expressions. It is all one as if he

had said, Verily except a man be a new creature, &c, 2 Cor. v. 17. In

Christ, if any man be united to him, justified by him, partake of the benefits

purchased by him, saved by him, Rom. viii. 30. Now, whom God calls,

thereby he makes them new creatures.

Now, because this is a truth of great concernment, and far above the reach

of nature, which natural men are more apt to deride as a fancy than receive

as truth ;

—

Man is made a new creature when the Lord creates new and gracious

qualities in his whole soul. I shall prove each part by Scripture.

1. Cause efficient. It is God ; he alone is able for this work. All the

creatures in heaven and earth cannot work the least gracious quality in man's

soul. It is above the power of nature, of men, of angels, to make such a

new creature ; it is God's prerogative, ascribed only to him, Eph. ii. 10 ;

his workmanship, and therefore he that is made a new creature, is said to be

born of God, 1 John iii.

2. The act, creation. The act that makes a creature is creation ; and

this is called a new creature, 2 Cor. v. 17. A new heart cannot be had till

it be created :
' Create in me,' &c, Ps. li., Eph. ii. 10.

3. The effect, new and gracious qualities. New qualities ; hence, when
this work is done, all things become new, 2 Cor. iv. 17. And a new crea-

tion is called a new man, Col. iii. 10. ; and he that is regenerated is said to

be renewed, Eph. iv. 23, 24. Gracious : not natural endowments nor

moral qualifications, but divine. Hence these qualities are called the divine

nature, holy, sanctifying qualities. The new man is created after God in

holiness, Eph. iv. 24. It is a conformity to the image of God, and therefore

must be holy qualities, Col. iii. 10.

4. The subject, the whole soul ; not any one part or faculty, but the

whole, all, and every one. Hence it is called the new birth when every

member is formed and so brought forth. And this new creature is called a new

man ; not a new mind only, or will, but a new man ; not one part, but the
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whole. These qualities are at first infused, and after increase in every part,

1 Thes. v. 23.

This in general. Now, from hence we may give you a more exact and
particular account of the nature of this new creature.

1. Negatively, what it is not, that we may not deceive ourselves with

counterfeits.

(1.) It is not a common work, but a creation. It consists not in those

gifts and parts which the Lord bestows by a common dispensation, nor those

motions and workings which are often begot by a common providence
;
many

have these who are no new creatures. It is not a gift of prayer, or utter-

ance, or tongues, or a gift of unfolding or apprehending difficulties in Scrip-

ture or religion, nor assistance, enlargement, dexterity in the exercise of

these. Judas had all or most of these, yea, and some gifts extraordinary

too, yet was not a new creature, was not born of God, but the son of perdition.

It is not common motions : some sense of sin, some grief for it, some
wishes of amendment ; a personal affliction, or a national judgment, or some
unusual strange occurrence, may raise these and such like motions, and more
frequent will such motions be in those who live under a powerful ministry.

Herod had some like workings in his heart when he ' heard John gladly ;'

and ' Felix trembled ' when Paul ' reasoned of righteousness, temperance,

and judgment to come,' Acts xxiv. 25, and Agrippa was 'almost persuaded,'

Acts xxvi. 28 ; and yet these were no new creatures.

(2.) It is no innovating humour. When ye hear of a new creature, you
must not imagine him to be such a one as will reject all old things, those

which God has prescribed and Scripture delivers, such as will have a new
faith, religion, worship, ordinances ; such as is weary of old Scripture light,

and will be always changing his judgment into new-fashioned opinions.

This is a new creature after the image of Satan, not of God's workmanship.
The newness which is of God, will comply with the ancient rule, and walk in

the good old way as to doctrine and worship and conversation. Indeed, the old

waysof profaneness and ungodliness, the old ways of false worship, andofman's

invention, the new creature cannot digest. When a church is corrupted, and
God's worship adulterated with man's traditions, a new creature will endeavour

(according to the apostle's direction, 1 Cor. hi.), to 'purge out the old leaven.'

It will not plead for anything in God's worship merely because it is old, but

because it is prescribed by God. Forefathers and former generations (when
their error is discovered by the world*), will not mislead a new creature if

their ways and worship be not according to the law and testimonies. With
the king's daughter, Psa. xlv., it must forget its father's house. But when
the worship and ways of God are received and established according to

Scripture purity and simplicity, then to affect new things is no property, no
part of this new creation, for this is of God; but that is of Satan, who
changes himself into new forms every day to deceive.

(3.) It is not only a restraint of the old man, but something new. There

may be restraining grace where there is not renewing grace. A man may
leave his former gross sins, put off much of his former old corrupt conver-

sation, and yet not be a new creature. The apostle speaks of some who
had escaped, &c, 2 Pet. ii. 20. They had left their idolatrous and wicked

practices, and yet they were not new creatures, for they were again therein

entangled and returned, ver. 22. Now, if they had been new creatures born

of God, they had not sinned as formerly, 1 John hi. Fear, or shame, or

the light of nature, or moral precepts, or other inferior causes and by-respects,

may restrain from gross sins, which are all far below the new creature. The
* Qu. 'word'?—Ed.
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Lord restrains many from sin whom he does not renew. He restrained

Abimelech, Gen. xx. 6, yet a heathen. It is true, he that lives in gross

sins can be no new creature. But yet this is true also, he that is no new
creature may avoid gross sins. Though ye cannot conclude that ye are

new creatures because ye have left, or because you never committed such

and such sins, yet ye may certainly conclude that those who live in such

sins are no new creatures. If a man may escape these pollutions, avoid

these gross evils, and not be renewed, then certainly they are in their old

condition who make a practice of these evils.

(4.) It is not moral virtues, or that which we call good nature. The very

names shew this. That of which the new creature consists is gracious qua-

lities, such as are divine, supernatural, sanctifying, far above nature and

morality. The new creature is not only a sweet, courteous, candid, meek,

patient disposition ; this some have by nature. But none are new creatures

by nature. Though the flesh make a fairer show in some than others, yet,

as Cbrist tells us, ' that which is of the flesh is flesh,' John iii. And till it

be spiritualised, renewed, the best nature is but an old creature. ' Flesh

and blood,' though of the best temper that nature can frame it, ' shall not

inherit,' &c. This seemed a wonder to Nicodemus, yet Christ affirms it

with an asseveration, John iii. 3.

Nor is it moral virtues. Temperance, justice, chastity, liberality, pru-

dence, truth, modesty, may he found where there is nothing of the new crea-

ture, else Scipio, and Socrates, and other heathens must pass for new creatures,

those that were strangers to Christ, the gospel, and the regenerating power
of tbe Spirit. These may be acquired by human industry,- but the new
creature is the workmanship of the divine power.

It is true, where such virtues are not, there is no new creation ; but these

virtues may be without it, and err/o, it does not consist in them.

(5.) It is not an outward conformity to the law of God, for this is some-

thing inward : the workmanship of God within the soul. There may be

outward obedience to the first and second table. A man may hear, and
pray, and read, and, as to his outward man, observe the Sabbath. He may
be faithful in his word, just in his dealings, careful to do no wrong, and
yet no new creature. Such were the pharisees as to outward obedience,

else they had never been so generally applauded and admired for their ap-

pearing piety and righteousness. Such was Paul before he was a new
creature, even while he was a pharisee : Phil. iii. 6, ' Touching the,' &c.

He that is a new creature will be strict in outward observance of the whole
law, and yet a man may outwardly observe and be no new creature.

(6.) It is not a partial change of the inward man. As it is not an out-

ward conformity, so it is not every inward alteration, but a total change of

the whole soul as to its qualities, and of every faculty in it ; not only of

the understanding, affections, but mind, will, conscience, heart, memory.
There may be a partial change in some one or more parts of the soul,

and yet no new creature. There may be much knowledge of the things of

God, clear apprehensions of gospel truths, and assent to, with persuasions

of the truth of revealed doctrine, and yet no new creature, 1 Cor. xiii. 2.

There may be some inclinations in the will towards heaven, and yet no
new creature, as in Balaam ; some purposes, some resolution to amend, as in

Saul. There may be some terrors of conscience for sin, as in Cain ; some
grief for sin, as in Judas, Mat. xxvii. 3, Ahab, 1 Kings xxi. ; some de-

light in the ordinances, Mat. xiii. 20, Job v. 35 ; some zeal for God, and
yet no new creature, as in Jehu ; some faith, Acts. viii. 13, as in Simon
Magus ; some repenting, as in Judas, Mat. xxvii. 3.
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In these instances there was an alteration in some one faculty, but no
thorough change in the whole soul. A partial change will not make a new
creature.

Use. For conviction. If there may be all these things where there is no
new creation, then how few new creatures are there in the world ! How
many are there who go not so far as these, who yet are far from being
new creatures !

May there be a common work where there is no new creation ? Then how
far are they i'vom being new creatures who have no such work upon their

souls ! Who will not hear the word gladly, as Herod ; who do not tremble
when the Lord threatens, as Felix ; who are not almost persuaded, as

Agrippa, to become Christians, according to the rule of the gospel ? Herod
and Felix, &c, have more to prove themselves new creatures than these, and
shall enter into heaven before them.

Does not the avoiding of gross sins make a man a new creature ? Then,
how far are they from being new creatures who wallow in uncleanness,

drunkenness, and such gross evils ! Abimelech, a heathen, may rise up in

judgment against these, and bear witness that they have nothing of the new
creation, nor ought to enter into the new Jerusalem.

Does not moral virtues, good nature, make a new creature ? How far are

they from being new creatures who are so fierce, proud, contentious, mali-

cious, revengeful, who are so unjust, intemperate, unchaste and covetous !

Scipio and Socrates may better use this plea for salvation than such immoral
Christians.

Does not outward conformity to the law of God make new creatures ?

Then how far are they from being new creatures who neglect the worship of

God, call not on his name, in public, private, families ; will not hear his

word so often as he speaks, pollute his Sabbaths, profane his name by oaths

and irreverent use thereof ! The Pharisees, whose condition Christ makes
so woeful, will pass for new creatures, and enter into heaven sooner than

these.

Is not a change in some part of the soul sufficient to make a new crea-

ture ? Then how far are they from being new creatures who are ignorant,

wholly inclined to the world ; without sense of sin, or grief for it, or pur-

poses against it ; without delight in the ordinances, or zeal for the worship
of God ! Balaam, and Cain, and Ahab, and Jehu, and Judas, are herein

more like new creatures than these. Oh that those would lay this to heart

who may hence be convinced, that they have not so much as that which is

not enough to make a new creature. If none must be saved but new crea-

tures, then what shall become of them, who are so far from being new crea-

tures, as they are not so much as like them ?

Use. 2. If these be not sufficient to make a new creature, then rest not

in any, in all of these ; rest not in gifts, or parts, or common motions ; rest

not in your avoiding of gross sins ; rest not in your moral virtues, or good
natures, &c. If you rest here, you rest short of salvation, for these are not

sufficient to make a new creature ; and except ye be new creatures, ye cannot

be saved.

2. Positively. What is a new creature ? He is a new creature whose soul is

made new in all its faculties ; whose whole soul is renewed according to the

image of God, in knowledge, holiness, righteousness ; in whose mind and
heart the Lord creates new and gracious qualities. The Scripture comprises

all parts of the soul in these two, spirit and heart: the spirit containing

mind and conscience ; the heart comprising will and affections. He is a

new creature whose spirit and heart is now. This is the tenor of the new
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covenant, Ezek. xxxvi. 26. The mind, will, conscience, affections, are new

in every new creature. Let me give you a fuller account of this new crea-

tion in these several faculties. A new creature has,

(1.) A new mind, understanding. Putting on the new man is thus ex-

pressed, Eph. iv. 23, 24. It is renewed in all its several powers, which we

may reduce to six heads.

[1.] New apprehensions. There is a new light shines into the mind,

which occasions new apprehensions of what is offered to it, far differing from

those of the old man. Before he was darkness, now he is light in the Lord ;

his apprehensions are more true, more clear ; that darkness which blinded

his eye is now scattered. Light was the first thing produced in the creation

of the world, Gen. i. 3, and spiritual light is the first thing in this new

creation. The Lord said then, ' Let there be light,' &c. And amongst the

effects of the word of Christ, the gospel, this is the first, Acts xxvi. Know-

ledge is one of the beauties of this new creature, Col. iii. 10. This renewed

knowledge leads the mind to new apprehensions. He had heard much of

Christ by the hearing of the ear before, but now his eyes see him, clearly

apprehends a transcendant excellency in him, an extreme necessity of him,

a complete sufficiency in him ; his present apprehensions of Christ difier as

much from his former, as a man's apprehensions of what he sees himsell

differ from those which only are related to him by others.

He apprehended some pleasure, advantage, safety, in sin formerly ; but

now he sees it extreme evil, loathsome, dangerous, damnable.

His former conceits of the world, and its enjoyments, he now sees to be

erroneous, and apprehends no happiness, no contentment, in any, in all

;

sees they are vain, uncertain, deceitful, ensnaring, unsatisfying.

That holiness of heart and strictness of life which he before slighted, con-

demned, derided, as a needless or hypocritical preciseness, he apprehends

now, not only as necessary, but as most beautiful and lovely.

That good nature, as it is called, which he once relied on, excused and

thought so well of, he now sees to be wholly corrupted, deformed, and

swarming with as many base lusts as there are motes in the sun : the light

discovers them.

That state of nature in which he continued till his new birth, which he

apprehended safe and capable enough of heaven, he now sees to be a cursed

and damnable condition, in which he had certainly perished if mercy had

not changed it by renewing him.

His former good deeds and good meanings, for which he thought the

Lord would spare him and reward him, he now apprehends to be worthy of

damnation, and all his own righteousness as a menstruous cloth.

His apprehensions in these and other things being erroneous, formed in

darkness, all vanish when light appears.

[2. J New judgment and assent. The new creature having truly appre-

hended these things, he firmly assents to the truth of them : his assent is both

firm, convictive, and lively. He rests not in slight, superficial apprehensions,

but comes up to full persuasions, that which the apostle calls nXn°o<pogia

rri; euv'eastdi. His judgment is carried with full sails into the truth dis-

covered, and that with particular application, in a lively, sensible manner
;

he sticks not at, doubts not of, what this renewed light discovers, but con-

cludes they are certain, as things that he sees and feels. He is not almost,

as Agrippa, but altogether persuaded, that these gospel mysteries are as true

as God is truth.

He is persuaded of such a necessity of Christ, as he whose neck is on the

block is persuaded of the necessity of a pardon to save his life. Though
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formerly, upon hearing the love-sick inquiries of distressed souls after

Christ, he was apt to say in himself, as they to the spouse, ' What is thy

beloved more than another beloved '? Cant. v. 9 ;
yet now he concludes

Christ the chiefest of ten thousand, the peerless beauty of heaven and earth,

as certainly, as sensibly, as he judges the sun to be light when it shines at

noonday
; now he wonders at his former blindness, though then he would

not be persuaded of it ; now he is astonished at the stupidness of the blind

world, that is not ravished with the love and beauty of Christ shining in his

soul and the gospel. Formerly, discoveries of Christ's all- sufficiency and
unsearchable riches were no more to him than the riches of the Indies

viewed in a map, or related in a story ; but now he passeth such a judgment
on it as he does of his own, where he walks, and feeds, and rests, when it

is best furnished and provided ; it is no foreign thing to him, but that which
he sees, tastes, and lives on, and his judgment of it is answerable.

When the ugliness and destructiveness of sin was formerly declared in

the ministry of the word, he looked upon it as a monster painted or wrought
in a suit of hangings ; but now he judges of the mortal danger of sin, as a

man judges of poison when he feels it working in his bowels.

It was a paradox to him that a man cannot be happy in this life if he had
all worldly enjoyments that heart can desire ; but now he certainly con-

cludes, things of the world can no more satisfy an enlivened soul than stones

can satisfy an hungry man, or wind nourish a consuming body ; he has

found what miserable comforters these are to a wounded conscience.

He was apt to judge, that the new birth, regeneration, the new creature,

were conceits and fancies ; and whilst he felt no such supernatural work upon
his soul, he judged there was no such things. But the Lord having brought
him through the pangs of the new birth, and by an almighty power drawn
the lineaments of a new creature in his soul, there is nothing that he hears,

or sees, or feels, that he is more certainly persuaded of, than this truth,

that without regeneration there is no salvation. He has changed his mind
;

he is quite of another, of a new judgment, in this and other things, than he

was formerly.

[3. J New valuations. The estimative power of his mind is renewed ; the

value of things is quite altered in his judgment ; the scales are quite turned ;

that which was highest is lowest ; that which was weightiest in his account,

is now lighter than vanity
;

worldly and carnal things, which were gain

before, are now counted loss
;

spiritual and heavenly things, not before

regarded, are now of highest value.

Formerly, the treasures of the world were most precious in his account

;

but now the reproach of Christ, the very worst condition with Christ, is of

greater value than the treasures of the world. Hereby Moses evidenced a new
creation in his soul, Heb. xi. 2G.

Formerly, interest in Christ he took upon trust, upon common, uncertain

grounds, as though it were not worth the looking after ; but now that it is

assured to him upon gospel terms, he will not part with it for all the king-

doms of the earth
;

or, if he be kept in a doubting condition, if he walk in

darkness, and see no light to evidence his title to Christ, which is the condi-

tion of many a new creature, many a child of God, after their new birth, so

highly does he value it, as he would be content to live poor, afflicted all

his days, upon condition he might obtain it. If Christ would but lift up the

light of his countenance, he would be far from envying those whose corn,

and wine, and oil increase, Psalm iv. 7, 8.

Formerly, he counted them happy who have the world at will, a conflu-

ence of pleasures, honours, riches, to their heart's desire ; but now he pities
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those who have no greater happiness, no sweeter comforts, than these can
yield.

Formerly, he could have heard and read the promises in the Scripture,

without much regarding them
;

yet, if a friend had assured him of a rich

estate, he would have accounted that a precious promise : but now he would
not part with the riches he spies in some one gospel-promise, for all the

mines in the Indies, Ps. cxix. 127, Ps. ix. 10, Prov. viii. 19.

Formerly, he had rather have spent his time in merry company, than in

seeking God, or hearing a sermon, or conference about his soul's estate
;

but now one day, one hour in these holy employments, is better in his ac-

count than a thousand elsewhere ; rather be a door-keeper in the house of

God, than a commander, a prince in the tents of wickedness, Ps. Ixxxiv. 10.

Formerly, he most esteemed such gifts, parts, as would get most applause

and credit, quick wit, profound judgment, free expression, a nimble inven-

tion to find out, or set off some taking opinions or notions above the ordi-

nary road. Ay, but now these are vanities in his account, compared with

the power of godliness ; now he values holiness above the choicest accom-

plishments in the world. This is the most excellent way in his esteem, as

Paul in like case, 1 Cor. xii. 31.

Formerly, his church-privileges or religious performances, his alms-deeds,

or outward observance of the law, self or sense, seemed something worth to

make his way to heaven. But now he counts all these loss, compared with

Christ's righteousness ; even those that he counted gain, they are loss, yea,

dung, that he may gain Christ, and be found in him, Phil. iii. 7, 8. He has a

new esteem of things.

[4.] New designs. The designing power of his mind is renewed, he has

new plots, new devices, such as troubled not his bead before ; and those

that he formerly pursued, are laid aside. His designs are cast in a new
mould, and run in a new method, such as the old man is a stranger to, the

unrenewed mind is not acquainted with.

Formerly, his designs were driven towards sin, himself, or the world ; now
they are for God, for heaven, for his soul.

Formerly, his design was to ingratiate himself with those that might do

him good, make him great or safe in the world ; now it is to continue in

the favour of God, to walk in the light of his countenance, and enjoy sweet

fellowship with the Father and Son.

Formerly, his design was to live plentifully and creditably in the world
;

now it is to get his heart crucified to the world, and the world unto him, to

live soberly, righteously, godly in this present world, and walk in it as one

redeemed from it.

Formerly, his plot was to make provision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts

thereof ; now it is to mortify his members that are on the earth, to put the

old man to death, and in this respect to die daily, to starve his lusts, and
crush the interest of the flesh, that though it continue, yet it may not pre-

vail and rule in him.

Formerly, his design was to grow rich, to lay up store for the time to come,

to provide plentifully for posterity ; now it is to be rich unto God, to par-

take more and more of the unsearchable riches of Christ, to grow in grace,

and abound in the fruits of the Spirit ; to lay up treasures in heaven, even

that good foundation, for the time to come ; to provide for eternity ; to get

his personal wants supplied, an'd to bring up posterity in the fear and nur-

ture of the Lord ; to bring them up to the terms of tho covenant, that they

may have a title to the treasures, and may be heirs of the kingdom that

cannot be shaken.
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Formerly, it was his design to make sure what he enjoys on earth, and to

secure it from the claims, injustice, or violence of men ; now it is to ' make
his calling and election sure,' to make clear his evidence for heaven ; to get

those spiritual distempers removed, which are as moth and rust to his soul's

treasure ; to keep his heart with all diligence, that sin, and Satan, and the

world may not break through and steal.

Formerly, it was his design, either to be famous in his generation, eminent
amongst the sons of men, or at least to have a name amongst, or praise

from men, for parts, or performances ; but now it is, that God above all,

and in all things, may be glorified ; that the sceptre of Christ may be ad-

vanced, and his crown flourish ; that his name may be precious and glorious

in the world, and all nations, tongues, languages, may acknowledge his

glory, and speak his praises ; and that all in heaven and earth may lay their

crowns at his feet, and give unto him the glory due to his name, due to his

love, for he is worthy. These are the designs of a new creature.

[5.] New inventions. Invention is another power of the mind, which is

renewed when a man is made a new creature ; his mind is busied about far

other inventions and devices, than formerly. Not how to find out new opi-

nions or notions, that he may be cried up as a rare man, as tic psya:, the

humour of Simon Magus ; nor how to blast their reputation, who stand in

his light and obscure him ; nor how to satisfy his lusts in a way of safety

and credit ; nor how to gratify an ambitious, or covetous, or revengeful, or

unclean humour : no, these are the devices and contrivances of the old

man, which is corrupt and unrenewed. The inventions of the new creature

are quite of another strain, such as the old man, the unrenewed mind, is

utterly unacquainted with. I might instance in more than twenty, I will

but name them. The new mind employs his invention,

—

To find out what are his spiritual wants, where the defects of his graces

and affections lie, wherein faith, and zeal, and love, and self-denial, are de-

fective ; that he may not languish for want of supplies, that his soul may be
kept on the wing of desire after Christ; that, living in the sense of many
wants, he may not be puffed up with self-conceit, as having attained.

What hinders his soul's prosperity. Why he does not grow answerable to

means, light, engagements ; whether remissness in duty, or some unmortified

lust within, or too eager pursuit of something without.

His secret corruptions : those skulking traitors, that lie hid in the dark

and secret corners of his soul, which in others are not seen nor regarded
;

stirrings of spiritual pride, secret motions of self-refined stains of hypocrisy.

The decays of his soul at their first rise and appearance
; decay of love,

zeal, spiritualness of mind, tenderness of heart or conscience ; to find out

these at first, before they run his soul on into a consumption, which neglect-

ed, they are apt to do.

The best ways of improving Christ crucified, of drawing powerful and
quickening influences from him, knowing that upon this depends the life,

strength, comfort, and welfare of his soul.

What arguments may most prevail with Gpd in prayer. Not that the

Lord needs these, but that they are needful for himself, to encourage faith,

and quicken the soul to fervency and importunity in seeking God.

What thoughts, what objects, do most affect him, make deepest impres-

sions on his heart. What most powerful to quicken, inflame, put his soul

upon motion towards God, and effectual to restrain from sin.

What duty every condition he is cast into, and every alteration in that

condition, does especially call for.

The exercise of what grace is most proper and suitable to every juncture
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of time, to every occurrence he meets with ; that he may be always ready,

his loins girded, his lamp burning.

What parts of the word of God, whether promises, or threatenings, or

examples are more suitable to his soul's estate, that he may take special

notice of them in hearing or reading.

Where the new man is weakest, where he lies most open to assaults of

spiritual enemies, where Satan gets most advantage, where sin makes its

breaches, that he may fortify that especially, set a strong guard.

What the cause of every cross and affliction is, inward or outward. Why
the Lord at any time withdraws from him, denies his presence, assistance in

ordinances, in his endeavours after holy walking, that if it be sin, he may
subdue it.

To find out what Satan's snares are, what his devices, whereby he most
prevails in the times and places where he lives, that he may not be ignorant

of his devices, nor entangled unawares.

What the deceits of his heart, and the fallacies of sin, these being deceit-

ful above all things, and so intimate with him ; that he may not be circum-

vented, cheated, deluded.

Where the strength of sin lies, what are its strongest holds, what carnal

reasonings, what promises or expectations, that he may bend all his force

against it here, this being the surest way to victory.

What is the beloved sin, peccatum in deliciis, the commander, supporter,

encourager of the rest ; that this may be chiefly mortified, subdued. He
knows if the general fall, the troops will be easily scattered, routed.

The root of every sin by the fruits. When he perceives sin breaking

forth, he sets his invention a-work, inquires, whence comes this? E.g.,

wanderings in holy duties, whence are these ? Is it not from carnalness,

want of delight in holy employments? is it not from some lust within,

worldliness or uncleanness ? Having found out the root, he strikes at that,

thinks it surest to stay the stream by stopping up the spring.

Where are corruptions, encouragements, abettors, incentives ; where it

feeds and gets provision, whether in his constitution, or employment, or

company, or diet, or accommodations, that he may cut off these.

How to be most serviceable in his generation ; how he may improve his

talents most for Christ's advantage ; which are the ways, which are the ser-

vices in which his times, parts, gifts, enjoyments, may be best employed

;

that he may not bury them, nor use them only for himself, nor spend them
in ways less necessary, profitable, advantageous for Christ and his people.

How he may win others to come in to Christ, to renounce sin. What
carriage, what acts, what words may be most effectual, according to the

several tempers of those amongst whom he lives.

What the design of every special providence is towards himself, or the

place he lives in, that he may neither disregard nor oppose it, that he may
concur with God, and be subservient to him in his promoting them

;

What are the provocations of the times and place he lives in, that he may
endeavour to reform, mourn in secret for them, seek pardon

;

These and such like are the things about which the invention of a renewed
mind is employed. And when his studies succeed herein, he has more rea-

son to cry h%rf/.a than Archimedes ; these being inventions that find more
approbation in heaven than any on earth.

[6.] New reasonings. The discursive power of the soul is renewed ; carnal

reasonings are opposed, disclaimed as weak, fallacious ; his arguings now are

of a new mode.

His former inward reasonings were for the flesh against the spirit, now
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they are for the spirit against the flesh
;
they were formerly for the world

against Christ, now for Christ against the world ; for sin and looseness

against holiness and strictness, but now the contrary ; from the letter of the

word against the sense of Scripture, now they are according to the mind of

Christ. He draws quite contrary conclusions from formerly abused prin-

ciples ; e. g. God is merciful, long-suffering, and patient, Ergo, there is no
such danger in sinning, no such necessity of a precise reformation ; so the
old man. But the new creature argues from hence, Ergo, this should lead

me to repentance, Rom. ii. 4. Therefore I should be ashamed, afraid to

sin hereafter, and heartily grieved that I hare sinned so much before.

Christ is full of love and compassion to sinners, and therefore we need
not be so nice and precise in forbearing, renouncing every sin ; so the old

man. But the new creature thus : Christ loves me, and therefore how can I

do that which his soul hates ? He ' loved me, and washed me,' &c. ; how
shall I do that which shed his blood ? The grace of God appearing to all

in Christ crucified; Ergo, I must deny all ungodliness and worldly lusts, &c,
Titus ii. 11, 12.

Christ came to save sinners
;
Ergo, there is hopes of salvation, though I

continue in this or that sin ; so the old man. But the new creature argues

thus : Ergo, I must get into and continue in the way wherein Christ has
declared he will save sinners ; I must believe, break off my sins by repent-

ance, and submit to his laws and government, else his death will nothing

avail me.

But the strict and constant observance of all Christ's laws will be hard,

and sometimes dangerous. I may lose my estate, liberty, or life by it

;

Ergo, it is better to hope well, and go on as I do ; it is folly to launch so far

into the deep as we can see no shore; it is good sleeping in a whole skin; so

the old man. But the new creature thus: If the observance of Christ in all

his holy ways and truths may cost me so much, Ergo, it is more proper for

me, whom Christ so infinitely engaged. Shall I offer unto him only that

which costs me nothing ? If Christ had dealt so with me, my soul had
dwelt in everlasting flames. Whom should I suffer for, if not for him who
suffered all for me ? And if I sutler with him, I shall also reign with him

;

so the apostle.

But there are many ways of religion, abundance of errors, divisions, diver-

sities of opinion
;
Ergo, it is better to keep the old track wherein I was born,

bred, and have thus long lived, than to wander and change my old course

in such uncertainties ; so the old mau. But the new creature thus : There
are many divisions, wanderings, &c, Ergo, I have more need to keep in the

strait way, the way of holiness, which is certainly the way of Christ if there

be any truth or certainty in Scripture, and leave those to doat upon ques-

tions, less material opinions, positions and circumstantials not clearly re-

vealed, who think they have more time than enough to mind that one thing

needful.

But some that pretend to holiness and strictness are hypocrites, make a

fair show outwardly, when there is no inward reality
;
Ergo, it is better to be

as I am than counterfeit what I am not ; so the old man. But the new
creature thus : There will be hypocrites amongst those that profess godliness,

there was a hypocrite .amongst Christ's disciples
;
Ergo, I have more need to

look to my own security, more reason to give all diligence to make my own
calling and election sure.

This way of strictness and preciseness is everywhere spoken against and
reviled

;
Ergo, no wisdom to enter into it, to meddle with it; so the old man.

But the new creature thus : Ergo, it is more like to be the way of Christ, for
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he himself suffered the contradiction of sinners. The world hates him and
his ways, no wonder if they speak evil of them.

The Lord accounts the will for the deed. I mean well though I do ill

sometimes, Ergo, the Lord will accept me ; so the old man. But the new
creature thus : Ergo, in the strength of Christ I will put forth myself to tha

utmost in every duty, in all the ways of Christ, and when I fail through

weakness, there is hopes of pardon and acceptance.

The time is short, we cannot live long ; Ergo, let us live merrily, take our

pleasures, follow our profits, while we have time ; so the old man. But the

new creature thus : Ergo, I must use all diligence to get the work done, for

which he allows me this time, for which he sent me into the world
;
Ergo, I

must use the world as though I used it not, rejoice as though I rejoiced not,

buy as though I possessed not, use recreations as though I used them not,
1 For the fashion of the world passeth,' &c, 1 Cor. vii. 29.

But there are many promises to sinners
;
Ergo, no reason to despair of

salvation though I live in sin ; so the old man. But the new creature thus :

1 have many great and precious promises, therefore I should ' cleanse my-
self from all fiJthiness of flesh and spirit,' &c. It is the apostle's arguing,

2 Cor. vii. 1.

The thief repented at death, and was admitted into paradise
;
Ergo, why

may not I defer my repentance and reformation till the hour of death ? so

the old man. But the new creature thus : I read but of one amongst many
thousands that found place for repentance at his death

;
Ergo, I will not

leave my salvation, my soul, at such a desperate hazard, as, ten thousand to

one, it will be lost.

But death is uncertain, it maybe far off, the Lord delays his coming;

Ergo, I may eat, and drink, and take my pleasure ; thus the old man, with

that wretched servant in the parable, Mat. xxiv. But the new creature thus :

Ergo, I must be continually watchful ; I must be always employed in the

Lord's work, lest the Lord come in an hour when I look not for him, lest

he find me in an evil way, and I fall into the condemnation of that unprofit-

able servant, Mat. xxiv. 48.

But there is no condemnation to those that are in Christ, and who can

tax me as one that is not in Christ ? Ergo, though I sin I shall not be con-

demned : so the old man. But the new creature thus :
' No condemnation

to those who walk not after the flesh.' If I walk after the flesh, continue

in my old carnal condition, stick to my old, superstitious, ungodly customs

and practices, if I he not a new creature, I am not in Christ ; to such there

is nothing but condemnation. The new mind has new reasonings, as appears

in these, and might be shewed in more instances.

[7.] New thoughts. The cogitative power of the mind is renewed, old

thoughts are passed away. His atheistical thoughts ;—God sees not, he regards

not, he will not punish ; I may sin securely. Revengeful ; he does not medi-

tate'mischief upon his bed. Lustful ; his heart is not a place for speculative

uncleanness. Proud ; he is not puffed up with self-conceit ; the high, lofty,

towering imaginations are pulled down. Worldly ; he gives not way to im-

moderate thoughtfulness about what he shall eat, &c. These engross Dot his

mind ; he knows a small share of his thoughts is but due to the world, so-

licitous, anxious thoughts, distempering his mind with fear and distrust, so

much carefulness what to eat, &c. When Christ works this new creation in

the mind, these are driven out, as buyers out of the temple ; it is a part of

this great renewing work to bring every such thought into subjection. So
wandering thoughts in holy services, which passed before without restraint,

VOL. II. B
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he drives these away, as Abraham did the fowls from his sacrifice, Gen. xv.

11. Vain, unprofitable, foolish, impertinent, incoherent thoughts, though
they may steal into the mind, they lodge not ; he entertains them not as

formerly.

The thoughts that are now welcome into his mind are holy, spiritual,

heavenly
; thoughts of Christ, his love, the sweet expressions, the many

precious experiments of it
;
thoughts of his soul's condition, of the great anil

precious promises. These are his meditation, these are sweet to his taste.

Thoughts of his glorious relations to Christ, of those privileges of a new
creature, and of those future enjoyments in glory, these are most frequent,

pleasing, abiding.

Such thoughts as quieken him to holy motions, stir him up to heavenly
inclinations and affections. His former thoughts were as thorns and weeds
to choke these, but his present thoughts are as bellows, to kindle and in-

flame his heart with love to, and zeal for, and ardent desires after, Christ
and spiritual enjoyments

;
quicken him to faith, fervency, heavenliness

;

engage him to humility, self-denial.

These are the thoughts of a new mind, which the old man will not believe

to be in any, because he never found them.
[8.] New consultations. The advising power, that which the philosophers

call /3ou\tuTr/.ri, is renewed. He has now new objects to consult about, new
counsellors to consult with. He consults not now whether the Lord shall

be his chief good, his last end, nor whether his great idol the flesh shall be
thrown down, or pleasures, profits, credit, the unrenewed man's trinity, shall

give place to God, and be made the footstool of Christ ; no, in re tarn saiicta non
est deliberandum. This is out of question, he is fully resolved upon it,

though the greatest part of Christians (whatever they imagine to the con-
trary) never came up to such a resolution.

It is not the end, but the means, that he consults about, fUmiktuSfusia o\>

mgi ruv rtXuiv ;* not whether Christ shall have the highest place in his soul,

but by what means he may be most advanced ; not whether the interest of
the flesh and the world shall be cast down, but by what means this may
be most effectually done ; how he may disengage his soul from carnal in-

terests (that have so fully possessed him) so as he may give up himself wholly
unto the Lord. And the business being weighty, needs counsel, <ri;,a£oi>.o-j;

hi xagaXa./j,Zuvo/ji.e\i ui ra /xiyd/.a.. The new creature has new counsellors.

We see it in Paul ; as soon as the Lord had made him a new creature, he
chooses a new counsel, rejects the old, Gal. i. 16. So here he consults not
with the world, not with the flesh, not with carnal friends, about the things
of God. The world and the flesh are enemies and carnal friends, in spiri-

tual things are fools ; and who seeks counsel of foes or fools ? If carnal
friends be consulted with, then in trouble of conscience they will advise you
to get into merry, jovial company, to sing, or drink, or cast away those
melancholy thoughts, or to follow worldly business with more eagerness,
that the noise of the world may drown the voice of conscience. Oh miser-
able comforters, oh wretched counsellors ! When the world or flesh are
consulted with, they will advise with much show of wisdom. If sin must be
left, if something must be done for Christ, why then engage for Christ
against sin with a proviso, with caution and reservation ? Take heed, if you
be wise, that no sin be left, no duty be undertaken, to the prejudice of ease,
credit, or worldly advantage. And so profitable and delightful sins must
still be retained ; duties of religion that are chargeable, difficult, dangerous,
or reproached by a wicked generation, must be baulked, declined. When

* Aristot.
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persecution arises for any way of Christ or holiness, then wheel about, ex-

cuse yourselves here ; in this the Lord be merciful to me, I can, I dare

follow Christ no further. Here is the counsel of the wisdom of the flesh,

which is enmity to God. ' This wisdom descendeth not from above ; it is

earthly, sensual, devilish,' James iii. 15. And so the new creature rejects

it. It is the wisdom from above which guides him in his consultation, that

which is not only peaceable, but pure, fruitful, and without partiality, &c,
verse 16. He consults with the oracles of God, David's counsellors are the

men of his counsel, Ps. cxix. 24. He goes for advice to the law and the

testimony, he inquires impartially ; and that which is there delivered sways

his judgment, and carries it in all debates, though it be never so cross to

carnal interests, though it be to the prejudice of his dearest lusts, though it

be to the ruin of his ease, credit, worldly advantages. One glimpse of

Scripture light will carry it.

Thus you see explained what a new crenture is in respect of his mind,

how the mind is renewed in its several acts and powers. Proceed now to

the next faculty,

(2). A new will. A new creature has a renewed will. As this new crea-

tion make a new spirit, i.e. a new mind, so it makes a new heart, i.e. a new
will. This new creature is a new man, Eph. iv. 24, Col. iii. 10. Now there

cannot be a new man without a new will, for this is the principal part of a

man.
The will is the ruling faculty, it commands the whole man ; therefore,

such as the will is, such is the man, old or new. The most powerful and
distinguishing work of renewing grace is in the will, and therefore, that we
may understand what the new creature is, we must apprehend how the

will is made new, and wherein its renewedness consists. Now this will ap-

pear most clearly in the immediate acts of the will, its inclinations, inten-

tions, fruition, election, consent, application, and resolutions. Where there

is a new creature, a new will, there are

[1 .] New inclinations. That act of the will, which Aristotle calls ZolXrisig,

and the schoolmen simplex volilio, has a new object. The heart, which was
formerly carried after sin, the world and self, has now a new bias, which
carries it towards God in Christ as his chief good, towards him as the height

of all his glory, the spring of all his pleasures, the treasury of all his riches.

Every unrenewed man is an idolater, he makes himself or the creature his

idol. And though God usually have the name, yet he moves towards these

as his chief good. This is the sad effect of the fall in every son of Adam,
an averseness to God, a propenseness to the creature ; and this continues in

every man from his first birth till he be born again. And when this new
creation begins, it finds him in this posture, with the face of his heart to-

wards the creature, and his back towards God. Now it is the effect of this

great work to turn the heart from idols unto God, from the creature unto the

Creator. Hence it is called conversion ; his heart now runs towards a new
mark, he has a new centre. Formerly himself or the world was his centre

;

to these he moved, after these his soul was carried, even as the sparks fly

upwards. But now God in Christ is his centre : his heart tends towards

God, even as heavy bodies move downwards ; his motions towards God are

free, powerful, and restless. He has a new nature, and his motions towards

God are in these respects natural.

First, He is freely inclined towards God. He is not only forced by ter-

rors, or apprehensions of death, or some great danger ; for these may
occasion some weak motions towards God in an unrenewed heart ; but when
there are no such enforcements, yet then his heart is in motion towards
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God. There is an attractive virtue in Christ, and the discoveries of his

love and excellency in the gospel, which draws a new heart to him ; a vir-

tue both secret and powerful, such as we see in the loadstone to draw iron.
1 When I am lifted up, I will draw,' &c. The heart is put upon this

motion by an inward principle, not by outward enforcements. When the

will is thoroughly touched with renewing grace, it inclines towards Christ

;

as you see a needle, touched with the loadstone, move and tend toward the

north pole. This heart- inclination is better felt than expressed, and it will

be a mystery to those who have not experience of it, as this new creature is

to all unrenewed men.
Secondly, It is a powerful and prevalent inclination, such as does over-

power the inclinations of the flesh to sin in the world. Set the world, in

all its pomp and glory, all its delights and treasure, before the soul, on
one side, and God, as manifested in Christ, on the other, and a renewed

heart will turn its back upon the world, and bend itself towards God. Nor
is this,

Thirdly, By fits and starts, now and then, in some good mood ; but his

inclinations are habitual and constant. His motions may be slackened,

and in part diverted, by some violent temptations, even as you may force

the needle in the compass towards the south ; but then it quivers, and

shakes, and is restless, till it point north again. So the heart, when by
some lust or temptation it is drawn aside from God, this motion i6 not free,

it is against the settled bent; the heart shakes and shivers, till that be

removed which stops its course, and hinders its motion towards God. The
constant bent and tendency of the renewed will is after God, as its happi-

ness, its joy and delight, its treasure and glory. David was a man after

God's own heart, and therefore his heart was formed according to the

image of God, i. e. it was renewed ; and you may feel the pulse, perceive

the motions of a renewed heart, in his expressions, Ps. xlii. 1, 2. Paul

expresses the temper of a new will under temptations, Eom. vii. He does

that which he allows not, that which he hates, that which he would not do,

ver. 15, 16. When his soul is burned to sin, his heart would have it

otherwise ; when he is carried down with temptation, he moves as he would

not move ; his heart, his will inclines to God, while he is carried another

way : he is carried as a captive, carried as by rebels ; so he looks upon

himself and upon them, ver. 23. A captive, dragged by rebels, moves not

freely: if the force were removed, he would change his motion, alter his

course. A new creature has not a heart for sin and for the world ; the

fixed, usual, constant bent of his will is towards God, as his chief good,

only happiness. It is contrary in an unrenewed man.

[2.] New intentions. The renewed will intends God, aims at him in all,

and above all things. Christ is to him Alj^lia and Onieya, the first and the

last, the spring of his happiness and the end of his actings. That which is a

man's chief good, is his last end. God is both to a renewed heart: he

inclines to him as his chief good, he intends him as his last end.

He has new ends and aims, far differing from his former. Heretofore

he aimed at pleasure, to live merrily ; riches, not to stand in need of others

;

greatness, that he might not be an underling in the world ; honours, that

he might not live obscure or contemned. But now, apprehending hi3

sweetest delights, best riehes, greatest honours, are to be found in God,

he aims at God instead of these, and intends not these but in reference to

God, that by these he may be enabled to do him better and more cheerful

service.

God is now his end; and that which he intends above all is, 1, to glo-
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rify God
; 2, please him; and, 3, enjoy him. God is bis aim in these

three notions.

First, To glorify him. Every action is raised and carried on for his end,

and with this intention, virtually if not actually, that God by it may be

glorified ; and this universally, not only in religious actions. He hears,

and prays, and reads, and meditates ; not to stop the mouth of conscience,

or to be accounted a good Christian, or to make amends for some sin, whose
guilt troubles him, but that God may be hereby honoured.

Nor this only in civil actions. The works of his calling, ploughing, or

digging, or studying, &c, these he follows for this end ; not as formerly,

to get his living "only, or to provide for his family : his intentions rise

higher; that which he principally aims at, is that hereby God may be

glorified.

Yea, but even in natural acts. He eats, he drinks, he sleeps, not only

for continuance of health and life : he aims at something of greater

moment, viz., the advancing of God's glory. This is the law of the new
creature, for to such the apostle prescribes it, 1 Cor. x. 31.

And as he intends this universally, by dedicating all and every action to

this end, so he aims at it singly, i. e. he acts not that which may glorify

God, in relation to himself only, or his own ends. The old man may do

this ; so did the unrenewed Jews
;
they had a zeal for God, as Paul testi-

fies, Rom. x. 2. They were zealous in doing that which might honour

him, as they thought, but it was in reference to themselves, lest the apos-

tle's doctrine (of justification by faith, both to Jews and Gentiles) prevail-

ing, their law, and dignity, and privilege above the rest of the world, should

be overthrown. A new creature may, must seek his own good ; but this in

subordination to God's glory as supreme, and in a way of subserviency to it

as principal. He seeks other things, but he intends this in and above all.

And this is a special property of the new creature, which the highest im-

provers of nature could never reach, nor ever will, till renewed.

Secondly, His aim is to please God. Formerly his aim was to please his

flesh, or his senses, or his corrupt humours, or such persons and friends on

whom he had dependence ; but now that which he intends above all is to

please God. He will strive to please others, if thereby he may the better please

God, as Paul became all things, &c. ; but if any thing come in competition

with God, if he must either displease his friends, his flesh, his senses, or

displease God, in this ease he will displease all, rather than displease God

;

for to please God is his highest end, and the highest end is best ; and so the

apostles determine in this case, Acts v. 29. In this case, to displease God,
we should not yield a finger's breath, Neque omnibus angelis inccclo, neque Petro

nee Paulo, neque decern Casaribus, neque mille papis, neque toti mundo latum

digitum cesserim, [Luther] Comment, in Gal. ii.

Thirdly, To enjoy God. He aims at this in all actions and undertakings

whatever ; and intending this, nothing short of it will satisfy him.

Formerly, in religious duties he could have rested in the work done, or

been satisfied with common enlargements and assistances ; or content if

others esteemed and applauded him, though his heart was at a great dis-

tance from God in the duty. But now no duty will please or satisfy him,
except he enjoy God in it

;
except God draw near to him, and witness his

presence by the power, eflicacy, or delights of it in his heart. So in civil

and natural acts ; it is the aim, the intent of the new creature, to enjoy God
in all. But this leads me to the

[3.] New fruitions. That in which the new creature rests, that which
satisfies, contents him, is quite different from what it was formerly. Hia
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life was formerly a vexatious wandering from vanity to vanity ; all the con-

tentment he had was in sin or worldly accommodations, or at least in out-

ward performances ; but now these are as husks to him. That which gives

his heart quiet and content, is the enjoyment of God, communion with

Christ, fellowship with the Holy Spirit. Nihil potest quietare hominis volun-

tatem, nisi solus Dens, says Aquinas. It is true, here, nothing quiets a

renewed heart but the enjoyment of God
; or, as he, irreqitietum est cor nos-

trum, &c. Thou madest us for thee, and our heart will not rest but in thee.

The world (as one well compares it) is like a king's court. Unrenewed
men are like children, who are taken with the pictures, and please them-

selves in viewing the hangings and ornaments of several rooms ; but a new
creature is like a man that has earnest business with the king ; he stays not

in the out rooms ; he takes little notice of the ornaments and rich furniture

;

his business is with the king, and so he rests not till he come into his

presence. Those that rest in outward performances, or worldly enjoyments,

they stay in the out rooms. A new heart, like the king's daughter, is then

only brought with gladness and rejoicing, when she enters into the king's

presence, Ps. xlv. 15 ; then only satisfied, when Christ leads her into his

banqueting house, when he fills the tabernacle of her heart with the glory

and power of his presence. Even as a hungry infant will not be content

;

though ye give it chains of gold or bracelets of pearl, nothing will satisfy it

but the breast ; so a renewed heart, in the absence of Christ, all that the

world can afford will not quiet or satisfy it, none but Christ, none but Christ.

Formerly, he could rest in a religious duty performed, or at least in the

plausible performance of it ; but nothing now contents him, except he there find

him whom his soul loves
;
nothing satisfies him, except the presence of God

go along with him in these duties
;
except he find the Spirit of God moving

in them, affecting his heart, and working upon his soul in the use of ordi-

nances. His heart raises itself in the ordinances, as Zaccheus, Luke xix. 4,

got up into a sycamore tree, that he might see Jesus passing by. It will not

satisfy him, no more than Absalom, to return to his house, except he may
see the king's face, 2 Sam. xiv. 32. It is that which he seeks, as the angel

told the woman : Mat. xxviii., 1 1 know that ye seek Jesus that was cruci-

fied.' Ay, this is it which a renewed heart seeks; nor will it ever rest till it

find Jesus that was crucified.

Formerly, if by labour and industry in worldly employments he could gain

well, and increase his estate, and thrive in the world, he was herewith con-

tent (so far as such things can give contentment) ; but now, whatever he

gains, whatever he gets, he is not satisfied, except, while his outward man
is busied in the world, his soul enjoy communion with Christ, except his

labour and travail in these outward things be a walking with God.

Formerly, he was apt to say, as that rich man, Luke xii. 19, ' Soul, thon

hast much goods, &c, take thine ease,' &c. But now he will rather say,

with that famous Marquis of Vico, ' Let his money perish with him, who
prefers all the gold of the world before one day's communion with Jesus

Christ.'

Formerly, he was apt to fancy some contentment, if he might have riches

and friends answerable to his desire, meats and drinks suitable to his

appetite, habit and accommodation suitable to his fancy ; but now all ful-

ness is empty, if Christ make it not up ; the sweetest accommodation is

distasteful, if the presence of God sweeten it not ; no enjoyments satisfy

him, but those in which he enjoys Christ. And when he has found him,

he can let out his heart's contentment in David's expression, ' The Lord is

my portion, I have enough ; return to thy rest, 0 my soul, for the Lord has
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dealt bountifully with thee
;
my lines are fallen in a pleasant place,' &c,

Ps. iv. 6, 7, Ps. lxiii.

[4.] New elections. The will shews its renewedness, in its choice of

means for promoting of the ends on which it hath pitched: vgoalgeeis ea-1 tZiv

tfjis rb TtXog. Election of means, the former acts were about the end. His
choice is different from what it was heretofore. He brings not down that

which should be his end, to serve his turn as a mean, as those do, who make
religion a stirrup to advance them in the world.

Nor does he choose unlawful means to promote his ends. Formerly, so

he might compass his intentions, he stood not much upon the quality of the

means, whether good or bad, allowed or disallowed of God. How visible is

this in men of the world ! But now he pitches upon none but such as

Scripture has sealed to be acceptable unto God. He will not set up calves,

false worship, to gain or secure a kingdom, nor make priests of the meanest
of the people to strengthen a faction, as Jeroboam did, who made Israel to

sin, and is so branded. He will lose his ends, rather than accomplish them
by deceit, falsehood, injustice, or what reflects on his profession.

His choice is regulated by the word, and what it prescribes he will pitch

on, though it seem to his own prejudice. He will choose to cross his own
humour or offend his dearest relations, rather than offend God. He chooses

afflictions for Christ, rather than the pleasures of sin. It was Moses's

choice, Heb. xi.

He chooses those for his companions that fear God, Ps. cxix. 63, and

those above all that are most conscientious, most eminent for holiness,

strictness, watchfulness over themselves and others. Those that he did

formerly hate, jeer, abuse for strictness, holiness, they are now his delight,

as David, herein a type of Christ, Ps. xvi. Spiritual conference of godly

persons, which was formerly a burden, he now prefers before vain worldly

discourse ; and the company of profane men are his burden, as it was to

David, Ps. cxx. 5, 6. He had rather have a friend that will reprove him for

sin, than a companion that will soothe him in an evil way, Ps. cxli. 5.

In choice of a minister, he will not incline to one who will sew pillows

under his elbows, cry peace to him while he lives in siu, or encourage him
by doctrine or practice in any evil course ; nor to him who will please his

fancy with quaintness, notions or niceties; but he prefers him that will

search his conscience, deal faithfully with his soul, not suffer him to live at

peace in any wickedness, that delivers sound, searching, quickening truths,

and teaches Christ, as the truth is in Jesus.

If he find ordinary means not sufficient to subdue his lusts, remove soul dis-

tempers, keep his heart in a spiritual heavenly temper, or to prevail for

public mercies and deliverances, he then makes choice of extraordinary. If

his usual praying every day be not effectual, he will set apart whole days for

prayer and fasting to obtain those blessed ends.

He chooses not only those means, duties which are most plausible, but those

also that are most spiritual ; not only public exercises of religion, but secret

duties ; such wherein common gifts are not so much exercised, such as have
nothing of outward form or pomp wherewith an unrenewed heart may be

taken ; for example ;

—

Secret prayer, in his closet, where no eye is witness. I mean not an
heartless repeating of words got by rote, without fervency or affection ; but

the strivings, wrestlings of the heart with God in secret, in a humble,
reverent, importunate, affectionate manner. This he chooses, and it is his

practice.

Secret meditation of spiritual things. Not for increase of knowledge only,
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or to enable him to discourse or dispute ; this an unrenewed heart may
choose ; but to quicken his soul to spiritual motions, holy inclinations,

heavenly affections ; to find out the state and temper of his soul, commun-
ing with his heart, Ps. iv., that he may judge or encourage himself, accord-

ing as the condition of his soul requires.

He chooses not only such duties as are easy, but those that seem difficult;

rather forego his own ease, than leave his soul in a remiss, lukewarm,

unthriving temper.

Nay, he will not refuse those duties that nre chargeable, reproachful, or

dangerous, when the Lord requires them. Daniel would pray to the God
of heaven, though the penalty was casting into tbe den of lions. The pri-

mitive Christians would sell their estates rather than the poor should want,

to the dishonour of the gospel. The apostles would preach Christ crucified,

though therefore they were accounted the outcasts and offscouring of all

things ; rather expose his credit, break with friends, or make a breach in

his estate, than break his peace with God by neglecting his duty.

[5. J New consents. This is another act of the will, which when it is

renewed, has a new object. I might give many instances, but I shall only

instance in that one which is the vital act of a new creature.

He now consents to enter into covenant with God upon the terms pro-

pounded in the gospel. Formerly, he consented to sin and the world, yielded

to their terms, upon condition he might enjoy them ; his heart, though

hardened against God, yet was as wax to receive the impressions of sin

;

and he was a voluntary fugitive to Satan and his lusts, led captive by him
at his will. But now his heart is hardened, his will is obstinate against sin

and the world, yet it runs freely into the mould of the gospel, and consents

to take Christ upon gospel terms, to take him as Lord, for holiness, power

against sin, &c. He is so sensibly convinced of his misery without Christ,

of that happiness which is to be enjoyed in Christ, he so clearly apprehends

the infinite worth of Christ, his extreme necessity of him, that he will yield

to anything the Lord propounds, if he will but give him Christ.

The Lord tells him in the gospel, if he will have Christ, he must part with

all, with every sin : 2 Tim. ii. 19, ' Let every one that nameth the name,'

&c. ; those sins wherein thou hast so much delighted, whereby thou hast

got, or expectest so much gain or advantage. He that is Christ's must
crucify the flesh, &c. The renewed heart answers, Yea, Lord, and happy
were I if I might be quite freed from all sin. Oh, happy exchange, to part

with sin to gain Christ ! What have I to do any more with idols ? flow

much better is it to part with those sometimes dearest lasts, than, by
retaining any one member of that body of death, to have both soul and body

cast into hell ! The will freely yields to this proposal.

The Lord tells him further in the gospel, he that will have Christ must
deny himself. ' If any man will be my disciple,' &c, Mat. xvi. 24. He
that will be Christ's must deny his ease, his humours, his credit, his gifts,

his own righteousness, his own interests, inclinations, accommodations, for

Christ's sake. The heart answers, all these are nothing compared with

Christ
;
yea, verily, and I count them all loss that I may gain Christ, as

Phil. iii. Yea, and let him take all, if my Lord Christ will return to my soul.

The Lord tells him in the Gospel, he that will have Christ must take up

the cross, must be willing to endure reproaches, afflictions, and persecutions

;

must be willing to sutler in his relations, in his estate, in his liberty, and in

his life too : to lose all these, if the glory, and ways, and truth of Christ

call for it, Luke xiv. 26, Mat. x. 37, 38. He that will have Christ must

make account to have the cross. The soul answers, Welcome the cross if
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Christ come with it : I can never suffer anything so grievous for Christ as

he has suffered for my soul. There is enough in Christ to make up all

losses, to sweeten all sufferings. Mallem ruere cum Christo, quam regnare

cum Casare, as the father. None ever was a loser by Christ, whatever he

seemed to lose. The greatest sufferers now in heaven could rather wish

they had endured more, than repent that they suffered so much for their

dear Redeemer. Nothing more true in all experience than Christ's promise,

Mark s. 29, 30.

Thus the renewed will comes off freely, and consents to take Christ upon

any terms, whatsoever the gospel offers, irvo x.al eravoog, Srioiuv re avsrdang, &c,

[6. J New applications. The renewed will applies the rest of the faculties

to prosecute what it has pitched on. The will is the commander of the

whole man ; the primum mobile, that which sets all the rest on motion.

It is ruler in the soul ; the rational, sensitive, and moving faculties are subject

to it; and part of them with some freedom as to their sovereign, the rest

more absolutely as to a master. Now, when it is renewed, having pitched

on the chief good for its end, and chosen the best means for the attainment

thereof, it sets the rest of the faculties to work to prosecute these, and
diverts it from what might hinder the soul in the pursuit thereof

;
being

moved by the Spirit of Christ, and fortified with renewing grace, it diverts

the mind from carnal reasonings, vain thoughts, wicked plots and devices.

Formerly, the mind could employ itself in these without control ; but now,

when these appear, the will gives a check to them, commands the mind to

better employment, turns the current of the understanding into a new channel.

It applies the mind to spiritual designs and inquiries ; and when holy

thoughts are offered, it commands their entertainment; they are not checked,

discountenanced, thrust out, as formerly they were.

The fancy is now restrained, the folly and vanity of it receives check

from the will, it has not such license to bring in provision for lust, or to

bring fuel into the soul for corruption to feed on.

The sensitive appetite is now curbed. That which too often ruled the

soul is now overruled ; that which hurried the rest of the faculties to a blind

correspondence with its motions towards objects of sense is now controlled,

and is put to obey instead of commanding. Sensual proposals are spiri-

tualised, made subservient to holiness, or occasions of it.

It exercises authority over the outward senses. They are employed in a

way of serviceableness to Christ, and set to work for that end. These,

which formerly were as windows to let in temptation, as doors to let in sin,

are now closed at the renewed will's command,— it sets a guard upon them.

A covenant is made with the eyes, as we see in Job ; the tongue is bridled,

and the door of the lips kept warily. Not only wicked, but idle words are

restrained ; if they get passage, it is by surprisal.

[7. J New purposes and determinations, new resolves. A new creature is

resolved against every way of sin, and for every way of Christ
;
being by

renewing grace become Christ's disciple, he resolves not only to deny himself

and take up his cross, but also to follow him. And he that follows Christ

must resolve to walk in every way of Christ, and to abandon every evil way

;

for he that resolves upon any way of sin, resolves to leave Christ, not to

follow him. Christ cannot be followed but in his own ways, those wherein

he went, or which he prescribes. He is not only willing, content, but

resolute, fully determined ; and his resolutions are impartial and permanent.

Impartial, to leave all, every sin. Not only open sins but secret, sins of

mind and heart; not only gross sins, but those that are more excusable, refined;
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not only chargeable, expensive, but advantageous ; not only those that are

disgraceful, reproached, but countenanced, in credit ; not only burdensome,
troublesome, but pleasing, delightful ; not only dangerous, such as are

punishable by law, but safe. Resolves to strive against every known sin,

and to entertain any light that may discover what is sinful ; and to en-

deavour not only to reform his conversation, but to get his heart cleansed ;

not only to crucify the members, but the body of death ; not only avoid

actual sin, but subdue natural corruption. This is to put off the old man ;

this is to act like a new creature ; this is to become a new lump.
Resolve to walk in every way of Christ, even in those that seem difficult

and painful, require diligence and trouble, and crossing the flesh ; that are

hazardous, by which ye may lose friends, credit, or accommodations ; that

are reproached, disgraceful, make you censured, reviled, jeered ; that are

chargeable, make a breach in your estates, may cost your liberty, expose to

indignation of great ones, or endanger life ; as Paul, Acts xx. 24.

Permanent and fixed, too. This resolution is not some fit to which his

will is forced by some rousing sermon, or some awakening providence, or

some sharp affliction, or some apprehensions of approaching death. Even
unrenewed men will resolve much upon such occasions ; but when the

enforcement is removed, the fit is over, the will returns to his former pos-

ture, as a broken bow. When the affliction is removed, or the sermon
forgotten, the fear of hell or death vanished, these purposes vanish, too ; no
more resolvings then against sin. Such unconstant resolutions, though they

pass for goodness, yet they are but like that of Ephraim, of which the Lord
complains, Hos. vi. 4.

But when the will is renewed indeed, these resolutions are constant,

habitual, durable ; not to-day resolved for Christ against sin, and the next

day unresolved, as the Jews in that particular, Jer. xxxiv. 15, 16: 'Ye
were turned to-day, and had done right ; but ye turned again, and polluted

my name.' Or as Pharaoh resolved to let Israel go while he lay under the

plagues, but when they were removed he was again unresolved. This in-

constancy argues there is no new creation, but only some common super-

ficial work. This is essential to a new creature
;
though there may be some

declinings in respect of degrees, yet this is the constant bent of his will, he

is resolved against every way of sin, and for every way of Christ.

Use 1. Conviction. If none can be saved but new creatures, and so much
be required to the constitution of a new creature, then how few shall be

saved ! If the gate be so strait that leads into the New Jerusalem that

none but a new creature can enter into it, then few there be shall enter, few

in the world, few amongst Christians.

Few shall enter, because there are few new creatures ; for it appears from

what has been delivered, that they are no new creatures,

1. Who are ignorant. When God begins this new creation, he says, 'Let

there be light, and there is light
;

' therefore, where the darkness of igno-

rance, covers the face of the mind, there is no new creation. Those that sit

in this darkness, they sit in the shadow of death, of eternal death ; the way
of life they have not known, they are far from it. This darkness, this igno-

rance, is the suburbs of hell ; this is inner, and hell is but outer darkness.

When Christ comes to give the children of light possession of their inheri-

tance with the saints in light, he will come with flaming fire, 2 Thes. i.

Yet how few are there that know Christ, his excellency, all- sufficiency,

savingly, effectually ! How few are there that know this new creation, the

new birth, experimentally ; who know what a new creature is, by what they

rind of it in their own souls !
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2. Who are not convinced of what they know, who, though they appre-

hend something of Christ, and of sin, and of the new birth, yet not so

apprehend as to bring their minds under a sensible, effectual conviction.

Those who think this new creature a mere conceit, a fancy of some
singular men, or else that it is needless, a man may be saved without so

much ado, think they may safely continue in the condition wherein they

were born and have lived, without any such almighty work as this new
creation, without any such universal change, such a mighty alteration.

These make it plain enough that they have neither lot nor portion in this

matter ; those who never were convinced that themselves were unrenewed,

or not effectually convinced of the danger in so continuing.

They that tremble not at the threatcnings denounced against sin, and
can rest quietly when the Lord tells them of so many curses hanging over

the heads of unregenerate men, though they have no good grounds to be-

lieve but that they are the men, like the horse, in Job xxxix. 22.

3. Those that value the world more than Christ, and outward things more
than holiness. How evident is this amongst us ! Yet who will confess

their guilt in this particular ? You use not to jeer men for being rich or

noble, wise or learned
;
yet ye can deride some for their strictness and holi-

ness, and brand the image of God with the odious names of puritanism and
preciseness. Is it not clear, then, that holiness is vile in your eyes, while the

things of the world are too precious ? Or suppose ye be not come to that

height of wickedness as to jeer and deride holiness, yet do ye not neglect it?

Do ye not think much to bestow half of that diligence and seriousness for

obtaining or increasing of holiness, which you lay out for getting or keeping

things of the world ? You will have the best assurance, the best evidence

that can be, to shew for your estates ; and yet be content to take your
interest in Christ upon trust, upon common, weak, unevidencing grounds.

And is it not clear that Christ is of less value to such than their estate ?

4. Those who have no higher designs than nature can reach, than sense

or carnal reason can propose ; whose chief design it is to live in ease, credit,

plenty, safety in the world ; who mind but God, heaven, and their souls

upon the by
;
spare but little, even of their spare time, to mind these ; and

then look to this, not so carefully, not so seriously, not with such earnestness,

intenseness, as they look to things that concern the outward man ; mind
spiritual things as though they minded them not ; those that seek outward
things in the first place, and the kingdom of God, with the righteousness

thereof, in the second.

5. They that are strangers to spiritual inquiries, the voice of whose souls

is that of the worldlings, Ps. iv., ' Who will shew us any good ?
' not that

of the converts, ' What shall we do to be saved ? ' think it strange that

any should busy themselves in inquiring, &c.

6. They whose minds are captivated to carnal reasonings ; that will

secretly argue for continuance in sin, from the mercy and long-suffering

of God
;
argue for the salvation of unreformed sinners, from the love and

sufferings of Christ
;
against strictness and holiness, from the miscarriage of

some professors, or the reproaches of the world
;
against a gospel profession,

from the divisions and diversities of opinions that are amongst us ; for

voluptuousness and indulgence to the flesh, from the shortness of our lives.

7. They whose minds are closed against holy, spiritual, heavenly thoughts,

who know not what it is to commune with their hearts about spiritual things,

who are strangers to heart-searching, self-judging, soul-quickening thoughts.

8. They that consult rather how to make provision for the flesh than how
to crucify it ; how to enjoy both Christ and his sins, his sins here, Christ
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hereafter, rather than how Christ alone may be advanced in his soul ; consults

with flesh and blood in spiritual matters, makes choice of the world and the

flesh as his counsellors ; and if his conscience will not serve him wholly to

neglect the service of God, advises how he may serve both God and mammon.
9. They, the inclination of whose heart is not towards God and spiritual

communion with him.

10. Who make it not their chief aim to glorify God, to please him and
enjoy him.

11. Who can quiet, satisfy his heart in any performance, or any enjoy-

ment wherein he does not enjoy Christ.

12. Who make choice of such means' only for promoting spiritual ends,

as suit with their own ease and interests.

13. Who are not willing to take Christ, upon any terms, whatsoever the

gospel propounds.

14. They whose reason, fancy, appetite, senses, are not taught subjection

to Christ.

15. They who resolve not to practise every known duty, and renounce

every known sin.

Use 2. Exhortation. 1. To those that are not yet new creatures. Since

without this new creation there is no salvation, therefore, as you desire to be

saved, if you would not perish eternally, rest not in anything for salvation

till ye be new creatures ; till then, ye are out of the way, ye are without

hopes of heaven.

Every man fancies hopes of heaven ; but upon what do ye raise them ?

It concerns ye eternally to be careful ye be not deluded. If your hopes

should prove delusions at the day of judgment, how woeful will }Our con-

dition be ! And delusions they are if they rise not from this ground. Till

ye be new creatures, ye build your hopes without a foundation, for nothing

will avail ye to salvation, except ye be new creatures ; neither circumcision

nor uncircumcision, neither duty nor privilege, neither opinion nor practice,

will be available to salvation, unless ye be new creatures. You that daily

hear of gospel salvation, and, withal, know that by nature ye are out of the

way to salvation ; if ye be not desperately careless, should seriously inquire,

what shall we do to be saved ? Now if your souls be serious in asking this

question, ye will seriously mind what the text answers ; if ye will be saved,

ye must be new creatures. And this being so, he that is not an infidel as

to this truth, or wretchedly careless of his salvation, will be apt to ask,

—

Quest, What means shall I use, that I may become a new creature ?

Ans. In answer to this, let me premise one thing, to prevent mistakes. It is

not in the power of man to make himself a new creature ; for creation re-

quires an infinite, an almighty power. No man, no angel can effect it ; no,

nor be the instrument of it, as the more judicious divines conclude. It is

LnigZ&Wov fiiyiQos, an exceeding great power, such as was necessary to raise

Christ from the dead, that is required to create faith and holiness in the

soul, Eph. i. 19 ; it is God's workmanship only, Eph. ii. 10.

Yet, because the Lord is not pleased to effect this work immediately, but

has prescribed means as the way wherein he will work it, and without which

ordinarily he will not work it, therefore the means that the Lord has pre-

scribed must be used by those that desire to attain the end. And though

there be no necessary connection betwixt those means and this end, no
sufficient inherent virtue in them, necessarily and infallibly, to create holi-

ness, God having reserved this in himself as his own prerogative, yet there

is a probability that the Lord will concur with the means of his own pre-

scribing. And this probability affords hopes to every sinner, encouragement
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to be diligent in the use of them ; whereas there are no hopes, no probabili-

ties in an ordinary way for those who enjoy not the means, or wilfully

neglect them.

The poor impotent man that lay at the pool of Bethesda, John v., though

he could not go into , the pool, nor convey a healing virtue into the waters,,

yet he was in more hopeful way to be cured than those who, being in-

sensible of the like infirmity, never endeavoured to come near those waters.

Christ compares the regenerating power of the Spirit unto the wind, John
iii. 8. The mariner cannot sail without wind, nor can he procure a wind

at his pleasure, for it bloweth when and where it listeth ; but he may thrust

his vessel off a shore, and spread his sails, to take advantage of a gale when
it bloweth. Those that wait upon the Lord in the use of means and ordi-

nances, they hereby spread their sails, are ready for the Spirit's motions,

which bloweth where it listeth ; there is more hopes of these than of such who
lie a-ground, neglecting the means of grace, which are both as sail and tackling.

The two blind men of whom we read, Mat. xx. 30, they could not open

their own eyes ; that was beyond their power ; but they could get into the

way where Jesus passed by, and they could cry to him for sight who only

could recover it. Those that are diligent in the use of means and ordinances,

they sit in the way where Jesus passes by, who uses not to reject those that

cry unto him.

So, then, it is clear, though this new creation be the work of God alone,

yet having prescribed means wherein he is pleased to work it, notwithstand-

ing the unrenewed man's woeful impotency, there are no small hopes, there

are great encouragements for him to wait upon God in the use of those

means and ordinances wherein he puts forth his almighty power in making

new creatures : 2 Cor. v. 17, Let him be. This denotes not man's ability

but his duty, not that he is able to make himself a new creature, but that

he is bound to use those means wherein or whereby the Lord renews sinners,

makes them new creatures.

But what are those means and ordinances wherein I must wait upon God,

that I may be made a new creature ? I wilL instance in some few :

1. Attend the word preached ; attend it carefully, constantly. As we
should preach it, so ye should hear it, in season and out of season. Neglect

no opportunity that God offers
; ye know not what ye lose by losing a ser-

mon. This is the way whereby Jesus passes ; Oh be not out of the way
when he passes by ! The Spirit that blows where it listeth ordinarily blows

in this quarter. This is the pool where there is a healing, a quickening, a

creating virtue, when the angel of his presence descends into it. Oh, miss no

opportunity of getting into the pool, lest your souls languish in their un-

renewed state, and perish for ever. It is this by which the Lord begets his

children, makes them new creatures, James i. 18. This is the incorruptible

seed by which ye must be begotten, or else die in your sins, 1 Pet. i. 23, 25.

Those that contemn the ministry of the gospel contemn the means of life,

that which the Lord makes use of in this new creation.

Those that neglect the word to hear it, shew that they are no new crea-

tures, shew that they have no mind to be so, shew they are either atheists,

not regarding God in his word, or desperate, not regarding salvation or

their souls.

Nor is it enough barely to hear ; but you must hear so as to remember,

remember so as to meditate, meditate so as to apply it to your souls, and

mix it with faith, and act according to it.

2. Persuade not yourselves that ye are new creatures, when ye are not.

Look upon this as a delusion of Satan, of dangerous consequence. There
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are two devices of Satan whereby he usually deludes poor sinners about this

weighty business. First, he endeavours to persuade them that there is no

necessity of this new creation, that this is but a conceit of some preciser

men, and that, indeed, there needs not so much ado to get to heaven. This

is his first attempt. But if the clearness of Scripture evidence discover

this to be a false suggestion, tben he endeavours to persuade men that they

are new creatures when they are not, and uses false grounds to make them
believe it. Their good meanings, their harmlessness, their avoiding of

gross sins, their moral virtues, outward performance of some religious duties,

some change in their lives, sorrow for some sin, and zeal for some way of

worship ; all which, and more, may be in those that were never renewed.

Now, if upon these or such like grounds he can persuade them that they

are new creatures, while tbis persuasion continues he will keep them from

ever being new creatures. For hereupon he will draw them to neglect the

means wherein God works tbis new creation, or else, if they use the means,

hereby they are rendered ineffectual. The conscience is hereby armed
against the dint of the word. Threatenings and exhortations, proper to

their condition, are neglected, put off as not concerning them, and the mind
is shut up against conviction, which is usually the first step to conversion.

Therefore if ye would not fall into, or not be kept entangled in, this snare of

the devil, conclude not that ye are new creatures unless ye have clear Scrip-

ture grounds for it, except ye have found those lineaments of a new creature

drawn upon your souls which I offered to your view in the explication of

the doctrine. If upon serious examination ye find no such real universal

change in your minds and hearts as I there described, then do not gratify

Satan, do not delude your souls, by keeping off the application of it to your-

selves. Take it home to thy heart, and say, I am the man : I never had
experience of any such almighty work, of any such new creation in my soul

;

for anything yet appears, I am no new creature. And then, if the Lord
please to bring you to this conviction, you are in a hopeful way to this new
creation. But then you must

3. Consider seriously and frequently the misery of your present unrenewed

state. It may seem harsh counsel to persuade yourselves that you are

miserable, and Satan may tell you this is the way to despair ; but he was a

liar from the beginning. And, though it seem harsh, yet it is necessary,

and through the Lord's concurrence it may be saving. Christ came to seek

and save those that are lost : lost, miserable, undone, as in themselves, so

in their own apprehension. You are never the further from happiness by
being sensible of your misery ; no, sense of misery is the highway out of it.

Meditate, then, seriously of the misery of your unrenewed state ; that it is a

state of wrath, of damnation, of enmity with God ; a cursed state, a hope-

less state, against which are darted all the curses and threatenings that are

written in the book of the law ; that ye can never come to heaven till ye

come out of it ; and that there is but a step between you and hell while you

are in it. And in sense hereof

—

4. Cry mightily unto God for renewing grace. Lie at his footstool, and

cry, ' Help, Lord, or else I perish !' ' Create in me a new heart, and renew

a right spirit within me !' Renew me in the spirit of my mind, renew me in

the inwards of my soul ! Take away this old mind that is so blind, so

vain, so carnal ! Take away tbis old will that is so obstinate, so perverse,

so rebellious ! Take away this old conscience that is so partial, so seared,

so senseless ! Take away this old heart that will never delight in, comply

with, submit to thee ! Let old things pass away, let all things become

new ! Thou, Lord, who broughtest this world out of nothing with a word,
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canst with a word work in me this new creation ! Oh suffer me not to perish

when thou canst so easily make me happy ! Speak but the word, and it

shall be done ! Speak but the word, and this soul, now a dark, a woeful

chaos, a lump of corruption and confusion, shall become a new creature !

Thus follow the Lord with strong cries, and give him no rest till he hear,

till he answer. And, to encourage you, urge the covenant, Ezek. xxxvi. 26.

Here is an absolute promise, no express condition to exclude, to discourage.

And though ye are not (while unrenewed) in covenant by participation, yet ye

are by proposal. Though ye yet partake not of it, yet it is propounded to ye.

Plead it then : Lord, give me this new heart, put this new spirit into me.
Though I be a dog (as was objected to the Canaanitish woman), yet it is this old

heart, this corrupt nature, that makes me so. And this is it I complain of, this

is it I would be rid of : Lord, take away this, &c. Oh, if ye were come thus far

as that your hearts could put up such petitions frequently, unweariedly, then'

we might conclude ye are not far from the kingdom of God.

Obj. But while men are renewed, they are wicked, and the prayer

of the wicked is sin ; God will not accept it, answer it ; it is unlawful,

they must not pray.

Ans. Unrenewed men are bound to pray. Prayer is so far from

being an unlawful practice, that it is their necessary duty. 1, The light

of nature discovers it to be a duty. It is an act, not of instituted, but

of natural, worship, by which every man had been bound to have acknow-

ledged his dependence upon God, if the Lord had never revealed his will

in Scripture. 2. If such must not pray because they sin in praying, by
the same reason they must not eat, they must not work, for they sin in

eating, in working. ' The ploughing of the wicked is sin, Prov. xxi. 4.

3. Prayer is nothing but the desire of the soul expressed
; therefore, if they

must not pray for renewing grace, they must not desire renewing grace.

And who dare say to such a man, Desire not to be a new creature.

The apostle Peter puts it out of question (if no other Scripture did bear

witness to it). He commands an unrenewed man, one whom he certainly

knew to have no part nor lot in this matter, one whose heart was not
right in the sight of God, one who was in the gall of bitterness, &c. He
commanded Simon Magus the sorcerer to pray, Acts viii. 22.

2. It is not prayer itself, for that is a duty ; but the wickedness of

their prayers, that is sinful, that is an abomination. When they make
prayers a cloak for their wickedness, or pray that they may prosper in

wicked practices, or pray for pardon of sin when they do not intend to

leave sin, or pray with their lips, speak the words of a prayer but desire not
in their hearts what they pray for, this, though ordinary, is a mocking of

God ; no wonder if it be abominable in his account.

3. Though an unrenewed man's person be not accepted, though the

Lord take no special delight in his performance, though he have not pro-

mised to hear their prayers, yet sometimes he hears them ; we have
examples for it in Scripture. Ahab, though an unparalleled wicked man,
yet when he humbled himself, the Lord made some return to his prayer,

1 Kings xxi. 29. The Ninevites, though heathens, cried mightily to God
upon the preaching of Jonah, and the Lord repented him of the evil he had
said, and as they desired, turned away from his fierce anger, so as they
perished not, Jonah iii. 9, 10.

4. When the Lord gives a heart to pray constantly, importunately, affec-

tionately, it is a sign he intends to answer. The experience of those that

observe the returns of their prayers sufficiently confirm this ; no reason

then for us to forbear the urging of this means to unrenewed men ; no rea-
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son for them to be discouraged from the use of it. If ye would be new
creatures, seek it of God by earnest prayer.

Second branch of the exhortation, to those who are renewed, who are

already made new creatures, who can truly say, the Lord has given them a

new heart and a new spirit, that old things are passed away and all things

become new. This engages you to several duties.

1. To thankfulness. You ought to praise the Lord for this while you
have any being ;

your hearts should rejoice in him, your lips should praise

him, your lives should express all thankfulness to him
; you should be

thankful according to the greatness of the mercy, so far as your weakness

can reach. Now, this is a transcendant mercy, of everlasting consequence,

because it avails to salvation, as other things which you are much taken

with do not.

If you had riches, and honours, aud pleasing accommodations, even to

your heart's desire ; if you had success in all your outward undertakings,

and all the prosperity you could wish ; if you had a kingdom, or as many
kingdoms as Ahasuerus had provinces ; if you had assurance to live health-

fully, delightfully, prosperously, in the enjoyment of these, an hundred

years, yea, or a thousand, you would think all this a favour that calls for

exceeding thankfulness. Oh, but all this is nothing in comparison of what
the Lord has done for you if he have made you new creatures, for all this

would not avail you to salvation ; if you were not renewed, you would be for

all this children of wrath, under the curse of God, the objects of his hatred

and indignation, condemned already by him, and reserved for execution unto

the judgment of the great day. And after those days of outward prosperity

were expired, and though they were a thousand years they would have an

end, they are little or nothing to eternity
;
they are but to everlastingness,

as a day or an hour is to a lifetime ; and being ended, and this shadow of

happiness vanished, you must go down to hell and dwell with everlasting

burnings. Then, then, what would all those kingdoms, and the riches and

splendour of them, avail you ? Then you would say, It had been infinitely

better for me to have had a new heart than to have had all these, though it

had been ten thousand years longer. Better I had lived poor, and despised,

and afflicted all my days, than to have fallen short of renewing grace.

Oh, if the Lord have vouchsafed thee this, how low, or mean, or neces-

sitous, or distressed soever thine outward condition be, he has done incom-

parably more for thee than if he had given thee all that this world can

afford, all that is desirable to a carnal heart on earth ; he has given thee

that which requires unspeakable more than thankfulness. Let thy soul

then bless the Lord, and all that is within thee ; let thy tongne, let thy life

give him the honour his grace calls for.

2. Labour to partake more and more of this renewing grace, to be re-

newed more in the spirit of your minds, to be daily putting off the old man,

Eph. iv. If you be born again, see that you grow up ; it will be monstrous

to continue still infants or dwarfs. Whatever your outward condition be,

be sure you may be able to say with the apostle, 2 Cor. iv. 1(3, ' Though our

outward man perish, the inward man is renewed day by day.' The more

ye are renewed, the more will ye have of salvation, the more ' abundant

entrance,' 2 Pet. i. 11. The more assurance you will have of salvation for

the future, yea, the more of salvation you will have at present. For what

is salvation but freedom from that which makes us miserable, and possession

of that which makes us happy ?

That which makes us miserable is sin, and the effects of sin ; and the

more you are renewed, the more you will be freed both from sin and the
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woeful issues of it ; the more you put on the new man, the more will the

old be put oil' with its affections and lusts ; and as the cause is removed the

effects will cease.

That which makes us happy is joy, glory, perfection. The more renew-

ing grace, the more joy. Light is sown for the righteous ; as this grace

grows, joy will grow up with it ; the more [grace, the more] glory, for

grace in Scripture phrase is glory.

3. Pity those who are not new creatures. Children, relations, whatever

you leave, friends, credit, estate, a settled, hopeful condition, you leave them
miserable unless they be made new creatures. Travail in birth with them
till Christ be formed in them.

VOL. II. c



CHRIST'S GRACIOUS INVITATION TO SINNERS.

Behold, I stand at the door, and knock : if any man hear my voice, and open

the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me.—
Rev. HI. 20.

These words are part of an epistle which Christ sent by the apostle John
to the church of Laodicea. In it there is matter of conviction, direction,

encouragement, admonition.

1. By way of conviction, he shews her sin, her misery, lukewarmness,

ver. 15, 16 ; self-conceitedness and carnal confidence, ver. 17 ; none so apt

to conceive themselves rich, &c.

2. By way of direction, he shews her the means to escape this misery;

from whom, and how redress may be had, ver. 18.

3. By way of admonition, ver. 19 ; these distempers must be corrected

;

do not promise thyself security from my love and indulgence, rather expect

the contrary.

4. By way of encouragement, to use the means prescribed, improve the

providences offered for recovery, and this, ver. 20. Wherein two proposi-

tions, 1, simple, categorical ; 2, compounded, hypothetical.

In the first, 1, The matter of it; wherein considerable ; (1.) The agent,

Jesus Christ, described, chap. i. 13, &c. ; 2, his posture, stand
; 3, act,

knock ; 4, the place, the door.

2. The momentousness of it, of which he gives us notice by the particle

Behold. The Holy Ghost uses the word 'iboxi frequently to stir up, to attend

to something wonderful, worthy of admiration ; so Mat i. 23 and ii. 9, Luke
xiii. 16. It has the same use here. By fixing an ecce in front of this verse,

he gives us notice we should attend to that which follows, as worthy of ad-

miration and full of wonder. Hence
Observe, that Christ should thus offer himself to sinners in a way of

mercy, is a matter of admiration. It is like himself, whose name is "Wonder-

ful. As he is wonderful in himself, his person, his nature, offices, so in his

administrations ; and amongst the rest, this is wonderful, that he should con-

descend to offer himself.

This is worthy to be considered, and the consideration of it should raise

our minds to admiration : Ps. viii. ' Lord, what is man '? so Isa. ix. 5.

You will see great reason to wonder at this, if you consider, 1, who it is

;

2, To whom it is ; 3, in what manner it is ; 4, what it is he offers.
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1. Who. Consider (1.) his majesty ; he who is the mighty God ; he who
is Lord of lords, and King of kings, and Prince of the kings of the earth,

Rev. i. 5; who has .the keys of hell and death, ver. 18; all power in

heaven and earth, who is Alpha and Omega, &c, ver. 6 ; who is higher

than the heavens ; who is exalted far above, &c. ; in comparison of whom
the sun is but a lump of darkness, the heavens are but a span, the vastest

regions of the world are but as small dust, and all the inhabitants of the

earth as grasshoppers, and the glorious angels little better than vanity
;

the glory of whose majesty is so far from being expressed, as the appre-

hensions of the highest angels come infinitely short of it. That this glorious

majesty should stoop so low, should condescend thus far, is wonderful, worthy

of all admiration.

(2.) His all-sufficiency. He, who has all things within the compass of

his own being, whereby he is infinitely happy and glorious ; whose glory,

whose happiness, had been nothing less than it is, if man had never been

created, and would be nothing less, if all mankind should sink into nothing.

He who stands in no more need of us, to add to his glory and happiness,

than the angels stand in need of men, which is just nothing ;
nay, he stands

in no more need of the angels. He was infinitely glorious and happy before

any creature had a being, and had continued infinitely so, if the creatures

had for ever continued in the state of nonentity, of nothing. Et infinite

nihil addi potent. Our goodness extends not unto him, no, not that of the

angels. He is infinitely above both, Job xxii. 2. All that can be expected

from either is to acknowledge him glorious. But an acknowledgment makes
no addition, adds nothing to what it sees, only takes notice of what is in

him, and would be no less in him, if it were not at all taken notice of. The
sun would have no less lustre, would be no less glorious, if no eye ever saw
it. So here, the Lord declares how little need he has of man, Ps. 1. 9-12.

He stands in no more need of man to make him happy and glorious, than

the heavens stand in need of a gnat to move them, or the earth of a grass-

hopper to support it, or the sun of a glow-worm to add to its light and lustre,

or Solomon in all his glory of a nest of ants to make it more illustrious.

If the Lord Christ could not be happy or glorious without man, then the

wonder would be less in that he condescends thus far unto him ; but since

he is infinitely happy and glorious without him, since he can gain, can ex-

pect nothing at all by him, stands not in the least need of him, it is wonder-

ful he should stoop so low as to offer himself in such a way unto him.

(3.) His independency. He is so free, so absolute, in his being and act-

ings, as nothing can necessitate him, nothing lay any engagement on him.

If man could oblige Christ, if he could deserve anything from him, if he

could present any motive effectual to persuade him to offer, &c, the wonder
would be less ; but there is not, there cannot be, the least merit, the least

motive from without, to engage the Lord to any such thing ; nay, there is

exceeding much to disoblige him, to engage him against any such gracious

condescension.

But here is the wonder : Christ does this when man is so far from deserving

it, so far from engaging him, so far from moving him to it, as he does not

so much as request it, not so much as desire it, not so much as think of it.

He is ' found of those that sought him not.' He condescends thus far, stoops

so low when there is no necessity laid on him, no desert, no motive, no desire,

no thought of it, in or from the sons of men.

(4.) His sovereignty. This makes this condescension a wonder. Christ

might, before he had otherwise determined, without any prejudice, annihilate

all mankind, if it had continued innocent, and might have justified the act,
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upon the mere account of his sovereignty. ' Shall I not do what I will with

my own ?' Mat. xx. 15 ; but after sin, he might have executed the sentence

of death upon the sons of men in the very moment when they receive life ;

and, as he threatens Ephraim, Hos. is. 11, might have made the glory of

man to fly away as a bird from the birth, womb, conception. He might

have crushed this cockatrice in the egg, &c. ; and this, too, with advantage

to his glory, and thereby much prevented that dishonour which the continu-

ance of our lives occasions. ' It is the Lord's mercy that we,' to whom he

is now offering himself, ' were not consumed' in our infancy ; a wonder of

mercy that we not only live, but live to hear Christ offering life, &c.

What a wonder, when Christ might, with so much glory to his justice,

power, wisdom, sovereignty, have destroyed us, he should rather choose to

offer salvation !

When there was, as it were, a contest betwixt justice and mercy, and when
there was so much reason for the execution of justice, so little or none from

us for the tenders of mercy, that the Lord should here interpose his sove-

reignty to prevent man's ruin, and when there was no other reason to offer him
mercy, because he would offer it. As Exod. xxxiii. 19, as if the Lord should

say; There is no reason in man, why I should thus condescend to him. I see

many weighty reasons why I should utterly, entirely, destroy him
;
my

severity will be justified before all the world, and my justice much glorified

thereby. Yet for all this, though there be much reason from my own glory,

and all the reason in the world from man himself, why he should perish

without the least tender of mercy, yet will I spare, yet will I stoop so low as

to offer myself unto him. Oh how full of wonder is this condescension of

Christ ! How ought we to admire it ! How may we be astonished at it, if

we consider but who it is that stoops so low ; that is the first. More won-

derful it will appear, if we consider,

2. To whom it is he thus offers, he thus condescends. If the sovereign

Majesty of heaven, so all-sufficient, so infinitely glorious, will vouchsafe to

stoop to any, we may think in reason he must be some person of worth and

honour
;
no, it is to men, it is to sinners, it is to his enemies. Here is the

wonder, this is it that calls for the Ecce, the Behold in the text. The great

God stoops thus low to man. The sovereign Majesty of the world vouchsafes

this to a slave. The absolute commander of heaven and earth condescends

.thus far to an enemy. Behold and wonder, consider this and be astonished,

and let your admiration rise by these three steps.

(1.) It is to man, it is not to the angels, it is not to the seraphims of

glory
;
no, it is to man, contemptible man ; it is to him who is but dust and

ashes ; it is to ' man who is a worm, and to the son of man who is but as a

worm' compared with Christ, Job. xxv. ; it is to man that Christ thus con-

descends, in comparison of whom man is not so much as a worm : ' He is but

as a moth,' Job. xxvii. 18. Nay, compare him with Christ, he is inferior to

this small contemptible creature, Job. iv. 19. 'He is crushed before the

moth.' And will Christ wait upon dust and ashes ? Will he come to the

habitation of a moth, and stand and knock at the door of a worm ? Oh what
a wonder is this, that the brightness of infinite glory, the mighty God of

hosts, should stoop so low ! Nay,

(2.) It is to sinners ; it is to man by sin made worse than those creeping

things, worse than the beasts that perish. Man by creation was but dust,

and in this contemptible enough ; but by sin he is become polluted dust,

and so not only vile, but odious, loathsome, so loathsome, as the Lord is

of purer eyes than to behold, cannot endure to see him. A wonder then he

will endure to come so near him, that he will stand and knock at the door
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of such a leper, so deformed, so loathsome, so infectious ! See how he
describes those to whom he offers love, ver. 17, Wretched and miserable,

twice miserable, extremely miserable, and (which makes the gracious offer

wonderful), wilfully miserable. Misery, when it is not voluntary, may move
pity ; but when it is wilful, when a man throws himself into it, is obstinate

against freedom from it, rejects the means offered, contemns the offer, slights

him that offers it, boasts of his own happiness, when he is admonished of

his misery, will not know it, will not seek redress, will not desire it, will

not accept it ; who will relieve such misery ? Such is the misery of a
wretched sinner. He has wilfully brought it upon himself, and wilfully con-

tinues in it. Christ in the gospel tells him of his misery : he will not be-

lieve him ; he says, ' I am rich,' &c. Christ shews the way out of it, he
obstinately refuses to walk in it ; Christ shews the means, he rejects them

;

Christ offers happiness, he contemns the offer, and despises Christ himself

that offers it. Oh woful misery ! And yet Christ will come and knock, and
stand waiting, to shew mercy to such wilful wretches ; and continues thus,

notwithstanding their obstinacy, their contempt of those gracious offers, and
of Christ himself that makes them. Oh how wonderful is this !

Add to this ; Christ offers it to those that are poor, blind, and naked ; so

poor, as they have nothing to cover their soul's deformity and nakedness,
and yet so blind, as they will not see that which has nothing to cover it.

And will Christ offer himself to such poor, blind, loathsome, obstinate,

miserable wretches ? Oh how wonderful is this ! See the woful condition

of sinners described by the Lord himself, when Christ offers himself to them ;

behold it and wonder, Ezek. xvi. 4, 5, G, 8. Will he condescend so far to

such wretches, when they lie in their blood and are covered with loathsome
pollution ? Will he pity those whom no eye pities, who will not pity them-
selves ? Will he spread his garment over such defilement ? Shall the time

of loathing be the time of his love ? Oh how full is every word with wonder !

It is to sinners that Christ stoops, to sinners ; and that is the worst, the most
odious, the most loathsome thing that earth, nay, that hell, can afford ; and
will he condescend so far to these ?

(3.) It is to enemies. Not only to those that are hateful to Christ, but
those to whom Christ is hateful; to those that are his utter enemies, enemies
in their minds, in their hearts, in their lives ; to those that hate Christ, and
all his ; hate him without a cause, hate him with a mortal hatred, even to

the death ; hate him implacably, so as they will never cease to hate him till

their old hateful hearts be plucked out of their flesh, Ezek. xi. 19 ; those

that join with his deadly enemies, shew themselves enemies to his crown,
nay, to his life. Such an enemy is every unregenerate sinner unto Christ;

and yet to such enemies does Christ come, and stand, and knock, that he
may shew them mercy. To such does he offer himself, communion with

himself; and waits till they will open, waits till he may enter, to feast them
with his own joys and comforts, and to entertain them as his dearest friends.

Oh the wonder of this condescension ! If men will not, heaven and earth

will, be astonished at it, to consider to whom. It will appear more wonder-
ful if we consider,

3. How it is he offers himself. He comes, knocks, stands, entreats, im-
portunately, compassionately, again and again.

(1.) He comes. It is the great concernment of sinners, and their duty
too, to come unto Christ, to seek him, and not to look that he should come
to them. It is thus with men; they stand upon terms, and will have their

inferiors to know their duty, or else suffer for it. How much more might

the great God stand upon it, and let men perish if they will not come and
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seek to him for happiness ? Are they not more concerned than he ?

Does he lose anything if we perish ? Must he condescend to careless, un-

dntiful wretches, as though he were beholden to us for making us happy ?

Must he condescend further to man than one of us will stoop to another ?

Will he come to those who will not come to him, though they die for it?

Oh how wonderful is this ! yet thus it is. While men mind not their great-

est concernment, while they neglect their duty, while they take no notice of

their distance, yet Christ stands not upon terms; while they refuse or

delay to come to him, he vouchsafes to come to them. Oh wonderful con-

descension !

If we consider the infinite distance betwixt Christ and sinners, we cannot

but count it a wonder that he should suffer such vile, loathsome, hateful

wretches to come near him, though they were willing to do it. How much
then is it to be admired, that he will stoop so low as to come to them, who
are unwilling, as they are most unworthy, to come to him ! Will Christ come
to make them happy, that will not so much as come to him for happiness ?

Will he come to save them from death, who will not so much as come to him
for life ? Will he come to seek and save those that are lost, when they will

rather lose their souls for ever than come to him for salvation ? This is the

condition of every unregenerate sinner: ' No man comes to me,' says Christ,

' except the Father draw him,' John vi. 44 ; and so he complains, ' Ye will

not come to me,' &c, John v. 40. Oh if Christ should stand upon terms

here, as most justly he might, and the very custom of the world would jus-

tify him in it ; if he should say, If I be not worth the coming to, if life and
happiness be not worth the coming for, why, then, stay where you are, and

be without it. Oh if Christ should say thus, why, then, no flesh would be

saved. Oh but when careless wretches, forgetful of their souls, unmindful

of their duty, regardless of Christ's honour, will not come to him, rather

than they shall perish, he condescends, he humbles himself, to come to

them. Here is that we may for ever wonder at : the King of glory comes
to a slave to make him happy, to a slave who refuses to come to him. The
sovereign Lord of the world comes to offer peace to his mortal enemy, whom
he could crush into nothing; seeks peace with a sinner that refuses peace

with God. The glorious Majesty of heaven vouchsafes to crme to dust and
ashes, which refuse to move towards him. The holy God, of purer eyes

than to behold iniquity, comes to deformity and pollution, though it be

loathsome to him ; comes and offers heaven to that which provokes him to

spurn it at the greatest distance from him, even into the lower hell. Would
you see this wonder ? Look into the text, and behold Christ, the King of

kings, the Lord of lords, the Holy One of Israel, coming unto men, to sin-

ners, to enemies
; coming with life, and peace, and happiness, to wretched,

condemned, deformed slaves, while they refuse to come to Christ for them.

But, which adds to the wonder, behold,

(2.) He knocks. That implies the door is shut (as you shall hear here-

after) ; but though he finds the door shut, though the heart of the sinner be

closed against him, though he finds none ready, since none willing to open

to him, yet he knocks. Though he sees the sinner sometimes bolting the

door faster against him, sometimes taking no notice of him, sometimes

stopping his ears that he should not hear, sometimes withdrawing himself,

as counting the gracious importunity of Christ troublesome
;
always admit-

ting his deadly enemies at their first approach when himself is shut out, yet

he knocks.

Oh what a wonder is it, that Christ does not depart in indignation, and

swear in his wrath that he will never enter under the roof of such a wretch

!
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If Christ expected any great advantage by being admitted, then it would be
less wonder that he should knock, and continue knocking. But he desires

to enter, that he might make that wretch happy that shuts him out. He
expects no costly entertainment; he will put the house neither to cost nor
trouble ; he brings his entertainment with him, and gives the sinner notice

of it : Rev. xxii. 12, ' Behold, I come shortly, and my reward is with me.'

He comes not empty-handed : ' Length of days is in his right hand, and in

his left hand riches and honour,' Prov. iii. 16. He would have entrance,

that he might pour out his treasures into the bosom of the sinner ; and yet

he is shut out, and glad to knock, that he may have admission. He knocks
in the ministry of the word ; knocks by the law, by the gospel ; knocks by
the motions of the Spirit, knocks by afflictions, knocks by checks of con-

science, knocks by reproofs and admonitions of his people, knocks by variety

of providences ; and yet seldom, and, if ever, hardly gets admission.

Oh the wonder of Christ's patience ! Would any prince on earth do as

the Prince of the kings of the earth here does ? Coming to the cottage of

some peasant to make his condition rich and honourable, would he stay to

knock when he sees himself shut out, and none regard to open to him ? Yet
will the King of kings digest this affront from dust and ashes, and knock for

admission though it be denied ; whenas he might fire the house about the

ears of sinners, and with the breath of his nostrils tumble them into destruc-

tion : ' The Lord's ways are not as our ways,' &c.

(3.) He stands. Continues in a posture not easy to us, not becoming the

majesty of men in honour. He waits on vile sinners ; he is not weary of

waiting, he stands. Though the sinner sometimes plainly refuse to admit
him, sometimes puts him off with excuses; though he tell him he is not at

leisure, he has something else to do than to run to the door ; though he bid

him come another time, when he is not busy ;
though he tells him he has

other guests, and those that he likes better
;
though he see him entertain-

ing sin and the world, so taken up with them as himself is not regarded

:

yet he stands. Oh the wonder of Christ's patience ! And what heart will

not be filled with admiration that considers who it is that thus stands, and
at whose door ? ' Behold, I stand ;' I, says Christ, I stand, whose seat is

the throne of glory at the right hand of the Majesty on high. I, ' at whose
name every knee should bow, both of things in heaven, and things on earth,'

Philip, ii. 10 ; I stand, before whom all the glorious angels of God bow down
and worship, Heb. i. 6 ; I stand, at whose feet the glorified, triumphant
saints do cast their crowns, Rev. iv. 10 ; I stand, before whom the glorious

host of heaven do fall. I stand waiting upon dust and ashes, waiting upon
sinners, the very worst of all my creatures, waiting upon my enemies. I

stand while they sit in the seat of scorners, while they lie wallowing in lusts

and pleasures, while they sleep securely in ways of sin, not regarding me.
I stand without, while base lusts are freely entertained, and the worst of my
enemies heartily welcomed within. I stand at the door while Satan has the

throne ; I am shut out while every vanity is let in. And will Christ stand

upon such terms, after so many refusals, affronts, after so much disrespect

and contempt cast on him ? Yes, he stands, and so continues, till his locks

be wet with the dew, and his head with the drops of the night ! Oh, who
would not stand amazed to see Christ thus stand at the doors, at the hearts

of sinners

!

(4.) He entreats. Here is a wonderful condescension indeed, that the

great God, speaking to the vilest of his creatures (so man is by sin) should

use the language of entreaty ; that he who commands winds and seas, he

who has heaven and earth, angels and all creatures at his command, should
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humble himself so to entreat, to beseech his creature ! And entreat what ?

To do him some favour, to help him to some advantage ? Then indeed the

wonder were less. No ; but the Lord is infinitely above any such thing.

That which he entreats is, that they would admit him, admit him whose
presence is the glory, the happiness of heaven. That they would be recon-

ciled to him, reconciled to him whose favour is life to them, but no advan-

tage at all to himself, but what he can otherwise procure though they perish.

He can as easily get himself glory in destroying the proudest of his enemies,

the greatest of sinners, as in pardoning any; and yet he beseeches, he stoops

so low as to entreat condemned sinners to accept of a pardon, 2 Cor. v. 20.

If a prince should do this, if he should come to one of his meanest subjects,

by whom he had been highly offended, from whose displeasure he fears no
loss, and from whose friendship he expects no advantage, and should entreat

him to be reconciled and accept of his favour, would not this be the wonder
of all that hear of it ? Yet thus does the glorious God to those that have

shewed themselves traitors, enemies to his crown and dignity; he comes to

them, offers them his favour, his pardon, stands waiting for their acceptance.

And when they are slow to accept it (who are most concerned to sue for it),

he beseeches, he entreats them to accept of his favour, not to refuse a par-

don, whenas without it they perish, soul and body, eternally. Oh how won-
derful is this condescension !

(5.) He bewails their unkindness to him, their cruelty to their own souls.

When other means are not effectual, he takes up a lamentation. Here is a

wonder indeed ! He stoops so low as to take the weakest of our infirmities

that can without sin be expressed. When sinners regard him not, his knock-

ing, his entreating; when they continue obstinate against him, and resolute

to continue in sin, notwithstanding all the means used to reclaim them, he

lifts up his voice and weeps over them.
When he prevails not by coming, by standing, by knocking, by waiting,

by beseeching, why this is his grief, his sorrow, and he vents his sorrow in

tears. Behold the compassions of the Lord to obstinate sinners, as he

expresses it over Jerusalem. Behold it, and wonder ! He represents him-
self as clothed with the weakest of man's infirmities ; he falls a-weeping,

Luke xix. 41, 42. Behold the wonderful compassions of a dear Saviour.

Now if one should ask him, as he did the woman, John xx. 15, Blessed

Lord, ' what seekest thou ? why weepest thou ? ' we may suppose this

would be returned : Why, I seek not myself, I weep not for myself, there is

no need of that ; I shall be infinitely, eternally glorious ; though sinners be

not gathered, I am infinitely happy, whatever become of them. But this is

the grief of my soul, that sinners will rather cast their souls into hell than

give me admission into their hearts ; that they will rather force me to for-

sake them than forsake their sins ; that they will rather part with me, who
am their life and hope of glory, than part with the world, than part with

their lusts, which will certainly ruin them. When I come, they do not

admit me ; when I knock, they open not to me ; when I stand, they do not

regard me ; when I entreat, and beseech, and promise, they do not believe

me. I know what this will cost them, it will be bitterness in the end ; and
if my compassions move them not, nothing remains for them but weeping

and gnashing of teeth for ever. This he foresaw in Jerusalem, and this he

foresaw in others disobeying the gospel as they did. And hereupon his

bowels were turned within him, his compassions vented themselves in tears.

And 0, did the Lord weep for them who will not weep for themselves ? Oh
how wonderful is this compassion ! how full of wonder this condescension

!

(6.) He does this frequently, again and again. He comes, and though
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sinners provoke him to depart, he comes again ; he knocks, and though they

will not open, he knocks again ; he stands, and though they force him to

remove, he returns and stands again ; he entreats, and when he is not

regarded, he doubles his entreaties, he enforces them, by presenting his

tears, his blood, to the view of sinners in the gospel. The preaching hereof,

in season and out of season, is his appointment, that therein sinners may
see him daily set forth as crucified before their eyes, that tbey may behold

him stretching out his hands all the day long unto them, that they may hear

him, as though he were now, as in the days of his flesh, mourning, com-

plaining, and weeping over them, Luke xiii. 84. How often would the Lord
have gathered you ! how often has he come, knocked, stood, waited,

entreated, lamented ! If it be a wonder that he will condescend to any of

these for once, how wonderful is it that he should condescend to these so

often

!

This will be yet more wonderful if ye consider,

4. What it is that he offers. Behold what it is the great God offers

to men, to sinners, to enemies, with such condescension, affection, com-
passion, importunity, and you will see matter of highest admiration. He
offers (1.) his love

; (2.) himself
; (3.) his blood, and all that he purchased

by it
; (4.) his comforts; (5.) his glory; and (6.) his kingdom. He comes,

to give these ; he stands, to offer these ; he knocks, that these may be

admitted ; he entreats, that these may be accepted ; he laments, when
sinners regard not these offers. And this day by day, year after year ; and
that to those that have made themselves the vilest of his creatures. Let all

these things meet together in your thoughts, and you will apprehend Christ

wonderful. You will get some acquaintance with the employment of heaven,

admiration of Christ in his tenders of mercy to sinners. You will see there

was reason to begin this verse with a note of admiration, Behold!

(1.) His love. Such a love as it is a wonder any creature should be the

object of it ; more wonderful that Christ should offer love to the vilest of

creatures. Consider what love it is that Christ offers.

[l.J An ardent love. Many waters could not quench this love. Not the

floods of reproaches, injuries, sufferings from men ; not the waves and bil-

lows of God's wrath and indignation. All these went over him, yet did this

love flame forth in the midst thereof; nor was it ever more ardent than in

the height of sufferings.

[2.] A transcendent love. No love found in the breast of any creature is

worthy to be compared with it. We may say of it with more reason than

David of Jonathan's, 2 Sam. i. 26, ' His love was wonderful, passing the

love of women.' Greater love than this was never visible in the world, John
xv. 13. His love, like his ways and thoughts, is far above the creature's,

John xv. 9. There is not an equality, but there is resemblance. No love

comes so near the love of the Father to the Son as the love of Christ to his

people
;
greater love than a man bears to himself, more love than Christ

shews to heaven or earth. He left heaven to manifest, to offer this love.

He refused all the kingdoms of the earth, offered to stop the current of this

love, Mat. iv. 8-10. If [thou wilt] desist from this great work, render

thyself incapable of redeeming man, and so lay aside the thoughts of lov-

ing him.

[3.] An everlasting love, John xiii. 1 ; Isa. liv. 10. Such a love it is

that Christ offers to such creatures. He stays not till they sue for it, but

offers it ; and that to worms, sinners, enemies ; those who have no love in

them to Christ when he makes this offer, no, nor anything lovely. From
the crown of the head to the sole of the foot, nothing but bruises, &c. ; the
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face of his soul covered with a filthy leprosy ; as full of noisome sores as

Lazarus's body, whose sores the dogs licked ; full of more loathsome boils

than Job's body, when he .sat in the ashes and scraped himself. A soul

polluted wtth sin is far more loathsome in the eye of the holy God than that

which is most loathsome to us in the world. And will Christ offer love to

that which is so loathsome ? such a love to such a deformed wretch as man
is become by sin, especially seeing the soul is as full of hatred as it is of

deformity? Will the glorious Majesty of the world, the brightness of infinite

glory, the beauty of heaven, the wonder of angels, love such deformity, love

that so much which is so much an enemy to him ? Will he come and stand,

and knock, and sue, and entreat that this love may be accepted ? Oh how
wonderful ! How may we break forth into admiration with the Psalmist,

Ps. viii. 4, ' Lord, what is man ? ' What is he but a lump of pollution, a

mass of deformity, as full of hatred to Christ as a toad of poison ? And is

this a thing to be loved, to be loved of Christ, to be loved with such a love?

Would it not be a wonder if such a creature should prevail for any love from

Christ if he should sue for it to eternity ? Oh what wonder is it then that

Christ should of his own accord make the offer

!

(2.) Himself. It is not some lesser expression of love, but it is the highest,

the greatest that heaven can afford. It is himself, it is no less than himself,

which is more than ten thousand worlds, that he offers. He offers himself to

be theirs by covenant, by marriage covenant, and that for ever ; to be thine

assuredly, intimately, eternally ; to be thy God, thy friend, thy husband, thy

Jesus, thy Saviour, thy Christ, thy king, thy priest and prophet, thy advocate,

thy intercessor. Oh what infinite riches is there in this little pronoun thine

!

Canst thou say, Christ is mine ? Why, this is more than if thou couldst

say, All the treasures of the world are mine, all the kingdoms of the earth

and the glory of them are mine. Why, this is it that Christ offers, no less

than himself, to be thine for ever. This is it which he offers when he

stands and knocks at thy heart : Open to me ; I will be thy God, the Lord
thy Redeemer. Though thou hast rebelled against me, and followed after

strange gods, yet now renounce those idols, open to me, I will be thy God,

and that by covenant more durable than heaven and earth.

Open, to me, thy Redeemer will be thy husband. Though thou bast

played the harlot with many lovers, thy unkindness, disrespects, disobe-

dience, ingratitude, disloyalty shall not part us. I will marry thee to my-
self in an everlasting covenant that shall never be broken ; I will rejoice

over thee as a bridegroom over his bride.

Open to me, I will make over no less than myself unto thee. Thou shalt

have that which it is the glory and happiness of heaven to have, myself,

communion with me ; I will come and sup with thee, and thou with me.

Art thou poor ? Open to me ; the commander of heaven and earth will be

thine to enrich thee. Art thou vile and contemptible ? The King of glory

will be thine to honour thee. Art thou deformed ? The Sun of righteous-

ness will be thine to beautify thee. Art thou distressed ? The great Re-

deemer will be thine to relieve thee. Art thou weak ? The Lord of hosts

will be thine to strengthen thee. Art thou dejected ? The God of all con-

solations will be thine to comfort thee. Art thou in darkness ? The bright

Morning Star will be thine to enlighten thee. Art thou wretched and mise-

rable ? The Fountain of bliss and happiness will be thine to enhappy thee.

Thus Christ offers himself; and oh how wonderful is it, that he should

come to vile worms, and knock, and wait, and entreat that himself may be

accepted

!

(3.) His blood. He offers not himself in a common, easy, cheap way,
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but himself as dying for those that will open to him, Eph. v. 2. He offers

that which the sons of men will least part with, skin for skin, &c. He
offers his life, his blood, Rev. i. It is not silver, or gold, or wealth, or

honours only that he offers ; it is something of more value than sceptres, or

crowns, or earthly kingdoms : it is ' his precious blood,' 1 Pet. i. 18. Take
those things which the sons of men do most value, and they are but corrup-

tion compared with what Christ offers : it is his blood. So transcendency

precious is the blood of Christ, as all the treasures of the earth are so vile

compared with it, as that which the Scripture counts vilest, as corruption itself.

Christ comes, and stands, and knocks, to offer his blood, when he comes to

the hearts of sinners. He comes, as he is described, coming from Bozrah :

Isa. lxiii. i. 2, ' with dyed garments, red in his apparel ; with garments like

him that treadeth in the wine-fat, dyed with his own blood.' This he offers,

and all those infinitely precious things which are the purchase of his blood.

If thou wilt open, all shall be thine. Is the wrath of God kindled against

thee ? My blood shall pacify him. Is the justice of God incensed against

thee ? My blood shall satisfy it. Is heaven shut against thee ? Open to

me, my blood shall open it. Is thy conscience a terror to thee ? My
blood shall speak peace to it. Fearest thou any thing ? My blood shall

secure thee. Wantest thou, desirest thou any thing ? My blood shall pur-

chase it, procure it for thee. This Christ offers. He will not think his

blood too dear for sinners that will open to him. Oh what wonder is it that

Christ will offer his blood for vile worms
;
nay, his blood for his enemies

;

that he will come, and knock, and stand, and wait, and "entreat, that his

precious blood may be applied, may be accepted ! If a physician, having a

patient desperately sick, and knowing no other remedy for him but his own
blood, should come, and knock, and entreat, and after affronts and repulses,

and many expressions of hatred and contempt from the patient, should yet

continue importunate that he would accept of his own blood for his cure,

would not this astonish all that should hear of it ? Much more wonderful

is this, that the King of glory, though despised and hated by sinners, should

offer his own blood to save them from death ; and when the offer is slighted

and neglected, should yet knock, and call, and cry, and beseech, that it may
be accepted. Oh, if any thing affect us, this must needs be wonderful in

our eyes.

(4.) His comforts. Those comforts which flow from his presence, in

whose presence is fulness of joy. Those joys which spring from commu-
nion with himself. ' I will come in, and sup with him,' &c. The well-

spring of heavenly joys, the fountain itself will flow in, if the sinner will but

open. And this is it that Christ intends, when he comes, knocks, and
stands, and waits, that joys unspeakable and glorious may fill those souls

who have been a grief, an affliction, a dishonour to him. You have made
him a man of sorrows, he offers you everlasting joys. You have given him
gall and wormwood, he brings you the foretastes of heaven, the first-fruits

of the land of promise. He stands, and calls, and entreats, that this may
be accepted. Oh how wonderful is this

!

(5.) His glory and kingdom, John xvii. 22. He offers glory to dust and
ashes; his own glory to despised worms. Such glory as himself enjoys, not

equal to it, yet much resembling it. When David promised Mephibosheth
the honour to sit at his table, how is he transported ! How does he express

bis sense thereof! 2 Sam. ix. 8. Oh how much better does this admira-

tion, this expression become those to whom Christ offers his glory ! What
is thy servant, that thou shouldst take notice of him ? What is dust and
ashes ? What are poor worms, that they should sit at thy table as one of
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the King's sons ? That the great God should offer this great glory to vile

creatures, and that by way of entreaty, oh how wonderful is it ! Not only

to sit at his table (which Mephibosheth, though a king's son, thought so

great an honour from a king), but to sit on his throne, ver. 2 ; and now we
are so high, as admiration should be raised to the highest. The King of

glory stands, that vile sinners may sit ; stands knocking at their doors,

hearts, that they may sit on his throne, on his own throne ; entreats those who
are enemies to accept of his kingdom, his own kingdom.

Use 1. Information. This shews the reason why sinners are so much, so

exceedingly affected at their first conversion. No wonder if they be asto-

nished, transported with admiration ; for herein they have a clear discovery

of these wonders ; a deep sense of their own vileness, misery, enmity

against Christ ; a clearer view of his transcendent excellencies ; a more
tender resentment of his condescensions in coming, standing. They are as

one born blind ; when he recovers his sight, every thing almost is a wonder
to him, much more the sun. When men's eyes are opened, all the carriage

of this business is wonderful, especially Christ. Why do they see so

much to astonish, transport them, whenas others see little or nothing, or

are little or nothing affected with what they discover in Christ, in themselves ?

Why, till converted, they are in darkness ; but upon conversion are ' trans-

lated into marvellous light,' 1 Pet. ii. 9.

Use 2. Reproof. Those that slight, neglect, despise these condescensions

of Christ in offering these things. Are things so wonderful thus to be under-

valued ? Do ye neglect to hear ? Regard ye not, when Christ comes, knocks,

stands, entreats ? Can you withstand all his importunity, and resolve for

sin, put him off with excuses, delays ? Oh take heed ! You take the course

to provoke the Lord to make your plagues wonderful, Deut. xxviii. 59.

Use 3. Exhortation. Since it is a wonder in itself, let it be so in onr eyes.

Be much in meditating on those things that represent Christ wonderful.

Consider him, how glorious, all-sufficient, &c. Consider thy own vileness,

sinfulness, how wretched. Let these things he on thy thoughts till they affect

thy heart, till they raise thy mind to admire, adore, as the queen of Sheba,

1 Kings x. 5. Consider how often Christ has come, how long stood, how much
entreated, how many motions, providences, convictions. Consider what he

offers, as Elizabeth, Luke i. 43 ; and then break forth in praises, rise up into

admiration, fall down astonished at the wonders of Christ's condescension.

This is the employment of heaven ; hereby you will do the will of God as

it is done in heaven. This is it which Christ calls for by the first word,

Behold.

Pass we from the consequence of this proposition, Behold, to the matter

of it
;
wherein, 1, the person

; 2, his posture ; 3, the place ; 4, his action.

The person is Christ ; his posture, standing ; the place, man's heart ; that

is the door, and there he knocks. These, put together, afford two observa-

tions, one implied, the other expressed. That implied is this

:

Obs. The hearts of sinners are shut against Christ ;
every soul by nature is

closed against Christ. If it were not, there would be no need for Christ to stand

and knock, there would be no ground to represent him in such a posture.

That the strength and evidence of this truth may appear, we will take it

in pieces, and so explain and confirm it by opening and proving two pro-

positions contained in it. 1. Christ is extra ; 2. exclusus. 1. Christ is with-

out, there he stands, there he knocks ; 2. The sinner is unwilling to let him
in. He is not only without, but shut out ; therefore he stands, he knocks.

1. Christ is without, he is not in the soul of a sinner naturally. While a

sinner is in the state of nature, he is without Christ, so described, Eph. ii.
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12. We are born without Christ, live without him, nor has he place in us,

till an almighty power, which the Lord usually puts forth in the ministry

of the gospel, make way for him in our hearts. Till conversion, till the

Lord open the heart, as he did Lydia's, Christ is not present in the sinner,

nor entertained by him ; he is not present in respect of his special and gra-

cious presence (so understand it).

He is not in the mind, he is not present there as a prophet, to instruct,

to enlighten it ; darkness covers the face of it ; the Sun of righteousness

shines not there with a saving, a spiritual ray ; the Day-star does not there

arise. Though he may apprehend much by natural light, yet nothing spiri-

tually, savingly, effectually. The things of the Spirit of God are not dis-

cerned, 1 Cor. ii. 14

Christ is not in the will, he is not present there as a king ; his throne is

not there established, his sceptre is not there advanced ; the heart submits

not to him, complies not with his laws, is not ruled by him, breaks his

bonds, casts his cords from him, says, I will not have this man to rule

over me.

Christ is not in the conscience ; he is not present there as a priest; his

blood has not yet been there sprinkled, does not purify it, mollify it ; does

not free it from guilt, nor make it tender. If it scruple at sin, restrain from

it, accuse for it, the love of Christ, the blood of Christ, does not constrain it

so to do ; it is from some other enforcement, some more foreign consideration.

Christ is not entertained ; other things are admitted before him, take

place of him. And this leads me to the reason of this point.

Christ is without, because the soul is so taken up with other guests, as

there is no place left for him. The like reason why Christ is not admitted

into the heart of a natural man, as there was why he was not admitted at

his birth into the inn, Luke ii. 7. Christ finds no better entertainment,

when he comes spiritually to a sinner's heart, than when he came in the

flesh to Bethlehem. He lodges without, because there is no room within.

The soul of a sinner is full of other guests ; sin, and the world, and Satan

have taken up every room in the soul. The mind, the will, the heart, the

conscience, they are full of sin, full of corruption, crowded with multitudes

of lusts ; and ititus existens prohibet alienmn, so much corruption within

keeps Christ without. Man brings into the world a soul full of corruption,

a nature wholly depraved, a heart abounding with all manner of lusts, full

of pride, unbelief, worldliness, uncleanness ; full of rebellion, obstinacy,

security, self-love : these and many other so take up the heart as there is

no room left for Christ ; these must be whipped out before the soul can be-

come a fit temple for Christ ; it must be emptied of these in some degree

before the glory and power of Christ's presence will fill the tabernacle of

the soul.

While these strong men armed keep the house, as Luke xi. 21, Christ

stays without, these cannot rule together ; no serving of two such masters

;

no entertaining of these so differing guests ; one heart cannot hold them,

because these lusts of corrupted nature are in possession and rule within,

Christ is without. That is the first.

2. Christ is shut out. He is not only without, but the sinner is unwilling

to let him in. The heart is closed against him, and many means are used

to make it fast, many bolts and locks are added to make it sure. Were not

the heart closed, the door shut, Christ would not need to knock ; were not

the sinner unwilling to open, Christ would not be put to stand knocking,

the heart would open to him at his first approach, at his first knock. But
the Holy Ghost, by these expressions, plainly declares to us the sinner's un-
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willingness to open to Christ. The reasons of it are many, I shall but

mention three ;
prejudice against, distrust of, disaffection to, Christ.

(1.) Prejudice against Christ. This shuts Christ out of the mind, makes
the sinner unwilling to admit him into the outer room. The mind of every

man naturally is full of prejudice against Christ ; it is part of that enmity

of which the apostle speaks, Rom. viii. 7. Hearing in the gospel upon
what terms Christ will be admitted, it forthwith judges his admission dan-

gerous, troublesome, or needless, and so shuts him out. This prejudice

shews itself by judging it.

[1.] Dangerous. If I open to Christ upon these terms, I must forego all

my unjust gains, all my forbidden pleasures ; I must be no more wanton,

intemperate, or revengeful, how much pleasure soever I have taken herein
;

I must not commit the least sin to gain the greatest advantage ; I must cut

off every dear lust, though it be to me as my right hand, &c. ; I must not

leave a hoof behind if Christ be admitted
;

nay, I must not only part

with my pleasing and gainful sins, but be ready to sacrifice my estate,

credit, liberty, life, when he calls for them. Hereupon the sinner thinks

Christ offers him loss when he offers to come in upon these terms, and so

shuts him out.

[2.] Troublesome. If I open to Christ, I must bid adieu to my carnal

ease, humours, interests ; I must be diligent in mortifying duties, which are

so irksome to flesh and blood ; I must spend so much time in prayer, medi-

tation, self-examination ; I must be always watchful over my heart, thoughts,

ways, senses ; I must beat down my body, bring it into subjection ; main-

tain a continual combat with my own corrupt nature
;
expose myself to the

reproaches and scorn of the world, by strictness, scrupulousness in matters

which they judge of small moment ; I must live in continual exercise of

repentance, self-denial, mortification. These, and such like, Christ requires

if he be admitted. And so the sinner looks upon him as a troublesome

guest, and shuts him out.

[3.] Needless. Think it not needful to admit Christ further than they

have done. They are baptized in his name, submit to his ordinances, pro-

fess him openly, have a name to live ; sometimes pray, read, and hear his

word ; order their outward conversation, as they think, inoffensively ; so

conclude they are Christians good enough, that it is not needful further to

admit or entertain Christ, and so close their hearts against him, when he

should enter to purpose and take full possession of them. What needs all

this stir ? Cannot a man be a Christian, &c, except so strict, precise ?

This is to be hypocrites. Do ye not see what becomes of them that profess

and pretend to so much ? Christ is not so scrupulous as some men would

make him. He may be in my heart as well as theirs, though I make not

so great a show. How many content themselves with such thoughts as

these, and are ready to express it upon occasion ? Prejudice against the

holy ways of Christ makes them willing to judge, that an outward profession

of Christ is a sufficient admission of him ; account more needless, are not

willing to open to him further, and so indeed shut him out. This is the

first bolt whereby the soul is made fast against Christ.

(2.) Distrust, unbelief. This shuts him out of the will. Man by nature

has neither that faith, which is consent to receive Christ as he is offered,

nor that faith which is an assent to what Christ has delivered. The first is

a belief on Christ, which the Scripture calls Kiani/eiv tig r'ov Xuerot. The
latter is belief of Christ, which we call mariuuv rti X?/erw. Every man by

nature is defective of both. The consent to receive Christ on gospel terms,

is either the essence of saving faith, or a property inseparable from it ; for
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to believe on his name, and to receive him, pass for one and the same thing,

John i. 12. Now, unbelief in this sense is such a bar to keep out Christ, as

nothing but an almighty power can remove, Eph. i. 19.

Now that a natural man consents to receive Christ upon the terms offered,

will appear further, in that he assents not to these terms as delivered in the

gospel. The terms on which Christ will be admitted, are laid down by
Christ himself, Mat. xvi. 24. Let him renounce every sin forbidden, though

as dear to him as himself ; this is to deny himself. Then let him endure

every suffering for my sake inflicted ; this is to take up his cross. Let him
practise every duty commanded, even as Christ was obedient in all things

;

this is to follow him. These are the terms. Now, either men will not

believe that Christ will not enter but upon these terms, fancy some of their

own, more suitable to their corrupt inclinations, humours, interests, or if they

yield that they are Christ's terms, yet they will not believe that they are so

pleasing, so advantageous as the gospel declares them to be. Whatever ho

say, if this be his burden, they will not believe it is light ; if this be his

yoke, they cannot believe it is easy, and upon this account reject these

terms ; and since he will not enter upon any other terms, they shut him out.

Thus does unbelief close the hearts of sinners against Christ. That is the

second.

(3.) Disaffection to Christ. Men naturally are so well pleased with the

guests that they have already entertained, as they are loath, by admitting

Christ, to dispossess them. This shuts Christ out of the heart. They are

more in love with the world than with Christ, take more pleasure in fulfil-

ling their lusts than they can expect delight in communion with Christ.

They affect not spiritual enjoyments, relish not those pleasures which Christ

promises upon his admission, value not Christ's offer to sup with them in

comparison of what the world and their lusts afford them. Hence, Mat.

x. 37, ' He that loveth father or mother, &c, is not worthy of me.' He
hereby refuses Christ, prefers what he enjoys before what Christ offers,

shews himself unworthy of Christ's company by excluding him, James iv. 4.

He that is so much a friend to the world as he will not cast it out

of his heart for Christ, hereby shews himself an enemy to Christ by shutting

him out.

Use 1. Information. This shews us the misery of every man by nature.

Christ is not in him. He shuts him out, in whom is all the hopes and com-
forts and happiness of sinners. How miserable is he who is without happi-

ness, without hopes of it ! He that shuts out Christ excludes all happiness,

all hopes of it. Yet this is the condition of every man in the state of

nature ; he is without Christ, Christ is not in him. Oh, take notice of the

misery of this condition, that you that are in it may be affected with it, that

you whom mercy has delivered from it may pity those who languish under

it ! But because generalia turn pungunt, we are not affected with generals,

take a survey of this misery in some particulars. He that is in the state of

nature, he that excludes Christ, is

—

1. In the possession of Satan. Christ and Satan, they have divisum

impcrium, they divide the world betwixt them. Where Christ rules not,

there Satan has his throne. He that shuts out Christ shuts in Satan. The
soul that is not in the possession of Christ is possessed by the devil. And
oh how large are his possessions ! You think a diabolical possession dread-

ful. Why, this is the dreadful estate of every unrenewed man ; Satan has

possession of him ! That this may be evident, observe the Scripture speaks

of a double diabolical possession : one corporal, when Satan enters into the

bodies of men, and there immediately exercises his power by or upon them
;
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of such there is mention, Mat. iv. 24, viii. 28, xv. 22. Another spiritual,

when Satan enters into the souls of men, and there exercises his power by
and upon them. And this is the possession we speak of. Satan does thus
possess the soul of every natural man. So he did Ananias, Acts v. 3, et?.jj-

guaev, he was possessor. So he possessed Judas, Luke xxii. 3. Not that
Satan was not in him before, but because he did then more manifest his
presence by that devilish act. As Christ is said to be with his people in
special (though always in them), because he manifests his presence by some
special influence or assistance. Satan is always in the hearts of sinners,

though he manifest his possession of them at some time more than other.

And lest we should think this diabolical possession of the sod to be peculiar
to some notorious sinners, such as Judas was, the apostle speaks it both of
himself and of all the Ephesians, before they were regenerate (Eph. ii. 2, 3),
and all disobedient sinners. He is in all disobedient sinners, and he works
in them. He is in their souls, in like manner as he is in the bodies of those
miserable creatures whom he possesses ; for the apostle uses the same word.
Those that are bodily possessed are called mgyou/tem, and those souls that are
in the possession of that spirit roS vSk engyowme. The spirits that possess
men are called IwgyoDires. Satan has as much possession of the souls of
sinners as he has of the bodies of those we call demoniacs. Nay, soul pos-
session is more dangerous, makes a man more miserable than bodily posses-
sion. This is more sensible indeed, but the misery of soul possession is

upon this account also greater, because the sinner is senseless of it. What
more miserable spectacle can you see than that man bodily possessed ! Mark
ix. 18, 20, 22, 26. What more rueful than to see the devil tear and rend
that wretched creature, sometimes casting him into the waters and into the
fire ! to see him foaming, and gnashing of his teeth, and pining away, and
brought to the gates of death ! This is a woeful sight indeed, and such as
may draw tears from and strike compassion into the heart, not only of a
father, but of a stranger. It is sad indeed. Ay ! but there is one spec-
tacle more woful, if we could see it. A soul possessed by Satan, griev-

ously vexed, wofully rent and torn by him, sometimes cast into the water,
sometimes into the lire, into such dangerous evils as are more dreadful than
any water or fire. Satan exercises more tyranny, more cruelty, upon the souls

of sinners than upon possessed bodies, only we see it not, and therefore are
so slow to believe it, so insensible of it, so little affected with it. But the
misery is nevertheless for the sinner's senselessness

;
nay, it is the more, his

misery is so deep, sense cannot reach it. And this is the misery of every soul
that shuts out Christ ; he hereby makes sure Satan's possession. Oh, con-
sider it, ye that are yet in the state of nature ! Till Christ be admitted, you are
under the power, in the possession of Satan. When the heart opens, then,
and not till then, is the soul ' turned from darkness to light,' &c. Till then
Satan dwells in him, works in him, uses him as his slave, oppresses him as
a tyrant, employs him as his own, has full possession of his soul.

2. Under the curse of the law, without redemption. For it is Christ
only that redeems, Gal. iii. 13. And those that are without Christ are
under all the curses and threatenings, without redemption. Every sin is

attended with many curses, and every curse (if we were sensible of it)

more intolerable than the hills and mountains. Therefore, when the Lord
comes to execute them, and the soul is awakened out of the lethargy
whereinto sin brings it, he shall call to the mountains to fall upon him,
and the hills to cover him. The Scripture speaks no peace to such a
sinner. What peace to that rebel who shuts the Prince of peace out of his

soul ? The gospel speaks no comfort to such a sinner. What comfort when
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Christ, the God of all comfort, the spring of all consolations, is rejected ?

There is no promise wherein he can claim interest, for all promises are in

Christ yea and amen. No comfort, no peace, no promise of either, while

Christ is shut out
;
nothing but curses and threatenings are the portion

of such a sinner, and no redemption from these till Christ be entertained.

3. Under the wrath of God without mercy. The wrath of God abides

upon him while Christ is not entertained by him, John iii. 36. The chil-

dren of disobedience are children of wrath, Eph. ii. This is their portion.

And who are children of disobedience but those who will not hearken to

Christ when he calls, not open when he knocks, not entertain him when
he entreats for admission ? Their portion is wrath : it is entailed on
them ; no cutting it off till Christ come in. As all the ways of God are

mercy to those who admit Christ, so all his ways are wrath to those that

reject him. Even those things that are given to others in love are sent to

them in wrath ; all their enjoyments, all his dispensations. Their table is

a snare, their prayer an abomination, the word the savour of death. Pros-

perity hardens their hearts. Afflictions, the first drops of that deluge of

wrath, which will one day overwhelm all those that persevere in rejecting,

excluding Christ.

4. Under the sentence of condemnation without pardon. He that believes

not is condemned, John iii. 18, 19. This is the condemnation, light is

come, the gospel is preached, Christ is discovered. You see him standing,

waiting
; you hear him knocking, entreating for admission

;
yet are so much

in love with the works of darkness as to shut out the light, shut out Christ

the light of the world, the glory of heaven. Here is ground enough of con-

demnation. No wonder if such a man be condemned already, if the sen-

tence of eternal death be past ! Does not that man deserve to die without

mercy, who shuts him out of doors that brings him a pardon ? All men by
nature are condemned persons ; Christ is sent to some with a pardon ; he
comes, stands, knocks, entreats condemned sinners to open to him and
accept of this pardon, this pardon which cost him so dear, his own life, his

dearest blood. Oh, but sinners will not hearken, will not regard, will not

believe his report, are not willing to receive him ; this is not to believe

him ; and therefore are condemned already, yea, and will continue so to

eternity if they continue to shut out Christ; for what pardon without

him ?

5. Near the confines of hell, without a Saviour. Upon the brink of that

pit which is bottomless destruction. Every one that runs on in sin is post-

ing towards eternal ruin. Every sin is a step towards hell, and every act

of wickedness sinks the sinner some degrees lower. And who shall save

him from going down into the pit, since Christ, who only can do it, is re-

jected ? It is Jesus only that delivers sinners ' from the wrath to come,'

1 Thess. i. 10. There is wrath coming apace towards sinners, and they

are posting towards it ; there will be a dreadful meeting, except Christ

interpose ; and what hopes of that while Christ is shut out and denied
admission ?

Oh consider this, all you who prefer your sin before Christ
;
you have

long heard the voice of Christ in the preaching of the gospel; who have
heard him knock at your hearts in the ministry of the word, and have not

yet been persuaded to part with those sins that keep him out. Consider

what it is to be in the possession of Satan without a redeemer, under the

curse of the law without an intercessor ! And if this estate appear miser-

able, if you have any sense of soul misery, any desire to be freed from it,

VOL. II. . D
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freed from Satan's power and possession, &c, make haste, delay not, open

forthwith unto Christ, who stands and knocks for admission. Turn oat

those woful intruders that have kept Christ out of possession ; abandon

those lusts, renounce those sins that have closed your hearts against Christ.

Then shall it be well with you, who are now in the midst of woes and mise-

ries ; then shall Satan be cast out, and the prince of the world judged ; then

shall the curse be turned into a blessing ; then shall the wrath of God, which

now overshadows you, clear up into beams of mercy ; then shall the sen-

tence of condemnation give place to a gracious pardon ; then shall you be

brought from the confines of hell and the shadow of death into the suburbs

of heaven and glory. Oh that to-day you would hear his voice, who still

calls on you, who still knocks and entreats you would open to him ! Oh
that you would hear his voice while it is called to-day, lest he ' swear in hi3

wrath you shall not enter into his rest ;' lest he swear in his wrath he will

never enter into your souls.

Use 2. Examination. Try whether you be those who keep Christ out of

your hearts, whether your souls be closed against him. Those that thus

refuse Christ are in a miserable condition, under the power of Satan, &c,
2 Cor. xiii. 5. Therefore it highly concerns every of us seriously to exa-

mine whether this be our state. Oh, but how shall I know ? By these

two particulars:

1. If Christ be admitted, thou hast had experience of a great alteration.

We seldom read of Christ's coming in Scripture, but we find some great

alterations attending. When he came to the temple, Mat. xxi. 10, 12, see

what follows. Here is work indeed ; he seems to turn all upside down ; he

rectifies disorders to purpose. Indeed, while the strong man armed keeps

the house, all is in peace ; but when Christ, a stronger than he, comes and
disarms him, casts him out, takes possession of the place, then the sinner's

peace is broken. This is not done without contest and opposition. The
soul will find a great alteration, it will not be so with it as formerly.

Malachi prophesies of Christ's coming to his temple ; see how he describes

it, Mai. iii. 1-3. He makes clean work where he comes ; the soul is purified

and refined when he comes. He sits in the soul as a refiner. When Christ

comes, old things pass away ; old lusts, old sinful practices, old hearts, old

ways, they are abandoned. The refiner's fire consumes them, all things

become new. ' If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature,' 2 Cor. v. 17.

It is as true the other way. If Christ be in any man, he is a new creature

;

for this in-being is mutual. When the soul is in Christ, Christ is in the

soul. Are ye new creatures ? Are all things become new? New judg-

ments, new apprehensions, new thoughts, new hearts, new motions, new
inclinations, new consciences, new afi'ections, new delights, new desires, new
designs, new conversations. Such a change there is when Christ comes.

If you be the same men as formerly, if you be not thoroughly renewed, you
may conclude Christ is yet shut out.

2. If you admit Christ, you admit his word. If the word of Christ take

no place in you, then Christ himself has no place in you. Where the word

is shut out, Christ is shut out ; where that abides, he abides, 1 John ii. 24.

These two are joined together by Christ, John xv. 7. Does the word abide

in your souls ? Is it effectually admitted into every faculty ? Does it

abide in your minds, to enlighten them ; in your thoughts ? Is it your

meditation ? Or are you strangers to meditation ? Can other things be

carefully ruminated, and what Christ speaks in the ministry of the word

easily forgotten ?

Does it abide in your consciences, to convince you of sin, and restrain you
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from sin, and stir you up to the practice of what you hear ? If it take not

hold on your conscience, but you go on in sin, and neglect the duties urged

upon you notwithstanding, how does it then abide ?

Does it abide in your wills, to bring them to a conformity with the will of

Christ there revealed, to lead them to a compliance with what is well-pleasing

in his sight ?

Does it abide in your affections, to quicken your affections, to kindle your

love, to stir up your zeal, to fill you with delight, to possess you with hatred

against sin, to melt you into sorrow for sin, to raise you to high esteem of

Christ and spiritual things ? If so, it argues the word abides in you, and

consequently Christ himself.

But if the word of Christ, which you daily hear preached, pass from you

as words of course, pass away as a tale that is told, as an ordinary discourse

;

if it be no more regarded, no more rt nembered ; if you be no more affected

with it, no more ruled by it
;

if, after sermon is ended, you can lay aside

thoughts of it as that which little concerns you ; if you can shut out con-

viction, withstand reproofs, run into those very sins which you hear reproved,

neglect exhortations, and neglect those duties to which Christ by his word

exhorts you : if it be thus, the word is shut out, Christ himself is shut out.

If it be thus with any, I have a sad message for them, but it is a message

from the Lord. I must tell them, or be unfaithful. Their hearts are closed

against Christ, they are yet in Satan's possession, under the curse of the

law, under the wrath of God, under the sentence of condemnation, in the

confines of hell, and will be till Christ be admitted.

3. Observation. Though Christ find the hearts of sinners closed against

him, yet he stands at the door and knocks.

For explication, let us inquire, 1, what is meant by the door; 2, what

by knocking, and how Christ may be said to knock
; 3, what by standing,

what this expression signifies. For these are all metaphorical, and some-

thing is denoted, intended, that the words do not properly signify. Christ

does not stand and knock, as men do at a door when they would be let in.

We must not understand any bodily approach, or any corporeal action or

posture ; for Christ, as to his body and human nature, is in heaven, there

circumscribed, and will be there contained till the restitution of all things.

Yet though he do not stand and knock properly as we do, yet something he

does which much resembles our knocking, our standing. Some likeness

there is betwixt what Christ does that he may be admitted into the hearts of

sinners, and that which we do when we would be admitted into the house of

a friend. There is some ground for these metaphorical expressions, and

when we know what this is the words will be clear. And this is it we now
inquire after.

1. By door, understand the heart of man, as I told you before. The
heart comprising two faculties, the will and understanding ; the will princi-

pally, for the two principal acts of the will, consent and dissent, are as the

opening and shutting of the door. When the will consents, it opens ; when
it dissents, it shuts out that which moves for admission. And therefore

opening here is called consent elsewhere, as Isa. i. 19. Here, if you will

open, Christ will sup, &c. ; there, if you mil consent, ye shall eat, &c. So
shutting is expressed by dissent or refusing, Isa. i. 20. So that by the door

is principally meant the will. When this consents to receive Christ as he

offers himself, then Christ is admitted, the soul is opened to him ; he comes
in, makes the opening soul the place of his abode, he walks in them, dwells

in them, feasts them. When this dissents, refuses to receive Christ, &c,
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the soul hereby shuts out Christ, closes itself against him. Thus the will

resembles a door, and therefore is so called.

The understanding, that is as a key-hole or a window to the door.

Through it light is conveyed into the soul, by which it discerns who it is

that stands and knocks, who it is that seeks admission ; and according to

what it discerns so it moves, opens or shuts. If it like the person, his

motion, his business, then it opens, consents, admits him ; if it approve not

hereof, apprehend it dangerous, troublesome, needless, it refuses, shuts him
out. Thus you see what is meant by the door, and why so called.

2. By knocking, understand those means which Christ uses to draw the

sinner to come and open. That is the end of knocking with us. When
Christ uses means to win the sinner's consent to admit him, to receive him,

then he knocks. That this may be clearer, we will shew (1.) how he

knocks, what means he uses
; (2.) why he knocks, wherefore he uses such

means to draw the soul to open.

(1.) For the first, the means are diverse. We will reduce them to these

four heads. He knocks, [1.] by checks of conscience
; [2. J

by acts of

providence ; [3.] by the ministry of the word
; [4.] by the motions of his

Spirit. I beseech you, observe them. It much concerns you to know
Christ's knock ; for what more powerful motive to open than to know that

it is Christ that knocks ? Christ when he knocks is little regarded, because

men consider not, take no notice that it is Christ that knocks. The ever-

lasting gates are not opened when it is not minded that the King of glory

knocks thereat. When Samuel knew not the Lord's voice, 1 Sam. iii. 4,

he runs to Eli. Thus sinners, not discerning that Christ knocks, run another

way, and many times further from him, instead of running to open to him.

Durst sinners be so bold as to shut their hearts, if they effectually consi-

dered that it is Christ that knocks there ? Oh no, they have this for their

excuse : We never heard, we never remembered, that Christ came and

knocked, and yet was shut out, was not admitted by us. Just like those

on Christ's left hand, Mat. xxv., when Christ charges them that when he

was hungry they gave him no meat, &c, ver. 42, they have an answer as

ready as any obstinate sinner amongst us, ' Lord, when saw we thee an

hungered?' &c, ver. 44. Oh no, far be it from us. We never saw thee in

such a condition, else we should have been as ready to relieve thee as those

righteous ones. We never saw thee ;
otherwise, if we had not relieved thee,

that heavy sentence, ' Go, ye cursed,' had been too light for us.

So when Christ now in the ministry, &c, charges sinners with refusing

to open to him, I come, and stand, and knock again and again, and yet ye

shut me out, how readily will many answer as they, ' When saw we Christ ?

'

&c. ; we never saw Christ in such postures ; we never heard him knock, and

shut him out ; if we had, then were we wretches indeed to shut out Christ.

Why, but is it so indeed ? Did ye never hear Christ knock ? Why, sure,

then, ye know not when Christ knocks.

Well, we will leave no room for this excuse, when I have shewed you how
Christ knocks. There is not one of you but must acknowledge that Christ

has long, has often knocked at your hearts. Whether you have opened to

him must be referred to your own consciences. Most certain it is Christ

has knocked longer, oftener at your hearts than ever man knocks at your

doors ; for he knocks,

fl.J By checks of conscience. When the sinner's heart smites him, then

does Christ knock. Conscience is Christ's deputy ; when he employs it to

smite the sinner, he then knocks at the heart. When the weight of sin is

felt, and the conscience smarts in the sense of the sinfulness of unlawful
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practices, Christ is then knocking ; the wounds of conscience are as dents

in the door, they argue forcible knocks. Hereby Christ would draw the

sinner to open ; for there is no way to remove guilt, and silence an accusing

conscience, but by letting in Christ. If he be not admitted, that which now
but pricks will gnaw the soul to eternity as a never-dying worm. These
checks of conscience, these knocks of Christ, should move the sinner to

make haste to open. This was the effect of it in Peter's hearers. When his

sermon had awakened them, and brought them to the sense of sin, it is said

they were ' pricked in their hearts,' Acts ii. 37, and forthwith they were

willing to open
;
they cried out, ' Men and brethren, what shall we do ?'

Now how long, how often has Christ thus knocked at yours ? I hope there

are none of you in that desperate condition, as to have your conscience

seared, and made past feeling, past sense of sin. And if you be not cau-

terised past feeling, you have often felt the checks of conscience, your
hearts smiting you for sin. Why, this is Christ knocking ; he hereby seeks

admission, and would draw you to open. As often as conscience checks,

Christ knocks ; and as often as you suppress, neglect those checks of

conscience, so often as you disregard Christ, so often you refuse to let

him in.

[2.] By acts of providence, whether they be acts of bounty or acts of

severity. For the former, all your comforts and enjoyments, all your deli-

verances and preservations, all the acts of his patience and longsuffering,

are as so many knocks at your hearts ; Christ hereby would stir you up to

open to him. Oh that you would mind them ! All the expenses of the riches

of his goodness and forbearance, and longsuffering, should draw you to

open to Christ. This should be the issue of them, Eom. ii. 4, ' Lead to

repentance.' What is that but leading you to open to Christ ? For the

great sin you are to repent of is your shutting out Christ, refusing to receive

him, admit him. When this is repented of, the heart opens to Christ. And
this is it that goodness should lead you to ; it calls, it knocks for this.

Now, how much, how long, has Christ thus knocked ? Can you reckon

up the good things you enjo}' ? Can you give an account of all your deli-

verances ? Are they not more in number than the hairs on your head ?

are they not past numbering ? Why, then, so often, you cannot tell how
often, Christ has knocked all your lives. No day, no hour, no minute, but
he has been knocking at your hearts. Oh, how does it concern you to look

that he be let in !

For the latter, he knocks by afflictions. The knock of mercy makes
small impression, hardened sinners little regard it. Therefore Christ knocks
in another method,—he lets fly afflictions upon the sinner, and these are as

so many stones cast at the door. When the sinner minds not Christ's

gentler knockings, he takes his rod (and his rod can make the rocks to

open) and beats upon the door, makes the heart of a sinner shake under the

weight of his strokes. If ye will hear nothing else, ' hear the rod,' says he,

Micah vi. 9. He has variety of rods wherewith he knocks at the hearts of

sinners. If no other will prevail, he will take his rod of iron, and knock so

as he will make the foundations of the house to shake. This was his

method with Manasseh, 2 Chron. xxxiii. 10, 11. ' In their afflictions they
will seek me,' Hos. v. 15. Christ knocks and seeks to them before, and
they will not regard. Ay, but if he take his rod, he will make them seek

to him ; make them run trembling, as the gaoler, open and beseech him to

enter. Now, has not the Lord often thus knocked at your hearts, with one
rod or other—by sickness, losses, wants, disappointments, crosses, or other

afflictions ? If you open not, take heed of his rod of iron. If you belong
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to him, he will make you regard his knocks, or you shall smart for it, if you
sink not under it.

[3. J
By the ministry of the word, preaching of the law and of the gospel.

This indeed is the principal means whereby Christ knocks. When he
knocks the other ways without this, his meaning is not understood, and so
sinners open not. The heathens have both checks of conscience and acts of

providence to awaken them ; but wanting the word, they know not the
meaning of those knockings, and so they prove ineffectual. But though
these be not effectual without the word, yet these are good enforcements of
the word where it is enjoyed. Secure sinners are apt to slight the word,
make nothing of it. But when the Lord awakens them by checks of con-
science, and some sharp dispensations, the word, shewing Christ's meaning
herein, hereby becomes more regarded ; it is brought to remembrance, the

dent of it is deeper. These joined fall with more force and weight upon the

heart, and the sinner hears Christ's knock to purpose. Hence the word is

called a hammer, Jer. xxiii. 29.

Christ knocks by the law. This discovers sin in its colours, and the

dreadful wrath of God as the sinner's portion, and eternal torments into

which he is sinking. And as the law was at first delivered with thunder
and lightning, so now it falls upon the heart as a thunderbolt, a terrible

knock indeed. The experience of many thousands who have opened unto
Christ bears witness to it, though carnal hearts will either deride it or not
believe it.

The knock of the law sounds thus in the ears of a sinner : Wretched
creature, the fire of God's wrath is kindled on thy soul, thy sins are a con-

tinual fuel to it ; if thou open not, that Christ may quench it, it will burn
to the bottom of hell.

Thus Christ knocks by the law at the heart of Laodicea : ver. 17, ' Thou
sayest, I am rich,' &c. Thou thinkest (and this is the very thought of most
unrenewed sinners) thy soul is rich and happy enough, thy condition for

eternity is good and safe enough. Thus every natural man before the law-

knocks at his heart. So Paul says of himself : Rom. vii. 9, ' I was alive

without the law.' I had good conceits of my soul's condition, and made no
question of life. Ay, but when the law came, when that discovered the

sinfulness of his nature and life, and the wrath of God due to him for sin,

why then, says he, I died, all my good hopes and high conceits they withered

and died,—one knock of the law overthrew them all ; and I then looked

on myself as a dead man, even at the gates of eternal death. And so must
every sinner before he will open to Christ ; he must apply to his soul what
Christ applies here to Laodicea. Thou knowest it not, thou wilt not believe

it ; but as sure as Christ is true, this is the truth of thy soul's condition.

Thou art wretched and miserable, as blind as the prince of darkness can

make thee, as naked as he that has not a rag to cover his nakedness, as

wretched and miserable as the curse and wrath of God can make thee.

Thus thou art, and thus more and more thou wilt be everlastingly, if thou

shut out Christ, and shut up thy soul in this condition. Thus Christ knocks

by the law.

He knocks also by the gospel. This discovers Christ, and the riches of

his love, and the all-sufficiency of his redemption, and the overflowings of

pardoning mercy through his blood. And this bears upon the heart with a

sweet and heavenly violence; and if the sinner open not at this knock, his

case is desperate. Thus he knocks by, the gospel at the heart of Laodicea,

ver. 18. The knock of the gospel sounds thus in the ears of a sinner: Thou
art naked : open to me, and I will clothe thee with my own robe ; thou art
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blind : open to me, I Lave eye-salve that will cure those that"are born blind

;

thou art poor: open to me, thou shalt share with me in my unsearchable

riches ; thou art wretched and miserable : open to me, and then if my love,

if myself, if my blood, if my comfort, if my kingdom, can make thee happy,

thou shall be happy.

And oh how often, how long, have you in this place heard Christ thus

knocking ! How long have you enjoyed the gospel ! how has he knocked

by the law ! how has he knocked by the gospel, day after day, year after

year ! With what patience, with what importunity ! Oh take heed that ye

be not found in the number of those that shut out Christ, who regard not

when he knocks

!

[4.] By the motions of his Spirit ; when the Spirit of Christ concurs

with acts of providence, or with the word preached, so as these make some
impression on the heart, bring the soul to some sense of its sinfulness and

misery, and beget some inclinations to leave old, sinful practices, and take

a new course. How frequent is this in sickness, when death is before his

eyes, and apprehensions of eternity seize on him ! How then will he

resolve ! How many promises will he make, that if he may be freed from

the present danger, he will then be another man ! Those that enjoy the

gospel, and live under a powerful ministry, cannot but have experience of

Christ's knockings by his Spirit. When sin is discovered, and the conscience

in some degree awakened, and the danger of sin, the wrath of God hanging

over it, apprehended, then there will be many times some inclinations, some
semi-purposes, to abandon sin. These are the issues of Christ's knocking

by his Spirit.

So when the necessity, the excellency, the all-sufficiency of Christ is dis-

covered, the happiness, comforts, glory that sinners may receive from him ap-

prehended, there will be some half resolutions to close with him. When you
find these, you hear Christ knocking. These inclinations, semi-purposes,

they are as it were an opening half way to Christ ; but the suppressing of

these motions is a shutting the door against Christ when he is entering ; as

I may say, a thrusting him out when he is half way in, a throwing the door

upon his face. A most high affront, a grievous provocation ; and yet what

more ordinary ? Have ye never, while ye have been hearing, praying,

found such motions, inclinations ? Sure they have hardened their hearts

as the adamant that have no such experience. I will not suppose any here

given up to such a reprobate sense, or rather the senselessness of reprobates.

Well, then, when you find such motions, &c, Christ is knocking ; and so

powerfully, as you are brought to open in part to him. Oh, but do these

motions, &c, vanish ? Do the cares, the employments, the pleasures, the

thoughts of the world, choke them ? Why, then, when Christ is as it were

coming in, you shut the door against him; when his foot is within the

threshold, you thrust him out. This ye do by suppressing these motions

of the Spirit, and suffering them to come to nothing. This is resisting the

Holy Ghost, when he is striving to get possession for Christ. Oh how
dangerous is this provocation ! Verily there is but a step betwixt you and
that dreadful sentence, ' My Spirit shall no longer strive,' &c. Oh take heed,

this is Christ's knock !

Thus you see how many ways Christ knocks. And now I dare appeal to

yon, if there be any room for that excuse, I would have opened if I had
heard Christ knocking. What sinner is there at whose heart he has not

knocked many years ? There is none wait so long, so often at his posts,

the posts of wisdom, as he waits, as he knocks at your hearts. Oh how
does it concern you to look that he be let in

!
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(2.) Why does Christ knock ? what need is there of it ? That is the next.

And so you will have both the manner how, and the cause why, and thereby

a satisfying account of Christ's act. Why, what needs this ? There is great

need every way ; if Christ should not knock, we would never open, Christ

could never enter. Such is the condition of every man by nature. Unre-

newed sinners are not so well affected to Christ, they have no such mind to

admit him, as to watch at the door that they may be ready to open at his

first approach. No ; there is by nature a strong antipathy against him, and
wonderful disaffection to him ; but of this formerly.

To shew you why Christ knocks, what necessity there is for him so to do

if he will enter, let us a little follow the metaphor. It is needful, because,

[1.] Sinners by nature are far off from Christ, far from opening. When
we come to a man's house whom we know to lodge in many rooms from the

door, we knock, and knock aloud, else we cannot expect he should hear or

open. Why, this is thy condition, the state of every sinner by nature
; yon

lodge many rooms from the place where Christ stands. Sin has set every

man a great distance from Christ. All are far ofl', at like distance with the

unrenewed Ephesians, ii. 12: oi nrori ovti; /Aa.xga.v. Sometimes ; when was
that ? Why, till they opened, &c. It is the privilege peculiar to those who
open to Christ; they are a people, as Israel, near unto God. Till sinners

open, they are far off, whatever be their accomplishments, privileges, enjoy-

ments. It is true there is a latitude in this distance, some are farther off

than others. The heathens that enjoy not the gospel, they are farthest off;

those that have apostatised, outrun their holy profession, they are at a woful

distance indeed; those that, by refusing Christ and long resisting his Spirit,

have caused him to withdraw from them, these are farther off than at first,

their latter end in this respect is worse than their beginning. Yet though

some be farther off than others, yet all by nature are far off, and so far off

as they are out of hearing, would never be drawn to open but that Christ

vouchsafes sometimes to knock with an almighty force. Since sinners are

at such a distance, Christ must knock, or else not enter
;
they will not hear

him, not open to him.

[2.] Sinners are very busy. Their heads, and hearts, and hands are full

of business ; such a crowd, as leaves no room for thoughts of Christ. He
may stand long enough, if he knock not, before he be admitted. They have

something else to do than to wait for Christ's approaches, so as to be ready

to admit him, without putting him to the trouble of knocking. They are so

taken up with the world or their lusts, as it must be some loud importunity

that will draw them to the door.

When we come to a man's house who we know is full of business, we ex-

pect not to be admitted till we knock again and again. Sinners are full of

business, even those who seem least employed ; Satan will be sure to find

them employment enough, on purpose to keep them from attending Christ's

approaches. One is busy in the world to get and increase an estate ; his

thoughts, his affections, are all taken up. Another has a design to be great

and eminent ; his heart is filled with this. Another, making provision for

the flesh, &c, plotting, contriving how to satisfy a worldly, unclean, revenge-

ful lust. Here is such a crowd of business, such a noise, as it is a wonder
if Christ be regarded when he does knock ; he might stand long enough un-

regarded if he did not. The sinner thinks much to leave his business and
run to the door, till the loudness, the frequency, of Christ's knocking, en-

forced with his mighty power, draw him to it. He is too busy to open to

such as will not knock.

[3.] Sinners are at rest ; they are asleep
; yea, in a dead sleep. This is
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their condition by nature, which I express by this gradation. The Scripture

holds it forth in these expressions, to shew a sinner's carelessness of Christ

and of his soul's concernments ; his loathness to rise out of it, his impotency

to open, till he be roused and awakened by Christ's knocking. He is at

rest, stretched upon the bed of security. He is at ease, well contented with

his natural condition ; takes pleasure and delight therein ; fancies his spiri-

tual estate safe, good enough ; counts it a needless trouble to rise out of it;

thinks it a disturbance to leave his present repose to go and open to Christ.

When he in the parable was desired by his friend at midnight to open to

him, Luke xi. 5, the man counts it a trouble, ver. 7. It is midnight with

every sinner in the state of nature ; he is in darkness, sees not his miseries,

however they encompass him ; he lies down on the bed of security, and is at

rest, and now it is a trouble to him to rise and open ; it must be no easy

knocking, or little importunity, that will draw him to it. If it was thus

with the spouse when Christ came to give a special visit, much more is it

thus with natural men. But thus it was, Cant. v. 2. Thus Christ came,

thus he knocked, thus he entreated, but he is put off with excuses : ver. 3,

' I have put off,' &c. : Oh what trouble is this !
' I have washed :' Oh what

disturbance is this ! If it were thus with the spouse in a fit of security, oh
how much more is it thus with sinners in the state of nature ! They are

well enough, so they conceive
;
they have ease, quiet, repose enough in their

outward accommodations, worldly enjoyments; it seems unseasonable, it is

night, a time of rest and darkness too. Alas ! they see not the necessity of

Christ; it is a trouble, &c. Things being thus, Christ must knock, and knock
to purpose, before they will come and open.

Further, they are not only at rest, lain down, but asleep. No opening,

till they be awakened, and no awakening unless Christ knock. The state of

nature is a night, a state of darkness, and sinners in that state are answer-

able thereto, said to be asleep, 1 Thes. v. 5, 6. Though they be busy as

to natural employments, and the things of the world, yet to anything that is

spiritual they are asleep. The steam, the gross vapours that arise from the

corruption of our natures, obstructs all passages, so as there can be no con-

veyance, no operation of the Spirit, and consequently all the senses are

bound up. A sinner in this state can no more, in a spiritual way, hear, see,

smell, relish spiritual things, than a man asleep is sensible of outward objects.

He must be awakened, else no opening, and nothing can awake him but

Christ knocking, therefore he knocks. The sinner is asleep.

Nay, further, he is in a dead sleep ; a sleep indeed which is no less than
death in a spiritual sense. A dead sleep has seized on every sinner, such a

sleep as the Holy Ghost calls death, Eph. v. 14. His sleep is so deep, as

he is counted amongst the dead. Stand up from the dead ! It must be a
loud knock indeed, that will rouse a man out of a dead sleep ; a powerful

knock, that will raise a man from the dead, a knock from an almighty arm.
Why thus must Christ knock, else sinners cannot, will not hear, much less

open, John v. 25. Great need to knock, and knock aloud, when those that

should open are in a dead sleep. This for the second.

3. What by standing ? We must not conceive anything outward or

corporeal in this posture of Christ. He speaks to our capacities, and
vouchsafes to represent himself after the manner of men. But what are

spoken of God, of Christ, who is the mighty God, di/0£&«wa£w;, we must
understand Ssot^ws. What he speaks after the manner of men, we must
conceive in a way becoming the majesty of God. Thus standing imports

some or all of these five things

:

(1.) Christ's condescension. He stoops low indeed, when he vouchsafes
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to stand at our door. It is infinitely more than if the greatest prince in the

world should humble himself to stand at the door of a beggar. He is wonder-
fully gracious, when he will stand, when he will wait to be gracious. But
of this in the first.

(2.) His approach. He is come near to a sinner, when he stands at his

door, stays at his heart, and knocks. Nor does this disagree from what I

said formerly. Those may be absolutely far off who are comparatively near.

All are far from Christ by nature ; but he is nearer unto those to whom he
comes in the ministry of tbe gospel, than to those whom he leaves to sit in

darkness, &c. When the gospel comes to a people, the kingdom of heaven

is at hand, and Christ the prince of that kingdom does approach. Yet are

sinners far enough from the kingdom, far enough from Christ. While he

stands but at your hearts, he is not near indeed absolutely till you let him in.

Though he stand at your hearts, and the kingdom of heaven in the gospel

come to your doors, yet shall ye never enter into it unless you let Christ

enter into your hearts. Christ coming so near, nearer to you than others, if

you let him not in, will cast you further from him in hell than others. Outer

darkness is for them who shut out greatest light ; and the greatest destruc-

tion from Christ hereafter for them to whom he came nearest here, and was

excluded. For the present, here is a blessed opportunity, Christ is near

you, he stands at your hearts, he is at hand. This is the second intimation

of this posture.

(3.) His desire ; his readiness to enter. He is even at the door, so

near he is come, there he stands. If any man will open, he is willing, he

is ready to enter. What more can be expected on his part, to shew him
willing to come in ? If you see one standing at your door and knocking,

how can ye interpret this, but that he is willing, desires to enter ? Christ

is more ready to come in to sinners than they are to open to him. There is

no bar, no backwardness on his part; he is at the door, and there he stands

and knocks. That which keeps him out is the unkindness, the obstinacy of

sinners, who will not open. That Christ is thus ready to enter, is unques-

tionable, in respect of those whom he has purposed from eternity to take

possession of. How it holds in respect of others, we may have occasion to

shew hereafter. And what a strong motive, what a great encouragement

should this be to open ? Christ stands at your hearts, ready to enter, to

take possession, if you will but admit him.

(4.) His patience. This posture denotes the exercise of patience. He
stands at the door. When he comes to the heart of a sinner, though he

find it shut against him, he does not presently depart in a fume, as he might

justly, to see himself thus slighted, and all the happiness that attends his

presence disregarded ; he does not instantly for all this leave the heart, but

he stands. Though those who resolve to open are slow in coming, though

others put him oil' with delays and excuses, nay, though some give him plain

denials, yet he stands. Though this be the voice of sinners generally, yet a

little more sleep, &c. He stands notwithstanding, and that long. Some-
times whole days, yea, day and night ; sometimes whole years, yea, some-

times many years :
' All the day long do I stretch out my hand,' &c.

;

' These three years have I come, seeking fruit
;

'
' Forty years long was I

grieved with this generation.'

(5.) His readiness to depart if he be not admitted. Though he stand

long, he will not stand always. As his standing shews he is ready to enter,

if the sinner will open, so it shews, if the heart be obstinately shut against

him, he is as ready to be gone. He sits not, as though he would make a con-

tinued abode before the hearts of rebellious sinners ; he stands, and that
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implies a readiness to depart, if admission be denied. Though the patience

of Christ be wonderful, and his condescension to sinners exceeding great,

yet he is more tender of his honour than to endure it should be always

slighted. If ye will not open to him, he will be gone. When he had stood

some hours knocking at the door of the spouse, Cant, v., and she put

him off with excuses, he stands no longer, but departs
;
though she opened,

she found him not, he was gone, as she sadly complains, ver. 6. And if

Christ deal thus with his spouse, the people of his love, engaged to him by
marriage covenant, what may they expect who have no interest in him, no

such affection to him ?

It was a day he waited on Jerusalem, a long day indeed. But when they

would not make use of the light of it to discover their concernment to enter-

tain Christ, away he goes and leaves them in darkness. That happy sight

should be for ever hid from their eyes, they should never see him standing

more ; instead of Christ's visits, they should be encompassed with devouring

enemies. Utter desolation should succeed the day of their despised visita-

tion, Luke xix. 41, 42, &c. Christ came often, and stood long, to gather

Jerusalem, to take possession of them, but they would not be gathered,

Mat. xxiii. 37. But what follows ? That house that will not entertain

Christ shall be left desolate. Desolate must that place be that Christ for-

sakes. Those that will not see Christ standing shall find him departing,

and so departing as they shall see him no more, ver. 39. When he had
come unto the fig-tree three years, and found it still barren, what follows ?

Luke xiii. 7, ' Cut it down.' When he had stood forty years waiting on the

Israelites, and they still grieved him with hardening their hearts against

him, what is the issue ? ' They err in their hearts,' and a fatal error it is to

shut Christ out of the heart, while Satan and base lusts are shut in. ' They
have not known my ways,' they consider not effectually that Christ was come
to them. They considered not, so as to open to him, to hear his voice.

' Wherefore he sware,' &c.

Oh consider this. Christ now stands, but if you open not, he is ready to

be gone. Has he not stood many hours, even till his head be filled with

dew ? &c. He will not stand always, the spouse herself cannot expect it

;

he will be gone, and then, though ye seek him, ye shall not find him, and
whither he goes shall ye not come.

Has he not long sought to gather you ? &c. Well, if ye will not be

gathered, your souls that will not entertain him shall be laid desolate; shall

become cages for unclean birds, dens for the devouring lion. Ye shall no

more see him till he appear in the clouds to render vengeance for this dis-

obedience.

Has he not long stood, discovering to ye in the gospel the things that con-

cern your peace, of which this is the sum in short, to admit Christ '? If ye

will not know, if ye will not obey, the day will come when desolation and
misery shall seize upon those hearts that would not give Christ possession.

This day of Christ's visitation, wherein he stands at your hearts, will be

turned into a dismal night, wherein Christ shall be hid from your eyes.

Has not Christ come to you these three years, yea, many threes, seeking

fruit ? If he find not this the fruit of his coming, of his standing, if the

issue of it be not your opening to Christ, that dreadful sentence will follow,

' Cut them down.'

If you will still harden your hearts, if this error still prevail, Christ is

admitted far enough, more of him in your hearts and lives is needless. If

you will not know his ways ; his ways of conversion and regeneration,

wherein Christ is admitted ; his ways of holiness and gospel obedience,
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wherein Christ is entertained and honoured, his patience will end in wrath.

He will swear, those sinners that will not let Christ enter into their hearts,

shall never enter into his rest.

Now he stands, this is the day wherein Christ draws near your hearts
;

if ye will not know, &c. Christ the light of life, of hope, of glory, of happi-

ness will be gone, you shall see him no more. He stands now for your an-

swer, and his posture tells you, if he be denied, he is ready to depart.

Use 1. Information. This observation acquaints us with several other

truths, which, as so many corollaries, follow from it

:

1. The riches of the goodness and compassion of Christ to sinners. Does
he, though he find the hearts of sinners shut against him, yet stand and
knock for admittance ? Oh what riches of mercy are here ! It may justly

seem much that the Lord, after such an affront, should vouchsafe but a look

to such sinners ; how much more to come, &c. It is more than such
wretches could expect, that the Lord should send to us, how much more
that he should come himself, &c. For what can the Lord expect from us,

or what advantage can he gain by us ? That he should come, draw near to

us so full of provocations ; that he should stand, shew himself willing to

come under our roof ; that he should wait to be gracious when grace is con-

temned ; that he should knock, use all means to gain admission, knock so

long, so loud, so often !—Oh the riches of his goodness, the wonders of his

condescension, the greatness of his merey, the infiniteness of his patience !

What like proceedings do we find amongst the sons of men? The Lord's
ways are not as our ways. The Lord leaves not himself without a witness

;

gives clear testimony that he is abundant in longsuffering, not willing that

sinners should perish, but that they should come to repentance ; that they

should be as happy as that which is the happiness of heaven, as the pre-

sence of Christ can make them.

2. This shews the heinousness of their sin who do not open unto Christ.

Oh that ye would consider it and be affected with it ! The light of this obser-

vation discovers it to be loaded with those aggravations that make sin ex-

ceeding sinful, exceeding grievous. Since Christ stands and knocks, if you
do not open, you sin against means, against mercy, against knowledge, and
that wilfully and inexcusably.

(1.) Against means. Christ comes and knocks ; what means is there that

he uses not to gain admission ? He knocks by checks of conscience, by
acts of providence, by mercies and afflictions, by the ministry of the word,

by the law and by the gospel, by the motions of his Spirit. Here is a

burden of aggravations in one bundle, able to oppress any soul that has but

any competent sense of sin. When you open not to Christ thus knocking,

you sin against conscience, against providence, against mercies, against

judgments, against law, against gospel, against resolutions and purposes

raised in you by the Spirit of grace, and against that Holy Spirit itself,

grieving, opposing, resisting it. What could the Lord have done more to

vou, that he has not done ? as he says of his vineyard. See the issue,

Isa. v. 5, 6.

(2.) Against mercy
;
mercy in its choice appearances and manifestations

to the world ; against not only the mercy of God, but the indulgence of

Christ. What more grievous offence than that which is against love, against

mercy ?

[1.] Condescending mercy : he stoops so low as to stand at a polluted

heart. [2.] Preventing mercy : against Christ drawing near you, coming to

you, standing at your heart. [3.j Free mercy : against Christ, ready, will-

ing to come in. [4.] Forbearing mercy : Christ waiting to be gracious.
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If ever the Lord open your eyes to see sin in its own colours, this will make
it appear exceeding sinful. How does the Lord aggravate Solomon's sins

from such a consideration ! 1 Kings xi. 9. Was he angry because he had
appeared to him twice ? Oh, how do you provoke him to anger, to whom
he has appeared so often, who have so long, so often, both heard and seen

him, seen him standing, heard him knocking !

(3.) Against knowledge. You have heard, you have been convinced, that

Christ hath both stood and knocked at your hearts. If you would deny it,

your own consciences will accuse you. The providence of God in many
acts testifies it. The gospel, preached so long amongst you, bears witness

of it. The Spirit of Christ, that has so long strived with you, brings in this

evidence. It remains as writ with a pen of iron and point of a diamond,

writ in great, and large, and lasting characters, in characters of greater,

larger guilt. If you open not to Christ, you sin against all this light ; and

you know how near a sin against knowledge borders upon that sin that leads

irrecoverably to outer darkness, John ix. 41.

(4.) Wilfully. Christ comes and stands ; he stands and knocks. Why
does he not enter ? Why, you will not open. He stands, he is ready to

take possession
;
why is he yet without ? Why, you will not give it him.

If Christ did not stand, did not knock, you might pretend a better reason

why ye do not open. But when he stands ready to enter, what can be

alleged why he is not admitted, but because you will not open ? Oh, me-

thinks any sensible heart should tremble to come so near the brink of that

dreadful place, Heb. xii. 26, 27.

(5.) Inexcusably. Christ standing and knocking leaves the sinner that

opens not to him without excuse. 'If I had not come to them,' John xv. 22.

If Christ had not stood and knocked, your sin had been less ; there had
been some excuse why you did not admit him. But since he has come so

often, stood so long, knocked so loud, and yet is not admitted, now there

remains no more cloak. There is no excuse will be sufficient to cover this

sin, so great is it. The height and depth is such as you can say nothing,

can do nothing, to cloak it.

If a heathen should be asked at the day of judgment, why didst thou not

open to Christ ? why didst thou not entertain him ? Alas, may he say, I

never heard of him ; he came not, he stood not, he knocked not at my
heart ; the gospel never discovered him to me in this posture. Ay ! the

heathen have a fair excuse ; the Lord will proceed with them upon some
other account. Oh, but when the Lord, the Judge of heaven and earth,

shall turn his speech to thee ! Thou enjoyedst the gospel, thou sawest me
standing, heardest me knocking at thy heart so many Sabbaths, so many
years together, why didst thou not open to me ? Why didst thou shut me
out ? What answer canst thou make ? Surely, then, thy case will be like

his in the parable. Thou must needs be speechless ; here is not the least

colour of an excuse for thee. If Christ be not admitted now, nothing will

be left thee then but a fearful expectation of judgment and fury. Oh con-

sider it before it be too late ! You see the grievousness of the sin
;
though

it seem light now, it will lie heavy one day, and every of these considera-

tions will lie upon thy soul as a mountain. Oh make haste to prevent it by
making haste to open to Christ!

This shews a reason why the Lord's wrath falls heavier upon those that

enjoy the gospel, those at whose hearts Christ stands and knocks, than upon
others

;
why he makes their plagues wonderful

;
why he appears more ter-

rible, both in his threatenings and executions, against them than the rest of

the sons of men. Here is a sufficient plea to justify the Lord's severity.
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He does more for them: he stands and knocks to be admitted by them, and
they shutting him out, it is a righteous thing with the Lord, upon this

account, to pour more vengeance upon them.
Ohj. We see those who live in drunkenness, swearing, uncleanness, pro-

faneness, disobedience, contempt of the gospel and its ministers, despising

of holiness, aud hereby they shew they shut out Christ ; we see them enjoy

health, peace, plenty, and prosper in the world as much as any.

Ans. It is true. God may exempt them from temporal judgments a

while, for the elect's sake who are amongst them, who have been persuaded

to open.

But in the mean time he curses their blessings, Mai. ii. 2, Zech. v. Be-
sides, he sends a plague into their hearts ; he gives them up to spiritual

judgments, blindness of mind, hardness of heart, searedness of conscience, a

reprobate sense. And these are the greatest plagues on this side hell ; and
however the sinner be senseless of them, they are the portion, and will be

of every one that perseveres to shut out Christ.

Moreover, he gives Satan a commission to load their souls with chains of

darkness, to make them sure against the judgment of the great day. So
they lie fettered, and then the furnace of everlasting burnings will be heated

seven times hotter for them. This is, and will be, the doom of all that con-

tinue to shut out Christ.

Use 2. Exhortation. The light of this observation leads us to several

duties ; it calls for several things from all of us.

1. Does Christ stand ? And will you sit still in your evil ways, not

move towards him when he waits at your hearts ? Will you lie down on
the bed of security, take your rest in carnal enjoyments, wallow in the plea-

sures of sin and the world, and not stir out of your old posture, your old

courses ? Is this all the respect Christ must have from you : to sit still

when he stands, to lie down when he stays for you, to rest yourselves in the

embraces of the world and your lusts ? Must these be entertained while

Christ stands without ? Must Christ stay your leisure if he will be ad-

mitted ? Must he stay till you have done with the world, till you have

your fill of sin ? Is this all you care for Christ ? Have you dealt thus

with Satan, with the world, with your lusts ? Did they stand and wait so

long before they had entertainment ? Oh, well were it with sinners if they

were as averse, as disrespectful of sin, yea, of Satan himself, as they are of

Christ ! But oh, what guilt is here, what a wickedness is here in the mean
time ! Christ shall stand without when these are let in. Oh, will you con-

tinue in this wickedness ? Will you increase this guilt ? Will you run

farther off when Christ comes and stands so near you ? Oh he is patient,

says the wretched heart, though I neglect him a little, and follow my
worldly sinful humours ; he will not be gone, he can bear with sinners and
wait long. Oh the dreadful abuse of Christ's indulgence ! Is this all the

use you make of his patience, to encourage you to let him still stand

without ? Will you thus provoke the Lord ? Will you thus turn his grace

into wantonness ? When mercy and patience abounds in Christ, will you
make your sins superabound ? How can you do this great wickedness, and

sin against Christ ? Far be it from you thus to requite the Lord. Since

he stands, cast off sin, cast off' the world, cast off every weight that so easily

besets you, that is so apt to hinder you. Arise, make haste towards

him

!

2. Does he knock ? Take heed, then, you neglect not his knocking. Will

you stop your ears that you should not hear him ? Will you busy yourselves

so in the world, as the noise of your employments shall make you deaf to
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Christ's knock ? Or, if you hear it, will you turn aside to such cares,

thoughts, delights, as shall make you forget it, regardless of it ? Beware
of this, if either Christ or your souls be dear to you.

Take care you neglect not, when Christ knocks by conscience, of refusing

Christ, of going on in sin against checks of conscience. If you do, and per-

severe so doing, one of these will follow : your conscience will either be

wounded or seared. One of these you may expect. The Lord can send a

hell into the conscience, and set that soul a-fire that shuts him out. We
have sad instances of it, and for what, but going against conscience ? Or
else the Lord will give thee up to a seared conscience. That conscience that

will be senseless, shall be senseless. That will be Christ's sentence, ' He
that is unjust, let him be so ;' he that is senseless, let him be so : so with-

out sense, as if seared with a hot iron, 1 Tim. iv. 2. As Christ has his

seal whereby he marks his people, 2 Tim. ii. 19, so Satan has his ; and
those that are thus seared, the Lord gives them over to Satan. He hereby

brands them, marks them for his own. Beware your disregard of Christ's

knocking by conscience ; end not thus.

Neglect not Christ's knocking by providence, especially by mercies.

These are as sweet-smelling nryrrh, which he leaves upon the handles of the

lock, as the spouse expresses it, Cant. v. 5. If ye will not regard when
Christ knocks by the hand of mercy, you will provoke him to take his rod,

his rod of iron : a knock with this may break you to pieces, Ps. ii.

Neglect not Christ knocking by afflictions. If Christ enter not, after pro-

mises, resolutions, either you will provoke the Lord to change his rod into

one more weighty, more smarting, and to double his strokes, and to punish

yet seven times more, as he threatens, and make your plagues wonderful

;

or else to give you over as desperate, and to say, He will afflict no more,

he will knock no more. And though blinded sinners, not acquainted with

the Lord's paths, think that a good condition to be freed from affliction, yet

is there scarce any dispensation that speaks more wrath than when the Lord
says, as Isa. i. 5, ' Why should ye be smitten any more ?' It is as if a father,

after all means used to reclaim a rebellious son prove ineffectual, should

resolve to trouble himself no more with him, should say, He regards not

me, &c. Let him take his course, let him run on till he comes to the

gallows. How can a man testify more anger than thus ? Why thus the

Lord, as the extremity of his indignation : Hosea iv. 14, ' I will not punish

your daughters,' &c.

Especially, neglect not Christ when he knocks by the word. If the

sound of the gospel move you not, there is little hope for you. If you
neglect this, expect that one day Christ will as much neglect you,

Prov. i. 24, 33.

Neglect not Christ's knockings by his Spirit. These motions are Christ's

messengers
;
they are sent to prepare his way, to try what entertainment the

Master may expect. If you resist, suppress, quench, choke these, Christ

will look for no better at your hands, if himself were in your power. When
men look upon Christ's message by his Spirit, as Elisha did upon the king of

Israel, and use these motions as he did the messenger, how, think you, does

he resent it? 2 Kings vi. 32. If, when Christ's messengers come, these

motions of the Spirit, ye do give order to shut the door, take care to hold
them fast at the door, and for this reason, because the sound of his Master's

feet, &c. ; if you shut out the harbingers, and use them so coarsely, Christ

knows what himself may expect, he will not trouble you with his company.
Take heed this be not the issue of your quenching motions, suppressing

inclinations, suffering resolutions to vanish. If you use his harbingers, those
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that bespeak his entertainment, he may interpret it thus, it is because the

sound of my master's feet, &c. Oh how will this provoke Christ ! As you
would not be found quenchers of the Spirit, resisters of the Holy Ghost, take

heed of neglecting, suppressing these motions of the Spirit.

8. Does he stand and knock ? Oh make haste to open to him. I shall

urge this more largely when the text leads me directly to it. Now a
word of it briefly. Why does he stand and knock, but that he may be
admitted ? Will you still shut him out ? Will you still frustrate the gracious

intention of Christ ? Will you do your endeavour to make him come short

of his end ? Shall he stand so long, shall he knock so much in vain ? Shall

all his patience, all his condescensions be in vain, except it be to render you
more miserable, to vindicate the righteousness of his wrath in destroying you,
and to leave you without excuse in the great day of account ? Christ will

secure his glory ; he will take care it be not in vain to him, whatever you
may render it to your own souls.

If the issue of his patience and longsuffering be not the glory of his

mercy, in making you happy with his presence, it must be the glory of his

justice in making you miserable, by departing from you. And will you pro-

voke him to depart ? Shall sin and the world be dearer to you than Christ '?

Must Christ be excluded, that these may still have entertainment? Oh
what horrible unkindness is this to Christ, what cruelty to your souls ! Heaven
and earth may be astonished at it, if hardened hearts, if careless sinners

will not ; and to these the Lord appeals, Jer. ii. 12, 13. You hereby for-

sake Christ, the fountain of living waters, &c, joy, comfort, peace, glory.

You forsake the fountain ; and when the spring of all would place itself in

your hearts, you shut it out. This is one great evil : and withal you hew
cisterns

;
you prefer the cistern before the fountain, earth before heaven, sin

before Christ ; broken cisterns before the eternal fountain ; cisterns that will

hold no water all, before the fountain that flows everlastingly with waters of

life. If you will not consider this, if you will not be afraid of such a dread-

ful evil, if you will not be astonished at it, heaven and earth may be asto-

nished, and greatly afraid, to see their great Creator set at nought by a

wretched man. They may be horribly afraid, lest a provocation of this

nature should move the Lord not only to destroy man, but the whole crea-

tion ; and in his just wrath turn heaven and earth, and all wretched man
has benefit by, into confusion and nothing. If man will be so senseless as

not to consider this, the senseless creatures will rise up in judgment and
condemn him. If sinners will make no answer, take no notice of Christ

standing, knocking at their hearts, the dumb creatures will find a mouth to

justify God, when he sends him to eternal ruin, when he casts him into ever-

lasting burnings.

Oh consider this ! Let the wonderful patience of Christ in standing, let

the gracious importunity of Christ in knocking, lead you to repent, lead you
to the door, persuade you to open. The Lord makes use of the wonderful

strangeness of his condescension as a motive, and oh that it might prove a

powerful motive to open to him, Jer. xxxi. See how his bowels yearn to

wretched sinners ; and suppose him, while he stands at thy heart, to express

himself as he does to Ephraim, ver. 20 ; and then hear him expostulating,

wondering at thy delay to open to him, ver. 22 ; and then consider what a

motive he adds to enforce thee to open. ' For the Lord hath,' &c. That Christ

should stand and knock, that Christ should seek to thee, it is a new thing, a

thing so strange and wonderful, as the like is seldom seen on the earth. It is

as if a woman should offer love to a man. ambit, does solicit, does

woo, does seek love, when she should be sought to ; forgets herself, her sex,
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her condition, against all custom, against all nations on earth. Thus far

does the Lord stoop, thus strangely does Christ condescend, when he comes

and offers love to sinners. It is as if a woman should compass, &c. ; it is

he that should be sought to, yet he seeks to thee. It is his love that men
and angels should desire above life

;
yet he offers love when it is not desired.

He seems to forget himself (if we may so say) when he so strangely con-

descends to seek to sinners, to stand and knock at their hearts. This is a

new thing, a wonderful thing ; and since his love herein is so strange, so

admirable, it should be a strong motive to sinners to entertain it. Oh how
long wilt thou go about, 0 backsliding sinner? How long shall Christ

6tand and knock, before he be regarded ? When wilt thou open to him,

who has stooped below himself to come to thee ? Remember, as his con-

descension is strange and wonderful in seeking admission, so his indignation

will be strange and wonderful if thou dost not open. Since Christ comes
and stands, make haste to open.

So we pass from the positive proposition, the first part, to the conditiona

promise, the second part of the text. Herein consider both its form and
matter.

1. The form. It is propounded conditionally. Christ's presence and

communion with him is offered upon condition.

2. As to the matter of it. It consists, as do all hypothetical propositions,

of two parts ; the antecedent and the consequent. In

(1.) The consequent, we have the things promised. These are two

;

[1.] Christ's entrance, ' I will come in;' [2. J His entertainment, and that

is mutual. He will entertain the soul, and will accept of the entertainment

which he enables the soul to provide for him : ' and will sup with him, and
he with me.'

(2.) In the antecedent, we have the conditions upon which these things

are promised, and these are two: [1.] Hearing, 'If any man hear my
voice ;' [2.] Opening, ' and open the door.' Of these in order.

1. From the form of the proposal, in that these things are promised con-

ditionally, take this

Obs. Some gospel promises are conditional. Not only promises of out-

ward blessings, common mercies, but promises of spiritual, special, and

distinguishing mercies. Not only promises of the law, which belong to the

covenant of works, but promises of the gospel, special branches and articles

of the covenant of grace. Such is this in the text, a promise of Christ, of

the gospel, of spiritual and special mercies, of the presence of Christ and

communion with him. These are offered conditionally ; and the promise is

plainly, expressly, and in terminis conditional. ' If,' &c. I shall not insist

long on this, nor enter into the controversy started in this age, but rather ex-

plain it in such a way as may prevent mistakes, and leave no room for any

controversy ; for those who would walk with a right foot in the way of the

gospel, and prefer truth and peace before contention, must be careful to

avoid controversy.

Those things that are annexed to gospel promises in the form of condi-

tions, they are not conditions in these five respects ; remove but those

ingredients from them, which indeed the Lord never mixed with them, and
there need be no scruple at all in granting the promises to be conditional.

They are not conditions in respect

(1.) Of merit. When the condition is performed, we do not thereby

deserve the Lord should bestow the mercy promised. ' When we have done

all, we are unprofitable servants.' Such conditions are a popish imagina-

VOL. II. E
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tion, they never entered into the Lord's thoughts, they are a high disparage-

ment to the freeness of grace, and stain the glory of it.

(2.) Of dependence. It is not in the •will, in the power of man, to per-

form by his own strength what is annexed to any gospel promise. If he

that does promise and require did not give strength to perform, neither

promise nor condition would be performed for ever. He requires we
should hear his voice and open to him, but we can do neither without him

;

it is he that worketh in us both to will and to do. Conditions depending

upon man's will and power are the proud inventions of Pelagians ; there is

no place, no ground for them in the gospel.

(3.) Of inducement. When that which is annexed to the promise, in

form of a condition, is performed through the strength of Christ, the Lord
is not hereby moved, induced hereby, as we are, to accomplish the promise.

It is inconsistent with his divine perfections to be moved by any thing ab

extra, without. Those expressions which seem to iDtimate our moving of

God are after the manner of men ; and when we speak properly, they must
be explained in a way becoming the perfections, the majesty of God.

(4.) Of uncertainty. Man, when he propounds a condition, is uncertain

whether or no it will be performed. But there is no such uncertainty with

God; he knows from eternity who will hear his voice, who will open to him.

The accomplishment of the promises is not suspended for the uncertainty

of the condition, as it is amongst men, but for the incapacity of the subject,

because, till they perform what he requires, they are not capable of what he

promises.

(5.) Of obligement. When we perform that which is required in the

promise, God is not thereby obliged to accomplish the promise, without the

interposal of pardoning mercy, e. g. when we hear, when we open, this lays

no engagement upon Christ to enter. Our slowness to open does more dis-

engage him, more provoke him to depart, than our opening, accompanied
with such provocation, obliges him to enter. These things I might easily

open and prove at large, if I thought it seasonable ; but let this suffice at

present. If you take not conditions in such a sense as is made up of one or

all these respects, it casts not the least shadow upon the glory of free grace

to grant some promises to be conditional.

By a condition, understand no more than a necessary antecedent, or a

duty to which the Lord will enable his people before the performance of his

promise ; and there need be no scruple, no controversy about the terms, the

promises may be counted, with safety enough, to be conditional.

2. And so we pass from the form to the matter of this proposition, and

in it first take notice of the antecedent, containing the conditions of this

promise ; the first whereof is hearing Christ's voice, ' If any man hear.'

Here we might observe, that opening depends on hearing, and that men are

backward to hear Christ's voice ; hence he makes an if of it, ' If any man
as also that Christ not only stands and knocks, but calls at the heart, makes
nse of his voice to procure admission. But to waive a particular discourse of

each of these, we shall comprise the sense and meaning of these words in

this, and a little insist on it.

Ols. Those that will have Christ to come into them, must hear his voice.

It is the means to this end, it is the condition of this blessed privilege, and

so proposed in the text.

' Hear, and your souls shall live.' Christ's entering into the soul, is as

the soul's entering into the body. As that is life to the body, so Christ is

life to the soul, when he enters, unites himself to it, and becomes its life, the

fountain, the principle of spiritual life. Now the way for Christ to enter i3
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by hearing: ' Hear, and your souls shall live.' So Christ comes not in till

the heart be open, and it opens not till it hear the voice of Christ; so that

those who will have Christ to come in, must hear his voice.

Two things explained will make this truth clear. (1.) What is the voice

of Christ ? (2.) What is it to hear his voice ? For the

(1.) Christ's voice is that which you hear principally in the gospel. He
gives some intimation of his will by conscience, by providence ; but in the

gospel he speaks out, there his voice is heard clearly, distinctly, there he
speaks aloud ; particularly, there you hear

[1.] His voice of command. He exercises his authority as King and
Lord of the world, sends out his royal edicts, his commands. And this

is the sense of them, that sinners would open to him, Isa. lv. 1 ; come
and open that the waters of life may flow into your souls, that the spring of

life, and joy, and happiness may seat itself in your hearts.

Oh, but these waters are precious, they cost dear, &c.
He has left his commands on record in the word, in the Scriptures, and

he sends his messengers daily to publish them. To disobey him, is to

affront him in his highest dignity, in his royal office, to rebel against the

King of kings, &c.

All the commands to believe in Christ, are commands to open, to, him ; for

to believe in Christ is to receive him, and to receive him is to open to him.

This is the great command of the gospel, to open to him, John xiv. 1, vi.

26. Christ, who might exercise his sovereignty, &c, had rather shew it

by commanding. The whole creation is at the command of Christ ;: there

is not one creature in heaven or earth but punctually obeys him, except

wretched man only. And wilt thou be one of these rebels, worse than, the

plants and trees that grow at his command, worse than the beasts and birds

that move at his command ? Wilt thou be worse than the beasts that

perish ? Wilt thou be a rebel especially in this point ? Wilt thou shut

out the King of glory when he commands thee to open to him ? It is no

great matter he commands ; it is but to open. Nor is it any loss to thee

that he commands ; it is to open to him whose presence will make thee

happy. Oh that you would hear Christ's voice commanding^ This is his

voice of authority.

[2.] The voice of Christ threatening. He sets an edge upon his com-

mand, and that it may not be slighted, enforces it with threatenings. If

thou wilt not hear him now, and open, he threatens he will not hear thee

hereafter. Thou wilt find sooner or later a day of distress, when thou wilt

have need of Christ, at least death is not far off, &c, and judgment is

approaching. How much soever you neglect it now, you will be glad to call

to Christ then. Ay ! but if you will not hear him now, be threatens he

will not hear you then, Prov. i. 27, 28. If you will not open to him on earth,

be will not open to you in heaven ; if you will shut him out here, he will

shut you out there. Time may come when, with the foolish virgins, you
may knock and cry, ' Lord, open to us ;' but those that regard him not now
shall have their doom then, ' Depart from me, I know ye not.' Christ

would now entertain, ' I will come in and sup,' but if ye shut him out, the

same thing he denounces to you which he threatened, Luke xiv. 24, ' Not
one of them shall taste of my supper.'

If you will not open to Christ, who brings with him unsearchable riches,

your debts can never be paid
;
justice will seize on you and cast you into

prison, into outer darkness, till you have paid that which can never be dis-

charged, till you have paid the uttermost farthing. If you will not admit

Christ, who would make you happy with his presence, you shall be punished
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with everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord. If yon will not

open to him who brings you life, ye shall die in your sins, John viii. 24.

Thus the Lord lifts up his voice and threatens sinners, in case they will

not open to him : Oh that you would hearken ! If ye will not suffer Christ

to enter into your hearts, ye shall never enter into his rest. This is his

terrible voice ; it can rend the rocks, and cause the mountains to tremble.

Oh, be not you senseless of it

!

[3.] The voice of Christ promising. This is Christ's voiee in the latter

part of the text. There he promises his presence and fellowship with him
to all that will open to him ; all the joys, the comforts, the bliss, the glory,

that the presence of Christ can afford, or communion with him.

The heaven of heavens cannot contain him, he dwells not in temples

made with hands
; yet if thou wilt open, he promises thy heart shall be his

temple, ' I will come in.'

The presence of Christ is the glory and happiness of all that are happy
and glorious ; this is it which glorifies the saints, and makes the angels

blessed, yet this thou shalt have if thou wilt open.

The presence of Christ is light in darkness, and plenty in want, relief in

all distresses, comfort in all sad exigencies, life in death, all in all ; yet all

this thou shalt have, the presence of Christ, and all its blessed attendants,

if thou wilt hearken unto him and open.

Communion with Christ is the very heaven of heaven, and that which
can make a dark habitation on earth to be as a corner of heaven ; but this

thou sbalt have, if thou wilt hear his voice and open. But of this more
fully when we come to the latter part of the text. This is Christ's still

voiee, the sweet voice of promise ; oh that you would hearken to it

!

[4.] The voice of persuasion. This is it he counsels, this is it he advises;

and he urges it, enforces his counsel with many motives and arguments.

This is Christ's voice in the verses before the text, ver. 18.

[5.] The voice of entreaty. He beseeches sinners with a loud voiee to

open. He who commanded heaven and earth to issue out of nothing ; he
who commands the winds and the seas, and they obey him ; he who com-
manded the apostate angels out of his presence, and shut them up in the

bottomless pit ; he who commanded the earth to open her mouth, and swal-

low those rebellious sinners, Korah and his accomplices ; he who could com-
mand thee immediately into hell, and shut thee up in outer darkness : he

vouchsafes to beseech thee ; this is his voice, 2 Cor. v. 20. Upon what terms

an ambassador treats with another state, if by way of threatening, or, which

is more strange and unusual, if by way of entreaty, it is as if his master did

it. So it is interpreted by us. Ministers of the gospel are Christ's ambas-

sadors
;
they are sent, employed, authorised by him. He gives them in-

structions to pray, to beseech sinners, and they do it i/<7=» XsieroZ, i. e. ' in

Christ's stead.' It is as if Christ himself should do it ; it is as if he should

with his own mouth pray, beseech, entreat you to open to him. When the

minister comes and entreats you, beseeches, importunes you to abandon

those sins that keep out Christ, it is as if Christ himself should do it in

person. So it is in our account in embassies amongst men, so it is in

Christ's account. It will be in vain to say at the day of judgment, I never

heard Christ use any such langunge, he never entreated ; the ministers that

we disregard are but men. Ay, but they are Christ's ambassadors, they

speak in Christ's stead ; and what they speak according to his instructions,

he owns it as though it were spoken by himself, and will accordingly vindi-

cate the contempt of it and disobedience to it. You shall then hear what

you will not now regard :
' He that heareth you, heareth me ;

'
' Inasmuch
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as you did it to one of these, you did it unto me.' It is Christ's voice you
hear when you are entreated to open. If you will have him enter, you
must hear. And the wonder of Christ's condescension in stooping so low

as to beseech you, should be a strong motive to open r or will be a great

aggravation of your wickedness if you open not,

[6.] The voice of reproof. This is Christ's voice too, and that which he
frequently makes use of when sinners are so slow, so backward, to open to

him. It is Christ that speaks, Christ the Wisdom of the Father, and
there frequently called Wisdom, Prov. i. And that which he speaks is

reproof: ver. 23, ' Turn you at my reproof.' He tells sinners how they

offend, what the nature of tbeir offence is, how sinful, how provoking, how
heavily aggravated, when they refuse to open, when they retain those sins

that keep out Christ. The Spirit of Christ in the Scriptures abounds
herein ; take but briefly three or four instances.

i He shews it is a grievous contempt of Christ, a most unworthy slighting

and undervaluing of him. The sinner that shuts out Christ (as every one
does that lives in sin) values him no more than he that sold him for thirty

pieces of silver. For which of you would not open your door were it but to

gain thus much ? And yet will not open to Christ ! Do ye not clearly

manifest you think Christ less worth, value him not so much ? A goodly

price indeed that Christ is prized at by you ! Zech. xi. 12. Hereby you
shew you value him no more than that wretch that betrayed him

;
you value

him no more than a slave, Exod. xxi. 32. Oh what ground is here for

reproof! Will you thus set Christ at nought, and shew yourselves as bad
as Judas? Why, this is the way you contemn him as you would do a

slave,— nay, as one would not do a slave,—when you will not open to

him.

This is against all your relations, engagements, professions as Christians.

You call Christ Lord ; but what a servant is that who will let his lord

stand and knock, and call at the door, but will not stir to open to him !

You call him Father ; but what a child is that who shuts his father out of

doors ! Mai. i. 6. While you do thus, whatever you speak of Christ as

related to him, that you love him, would obey him, are his servants, his

children, these are but pretences and dissembling words. You shew plainly

you are gross hypocrites, whatever you say or think, so long as Christ is

shut out. Can any without blushing call Christ his Saviour, while he will

not open his heart to him ? Do ye really count Christ so ? or does it not

hereby appear it is a mere pretence ? Will any man shut his Saviour

out of doors ? All your pretences to Christ are but hypocritical till this

be done.

Further, this is a preferring the devil amd the lusts of your hearts be-

fore Christ. These, though the vilest evils in earth or hell, have more
respect, more honour, more service, more obedience from you, than

Christ. When Satan does but intimate his pleasure by some wicked sug-

gestion, forthwith he finds admission ; but though Cbrist call and cry,

lift up his voice like ai trumpet, command, promise, threaten, persuade,

beseech, reprove, he is shut out. When a lust gives but an inkling,

insinuates by some sly motion, this is instantly, daily entertained, while

Christ stands without. Here is a great respect shewed to Christ indeed,

when his mortal, deadly enemies are admitted, entertained, and himself

refused, rejected ! What iniquity, may he say, do ye find in me, that the

devil, and that which is worse than the devil, your lusts, should be preferred

before me ?

_
Finally, the whole creation may rise up in judgment against such as ex-
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elude Christ, and may condemn them. Christ doth whatever he will in

heaven and earth ; he opens, and no man shuts ; he shuts, and no man
opens ; he finds no resistance, no opposition, till he come to the heart of

man. There is not the least creature in the world but will -cast in some-
thing to make the judgment of that sinner heavier who opens not to Christ,

to aggravate his condemnation who shuts out Christ.

To this effect doth Christ reprove the generation with whom he con-

versed, Mat. xii. 42. If she would come from the uttermost parts of the

earth to see Solomon, sure if he had come so far to visit her, she would
with all joy have admitted him. And yet, lo ! a greater than Solomon is here

excluded. Christ comes not from the uttermost parts of the earth, but

from the highest heaven ; not to visit the court of some glorious king, but

to seek entrance into a wretched defiled heart ; and yet is excluded, it

shuts itself. Here is not the queen of Sheba, but the King of glory,

excluded ; not king Solomon, but Solomon's King, is affronted, excluded by
a wretched sinner, by a sinful heart. For this he reproved the Jews then,

for this he reproves you now ; he comes to his own, and his own receive

him not : to his own, to those who have most need of him, most reason to

own him. He comes and owns you, by coming to you when he passes by
the rest of the world. He comes to his own, &c.

Oh what ground is here for a sharp, a cutting 'reproof ! This is ano*her

way wherein you may hear Christ's voice. Oh let it not be said, ye would
have none of my reproof !

(2.) What by hearing. It includes these six things :

[l.J Attendance. When he attends diligently to the word preached.

When he is serious and conscientious ; not as before, customary and care-

less. When he listens to it as to the great, the eternal concernment of his

soul. When he desists from those things that have hindered him from

listening diligently to the word in times past. When Christ's voice puts

him to a stand. For example: a man riding, running, or otherwise busied,

hears some voice that concerns him ; he stops his course, stands, and
listens. Thus, when Christ speaks to the heart of a sinner, if he hear his

voice to any purpose, it puts him to a stand ; it takes him off from his

immoderate following the world, from his eager pursuit of his lusts ; he
hushes those cares, thoughts, delights, and that business which made such

a noise before, as Christ's voice was not heard or not regarded.

Thus, when Saul heard Christ's voice from heaven, he fell to the earth,

Acts ix. His former designs were nonplussed. It is true that voice was
extraordinary ; but whenever Christ's voice is heard, it has some like effect.

The sinner is stopped in his career ; his mind and heart are at least for the

present taken off from sin and the world ; he stands and listens. And till

he be put to such a stand, though he may seem to hear, he hears not

indeed ; his hearing is to little purpose. He that will open unto Christ

must thus hear.

[2. J Belief. He that hears so as to open, believes it is the voice of Christ

he hears. While he counts the word preached the voice of man, he finds

many evasions, so as he keeps it off from his heart and conscience. Till he

believe it is the voice of Christ, he hears as though he heard not ; it is

to little purpose, to no great effect, leaves small or no impression. But
when he hears it and hearkens to it, as the voice of Christ speaking to

him from heaven, then, and not till then, he hears so as he is in the

way to open. The men that were with Saul, they ' heard a voice, but

saw no man,' ver. 7. They knew not whence it came, nor who it was that

spoke. But Saul knew it to be Christ's voice : the voice satisfied him of
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that ; and hence the different effect in them and him. Saul opens, embraces
Christ; we read no such thing of them. ' It is the voice of my beloved,

says the spouse, Cant. v. 2. If she had not perceived this, she had lain

still and not opened to him. While you are filled with conceits that it is

but man that speaks, and that he speaks his own thoughts only, and such

as prejudice against you, or ill apprehensions of you lead him to ; while

Satan thus persuades you, he cares not how much you hear. He knows, till

you hear the word preached as the voice of Christ, your hearing is as good
as no hearing, you are far enough from opening. Till Samuel knew it was
the Lord's voice, he run the wrong way.

[3.] Application. If thou wilt hear so as to open, thou must hear Christ's

voice as directed to thee in particular. Thou must not put it off to others,

and say the word met with such a one, it fell foul upon such a man's sin,

was suitable to his condition ; but bring it home to thy own heart and con-

science, and hear Christ in the ministry of the word speaking to thee, as if

he singled thee out and spoke to thee by name. Apply what is delivered

in general as though thou heardest Christ telling thee, as Nathan did David,
* Thou art the man,' 2 Sam. xii. 7. It is I Christ intends, it is myself he
speaks to ; this is my sin, my guilt. It is I that have shut out Christ ; it

is I that have been so eager on my lusts, so busy in the world to neglect

Christ. He now speaks to me, be now calls upon me to open. Till you
hear thus, till you thus apply what you hear, you will never open. The
voice of Christ, till thus applied, gives but an uncertain sound (as the apostle

in another case) nor will you ever prepare to open.

[4.] Consideration. Hear it so as your thoughts may work upon it, as

though ye were always hearing. Christ's voice should have such place in

your hearts, should be fixed there by frequent meditation, serious con-

sideration of it, as if it were still sounding in your ears. How many
souls has non-consideration cut short of Christ ! When you mind but

the word while it is preached, it slides away as water falling on a rock

;

it must stay upon the heart, else it will not open. Remember it when
you lie down and when you rise up, whatever ye do, wherever you are

;

let your thoughts represent Christ as still lifting up his voice and calling

on you to open to him, as that ancient said of the voice of Christ at the

last day, &c. What you hear must stay in your thoughts as though ye
were always hearing, as though the voice of Christ were still in your
ears, ' Arise and open !' Thus you must hear if you will open.

[5.] Conviction. If ye will hear so as to open, ye must so hear as to

bo convinced of an absolute necessity of opening. Be convinced that thou

art lost, undone, condemned, till thou open to Christ. So Christ tells

Laodicea, ver. 17. And it is the condition of every man till Christ be

admitted :
' Thou art poor, and blind, and wretched, and miserable

;

' if

death knock before thou open to Christ, there is nothing but hell to be ex-

pected, nothing but the wrath of God to seize on thy soul, nothing but

the bottomless pit to open and swallow thee for ever. This conviction,

which sinners are so backward to admit, which Satan uses all means to

put off, is the first step to the door. Till the sinner thus hear as to be

thoroughly convinced of his misery while Christ is excluded, there is no
hope of opening.

[6. J Persuasion. Then the sinner admits Christ, when he so hears his

voice as to be fully persuaded to open to him. The former are but motions
towards it ; when it comes to this, the heart is open. A sinner's judgment
may be convinced that he is miserable while Christ is excluded, and yet the

will not persuaded to admit him. For the will has three powers : to con-
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sent, to refuse, to suspend its acts. When the understanding is convinced

that he is miserable it' Christ be not admitted, the will so far follows the

understanding as it canDot consent to exclude him, it cannot refuse to admit

him, yet it may hang in suspense. But when it so hears as to be per-

suaded, it hangs off no longer, but opens unto Christ. This is the hear-

ing that Christ calls for, to hear so as to obey, to listen to Christ's -voice

so as to comply with it ; Heb. iii. 8 : ' To-day if ye will hear my voice,'

&c. When the sinner hears but does not obey, he hears but so as to

harden his heart ; his heart is stone against Christ ; no passage for him
through it, no entrance by it. But when he so hears as to be persuaded,

so hears Christ's voice as to obey it, to open to him when he calls, then

he hears so as Christ enters. Thus you see how many ways Christ makes
his voice audible, and how you may hear so as Christ may enter; by which

the observation is clear.

Use. Information. This shews the sad condition of many amongst us

who profess Christ. Many there are who bear the name of Christians, who
yet shut Christ out of doors, who never opened their hearts unto him.

Such are they who care not to hear his voice, such are they who are careless

in hearing it. The light of this truth discovers these to be such as shut out

Christ. If he enter not but by hearing, then those that will not hear, care

not how they hear, how seldom, how carelessly, do hereby shew Christ is

yet without, he never yet came into them. They are not yet under the in-

fluence of this promise, they are far from the condition of it ; and conse-

quently without Christ, without life, without hope, without God in the world.

Particularly,

1. Those who neglect to hear when Christ speaks, who will not take the

opportunities to hear his voice, so often as they are offered. A small occa-

sion will keep them from hearing the word preached ;
though Christ speaks

here, in the ministry of the word, if his voice be to be heard anywhere in

the world. Divers there are who think once a day enough (though they

have but this day once a week), nay, so profane are some, they think it too

much
; yet such will think themselves wronged if they be not counted

Christians. Do they deserve the name of Christians who shut Christ out of

doors ? Let your consciences judge. And do not they shut out Christ who
will not so much as hear his voice when he calls upon them to open ? How
often has Christ, by his unworthy messenger, reproved this sin, this woful

contempt of Christ in this place ! And yet the thinness of our assembly is

a sad testimony the voice of Christ is little regarded, the reproof of Christ

is set at nought.

Can you shew more contempt of Christ than to refuse to hear him when
he speaks ? And does he speak more plainly otherwise to the world than

in the ministry of the word ? What ! not hear a voice from heaven, Dot

hear the voice of Christ speaking from heaven ; not hear the voice of Christ

speaking to you, not hear the voice of Christ calling on you to open to him !

Shall Christ stoop so low as to utter his voice in all kind of expressions ?

Shall he threaten, promise, reprove, complain, yea, entreat vile worms ?

And will they not so much as give him the hearing ? Do ye not affront

Christ enough by shutting him out ? Will you not so much as hear him
when he beseeches you to let him in ? Oh the wonder of Christ's patience,

that some remarkable judgment does not cut off such a Christ-contemner !

It is a sad complaint he makes, that his report was not believed. More
grievous may his complaint be, that his report is not so much as heard.

But it is like many of those whom this concerns are not now in hearing.

Well, they will not hear Christ now ; but time will come, if reformation
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prevent it not, when they shall hear Christ speak in another tone. No
more ' Open unto me,' no more of that ; but ' Depart from me

;
depart, ye

cursed.' In the mean time this is your misery,—you shut out Christ now,
and Christ will shut you out hereafter ; you will not hear him now, he will

not hear you hereafter. Here is misery enough for them, and grief enough
for those whom Christ sends to them,—that which was the prophet's of old :

' If ye will not hear,' &c, Jer. xiii. 17.

2. For conviction to those who hear indeed, but so as it is evident they

do not open, Christ does not enter. It is not every kind of hearing that

makes way for Christ's entering, but that described, that intended. Those,

therefore, do not open, Christ does not enter,

—

(1.) Who hear carelessly, as though they heard not, as though it were not

of such concernment as indeed it is ; who hear customarily, negligently.

When Christ enters, the blessiDg enters ; but there is a curse hangs over

those who do the work, &c, Jer. xlviii. 15. If they who are negligent in

destroying God's enemies are blameworthy, then sure those who are negli-

gent in saving their own souls are much more so, to which hearing Christ's

voice is so necessary.

(2.) Who hear it, but not as the voice of Christ. There is a power, a

majesty, in the voice of Christ ; and those that hear it as such will hear it

so, so as they would attend to what is powerful and majestic. See how it

is described Ps. xxix. If you hear it as the voice of the Lord, it will be

evident by like effects ; it shakes, you will tremble at it. If you never so

heard it, Christ never yet entered. It is such a heart which the Lord
chooses for his temple, Isa lxvi. Your hearts are not yet Christ's temple,

you never had such respect to him as to open to him, if you do not so

respect his word as to tremble at it. He never had such respect to you as

to enter, as to take possession of you, if his voice have not been so powerful

as to make you tremble at it.

(3.) Who hear it, but apply it not. Christ comes not home to your souls

till the word be brought home to your hearts. While you put it off, you
shut Christ out ; while you do not apply the word to yourselves, as directed

to you in particular, Christ comes to your ears, he comes not into your
hearts. If the word abides not in you, Christ abides not in you, he comes
not there. Now it is so far from abiding, as it has no entrance unless it

be applied.

(4.) Who hear, but consider not, make it not their meditation. Where
Christ is entertained, he is not contemned. But what contempt is this of

Christ, to cast his word behind your backs, and mind it no longer than
it is sounding in your ears ! Are not the words of (Jhrist worthy to be
thought of? Those that shut out the thoughts of his word, so as not

to make them their meditation, it is plain they shut Christ out of their

hearts. Shall he lift up his voice to the unworthy sons of men, and
shall not what he speaks be remembered? Shall it not be laid to heart?

So far will he be from blessing you with his presence, as he will even ' curse

your blessings,' Mai. ii. 2. Not only those who refuse to hear, but those
who hear and lay it not to heart, are under this curse. Their blessings,

their enjoyments, even the gospel itself, will prove curses to such. That
is the bitterest curse, which curses our blessings. A blessing turned into

a curse is the most dreadful curse. Yet this is tbeir portion who lay not
the word to heart; instead of enjoying Christ, they inherit the curse. It

is a cursed heart, &c, a heart that Christ never entered into. Though
you will not think of his word, Christ will remember. Though you will

not find time to meditate on it, Christ will find time to call you to an
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account for it ; for thns slighting him, not giving entertainment to his

word in your thoughts, you shut him out of your hearts.

(5.) Who hear not so as to be convinced of their necessity of opening
;

will not be convinced of their sin, their misery, which should possess them
with apprehensions of a necessity to open ; will not believe but they have
opened already, though the temper of their hearts and course of their lives

testify against them ; shut their ears against that voice which tells them of

sin and wrath ; think this is the way to be miserable, when it is the first

step out of it ; look upon him who would lead them to the sight of their

misery, while they live in sin, and so without Christ, as he did on the pro-

phet, ' Hast thou found me, 0 mine enemy ?
' judge him uncharitable, no

friend to them, count him their enemy because he tells them this truth, that

they are wretched till born again, miserable while they live in sin, because

Christ lives not in them.
When thoughts of sin and misery seize on their hearts, they make not

use thereof to lead them to Christ, they are not quiet till they have stifled

them. While you thus shut out conviction, you shut out Christ, Heb.
xii. 13. This is the property of God's word, the efficacy of Christ's voice.

And this ellect it must have before you enter into his rest ; as the connec-

tion with the 11th verse shews, before Christ enter into you to give you rest.

Till this conviction of sin and misery have emptied the heart of high thoughts,

good conceits of its natural estate, it is too full of them to open, there is no
room for Christ in such a heart.

(6.) Who hear not so as to be persuaded to open ; listen to the voice of

Christ, but obey it not, comply not with it. This is no hearing, in Scripture

language. He that obeys not, hears not. So inseparable should these be,

as one is put for the other.

Then you hear Christ's voice to purpose, when you are persuaded to admit
Christ upon his own terms, so as to thrust out every sin, so as to take his

yoke, so as to resolve upon all the ways of holiness. Till then you do not

hearken unto Christ's voice, for these are joined, Ps. lxxxi. 13. And while

you thus hearken not to Christ, you reject him, ver. 11. You declare

hereby you will none of Christ, you shut him out. Christ enters not till

his voice be thus heard. And if you thus hear it not, it is plain you have

not yet opened, Christ has not yet entered.

Pass we from the first condition, hearing, to the second, opening. • And
open the door.' Hence take this

Obs. Those that would have Christ to enter must open to him. It is not

Christ's ordinary way to come in to sinners as he came to the disciples, when
the door was shut. No ; he requires us to open if we will have him to

come in; the everlasting gates must be lift up, &c, Ps. xxiv. 7, 9. The
Lord there calls upon his people to prepare for the admission of Christ

;

their hearts are these everlasting gates ; not like those of the material

temple, which endured but for a season, but these are immortal, must endure
to everlasting ; these must be lift up ; he repeats the command. And this

repetition denotes two things, as we learn, Gen. xli. 32 ; it was doubled for

the certainty, the celerity of it. It signifies the like here, certainty on

Christ's part ; he will surely enter if admission be granted. Celerity on our

part, we must speedily open that the King of glory may enter.

Quest. But what is it to open the door ? In what manner must we open '?

These explained, the truth will be clear. For the

1. Take it in these severals.

(1.) He that will open must come to the door ; no opening at a distance.
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All by nature are far from opening. If ye will lift up these gates, ye must
come to them.

They, then, are far from opening, who lie down securely in their natural

condition ; who are at rest there, and cry Peace, peace to themselves, what-

ever the word say to the contrary ; who are asleep in a sinful state, and
there dream with Laodicea, that they are rich, &c. This was her condition

when Christ here calls upon her to open ; and it is the condition of all men
by nature till the voice of Christ awaken them. They say, as those, Jer.

ii. 31, ' We are lords,' &c. These are far from coming to the door ; this

is not the way to open.

Those also that sit in the seat of wickedness, fix themselves in their evil

ways, will not be removed out of them ; will not leave intemperance, world-

liness, profaneness, swearing ; neither mercies nor judgments, neither pro-

mises nor threatenings, neither commands nor entreaties, neither Christ's

rod nor his word will make them rise out of sin ;
they sit still, they are far

from opening.

Those also, who, when they are roused, awakened, and seem to be in a

fair way of coming to open, instead of coming forward, go backward, run
another way. Such are those, who, having some sense of sin and misery,

some trouble of mind, some disquietment of conscience, instead of coming

to open to Christ, turn aside to the world, or run to their merry companions,

or quiet their hearts with some outward comfort, or build up some unsound
peace upon unsafe grounds. So their latter end is worse than the beginning.

They ran well at first, what hindered them ? What turned them backward ?

These are further from opening than before : they run further from tho

door instead of coming to it.

Those that come but half way. Such are those who, having got some
knowledge of Christ, of gospel truths, and having taken up a profession of

Christ, and performing some outward duties, such as may quiet their con-

sciences, and get the repute of Christians, they set up their rest here. Oh,
but you must go further, else you will never come at the door, never open to

Christ. This is but, with Agrippa, to be almost persuaded to be a Christian.

You are yet a great way from the door
;
you must come to it if you will open.

(2.) He that will open must take away the bars, remove those bolts which
make fast the door. No gate in the world can be so bolted, so blocked up,

as a sinner's heart is against Christ. Satan is the porter, the strong man
armed, he keeps the door. There is a Cerberus in every man's heart ; he

must be removed, cast out, else no opening.

Then there is the world, that blocks up the door ; it is as a rampart of

earth cast up against it to secure it. You must make your way through

this, turn it aside, that you may come to open to Christ. The thoughts,

cares, delights, desires, love of the world and the things of it, how do they

block up the way ! These must be digged through, cast oil', else no open-

ing, no passage to Christ or for him.

Then there is the flesh and all the lusts of it, every one a strong bolt to

make the heart fast against Christ. A worldly lust, or proud, or unclean,

or intemperate, or revengeful ; any one of these, or those many more than

can be numbered, is enough to keep the heart shut. Each of these must bo

plucked out of the heart if it open, if Christ enter.

Then there is blindness of mind, ignorance, spiritual darkness. This is a

great security to the door ; the sinner cannot find it, and so he is not like to

open. He that walks in darkness knows not whither he goes.

Then there is hardness of heart, a heart of stone, as it is called. This is

a stone wall raised against the door to strengthen it. This rock must bo
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divided, this stony temper must be dissolved if Christ enter. The heart of

stone that has so long continued in thy flesh, that has so long resisted the

word, the Spirit, it must be broken that Christ may enter.

Then, to mention no more, there is self-sufficiency, self-dependence, self-

confidence, self-conceitedness, imaginations and conceits of his good name,

good meanings, honest dealings, religious performances ; the heart is so

filled with these, there is no room to open, no room for Christ to enter.

The heart must be emptied of these, they must be whipped out, before he

make thy heart his temple. This course Christ takes with Laodicea that

she may open. Whatever thou thinkest, thou, &c. These imaginations are

strongholds which make sure the passage against Christ ; these must be

battered, cast down, and the heart laid low in his own thoughts. Here is

need of ordnance to make a breach, here is need of those weapons which are

mighty through God, 2 Cor. x. 4. All these bolts and impediments that

block up the way must be removed, &c.

(3.) He that will open, must put to his hand and lift up the latch : there

must be the hand of faith ; this is the essence of the act we speak of. To
open, is to be willing to admit Christ upon his own terms ; to consent to re-

ceive Christ, &c. What those terms are, I have shewed heretofore.

Obj. But it appears by the premises, that sinners of themselves are not

able to open, the heart is too fast shut. There are so many difficulties,

so much opposition from within and without, that it exceeds a natural man's

power, especially since he is without strength, without spiritual life, not

only unable to do this, but to will it. And therefore it seems strange the

Lord should make this the condition of a promise, that he should call upon
men to do that which they cannot do. Why does the Lord call upon sin-

ners to open, who of themselves cannot open ? This seems strange and to

no purpose.

Am. 1. Sinners were once able, but they have disabled themselves; they

had power, but have wilfully lost it. The Lord enabled man in his crea-

tion to hear his voice and obey it. We all had power in Adam to obey

Christ's voice, but in him we sinned that power away. Though we
have lost power to obey, no reason to think God should lose his power to

command. The proceedings amongst men makes this apparent : if you en-

trust a man with a sum of money, and he go and spend it in gaming,

drinking, and unwarrantable courses ; will you not, therefore, think it rea-

sonable to demand it of him ? Will you lose power to ask what he owes ye,

because he has prodigally spent it ? Shall it be thus amongst men, and is

not the Lord as righteous in this proceeding ? He entrusted us with power

to do what he requires, we have sinned it away ; no such prodigals as sin-

ners. But shall this hinder the Lord from demanding what is due ? No ;

nothing more reasonable, nothing more righteous ; the Lord has many wise

and holy ends in thus proceeding.

It may be said, the case is not alike, for he, of whom the debt may be

lawfully demanded, did willingly and deliberately spend the money entrusted

with him ; but the sin whereby our first parents lost the power which

we want, was not actually consented to by us, for we were not then in

being.

I answer, A loss or penalty may justly and reasonably fall upon those who
never actually consented to the fault for which it was incurred, nor were in

being when it was committed. For instance, a man has an estate given on
these terms, that if he be faithful to the donor, he and his heirs shall enjoy

it for ever ; but if he prove treacherous, he and his posterity shall lose it in

all generations. He proves treacherous, and so is deprived of it, and his
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posterity in following ages have no benefit by it
;
yet the proceeding is just

and reasonable in the sense of all the world.

Ans. 2. The word of Christ is operative. He many times empowers his

word to effect that which he calls for : not only demands this, but conveys

a power with his word enabling sinners to perform what he demands. He
said, ' Let there be light, and there was light ;' he ' sent forth his word and

healed them ;' he ' works all things by the word of his power.' You think

it in vain to call upon the dead, but if you could convey a power along with

your voice to quicken them, it would not be in vain so to speak. Thus did

Christ : he speaks to Lazarus who was dead, and had lain some days in the

grave, ' Lazarus, come forth ;' but there was a secret power accompanied

the voice which made it effectual ; he spake, and it was done. He says to

dry bones, Live; but there is a quickening power in his word, and, therefore,

though he speak to the dead, he speaks to purpose ; he speaks so as to

make the dead both hear and live. The dead shall hear, &c, John v. 25,

therefore you need not wonder that Christ calls upon sinners to do that

which of themselves they cannot, because he has a power to send along

with the word, when it pleases him, to enable them to do what he calls for,

though as to their own power it be impossible. You need not wonder why
Christ calls sinners to open, whenas they cannot do it; the word of his power,

by which he calls for this, will enable them to open. He does that by such

exhortations which he exhorts to ; he puts forth his power with his word,

when he pleases, and his word, so accompanied, whoever it be spoken to,

never returns in vain.

When the Lord intends to enter into the heart of a sinner, he calls upon
him to open in the ministry of the word ; for he deals with us as with rea-

sonable creatures, by way of persuasion, exhortation, and argument. He
not only speaks to him, calls on him by the voice of man, but he puts forth

therewith the power of God : the voice we hear, the power we see not.

This is the Lord's way, to speak to our ears, but therewith to convey a

power to tbe heart, that he that hears may open. Such calling on us, when
it is thus empowered, is to purpose, though sinners that hear it be most
impotent.

Ans. 3. The Lord may call upon them to open who are not able, that

they may go to him to make them able. Though the Lord do not always

accompany the word with a converting power, yet if he thereby convince

the sinner of his own weakness, it is not to no purpose ; if it make sensible,

as he, ' Lord, help my unbelief;' if he be brought to this, Da, domine, quod

jnbes, etjube quid vis.

It is just with the Lord to condemn men for not doing that which they

have lost the power to do, because they will not be persuaded but they are

able enough, and yet endeavour not, neglect him who should enable them.

Are not these the thoughts of many hearts : Oh we can open to Christ when
we please ; and therefore put it off till hereafter, neglect the means, think

not of going to Christ for strength ? What more reasonable than to call

on a man to do that which, being his duty, he thinks himself able enough

to do?
Now if this be but the issue of those exhortations, to ' hide pride from

man,' to bring men to a sense of their own wretched impotency ; if it stir

them up but to try what they can do, that so, having experience of their

own weakness, they may go to Christ for strength ; if it bring a sinner to

know and feel, and say, I am guilty of shutting out Christ, and yet how
miserable am I without him ! And though life and death lie on it, I cannot

open. Oh if Christ pity me not, if he break not open this stony heart, so
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fast closed against him, I shall shut him out, and be shut out from him for

ever. If they be but thus far effectual, they are not in vain. They tend

to lay men low, and shew the freeness of grace, and discover the necessity

of it. The promoting of these ends justify such means, such exhortations

which tend hereto.

Ans. 4. Sinners may do more than they use to do, than they are willing

to do, and therefore there is reason to call upon them. They cannot open

;

though they can do nothing spiritually that tends thereto, yet in a natural

and moral way they may do much more than we see done by any of them.

Spiritual good is above the power of nature, without Christ no such thing

can be done ; but that which is morally good they may do, and that which

looks towards opening, though it do not reach it.

They cannot subdue the corruption of nature, nor of themselves crucify

the flesh, &c. ; but they can avoid the outward acts of gross sins. Mere
moral men, we see, can do it, without the power of higher principles.

They cannot free themselves from the miseries into which sin has plunged

them ; but they can assent to a plain word discovering their misery, and
consider and think of it as they do of other things which are of consequenee.

They cannot enlighten their own darkened minds, nor mollify their hard-

ened hearts ; but they can place themselves in the way where the light

shines, and where mollifying influences are wont to fall, and where the Sun
of righteousness has appointed to rise.

They cannot meditate, nor read, nor pray, nor hear spiritually; but they

can attend the ordinances, as they do any other ordinary business which

concerns them.

They cannot convey a healing virtue into the waters of the sanctuary, nor
put themselves in when the waters are troubled, no more than the impotent

man that lay at the pool of Bethesda could do it ; but they can wait at the

pool, and there they are in the way where Jesus may meet them and cure

their impotency, how long soever they have laboured under it.

They cannot command a gale of wind ; but they can put the vessel into

the channel, and spread their sails, that they may be ready to take the

advantage of a spiritual gale, whenever it shall please the Spirit of Christ to

blow.

It seems very hard, and they would make advantage of it, who over-

magnify the power of nature to the prejudice of the grace of Christ, that the

Lord should condemn men for not doing that which they have no power to

do. But I take it for an undoubted truth, that amongst those who are in a

capacity to use the means, he never condemns any who really do what they

can to be saved ; none perish who do their utmost to avoid condemnation.

Amongst the most zealous asserters of free grace, I find none that question

it. None who shall be found at Christ's left hand at the last day, will be

able to say truly, Lord, I used all the power that I had to avoid the misery,

and prevent that dreadful sentence. It may seem harsh that any should

perish for not opening to Christ when they were not able to open ; but there

are none perish who do all they can to open to him. Though for the wise

and holy ends mentioned, he may require what sinners have disabled them-

selves to perform, yet he condemns no man but such as neglect what they

are able to do.

Obj. But may not the difficulty propounded about Christ's calling on

those to open who have no power to open be better satisfied by granting

that the Lord vouchsafes sufficient grace to all men, as the patrons of free

will do ?

Ans. To grant that the Lord vouchsafes sufficient grace for the salvation
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of all and every man, is both against Scripture and the experience of tho

world in all ages. For divers parts of the world do not now, nor never did,

enjoy the gospel ; and what grace can there be sufficient for salvation with-

out the gospel ? But we grant that Christ does vouchsafe such sufficient

grace, even to many of those who never open to bim, as is both sufficient to

remove the difficulty, and to shew that we are unjustly charged for too much
straitening and contracting the grace of God. For,

(1.) We grant that the Lord vouchsafes all more grace, i. e. more common
assistance, than ever they make use of. He enables them to do much more
towards opening to Christ, and in order to their salvation, than they are wont

to use, or willing to improve ; and thereby he is justified in condemning
those who open not to Christ, because they are able to do more towards it

than they will do ; and thereby his calling on them to open is justified, be-

cause they can do more in order to it than they are willing to do. If a man
cannot pay all his debt, yet if he can do something towards it, it is just and
reasonable to call upon him for it.

(2.) We grant that the " Lord vouchsafes to those who enjoy the gospel,

and to many of those who never open to Christ, all that sufficient grace

which the patrons of free will contend for, and more than that to many.
For all the grace which they are for, is only that which they call suasive

;

t. e. the proposal of such things in the gospel as have the force of arguments

and motives, and are apt to persuade those who hear them. For this we
acknowledge, and also some illumination of the understanding, convictions

of sin and misery, some common motions of the Spirit exciting the will to

yield to Christ for freedom from this misery. This is all, if not more, than

their suasive grace amounts to ; and all this we grant is vouchsafed to many
that never open. But we say more is needful, and is vouchsafed to all that

open indeed. So that we do not straiten the grace of God, we are not for

less of it than they ; but we are for all theirs, and more too.

(3.) We grant that the Lord vouchsafes, even to many who perish, grace

sufficient to make their salvation probable, and their condition hopeful.

And this is all the grace that they pretend to, such as makes the salvation

of the best only probable and hopeful
;
they are for no grace, at least ordi-

narily, that makes the salvation of any certain.

For when grace is offered to the soul, they say such is the nature of the

will, that it may either accept or refuse it, and so it is uncertain whether it

may yield or not till the event shew it ; for the will (by their principles) has

still power to resist when the grace of God has done what it can. And if it

yield to the power of grace to-day, yet it may resist it to-morrow ; if it

should receive it this hour, yet it may expel it or fall from it the next hour.

And the Lord, as they hold, never vouchsafes so much grace, in an ordinary

way, as will make the perseverance of any certain, and so never enough to

make the salvation of any certain.

But we hold that the Lord disposes his grace so as to make both conver-

sion and perseverance certain; and so as to make salvation not only pro-

bable or hopeful, but also certain to his chosen, and probable to others. So
that still we are not injurious to the grace of God by straitening it, but are

for as much and more of it than they. And therefore, if the grace which
they are for be sufficient to justify the urging of those exhortations, then will

that which we are for as much, or more, justify, and make them appear as

evidently reasonable, if not more.

Use 1. Hcproof. Here is a just reproof for those who open not to Christ,

and those that open deceitfully.

1. Those that open not, that keep their hearts shut against him. Oh
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that Christ should come, and stand, and knock, and call at the hearts of
sinners ; that he should condescend to come, and be so patient as to
stand, and be so gracious as to knock, and be so importunate as to call

;

use all language, all importunity ; tbat he should command, threaten,
promise, beseech, exhort, complain : and yet be disobeyed, slighted, dis-

regarded, denied, rejected ! Oh that sinners should thus sin against Christ,
thus sin against their own souls ; that their hearts should be thus fast

shut against Christ, when they are set wide open for sin and for the world

;

that the happiness of enjoying Christ, the comforts of communion with him,
should be thus set at nought ; that Christ's presence, which he here oners,
should be refused, when all enjoyments without him tend but to make you
more miserable ; that fellowship with Christ, which he here promises,
should be rejected, when all things else, without this, tend but to bring on
that woful fellowship which disobedient, gainsaying sinners shall have with
the devil and his angels !

But who are those that open not to Christ ? Far be it from me to do
this wickedness, will most be ready to say. Something I must answer to
this, that the reproof may come home, that I may not speak to the air. I
will shew you who they are who open not.

(1.) Those who are not at home when Christ knocks ; whose minds and
hearts are abroad ; their thoughts, affections, inclinations employed about
the world and outward affairs ; who enter not into their own hearts, to

consider seriously, frequently, effectually, what the condition of their souls
is, and to provide accordingly for their eternal state ; who have no mind, no
heart to such thoughts, to such employments as most concern their souls,

can put these off till hereafter, or think of them so slightly, as though they
were of less concernment than worldly things. A sad thought it is, that men
who believe they have souls, and believe that they shall be happy or miser-
able fo eternity, according as they are provided for in this little time, should
spend nothing, or so very little of this time in thinking of, in providing for

eternity ; should let the world, and things of less moment, carry them so
far, so much from that which most nearly concerns them ; should be such
strangers to their soul's condition, and so little acquainted with their own
hearts, and so little employed about that which is within them, that their

estate, their livelihood, their bodies, what they shall eat, &c, should be more
minded than their souls. Sure these men are not come to themselves, they
are a great way from home, and so not like to open.

(2.) When Christ's voice is not heard. These you see are joined in the

text :
' If any hear my voice.' He that will not hear will not open. Ay, but

do we not hear ? Truly there are too many that will not do thus much, as
give outward attendance to the voice of Christ in the ministry of the word.
The practice of such proclaims to the world that they shut out Christ with

a high hand. But further, for those who are not so impudently wicked,

you must know this, the hearing with the ear only is no evidence that you
open. Hearing is no hearing in Christ's account, except the hearing of the

ear be joined with a compliance of the heart. Non esse, et inutUUer esse,

pro paribus liabcntur. To hear, and hear unprofitably, to hear and not
obey, is no hearing in the sense of the text. You may hear so long enough
before you open. If you hear Christ reproving, and be not convinced ; hear
him promising, and be not affected ; hear him threaten, and tremble not

;

bear him command, and obey not; hear him exhort, and are not persuaded:

you do not hear so as to open, you will never open till you hear otherwise.

If you put off convictions, slight promises, evade threatenings, do what he
forbids, neglect what he commands in the ministry of the word ; if you
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continue the same men for all your hearing, do neither more nor less, no more
of what is pressed as your duty, no less of what is forbidden as your sin,

are no more affected, reformed, no more careful of your souls, no more con-

scientious in keeping your hearts, ordering your ways, serving the Lord in

your families, minding him in your affairs ; if thy hearing be to no more
efi'ect than this, thou art the man that shuts out Christ.

The word of Christ is his messenger ; he sends it to prepare the way of

the Lord, to make his paths straight, as it is said of John Baptist, Mat. iii. 1,

that he may come into his temple, that he may enter into the heart of a

sinner, and make it his temple. Now, if the word prevail not, if Christ's

messenger be shut out, he expects no better entertainment ; when his voice

is not heard, himself is shut out.

(3.) Those who think it an easy matter to open to Christ; either imagine

they have already opened, though they never perceived it, though it be not

discernible either in their hearts or lives, or else put it oft' till hereafter, to

do it at their leisure, as though it were in their power to open when they

list. How ordinary is it for men to think that it is easy to repent and
believe ! The two great hinges upon which the door moves when it opens

to Christ, they make no great matter of them.
As for faith, they think they did believe ever since they can remember,

ever since they had any knowledge of Christ.

For repentance. They defer it till old age or sickness. Do they not

make it an easy matter to repent, who think they may do it when they

please ; or think it enough to be a little sorry for sinning, and ask pardon
for it ?

Alas! those men are far from opening, who do not so much as know what
it is to open. They are not acquainted with the desperate wickedness of

their own hearts
; they take no notice of the stone that is in their hearts,

and how they are by nature obstinately hardened against the admission of

Christ. They never were convinced of the necessity of Christ, and of an
almighty power to make way for his entertainment. They never had experi-

ence of the mighty workings of Christ in their hearts, which they are well

acquainted with who have opened to him. They hereby declare they never

yet did so much as try to open, so far are they from having opened.

(4.) Those who are under the command and the dominion of sin. Where
sin reigns, Christ is excluded. While sin commands, Christ will have no
admission. Those that are under the power of sin are under the power of

Satan, for he ' rules in the children of disobedience,' Eph. ii. There the

strong man armed keeps the house, and that is evidence enough a stronger

than he is not yet come. Where sin and Satan have possession, so as to

reign, they block up the door against Christ. Till the covenant with death

and hell be dissolved, there can be no consent to entertain Christ. But those

that are under the dominion of sin are in league with hell and death, there

is a strong conspiracy against Christ to keep him out.

But where, in whom, does sin reign? Why, where it is not mortified,

subdued. Where it is obeyed in the lusts thereof. When it says, Go, and
the sinner goes

; Come, and he comes ; Do this, and he doth it. He is under
the dominion of sin, who lives in the practice of sin, drunkenness, unclean-

ness, worldliness, profaning of the Sabbath, neglect of the word and ordi-

nances, public or private. The Scripture is clear in this. ' He that com-
mits sin is the servant of sin. He that is born of God sinneth not,' 1 John iii.

Not that sin is not in him, or that he never is guilty of an act of sin ; but
it is not his delight, it is not his custom, he follows it not with full consent,

VOL. II. F
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he makes not a trade of it. He that thus sins, the seed of God abides not

in him ; and where this is not, Christ is not. Those that live in known sins

do but deceive themselves, when they think they have any part in Christ,

and it is a wonder thoBe that pretend to any knowledge of the word of God
should think so, Eph. v. 6, 1 Cor. vi. 9. You may as well reconcile light

and darkness, or bring heaven and hell together, as entertain Christ while

you live in sin.

He that allows himself in the neglect of any known duty, public, pri-

vate, secret, or in the practice of any known sin, gross or refined, open or

secret, small or great, Christ is not in him, Christ is shut out by him. For
he that thus lives in sin, is the servant of sin ; and he that is the servant of

sin, will think he owes not Christ so much service as to open to him. If it

be thus with you, you are yet in the gall of bitterness, you are yet in your

sins, Christ is not in you, you never opened to him.

(5.) Those that have not felt the effects of Christ's presence have not

experience of communion with him. Whoever opens, Christ will enter, and
sup with him. He knows what it is to enjoy Christ, has tasted the sweet-

ness of fellowship with him. Now, what are the effects of Christ's pre-

sence ? Why, principally light and holiness. Christ is the light of the

world, the Sun of righteousness, the bright Morning Star. When he

arises, darkness is scattered, ignorance vanishes, the works of darkness find

no place.

Holiness. Christ is called the holy of holies, Dan. ix. When he comes,

holiness comes with him. The heart is sanctified, purity is no more slighted

and derided, there appears a singular beauty in holiness. You may as well

imagine Christ in hell, as in a heart destitute of purity and holiness. You
may as well imagine a day without light, as holiness of heart without holi-

ness of life. By this you may know whether you have opened. Then for

communion with Christ, those that open to Christ taste the sweetness of it,

an exceeding sweetness, which renders the ways of holiness wherein it is

enjoyed exceeding delightful ; so that the pleasures of sin and the world,

those that have formerly been most delightful, are now rank and unsavoury

to him that has opened to Christ. By this you may know whether you
have opened.

And since it is thus, since all these, &c. do shut out Christ, how many
are there who fall under this reproof ! As strait is the way and narrow the

gate that leads to heaven, so strait is the way, &c, that lets Christ in to us

on earth, and few there are that find it ; and it is to be lamented, that so

many who enjoy the gospel, hear his voice, should shut themselves out of

heaven by shutting out Christ.

2. It reproves those that open deceitfully. Many such there are.

(1.) Those who will let Christ in at the window, but not in at the door

;

into their understandings, but not into their hearts : such are those of whom
we read, Heb. vi., who were once enlightened, admit the light, take some
pains for knowledge, yea, and rejoice in the light ; but when this light

should come to be effectual upon their wills, consciences, affections, conver-

sation, to purify their hearts, expel their lusts, quash the motions of sin,

reform their conversations in their families and in the world, as becomes

children of the light, here they stop ; Christ must not enter here, thus they

shut him out of their hearts. Light without influence, notion without

efficacy.

(2.) Those who will let him in at the outer door, but not into the closet,

will admit so much of Christ, as to bring them to a fair plausible com-

pliance in the profession and outward exercises of religion. They will hear,
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and pray, and read, and discourse too of religious matters. This is easily

done, and they get some credit by it ; and it stands not in the way of

their humours, lusts, worldly interests ; but for the power of godliness, the

exercise of holiness, close and strict walking with Christ, in secret as well

as openly, this they relish not. They will be Jews, such as the apostle

speaks of Rom. ii. 28, iv r<Z <pa.tioQ, make a show of admitting Christ

in their profession, discourses, and outward performance, but not sv ™
xsturru, but not let him into their thoughts to lodge there, their wills to

rule, their affections to be embraced there without a rival. They will make
a fair show in the flesh ; but for serving Christ in the Spirit, rejoicing, sub-

mitting the whole rule of their souls unto him, here they shut him out.

(3.) Those who let him but in half-way, stand and parley with Christ

;

will accept of some of those terms he propounds ; cannot digest all ; will

renounce some of their own righteousness, but not count all loss and dung ;

will part with some sins, those that are gross and disgraceful, those they can

gain nothing by, or take little pleasure in, those that are open and out of

credit. Ay ! but there is some Delilah, some gainful or delightful lust, they

cannot live without it
;
they say of this, as Lot of Zoar, ' Is it not a little

one ?' ' Oh let my soul live in it;' ' the Lord be merciful to me in this,' I can-

not part with it ; if Christ will but dispense with this, he shall be welcome.

Ay ! but Christ will not have a hoof left behind if he enter.

They will comply with some duties of religion, both in secret, and in their

families, and in public. Herod did many things, and heard John gladly

;

Agrippa was almost persuaded ; the foolish virgins had lamps as well as the

wise. They did not a little who profess so much, Mat. vii. 22. They will

go far in many duties, and so as they cannot be discerned from those that

indeed open to him, in respect of external acts. Oh but for such constancy

and fervency in secret prayer, such frequency in secret meditation, heart-

examination, and self-judging ; for such strictness, and watchfulness, and
precise circumspection about their hearts and ways ; for the exercises of

self-denial, repentance, and mortification : these are hard morsels, they can-

not down with them. If Christ will compound with them, and abate some-
thing of his demands, they will agree to admit him

;
they will yield far,

they will open half-way. Ay, but Christ will not enter upon such terms,

either all or none. He will not creep into your hearts, the gate must be

lifted up, else the King of glory will not enter.

You see who are to be reproved. Oh that those who are guilty in any of

these respects, would not deceive themselves as though they had opened
already, but go about to open !

Use 2. Exhortation. Since those that will have Christ to enter, must
open to him, oh be persuaded to open unto Christ. Let it not be in vain

that Christ comes, and stands, and knocks, and calls, and uses all importu-

nity to gain admission. If you shut out Christ, to whom will you open ?

Will you shut out him who is your life, your happiness, in whom is all our

hopes, &c. ? Can anything save them who shut out a Saviour ? Can they
find mercy, who will not open when mercy is offered ? Can they expect to

live, who will not admit life ? Will you prefer sin before Christ, the worst

thing in earth or hell, before the King of glory ? Shall that dwell in you,

rule over you, take up mind and heart, while Christ stands and knocks, and
is excluded ? Does sin love you ? was it crucified for you ? or will it save

you in the conclusion ? Nay, will it not certainly damn you, if it be not

cast out, forsaken, crucified ? And shall a damning evil find easier enter-

tainment than a Saviour ? Is there any love like his love ? And can you
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shew any greater hatred and despite of him, than to keep him out, while his

and your deadly enemy is let in, and kept in to keep him out?
Is there any patience like to Christ's, who comes so often, stands so long,

knocks so loud, calls so importunately ? And can there be any provocation

like yours, who turn the deaf ear, who will not mind, will not regard ; who
tell him you have let him in already, he is admitted far enough, when it is

plain he is quite shut out? Sin will not be tolerated where Christ is

admitted. You affront Christ, and mock him, when you say your hearts

are open to him, while your lives testify there is something else rules in

you ; while swearing, drunkenness, uncleanness, neglect of the word, ordi-

nances, families, souls, these cry aloud, God is not here. All his knock-

ing, calling, has not yet prevailed. Is this nothing to you, all ye that pass

by ? See if there be any love like Christ's love, any condescensions like

Christ's, any patience, any importunity ; and see if there be any hatred,

contempt, neglect, unkindness, like yours. Shall Christ come to his own,

and his own not receive him ? Would you have him still a man of sorrows

and sufferings ? Shall he have still occasion to complain, ' Who has believed

our report ?' Who has hearkened when I have called ? Who has regarded

when I have stretched out my hands ? Who has yielded when I have

entreated ? Who has opened when I have knocked ? Shall it be thus still

with Christ ? Shall he not have a place whereon to lay his head ? Ay ! so

it may be for you, who will give him no place in your hearts.

Where shall Christ have entertainment in the world, if not amongst us ?

Where shall he be admitted, if shut out where he stands and knocks ? He
expects no entertainment from the heathens ; he knocks not, he calls not

there. He expects none as yet from the Jews
;
they rejected his first offer,

and he took them at their word, and never sought to them since. He expects

none from Turks and apostate Christians, they have entertained others.

Where shall Christ be entertained, if not amongst us ? While you shut him
out, you do what you can that Christ on earth may have no place to lay his

head. Expect you to be entertained by Christ, while you refuse to give him
entertainment ? Will he open to those who shut him out ? Be not deceived,

Christ will not be mocked. Open to him now, if ever you expect to see him
hereafter. Shut him not out, who has done, who has suffered so much for

sinners. Be not thus unkind to Christ, be not thus cruel to your souls.

Open to him as King, Prophet, Priest.

Motives. 1. Consider what danger there is in not opening ; what equity

there is you should open ; what advantage you may get by opening.

1. For the danger. Take it in these severals.

(1.) Till you open to Christ, you are shut up in darkness. The state of

nature, the condition of a sinner without Christ, is expressed by darkness,

Acts xxvi. 18. Till a sinner be turned, converted, i. e. till his heart be

opened to Christ, he is in darkness. So Col. i. 13 ;
they are ' under the

power of darkness, who are not translated,' &c. ; and they are not in his

kingdom, in whose hearts he rules not as king, and he rules not in them who
shut him out.

Now a state of a darkness is a state of misery, a dismal, sad, woful con-

dition. It is frequent in Scripture to express the greatest miseries on earth

by darkness. It joins darkness with the valley of the shadow of death. So
sad is this condition, as it is even a shadow of death, of that which is most

dreadful to men. And well may all miseries on earth be expressed by dark-

ness, since the state of darkness, the condition of a sinner without Christ, is

next to hell. There is but this difference : that is outer darkness; this is
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inner dai-kness : a hell in the heart, a little hell on earth. No better is

your condition, till ye open to Christ, you are even on the confines of hell.

It is true sinners are not sensible of this misery, but even this makes them
more miserable. Would you not think it a sad condition to be shut up in

a dungeon all your days ? Such is your condition while ye open not to

Christ ; and more miserable, by how much spiritual darkness is more dis-

mal than outward. The misery of it is herein evident, that those that are

in it know it not, see not where they are, nor will not believe they are in

Satan's dungeon.

(2.) Till you open to Christ, your hearts are possessed by Satan. They
are cages, not of unclean birds only, but of unclean, of damned spirits. You
are in darkness, till the Sun of righteousness arise in your hearts. Now the

devils they are called the 'rulers of the darkness of this world,' Eph. vi. 12
;

not only of that darkness of the other world, but of this. Satan has two

dungeons, hell, and the heart that shuts out Christ ; he rules, he tyrannizes

in both. You are under the power, in the possession of Satan, Eph. ii. 2.

You see how they are ; Satan has his throne in that heart that opens not

;

and this will be your state if you do not open. I told you this soul-posses-

sion is worse than bodily.

(3.) Till you open to Christ, the wrath of God is shut in. Children of

disobedience are children of wrath, Eph. ii. 2, 3. Wrath is their portion,

all that they enjoy, all that they can look to inherit, while they continue so.

And who are children of disobedience, but those that open not to Christ ?

I beseech you, consider that expression which I have often occasion to men-
tion, John iii. 36. It is not anger, displeasure, but wrath ; it is not the

wrath of a man, or of a multitude, or of a king, but of God; it is not a

transient, fading passion, which, though it be high and violent, may soon

be over, but it is abiding wrath. And it abides not at a distance, or near

unto him only, but upon him ; he that believes not, i. e. opens not. To
shut your hearts against Christ, is as if a man should shut his doors, that

nothing should come in or out, when his house is on fire ; this is the way
to have it consumed without remedy. The wrath of God is kindling in

every disobedient heart ; it is often compared to fire, and it abides there.

When you shut out Christ, you shut out him who only can quench it.

What remains, then, but if you so continue, it will burn to the bottom of hell ?

(4.) If you open not to Christ now, he will shut you out hereafter. Time
is approaching when, as Christ comes to you, so you will be glad to come
to him. He knocks now, you will be glad to knock hereafter. Those who
will not now open, shall fare then as the foolish virgins. Oh consider it,

when all your outward comforts and supports have left you, when you must
expect the sentence of life or death from Christ's mouth, will it not be sad

to hear nothing from him but these dreadful words, ' Depart from me, I

never knew you' ? I called, and you would not hear; do ye expect I should

hear you, who stopped your ears against me ? I knocked, and ye would not

open, and do ye expect that I should open to you, whom you shut out of

doors ? I stood, aud ye took no notice of me, and shall I now own you ?

No; 'Depart from me, I know ye not.' See now whether it be better to

entertain sin or Christ. You would not believe it before, now you may feel

it. I was a stranger, and ye took me not in ; you used me strangely, and
shut me out ; what follows ? ' Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting

fire.' This will be the doom of all that had rather live in sin than open to

Christ. Oh, as you would avoid that sad departure, that everlasting fire,

that woful fellowship with the devil, &c, be persuaded now to open.

Menus. What means shall we make use of that we may open to Christ?
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1. Be convinced that you have not yet opened to him ; for those that shut
out Christ, the first step to the door is to be satisfied in his judgment that

he has not opened. He that dreams the door is open whiles it is shut, will

he so far from making haste to open, as he will wonder at, if not deride,

those that call upon him to do it. This is one of Satan's devices to secure
the heart against opening, to persuade a sinner he has opened already, though
indeed Christ never was admitted. While you are fast in this snare, he has
you sure enough. If you would escape, examine impartially by the rules

before delivered. Are you not abroad ? Do ye not disobey Christ's voice ?

Think you it not an easy matter to open ? Are you not under the command
of sin ? Can you shew the effects of Christ's presence ? Search impartially,

and judge of your estates, as you expect to be judged. To deceive yourselves
herein may be your ruin for ever. Follow the apostle's rule. To know you
have not opened, when it is so indeed, is the first step to open.

2. Consider your misery while Christ is without. Let not the world and
these outward things take up all your minds. Shew so much respect to

Christ, so much respect to your souls, as to spare some serious thoughts for

them. Think seriously what it is to be in darkness, in the possession of

Satan, under the wrath of God, in danger to be shut out from Christ for

ever. While you think yourselves safe and happy enough in your present

condition, you are in danger never to open, being not sensible of your danger
in not opening.

3. Be apprehensive of your inability, of your unwillingness, to open ; of

the desperate wickedness of your hearts, and their obstinateness, averseness

to Christ. Bewail this frequently, seriously, heartily, as your greatest

misery. Let this affect you, that though you be miserable, yet are you
utterly unable to free yourselves from this misery. When a sinner is lost in

his own apprehension, this is Christ's opportunity to be found of him. He
is not valued, he is not esteemed, till the sinner see himself lost without him.
He comes to seek and to save that which is lost.

4. In sense of your own inability, go to Christ for strength to open. As
he comes to thee, so go thou to him ; as he calls to thee, so cry thou to

him; and when he knocks, importune him to open. Say, Lord, thou hast
the key of David, thou shuttest, and no man opens ; thou openest, and no
man shuts

; Lord, open this heart that has been too long closed against

thee ; break down these strongholds that keep thee from me ; cast out sin,

cast out the world, tbat have so long kept thee out of possession; bind the

stroDg man armed, and cast him out. Other lords have had dominion over

the, they have made me miserable by keeping my Lord, my happiness, from
me. Oh cast out these intruders, take possession of me, and let me be
mine for ever ! Thou callest for my heart ; Lord, it is thine. Though I

have dealt treacherously with thee, and given it to other things, it is thine.

It cost thee dear; Lord, enter, take possession of it. Thou knockest at

this wretched heart, oh why dost thou stay so long without ? Come in,

thou blessed of the Lord, and bless this wretched heart with thy presence.

Oh it would be still resisting thee ! but break it open with an almighty

power, and suffer it no longer to shut thee out. Follow the Lord with

such cries.

5. Wait upon the Lord in the use of those means which he makes use of

to open the hearts of sinners : reading the word, conferring with others whose
hearts the Lord has opened, especially hearing, this is the Lord's ordinary

way, and that which he is wont to make effectual for the opening of the

hearts of sinners. This is the way to open, this is the way for Christ to

enter :
' If aDy man hear my voice, I will come in,' &c.
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Pass we from the conditions to the things promised, which offer themselves

in two branches : 1, ' I will come in to him.'

06s. If any will open to Christ, he will come in to him. Those that open

to Christ, shall have his presence. When the everlasting gates are left open,

the King of glory will come in. Christ will vouchsafe his presence to those

that will admit him. To explain this ;

—

Quest. Some may ask, Is not Christ in every place ? Is not this one of

his perfections as he is God ? If in every place, he is in my heart already.

How can he be said to come thither, where he is already ? Coming implies

he was not there before he comes, it denotes absence ; but how can he be

absent who is everywhere present ?

Am. There is a twofold presence of Christ : a general presence, as he is

governor of the world ; and a special presence, as he is a Saviour.

As to the former, since he is God, he is in every place in respect of his

essence, his power, his wisdom, and other perfections, with the effects thereof.

This presence the psalmist gives an account of, Ps. cxxxix. 7, &c. ; hence he
is said to know all things; and to uphold all things, Heb. i. 3. This is his

presence as he is governor of the world, and so he is present with every

creature. And in this respect he is not only with the wicked, but with the

damned, as he upholds them, continues them in being, orders and propor-

tions their sufferings to his glory. In this sense he does not here promise

to come ; for he is there, even in the souls of obstinaite sinners already. In

this respect he can never be shut out, he can never be excluded. But,

2. There is a special presence, a presence of peculiar love and special

favour : when he comes as a saviour, as a redeemer ; when he is present as

a king, as a prophet, as a priest, to this or that particular soul ; when he

comes in as a friend, a brother, a father, a husband, and shews himself in a

way suitable to these sweet relations. So he promises to come in the text,

to vouchsafe a special presence ; which I call special in respect,

(1.) Of special manifestations. When he will manifesJ a peculiar love, a

redeeming love, the love of a dying, a crucified saviour ; such a love as

none taste of but his glorified favourites in heaven, and his excellent ones

on earth.

(2.) Of special communications. When he communicates himself as a

head to its members, as a prince to his favourites, as a husband to his

spouse. When he bestows the precious fruits of his unspeakable love, the

invaluable purchase of his precious blood, in light, holiness, comforts, the

first fruits of glory, and such as none partake of but those that must enter

into the harvest, for whom is reserved the inheritance.

(3.) Of special operations. When he walks, and works, and aets in them,

as in those only whom he prepares for eternal rest, those only whom he
intends to crown, and for whom he reserves an eternal weight of glory.

This is the presence Christ here promiseth. Thus will he come to those

that open. And till sinners open, though they have his general presence,

yet they shall never enter into the secret of his peculiar presence. He
may be with them as governor of the world here, and as judge of quick and
dead hereafter, but not as a Saviour. It is another kind of presence which
Christ here promises than ever those had experience of who live in sin, and
give up themselves to the world. And that ye may apprehend it more dis-

tinctly, and take a clearer view of what Christ offers, when he says he will

come in, observe these particulars. He will come in,

(1.) To join himself to the soul ; to enter into covenant and league with
it, to contract the opening sinner to himself in an everlasting covenant ; to

unite himself to it, that it may be one with him, that it may be a member of
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him, 2 Cor. xi. 2. ' The head of every man is Christ.' He comes that he
may espouse it to himself, to shew it is as near, as dear to him, as the spouse

to her husband. Wherein consists the union betwixt man and wife (which

the Scripture so frequently uses to illustrate the union betwixt Christ and a

believing soul) ? It is expressed, Gen. ii. 24, ' They shall be no more
twain,' &c. Such an intimacy does Christ intend, \vhen he comes in, &c.

Only it is spiritual : 1 Cor. vi. 16, 'He that is joined to Christ is one spirit.'

He comes to give his own Spirit to it. And this gives some light to that

expression, whereby is held forth an intimacy almost incredible betwixt

Christ and such souls, John xvii. 21, 22. It is Christ's prayer for all be-

lievers ; and he prays not only that they may be one amongst themselves,

but one with him, as it follows, ver. 23, and so one with him, as the Father

is one with him. But this must be cautiously understood. Not that they

may be of the same essence as the Father and Son are, nor that they may
be assumed into a personal union with himself or the Father, as the human
nature of Christ is assumed iuto a personal union with the Godhead ; but

that they may be of the same Spirit, that the Spirit of the Father and the

Spirit of Christ may be in them. Hereby they may become one with Christ,

as he is one with the Father. For consider him in his human nature, and
how is he one with the Father ? Why, besides the union of his own nature

in the person of the Son, we can conceive no other union betwixt the Father

and Christ incarnate but that which consists in the indwelling of the Spirit

in the human nature of Christ. Now this is it he prays for, that they may
be one with him by the dwelling of the same Spirit in me and them, whereby
I am one with the Father. The return of this prayer Christ brings when
he comes into an opening soul, he makes it one with him as he is one with

the Father, viz., by making them of one spirit. He joins himself thereto ;

and he that is joined to Christ is one spirit.

(2.) To express his kindness to it. We use to come to our friends for

this end. But no such kindness can be expressed by the sons of men
as Christ exercises to an opening soul. Before, while shut up against

Christ, the soul was under the wrath of God, under the stroke of justice,

under the curses, threatenings, and terrors of the law, withont comfort,

without God, without hope in the world. But when Christ comes it is a

time of love ; he expresses this love by coming, even that loving-kindness

which is better than life. He tells the soul, justice is satisfied, the law ful-

filled, the threatening executed, the curse removed, the Lord reconciled

;

and that he has effected all this out of love to it. He has satisfied justice,

he has borne the wrath of God, the cuvse was executed upon him, he has

slain enmity upon the cross, his blood has quenched the flame, his death

has procured life, he has blotted out the handwriting ; there is now no
curse, no wrath, no condemnation. Oh, how beautiful are the feet of Christ

bringing these glad tidings of good things ! He was anointed for this end,

and to this end he comes. ' The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,' Isa. lxi. 1.

(3.) To shine in the soul. Then may it be said to the soul as to the

church, Isa. Ix. 1,2. While Christ is shut out, the heart is a dungeon, a

place of darkness, a sad, a dismal place, a shadow of death ; but when Christ

comes, it becomes like the firmament, when the sun shines in its glory,

Mai. iv. 2. Some clouds and mists there will be, but when the sun is once

risen, this light will shine more and more unto perfect day. Before, the

god of this world did blind its eyes ; but now ' the light of the glorious

gospel,' &c, he comes to 'give the light of the knowledge of the glory of

God in the face of Christ ;' the veil is taken away, and now he may, as in a

glass, with open face behold the glory of God, &c.
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He was 1 sometimes darkness, but now light in the Lord.' Oh what an

alteration is here ! Even as in one that is horn blind, on a sudden restored

to sight ; or as one shut up in a dungeon all his days, brought out to see the

sun. Oh how are his apprehensions changed ! He sees that in sin that he

never saw before, that in himself which he would not believe, that in the

world which he would never have been persuaded of, that in holiness which
he never imagined. Oh how does he look upon Christ, his sufferings, his

love, his intercession, his righteousness ! He wonders that he should have

heard so many times of these, and yet never see no such thing in them as

he now apprehends. The light is come, the day-star is risen, the sun is up,

Christ shines in his dark heart, he comes to this end.

(4.) To adorn it. Nothing so loathsome, nothing so deformed, as the soul

of a sinner without Christ. Corrvptio optimi est pessima. The best thing

corrupted becomes worst of all ; the most beautiful bodies, when putrefied

and rotted, are most loathsome. The soul of man, when created, was the

most excellent piece of the creation in this world ; but corrupted by sin is

the most noisome, the most loathsome. The Lord cannot behold it without

loathing and detestation. Hence is this corruption by sin expressed by
things most offensive : the poison of asps, the stench of an open sepulchre,

the vomit of a dog, the mire wherein the sow wallows, the deformity of a

leper, the putrefied matter of an ulcer, the corruption of a festered wound.
Put all these together, and the soul of sinners is a more loathsome spectacle

in God's eye, than such a compound, a filthy medley, would be in ours.

Now, is this a place fit to receive Christ ? No ; but he will make it so ; he

comes to this end, to cleanse the soul, to purge out its filthiness, to take away
its deformity, to clothe it with beauty and glory, that he may delight in it,

Eph. v. 25, 26, 27. He does it effectually, makes the soul a fit object of

love, so as he can call it his love, his undefiled ; so as he can express love

to it in such a wonderful strain, ' My sister, my spouse,' Cant. iv. 1, 7, 9, 10,

chap. vi. 4, 10, chap. vii. 6 ; so as he can rejoice in it, according to the

tenor of that high expression, Zeph. iii. 17.

(5.) To enrich the soul. Christ comes not empty-handed, he brings those

treasures with him that will make thee rich for ever. But what is this ? thou

wilt say; is it gold, or silver, or pearls, or worldly possessions ? Alas ! these

are trash compared with it, not worthy the account, the name, of riches.

It is better than rubies, and all the things that may be desired are not to be

compared to it. Hear Christ himself asserting this, Prov. viii. 17, 18, 19, and

chap. iii. 13, 14, 16. But what are these riches ? What is the sum, the

value of them ? Do you ask this ? Oh, it is far above me to tell you
;
nay,

the great apostle, who was rapt up into the third heaven, cannot herein

satisfy
;
nay, the angels themselves are not sufficient to express. For why,

they are unsearchable riches, they are infinite, there is no end of them.

Dig in these mines to eternity, you will never make a full discovery
;
they are

unsearchable. Eye has not seen, ear has not heard, &c. The eye of man
has seen much, the ear has heard more than his eye has seen, his heart can

conceive more than either his eye has seen or ear heard ; but eye, and ear,

and heart, let them see, and hear, and conceive as much as is possible, can

never reach a full discovery.

But though I cannot give you a full account of these riches, yet I may
point at them. There are riches of righteousness, of joy, of grace, of glory.

I will but add one word more, but there is more in that one word than all the

men on earth, or angels in heaven, can fathom. What is that ? Why, it is

himself. When he comes to thee, he comes to give thee himself, no less

than himself. And this is more than all the earth, more than all the king-
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doms of the earth, and the glory of them
;
nay, more than heaven and earth

put together. Oh happy soul, if Christ be come into thee ! Thou art far

from want, thou needest never complain ; thou needest never envy the great-

est, the richest, under heaven ; he is thine, who is more than heaven and
earth. Ga-tky way and break forth into praises

;
say, I have enough, I have

all, he is mine who is more than all
;
my lines are fallen in a pleasant place,

I have a goodly heritage ; a goodly heritage indeed, for Christ is my portion.

Ahasuerus his hundred seven and twenty provinces are but a small pittance,

an inconsiderable nothing, compared with my possessions. Christ is come,
and has given me possession of himself. ' Return to thy rest, 0 my soul, for

the Lord has dealt bountifully with thee.' Thus bountifully he deals with

every soul that opens to him.

(6.) To reign in it. That heart shall be his throne. It was before one oi

Satan's dungeons, a cage for unclean lusts ; but Christ comes to make it his

throne. There was much riches in the former, here is as much honour in

this. ' Whence is this to me,' says Elizabeth, Luke i. 43, ' that the mother
of my Lord should come unto me ?' With how much more admiration may
that soul say, What honour is this, that the Lord himself should come to me ;

that he should choose this unworthy soul to be his throne, this polluted heart

to be his temple ! Yet thus it is ; Christ comes for this end, to erect his

throne there, to expel those tyrants that have so long oppressed the soul with

cruel bondage, worse than that of Egypt ; he comes to make thy lusts (his

and thine enemies) his footstool ; to whip out those buyers and sellers, that

the soul may be his temple ; to make thy heart his chamber of presence, to

walk there, to act there, to abide there. That is the seventh.

(7.) To abide there. He comes to stay, to make his abode ; not as a

stranger, bnt as one that would dwell with thee, John xiv. 23. He will not be

as a stranger, or as a wayfaring-man that turns but in for a night, but he
will abide with thee for ever : ver. 16, ' I will never leave thee, nor forsake thee.'

If thou be unkind, unfaithful, froward, disrespectful of him, this will cloud

the glory of his presence, eclipse the comforts of it, he will hide himself, seem
to withdraw, but he will uever utterly forsake thee, Ps. lxxxix. 30, 31, &c,
Isa. liv. 7-9. When he comes to the heart, he says, This is my resting-place,

and here will I dwell. Here is a covenant of peace.

Use I. For information. The light of this observation discovers the

misery of those that open not to Christ ; those that are so much engaged in

sin, so much entangled in the world, as Christ hath no admission. If you
open not to Christ, he is not yet come in ; and if he be not come in, you are

without happiness, without hopes of it, extremely miserable. For
1. You are not joined to Christ ; and if not joined to him, you are in

conjunction with sin and Satan. You are not members of Christ ; and he

that is not a member of Christ, is a limb of Satan. You are not one spirit

with Christ ; and he that is not one spirit with Christ, what spirit is he pos-

sessed with, but that evil, that unclean spirit, which fills every heart that

is not taken up with Christ ? You are not in covenant with Christ ; and he

that is not so, has made a covennat with death and hell, he is in league with

Satan. Indeed, every heart that shuts out Christ says to Satan, as Jeho-

shaphat to Ahab, 1 Kings xxii. 4, ' I am as thou art, my people as thy people,'

&c. They have the same projects, carry on the same design, act the same
things. ' Ye are of your father,' John viii. 41, 44. Whatever thou workest,

it is the devil's work ; and all thou doest is but a promoting of his expedi-

tions. What greater misery than this

!

Besides, till thou open to Christ, he shines not into thee. Till then, the

blackness of darkness covers thee. Whatever saving light shines without,
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thou seest it not till Christ come and shine within. What says the apostle ?

2 Cor. iv. 3. Now the gospel is hid to thee, if the light thereof lead thee

not to open to Christ. While it is hid, thou art lost ; and it cannot hut be hid

if Christ be not corne in. He adds the reason, ver. 14. This is thy condi-

tion, the God of this world has blinded thy eyes. Oh, sad estate, to have thy

eyes put out by Satan ! How woful was Samson's condition when the

Philistines put out his eyes, and made him grind in the prison-house, and
bound him with fetters of brass, Judges xvi. 21. This will be thy condition,

till Christ come in, and far more miserable. Satan has put out thy eyes, he
has bound thee with fetters stronger than brass, and he makes thee grind in

the prison-house. Thy own heart is thy prison, thy own lusts are thy fetters,

and thy work is worse drudgery than grinding. And it is he that is thy

task-master, thou goest when he commands ; but thou art blind, alas, thou

knowest not whither thou goest, thou seest not he drives thee on in the paths

of death. When Israel heard what conditions Nahash offered to Jabesh-

Gilead, they all lift up their voice and wept, 1 Sam. xi. 4. Why, what were

those lamentable conditions ? see ver. 2. Oh, but much more reason hast

thou to weep, much more reason have all that know thy condition to weep
over thee. Satan has not put out thy right eye only, but both thine eyes

;

not those of thy body, but that which is far more woful, those of thy soul.

He has quite blinded thee ; he does not offer this, as Nahash, but he has

already done it. Oh that every one that hears this to be his condition,

would with Israel lift up his voice and weep ! Or if thou seest no reason to

bewail it, even this shews Satan has blinded thee, that thou canst not see

reason to weep, to bewail so sad a condition. Thou thinkest thy estate good
enough, with Laodicea ; but even this shews, as Christ tells her, that thou
art blind.

Further, till Christ come in, thou shalt never have experience of his

loving-kindness, never taste that the Lord is gracious. Some things thou

mayest receive from common bounty ; but these, embittered with the curse,

and mixed with the wrath of God ; but the loving-kindness which is better

than life, thou shalt never taste of. And if that be better than life, is not

thy condition without it worse than death ? Make as much as thou canst of

thy husks, thou canst not taste of the bread of life.

Till then, thy soul is deformed, leprous, loathsome, in the eye of God.
Nothing in it but wounds and braises, and putrefied sores, full of corruption.

He cannot look upon thee without loathing and detestation. The temper of

thy heart, and all its actings, both its complexion and motions, are all an

abomination in his sight, Prov. xv. 8, 9, 26.

Till then thou hast neither part nor lot in Christ's riches, not the least

dram of those treasures belong to thee
;
nothing to do with his righteous-

ness, no interest in his blood, no share in what he has purchased. Thou
canst lay no claim to his person, he is not thy portion. And what then ?

The curse, the wrath of God, everlasting misery, is thy portion, thou canst

expect no portion but with hypocrites. Thou pretendest to Christ, but in

thy life deniest him ; or if thou seem to open outwardly, thy heart is shut

against him. This is the character of hypocrites, and their portion is set out

in the place where there is weeping, &c.

Till then thy heart is the place where Satan has his throne ; he rules

in the children of disobedience. What more dreadful than the condition

of Babylon ? Rev. xviii. 2, ' It is become the habitation of devils,' &c. This

is the condition of thy soul ; it is a habitation of devils, and a hold of

every foul spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird ; of that

which is more unclean and hateful than the hatefullest birds, it is a cage
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of unclean and hateful lusts. So it is, and so it will be till Christ come

;

these unclean birds will never be chased away, but prey upon thy dead
and putrefied soul; it will never be dispossessed of these foul spirits till

Christ have possession ; it will be the devil's habitation, till Christ come
and make it his temple.
Oh that the Lord would open the eyes of every soul, who will not part

with sin to let in Christ, to see his misery without Christ, that thou
mayest never give rest to thy soul, till it be a resting-place for Christ!

Use. 2. For examination. By this ye may try, by this ye may know,
whether ye have opened unto Christ. If ye have opened, Christ is come in

:

'If any man open the door,' &c. But how shall we know whether Christ be
come in ? If you will be directed by the word, you need not want direction.

1. When Christ comes in, he comes as a friend. This is clear. Now, if

you entertain him as a friend, you love him. But how shall this be known ?

Why, the Lord shews you this by the psalmist, Ps. xcvii. 10. If you love
Christ, you hate evil, you hate every evil way, every sin.

Now try by this. Do you hate everything you know to be sin ? There
is none of you but formerly have loved some sin or other, and lived in the
practice of some evil or other. Now, do you hate that which you formerly
loved ? that which you have been accustomed to ? that which you have
delighted in ? How shall we know we hate it ? Why do you not act it ?

Do you avoid the occasions of it ? Do you not nourish it ? Do you not
think of it but with sorrow and indignation ? If you still act it, make pro-
visions for it, run into the occasions of it, count it a matter of nothing,
why, then, it is evident you hate it not ; and if so, you love not Christ

;

and if so, you have not admitted him as a friend ; and if so, he is not come
into you.

I beseech you, deal impartially with your souls herein. It is the greatest

madness in the world to deceive yourselves in a business of eternal concern-
ment. Can you, dare you, appeal to God, as David ? Search me, try me,
if there be any wickedness in my heart, my life, that I act, that I tolerate,

that I hate not ; I am content this sentence shall be passed on me, I am not
one that loves Christ, I am one that shuts him out. Whether you be con-
tent or no, the Lord in his word passes this sentence on thee, Christ is not
yet come into thee.

2. When Christ comes in, he comes as a husband ; if he be admitted as

a husband, you give your consent. This makes the match, you consent to

take Christ as he is, whole Christ ; not only as he comes by blood to pardon
you, but as he comes by water to purify you ; not only for happiness, but
for holiness ; not only for justification, but sanctification. You may know
if Christ be come in by the temper of your hearts in reference to holiness :

where it is derided, slighted, neglected, Christ is far from being admitted
;

Christ himself sutlers therein, for it is his image. When he comes, he plants

it; it grows, flourishes, is fruitful more or less ; there is a high esteem of
it, a dear love to it, strong desires after it, constant endeavours to obtain,

increase, promote it in himself and others ; sorrow for the weakness, decays,

uuactiveness of it.

Be not deceived
; if you be strangers to holiness, to the being, increase,

life, exercise of it, you are strangers to Christ. If enemies to holiness, to

deride, scorn it, under the names of purity, preciseness, dissembling, you
are enemies to Christ, he is far from coming in.

3. When Christ comes in, he comes as a king ; if you admit him, so you
will be ruled by him

;
you will think it treason to run cross to his word, to

cast his commands behind your backs. Briefly, are you conscientious to
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practise every duty that Christ requires of you in his word ? I leave this

to your consciences. Is it your design and business to bring yourselves

wholly under Christ's government, and more and more under it ? Your
minds, to judge of things as his laws represent them, that good, best, con-

temptible, &c, which he declares so ? Your wills, to get them subdued to

his will, so as when they come in competition his may be preferred
;
your

affections, to have them move and fix as he orders
;
your lives, to have your

conversations ordered by him in spiritual and common affairs ?

4. When Christ comes in, he enters as a conqueror. Though sin be in

you, though lust have abode in your hearts, they reign not. Are your lusts

subdued, mortified, weakened ? Do they languish, as having received a

deadly wound from the hand of Christ ? Are you crucified to the world ?

Is that as -a dead thing to you, which others admire, covet ? Christ over-

comes the world where he comes. If it overcome you, if you be slaves,

drudges to your enjoyments, to your employment ; if your hearts be not

dead, crucified to these things ; Christ has not entered.

5. If Christ be come in to you, you have a high esteem of it, such as be-

comes him who has the King of glory for his guest. Those that profess

themselves Christians must needs say they have a high esteem of Christ,

But it is one thing to say it, another to feel it. When he in the parablo

had found the pearl of great price, how does he express his esteem of it ?

He went and sold all that he had, and bought it, Mat. xiii. 44-46.

Christ is this treasure, this pearl ; if you value him, all other things will

be vile compared with him. Your own humours, interests, pleasures,

profits, you will part with all for Christ
; you will say as Mephibosheth,

So did he rejoice in David's return, as his estate was nothing to him

compared with it : 2 Sam. xix. 30, ' Nay, let him take all, for as much
as my lord the king has come in peace,' &c. Not only part with his

sins, but renounce his own righteousness, that which he formerly made
the ground of his confidence so as to neglect Christ : so the apostle,

Philip, hi. 7, 8. By this you may know the truth of your esteem, when
Christ and other things which you have formerly valued come in competi-

tion, which of these gets the place ? If you had rather displease Christ

than cross your humours, rather dishonour him than decline your worldly

interest, rather offend him than abate of your pleasures, rather hazard

the loss of his favour than lose an outward advantage, oh your esteem of

Christ is little or nothing ; it is not such as will afford you assurance

that Christ is come in. If he be in you, your esteem of other things

will decrease, your esteem of him will increase, it will overgrow, over-

shadow all ; that which others reject will be head of the corner, elect and

precious to you that believe, 1 Pet. ii. 6-8. Those that stumble at the

word are disobedient, will not part with sin when Christ commands ; to

them he is a stone of stumbling, a rock of offence, their base lusts are

preferred before him, he has no place in such hearts.

6. If Christ be come in, he has possession of yon. For this end he

comes to take possession of the soul, and if you admit him you will not dis-

appoint him. Try by this. Have you given Christ possession of your

minds, of your consciences, of your hearts and affections ? But how shall

this be known ? Why,
If Christ be in your minds, they will be much taken up with Christ, there

will not be so much room for other things ; the world will not find such

free entertainment in your thoughts. The mind is the eye of the soul

;

when this glorious guest is come in, your eye will be much upon him, you

will be frequent and much in thinking of Christ, how full of love, how full
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of beauty, how sweet in his promises to thee, how wonderful in his under-

takings for thee. Such thoughts will come often, and stay long, longer

than formerly
;
they will be welcome, pleasing, delightful

; you will think

of him as of your treasure, your glory, your sweetest comfort.

If Christ be in the conscience, it is purged, and you will be fearful to

defile it. You will say as the spouse in another case, ' I have put off my
coat, how shall I put it on again ? I have washed my feet, how shall I defile

them ?' Christ has taken away my guilt, those filthy garments, how shall

I put them on again ? He has washed my soul, how shall I defile it ? So
you will find a greater reluctancy against that which offends Christ

;
you

will be loath to give him distaste ; he that regards his guest will not lay his

excrements in the place where he lodges. Such is sin in the eye of Christ

;

and therefore conscience, when Christ possesses it, will say, How can I be

so vile, so disloyal, so uncivil ? ' How can I do this great wickedness and

sin against Christ ?'

If Christ possess the will, it will be new moulded. The will of Christ is

its mould ; into this it is delivered ; it runs into it. Before it was hard

and stiff; nor threatenings, nor promises, nor commands could move it. If

it were fixed on this or that way of sin or the world, whatever was said by
Christ in the ministry of the gospel, it would not move from its hold. Ay !

but now it oilers itself freely to comply with him : ' Behold, I come to do

thy will !' ' Thy people shall be willing,' Ps. ex. It yields to what it knows,

and it desires to know the whole will of Christ, that it may yield to all. It

was hard before, it was a rock, would fly in the face of his messenger then

rather than yield to reproofs, exhortations. Ay ! but now the presence of

Christ, the love of Christ, has melted it ; it runs into every part of the

mould, fashions itself, conforms to the whole will of Christ, moves so as

Christ did. ' I come not to do my own will,' &c. #
If Christ be in the affections, they all'attend him. There is love to him

in all his appearances. There is delight in present enjoyment ; there is

desire after fuller fruitions ; there is fear of losing, there is grief for offend-

ing, there is hatred of what is contrary to him ; there is anger that he can

be no more officious, serviceable, respectful ; there is jealousy lest anything

should distaste Christ, cause him to withdraw. When Lot had entertained

angels, how jealous was he lest the wretched Sodomites should wrong them !

He would expose his own daughters rather than they should be injured. The
heart that has entertained Christ, the Lord of angels, will be careful to do

nothing to offend him.

Come we to the second thing promised. ' I will sup with him. Hence 1

Observe. Christ will sup with those that open to him. He will feast

every soul that admits. He will vouchsafe not only his presence, but sweet

and intimate fellowship and communion with himself. ' I will sup :' it is a

pregnant word. Let me open it that you may see what comforts, refresh-

ments, privileges, are wrapt up in it ; that those who have opened to Christ

may see their happiness ; that those who yet shut him out may be hereby

stirred up to open. It implies,

1. Provision. Christ has made provision for every soul that will open,

he has made it ready beforehand. Nothing hinders sinners from these

blessed enjoyments but their not opening, Luke xiv. 16, 17. It is Christ

has made a great supper, and he stands and knocks, and says, Come, open,

all things are now ready. It is Christ the Wisdom of the Father, of whom
Solomon speaks, Prov. ix. 1, 2, 3, 5. He sets forth this spiritual provision,

these soul refreshments, by such things as we are best acquainted with. He
has provided such things as will more refresh the soul than these do our
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bodies. They are all read}-, Mat. xxii. 4. Do these things nourish ? Do
they refresh ? Do they strengthen ? Do they delight us ? Do they pro-

mote growth ? Do they preserve life ? Do they continue health ? Are

they serviceable to the outward man in these respects ? Such, and much
more, will Christ's provisions be to the soul

;
they will more nourish,

strengthen, refresh, delight it ;
they tend more effectually to promote and

continue spiritual life, health, growth. All that tends thereto are ready,

Christ has provided them.

2. Plenty. The Jews used to make their greatest entertainments at

supper, and this may be the reason Christ says not I will dine, but I will

sup, to denote the plenty of soul-refreshments he will afford those that open.

He has spared no cost, no pains ; he thinks nothing too good, nothing too

much for those that open. If we consider the price, what these refreshments

cost Christ, we shall not wonder that they are so many, such abundance of

them. They were not bought with silver and gold, but with the precious

blood of that Lamb without spot. Where shall we expect, where find bounty,

if not in the King of glory ? It is for the honour of his majesty that those

whom he entertains should have no reason to complain of want. No good

thing will he withhold. ' He that cometh unto me,' &c., John vi. 35. He
will fulfil the desires. Let the heart be never so empty, never so capacious,

he brings enough to fill it, to fulfil it. Let it be stretched out by intense

desires to its utmost capacity, he will satisfy it, he will abundantly satisfy

it, Ps. xxxvi. 8. The things of the world, get as much of them, as many of

them as you can, will never satisfy, the heart is too large for them. But
Christ has provided enough to fill, to satisfy, Isa. Iv. 1, 2. The whole world

cannot fill the heart of man. Christ's provisions are more in this respect

than the whole world. Here is plenty indeed, Ps. xxiii. 5 ; fulness of

joy, &c.

3. Variety. There may be plenty where there is not variety. There

may be enough, yea, too much of one thing. But it is a feast that Christ

promises. He has variety of ordinances, variety of promises, and there

are variety of comforts, variety of refreshments in every one. Nay, what is

it that Christ offers in these but himself ? Now, when he offers himself, he

offers all. Here is variety indeed. Can ye have more than all, than he who
is all in all ? When he comes in, he is yours, and you are his ; and what
does the apostle infer from this ? 1 Cor. iii. 21, 23. Christ only is that

object, that can please and satisfy every faculty. To the mind he is the

highest truth, to the will he is the chief good, to the conscience he is peace

that passes all understanding, to the affections he is the most lovely, the

most desirable, the most delightful object. Here is food for the mind, he

that is truth itself. Here is a feast for the conscience, he that has slain

enmity, he that brings the peace of God. Here is satisfaction to the will,

the fountain of goodness. It need not lose itself in searching for drops, and
following shallow streams, and digging broken cisterns ; here is the spring-

head. And here is food for the afl'ections. Love may satisfy itself in

embracing the chiefest of ten thousand, fairer than the children of men, the

sun of beauty, where all the scattered rays meet and shine in the brightness

of their glory. Desire may here satisfy itself in clasping the Desire of all

nations. Delight may here bathe itself in rivers of pleasures that are at

Christ's right hand. And when Christ sups with thee, thou sittest by him,

thou art not far from his right hand. Here is variety.

4. Delicacies. It is a feast, a feast of Christ's providing. You will

expect no ordinary fare when the King of glory entertains you. Here is

choice rarities, such as the world affords not. ' I have meat to eat that ye
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know not of,' John iv. 32 ;
' Not as the world giveth give I unto you,' John

xiv. 24. The world are strangers to such refreshments, as Christ affords

an opening soul. A stranger does not enter into his joy. Such fare does

Cbrist provide as will not only satisfy but get a stomach, such as will not

only continue life where it is, but raise to life where it is not. Such as

taste of it shall never see death : hidden manna, angels' food, bread from
heaven, the fruit of the tree of life which grows in the midst of the paradise

of God. Adam longed to taste it, but then it was forbidden ; now Christ

brings it into the soul that opens. Himself is the tree of life, Rev. xxii. 2.

He comes into thee that thy soul may taste him and live for ever, John
vi. 31, 32, 33, 35. The virtue of this provision is everlasting, it far

exceeds the manna in the wilderness ; that did preserve life for a season,

but it could not secure from death. But he that feeds on this can never

die, not spiritually, not eternally, ver. 47, 48, &c. It is called water, but

it is water of life ; he that tastes but a drop shall find it become an ever-

lasting spring in his soul. He that tastes it need not thirst after carnal re-

freshments ; he need not go to the world, to the creatures, to araw, this shall

satisfy him for ever. So Christ tells the woman, John iv. 10, 13, 14. He
will let thee drink of the pure river of the water of life, clear as crystal,

which proceeds out of the throne of God and of the Lamb. What think ye
of this manna, of the fountain- of the tree of life, of that water that proceeds

out of the throne of God ? Is not this worth your opening ? Would you
taste of those grapes that grow in heaven, those fruits which grow in the

land of promise ? And now, when you are in this dry and barren wilder-

ness, does thy soul long to taste of those dainties which that city affords,

whose maker and builder is God ? Why, Christ offers this ; he that opens

to him shall sup with him He will set before thee some clusters of those

grapes which grow in Canaan. He will give thee the first fruits of heaven.

Thou shalt have some taste of the pleasures of his father's house. Here
are rarities indeed ; the world knows them not, and will not believe them.

But those that have opened to Christ know what I say. They are hidden

enjoyments, Rev. ii. 17 ; the earnest of the Spirit, the peace of God, the

riches of assurance, the joy that is unspeakable and glorious, the hidden

manna, the water of life. These are enjoyments that differ but in degree

from those in heaven. And those that open to Christ, that sup with him,

do taste of some or all these.

5. Familiarity. Christ will deal familiarly with thee as with an intimate

friend. We take it as a great argument of intimate friendship when one
will say to another, I will come and sup with thee. When David would
aggravate the disloyalty of Ahithophel, he does it in these terms, ' It was
thou, my familiar.' And how was he his familiar ? Why, it was ' he that

ate bread with me,' Psa. xli. 9. Thou hast been a stranger to Christ, lived

without him in the world, at a great distance from him. Thy hatred of

him and rebellions against him have provoked him to shew himself an

enemy ; but now he is upon terms of kindness and friendship with thee : if

thou wilt open, he will come and sup with thee. The mighty God, the

Prince of the kings of the earth, will stoop so low as to shew himself kind

to thee. When David would express the remembrance of a friend to

Jonathan, he thus expresses himself, 2 Sam. ix. 3. It was an exceeding

great kindness, the kindness of God, that David would shew. And how
does he shew this kindness ? see ver. 7. ' Thou shalt eat bread at my
table.' This is it, and more than this, that Christ offers; if a sinner will

open, he will shew the kindness of God to him, a wonderful, an exceed-

* Qu. ' fruit ' ?—Ed.
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ing great kindness. And how ? He shall eat bread with me, I will sup

with him. Oh what intimacy, what familiarity does this denote, especially

when to one far inferior ! Mephibosheth, though a prince's son, was asto-

nished that David should offer him such kindness : ver. 8, ' What is thy

servant? ' &c. Oh, how should sinners run to entertain such kindness from

the King of kings ! How should those that enjoy it wonder at it !
' What

is thy servant, that thou shouidst look upon such a dead dog as I am !'

What kindness, what friendship, what honour ! What is this to me, that

the Lord of glory should come and sup with me ?

6. Complacency. Christ will shew he much delights in the soul that

opens to him. This we learn by their posture at meat, in use amongst the

Jews. They, like the Romans, had beds about their tables, on which they lay

when they went to eat, so that those which lay on the same bed, the one

did rest his head in the other's bosom. So it is said of John, John xiii. 23.

So that when Christ promises, I will sup with him, it is as much as if he

should say, he shall lay his head in my bosom. He that opens to Christ, he

shall have the place of the beloved disciple. So much delight will Christ

take in him, as in one whom he will admit to rest in his bosom. Oh blessed

posture ! Oh happy soul, whom Christ will take so near to himself, whom
he will lodge in his bosom ! Well may it be said of Christ, that his delights

were in the sons of men, when he will shew he takes so much delight in

them, as to lay them so near his heart, to take them into his bosom. Well
may he say, ' As the Father loved me, even so love I you,' John xv. 9.

And yet if he had not said it, what worm amongst us could have presumed,

could have believed a love which seemed so incredible ? As the Father

loves me, &c. There is not an equality, but there is a similitude. And as

in other things, so it holds in this. Such is the Father's love to Christ, as

he is said to be in the bosom of the Father, 1 John i. 18. And such is

Christ's love to thee, such his delight in thee, as if thy heart be opened,

thou art in the bosom of Christ. If thy heart be opened, it is Christ's

banqueting-house, he will sup there. His banner over thee is love, as

Cant. ii. 4. With what delight mayest thou lie down under his shadow

!

How sweet will the fruits of his delight be to thee, while his right hand does

embrace thee, and his left hand is under thy head, thy head rests in his

bosom ! Oh what sensible soul will not be transported to think of this with

believing thoughts ! What delights can the world afford like unto these !

when, as the spouse expresses it, Cant. i. 13, Christ lies betwixt thy breasts

like a bundle of myrrh, and thy head rests in his bosom ! Thus will it be

when Christ sups with thee ; and he will sup with thee when thou openest to

him. Then will he shew as much delight in thee as if thou wert admitted

to rest in his bosom.

Use. Exhortation. 1. To those to whom Christ is come, whom he feasts,

to whom he vouchsafes communion with himself. Be careful to continue

in this happy condition. Be afraid of whatever may provoke Christ to with-

draw, what may interrupt this communion. Be careful to abide in this

blessed fellowship. Use all means to continue this communion with Christ,

that he may still feast you, and you may continually sup with him.

Quest. But what means shall we use to this end, to continue ? &c.

Ans. 1. Make him welcome. Shew by your joy and cheerfulness in his

presence that you count it your happiness to enjoy him. Let him see that

you delight in him above all things, that you prefer him before your chief

joy, that he is the head, the chief of your delights. Set him against all

other things that worldlings rejoice in, Ps. iv. Shew that you count his

presence a sufficient supply of all wants. Christ is better unto me than

VOL. II. G
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friends, children, riches, honours. These are miserable domforts if I taste

not the sweetness of Christ in them ; and there is enough in him to rejoice

me when all these vanish. As too much delight in outward things does

disparage Christ, so does sadness and uncheerfulness in the want of these

things. Say, is not Christ better to me than all these ? 1 Sam. i. 8, 'My
soul shall magnify the Lord, and my spirit shall rejoice in God my Saviour.'

Then do you magnify him when you count otber things small in comparison

of him. Then does your soul rejoice in him when you delight more in him
than in all outward comforts. Thus to magnify him, thus to rejoice in

him, is to make him welcome, and that is the way to continue him with you.

Am. 2. Entertain him. He brings provision enough for you, will you
provide nothing for him ? It is true, indeed, you can provide nothing worthy

of such a guest, but something he expects, and something there is he delights

in and will accept.

When the three angels came to Abraham, how careful, how active is he

to entertain them ! Gen. xviii. It is the Lord of angels that comes to sup

with thee ; oh how careful shouldst thou be to provide that which he loves,

wherein he delights ! Why, what is that ? I will but point at it. It is a

humble, a broken, an upright heart. This he loves, this he delights in.

(1.) A humble heart. A heart humbled in sense of Christ's excellency

and its own vileness. He beholds the proud afar off, but the humble he

beholds with delight, and will delight to continue with it. See what sweet

promises he makes thereto, Isa. lvii. 15. None so precious to Christ as those

that are vile in their own eyes. He that is poor in spirit, though no man
regards him, and though he do not regard himself, the Lord has a special

respect to him, Isa. lxvi. 1. Those that have high thoughts, good conceits of

their own righteousness, parts, performances, the Lord will overlook them, he

stays not there ; it is the humble spirit that he looks at, that he dwells with.

(2.) A broken heart. A heart broken from sin, and broken for sin ; a

heart that melts and bleeds, when it remembers how it has wounded, how it

has dishonoured Christ ; a heart that yields to Christ's motions, and

receives his impressions. A stubborn, stony heart, that is insensible of sin,

that is hardened against the word, that is not moved by all the melting

manifestations of Christ's love, but continues in sinful ways, notwithstand-

ing all the knocks of the word : this heart is an abomination.

Oh, if the Lord have broken your hearts, made them tender, take heed

they be not hardened through the deceitfulness of sin. If you would enter-

tain Christ with that which he loves, give him a broken, a contrite heart

;

this will be more acceptable to him than all sacrifices, than all the rarities

thou canst provide, Ps. li. 16, 17.

(3.) A sincere heart. A true and upright heart. This Christ delights

in. ' Thou lovest truth in the inward parts,' Ps. li. 6. He loves a whole,

an undivided heart. That is a sincere heart that is wholly Christ's. 'Avjg

hi-\i\iyj)i, ' a double-minded man ' he cannot endure ; one that has a heart and

a heart
;
says he has a heart for Christ, when his heart is for the world

;

pretends Christ has his heart, when he has a heart for his lusts. He that

will entertain Christ with a divided heart, divides himself from Christ. He
will not endure the arbitrament of the harlot, ' Let it be divided.' If he

have not all, it is as bad as if he had none at all. Give your heart wholly

to Christ ; if you entertain him with such a heart, he will like his entertain-

ment, it is the way to have him stay with you.

Ans. 3. Let him have good attendance. If you be careless, disrespect-

ful of him, how can you expect his company ! Let every part of your souls

wait upon Christ. When you tender him any service, offer up your souls
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with it. If you tender your outward man, without your souls, in ordinances

where Christ feasts his people, it is as ifyou should bid your servant wait upon
your guest, and withdraw yourself; this is a disrespect. Is not Christ

worthy you should attend him in person ? Take heed of these neglects.

Am. 4. Let him have your company, be always in his presence. If you
depart from him, wander after others, no wonder if he depart from you.

Be always with him. How ? Your minds with him, by frequent thoughts

of him, Ps. cxxxix. 17, 18; your wills and hearts, by inclinations to him,

the bent and tendency of them upwards, a bias leading you still
; your

affections on him, as the most lovely, delightful, desirable object, Ps. Ixxiii.

23, 25 ; and with him in your daily converse
;
by ordering your conver-

sation so as it may be a walking with God : Gen. v. 25, ' Enoch walked
with God,' and so Noah, Gen. vi. 9. Labour to see him, to enjoy him in

all, to act as in his sight, to order all for him, to dispose of all in subser-

viency to him.

2. Branch of the exhortation. To those that have not yet opened to

Christ ; to those who have not feasted with him. You will never have fel-

lowship with Christ, you will never enjoy this happiness, you will never

taste how sweet, how gracious the Lord is, till you admit him. He only

sups with them that open to him. Oh then make haste to open.

Quest. But who are those that have not opened, that do not feast with

Christ, that yet enjoy not fellowship with him'? How shall I know whether
this be my condition ?

Ans. This we will briefly resolve, that the exhortation may be seasonable

and forcible. You may know it,

1. By your appetite after spiritual enjoyments. Those that feast with

Christ have a strong appetite to those spiritual dainties that he provides.

He fills the hungry with good things. Do you hunger and thirst after

righteousness, after holiness, after spiritual knowledge, after a clearer sight,

a fuller enjoyment, of Christ ? You know when you hunger and thirst after

bodily nourishment there is a sense of emptiness ; this emptiness of the

stomach is a pain and anguish to you
;
you are restless till you be satisfied.

Is it thus with your souls in reference to spiritual enjoyments ? Are you
sensible of a soul-emptiness ? Is this your grief, your soul- affliction ?

Will nothing satisfy but Christ, more holiness, nearer communion ? Do
you pant and breathe after this in every ordinance ? Can you truly say,
' As the hart pants after the water brooks, so pants my heart after God' ?

Do you sigh and mourn in the sense of your soul's poverty and emptiness,

Christ's withdrawings and estrangement ? Is this the voice of your heart,
' Oh when shall I come and appear before him ?

' when will he appear, &c. ?

When carnal men think the Sabbaths and spiritual employments long and
tedious, whereas they say, ' When will the Sabbath be done ?

' is it the voice

of your soul, When will the Sabbath come, that I may see him whom my
soul loves, that I may see his face, and hear his voice, and be satisfied with

the pleasure ? &c. Does your soul breathe after Christ in prayer ? Do you
desire the word as new-born babes, &c. ? When you can withdraw from
ordinances, think them tedious, have no more than some faint wishes after

spiritual enjoyments, this argues Christ does not feast with you :
1 He fills

the hungry,' &c. ; 'Ho, every one that thirsteth, come,' &c.

2. By your delight in the presence of Christ, and those spiritual enjoy-

ments wherewith he feasts his people. If he feast with you, you mil take

such pleasure herein, as will dead your affections to unlawful pleasures, as

will moderate your affections to lawful delights. If Christ feast with you, if

you enjoy fellowship with him, the pleasures of sin are rank and unsavoury
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to your souls. Those stolen waters which were formerly sweet, will now
he as the waters of Marah

;
your stomach will rise against those things that

formerly you have swallowed with delight. The word will be sweet to your

taste. Secret prayer, and meditation, all those spiritual duties wherein

Christ feasts his people, will be your delight. The provisions wherewith

Christ entertains you will make you vomit up those forbidden morsels,

wherewith sin and the world fed you. You will not henceforth count them
sweet

;
you will have no more mind to return to sinful pleasures than to

swallow up a vomit, or to wallow with the sow in the mire. If intemper-

ance, good fellowship, uncleanness, unseasonable sports, or any way of wicked-

ness, secret or open, be sweet to you, you may fear Christ is not yet come
to feast with you

;
you have not tasted of those delights which are enjoyed

in communion with him.

3. If Christ feast you, your souls will grow, thrive, and be well liking.

This will be the fruit of these spiritual refreshments
;
they will make you

more lively, strong, active, fruitful, in the ways and acts of holiness. You
will grow in grace, &c.

;
go from strength to strength. Your souls will be

as watered gardens, the fruits of the Spirit will flourish there. Your hearts,

sometimes like a desert, will now be as Sharon ; and that which was a wil-

derness, nothing but weeds, briars, and thorns—worldly, unclean lusts

—

will now be as the garden of God. The spices thereof will flow out : love,

and zeal, and self-denial, and heavenly-mindedness, and contempt of the

world. These will be on the growing hand, you will be outgrowing your dis-

tempers, prevailing more and more against corruption, and increasing with the

increase of God. Oh, but where there is no spiritual life manifested in holy

duties, no strength, no opposition, no effectual resolutions against prevailing

and endeared sins, there is no sign that Christ is come in. Your souls would

be in a better plight if Christ did feast them.

Thus you may know if Christ sup with you. And if the Lord bring these

home to your consciences, the exhortation will be more seasonable. If you
have not yet opened to Christ, if he do not sup with you, oh make haste to

open. To stir you up hereto, consider the misery of those who have not

this fellowship with Christ. If you have not fellowship with Christ,

1. You have fellowship with unclean spirits. These, though you perceive

it not, feast with you, feed in you. The heart where Christ is not, is a place

swept and garnished for Satan, fitted for his entertainment. There is no such
refreshment to Satan in the world as the lusts of a carnal heart. These un-

clean spirits feed rank
;
your sins are their feast ; it is their meat and drink

to have you continue sinning. You cannot provide him any choicer delight

than unmortified lusts. He sups with you till Christ come in. Your com-
munion is not with the Father, but with him who rules in the hearts of the

children of disobedience.

2. You have fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness. Your lusts,

proud, worldly, unclean, revengful, these feed on you, they are always gnaw-

ing upon the inwards of your souls. You feel it not indeed ; no wonder, till

Christ come you are dead. You have seen vermin crawling in, and feeding

on a dead carcase ; this is the very emblem of a soul without Christ. Un-
mortified lusts, like so many vermin, prey upon your souls. The worm that

never dies breeds here ; if Christ come not in and kill it, it will gnaw upon
you to eternity.

3. You can have no fellowship with Christ hereafter. Those that acquaint

not themselves with Christ by entertaining him, by communion with him
here, he will not know them hereafter. If you admit him not, if he sup not

with you here, he will say to you, ' Depart from me, I never knew you.'



MAN'S INSUFFICIENCY TO DO ANYTHING

OF HIMSELF.

For without me ye can do nothing.—John XV. 5.

In the former verses there is a parable. A parable is a similitude ; and in

this, as in others, we have three parts.

1. ngoraais, a similitude propounded, under three notions, the vine, the

branches, the husbandman.
2. 'Amdoaig, the similitude applied, to three parties, the Father, the Sod,

the elect ; Christ the vine, the elect the branches, the Father the hus-

bandman.
3. Exhaie, the similitude expounded and prosecuted, declaring the acts and

offices of the several parties held forth therein : the acts of the Father, the

husbandman, to lop and purge ; of Christ, the vine, to support and nourish

the branches ; of the elect, the branches, to abide in the vine, and be fruit-

ful. It is propounded in part, and applied, ver. 1
;
prosecuted in the rest.

The acts of the Father, ver. 2, two, according to the distinction of branches

:

in respect of the unfruitful, a/getf/s; of the fruitful, xaOdigian; and the instru-

ment by which he doth these acts, ver. 3 ; the acts and offices of the vine

and branches, ver. 4 and 5.

I am the true vine. A vine ; that to my members, which a vine is to its

branches, give them life, strength, fruitfulness.

True. Not vitis sylvestris, a wild vine, either barren, or yielding nothing

but wild grapes ; but a choice fruitful vine.

Husbandman. How he resembles one, appears in the acts ascribed to

him : ver. 2., ' Every branch in me that beareth not fruit, he taketh away

;

and every branch that beareth fruit, he purgeth it, that it may bring forth

more fruit.'

He taketh away, aioit. He detects their hypocrisy, so as they are no

longer accounted branches.

He purgeth, xa.Qa.iget, lops off that which is luxuriant. His instrument,

ver. 3. ; the word is his pruning-hook.

Clean, xaHuohi, hence catharist. Take away the abuse of the word, it is

the same with puritan, they differ but as Greek and Latin. No shame to

be called a puritan, since Christ called his disciples so. It is an honour

not to think one's self pure, but to be pure, whatever others think.
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The acts and offices of Christ, ver. 4, 5, in that word abide.

I abide in you. The vine may be said to abide in the branches, by con-

veying juice, nourishment, whereby they subsist and flourish ; which sub-

tracted, they would be barren, wither, rot, and fall off. Christ abides in

us by his influence, upon which depends our subsistence, life, strength, fruit-

fulness.

The acts and office of professors follow, ver 4, 5, abide in me.

Bear fruit. He urges one by the other. It is necessary, your duty, that

which proves you branches, to bear fruit ; but it is impossible you should bear

fruit, except you abide in the vine. This he proves by the same simile

repeated, ver. 4, and applied, ver. 5. Take the sense of the whole simile,

and both verses thus : the branches cannot bear fruit without the vine ; but

I am the vine, &c, therefore abiding in me yon may bring forth fruit ; but,

on the contrary (which is understood), not abiding in me, ye cannot be fruit-

ful. He adds a reason in the text, ' for without me ye can do nothing.'

Obs. Men without Christ can do nothing
;

or, men out of Christ cannot

do anything : 1 Cor. iii. 5, ' Who is Paul, and who is Apollos, but ministers

by whom ye believed, even as the Lord gave to every man ?' and 1 Cor. iv. 7.

' Who made thee to differ from another ?' &c, Mat. xii. 34. I shall

1. Explain (1.) what it is to be without Christ
; (2.) what is this impo-

tency, cannot do ; (3.) in what sense they can do nothing.

(1.) Without Christ; [1.] without union with Christ; [2.] without

influence from Christ. Unless they be united to, assisted by Christ, they

can do nothing. The first seems to be principally intended ; for it is %w*<s,

not dnu, and yjliou; /J*o\j is as much as yjiiQiGdhng <xt' s/xoD, separated from,

not united to : yet the other is necessary, and indeed inseparable. Where
there is union, there is influence; and where there is acting, there is both.

[1.] Without union. Except ye be in him, as the branch in the vine,

partake of his nature, virtue, &c ; such a union as is held forth in this cup,

a real, intimate, reciprocal, inseparable union : real, not seeming and in

appearance only. There are some who are said to be in Christ, not because

they are so, but because they seem so : ver. 2, ' Every branch in me that

beareth not fruit.' If they had been really in Christ, they had not been

fruitless, nor taken away. Those who seem but to be united, seem but to

act ; to seem to do only, is not to do. He that seems to do only, though he
do all in appearance, doth nothing ; if not really united, he can do nothing.

Intimate. Abide in me ; not by, or near, or with, but in me. Appropin-

quation, conjunction, adhesion, is not sufficient; it must be insition, inhe-

sion, implantation. Many may come near, sit down under Christ's shadow,

join with him, cleave to him, yet be impotent, because without him ; if not

intimately in him, without him, and without him ye can do nothing.

Reciprocal. ' Abide in me, as I in you' ; he in you, and you in him.

Some may be in Christ, and yet not Christ in them. The elect, before

regeneration, may be said to be in Christ ; he is not in them, therefore they

are as impotent as others. They were in him when he suffered, for he

suffered as a common person, as their representative ; even as we are said

to be in Adam, sinning before we had a being, Rom. xv. 12. If Christ be

not in you, as well as you in him, ye can do nothing.

Inseparable. Those are without Chrii-t, who are not sure to be always in

him
;
yet some are said to be in him who may be out of him. The mem-

bers of the Jewish church were in Christ, else they could not be said to be

broken off, Rom. xi. 20 ; but not inseparably. Faith only makes this union

inseparable. They were tied to him by profession, external covenanting, but

broken off for want of faith,— ' they were broken off by unbelief, thou stand-
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est by faith,'—except you be inseparably united, your union is separated

from acting, you can do nothing. This is in the text too. He says not,

he that is in me, but ' he that abides in me.' Separable union is no union
in the sense of the text ; it leaves a man without Christ. To abide in

Christ, and to be without Christ, are opposed in the text as immediate con-

traries ; so that whosoever abides not in him is without him, no medium is

allowed by Christ ; and without him ye can do nothing.

[2.] Without Christ's influence, concurrence, co-operation, ye can do
nothing. Not that general influence only, which is necessary both to the

existence and operation of all creatures ; for without this they would not do

nothing only, but be nothing, sink into annihilation ; this is it by which all

live, and move, and have their being. But that special influence, by which,

as head of the church, he enables those that are in him to act spiritually

and supernaturally, in order to those supreme ends, his glory, &c, this

influence supposes union ; he concurs with none this way but those that are

united to him
; and union without this would not empower any to act ; without

influence, exciting, determining, fortifying, &c.

Exciting. The best principles and habits are as sparks in embers ;
they

cannot burn until they be blown. They are as Peter asleep in prison, will

not rise and walk, though the door be open, till the angel of Christ his

influence awake them. No second cause can move till it be moved by the

first ; not grace itself, though more excellent than the rest. It is a creature,

and therefore dependent, as in esse, so in operari. The apostle thought it

necessary to stir up pure minds, 2 Peter hi. 1. He in so doing was a

labourer together with Christ ; he concurs, co-operates by this influence

;

without it ye can do nothing.

Determining. Souls rightly principled, if not indifferent to good or evil,

yet indifferent to this or that act and object. This indifferency must be
determined, else there can] be no acting ; no determinations but by this

influence. If it could determine itself, it would be independent in acting.

Nothing else can determine it, because nothing can have immediate access

to the soul but Christ, and it is not determinable but by an immediate
influence.

Though much be disputed against this determining influence, by some
who advance the power of nature too much, yet I am forced to close with

it by this reason : every particular act is decreed, Eph. ii. 10, else there

could be no providence ; and how should the soul meet with and be carried

to the same acts that are in the decree, with all circumstances, except

guided and determined to them by this influence ? Our souls are like

Ezekiel's wheels, indifferent to go or stand, to move below, or be lifted up
above

; they are determined to this or that motion by the spirit of the living

creatures, by this influence that acts them. They are like clay in the hand
of the potter, indiilerent to be moulded into this or that form, determined

by the hand and at the pleasure of the potter. Paul's comparison, Rom.
ix. 21, holds, not only in respect of our state, but our actings :

' We are

his workmanship, created unto good works,' Eph. ii. 10. There is a crea-

tion which respects acting as well as being ; a creation unto good works to

walk in them. A pen in itself is indifferent to draw a letter or a figure, or

this or that form of either, the hand of the writer determines it ; if this be

withdrawn, the pen falls and blots. We are such instruments in the hand
of Christ, he can draw what he pleases by us ; but if he withdraw his hand,
his influence, we fall, sin, blot, do nothing, or worse than nothing ; as the

pen draws nothing without the hand, so ye without Christ can do nothing.

Strengthening influence. ' I am able to do all things through Christ
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strengthening me,' Philip, iv. 13 ; therefore able to do nothing without

Christ, 2 Cor xii. 9 ; his strength is made perfect in weakness, Eph. iii. 16,

Col. i. 11 ; we can do nothing unless we be strengthened with might.

(2.) What is this impotency ? In four degrees take its nature and latitude.

[1.] It is a privation of power, an absence, a total privation ; an absence

not in part and degrees only. It is not only a suspension of acts, as may be

in sleep, but an absence of radical power: Rom. v. 6, 'When we were

without strength, Christ died for us ;' Exod. xv. 2, ' The Lord is my
strength' ; nor an absence of part or degrees of power, as in sickness, but a

total privation, an absence of all power: Isa. x). 29, ' He giveth power to

the faint, and to them that have no might he increaseth strength.' Not
such an impotency to act as is in a branch in winter to bear fruit, but such

as is in a branch cut off from the vine, have not the least degree of spiritual

power to do anything.

[2.] It is not only a total privation in respect of power, but it is universal

in respect of the subjects of that power. Every part is impotent, deprived,

and wholly deprived of all mind, will, memory, affections : Ps. cxxxviii. 3,

' In the day when I cried, thou answeredst me, and strengthenedst me with

strength in my soul.'

[3.] It is not a mere impotency only, but an incapacity ; not only want

power, but incapable with any near capacity to receive it ; not only as a

branch cut off, yet green, for that may be engrafted ; but cut off and withered,

no capacity of fruitfuiness, though implanted. The capacity is but either

merely obediential, such as is in stones, to become Abraham's children ; or

at least very remote, such as is in dry bones, to be jointed and animated and
made instruments of vital parts. The capacity is so remote, such a distance

betwixt the power and the act, as nothing but infinite power can bring them
together ; that power which brought heaven and earth out of nothing, calleth

things which are not as though they were ; hence called a creation, ' his

workmanship, created,' Eph. ii. 10 ; 'He that is in Christ is a new creature,'

2 Cor. v. 17, Eph. iv. 24.

[4.] There is not only absence and incapacity, but resistance ; he is not

able, and he is not willing to be able ; without power, and unwilling to

receive it. It is not only a physical, a want of power, but a moral priva-

tion, a want of will ; both unable, and unwilling to be able, and unable to

be willing. Unwilling, ' ye will not come to me,' John v. 40 ; hence on God's

part, drawing, John vi. 44
;

striving, Gen. vi. 3 ; on ours, refusing, Prov.

i. 24, Mat. xxiii.
;

resisting, Acts vii. 51 ; unable to be willing, Philip, ii.

13, 2 Cor. iii. 5. ; we cannot think of being willing.

3. The extent of this impotency in this word oifov, 'can do nothing'

;

(1.) that they would do; (2.) that they should do; (3.) as they ought to

do ; nothing.

(1.) That they would do nothing, [1.] to avoid the least degree of

misery
; [2.] to attain the least degree of happiness.

[l.J To prevent misery, cannot satisfy justice, pacify wrath, avoid the

curse, escape judgments.

First, They cannot without Christ satisfy justice. Justice requires per-

fect obedience ; in want of it, death. That men cannot perform, that they

cannot endure ; it is eternal death, for the penalty is answerable to the fault.

There is something of infiniteness in disobedience, at least objective ; there

must be something of infiniteness in the punishment : punishment is infinite

in weight or duration ; that which is infinite in weight a creature cannot

undergo, it would sink him into nothing, therefore it must be infinite i

continuance. What man is not capable of in weight must be supplied i
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duration. None can satisfy the demand of justice in point of perfect obedi-

ence, therefore all without other provision must die eternally.

The proper act of punitive justice, is to distribute punishment, to inflict

the penalty due to disobedience, according to law. This the law according

to which God proceeds with man, ' Do this, and live ;
' perform perfect obe-

dience, and have eternal life ; and in the negative, ' Do not this, and die ;'

fail in obedience, and die eternally. Now no man since the fall can perform
perfect obedience, therefore justice is engaged to inflict eternal death on all.

Now, lest no flesh should be saved, mercy puts a favourable construction

upon the law
; dispenseth with personal obedience, and accepts of it per-

formed by another, a surety, a proxy ; so that, whereas the sense of the law,

primitive and eternal, is this, Do this by thyself or another, and thou shalt

live
;

satisfy the law by thyself or another, and the reward shall be life,

otherwise thou shalt die ; wisdom concurs with mercy, and finds out Christ

as the fittest person to satisfy justice, both by obeying and dying, as most
able, most willing to satisfy justice and glorify mercy. So that, by the

mediation of these attributes, the rigour of the law is turned into the sweet-

ness of the gospel, and runs thus : he that performs perfect obedience by
himself, or by a mediator, Christ the righteous, he shall live ; he that doth
neither, shall die without mercy.
Now the former is impossible; no man can in his own person perfectly

obey the law and thereby satisfy justice : and none but Christ can or will

be accepted as a proxy, a surety. Therefore, all who are without Christ,

who have not his obedience and righteousness imputed to them, must die

without mercy, and the justice of God is engaged to see it executed.

Justice is as a flaming sword, turning on every side to keep out those

from the way of the tree of life, who approach without Christ his right-

eousness. Justice is our adversary, we must agi-ee with it, give satis-

faction to it in the way, in this life, else it will deliver us to the Judge,

&c, Mat. v. 25, and we shall never come out, because it will never be

paid. Revenging justice, as the avenger of blood, pursues all sinners
;

and there is no security, no city of refuge, but Jesus Christ. Vengeance
hangs over your heads as a sword by a hair, and justice cries, as he to

Elisha, ' Shall I smite him '? And if Christ interpose not, his blow will

fall so heavy as it will sink you into hell.

Secondly, Nothing to pacify the hatred and wrath of God ; all without

Christ are exposed to these, and all the degrees of them. This severe

affection in God is held forth in several degrees, and all of them bent against

sinners without Christ.

Displeasure. Both persons and actions, all in them, from them. He
vouchsafes no pleasing look, thought, word; he frowns, chides, smites, ex-

presses displeasure every way : Rom. viii. 8, ' Those that are in the flesh

cannot please God ;' not they do not, but cannot. And this denotes not

difficulty only, but impossibility: Heb. xi. 6, ' Without faith, it is impos-

sible to please God,' whatever other accomplishments they have, or

actions they do. And why? without faith and without Christ; he is well

pleased in him, Mat. iii. 17, and with none but in him ; no beauty in per-

son, no loveliness in actions, nothing that can please him.
Anger. That is more than displeasure. He that is not well pleased is not

forthwith angry : Ps. vii. 11, • God is angry with the wicked every day.'

No wonder; for everything they do, or speak, or think, is a provocation.

So, as Christ in another case, Mark iii. 5, he looks round about on them
with anger. Hos. iii. 11, ' I gave thee a king in mine anger ;' those things

that they desire are in anger.
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Wrath. Sublimated anger, fury, the accomplishment of anger : Ezek.
vii. 8, ' I will pour out my fury upon thee, and accomplish mine anger

upon thee' ! It flames, burns, and cannot be quenched, Jer. vii. 20. It is

' poured out,' Jer. vii., upon him and all his. The Lord never says, as

Isa. xxvii. 4, ' Fury is not in me,' till you be in Christ. Wrath against

their persons and services, Eph. ii. 3. ' Children of wrath,' bom in it, to

it, it is their portion, a rich portion, a treasury, Kom. ii. 5. ' It abides

on unbelievers,' John iii. 36 ;
' revealed against their actions,' Rom. i. 18.

Hatred. This is more than anger in its height; as Aristotle, it is avlurov,

it is du fiira hwjrfjg. It does (3ovXhs()ui rb jir\ iimi. Anger would make him
smart that is the object of it, but hatred would destroy him. Anger is more
easily allayed or removed than hatred

;
anger shews itself with some grief,

but hatred with delight. God's love runs in several channels, but all his

hatred is carried to sin and sinners. Christ is the Son of his love, and none

partake of his love but in Christ.

Enmity. It is a deadly hatred, such as is betwixt mortal enemies : Luke
xix. 27, ' Those mine enemies,' &c. Traitors, rebels to his crown and

dignity : Rom. v. 10, ' When we were enemies.' No reconciliation with-

out Christ.

Abhorrency. Both we and ours abominable ; more than hateful persons,

Tit. i. 1G ; in works deny him, being abominable and disobedient. Their

services, those which God commanded. Prov. xv. 8, ' The sacrifice of the

wicked is an abomination.' Isa. i. 13, 'Incense is an abomination to me.'

Ver. 14, ' Your new moons and your appointed feasts my soul hateth, they

are a trouble to me, I am weary to bear them.' Isa. lxvi. 3, ' He that

killeth an ox is as if he slew a man, he that burneth incense as if he blessed

an idol ;' and what more abominable '?

None can remove wrath but Christ. Eph. i. 6, He ' hath made us

accepted in the Beloved.' 1 Pet. ii. 5, ' Spiritual sacrifices acceptable

through Jesus Christ.' For his sake God calls them bis people, and her

beloved which was not beloved, Rom. ix. 25. It is he that reconciles,

2 Cor. v. 18, 19. He is the /Xaarjjg/ov, Rom. iii. 25 ; stands betwixt us

and wrath. The law works wrath, Rom. iv. 15 ; he trod the wine-press

alone. He only can make persons and services cease to be objects of

wrath : 1 Thess. i. 10, ' Jesus which delivered us from wrath to come.'

Rom. v. 9, ' Being justified by his blood, we shaU be saved from wrath

through him.'

Thirdly, Nothing to avoid the curse of the law of God. All that are

out of Christ are under the law, and all under the law are under his

curse ; for the law blesses none but those who obey it perfectly, curses

all that fail in the least : Gal. iii. 10, ' Cursed is every one that con-

tinueth not in all things which are written in the book of the law to do

them ! Every one that doth not all things is cursed, and continues so.

It is a cursed state and condition, all in it are cursed, 2 Pet. ii. 14, viol

/.aroLoac. An Hebraism ordinary in the Testament, sons, i. e.

First, Destined to the curse, as Judas, and the man of sin is called ir ;

avwhiiai, because ordained to destruction, 2 Thess. ii. 3. So he is n!£H2
who is condemned.

Secondly, Worthy of the curse, as rsxva ogyJj?, Eph. ii. 3 ; and Son of

peace, vibg hgrivijg, Luke x. 6, dignus pace.

Thirdly, Actually under the curse, as viol puiros, John xii. 36, &c. ; or

ftlii contumacies, Eph. ii. 2, the son of the curse.

Fourthly, Most cursed, as 2 Thess. ii. 3, dv^wro; a.uajn'a;, i.e., peccato

deditissimus, most sinful, most cursed.
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In every place, in the city and in the field, Deut. xxviii. 1G, abroad and
at home, where thou most blessest thyself, it shall enter as the flying roll,

Zech. v. 4, Prov. iii. 33.

In every part, in body and soul, in every faculty and member, knees,

legs, ver. 35 ;
blindness, madness, astonishment of heart, ver. 28.

In every action, Deut. xxviii. 19, when thou comest in and goest out,

ver. 19. The Lord shall send cursing, vexation, and rebuke in all that

thou settest thy hand unto for to do, ver. 20.

In all relations, that which is dearest and sweetest, children : ver. 18,
' Cursed shall be the fruit of thy body.'

In all enjoyments : ver. 17, ' Cursed thy basket and store, fruits and
cattle ;' nay, the choicest blessings are cursed, Mai. ii. 2.

"With every curse, spiritual and temporal, of law and gospel. The law

curses all that want obedience, want works; the gospel all that want faith,

without Christ, without both. The gospel-curse is more terrible, no avoiding,

no repealing mercy ; Christ himself cannot bless when it curses, or leaves

nnder the curse.

Nothing but Christ can remove the curse, for there is no removing but

by bearing ; and no angel nor man can bear it, it would sink all into hell ; not

bear that which is due to one, much less what is due to all. If the Lord had
not laid hold on one that is mighty, the heavy curse had pressed all into

bell : Gal. iii. 13 ' Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the law.'

Eev. xxii. 3, 'There shall be no more curse, but the throne of God and
of the Lamb shall be in it.'

Fourthly, Nothing to escape judgments. This depends on the former.

Justice unsatisfied summons wrath. The curse is the sentence which
justice passeth in wrath, and judgments are the executions of this sentence.

God's dispensations are judgments to all out of Christ. Not simply

afflictions or chastisements (for these may be sent in love, and made
subservient to happy ends), but judgments sent in wrath from a judge,

not a father. There is a sting of vengeance in them till disarmed by
Christ

;
they come to avenge the quarrel of the violated law. All dispen-

sations are judgments ; for, as all the ways of God are mercy to such as

keep his covenant, Psa. xxv. 10, so are they judgments to these. As all

things work for good to them, etiam ipsa peccata ; sic odientibus eum omnia
cooperantur in malum., mala qua fecerunt, quafacere volucrant, qua per alios

jurarunt. No question of those which are evil, malum culpa ct pana. And
it is clear of things indifferent, which receive impression of mercy or judg-

ment from the principle or intention of God in dispensing.

Nay, those things which are good. Immo bona qua fecerunt, in illis non
perseverando ; vel qua non fecerunt, omittendo ; quaque acceperunt gratia Dei,

abutendo. Mercies in themselves and unto others are judgments, because

not in love, nor to do them good. ' Judgment without mercy,' James ii. 13.

No drop of mercy but through Christ, if you take it formally and strictly.

Grievous judgments, spiritual, mZg ddozi/j.o;, &c. Insensible : when cry

peace and dream of mercy, sudden destruction. There is no escaping
judgment but by Christ. He only satisfies justice, he pacifies wrath

;

and, this done, nothing can be a judgment ; their nature, their notion, is

changed.

Obj. But did not Ahab escape a judgment, yet without Christ ?

Ans. It was but deferred, 1 Kings xxi. 29. And but in part deferred,

and but awhile ; the deferring of it was a judgment, through his abuse of
the forbearance.

,
Fifthly, Nothing to deliver from hell ; the accomplishment of the rest.
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He that can deliver from wrath temporal must deliver from this, else no
deliverance.

All are as brands ; must lie in fire to eternity if Christ pluck them not

out. All will be drowned in this deluge of wrath that get not into the

ark ; all must perish by fire and brimstone that get not into this Zoar,

or fly not into this mountain. He only can deliver your souls from
death, &c. ; no name under heaven by which ye can be saved but his

alone, Acts iv. 12. It is Jesus only that ' delivers from the wrath to

come,' 1 Thess. i. 13. No hill, no mountain, can cover from his wrath
that sits on the throne. No man, no angel can secure, only the Lamb.
Nothing but fire and brimstone without Christ ; nothing but weeping and
gnashing of teeth, nothing but everlasting burnings, nothing but shame,
confusion, and utter destruction. It is he that trod the wine-press, there

was none with him, Isa. lxiii. 3. It is he that drank of the brook in the

way ;
' in the way,' Ps. ex. 6, i.e. betwixt men and heaven. A great gulf,

a vast ocean of wrath, curses, judgments, these keep all from heaven, and
would carry all as with a violent stream to hell. Christ, to prevent it,

he drinks of this brook, dries it up, makes the way plain and easy.

But none else can drink it ; none that ever drank could lift up their heads

but Christ : it sunk them. ' There is no condemnation to those that are in

Christ,' Rom. viii. 1 ;
' He that believes not,' is not united to Christ by

faith, ' is condemned already.'

(2.) They can do nothing that they should, good spiritual
;
nothing [1.]

that is formally so, [2. J
dispositively so, that has a necessary connection

with good of that nature.

[1.] Nothing formally so. In general, if they could do it of themselves,

it would not be attributed solely to God, but so it is.

First, Not procure or act any grace. This cannot be done, except it be
given from above : James i., ' Every good and perfect gift comes from the

Father of lights
;

' if from men, it would be from below. Eph. i. 3,

' Blesseth us with all spiritual blessings in Christ;' Philip, i. 21, conver-

sion, faith, repentance, love, hope.

First, Conversion. None can convert himself: Jer. xiii. 18, 'Turn thou

me and I shall be turned,' says Ephraim, who else was as a bullock unaccus-

tomed to the yoke ; and the church, Lam. v. 12, ' Turn thou us unto thee,

0 Lord, and we shall be turned,' else not. There are two acts in conver-

sion : 1. Passive, the work of the Spirit, infusing gracious qualities. It is

properly a work, but metaphorically styled a voice or calling, yet an ope-

rative calling ; also called preventing grace. And by this act of the Spirit

we are united to Christ, before grace, both actual and habitual ; for the

habit is by this act infused, and herein man is become a patient. 2. Active,

where, by the help of the grace received (Christ by his Spirit co-operating),

we turn to God, unite ourselves to Christ, obey his call. That cannot be

done without union to Christ, nor this without influence from him. We
speak of the first, herein we are passive, can do nothing, no more than the

air can enlighten itself without the sun ; for it is called a turning from dark-

ness to light, Acts xxvi. 18, or dead body raise itself; it is called a resurrec-

tion, so most expound, Rev. xx. 6, plainly, John v. 24, 25. It is Christ

that is the resurrection, John xi. 25. No more than the world in a state of

nonenity could create itself, it is a creation, Gal. vi. 15, 2 Cor. v. 17 ; no

more than an infant can beget itself, for it is a generation ; begotten again,

John i. 13 ; no more than a stone can turn itself into flesh, Ezek. xxxvi. 26,

and xi. 19.

Secondly, Faith. Cannot believe. This we have by Christ : Philip, i. 19,
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• To you it is given in the behalf of Christ, not only to believe,' &c. No-

thing must be attributed to us : Eph. ii., ' Through faith, not of ourselves
;

it is the gift of God.' All must be attributed to Christ : Heb. xii. 2, he is 'the

author and finisher.' It is the gift of God indeed, may some say, but man

may contribute something to obtain it ; as riches are his gift, &c. No, says the

apostle, it is so his gift as not of ourselves. But though all in faith be not,

yet some part. No, it is all from Christ ; he is the author and finisher.

1 Cor. xii. 3, 'No man calls Jesus Lord, but by help of the Holy Ghost.'

But (may be) all men are not excluded, such only as are sottish, brutish,

improve not nature and reason. No ; all are excluded, says Christ : John

vi. 44, ' No man comes to me except the Father draw.' Every man

must be drawn, or else none will come, will believe ; for coming is believing,

John vi. 35. But (may be) this drawing is but suasion, some such act in

God as supposes power in man to believe, if the duty be but declared and

urged with moving arguments. No, it is a powerful drawing; God puts

forth an infinite power in drawing. So impotent, so averse is every man to

faith, as nothing can prevail but the working of the exceeding greatness of

his mighty power ; as great, as mighty as was requisite to raise Christ from

the dead, and set him at his right hand, in despite of all the opposition that

principalities and powers could make, Eph. i. 19, 20.

Thirdly, Repentance. Man, without Christ, cannot repent: Acts v. 31,

' Him has God exalted to be a prince and a Saviour, to give repentance.' It

is Christ's gift. He gives it as a prince ; to none, therefore, but his sub-

jects, those who are in his kingdom, those in whom he rules.

Nothing can draw men to repentance but the regal power of Christ, that

power which he exercises at God's right hand. For the acts of repentance

are hatred of sin, sorrow for it, resolution to forsake it, and endeavour its

ruin. Now sin is so transcendently dear, lovely, and delightful to a man out

of Christ, as nothing but an infinite power can draw him to these acts. He
loves it, delights in it more than anything in heaven and earth.

More than liberty. He gives up himself wholly, willingly to be its ser-

vant, its slave ; when the jubilee is proclaimed, will have his ear bored.

More than time, strength, health, riches
;
spends all these upon sin. Ex-

perience tells us he is prodigal of these in whoredom, drunkenness.

More than his own body, members of it. Lusts are called members, Col.

xii. 5 ; the principal members, eye, hand ; most useful, right eye, right hand.

More than his soul. What is the reason the greatest part of the world

lose their souls ? Because they will not lose their sins to save them. The

Lord makes this proposition, Whether will you lose your souls or your sins ?

The major part by far vote for their sins, and lose their souls merely on that

account.

Sin is a man's self. ' Let a man deny himself,' i. e. his sins. It is

dearer to him than his whole self, body and soul, and the eternal well being

of both ; he will suffer both to be cast into hell, and there be eternally tor-

mented, rather than part with one beloved lust.

It is dearer to them than Christ, the Spirit, the Father, &c.

Now since every man naturally does thus doat, is thus mad upon sin,

what can turn such transcendent love into hatred, such intense delight into

sorrow ? None but Christ his power. What can divorce a man from him-

self ? What can make him with indignation cast away that which is dearer

to him than eye, hand, soul, but the effectual working of infinite power ?

Oh it is a mad, a dangerous mistake, to think you can repent when yon

list, and so defer it to your deathbed. Oh, repentance is not at your beck,

it is the gift of God, and it costs him the expense of an infinite power to
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work it when you are in health, strength, and best disposed. What will it

require when dying ? will you put off such a difficult work till you have no
strength ? think to turn from sin when you cannot turn in your beds ? It

is Christ's gift, and he gives it to few ; to them, before it is given, it is a

peradventure : 2 Tim. ii. 25, ' If God peradventure will give them repent-

ance.' We read not that ever he gave it any at that time but one. Will

you leave your eternal salvation at an if, at a peradventure ? It is ten thou-

sand to one you never repent if you defer it. There is nothing to ground
hopes on, much against it.

Fourthly, Love. One out of Christ cannot love Christ, neither amore
benejicentide nor coinplacentiw Not for what he does ; for no special favour,

no spiritual blessing is vouchsafed but in Christ, Eph. i. ; nor for what he
is, for out of Christ he sees no beauty, tastes no sweetness, though there be

nothing else in him ; he knows him not, he sees no beauty nor comeliness

that he should desire him. Christ is either a stumbling-block or foolishness
;

he never manifests himself but when he comes to make his abode, John
xiv. 21, 23. Nor does he taste any sweetness in him ; none taste the Lord
as gracious but those that come to him as a living stone, &c, 1 Peter ii. 3-5.

He must lie in your bosoms as a bundle of myrrh. No grounds of love,

interest, likeness, love.

Fifthly, Hope. Out of Christ, without hope, Eph. ii. 12 ; Col. i. 27.
' Christ in you the hope of glory.' If you be not in Christ, he is not in you,

and then no hope of glory. All other grounds, civility, morality, external

acts of charity, piety, are but sand, and what then will become of the house?
Mat. vii. 27 ; Job xi. 20, ' Your hope shall be as the giving up of the ghost;'

no lively hope. Christ is the life of it : 1 Peter i. 3, ' Begotten again.'

There is no more hope of heaven without Christ, than hope of a man's life

that is giving up the ghost. Hope in Christ is as an anchor, Heb. vi. 19, 20,

fastened within the veil, i. e. in heaven, upon Christ gone thither for that

purpose, as the high priest into the sanctuary. All other hope is as a

spider's web, Job viii. 13-15. The hypocrite, those who come nearest

Christ, those who seem to be in him, who profess so to others, and some-

times think so themselves, yet because not in him, without hope
; seeming

union, seeming hope. Those that forget God, the proper character of those

who are out of Christ and continue so ; for if they did remember God, how
dreadful, how terrible he is, a consuming fire, a revenging judge, an enraged

enemy, they durst not so continue.

Secondly, Cannot subdue any lust. Jer. xiii. 23, ' Can the Ethiopian

change his skin, or the leopard his spots ? ' &c. These may be painted or

covered, but not changed. One out of Christ may restrain the outward acts,

but not mortify the principle. There can be no formal opposition of sin in

such a one, much less victory. Contrary qualities oppose one another in the

same subject, as heat and cold. In water, the natural coldness strives with

the heat it has from the fire, till it have reduced it to its natural temper;

but when the whole subject is possessed by one quality, there is no conten-

tion. Sin possesses the whole soul, there is no room for grace until Christ

make it ; the strong man armed keeps the house, all is quiet, nothing to

make opposition.

If there were any, yet no hopes of prevailing without Christ, he only is

able to conquer sin ; its power transcends all the power in heaven and earth

but his. All the power of the creatures, the whole world of natural men, are

subdued by it, and made its slaves . Sin reigns over all, the whole world

lies in wickedness, fettered, captivated.

There is more strength in a snint to wrestle with sin than in all the natu-
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ral men in the world
;
yet sin has been too strong for any saint that ever

lived, it has foiled them, they have fallen one time or other.

There was more in Adam, while innocent, to resist sin, than in any saint

since ; for sin has a party within them, so as they are divided, weakened,

and often betrayed by sin within to temptation without. But sin had no

such advantage over Adam, yet it overthrew him.

The angels were far more able to withstand sin than Adam, had more
excellent nature, more capacious of grace, and nearer to God

;
yet sin pre-

vailed against them, cast them out of heaven into hell, transformed angels

into devils, and keeps them in chains of darkness. The devil is as much a

slave to sin as a sinful man is to him, led captive at its will ; sin says to

one, Go, and he goes, &c.

If neither reason, nor holiness, nor innocence, nor perfection, in man or

angel, can resist sin, what power, then, is requisite to subdue it ? Even the

power of him to whom all power is given. It is he that leads captivity

captive ; it is he only that conquered all, and makes his people conquerors.

3. Cannot improve any ordinance, either to God's glory or their soul's

good ; not hear, pray, communicate.

Hear. They are deaf, Isa. xliii. 8, have ears, and are deaf. Compared
to the deaf adder, Ps. lviii. 4, neither can, nor will hear. But deaf, and

stop their ears. So stopped as none can open them but Christ. Isaiah,

prophesying of the flourishing kingdom of Christ, chap. xxxv. 5, says, ' The
ears of the deaf shall be unstopped.' Till Christ open the ear, and by it

enter into the heart, till he speak a quickening, awakening word, all hearing

is no hearing, to no purpose
;
though an apostle, an angel, Christ himself

preach, it is not an engrafted word till it be an engrafting word ; till then

there is no ground to believe but it is the savour of death, 2 Cor. ii. 16.

Pray. How can they call on him of whom they have not heard ? They
cannot call Jesus Lord without the Spirit, 1 Cor. xii. 3 ; sure then they cannot

call on Jesus. ' Behold he prays,' it is said of Paul, Acts ix. 11. He
thought he prayed before, but he did not so in God's account. God couuts

that which you call prayer, without heat and life from Christ's Spirit, to be

vain babblings, a profanation of his name, taking it in vain, no better than

the howling of dogs, Hosea vii. 14. No odour sweet, but what Christ

offers, Rev. viii. 3. It is else an abomination. It is an offering a strange

fire, because not kindled from heaven. It is a wonder ye are not struck

dead, burned, Lev. x. 2. Prayers are a sacrifice evangelical. It is essential

to a sacrifice to be offered by a priest. Christ is the only priest under the

gospel ; those that offer without a priest may expect Uzziah's doom.
Obj. If prayer and hearing be so sinful, it is best to omit them.

Ans. Though a man without Christ be in such a dangerous condition, as

whatever he doth be sin, yet some sins are more heinous. He sins in pray-

ing, but more not to pray; he sins in hearing, but more grievously in refusing

to hear. Those services are so acceptable to God, as he is pleased to

encourage and reward the resemblance of them, as in Ahab, Nineveh
;
may

defer judgments here, and make future torments more tolerable ; while they

use the means, they are in the way wherein Christ works.

Communicate. Out of Christ they do it unworthily. The sinfulness and
danger of that, see 1 Cor. xi. 29, ' eateth and drinketh damnation,' to judg-

ment temporal, or eternal, or both. It is a sign and seal indeed, but a sign

of God's indignation, and a seal of God's curse, and to some a seal of

damnation. Those that are in Christ, eat judgment, if unworthily; those

that are out of Christ, and continue so, eat damnation. God sometimes
inflicts temporal judgments, yea, death itself, on saints: vcr. 80, ' Many
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sleep.' But he will inflict eternal judgments, eternal death on others :

ver. 27, ' Whosoever eat this bread, &c, unworthily, shall be guilty of the

body and blood of the Lord,' i.e. guilty of some such sin as the Jews, who
wounded the body, and spilt the blood of Christ

;
crucify him, or put him

to an open shame. Guilty of high treason against the King of glory, pros-

tituting him in a vile and shameless manner, as Heb. x. 29, ' Tread the

Son of God under foot, and count the blood of the covenant an unholy thing.'

Such communicating is most horrible profaning of the most precious blood

of Christ. Out of Christ ye are no better, in God's account, than dogs and
swine, Mat. vii. 6, Philip, iii. 2, Rev. xxii. 15. When they receive the

body of Christ, i.e. that which represents it, it is cast under the feet of

swine, and his blood given to be licked by dogs. Outrageous sinners, as

much as they can, execute that on Christ which the Lord threatened on
Ahab and Jezebel: ' The dogs shall eat Jezebel,' ' the dogs shall lick Ahab's
blood,' 2 Kings ix. 10. This is to ' give children's bread to dogs,' Mat.

xv. 26. He that comes hither without Christ, comes without the wedding-
garment, Mat. xxii. 11. See his doom, ver. 13, ' Bind him hand and foot,

and cast him into outer darkness.'

4. Cannot remove any spiritual distemper. Darkness out of their minds,

hardness out of their heart, senselessness or terrors out of the conscience,

disorder out of the affections. For the removing of these seem something

like to miracles, and require such a power to effect them, as those acts

which the Scripture relates as miracles, such a power to enlighten the mind,

as at first to bring light out of darkness, or give sight to him that was born

blind ; as much to pacify a terrified conscience, as to still the tempestuous

winds and raging seas ; to mollify a hard, stony heart, as to bring water out

of the rock ; to order the affections, as to joint dry bones ; to make a carnal

fancy spiritual, as to turn water into wine ; to subdue a rebellious appetite,

as to cure the possessed with the raging spirit ; to cast Satan out of the soul,

as out of the body ; to purify the heart, as cleanse lepers.

A miracle is when something is done, 1, ex nihilo ; 2, in suhjecto inhabili;

3, sine mediis propria, ; out of nothing; in a subject altogether indisposed;

without proper means.

Ex nihilo. These are such spiritual qualities as are created, not educed,

e potentia materia, depend not on matter, as the sounder schoolmen.

Suhjecto inhabili. If any disposedness, so remote, as no natural means,

nothing but God, can bring into act. There is a total privation, both of act

and power, proximo, and from such a privation there is no regress to the

habit, but by extraordinary power.

Sine mediis propriis, such as have no native virtue or aptitude to attain

the end, as clay to open the eyes.

The means used by God, 1, have no proper tendency to these ends and

effects ; all they have is by institution. They are not appointed because

they are effectual means, but are fit means because they are appointed.

,

2. They have no efficacy but by divine influence. They have not any

natural virtue in themselves ; what they have is ah extrinseco, from divine

assistance and co-operation. God appointed such on purpose to glorify his

power, and take us off from dependence on means. What virtue in the

foolishness of preaching to make wise to salvation ; in the word to

quicken, regenerate, sanctify ? It was not Christ's word to the dead man,

but his invisible power, that raised him, Luke vii., so to the sick of the

palsy. It is but verhum significativvm of itself, it is factivu/m by co-operation,

signifies something of itself, but effects nothing without concurrence. It is

but a passive, not a co-operative instrument. It works but per modum
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objecti, and an object has no active power per se to work upon the organ
;

it is only an occasion of working, which some force in or about the organ

makes use of (Pemble). Means that have a native power, when fitly and skil-

fully applied, do always produce their effects, but not when hindered by some
extraordinary indisposition. The word, though most seasonably and skilfully

applied, many times works nothing; that which makes it efficacious is absent,

not in itself. Those work always, equally, in all alike disposed, not these.

Therefore these being so like miracles, require an infinite power, cannot be

removed but by Chirst. If there be a dark mind, it must continue so for

ever, except Christ enlighten it. Christ was sent to this end.

3. Out of Christ men can do nothing as they ought. A clear demonstra-

tion. They can do nothing but sin, Enjo, either what they do is sinful, or

if lawful in itself, yet they do it sinfully. Take do in its latitude, as com-
prising thoughts and words, and all sorts of actions, and they are sin or

sinful.

(1.) Thoughts. They are thoughts of iniquity, Isa. lix. 7, yea, the most
provokiug iniquity, abomination, Prov. xv. 20. All, and always, Gen. vi. 5.

(2.) Words. No good word can proceed from an evil heart : Mat. xii.

34, 35,' How can ye, being evil, speak good things ? The evil man, out of the

evil treasure of his heart, bringeth forth evil things.' The fruit will be like

the tree, ver. 33. Ye cannot expect grapes of thorns, Mat. vii. 1G. They
will be vain, idle, poisonous, worldly, or worse. There must be a new root,

a new stock, before there be good fruit ; must be engrafted into the true

vine before the words can be good grapes.

(3.) Acts, all kinds, natural, civil, religious.

[1.] Natural: eat, drink, sleep, sinful. 'What is not of faith is sin,'

Rom. xiv. Applied by the ancients to prove that even eating, and every act

of an unbeliever, is sin
;
though otherwise expouuded now, it is true in this

sense. Heb. xi. 6, ' Without faith it is impossible to please God ;

'
' Whether

ye eat or drink, or whatever ye do, do all to the glory of God,' 1 Cor. x. 31.

There is a command, it is a sin to violate it ; but out of Christ men cannot

avoid ; so far from using natural things spiritually, as they use spiritual things

naturally, to low base ends. Their table is a snare, a sin, what they eat

ensnares them, Titus i. 15. ' Unto them that are defiled and unbelieving is

nothing pure,' not the necessities of nature, not sleep or dreams, even their

mind and conscience is defiled, much more their fancy.

[2.] Civil acts. Those which their particular calling engages to. ' The
ploughing of the wicked is sin,' Prov. xxi. 4. By a synecdoche all their

labours, buying, selling, working, a curse attends all. No curse where no

sin; cursed because sinful. Ornnis vita infidelium peccatum est, says Anselm,

et nihil bonum sine summo bono, i. e. without Christ ; all they have and do.

Hence they are said to live, walk, dwell in sin, they abide in it ; their whole

life, all the acts of it; their whole course, all the steps of it are sin, Ps. i. 1.

Their walking, their standing, their sitting : when they walk, it is in the

counsel of the ungodly ; when they stand, it is in the way of sinners ; when
they sit, it is in the seat of scorners ; or if they scorn not holy ways, they

despise them.

[3.J Religious acts. Those which may plead exemption, if any ; acts of

moral virtues are splendida peccata. Etiam quod virtus ridetur esse, peccatum

est (Ambrose). Nec placere ullus Deo, sine Deo, potest (Id.). Religious

exercises, the sacrifice of the wicked, Prov. xv. 8. Acts of piety or charity,

whatever comes under the notion of a sacrifice, is abomination ; the sweetest

sacrifice, incense, Isa. i. 13, the greatest abomination
;
compared to idolatry,

Isa. lxvi. 3, because not in dependence upon, and in reference to, Christ.

VOL. u. H
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Obj. The saints do sin'in their best services ; their righteousness is as a

menstruous rag ; in multis offendimus omnes, says James ; therefore this

seems not peculiar to men out of Christ.

Ans. It is true there are infirmities, defects, imperfections in the best

;

such as not answering the exactness of the law, requiring perfection, may
be called, and are bewailed as, sins. But there is a vast difference betwixt

their sinning and others', as will appear by a distinction. Acts may be

called, and are, sins, or sinful,—

-

1. Quoad substantiam, or materialiter ; when the act itself, abstracted from
circumstances, is forbidden, as murder and adultery. And in this sense

religious acts, in or out of Christ, are not sins ; for the matter and substance

of them is good and commanded.
2. Quoad circumstantiam , or formaliter ; so that is a sin which is good in

itself, if not well done, out of a good principle, in due manner, for right ends;

for these, though accidental to an act, yet are essential to the goodness of it.

Hence moral ncis plus debent circumstantial, quam substantia. He that fails

in any of these, makes the best act evil : malum est ex quolibet defectu.

These are necessary ingredients to every good action ; and to fail in any one,

divests it of goodness. Now, there may be a double failing: through, 1,

want, or total absence, as of light at midnight, no moon or stars
; 2, weak-

ness, or imperfection, as of light at twilight. We call things irrational that

want reason, as beasts, properly; or that have it, but want the perfect exercise

of it, as children, improperly.

This, then, is the answer : unbelievers want those things that are necessary

essentially to make an act good, therefore their actions are properly evil.

Believers have all the ingredients, but with imperfection, and in weakness

;

therefore their actions are not properly evil, but rather imperfectly good.

Acts are good in themselves in acta si/piato, from the matter ; but in acta

exercito, and as acted by us, they cannot be good, without a good principle,

a due form, a right end ; without Christ, without all these. The want of

any one makes an act evil, much more the want of all. Those that have

not Christ, have none at all ; and so their acts not at all good. Totally

evil, not in the parts ; want essentials, not degrees only; they do nothing as

they ought, because,

1. No .good principle; the stream rises no higher than the spring; not

out of thankfulness, not out of love, nor out of respect to God's command,
nor to the reward rightly apprehended but out of custom, out of design to

gain some temporal advantage ; for the loaves, Mat. xxiii. 14, or to get

applause ; to be seen of men, or out of envy, Philip, i. 15 ; to remove some
incumbent affliction, then seek him diligently, Hosea v. 15 ; to escape hell,

out of fear.

2. Undue manner ; not reverently, diligently, delightfully.

(1.) Irreverently. Not with self-debasing, God-exalting thoughts; with-

out sense of vileness, which is visible in saints in all their approaches ; as

Abraham, Gen. xviii. 27, Isa. vi. 5 ; the publican, who stood afar off ; the

prodigal, unworthy, and the centurion; ' the four and twenty elders fall down,'

Rev. iv. 10. High, awful apprehensions of God, his presence and glory.

Though these may use the words, yet have nothing that answers them in

their spirit, but have rude, common spirits, not as much respect as to an
ordinary man, Mai. i. 14.

(2.) Negligently. Careless, with lips only, not with heart and strength

;

faint wishes, not strong desires, such as that, Ps. lxiii. 1, ' My soul thirsteth

for thee,' &c, and xlii. ; not hk^d)i evssyou.usvTj, James v. 16, operosa, actuosa,

wrought in, possessed with the Spirit. The possessed with evil spirits are
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called evigycv/itvoi. There is a holy possession
;
they have not such attention

as that of the angels, 1 Peter i. 12 ; the same word, craga/curra, Luke xxiv. 12,

John xx. 5, 8. Not such praises as David: 'Bless the Lord, 0 my soul;

all that is within me, bless his holy name.' Their charity not Ka,g6!~vafioi,

Heb. x. 24, but vagdXvsi;. There is a palsy in it, a deadness, a benumbed-
ness; either cold or lukewarm, faint and heartless ; not upon some particular

indisposition, but its ordinary temper.

(3.) Unwillingly. Not willingnesses, free-will offerings, Ps. ex., but as a

tax, grievous ; the more spiritual and heavenly the employment, the more
tedious ; soon weary : Mai. i. 13, ' What a weariness is it ! when will the

Sabbath be done '?
' No delight ; far from David's temper : Ps. lxxxiv. 10,

t A day in thy courts is better than a thousand.' They neglect opportuni-

ties ; little in private or secret duties ; draw back, as from that they have an

averseness to.

3. No right end. This has a strong influence into the goodness of an

act. Non actibus, sed finibus pensantur officio,: not the acts, but the ends,

give weight to a duty.

Not the general ends : 1, not to please God, but rather to please men ;

2, not to glorify him, but to advance themselves; 3, not to enjoy him, con-

tent with duty without God.
Nor particular ends : to satisfy conscience, not to have communion with

Christ.

Obj. But if men, out of Christ, cannot but sin in performing religious

duties, it is best to omit them.

Ans. 1. By way of concession and caution. It is true
;
unregenerate men

are reduced to a necessity of sinning, but it is through their own default.

This is the great misery of that state, the greatest imaginable, that they can

do nothing but sin. But it was man's sin that plunged him into this misery.

God made man upright, and so he might have stood and walked, but he

found out many inventions ; and this is one of them, one of the worst, that

he ensnared himself into a necessity of sinning. If he worship not God,

he sins; because he is obliged to this, both by God's command and his own
being. If he worship God, he sins; because he does it not from good prin-

ciples, in a due manner, for a right end. If he pray not, he sins ; because

he is commanded to call on God, and thereby acknowledge his dependence

on him. If he pray, he sins ; because not with faith, fervency, &c. If he

hear not, he sins, because God speaks to him ; if he hear, he sins, because

he mixes not the word with faith. If he serves not God, he sins, because

God enjoins and expects service ; if he serve him, he sins, because he serves

him not in spirit. If he eat not, he sins, that would be self-murder ; if he
eat, he sins, because he doth it not to God's glory. Sin lies at his door,

let him go backward or foward, he falls into it ; but it was sin that brought
him to it. Now, to neglect duty because he cannot perform it without sin,

when his sin brought him to this exigence, is to add sin to sin.

Ans. 2. In such necessities, where evil is unavoidable, the less evil must
be chosen. If you cannot but sin, it is better to be guilty of the least than
the greatest sins. Now, it is a less sin to serve God amiss than not to serve

him at all ; better to do what ye can than do nothing ; a total omission is a

more heinous sin than an undue performance ; better to offend in manner
only than both in matter and manner ; it is bonum, though not bene. There
is a goodness in the acts performed, their matter and substance is good,

though they want other ingredients of goodness. But omissions are purely

evil, without any mixture of good ; there is more contempt in total neglects,

and so more provocation. You provoke God more by omitting prayer than
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by lukewarm, superficial performance ; and so in bearing. Tbe saints may
allege, ' Tbe men of Nineveb sball rise up in judgment,' &c, Mat. xii. 41.

We may collect tbe nature of tbe sin by tbe degree of the punishment ; tbe

Ninevites' punishment shall be more tolerable, who performed but outward

acts of religion, without iuward affections, than those who would be brought

to neither outward nor inward conformity; therefore omissions are more
provoking sins than outward, though otherwise sinful performances. God,
then (whatever he does now), will render to every man according to his

works. It is better to pray as well as you can (though you cannot as well

as you should) than not to pray at all ; the omission is totally sinful, per-

formance but partially ; that is more wilful, this is in part necessary.

Am. 3. If necessity of sinning were sufficient ground to omit religions

acts, it is so also for omitting natural acts ; if it be a reasonable plea for

exemption from those, it is so also for exemption from these. We cannot

eat, sleep, &c, but we sin, no more than we can hear and pray without sin;

yet these are as necessary for your souls as those for your bodies ; these as

necessary as you are rational, as those as you are sensible ; the necessity

of sinning is equal. Now, since the reason is equal, yet men urge it un-

equally, for omissions in one kind, and not in the other : it is a sign that

sinfulness, urged as a reason to omit holy duties, is but a pretence. The
true reason is, their averseness to the holiness of the duties, not to the sin-

fulness that attends them.

Am. 4. God rewards the outward performance though sinful, but there is

nothing but wrath revealed against omissions ;
Ergo, no reason for it. Holy

services are so acceptable to God, as he rewards the very resemblance of

them, though but obscure. Tbe lively actings of grace are so lovely in

God's eye, as be seems to be pleased with tbe picture of them. It is

manifest in Abab, 1 Kings xxi. 29; and Nineveb, Jonah iii. 10; who had
presently perished but for their outward humiliation ; this procured a

reprieve.

Reasons why a man out of Christ can do nothing.

Want of tbe principle of acting, defect in active faculties and members, no
spiritual action without spiritual faculties, absence of active qualities and
habits. What can a carcase do without a soul ? He wants a soul, spirit.

Or what can a soul do in itself (immanent acts) without faculties ? or in the

body (transient acts) without members? or by these, if altogether indisposed

and disabled to act ? Or what can faculties and members do without active

qualities and habits, since they do nothing immediately but by tbe help and
mediation of these ? To use the metaphor in the text, ' What fruit can a

tree bear without a root ? or a tree rooted without branches ? or by them
broken and obstructed? or branches, if withered, without sap, not qualified?

He that wants Christ wants that which is answerable in a spiritual sense to

all these.

1. Want of the principle of action. The soul is tbe principle of action in

a man, and the Spirit of Christ in a Christian, no act without. What the

soul is to a man, that Christ is to a Christian, all imperfection separated.

Spiritus Christi forma ecclesiee. Gal. ii. 20 : 'Nevertheless I live, yet not I,

but Christ liveth in me.' Even as we say of the body it lives, yet not tbe

body but tbe soul lives in it. The body separated from the soul is dead, so

a man [out] of Christ is dead, Eph. ii. 1, Col. ii. 13. And what can a dead

man do ? Spiritual life is tbe result, tbe issue of the soul's union with

Christ, as natural life of tbe soul's union with the body. Action cannot be

without life, life cannot be without a soul. Every degree or kind of life

springs from a soul suitable ; vegetative, sensitive, rational life, from a vege-
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tative, sensitive, rational soul. Now, as there is a degree of life above these,

a spiritual life, so there must be a soul a degree above these, or something
equivalent answerable to one, and this is Christ, who therefore is said to

dwell in us by faith ; tbis is the copula, and he is said to be our life, John
xiv. 6, Col. iii. 4, and to give life, John vi. 33, to quicken, &c, so that he
is a soul virtually though not formally ; as necessary to the life and activity

of a Christian as the soul to the life and actings of a man. No action with-

out life, no life without a soul ; neither without Christ.

2. Defect of faculties and members, the instruments of action. A man out
of Christ wants spiritual faculties. He is wholly what Paul complains of in

part, carnal, Rom. vii. 14. ' The carnal mind is enmity,' Rom. viii. 7 ;

not only enmity but impotency, 1 Cor. ii. 14. No more apprehend spiri-

tuals than a blind man can see colours, therefore called blind, Rev. iii. 17

;

Isa. xliii. 8, ' Bring forth the blind people that have eyes.' Eyes they
have indeed, but see not ; for, being constantly fixed on lower objects, they
can no more see spiritual objects than one eye can see both heaven and
earth at once.

And as they want the prime spiritual knowing faculty, so the prime spiri-

tual moving faculty. The will is carnal, there is a foreskin of carnalness

upon tbe heart ; it cannot move spiritually till it be circumcised, Deut.
xxx. 6, Rom. ii. 29 ; Jer. ix. 26, it is old, gross ; Mat. xiii. 15, fat ; Isa.

vi. 10, hard ; Psa. xcv. 8, stony ; Ezek. xi. 19, deceitful ; Jer. xvii. 9,

desperately wicked.

Though they have these faculties, yet they are wholly disabled for, and
indisposed to, spiritual acts. What can a perforated memory retain ? A
sieve can bold no water. What can a seared conscience be sensible of to

the soul's advantage ? It is seared in part as to morals, wholly as to spiri-

tuals. If a body be organised, have members, yet if they be bound,
obstructed, or maimed, how can they act ? Man's faculties are bound, he

is Satan's captive, fettered with sins, loaded with fetters, obstructed, no pas-

sage from heart or head, for active spirits ; there can be no conveyance
without union; dissolutio eontinui, maimed ; the great fall we had in Adam
broke all, put all out of joint. If a particular fall broke David's bones,

Psa. Ii. 8, when he fell but from sense and degrees, but from one storey,

much more this from the height of happiness and enjoyments. A failing

may put one out of joint, as Gal. vi. 1. The word rendered restore, &c, is

to set in joint, xara^-i^n. How can a man walk with his legs broken, out

of joint, or work with arms and hands wounded, maimed ? A deadlv wound
we have by sin ; men out of Christ are halt and maimed, Luke xiv , both

Jews, ver. 21, and Gentiles, ver. 23, mancos claudosque. Nay, considered

without a soul, they are no apter for action than those dry bones in Ezekiel's

vision were fit for motion, Ezek. xxxvii., until the Lord caused breath to enter

into them.

3. Absence of active qualities. As the soul cannot act without faculties,

their instruments, so faculties cannot act without some qualities, which
either concur as causes, or are required as necessary conditions, causa sine

quibus non, without which there can be no acts. The mind cannot discourse

or argue without knowledge, nor apprehend without species, images, repre-

sentations of its objects. The will cannot choose without liberty ; the eye

cannot see without its humours, or any that move without heat. Even so

no spiritual act without a spiritual quality, and no such qualities without

Christ. How can a man believe without faith, or mourn for sin without

repentance, or be fervent in service without zeal, or expect happiness with-

out hope, or affect union to God without love, debase himself without
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humility, or submit in affliction without patience ? These are formal acts,

and cannot be expected but by their proper form, no more than the fire can

burn without heat, or water wet without moisture, or the sun illuminate

without light. It is impossible. There can be no spiritual act without such

qualities, and no gracious qualities without Christ. Spiritual qualities are

spiritual blessings, and the Lord blesses none out of Christ with these, Eph.
j. 3. In Christ, tanquam in capite, unde in membra manant, he that is

not a member is not capable. So in remote imperate acts. How can he

mix the word with faith who hath none ? How can he pray in spirit who
is not spiritual ? How can he sing with grace in his heart

i
who has no

grace in his heart] ? How can he serve the Lord with fear who is void

of fear ? How can he have his conversation in heaven who has no heavenly

mind ?

The soul is not only void of gracious qualities, but possessed with the

contrary ; no sound part from the highest faculty to the lowest. The mind,
quoad apprehmsionem, dull, blind

;
quoad judicium, wavering, erroneous,

prejudiced
;
quoad cogitationem

, vain, unfixed, independent, foolish, carnal.

The memory receptive, retentive of evil, and that only ; the conscience

senseless or desperate, accuse when it should excuse, &c. ; the will perverse,

will when it should not will, rebellious, chooses when it should reject, rejects

when it should choose, yields when it should resist, and resists when it should

submit ; the afLctions misplaced, disordered, immoderate, violent
;
fancy

vain, carnal, brutish, no spiritual light nor holy order, nor due rectitude in

any power of the soul till Christ come into it. Spiritual qualifications are

part of his retinue : when he comes they attend him, when he is absent the

soul is at a loss. Without these it cannot act spiritually, and cannot have
them without Christ.

Use. This informs us of man's misery without Christ. One main design

of the ministry of the gospel is to convince sinners of misery. Man will not

come to Christ until convinced. ' The whole need no physician,' those who
think themselves whole. Survey it as you love your souls, seriously medi-

tate on it, let no thoughts thrust out these. Suffer yourselves to be con-

vinced, be not afraid ; it is safe, if not pleasing. To help you, observe my
former method. This misery is positive, transcendent, perfect, unavoidable,

increasing.

1. Justice u-illbe satisfied. It is as dear to God as any attribute, it is him-

self. God will glorify it, and no way but by satisfaction ; it will pursue

the sinner, as Asahel did Abner, 2 Sam. ii. 19, 21. Is it nothing to be

under the curse, all the curses of the law and gospel, heavier than moun-
tains, more dreadful than all the menaces of men or devils ; under wrath,

fiery indignation, deadly hatred, as the wrath of a king, as the roaring of a

lion ? This wrath is heavier than a millstone about your neck. In danger

of hell, but a step betwixt you and it ! Your life is but a span. How can

a man sleep upon a precipice ? You are not certain of life for an hour, but

sure of hell if you die out of Christ

!

2. Transcendent. More miserable than sensitive and inanimate creatures

;

they act in conformity to God's will, and so declare his glory, and improve

all the strength received to this end. Miserable man acts nothing for, but

all against, God, is always cross to God and his designs. So the best is

worse than the beasts that perish, the happiest more miserable than the

worm or toad.

3. Perfect. Without mixture of happiness real ; no degrees, no pledges,

no hopes, no peace, but through false intelligence, mispersuasion
;

cry

peace, peace, when sudden destruction cometh upon them, as on a woman
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in travail. Inquire of peace, as 2 Kings ix. 18 ; when destroyers are at

hand, Isa. xlviii. 22.

No safely. In the midst of enemies, deadly enemies, above, below,

within, without. God incensed, the devil and all creatures ready to smite

when God gives commission, and nothing suspends it but a provoked and

abused patience. Oh what danger ! Those are his greatest enemies whom
he most trusts and loves, sin and Satan in his bosom ; follows their counsels

who thirst after his ruin ; like Delilah to Samson, like Joab to Amasa,
2 Sam. xx. 9, 10.

No riches. Naked, famishing, yet without money, lie like Lazarus, but

die like Dives ; the state of their souls is like Lazarus's body.

No success. All tends to the ruin of their souls : it is worst when best.

A successful sinner is like a ship carried with full sails against a rock ; all

gales of prosperity do but hasten you to hell, quicken your voyage thither
;

he is but made fat to the slaughter.

No pleasures. None that are truly delightful, but poisoned
;
gilded pills,

please the eye and palate, but poison the stomach, and are bitterness in the

end, as James iii. 8, it is said*of the tongue, ' full of deadly poison.' There

is death in the pot, nay, they are dead already, 1 Tim. v. 6, Rev. xviii. 7, 8.

No 2>le<laes. No relation to God that will afford comfort or advantage ;

not his children, but the children of the devil
;
they are of him as a father,

his offspring, bear his image, receive a portion with him, that which is pre-

pared for him and his angels.

Not friends, but enemies. In league with sin and Satan until in covenant;

lie under the dint of terrible threatenings, Ps. xxxvii. 20, ' The wicked shall

perish,' &c. Wound the head, &c, a deadly wound, Ps. Ixviii. 21; con-

sume as the fat of lambs, because exposed to his wrath, who is a consuming

fire ; Ps. xcvii. 3, ' A fire goeth before him, and burnetii up his enemies

round about.'

Not servants until members. Slaves of Satan, led captive by him at his

will ; servants of sin, Rom. vi. 16, inferior, worse than that which is worst

of all things.

4. Unavoidable misery. They can do nothing for themselves ; heaven

and earth can do nothing, only Christ ; will do nothing until in Christ : it

cannot be avoided but by doing or suffering. To do, is impossible ; to

suffer, is intolerable ; for sufferings of man, to satisfy, must be eternal. It is

an ease in misery to hope for freedom. Here is no hopes without Christ,

no promise, no attribute ; faithfulness acts not but in performing promises ;

mercy will not run but in its proper channel, that is Christ
;
power cannot

help without infringement of justice ;
justice is an enemy till satisfied ; wis-

dom has found out no way for satisfaction but Christ, and if God cannot

or will not, how can the angels, saints, or other creatures ? They all say,

as he, 2 Kings vi. 27, ' If the Lord do not help thee, whence shall I help

thee ?'

5. Increasing wrath. Swells bigger and bigger till it overflow. As the

measure of iniquity fills, so the measure of misery, like Ezekiel's waters,

Ezek. xlvii. 3, 4, to the knees, loins, and then unfordable. Adam left a

treasury of misery to his posterity, and every child adds to it, every sin

casts something into it
;
every thought, word, act, is a sin till in Christ.

Oh the multitude of thoughts, what a black account ! You think thoughts

are free, but the Lord has manifested as much indignation against thoughts

as actions. These destroyed a whole world at once, Gen. vi. 5 ; cast angels

out of heaven
;

captivity, Jer. vi. 19 ; Simon Magus, Acts viii. 22
;
indig-

nation at the last day, 1 Cor. iv. 5. Words, you say, are wind, but such
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as will carry into the Dead Sea: Mat. xii. 36, 'Every idle word;' ' By
words ye shall be condemned,' James iii. 6 ; ' The tongue is a fire, a world

of iniquity, sets on fire the whole course of nature, and is set on fire of hell,'

as it is kindled there, so it kindles it.

And acts of all sorts, Rom. ii. 5, ' treasure up wrath.' If the better sort

of actions treasure up wrath, what do the worst ? If, when you call on

God, how much more when you swear and blaspheme ? If acts of charity,

much more acts of intemperance, drunkenness, &c. If, when you hear,

much more when you neglect and contemn the gospel and revile the mes-

sengers of it. If in acts of justice, what in acts of direct fraud and oppres-

sion ? If those cast in a mite, these cast in a talent. Oh misery ! Justice

is already exasperated, ye daily more incense it ; God's wrath is already

kindled, ye daily every moment add fuel to it ; you are already at the pit-

brink of hell, and every hour draw nearer to it, and heat the furnace of

indignation seven times hotter. Better never have been born than live

without Christ ; better you had perished in infancy, than continue out of

Christ ; the longer ye live, the more miserable.

Quest. If it be such a misery to be out of Christ, how shall I know if I be

out of him ? Those that are not solicitous are certainly out of Christ.

Use. 2. Of examination. Try this whether you are in Christ ; come to

this trial as a business of great concernment. It is not a trial for your

estates : you would be careful and solicitous there ; nor for your lives only

:

there you would be attentive, serious. If one should tell you that the

greatest part of this congregation were to be visited, though insensible of it,

with a dangerous disease, those that did not discover it would certainly die,

and should offer symptoms to discover it ; would not every one be fearful,

careful, diligent in attending ? So it is here.

Signs from the nature of the union in general.

1. Separation from that which is at great distance from Christ; nothing

is further distant from Christ than sin ; he that is in Christ is separated from

sin, in judgment, affection, practice
;
judges it dangerous, deformed, bitter,

nothing more, not afflictions, &c. He that thinks sin profitable, lovely,

pleasing, is out of Christ.

Affection. He sorrows, mourns in secret, weeps with a broken heart, as

for an only son, Zech. xii. 10 ;
shame, not in respect of men only, but God,

as against mercy. Fear, not as it brings ruin, but as it separates from

Christ, suspends his influence, &c. Hatred, not anger only ; hate it as sin,

all sin ; seeks its ruin.

Practice. Avoids it, all occasions ; flies from it as from a serpent ; if

once overtaken, seldom twice, with the same sin. He that lives in sin, com-
mits the same sin often, drunkenness, whoredom, Sabbath breaking, cozen-

ing, omission of duties, public or private, is not in Christ. If you are in

Christ, you do not absent from ordinances, frequent bad company. 2 Tim.
ii. 19, the Lord will own none for his, nor should any profess the name of

Christ, much less pretend to union with him, who departs not from all ini-

quity ; from all, quite a great way, from the sight and occasions, Acts iii.

26. It is a blessed fruit of this union to turn from his iniquities, those

wherein you have lived and delighted, 1 John iii. 6, eu co/s/ h/iMfthu, i. e.

non dat operant pecealo. Non simplex actio, sed cum studio et roluptate con-

juncta ; if conscience condemn you of wilful and customary omissions or

commissions, ye need no further inquiry.

2. Likeness. Where there is oneness, there must be likeness. He that is

in Christ is one with him, therefore like him in graces, affections, actions
;

such virtues, and so exercised.
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Virtue. 1 Peter i. 15, and ii. 9, as not of equality, but resemblance ;

contempt of tbe world, self-denial, humility.

Christ contemned the world. The world loved not him, nor he it ; cared

not for him, nor he for it ; the riches, honours, pleasures of it were con-

temptible to him. What do ye most desire, that one thing only or prin-

cipally ? What do ye esteem ? What do ye value yourselves and others

by ? What do you pursue in the first place ? If it be the world, you are

its children, not the members of Christ.

Self-denial. Christ sought not his own will, nor his own glory, John v. 41,

John xiv. 14. What do ye when God's will and yours come in competition?

What is your design, your interests, or his glory ;
pleasing and advancing

yourselves, or honouring him ?

Humility. Mat. xi. 29, those that are come to Christ have learned this. Are

you cross, furious, impa.tient, revengeful, trample on inferiors, despise equals,

undervalue superiors ? Do you make yourselves a rule to others, and con-

demn those who are not of your mind and way, or it may be of your humour ?

Does your humility spring from the lowness of your outward condition,

or sense of sinfulness, misery, spiritual wants, free mercy, unworthiness ?

Do you receive the word with meekness, as new born babes, willing to be

guided, to submit to it ? Acting with delight, do you count it your meat
and drink to do the will of God ? Have you such objects for your affec-

tions as Christ, delight in saints, in soul prosperity ? &c.

3. Propinquity. Union implies this. Those that are far off from Christ

are not in him. Are you continually with him by thoughts ? These pre-

sent Christ to us, and make us present with him. Are thoughts of Christ

more frequent, delightful, consistent than of others ? Is he not in all your

thoughts ? Do ye crowd out these ? Are they strangers, or unwelcome ?

He is most where Christ is most, i. e. in his ordinances, in his banqueting

house, sits down under Christ's shadow with great delight. How are you
affected to the ordinances, praying, hearing? Are they dear, sweet, desir-

able ? Is one day in the house of God better than a thousand, as it was to

David ? Ps. lxxxiv. 10. Do you thirst for the Sabbath ere it come ? And
why? Not for other respects, but Christ's presence? Do you omit wil-

fully, or upon small occasions ? Are they tedious ? Do you complain of

length in others, and curtail yours ? Is idleness or worldly employments
more pleasing ? ' When will the Sabbath be done ?

' Those tbat are

united are always in him, with him, but this union and presence is not

always alike manifested. The sense and comfort of it is to be found in

ordinances, hence esteem, desires : ' When shall I come and appear?' Ps.

xlii. 2, Ps. xxvii. 4.

4. Adherence to Christ. This is included in union ; for it is not a cor-

poreal, essential, or personal union, but rather moral and spiritual. And
this union is better expressed by adherence than inherence ; the soul spiritu-

ally cleaving to Christ, and clinging about him, and a strong tendency to

more intimacy, fear of estrangement and separation. Does your soul cling

to Christ, clasp about him, as ivy about the oak ? If you have no strong

inclinations after him, and resolutions to cleave to him, as in Ruth, chap,

i. 16; if you are not fearful to offend, careful to avoid all unkindnesses that

may alienate from him; if you refuse to hear, or answer not his call, accept

not his invitations, slight his messages, reject his motions, refuse admission

to him, can be content without his company; if anything else will please yon
in his absence, then you are not in him.

f>. Participation of Christ. He that is in Christ partakes of the nature and
influence of Christ, as tho branch of the nature and sap of the tree, Rom.
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xi. 17. A branch of a wild olive, grafted into a true olive, partakes of the

root and fatness thereof, changes its nature, &c. If Christ be in you, there

is such a change, as the Scripture expresses, sometimes by creation, 2 Cor.

v. 17, Gal. vi. 15; by renovation, Rom. xii. 2, Titus iii. 5; by generation,

Gal. iv. 19, John iii. 3; born of God, 1 John iii. 9; born of the Spirit,

John xvi. Is Christ formed in you ? Have you experience of the pangs of

the new birth ? Is there an universal change ? Are old things passed
away, and all things become new,—mind, apprehension ? Can you see

spiritual things more clearly ? Col. iii. 10. Have you a new judgment of

persons, things, state, actions ? Is your conscience tender ? Does it smite

you sooner and more for small, secret evils, such as others make nothing

of? Is your will pliable to good, inflexible to evil? Have you new inten-

tions, resolutions, affections well fixed, moderated to lawfuls ? Is your con-

versation not worldly, sensual, profane, &c. ? Is it such as becomes the

gospel, adorned with the fruits of holiness and righteousness ?

6. Sympathy with Christ. Co-suffering, and sense of his suffering. He
that is in Christ will be sensible of what is done against him. Christ's

sufferings for men are finished, but his sufferings by men are still continued,

blasphemies, reproaches, contempts, opinions and practices dishonourable

to Christ. Those, then, who make Christ suffer, are not in him. Those
who deny his glory, profane his name, contemn his words, slight his

beauty and love, and the expressions of it, desert his ways of truth or

holiness. Those who are not sensibly affected with these in others do not

mourn in secret, Ps. lxix. 9, Rom. xv. 3, prefer it not before their own
credit and interests. But such as are as tender of the honour and in-

terest of Christ, as if it were their own, resent it, as though their own
reputation and interest suffered thereby, are in him.

The ligaments and bonds of this union are uniting graces, faith and love.

Faith unites Christ to us and love unites us to Christ. Christ dwelleth in

us by faith, Eph. iii. ; and we dwell in him by love, 1 John iv. 16.

Love. He that is in Christ loves him ; he that is so near Christ, sees and
tastes that which constrains him to love. This is a sure character of love

which Christ gives, John xiv. 15, 'Keep my commandments.' This is not

only a sign of love, but union : 1 John iii. 24, ' He that keepeth his com-

maudments, dwelleth in him.' Is this your resolution, as it was David's ?

Ps. cxix. 106. When you read and hear as they, Jer. xlii. 5, 6, do you
resolve sincerely what they did but feignedly ? Do you labour to convince

your judgments, make your hearts submit, and your lives conformable ?

What is your custom, after conviction and clear manifestation of God's will '?

Do ye forget, or neglect, run cross to it, put it off with excuses, say, The
Lord is not so strict as you are made to believe; you see none so obedient,

or time enough hereafter, or the Lord be merciful to me in this, [ may Le

saved though I be not so punctual ?

Delight. Ps. cxii. 1, 'Delighteth greatly,' &c. ; as much as formerly in

pursuing carnal designs. Is it your meat and drink to do his will ? or are

his commandments grievous, hard sayings, the land cannot bear them ?

Are all his ways pleasant, those commands that cross your interests, lusts,

humours ? Do you not overlook the least, nor excuse you from the most
weighty, nor waive the strictest ?

Faith. He that is not in the faith, is not in Christ. Now faith, to

describe it in its lowest degree, is a consent to take Christ as God offers

him. He offers him, not only as a Priest, but a King, both as a Prince and

a Saviour. Are you as willing that Christ should rule you as save you ? Do
you desire as truly to be freed from sin as from hell ? Is the filthiness of
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sin grievous, and not only the guilt and damnation of it ? Do you desire

holiness as truly as heaven ; not content with pardon without purity ? Is

the dominion of sin as terrible as its wages ? If you divide what God has

joined in offering Christ, you have not received him ; if you care not for

Christ at all, or desire him only to save you from hell, can be content to live

without Christ all your lives, and desire him only at death to free you from

misery and wrath to come ; if the sceptre, the yoke, the strict ways, the

holy paths of Christ, be not desirable in your account, you have no reason

to think you are in Christ. Resolve this question, If you might be assured

that you should never be damned for your sins, would you leave sin ? Or
thus, If you might be saved without holiness, would you desire holiness ?

Would you follow it ?

2. Characters from metaphors. That in the text, Christ is the vine,

believers branches. By such means as you may discover a branch to be in

the vine, you may know if you be in Christ. There are three signs
;
growth,

pruning, fruitfulness.

(1.) Growth. That branch which grows not is either dead or separated

from the vine. If you stand still, or run round in a circle of duties, without

making any progress, if you grow not better every day proportionably to the

means, mercy, light that you enjoy, you are not in Christ. You hear, that

is better, &c, but are you improved by hearing ? Do you hear with under-

standing, increase in knowledge ? Does your light beget heat, kindle your

affections ? and do you manifest it in your conversation, walking answerable

to the gospel ?

You pray ; but do you pray every day better, more fervently with the

heart, from a sense of spiritual wants, so sensibly and importunately, as one

ready to famish cries for bread, pinched with soul wants, as one fainting for

thirst ? Do you pray more spiritually ; earnest not only for temporals, but

spirituals ; not only to be freed from hell, but to be made fit for heaven ; as

much for holiness as happiness ? You have good motions sometimes, what
becomes of them ? Do you nourish them till they grow into resolutions ?

and do not these end but in endeavours ? and are your endeavours visible

in your life ? Those that are in Christ grow daily in all things, Eph. iv. 15.

Those that grow worse, or not better, or not in the best, in grace, in know-
ledge, from good materially, to good in principle and manner, are not in Christ.

(2.) Pruning, John xv. 2. The husbandman will not take pains to cut

off luxuriances from branches that are withered or broken oil', he prunes only

those in the vine. Has the Father pruned you, cut off all inordinate motions

from your hearts, and acts from your lives, or cut them so as they cannot

grow ? Are all actions exorbitant, such as become not a holy profession,

cut off, separated from your conversation ? 1 Cor. vi. 9-11
;
Eph. iv. 22. Is

all corrupt communication cut off from your lips ? Eph. iv. 29. Not pro-

fane, unclean, deceitful, but good, edifying, gracious. Are sinful thoughts,

projects, reasonings, cut off from your minds '? 2 Cor. x. 4, 5. If in Christ,

all are subject to him, no speculative wickedness, no providing for the flesh,

Rom. xiii. 14, no reasoning against, Christ, &c. Are all inordinate affec-

tions cut off from the heart ? Gal. v. 24. Have you no delight in sin, to

act or remember it, no desire to return to Egypt, no lusting after the flesh-

pots, no love to the world, no more than it hath to Christ ? John xv. 19 ;

Col. iii. 5-9. Are you mortified, crucified, dead to old lusts, take no more
pleasure in them than Abraham in Sarah when dead? Gen. xxiii. 4. Would
you have them dead and buried, not in hopes of a resurrection, but so as not

to rise again ? Are your lusts alive ? Do you act them openly ; or if there

be some restraints upon outward acts, fear, or shame, or other carnal, selfish
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enforcements, do you nourish them in yonr thoughts. Do they live, and
move, and command in your affections? Do covetousness, uncleanness,
intemperance, pride, malice, &c, live within you, though they appear not as
formerly in your lives ?

(3.) Fru.it/ithiess. That branch is in the vine that is fruitful, beareth not
only leaves, but fruit, good, ripe, seasonable, and much. He is only in

Christ that is fruitful, John xv. 2, 4, 5 ; filled with ' the fruits of right-

eousness,' Phil. i. 11 ; 'the fruits of the Spirit,' Gal. v. 22. He that is

fruitful has every grace, and the exercise, the acts of every grace ; both confi-

dence and humility, hope and fear, joy and sorrow, spiritual poverty and
contentment, heavenly-mindedness and diligence in his particular calling,

love and hatred.

Acts. These are actually fruits
;
grace, but fundamentally. Without the

acts of grace you are no more fruitful than a vine in winter. Many acts,

much fruit.

Are you acquainted with the life of faith ; not only faith to make you
alive, but faith to live by ? To live by faith is to make every act of life an
act of faith ; to pray in faith, hear, walk, work, eat in faith ; act it on all

its objects, attributes, offices of Christ, promises, relations, providences,

experiences, functions of the Spirit, the person of Christ ; in all its acts,

recumbency, application, confidence. Do you cast yourselves, and the
burthen of your affairs upon God, and there rest? What then means these
torturing cares and indirect means ? Do you use to apply promises parti-

cularly, do all in the strength of the promise ? And rises it so high as
triumph over dangers, doubts, difficulties ? Can you trust him with all, for

all temporals as well as spirituals, and upon disadvantage ? Do you walk
in fear, as seeing him who is invisible, with awful apprehensions, reverence,

holy abasement ?

Do you act it on all its objects ; not only justice, but glory, mercy, purity,

omnisciency ? Do you fear, not only to suffer, but to offend ; and that be-

cause it is a dishonour, contrary to his pure nature, and a base return for

mercy ?

Love. Do you know the constraints of love ? Is there a vein of love runs
in every act, to make it sprightful and lively ? Do yon hear his voice be-

cause you love him, seek his face because you love him, relieve his members
because you love him, think and speak of him because you love him ? Are
you diligent in worldly affairs because you would be serviceable, and desire

to be serviceable out of love ? Are you diligent in holy duties because yoa
would enjoy him, and desire to enjoy him out of love ? Is your design and
endeavour an act of love, in acts natural, civil, religious ? Are you diligent

in doing, and ready and cheerful to suffer, out of love ? Is it your grief and
affliction that you fall short hereof, and do you count it your happiness to

bo always under the constraints of love, to have vour whole life influenced

by it?

2. Metaphor. Believers are in Christ as stones in a building, whereof
Christ is sometimes called the corner stone, Mat. xi. 42, Acts iv. 11, Eph.
ii. 20; sometimes the foundation, 1 Cor. iii. 11; they are 'living stones,'

1 Peter ii. 4, 5. This affords three characters : 1. stedfastness ; 2. depend-

ence ; 3. uniformity.

(1.) Stedfastness. A stone laid upon a sure foundation in a well com-
pacted structure is not easily moved. One in Christ is stedfast, unmoveable,

not tossed with every wind of doctrine, nor overthrown with every tempta-

tion. Do you yield to sins that have no visible temptation, as swearing ; or

to temptations at the first motion and assault, in judgment or practice ? Are
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you overthrown by weak temptations, such as nature can resist, such as have

no advantage from within ? Do you fall frequently ? Is your life a falling-

sickness ? or do you return to it when temptation returns ? Loose stones

may be removed at pleasure.

(2.) Dependence. Stones in a building depend one on another, all upon
the foundation. Their strength is dependence. Is yours so ? Do you
live in continual dependence on Christ ? Being sensible of weakness to bear

Christ's yoke, do you run to him for support ? In sense of difficulties in

holy actings, sense of your impotency, convinced that no strength is suffi-

cient, but some without, and that only in Christ ; is your constant recourse

to him upon all occasions for it ? Is your life a leaning upon Christ ; as the

spouse ? Cant. viii. 5. Do you make new applications to him in all your

undertakings, sighing after him, resting on him '? Do you do all in his

strength ?

(3.) Uniformity. It is a curious structure, a temple. In such buildings

the stones are uniform ; not one part rough and another polished, but all

regular. Do you make conscience of all sins, all duties, to avoid the one,

to perform the other ? Do you not leave one sin to live in another, gross,

secret, beloved, common ? Do you not do one duty, and omit another, but

do all public and private, and secret meditation, heart-searching examina-

tion, self-judging, secret mourning, strict watch over heart and ways, inward

motions, and outward acts ; not acts of common honesty only, but charity,

by relief, and by counsel, admonition, and reproof ? And acts of piety, do
you not hear only, but attend, believe, remember, meditate, practise ? Do
you not pray only, but watch, trust, expect, and conform your life to your
prayers ? Quicquid Jit propter Deum, ccqualiter Jit. "What is done out of

respect to God, is done equally, uniformly. He that does any part of his

will sincerely for him, out of respect to him, will decline no part of his will,

have respect to all.

Use of Exhortation. To get into Christ.

Motive. The strongest is necessity, here is the greatest. If you do not,

you are most miserable ; if you do, you are most happy.

The misery of not being in Christ appears from the former discourse
;

and further, from ver. 6, ' If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a

branch, and is withered, and men gather them, and cast them into the fire,

and they are burned.'

(1.) Cast forth, b.^aWtrui s'£w. Cast out of God's favour, no good word,

kind look, gracious act ; out of his household, not his servants ; he that

commits sin is the servant of sin. Out of Christ's jurisdiction, not his sub-

jects, but rebels, will not have him for their King ; not his disciples, but

Satan's, will not have him for their Prophet. He will not be their Priest
;

shall they have benefit by his sufferings, who continue to make him sutler ?

Nor shall they partake in his intercession ; he prays for none but those that

are in him, or in the way to him. ' I pray not for the world, but for those

that thou hast given me out of the world,' John xvii. 9.

(2.) Withered, ^uivirai. No beauty, no more than we see in a withered

stick ; no life, dead, alienated from the life of God, Eph. iv. They live the

life of the devil; no leaves, nothing to shroud from wrath, hide from jus-

tice ; no fruit but fruits to death, pernicious fruit, such as endangers the

tree that bears it ; such as Deut. xxxii. 32, ' The vine is the vine of Sodom,'

&c. ; useless, Ezek. xv. 2, 3 ; obnoxious, Isa. v. 4-6 ; and good reason, for

it dishonours God, ver. 8.

(3.) Men gather them, evv&yerui. As men gather dried sticks, so the

devils gather wicked men. As good aDgels are enjployed about saints, so
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the devils about these. They are excommunicated in the court of heaven
from society with angels and saints ; delivered over to Satan, to be ruled

and rewarded by him. He abides in Christ, in whom Christ's words abide.

By the same reason Satan abides in them, because his words, his sugges-

tions abide in them. ' His ye are whom you obey.' There are but two
commanders in the world, the God of heaven, and the god of the world.

He has soul-possession, if not bodily, dwells in them, and acts them: - as

the Holy Spirit acts the saints, so the evil spirits these. Satan ' works
effectually in the children of disobedience.' They are gathered, and bound
over by Satan to the great session.

(4.) Cast into the fire, els <jtjp BuXkira.!. This is the doom, and will

be the end of all that continue out of Christ, barrenness entitles them to it

:

Heb. vi. 8, ' That which beareth thorns and briars is rejected, and is nigh

unto cursing, whose end is to be burned.'

(5.) Burn them, xulirui. Keep them in the fire till they be burned.

Those that continue out of Christ will not only be cast into the fire, but

kept there burning
;
only with this difference from other withered branches,

though they shall be always burning, yet they will never be consumed.

2. The happiness of those that are in Christ. Take all the branches

in one bundle : that expression, ' If you abide in me,' &c, ' Ask what you
will,' ver. 7, ' and it shall be given you,' a large grant as the heart of a man
or angel can desire ; not as Ahasuerus to Esther, v. 3, ' Ask to the half

of my kingdom ;' but what you will, heaven, or earth, or both, and all in

both : if it be good, that is the only limitation, and this does not straiten

the privilege, but enhance the worth of it. That which is not good, is not

worth asking or giving. So the sense is this, ' Ask what you will,' if it be

worth asking, if it be worth giving. Oh the sweetness, the largeness of this

privilege, the happiness of those that partake of it ! This grant, as it is

large, so secure, the best security in heaven, the bond of Christ, his word,

promise, obligation ; no other condition of it but this, ' If you abide in

me.' If a great prince, rich, powerful, should make such a promise,

ask my son, my kingdom, my treasure, all that I have or can do ; how
happy would we think the condition of such a favourite ! Nay, they have

not only this happiness by way of promise, in words, de futuro, but actu-

ally, in hand, in words, de prasenti. ' All are yours, ye are Christ's, 1 Cor.

iii. 23. Interest in him gives interest in all ; union with him, possession of

all. All is an exposition of what ye will. Man's desires are infinite, nothing

will satisfy but all ; therefore Christ, who is determined to enhappy all his,

will satisfy their desires to the utmost, and gives all, all that heart can

desire ;
himself, and all with him.

All that he is, as God ; his attributes, essence, subsistence ; as mediator,

his offices, your king, priest, prophet, and the acts of it ; as man, his mind

;

he is ever mindful of you, you are never out of his thoughts, Isa. xlix. 15.

His heart, his affections, more tender and endeared than in any creature.

Love, ' As the Father loves me,' John xv. 9, John xvii. 26 ; love not equally,

but as truly, really, effectually, certainly, unchangeably. Delight, ' All his

delight is with the sons of men,' Ps. x. 3, Prov. viii. 31. Compassion ; for

this end he assumed our nature, Heb. ii. 17. Joy, ' as a bridegroom over

the bride,' Isa. lxii. 5. Oh what happiness ! Surely this is the joy of

heaven, yet you have it here.

All that he doth. His administrations on earth,' John rvii. 13, 19; his

intercession in heaven, he now lives, &c. It is the end of his life in heaven.

All that he suffered. He was wounded for their transgressions ; and that

he purchased by sufferings, pardon, peace, grace, glory.
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All that he hath, even from his throne to his footstool : Rev. iii. 21, ' To
him that overcometh, will I grant to sit on my throne.' His footstool : Mat.

v. 5, ' Blessed are the meek, they shall inherit the earth ;' 'He that over-

cometh shall inherit all things ;' not only peace, and plenty, and glory, but

his peace : John xiv. 24, ' My peace I give unto you.' His fulness, the

fulness of God, Eph. iii. 19, John i. 16, ' of his fulness.' His glory, John
xvii. 22; his joy, ver. 11. All that he hath in heaven or earth, your

Father, your portion ; the Holy Ghost your comforter, teacher, John xiv. 26
;

the angels your attendants, your guard, Mat. iv. 6, Ps. xci. 12 ; the saints

your brethren, your fellow-members, first fruits, Gal. iii. 28. Ye are all

one in Christ Jesus, part of the same crop with those that are in heaven,

only they are first reaped.

All in earth, 1 Cor. iii. 22, ' or the world, or life, or death, or things pre-

sent,' &c.

All that he is, so far as it is communicable, and you capable ; all that he

doth, or can do, if good for you ;
' no good thing will he withhold from

them' that love him, Ps. lxxxiv. 11, and xxxiv. 10. All the difficulty is,

whether can better judge what is best, God or ourselves. Oh what tempt-

ing happiness is he ! Can the world, or sin, or Satan, promise or secure

such things ? ' Will the son of Jesse give you fields and vineyards ? 1 Sam.
xxii. 7.

Obj. But how shall we get into Christ ?

Direct. The best I can prescribe is shewing the way by which the Lord
brings men to Christ. No man comes except the Father draw him, and he

draws by degrees.

1. Illumination. Opens the eye to see sin, sees it with another light

;

sets them in order before him, shews him the face of his soul in the glass of

the law, the sins of his nature and life ; leads him into every part of his

soul and life, as he did, Ezek. viii., still greater abominations; brings to

his mind sins past, and makes him possess them
;
opens the bag where

they are sealed, lets him see what a woful treasure there is ; shews him
the number and weight, so that he sees cause to complain with David, Ps.

xxxviii. 4, ' Mine iniquities are gone over my head ; as an heavy burden they

are too heavy for me.' Variously in degrees, not alike in all as to degrees.

2. Humiliation under the sense of sin's desert. Sees all the curses and
threatenings bent against him, levelled at him, justice ready to discharge,

wrath hastening justice
;

applies threatenings to himself, the soul that sins

shall die, is cursed, condemned ; conscience is awakened, sensible of the

burden, groans under it ; the sting of guilt pricks his heart, as theirs, Acts

ii. 27 ; conscience is wounded, sometimes so deeply, as ready to faint ; the

burden of wrath lies so heavy, as makes him ready to sink. Hence horror,

a degree of hell ;
fear, a spirit of bondage. Sees himself at the brink of

hell, ready each moment to fall in. Herein the Lord proceeds with some
variety ; all are not humbled alike, some more deeply, some less ; but all

have some sense of their misery, so as to be apprehensive of an absolute

necessity of Christ.

3. Self-renunciation. Benouncing his own righteousness, despairing that

any thing he hath, or can do, will remove this misery, pacify wrath, expiate

guilt, and counting all loss. Men convinced of wrath and misery are apt

to inquire with the jailor, ' "What shall I do to be saved ?' and take up reso-

lutions to pray, hear, &c, hereby to pacify God ; but when he intends

union, he takes away these rotten supports, to make way for Christ ; con-

vinces that nothing he can do is available ; not the fruit of the body, nor
rivers of oil ; not good nature, well-meanings, holy duties ; all are as men-
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struous cloths ; none but Christ. These must be pared off before there be

engrafting.

4. Hope. Though he makes him despair of himself, yet he leaves him not

to despair of God, raises some weak hopes from the mercies of God :
' He

wills not the death of a sinner.' General offers of Christ :
' He came to save

sinners,' to ' seek and save that which was lost,' and why not me ? says the

humbled soul. From examples in Scripture and experience, the Lord par-

doned such grievous sins and sinners, who knows but he may pardon me ?

It may be he will. He cannot, dare not say at first, he hath pardoned, or

will pardon ; but it may be he will. From absolute promises, ' though their

sins be as red as scarlet,' ' I will blot out their iniquities for my name's sake.'

There is some hope concerning this.

5. Desires after Christ. These are virtually faith, when strong, spiritual,

sincere, constant, insatiable. When I desire him, as one almost famished

for bread, as the hart panteth for water, as one under a pressing burden for

ease ; as one dangerously wounded, and grievously pained, for cure ; as one

in danger of death, for life, ' skin for skin,' &c. Let me be poor, if I may
have interest in Christ's treasures ; let me be hated, persecuted of all, if

Christ will pity me, love me ; let me be banished from friends and comforts,

if Christ dwell with me ; let me be nothing, have nothing, if Christ will be

mine ; let God deny me what be will, if he give me Christ ; let him dispose

of me as he pleases for temporals, only let me live, let my soul live. Oh
that I might have Christ, though I suffer, die, go through hell to him !

These bring along with them,

6. Consent to take him upon his own terms. He thinks them propounded
easy, embraces them with all his heart. No terms could be so grievous but

he would accept them ; he closes with Christ, clasps about him, resolves

never to part. This is actual faith, and then actual faith makes us one with

Christ, brings us actually to him.

Use. If those that are without Christ can do nothing, then they are de-

ceived who ascribe to man's will unrenewed, such a power, as to that which

is spiritual and saving, as is inconsistent with what Christ here tells ns.

They say man's will can do much herein, without Christ's special influence.

Christ himself tells us, ' without him he can do nothing,' and the apostles after

him, Eph. ii., Phil. ii. 13, 2 Cor. iii. 5. This is enough to crush that con-

ceit of the power of free will, advanced first by the Pelagians of old, who
were therefore branded, as the enemies of the grace of Christ, and revived in

later times by the Arminians, the Socinians, aud the Jesuits, who all are

zealots for it. And indeed it is of great moment, and of large influence.

Luther called it fundamentum totius papismi, the groundwork of all popery.

The words of Christ in the text are a full confutation of it. I need add

no more to dissuade those from it who are tender of the honour of Christ,

and the glory of his grace, but only to let you understand what it is, and help

you to see into the inwards of it ; for I cannot much fear that any amongst

us will be taken with it, but because they do not well understand it
; pride

in the learned, and ignorance in others, are the great advantages of it.

I will therefore endeavour to open it to you as briefly and plainly as the

matter will admit. The glory of Christ, the interest of souls (who are con-

cerned to give him the honour of his grace) and the vindication of the text

I have insisted on, require this of me.

Free will, in the sense of those who maintain it, is a power in the will to

incline either way, when that which is supernatural and saving is offered as

its object ; a power and freedom in the will to choose or refuse, to yield or

resist, to embrace or reject, as it list. So that this with them is twofold.
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1. To refuse or resist. We say as to this, The will of a natural man may,

and does, resist common motions or offers of grace, but not those that are

special, viz., when the Lord puts forth the power of his grace with an intent

to convert a sinner, then the will does not, cannot resist.

They say when the Lord and the power of his grace has done all that it

can do, all that he is ever wont to do, the will ordinarily does, and always

can resist it ; so that if we will believe them, we must believe that when
the Lord has done what he can, the will can do what it list. And so it

must be free, so far as not to be subjected to the dominion and power of

God ; he cannot rule, or move it otherwise than it list ; if it should be more
than thus subjected to him, it would be destroyed. It is essential to the

will to have a power to resist God, do what he can, unless he would take

away the nature and being of it. This is the true visage of their opinion

(in the first branch of it) ; if you will see it plain and naked, there needs no

dirt to be cast upon it to render it odious.

2. To choose, or embrace. The will, they say, can incline to that which is

spiritually and supernaturally good. They speak not of a capacity, which is

not denied, but of an active power. A natural man, by the power of his

will, as he can reject Christ, so he can embrace him ; as he can resist con-

verting grace, so he can yield to it as he will ; the will can incline itself to

this as well as the other. This is a true representation of their opinion in

the other branch of it. Against which we say,

(1.) This is to deny original corruption (which is the foundation of all

the doctrine of grace comprised in the gospel, for it all depends upon a sup-

posal of the corruption of our natures), for if the will can incline itself to that

which is spiritually good, it is not habitually inclined to evil only, it is not

fixedly averse to supernatural good ; and if we be not so inclined to evil,

and so averse to good, our natures are not corrupted.

(2.) This is to deny the necessity of regeneration, which is the ground of

all the benefits and privileges we have by Christ, the first stone in the struc-

ture, without which none of the other have place, for if the will can incline

itself to spiritual good, it needs not regenerating grace to incline it ; if it can
incline itself to holiness, it needs no inward principle of holiness to incline it.

To solve this (that I may not conceal from you the best they have to say

for themselves) they tell us, the will is not inclined but by the help of grace,

that gives it power. But what is that which they call grace ? Let that be

minded. They say it is a common enlightening of the mind to discern the

object, and a moral excitement or inviting of the will by arguments and
rational inducements. Such grace, they say, the Lord affords to all indiffer-

ently, and it is all that he gives or does to the will of any one in order to

conversion. Those that use this grace right, are converted ; those that do
not, are not.

To this we say, that such grace gives no strength to the will, but supposes
it able already. He that holds forth a light to a man lying on the ground,

and moves him with arguments to rise and walk, does not thereby give him
legs, or strength, but supposes he has these already ; so that his grace, such

as it is, being supposed, still no room is left for original corruption, no need
of regeneration ; nor will Christ be the cause of conversion, the author of

faith or holiness, and the efficacy of his grace shall depend upon the will of

man. Grant the best they can allege, all these absurd and dangerous things

must be allowed, if we will allow their opinion.

[l.j There will be no original corruption. For if the will be corrupted

through original sin, that which helps it must take away the prevalency of

VOL. II. I
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this corruption ; but such a grace as they tell us of, is of no such use or

tendency ; nor do they pretend that it heals the corrupted will, for they

rather freely confess that there is no corruption in the will of a natural man.

[2. J
The necessity of regeneration is for the implanting of gracious quali-

ties in the soul, and especially in the will (that being the principal seat of

all grace), that it may be possessed with the principles of faith, repentance,

holiness ; that by virtue of them it may be inclined to suitable acts ; since,

in every state, the will inclines according to the quality of it ; nor can the

fruit (the acts) be good, till the tree be good. But they do not pretend that

their moral grace does implant any such gracious qualities or principles in

the will
;
nay, they contend there needs no such quality in the will ; the will

can, and does, incline itself without it, and so no need of regeneration.

[3.] This, we say, makes Christ not to be the worker or real cause of con-

version or regeneration, nor the author or giver of faith, repentance, holiness
;

which appears several ways ; for since what Christ does for us this way is

only, as they say, by this suasive or exciting grace,

First, He does not work conversion, but only invite to it ; not efficere, but

suadere. He is not the worker of it, but a persuader to it, and that for the

most part ineffectually ; moves the will so as it needs not to be moved, and

commonly is not ; effects not our conversion or regeneration, but only ex-

cites us to do it ourselves.

Secondly, This way (which is all they leave them) he neither gives the

power nor the act.

First, Not the power, for suasive grace gives no more the power to yield

than resist, but leaves the will, as they say, indifferent. Besides, this exciting

grace supposes a sinner has the power already, and needs not giving, but

only exciting. He that thinks it enough to shew a man his business, and

persuade him to work, doth not thereby give him strength, but supposes he

has it beforehand.

Secondly, He gives not the act or the willingness, for that which gives cr

works the act determines the will, or causes it to determine itself. But this

which they call grace brings it only to the will's choice, and leaves it indifferent

to act or not to act : and so, no more works the one than the other, and is no
more the cause that it acts than that it acts not. They say God will convert

us if we will (neither desires nor promises it absolutely), so that the will must

be from us; but if we be willing we are actually converted, and so the act of

conversion is from us.

(3.) This grace of theirs is given equally to all, and effects no more in one

than another. Therefore Christ, in this respect, is no more the cause of con-

version in these that turn to God than in these who are never converted ; he

works regeneration no more in those that are sanctified than in the unregene-

rate, t. e. he works it not at all, he is no cause of it. He gives faith and repen-

tance no more to those who believe and repent than to those who persevere in

impenitency and unbelief ; he gave faith no more to Paul than to Judas; he

gave repentance no more to Peter than to Simon Magus, i. e. he gave it not at

all ; for he does no more for any than this moral grace will do, and all have

this alike.

(4.) This makes the efficacy of the grace of Christ to depend upon the will

of man. That grace which they say is sufficient, if we will, becomes effectual

;

if we will not, it is of no effect. And so it is ' of him that willeth,' and not ' of

God that shews mercy,' in making his grace effectual, Bom. ix. 16.

To help all this, some of them say there is another sort of grace, which

they call subsequent and co-operating, by virtue of which they would have it

thought that the Lord may be said to be the author of conversion. But this
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latter grace comes too late to be counted the cause of conversion, for, as they

state it, it is not vouchsafed till the will have determined itself, therefore it is

called subsequent. It concurs not with us till we are willing; the determina-

tion of the will is before it in order of nature. None have this grace (accord-

ing to this method) but those who make right use of the former preventing

grace ; and right use is not made of that but when the will yields to the in-

vitation, and gives its consent. Now, when the will yields and gives its

consent, the soul is converted already ; and so this grace which follows such

consent cannot be the cause of conversion, unless that can be called the

cause which is after the effect.

All that can be made hereof is this : the Lord by his grace helps to con-

vert us when we are already converted ; he gives us faith if we believe

beforehand ; he quickens us when [we] are already alive ; he helps us to

rise out of this state of sin and impenitence, when we are already risen ! It

is we that do the work first ; he helps us in it afterward ! If you can

digest this, you may swallow their doctrine.

Thus have I truly shewed you what the patrons of free will hold and
assert in opposition to the text. It exempts man's will from the dominion
of God, it denies original sin, it leaves no need of regeneration, it takes from

Christ the honour of being the author of our conversion, the giver of saving

blessings ; it subjects his grace to the sovereignty of man's will, so that it

shall have no efficacy but as we list.

I need not lay any colours on it to make it look ugly. It detracts from

Christ to exalt nature ; it takes the crown from effectual victorious grace, and
sets it upon the head of free will ; it makes Christ and his grace in a manner
needless, as to the restoring of our souls to life ; it is but little that he does,

and that to no purpose, unless we will. And if we will, we well nigh do it all

ourselves. Thus must we conclude if we believe them. But if we believe

Christ, without him we can do nothing.

Obj. If it be impossible to do anything out of Christ, then it is in vain

to endeavour. If no possibility, why should we hope ? If no hope, no
endeavours

;
despair, or be careless.

Ans. 1. It is our duty to endeavour what is impossible by our endeavours

to attain, so sin has made it ; to avoid all sin, to perform perfect obedience,

to love God with all the heart and strength. It is our duty to endeavour the

continuance of those things we cannot possibly lose
;
Ergo, not absurd to

endeavour the attainment of what is impossible. It was not possible that

Herod should murder Christ in his infancy; yet Joseph used means to avoid

it, fled to Egypt, was so commanded. It is not possible the elect should be

seduced, fall away totally and finally; yet they are to use all means to pre-

vent it. Necessity is a sufficient reason to act without further encourage-

ment. A man in a river, ready to drown, will endeavour to save his life,

though some should tell him it were impossible. There is a necessity where

there is a command from God ; now he requives, it behoves man to do his

duty, and leave the success to God. Secret things do belong to God, Deut.

xxix. 29; things future are secrets, events are future; present known duties

belong to us. If it be not possible to attain happiness by our endeavours

only, yet it is possible to attain it some other way. Do what he requires,

and he will do what is best; leave him to find the way who made it.

Ans. 2. Though one out of Christ can do nothing spiritually good, yet he

may do something preparatory. There are some things attainable by a

natural man, which may be called preparations for Christ. Though they be

not causes, nor necessary antecedents of conversion or union, yet are dis-

posing occasions, and have a probable, though not a necessary, connection
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with these. Those that attain them may miss of Christ, but it is probable

they will not.

This is great encouragement to endeavour
;
they are very desirable, and

withal attainable. It is in his sphere, this should be his palattra. I shall

shew, 1, what these things are; 2, that one out of Christ may do them;

3, there is a probability they will succeed ; 4, if they succeed not to the

utmost, yet they are not in vain.

1. (1.) Knowledge of man's sinfulness and misery by nature out of Christ;

sinfulness of nature and acts; misery, curse, wrath, present and to come.

Knowledge of justice and the law: what that requires and forbids; and of

justice, what it is ready to execute.

(2.) Conviction that he in particular is so sinful and miserable
;
wrought

by application of what he knows in general to his own state : I am the

man who am thus sinful, and therefore who am thus obnoxious to justice

and wrath.

(3.) Sense of his misery. Letting his thoughts dwell so long upon it, till

his heart be affected with what his understanding apprehends ; till the notion

beget affection, some sense thereof, fear of wrath, justice, threatenings, curses,

lest they should be executed, sadness, consternation of spirit, dejection, humi-

liation of heart, and all high thoughts of his good and safe condition cast down,

and himself laid with them in the dust, manifested by sighing under the

burden of wrath, lamenting his sad condition.

(4.) Desire of freedom from this misery, serious wishes to be delivered

from the wrath to come ; not to come into that place of torment, not to dwell

with everlasting burnings.

(5.) Believe that Christ only can free him; no name under heaven but

this. Nothing that himself hath, or can do, or any other for him, can deliver

him ; none but Christ.

(6.) Diligent use of outward means where Christ is to be found : hear,

pray, read, meditate, confer.

(7.) Outward reformation.

These are the preparations. Now,
2. That they are attainable by one out of Christ is evident, because such

a one has all things that are requisite to attain them, which are three : 1, apt,

fit means ; 2, common assistance
; 3, power to use the means.

(1.) He has fit means. Fit, i.e. such as have an aptitude (if made use

of) to work these effects. The word clearly reveals man's misery, and

Christ the only remedy. The word preached, and particularly applied, has

an aptitude to convince of sin and misery in particular; and this seriously

thought of, and imprinted by meditation, begets sense; from this sense

springs desire of freedom, and desires beget endeavours.

(2.) He has common and general assistance. And this is enough (for

these being but common works, do not require special assistance), he has

it; because common assistance, whether by way of motion or co-operation,

is never, or very rarely, denied either to rational or natural agents. If things

requisite to an action be ready, and actually applied, and nothing hinder it

but want of this divine assistance, the suspending of it is a miracle, which

we can never expect. If fire do not bum combustible matter applied to it,

it is a miracle, as we have an instance in Nebuchadnezzar's furnace. If

nourishing meat, received and concocted, do not nourish the body, merely

for want of this co-operation, it is no less miraculous. If the eve, rightly

disposed, do not see a visible object conveniently placed, merely because

divine influence is suspended, it is miraculous. And so if an intelligent

man do not understand a plain discourse, merely because God concurs not,
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it is no less miraculous. And so in this case, if the means, apt in themselves

to work these effects, do not prove effectual, when made use of, if there be

no other reason but want of divine assistance, it is a miracle. There is no
more reason to fear the want of common assistance, than to hope for miracles

;

no more ground to deny that, than to affirm this.

(3.) He has power to use the means; for nothing is required to the use

thereof but the diligent exercise of reason. No man that thus objects will

deny but he has the use of reason, and he cannot deny but he may be as

diligent in the exercise of it about this object as about others. Beading, or

hearing, and meditating on the word, will work the mentioned effects, and

these acts are all within the reach of reason. To do these spiritually indeed

requires a higher principle, but a common and rational exercise of these will

attain these common works. Though without Christ ye cannot act spiri-

tually, ye may act rationally. Ye may hear what is plainly delivered with

understanding, and apply what is spoken in common to your own particulars,

by the use of ordinary discourse, and remember what concerns your souls as

well as what concerns your estate, and work what you remember upon your

hearts, by serious thoughts and meditation ; these acts are in the power of

an ordinary understanding.

What, then, is the reason that when so many enjoy the gospel, so few

reach these common works ? It is not want of means, assistance, or power

to use means ; what then ? It is woful negligence, and wilful carelessness

;

men will not hear, not so much as come ; or if they do hear, yet not so much
as to hear with understanding and remembrance

;
apply it not, keep it off as

that which belongs not to them, or that which they are afraid of; meditate

not, let it nit stay in their minds, nor let their thoughts work on it.

This is the true reason why so many perish without excuse
;
they will not

do what they can, and so provoke the Lord not to do for them what they

cannot. This is the true, the only reason ; others are idle or wicked pre-

tences. And it is little less than blasphemy to accuse the decrees or pro-

vidences of God as the causes, when negligence only deserves to be counted

so. If a man have the use of his hands at command, and meat before him,

would it not seem wicked and ridiculous if he should say he could not take

the meat because he is not moved from above ? When was such a common
assistance ever denied ? You have the word preached, and understandings

capable
;
why do you not receive it ? Is it not plainly because you will not ?

If a man eat, but force his meat out of his stomach before it be concocted,

would it not be both wicked and absurd to say his meat doth not nourish,

because God denies to concur with it, whenas the plain reason is his ejecting

it ? You here receive the bread of life ; but by worldly cares and employ-

ments, you crowd it out of your souls before it be concocted by meditation

;

you stop reason in its working, will not employ it to meditate. It is not

want of assistance, but want of will and care. You will not do what you
can, therefore your destruction is of yourselves; God's justice is clear.

This will stop your mouths at the day of judgment. Whatever the heathens

have to plead, you will have nothing ; but stand speechless, and hear that

dreadful sentence passed without excuse. Will it be a sufficient plea to say

you would not do what you could, because you could not do what you would

;

do nothing, because you could not do all; not do your duty, because you
could not do what he has reserved in his own power ; not obey him in things

possible and easy, because he would not suffer you to entrench upon his

prerogative ? Oh woful plea, which will make your condemnation greater,

and add to your torments ! But, blessed be God, there is yet time to pre-

vent this, and you see the way. Here is matter for your endeavours, you
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Deed not be idle and careless
;
yea, and here is matter of hope too. I say

not, that if a man do what he can, God ought to give him grace, or will

certainly; but only there is hope he will. You need not despair, as appears

in the third answer.

3. Though there be no certainty that these preparations will bring yon to

Christ, yet there is probability they may
;
though the success of these endea-

vours be not certain, it is probable. Men count probabilities sufficient

grounds to act upon, and indeed moral endeavours have no other encourage-

ment; events are uncertain. But in affairs of the world, if there be one

probable way, and no other visible, men never consult whether they shall

take that course, but immediately, without delay, fall upon it with all their

strength. So Benhadad, 1 Kings xx. 81, 32, ' Peradventure he will save

thy life,' &c. ; so the lepers, 2 Kings vii. 4, ' If they save us alive, we shall

live,' &c; so the Canaanitish woman, Mat. xv. 26, 27; all upon very weak
probabilities. There is no certainty physic will cure a dangerous disease;

yet because it is probable, a sick person will take it, though costly and un-

pleasing. No certainty that industry in a particular calling will make rich

;

yet because it is probable, men rise early and sit up late, &c. Here is as

much probability lor your souls, and it is of more concernment, and there

is no other way visible that you can walk in.

The probability rises from many grounds.

(1.) It is God's ordinary way whereby he brings men to Christ. It is a

great encouragement to a poor pilgrim that he is in the ready way home,
though it be possible he may lose it ; there is more hopes he may arrive

there, than for him who never comes near, is out of it, and goes further and

further from it. Those who have these preparations are in th.% way ; those

who want and neglect them are out and wander, what hopes of them ? A
poor prisoner lies in a dungeon many years, and like to do so until he die; a

friend comes and shews him a way by which he may probably get out ; it is pos-

sible the jailor may meet him, and prevent his escape; yet if he try, there is

more hopes for him than those who love their dungeon and fetters, and will not

stir, nor take a lively* course to escape. It is God's way, therefore hopeful.

(2.) It is a sign God is bringing such to Christ; not an infallible, yet a

hopeful, sign, that God will give the end, when he stirs up any to use the

means. It is a sign God intends salvation when he sends the gospel ; but

a more hopeful sign, and that which presages better and more particularly,

when the gospel is improved, made use of by any to whom it is sent.

Those who use the means, though such as have but a probable conncc'ion

with the end, have hopes ; those who neglect them are desperate, have no
ground to think they should attain the end. Shew us some token for good.

There are several tokens : some portend infallibly, some but dubiously and
probably. There is certainty from those, hope from these, neither from others.

(3.) These are nearer to Christ and happiness than others, Err/o, there

is hope. The greatest part of the world are out of Christ
;

yet there is a

latitude, some further off, some nearer. Christ says of one, ' Thou art not

far from the kingdom of heaven,' Mark xii. 34. Some in the confines of it,

some in another world, more hopes for them ; some within sight of a city of

refuge, others beyond Jordan. We may compare the kingdom of Christ to

the temple ; the glorified are in the holy of holies, the saints in the holy

place, these under preparations in the court, there is more hopes they may
get into the sanctuary than those who are in another country or a remote

part of the land. There is more hopes, more encouragement for those

that are nearer to Christ than for those that are further off.

* Qu. ' likely ?'—Ed.
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(4.) These are more fit for Christ, more capable of grace than others

:

these preparations are a comparative capacity, though not absolute, so as

never to miss of it; a material and subjective capacity, though not a formal;

such disposing occasions as diminish the resistance though not abolish it,

more easily reduced : abate something of it, though not quite expel and pre-

vail against it
;
though all easy to God, yet to us some more, some less.

A stone under the instrument of the workman is more capable of a form than

a stone in the rock. The Lord indeed is a free agent, and ties not himself

to preparations or dispositions, works where and when he pleases ; the Spirit

blows where it listeth
;

yet, a vessel in the sea, with sails spread, is in more
hopes to get the advantage of a gale than one sticking in the sands without

sails ; these preparations are as sails spread. The impotent man that lay

at the pool of Bethesda, John v., sensible of his infirmity, though he could

not go into the pool when the waters were troubled, was more likely to be
cured than those who were insensible of their diseases and did not come
near the pool. Those that are thus prepared are sensible, and lie at

the pool, there is more hopes, they are more capable, &c. Here is a capa-

city, though remote, more hopeful than none at all.

(5.) Few miscarry that go thus far, therefore there is hopes ; few go thus

far but go farther, are carried by God to Christ ; few in comparison of those

who go not so far, and of those who go so far and miscarry. The miscar-

riage of some merchants upon the seas doth not hinder others from ventur-

ing, because they see many grow rich thereby ; but if they had no other way
to subsist, though more should perish, they would adventure. We can do
nothing, all for hopes of a subsistence ; when necessity is the greater, the

hopes are more ; it is a duty necessary, not an employment out of choice.

The most successful armies lose some in their conflicts, yet this discourages

not the rest from hazarding all to conquer. We run no hazard here ; we
hazard none if we venture not ;* and few perish in comparison of those who
conquer ; therefore great encouragement to endeavour ; and if you do not,

you are certain to perish, for anything you can do.

(6.) Those that miscarry are the causes of it themselves ; they either

despair, or relapse, or resist. The fault is man's.

Despair is very rare and unusual. The Bible, a history of four thousand
years, tells us but of two, Cain and Judas. Yet there is more hopes of those

that despair, than that senseless presumption affords any ground for, in

which most live and die.

Relapse is the ordinary cause, when those who have gone so far omit,

negligently perform, those duties in the use of which they arrived at such

attainments. They embrace the present world with Demas, choke these

motions, drown the voice of conscience, bestow so much time and strength

on it as leave none for their souls ; return to their vomit, base lusts, sensual

pleasures, bad company, resist the common workings of the Spirit, provoke

him thereby to add none special. The fault is clearly man's, none else can

be accused. God moves not to evil, James i. 13, 14. He is not bound to

prevent these miscarriages or their causes. None can oblige God but him-

self, and he has not engaged himself to anything in nature, or attainable by
it. He cures not these distempers, yet he refuses not, but upon man's pro-

vocation and desert. He resists, or misimproves, or rejects, common grace

and workings: is it not just with God to deny special, saving, irresistible?

None miscarry but through their own default, may blame themselves, not

God ; therefore here is encouragement. If a band of soldiers should be

assured that none should perish but those who run away, or revolt to the

* Qu. ' hazard more if we venture not ' ?—or, ' hazard none if we venture ' r—Eu,
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enemy, would not this be encouragement to fight to the last ? So it is here.

If a merchant should be assured that no adventurers make unsuccessful

voyages but those who use means to sink their own ship, or those who,
repenting their undertaking, return before they arrive at the place whither
they are bound, would not this encourage him to adventure ?

That you may perceive that what I speak concerning these preparations

is far enough from their principles, who advance the power of nature or free-

will, to the prejudice of free grace ;

—

These preparations are not the cause of conversion 'or union, nor neces-

sary antecedents, so that union and conversion should certainly and un-

avoidably follow these; nor parts or degrees of regeneration, &c, though
steps to it ; not gradus rei, sed gradus ad rem ; nor spiritual or supernatural

acts, but such as natural men may do with common assistance, such as is

common to those who never are converted ; nor saving acts, such as pertain

to salvation, or are necessarily linked with it, or with a title to it. Nor do
they give power to a soul to believe, to turn to God, &c, if he will, yea, or
power to be willing. Nor do they oblige the Lord to give Christ or spiritual

blessings to such, either in point of faithfulness, as though he had promised
it ; there is no promise to such of grace to natural acts. Much less in point

of justice, as though there were such worth in these to make it due
;
no,

nor in point of equity, as though it were unreasonable, unequal, or incon-

gruous for the Lord to deny regenerating grace to those who are under these

preparatives. He may do what he pleases for all this; and what he pleases

to do, either to give or deny, it will be highly equal and congruous.

4. Though these endeavours always succeed not to the utmost of what
may be expected and desired, yet they are never in vain ; for preparations

are required and commanded, and industry to attain them is obedience. No
man ever lost by obedience in small things ; it has a recompense in itself

:

behold its reward is with it : there are advantages in it, though none should

follow it. It is better to be in hell obeying than in heaven rebelling. There
is so much sweetness and excellency in obedience, as makes it desirable, and
worthy of our best endeavours, without respect to recompense. What
greater excellency than conformity to the divine will? And there is no true

pleasure in any acts but those that are conformable to it. When Paul says,
' If our hopes were only in this life, we were of all most miserable,' he
speaks not his own, but the opinion of the world. For if there were no
heaven hereafter, obedience would be a heaven, some part of happiness here.

It is true of saints, and in proportion of others.

Yet there are extrinsecal advantages here and hereafter. It is observed

that those who have searched after the philosopher's stone, though they have

not found it, yet in the inquiry have discovered such rare and pleasiDg

secrets in nature, as may countervail their pains and cost. So here, those

that tend toward Christ in these preparatory works, though they find him
not, yet have rewards that exceed their pains. Cyrus had temporal pro-

mises, Isa. xliv. 28, and xlv. 1, 13. Jehu, for his obedience in destroying

idolatry, was invested in a kingdom, and had it established upon his pos-

terity for four generations. Temporal blessings are the proper reward of

temporal obedience. God thinks these below that which is spiritual and
sincere, therefore saints often have not an equal share thereof with temporary

believers : for the future, it has its reward, if not in perfect happiness, yet

in more easy sufferings. ' It will be far more tolerable in the day of judg-

ment for,' &c. If they enjoy not more, they shall suffer less.



AGAINST ANXIOUS CAREFULNESS.

Be careful for nothing.—Philippians IV. 6,

The beginning of the chapter consists of many exhortations. This is one

now read. It has little dependence upon the former, that is obvious, unless

with the two next before it, ver. 4, ' Eejoice in the Lord always.' Those

that have interest in Christ ought to rejoice, and do so always in every con-

dition ; not only when their outward state is plentiful, and flourishing, and

prosperous, but when it is like that of this apostle and the Philippians, low

and afflicted, beset on every side with dangers, and exposed to all sorts of

outward sufferings. They have cause for this joy always, because it is a

rejoicing in God, who is an object that affords constant and continual occa-

sion of rejoicing. If the world, or the most pleasing things in it, had been

the object of their joy, it had been unreasonable here to have called for a

constant rejoicing, it had been impossible to comply with it ; the matter

will not bear it, the world cannot, will not afford constant occasion for it.

It is a variable and inconstant thing, and so are all the enjoyments of it ; if

we have them now, they will be gone ere long, or the comfort of them may
vanish ; if they please and delight us now, they may afflict and trouble us

shortly, and bring us sorrow enough to clash all our worldly joy. But God
is the same always, he varies not with the changes of the world, but is as

delightful and joyous an object in affliction as in prosperity ; we always find

occasion of rejoicing in him, and therefore we may, we ought, to rejoice in

him always. And that they may thus rejoice in the Lord, he advises them,

ver. 5, to carry themselves moderately towards outward things ; not to be

much taken with them when they seem most pleasing, nor to be much
troubled at them when they seem most afflictive ; not to be much exalted

when the world favours us, nor dejected when it frowns and crosses us ; but

to keep a temper, and avoid extremes, either of which damp or disturb

spiritual joy. To emeixhg seems to denote an equal carriage towards the

world, an even passage through it, an indifferency towards the things thereof,

whatever they be ; as those who have their eye so much upon God, and so

taken up with him, as to be little concerned in outward things, and the

little circumstances of this life. The Lord is eyyvg ; can you be much
taken with sensible things when the Lord is so near you ? Can you see

any object so lovely, so desirable, so delightful as he ? Or if afflictions and

Bufferings be near, your condition troublesome, or persecutors powerful and
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violent, yet the Lord is near, a very present comfort, a very present help
in such a time ; he is at hand, ready to secure, or support, or refresh, or

deliver ; to make you gainers, rejoicers, more than conquerors ; and there-

fore trouble not yourselves, be not careful or solicitous, only make your case

known to him, that is all you have to do. He will take care of you and all

your concernments, you need not be anxious about anything, ver. 6.

Obs. The people of Christ should be careful for nothing, /iribiv fuppui&n,
care for nothing, be not solicitously, anxiously careful for anything. As
they need not, so they ought not give way to those cares wbich haunt and
take up the minds of others. It is both their duty, and their privilege, and
happiness. Indeed, there is little or nothing which the Lord requires of us
but tends to our happiness. He shews not only his sovereign authority, but

his infinite goodness, in those things which he enjoins us ; and leaves us

self-condemned and inexcusable if we comply not with his will, since it is

his design, not only to have us shew our subjection, but to make us happy.

All his commands tend thereto, and most of them (and this amongst the

rest) directly and evidently, as will appear in the sequel.

For explication, let me inquire a little into the act and the object; what
we are not to be careful for, and what it is to be careful.

1. For the former. The expression seems universal, but must be under-

stood with that restraint which the Scripture elsewhere directs us to.

Nothing here respects especially the concernments of this present life, the

things of the world and of time. These are they about which we are in

danger to take too much care; the concernments of our souls, the things of

heaven and eternity, we are apt to be too careless and regardless of. The
Lord uses a spur here ; we need quickening, and are in danger to be too

remiss, both as to the end and the means. The Lord calls upon us to take

care of both, and we are to hearken to him accordingly, Deut. xv. 5, Luke
x. 40, Titus iii. 8. Both the end and the way should be minded with great

care ; he excites and stirs us up to this ; but where we are in danger to be
too careful, there he uses a curb ; and this is about the things of this

life, for these he would have us not careful. These are the things in-

tended in the text, and other expressions in Scripture point at them. What
we are in danger of, what we are restrained from, is the cares sometimes of

this world : Mat. xiii. 22, /xs^i,u.va roi aiHovog roirou; and Mark iv. 19, /ihitLvui,

&c, sometimes of this life; Luke xxi. 34, pig/tMU fimrauu, the things which

concern this life while we are in this world, earthly and temporal things,

which are of no longer continuance nor further concernment than our pre-

sent life. Nothing of this nature should be our care, we are not to be care-

ful about any such thing. Particularly, we should not be careful about,

(1.) getting and providing them when we want them, or have them not in

such a measure and degree as we desire. Our Lord Jesus, in that excel-

lent sermon which he made in the mount, insists most upon this ; he 6tays

not so long upon any other particular, and presses it with much force and

variety of argument ; Mat. vi. 25, 31, 34, where the word rendered, ' take

no thought,' is the same all along which the apostle here uses, /ig /ies/.avars,

be not careful, /em) (iegiftYqesri, ye shall not be careful, either for plenty and

superfluities, or for necessaries, food and raiment ; there is no cause, no

reason for carefulness to get either, as he argues admirably, and to the con-

viction of the dullest understanding, and the most distrustful heart.

(2.) About keeping, ordering, or securing them. Martha was too soli-

citous and careful in ordering the affairs of the family. Christ checks her

for it, Luke x. 40. The rich man was careful how to keep his stores ; he

is branded as a fool for his pains, Luke xii. 17, 20, bnhoyigen ev iauri, he
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reasoned carefully, &c. We should not be solicitous and careful bow to

avoid losses and troubles, how to prevent or escape sufferings in our persons

or outward concerns. The apostle in the test probably has a particular re-

spect to this. The condition of the Philippians, exposed to dangers and
sufferings, might make them subject to carefulness, how they should secure

themselves and what they had. And so he thought it seasonable to mind
them of their duty, to be careful for no such thing. The way of man, the

j

way of flesh and blood, is to take much care in such a case. The way of

God lies elsewhere ; make your case known to him, and be at rest.

(3.) About deliverance when losses have surprised us, and troubles and
sufferings are upon us. When this befalls us, a burden of cares is ready to

fall upon us, we are apt to pull it upon ourselves. The Lord would not

have us careful about this, he has better provided for us, Ps. lv. 22 ; and

thus did the three faithful Jews ease themselves of that which would have

oppressed others, Dan. iii. 16.

But are we to be altogether careless and regardless of the enjoyments or

sufferings of this life, and have no more regard of them than Gallio had of

the Jews' concerns ? Must we ' care for none of these things ' ? Must we
be neglectful of them, as the disciples thought that Christ might be, when
in their danger they say to him, Mark iv. 38, ' Master, carest thou not that

we perish ?

'

2. No, do not mistake ; there is some care that is allowed, yea, enjoined

and required, about these things, and there is a carefulness which is for-

bidden and condemned ; and what the one and the other is, we are now to

inquire. It was the second thing propounded for explication of this truth

and the understanding of our duty ; about the act, what it is to be careful

in the apostle's sense, when he forbids it. And herein I shall proceed,

(1.) negatively, (2.) positively. He does not prohibit all kind and degree

of carefulness about the concerns of this life. There is a care which is

lawful and necessary, of which take account in these severals :

—

(1.) We may take notice of our outward condition, and the concernments

thereof ; we may make use of our judgment and reason, and employ and
exercise them in discerning what our circumstances are, yea, and what they

are like to be, Prov. xxii. 3, and xxvii. 12. It is part of Ephraim's censure,

Hos. vii. 9, ' Strangers have devoured his strength, and he knoweth it not,'

&c. We may and ought to mind and observe what we have, and want, what
we have lost or are like to lose when trouble is near, and what we are in

danger to suffer. These, and the like, we are to mind and consider, or else

we are like to neglect those duties which depend upon the notice and con-

sideration hereof, and which the Lord has suited to the several postures of

our outward state. We shall not spiritually improve what is present ; and
all these things being under changes, we are like to be surprised and found

unprepared for what comes next. What care a prudent observation hereof

includes, is lawful and necessary, Prov. xxvii. 23.

(2.) We may have some thoughts about these outward things. Care is

the exercise or employment of our thoughts about this or that, including the

same motions which they have upon our other faculties ; and some thoughts

about these things are needful, and so some care. We may be reasoning,

and advising, and thinking in ourselves of our enjoyments, how they may be

duly preserved and well employed ; of our wants, how they may be regularly

supplied ; of our dangers, troubles, sufferings, how they may be lawfully

avoided, or patiently endured, or fruitfully improved, or seasonably removed.
The apostle censures those who are careless in one of these cases, by which
we may conclude of the rest, 1 Tim. v. 8, if any one, oy Trgovos/ tuv lh'iM\i,
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have not some provident care of his own concerns, as to outward things, he
is far from being faithful.

(3.) We may have some sense of our external condition, such as may reach
our hearts, and some way affect them, make some impression on them : in a
temperate fear or hope, joy or grief, such as arises from the due and mode-
rate employment of our thoughts about the things of this life. The apostle

allows this, only bounds it, as the nature of these things requires, 1 Cor.

vii. 30. And he would not have us insensible of afflictions, as those who
have little or no regard of the hand of God therein, Heb. xii. 5, neither too

great a sense, so as to faint under it ; nor too little sense, so as to have
little or no regard or care, which oXtywgerj, the word there used, signifies.

(4.) We may use lawful means (so we do it lawfully, for measure, man-
ner, and end) about these outward things, to preserve or procure the com-
forts of this life ; to prevent danger, to keep off sufferings, or to be delivered

out of them, we may have so much care, as will make us delight in such use
of means. The Lord encourages it : Prov. xxi., 5 ' The thoughts of the dili-

gent tend only to plenteousness.'

It is not all care, you see, that is forbidden ; what is it then ?

2. Positively. It is an excess of care. It is carefulness, an inordinacy

therein. Which, what it is, and how it may be discerned, 1 shall endeavour
to shew. The former in these particulars.

(1.) When they are too many. The mind is full of them, when not only

some care, but carefulness ; some thoughts, but thoughtfulness ; a fulness

of solicitous thoughts, and thoughtful cares ; when the mind is wholly or

near wholly taken up with them, and little or no room left for better, more
needful, more profitable, more refreshing thoughts, those of higher and
greater concernment ; when more than are needful on any account, more
than the condition of those things requires, or the quality of them deserves.

If we would take our measures by the worth and value of these earthly things,

a little care, a few thoughts, should serve their turn
;
they are of little mo-

ment, and of little continuance, and of small advantage or disadvantage, in

comparison of that which should be our care indeed, and ought to be the

main subject of our thoughts. Our minds are of a better temper, and were

made for higher and nobler purposes, than to spend themselves upon such
low and little matters, and to spin out their strength and spirits in care and
thoughtfulness about them ; there is an excess in giving way so much, and
to so many of them ; it is culpable and forbidden carefulness.

(2.) When they are tumultuous, and put the soul all into a hurry, and hale

it into confusion and disorder. That is the import of the word r-jfia.'^ri,

whereby Martha's carefulness is set out, Luke x. 4.1- fugi,uva; xau r-jsZa^ri

neg! croA/va. When the thoughts about these things are not only too many,
but like a confused multitude in a throng or crowd, where each one pushes,

and troubles, and hinders one another, one can do nothing else when he is

in it, and cannot easily get out. When they disorder, and disturb, and dis-

compose the soul, and render it unfit for its proper work, though of greatest

importance. When they put the soul into a commotion, and make it like

the restless and troubled sea, or a vessel without anchor in a storm. A word
of that import is used by Christ, when he is dissuading from this carefulness,

Luke xii. 29, (iirmeifyefe. Let not your minds be tossed with these care-

ful thoughts, like a ship at drift with the unruly waves. These are thoughts

excessively careful, which disquiet and unsettle the mind, and like so many
billows keep it in a tossing and restless agitation.

(3.) When they are perplexing and vexatious, when they in any degree

reach the mind, and distend it, as is were, upon tenters ; when they divide
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and rend it, as pigi/jiva denotes, the word, by which excessive care is so often

expressed in Scripture. When the mina is anxious, and the heart thereupon

in some pain and anguish, and sadder impressions made thereon than these

outward things, however they go, can be any just ground or occasion of in

those who make account their portion is not in this life, nor any part of their

true happiness in things below.

2. In the next place, let me shew you how we may discern when our cares

are excessive and inordinate, that we may the better know what are for-

bidden, and what we are concerned to avoid, and also wherein we have been

guilty ; that we may both bewail what is past, and be more effectually watch-

ful for the future. We may be sure our care about the things of this life is

excessive, and that is a condemned carefulness ;

—

(1.) When it is more for earth than heaven, more for the outward man
and its concernments than for the soul ; more for things of time, than those

that are eternal. Opposites illustrate one another ; and it is in opposition to

this forbidden carefulness for outward things that our Lord Jesus gives that

rule, Mat. vi. 33. Let this be your first, and chief, and great care ; leave

the care of the other to God. When this is not first, the other is before, or

near it ; and it is excessive indeed when it is either, when not much before

or after it ; when more careful to make sure of a good temporal estate, than

to make our calling and election sure, very solicitous about a good title to

earthly possessions, but take less care about a title to heaven, and interest

in Christ.

More to thrive in the world, and increase in riches, than to grow in grace,

or to get holiness planted and increased, and to get possession of more

heavenly treasure. Very thoughtful about that, but more indifferent here.

Careful of outward health, but more regardless of soul distempers and in-

ward diseases, such as bring it to the gates of death. Curious in trimming

and adorning the body (a little better-coloured clay), spend an hour or more,

some days upon that ; but take less care, and spend less time in ordering

the soul, cleansing that from all filthiness, and putting it into a dress and

posture fit to meet with God, even when approaching him in a solemn man-

ner. When more careful to avoid sufferings than sin, and to keep out of

outward danger than to keep out of temptation, and to secure our estates

from wasting and decays than our souls from declinings and backslidings,

and to be delivered from troubles and afflictions, than to be freed from selfish,

carnal, and worldly lusts. This is a carefulness not only condemned, but

such as to the greatest part of the world, yea, of those who live under the

gospel, is actually damning.

(2.) When it hinders us from enjoying what we have ; when so thoughtful

to get more, or to keep what we have, or to secure it and ourselves from

danger and trouble, will not let us enjoy with quiet and comfort what we
have in possession. He is not like to rest quietly, who, when he composeth

himself to it, has one that is still jogging, or haling him, or making a noise

in his ears. When our thoughts, busy about these outward things, perform

this ill office to our minds, and are still jogging them and buzzing in them,

they deprive the mind of rest, they are then excessive.

If a man lie down, and his lodging be otherwise never so well accommo-

dated, yet if there be thorns in his bed, ho cannot lie easily. The cares of

the world are compared to thorns, Mat. xiii. 22. When our thoughts lay

our minds and hearts in an uneasy posture, and are still pricking them when
they should be at rest, and make our enjoyments as a bed of thorns to

us, there is a lamentable inordinacy in them. When the possession of out-

ward things, which should be quiet and comfortable (else they are not
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enjoyed), is disturbed and embittered by carking disquieting thoughts, here

is excess.

(3.) When it indisposeth us for holy duties ; when we cannot break

through the crowd of these thoughts to converse with God, or, if we do, yet

too seldom, and with difficulty, and then come with souls discomposed, and
these thoughts still follow us. When they should be quite shaken off and
cashiered, they are still crowding in, when our minds should be wholly taken

up with God ; and they are still giving us diversion and interruption, and
call off some part of our souls from him who expects them all, so that they

are distracted and divided when they should be most united and entirely

fixed on him, who will be sought with our whole hearts. They often hinder

us from offering unto God, and when we can get leave of them to bring a

sacrifice, yet these flies seize on it and spoil it. God likes not such offer-

ings, no more than we like fly-blown meat. We come to pray, and when
our minds and hearts should ascend up to God, these call them down, and
carry them another way. We come to hear, and when the Lord speaks, we
should attend him alone, and hearken to nothing else ; but then these come,

and knock, and buzz, and will be heard ; and God, and what he speaks to

OS, is little minded. We set ourselves to meditate ; oh, but our minds are

prepossessed and taken up before with the concerns of this life, and they

will not give way to thoughts of God and heaven and our eternal concern-

ments, or they will mix with them, and make an untoward confused medley

of heaven and earth, God and the world, in one lump, in one exercise.

When these keep us from drawing near God, or from approaching him with

cheerfulness, heartiness, eutireness of mind and affection, or make us come
with our loins ungirded, our souls draggling in the dirt of the world, and

sweeping the dust after them, and raising a cloud of it, so that we cannot

discern well where we are, or what we are doing, whether with God or with

the world, whether we are minding him or it ; or rather lose the sight of

God, where he is to be most seen and enjoyed. When these cares bring us

to this pass, then they are intolerably excessive.

(4.) When it is distrustful, arises from our not trusting God, or takes us

off from depending on him, Isa. vii. 9, 2 Chron. xx. 20. To trust God with

our affairs is the way to be established, to have the mind settled. When it

is staggering and wavering betwixt fear and hope, and so unquiet and un-

settled, this is from an excess of carefulness. When the soul thinks not

itself sufficiently secured by the promise or providence of God, when he

doubts whether the Lord is able, or whether he is willing, to provide for

him and his, or to secure his concerns, or to dispose of all his affairs for

the best, and so does not commit his way to him, but will look after it

himself, and employs his thoughts anxiously about it, as though otherwise

it could not go well, this is distrustful, and so sinful and excessive care-

fulness.

You will say we may, we must use the means, that is our duty. True,

but do ye no more herein than is your duty ? Over-doing is from over-

much carefulness and too little faith. And when you have done what is

requisite herein, why are you so solicitous about the event, so thoughtful

what will be the issue of your endeavours ? That is wholly in God's hands,

and belongs not to you, but to him. If you believe he will do anything at

all, you must not doubt but he will take care of that which is properly his

o^n work ; and if he will take care of it, why do you so much trouble your-

selves about it ? Why do you not leave that to him which is properly his ?

Here your care crowds in where it has nothing to do, here it exceeds its

bounds, from a distrust of God, where he is most to be trusted, and your
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minds and thoughts are very busy where you have nothing to do but to be-

lieve ; where they should stand still and wait his pleasure,

(5.) When it hurries you to the use of unlawful or suspected means, such

as are unwarrantable in themselves, or such as you may suspect to be so,

or such as you are doubtful of ; for though these be lawful in themselves,

yet they are unlawful to you. It is excessive carefulness that pushes men
on in such a course as is either evil, though they think it good, or good, if

they think it evil ; when so careful to keep what they have, as they will

stretch their consciences rather than lose or hazard it ; or to get more, that

they will take some course to do it which they cannot justify, which the

word or their own conscience allows not. So careful to avoid dangers and

sufferings, as to dissemble, or equivocate, or decline some way of God, or

take some unwarranted path to do it. So careful to get out of troubles, or

to be eased from their present burden, as to venture out by some way that

the Lord never opened. So careful for deliverance, that how it come (so

they may but see it) they much care not. Eebekah and Jacob so careful to

have the blessing, that they would get it by deceit rather than miss it.

Jeroboam so careful to secure the kingdom to him, that he would set up

false worship rather than run any hazard. Saul so careful not to fall into

the hands of the Philistines, that he would sacrifice in a forbidden way, yea,

and after go to the witch at Endor.

Such is excessive carefulness, which either draws into sin, or is a tempta-

tion to it. By this you may understand how we are not to be careful, what

carefulness it is that is forbidden, and how it may be discerned. I have

stayed the longer in the explication, because it is of a practical tendency.

In the next place, let me confirm this practical truth, and enforce it as

your duty, by some considerations, which may serve both as reasons and

motives for this purpose. The people of Christ should not be careful with

such carefulness as I have described, for,

1. It is useless, it will not serve the turn
;
you will be nothing the nearer

to what you aim at, for so much carefulness ; it will not help you, it will

rather hinder you from what you desire ; and who that has the exercise of

reason will make use of that which is no way useful for his purpose ? This

is one argument which the Wisdom of God (Christ himself) urges against it,

Mat. vi. 27. You would count him a madman who would expect to grow

taller by being thoughtful, or to lengthen bis life by greatening his cares.

Why, says Christ, you can no more reasonably expect to make provision for

your life by such cares. This is no more the way to increase or secure your

outward concerns, than it is to add a cubit to your stature : Ps. cxxvii. 2,

' It is vain to rise up early, to sit up late, to eat the bread of sorrows.'

To cark and care is not the way to wealth, or the cause of it ; those that take

that course find they do it in vain, and are generally disappointed, orav ©so?,

since it is the Lord (so the words are to be read) who gives his people plenty,

rest and comfort therein, though they never lose any sleep in seeking it.

This carefulness is not to keep what you have, or to get more ; nor to

secure you from dangers and suflerings, nor to bring you out of trouble ; in

vain will you seek these things this way : it is the blessing of God from

whence these must be expected. Oh but, you will say, he blesses diligence.

True, he blesses lawful diligence, but he never blesses this carefulness ; and
if any thrive or succeed, or get anything by it, without a curse, they have it

some other way. This carefulness is the way to blast what you have, and
what you get ; to make it, or the comfort of it, wither, to curse it to you or

your posterity ; to endanger, instead of securing you ; to strengthen your
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hands, instead of unloosing them ; and to keep off deliverance, or make it

prove no mercy, if you this way come by it. It is useless for these pur-

poses, unless you count that useful which cannot expect a blessing.

2. It is needless ; as it is of no use, so no need of it. It is not at all need-

ful that you should trouble yourselves with such cares. Why so ? Oar
Lord Jesus tells us (and it is another argument which he urges against this

carefulness), Mat. vi. 32, ' For your heavenly Father knoweth that ye have

need of all these things.' True, he knows all things, but what relief is that

to me ? Why, he is a father, the heavenly Father, and yours.

An earthly parent, who has but ordinary natural affection, if he know what

is needful and good for his child, he will take care to provide it for him, if

he be able ; how much more will your heavenly Father do it, who as far

exceeds the best parents on earth, not only in power, and wisdom, and

riches, but also in love, and goodness, and bounty, as heaven is above

earth ; and far more, Isa. lv. 9, Mat. vii. 7 to the 12th ; but I need not lead

you to this by consequences ; see what he says directly, to prove your care

needless : 1 Pet. v. 7, ' Casting all your care on him ; for he careth for

you.' All that you may be tempted to be careful about is cared for already,

by one who can infinitely better look after it than you yourselves, or any, or

ail creatures for you. What need is there, then, of your carefulness ? If all

the creatures in heaven and earth, angels and men, high and low, should

faithfully engage themselves to take care of all your concerns ; would you not

think this a sufficient discharge of all your cares as needless ? Oh but you

have unspeakably more ; that God, who is unspeakably more considerable

than all the creatures in the world, has engaged himself to take care of you,

that you shall want nothing that is good, that nothing shall befall you but

what is really best for you ; and to take such care of this, as to take care off

from you ; and is not your carefulness then needless ? Since the Lord takes

care of you, why is it not needless to trouble yourselves with these cares '?

Cannot he better dispose of all your affairs and concerns, than you yourselves

can with all your care ? Now if one that is better able to manage your busi-

ness than yourselves should take it upon him, would not your hearts be at

rest, and eased of the care of it ? Would you not think it needless to

trouble yourselves about it further ? And does not the Lord take all your

affairs upon him, when he bids you cast all on him ? Cast, rraauv rr,v

tj.'iii[Lvo.v, all and every care upon him. And can any possibly take better

order about all that you want, or desire, or fear, than the all-wise, and the

all-mighty, and the all-sufficient, and the infinitely merciful God ?

More distinctly, that carefulness is needless, appears,

(1.) By what he will do for you; of which before.

(2.) By what he has done for you. If he have done the greater things

for you without your care, you need not be careful about the less, as though

he would not do that without your carefulness. So our Lord Jesus argues

:

Mat. vi. 25, ' Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what ye

shall drink ; nor yet for the body, what ye shall put on : is not life more than

meat, and the body than raiment ?' You owe your life to him, he gave you

that without your care ; he formed your body, when you were not capable of

taking any care about it ; and will he not preserve the life that he has given,

and uphold the body which he formed ? Your care was not needful about

the former, and there is less need of it about the latter, because that is less.

You need not be solicitous about the lesser concerns of your life, how you

shall be provided for in wants, or secured in dangers, or delivered out of

troubles. He that took care you should have a life, and a body, and gave

you the greater, he will not grudge you the less.
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You took no care in the womb when you were there, how you should

have life, or how you should be formed
;
you need take no more care now,

than when you were in the womb. It was needless then, because the Lord
took care of all, and he is as ready to take care of all your concerns now.

You need not be so solicitous, lest he should think the less too much for his

care, when the greater was not so.

(3.) By what he does for others. Other creatures, whom the Lord less

regards than his children, need take no care for the concerns of their life

or being ; therefore those whom he more regards have less need to be care-

ful. This is another consideration which infinite Wisdom suggests for this

purpose, in one instance after another. Mat. vi. 26, the very fowls upbraid

us for our carefulness, as needless trouble
;
they do not cark or moil, they

have no need to do it, because the Lord takes care for the feeding of them
;

much less have we need to do it, whom the Lord has more regard of, and so

takes more care for. This the Spirit of God sets forth to us more fully. There
are but three things which such creatures are concerned in : how they shall

be fed, and where they may rest, and by what means they may be safe ; and
the Lord takes care of all these. They are not, they need not be, solicitous

about them ; for their food : Ps. civ. 21, ' The young lions roar after their

prey, and seek their food from God.' They teach us what we should do,

they seek it of God, and we should make our case known to him, and not

trouble ourselves with solicitous carefulness. The Lord fails not them,
ver. 27, 28 ; he gives it them, and gives it in season, and gives it plenti-

fully, and plenty of that which is good and desirable for them ; and will he
do less for those who are more to him, whom he has declared himself more
concerned for ? Need we fear that, or be solicitous about it ? And as he
takes care for their food,, so for their rest and habitation. If we should be

tempted to be careful about that, look up to these creatures, and by that

which the Lord does for them, we may see it to be needless : ver. 16, 17,

I
The trees of the Lord are full of sap ; the cedars of Lebanon which he

hath planted ; where the birds make their nests : as for the stork, the fir-

trees are her house.' And so for their safety, he has taken care they should

be secured from danger : ver. 18, < The high hills are a refuge for the wild

goats ; and the rocks for the coneys.' You may say, those that can help

themselves need not take care ; but what shall become of those who are des-

titute and helpless? If that be thy case, yet majest thou learn, even by
these creatures, that thy carefulness is not needful. As the Lord provides

for all here below, so especially for those that are most helpless: Ps.

cxlvii. 8. 9, ' Who covereth the heaven with clouds, who prepareth rain for

the earth : who maketh grass to grow upon the mountains. He giveth to

the beast his food, and to the young ravens which cry.' The meadows and
lower grounds, they are refreshed and watered with the brooks and streams

that run through them ; but what shall become of the mountains ? they are

destitute of such advantage. The Lord provides for them also ; he gathers

the clouds and sends rain, and so they are refreshed and made to flourish.

He causeth grass to grow there, where it could least be looked for, and
whereby he provides for the wild beasts that feed there, whom men take

no care of. The tame beasts, indeed, they take care of, as being useful to

them ; but if the Lord did not thus provide for the wilder beasts, they might
starve, no other creature would take care of them. And so the young ravens,

who being deserted by the old ones before they are able to help themselves,

as soon as they are hatched, they would certainly perish, if the Lord did not

take care of them, when they cannot do it themselves, and those who are

VOL. II. K
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most concerned would not do it for them. He gives them food when they

cry out, as left utterly destitute. When you are tempted to carefulness,

consider the ravens ; our Lord Jesus sends us to them to learn this lesson :

Luke xii. 24, ' Consider the ravens, for they neither sow nor reap, which

neither have store-house nor barn, and God feedeth them.' Those whose
condition is most helpless, and so seem to have most need to be careful, the

Lord so provides for them, as they need not to take care ; and need they take

care, whom he is more engaged to look after ? ' Doth the Lord take care of

oxen ?' says the apostle, 1 Cor. ix. 9. Doth the Lord take care of lions

and ravens, of wild goats and coneys, &c, of beasts and birds ? Does he

take care for their food, their rest and habitation, their refuge and safety, for

all their concernments ; so that those who are most destitute and helpless

amongst them need not be careful ? And is there any need that they should

trouble themselves with cares about their necessities or their dangers, for

whom he has a more particular care, a more especial providence ?

Our Lord Jesus shews how needless our solicitous cares are by another,

instance, in the plants and vegetables : Mat. vi. 28-30, 1 And why take ye

thought for raiment ? Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow
;
they

toil not, neither do they spin : and yet I say unto you, that even Solomon,

in all his glory, was not arrayed like one of these. Wherefore, if God so

clothe the grass of the field, which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the

oven, shall he not much more clothe you, 0 ye of little faith ?' The lilies,

they toil not to make that grow of which clothing is made, nor do they spin

it when it is grown up. They take no care, nor need they, the Lord clothes

them. He not only makes them grow, but makes them flourish to such a

degree, as ' Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of them.'

Now, says he (and it is the arguing of him in whom dwells all the treasures

of wisdom and knowledge), if he made so splendid and rich provision for

the withering grass, the soon fading flowers, of so little account with him,

yea, with us, what then will he not be ready to do for those whom he much
more regards and values ? The lilies, the flowers, the grass, they need not

care, and why ? Because the Lord takes care for them; and if this be good

reason, then sure those whom he takes more care of have less need to be

careful. It is great vanity, if it were no worse, to trouble yourselves with

that which is altogether needless ; and carefulness about the concerns of this

life is manifestly needless, upon many accounts, which we have from the

mouth of Wisdom itself.

3. It is heathenish. Such carefulness about these outward things is no
better than gross heathenism. This argument our Lord Jesus urges agaiDst

it : Mat. vi. 32, ' About these things are the Gentiles solicitous.' It is the

character of a heathen to be so careful about the things of this life, it smells

rank of that blindness and infidelity in which the heathens are shut up. It

should be as far from the disciples of Christ as heathenism is from Chris-

tianity
;
they more resemble the Gentiles than the people of Christ, who give

way to such cares. It is heathenism in the professors of Christ's gospel,

which is the worst and most intolerable. It signifies both heathenish

thoughts of God, and heathenish apprehensions of things here below; both

seem to be intimated in those words, ver. 32, ' For after all these things do

the Gentiles seek.' Let us touch both.

(1.) It imports heathenish conceits of God, as if he were no God, or had
no providence, or did not concern himself in the government of the world,

or had no special regard of human affairs ; as if he knew not what we wanted,

or what we feared, or did not regard our necessities or dangers, though he

knew them, but left us to shift for ourselves as well as we could, without
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any other aids and assistances than those of second causes. For if there be

a God, a providence which reaches all things, and is sufficient for every-

thing, but is more particularly concerned for those that are more nearly

related to him ; if this be apprehended and believed, hereby all this carefulness

of ours is superseded. But where these cares prevail, it is not duly believed

or apprehended, as it was not by the Gentiles. And therefore after these

things they sought, and were so careful and solicitous about, as if they had
had no God to take care of them. And it is for none but such heathens,

who know not God, and believe not his providence, and mind not his faith-

fulness, and have no experience of his fatherly love, and particular care and
compassions, to trouble themselves with these cares. It is for none but

those, whose lamentable condition the apostle describes, Eph. ii. 11, 12,

who are Gentiles, such as the Jews called uncircumcised, who were without the

knowledge of Christ, far remote from the citizenship of Israel, strangers to the

covenant of grace and promises of the gospel, and so without hope and without

God in the world. If you would not shew yourselves to be too like to these,

you must disband your earthly cares. They will signify you have heathenish

conceits of God, like those whose minds the god of this world has blinded,

and that the light of the glorious gospel of Christ (who is the image of God,
and in whom we have the clearest discoveries of God, what he is in himself,

and what to his people) has not shined into you. Much heathenish dark-

ness and infidelity still covers your minds, if these cares trouble your hearts.

(2.) It imports heathenish thoughts and inclinations to things here below.

Such a value of them, such an eagerness after the things of this world, as

the Gentiles had. These were the most valuable things to them, and there-

fore these were their greatest care. ' After these things do the Gentiles seek.'

Alas ! they knew no better things, and so having the highest value for them,
they would not commit the care of them to any but themselves, nor trust any
with them, no, not God himself.

But have you such an esteem of earthly things ? Are these your chief

concerns, and so your chief care ? Why, then, you are not only like the

heathen, but worse than they ; for you have seen, or might have seen (if

your eyes had not been shut), better things : the glorious things of heaven,

of Christ, of the gospel
;
things so far transcending all here below, so much

more rich and precious, so much more pleasant and delightful, so much
more necessary, durable, and advantageous, so much more excellent and
glorious, as that the sight of them is abundantly sufficient to take down the

value of all earthly things, and to lay them very low in your esteem, and so

to make you little careful about them, little solicitous what becomes of them,

at least well contented to leave the care of them to God.
Christ coming into the world brought life and immortality to light by the

gospel, and discovered all the precious and inestimable things included

therein, which were before folded up, and much hid from the world. And
those who saw them effectually in that light, saw that in them which quite

disparaged these earthly things to them, and made them no more to mind
them, and to be no more careful about them, than toys and trifles, not worthy
of their care and solicitous thoughts. You may see an instance of it in the

primitive believers. When Christ, and pardon, and life, and glory was dis-

covered to them by the apostles, how little did they mind the world, how
little careful were they about their earthly enjoyments ! Presently upon the

view of those more excellent things, they ' sold their possessions, and brought
the price, and laid it at the apostles' feet,' Acts iv. 34. Oh how far were
they from troubling themselves with cares of getting more, who were so

little thoughtful for the future, and so free and ready to part with that they
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had, Heb. x. 34. Here they shewed themselves Christians indeed, not

sinners of the Gentiles, not heathenish worldlings, at a great distance from

the heathenish temper of those who mind earthly things.

Christ has been long teaching you this. If you have not in some degree

learned of him, you are so far in this heathenish darkness, and hearken

rather to him who is the teacher, the god of this world, and blinds instead of

enlightening those that follow him ; but if you have learned Christ, and

been taught of him, as the truth is in Jesus, he has shewed you that by
the light of the gospel, which will make the things of the world to appear as

loss and dung in your eyes, and not so worthy of that regard and care which
the heathen, who knew no better, had of them.

If you would not shew yourselves of a heathenish spirit and temper in the

midst of your profession of Christ and the gospel, after these earthly things

you must not seek, and for them you must not be thus careful.

4. It is hurtful. It is not only needless and useless, that which will do

you no good at all for the ends for which you use it, but it will do you
much hurt, and more than all you are careful for, if it should succeed, will

come to.

(1.) It will disoblige God, and take him off from caring for you in that

particular manner, as he does for those who cast their care on him. It is

so amongst men. They will not take the care of his affairs, who will not

leave the care thereof to them. If the care of a business be left upon them,

they are obliged ; but if it be not, but the man takes the care of it upon him-

self, they are not engaged, they may leave it to him who will not trust them
with it. So here, if you will cast your care upon God, he will take care of

you and your concerns, but if you will not trust him with it, you may look

to it yourselves, and take what comes, the Lord is disobliged. Jer. xvii. 5, 6,

' Thus saith the Lord, Cursed be the man that trusteth in man, and maketh
flesh his arm, and whose heart departeth from the Lord : for he shall be

like the heath in the desert, and shall not see when good cometh ; but shall

inhabit the parched places in the wilderness, in a salt land and not inhabited.'

This is all you are like to get by letting your hearts depart from God in

over-caring, and flying to this and the other instrument and means, viz., a

curse, that will make your enjoyments like a wilderness, and yourself like

the heath in it, which does not receive, or cannot expect any good from God.

If you will cast your burden upon the Lord, he will sustain you, as he pro-

mises, Ps. lv. 22, but if you will not, you are like to fall under it; you have

no assurance that your feet shall not fall and sink under the pressure. Yon
disoblige the Lord, and that is a greater damage than your, and all the care

of the world, can recompense.

(2.) You lose in effect what you have, by this carefulness about it ;
you are

like to lose the comfort and advantage of what you possess ; carefulness, care-

fulness, like the lean kine, will devour it and eat it up all. What marrow and

sweetness is therein, this is ready to suck it out all, and leave you nothing but

a bare bone to gnaw on. Those outward things, which should be as refresh-

ment and bread to you, it will turn it into ' the bread of sorrow,' Ps. exxvii.

2; ' the bread of carefulness,' Ezek. xii. 18, 19. This will not sutler you

to enjoy what you possess, and then you had as good or better be without

it ; you have nothing of it but the vexatious care and trouble. While Ahab
was so careful for another vineyard, his whole kingdom was no joy to him,

1 Kings xxi. 4.

(3.) It will keep you from being the servants of Christ, so far as you give

way to it. This is another argument of Christ against it, where he is levy-

ing so great force to subdue it in us : Mat. vi. 24, ' Ye cannot serve God
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and mammon.' The more careful you are about outward things, the less

careful you will be to serve the Lord. The soul has not stream enough to

run with any fulness towards both God and the world, and if the main
current be not for God, he makes account he has none ; he will count you
servants of that about which you are most careful. Carefulness about these

earthly things is not reconcileable with your faithfulness to God, and being
true servants to him.

(4.) It corrupts the whole soul, the whole life. This is another reason

which our Lord Jesus levels against worldliness and this carefulness for

worldly things : Mat. vi. 22, 23, ' If thine eye be single,' i. c. if thy soul be
freed from the mixtures of worldly cares and desires, the whole life will be
lightsome

; a spiritual and heavenly lustre will shine through it all ; ' but if

thine eye be evil,' if worldly carefulness and lustings are gotten in there,

there will be nothing but darkness, a soul and life estranged from Christ,

and remote from a strain and temper which is truly Christian ; and instead

of shining as lights in the world, there will be a walking on in the gross

darkness of it.

(5.) It hinders the efficacy of the ordinances, and quite spoils them ; it

makes the word unfruitful, Mat. xiii. When the word falls upon the heart,

and is about to put forth its force in the soul and in the life, these cares do
as it were take it by the throat and strangle it, eufinviyu, and so it becomes
a dead letter, not xa^o<pi^6/j.evov, not bringing forth fruit; it makes the

prayers to be no prayers, a painted, not a real sacrifice ; a mere piece of

formality and hypocrisy ; for when the lips draw near this draws away the

heart, Ezek. xxxiii. 31, and when the heart is gone, the soul and life of the

prayer is gone with it, and nothing left for God but a dead carcase : that

which he counts no more a prayer, than we count a carcase to be a
man. And it spoils our thoughts of God and heaven, and either keeps
them out or mixes with them, and so makes us to have earthly thoughts of

heaven itself, and worldly thoughts of the most high God.
(6.) It keeps us from joy in God, and disturbs our peace, that blessed

peace we might have with God, that sweet tranquillity we might have in our
own souls. Both these appear by the context. That we may ' rejoice in the

Lord, and that always,' ver. 4, we must be moderate as to these outward
things, ver. 5, and careful for nothing, ver. 6. Carefulness embitters the

comfort which is to be had in outward enjoyments, and turns that into sor-

row and vexation ; it is more inconsistent with spiritual joy, 1 Tim. vi. 9,

10. They that will be rich, who make this their care, they give them-
selves many wounds, pierce themselves through with many sorrows. It is

such a mischievous thing as cuts off or stops the pipes which should convey
comfort to us both from the upper and lower springs, and will not let it

pass to us either from heaven or from earth. If the apostle had been
troubled with cares, either to avoid sufferings, or to get out of troubles, they
would not have been matter of rejoicing and glorying to him.

It not only keeps us from joy, but will not let us have peace. This ap-

pears from the verse following the text. We must be careful for nothing,

and trouble ourselves no further, but to ' make our requests known, that

the peace of God,' &c. This is the way to have that sweet quiet and
serenity of mind which is so transcendent a happiness. But the hurry of

these cares will ruffle the mind and disquiet the heart, yea, and leave some
guilt in the conscience too, which will not let it be at peace, and so hereby
every part of the soul is robbed of its peace.

(7.) It involves those who give way to it in public calamities. When
Christ is foretelling the dreadful ruin of Jerusalem, he warns those who
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would escape it to beware of these cares, as that which would briDg them
in danger of that terrible wrath, as well as other sins which are counted

more provoking : Luke xxi. 34, ' And take heed to yourselves, lest at any
time your hearts be overcharged with surfeiting and drunkenness, and cares

of this life, and so that day come upon you unawares.' Where observe there

is some intoxication in the cares of this life, as there is in excess of drinking.

As an intemperate person is overcharged with too much drink, so is an intem-

perate soul overcharged with too much care, ^tote Zaewdust. There is

another sort of drunkenness besides that with strong drink : the heart may
be overcharged and distempered with the cares of this life as well as with

wine, and the effects are alike. He that is distempered with drink is not

fit for business nor apprehensive of danger ; mischief may come upon him,

and often does, without any sense of it : so he that is distempered with the

cares of this life, he is indisposed for the work which the Lord calls him to,

and he is liable to judgment, and in danger to be surprised by it, and to

have it fall upon him unawares. Take heed, says he, as of other stupifying

wickedness, so of these cares, lest that day come upon you unawares, other-

wise you are in danger to have the miseries of that day come upon you sud-

denly, unexpectedly, and so unavoidably. When God arises to execute

judgment in a terrible manner, and to make the power of his wrath known
in the execution, do not think that it will fall only upon notorious, flagitious

persons, and that it will punish only luxury, drunkenness, and such excess

of riot ; even the cares of this life, however they are minced and counted no
great provocations, may expose you to this wrath, and bring it upon you
unawares, even when you look for no such thing. You know the calamities

here threatened, and afterwards executed upon Jerusalem, were so grievous,

as the like had not befallen any people under the whole heaven ; and they

are his disciples that he warns here : even they were in danger to be involved

in these calamities if they were found entangled in these cares ; and if they

would endanger them, who can expect to escape that are under the guilt of

them ? You see how hurtful, how pernicious, how destructive this careful-

ness is.

5. It is very sinful, and shews there is much evil, very much corruption

in the heart that gives way to if. It is a noisome, poisonous weed, and
shews the soil is naught where it grows. To instance more particularly, it

argues,

(1.) Unsubmissiveness to God, a heart not subdued to the divine will,

not willing to have his concerns ordered and disposed of as the Lord thinks

fit ; and therein intolerable pride, self-confidence, and exalting its wisdom
and will above that of God. Carefulness looks like a modest thing, but if

you dissect and open it, it will be found big with such monsters as these are

in the sight of God. Carefulness must have its own will, and its own way,

and its own end, and is loath to submit to God in any of them. A submis-

sive heart is content to have its concerns ordered, as to much or little,

as to dangers or safety, as to sufferings or deliverance, as the Lord sees

best and thinks fittest; he refers all to God, and rests quietly in his disposal;

but when the heart is careful and troubled, it is because it cannot submit.

The Lord says, it shall go well with the righteous, in whatever condition

they be ; he will take care it shall be well, Isa. iii. 10. Oh but, says the

careful heart, can it be well with me in such a want, loss, trouble, suffering ?

If the Lord should thus order it, I cannot think it would be well, and there-

fore I will take care it shall be otherwise ; and so submits not unto the wis-

dom, and will, and way of God, but must have its own as better.

The Lord sees it good that such a one should be kept low, abridged of
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what he desires for himself and posterity, exercised with troubles and afflic-

tions ; but the man thinks it better to have the world at will, and to live

prosperously, and thereupon will be careful about this, and submits not to

those providences that cross him in it. Such stiffness and haughtiness,

such crossing of God, and advancing of his will and judgment before the

wisdom and pleasure of God, is this carefulness resolved into. One would
think it were not such a devilish thing, but it is no better.

(2.) Unbelief and distrustfulness, and that by Christ's own arguing: Mat.
vi. 30, ' If God so clothe the grass, &c, shall he not much more clothe

you, 0 ye of little faith ?' There is great unbelief, there is very little faith,

where there is much care about our outward concerns. To trust in the Lord
is expressed by casting our burden on him, committing our way to him, Ps.

xxxvii. 5, and these are all one with casting our care on him, Luke xii. 28.

He that will take the care upon himself will not, does not, cast it upon God,
and so does not trust him ; he will trust himself rather than trust God with

his concerns. There is some doubting in such a heart, either whether the

Lord be able or whether he be willing, to order his condition and affairs as

they should be ; and so he will not leave them to him, but look after them
with all carefulness himself. Here is evidently a distrust of God.
When you meet with a man whom you fully trust with a business, you

will not be further solicitous about it; but if you be still careful and anxious,

it signifies you are not confident in him. And so it is here. This careful-

ness is from some doubtfulness lest your concerns in the hand of God should

not be ordered as they should be, and this doubtfulness is inconsistent with

that trust and confidence you should repose in God. Luke xii. 29, ' Seek
not ye what ye shall eat or what ye shall drink, neither be ye of doubtful

mind.' Where there is such solicitous seeking after these things, such

thoughtfulness about them, there is a doubtfulness of mind concerning God

;

and where the mind is so doubtful, it is distrustful, there is little faith in it

;

Mat. xiv. 31, ' 0 thou of little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt ?' As faith

increases, cares will vanish ; and as cares and doubts prevail, faith declines

into distrust of God.

(3.) It argues much unmortifiedness ; that we are carnal and sensual, and
carnal and sensual lusts are unsubdued. From whence is such carefulness

about earthly things ? Is it not from our lusts, that are fed by these things,

and live upon them, and would not be starved ? There would be less care-

fulness about these outward things were it not to make provision for these.

The flesh must be pleased, fancy and sense must be gratified ; if our condi-

tion be not such as will serve for this, it is grievous to us. Therefore are we
so careful and solicitous about our outward condition, lest it should be so

ordered as to pinch the flesh. As our lusts die, our cares will die ; but while

these are so rife, they are too far from being mortified.

(4.) It argues a great inordinacy towards the world, an excess of affection to

the things of it. Our hearts are much set upon that which we are so very careful

about. If we did not too much love it, desire it, delight in it, we would not

be so solicitous for it. If we did not too much fear losses and sufferings in our

outward concerns, we would not perplex ourselves with care to avoid or escape

them. Our care of any thing is answerable to our esteem of it and our

affection to it. We are little solicitous about that which we have little or no
affection for ; we have little care of that which we contemn and despise ; we
would not be so careful about the world if the things thereof were contemp-

tible to us. It is from our high esteem of, our great affection to, earthly

things, that we are so careful about them. If we were crucified to the world,

aud the world were crucified to us, this carefulness for it would not be so
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strong. Where there is this crucifiedness to the world, there is an indiffe-

rency towards it and our outward condition. The heart is indifferent whether
we have little or much, so we have but enough to be serviceable ; whether

we be high or low in the world, so we be but nearer unto God ; whether we
be afflicted or prosper, so that our souls do but prosper. And where we
are indifferent in any case, we are not very careful which way it go, which

way the Lord will dispose it, so that we are far from being thus crucified

while we are so careful. This signifies not an indifferency but an inordinacy
;

and how sinful, how dangerous that is, we may judge by that of the apostle,

1 John ii. 15, ' Love not the world, nor the things that are in the world ;

for if any man love the world, the love of the Father is not in him ;' Jas. iv. 4,

' Know ye not that the friendship of the world is enmity with God ? 'Who-

soever therefore will be a friend of the world is the enemy of God.'

(5.) It argues a neglect of heaven ; that we are too careless, too regardless

of the kingdom of God, and of the way, the only way that leads to it. This

is intimated by our Lord Jesus in that place where we have such a rich

treasury of arguments against this carefulness : Mat. vi. 33, ' But seek ye

first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these things shall

be added unto you.' Those that mind heaven, and seek the kingdom of God
as they ought to do, first and most, before all and above all, they will find

something else to do than to trouble themselves so much about their earthly

concerns. Those that mind these so much seek not that most, mind that

too little. Where so much of the mind and heart is engaged and employed
for outward things (as it is in careful persons), there will be little left for

the kingdom of God and their heavenly interest. He that is over-careful

for that cannot but have too little care of this ; even as he that is too much
taken up with his recreations and pleasures will neglect his business. The
soul has not strength and vigour enough to lay out in any great measure
upon several things, and so different as heaven and earth, ver. 24. If he

be too much addicted to one of them, too careful to observe it, the other

will be neglected, ver. 19, 20. If you be too careful to lay up treasure on

earth, you will not, you cannot be careful enough to lay up treasure in

heaven, and those Christ adviseth to shut out the one that the other may
be admitted. And why, but because both cannot be entertained at once ?

The soul has not room enough for a due care about the heavenly treasure, if

it be prepossessed with carefulness about earthly riches. If you mind
earthly things your conversation cannot be in heaven, as is clear from the

coherence of the apostle's discourse, Phil. iii. 19, 20, ' Whose end is de-

struction, whose god is their belly, and whose glory is in their shame, who
mind earthly things, for our conversation is in heaven, from whence also

we look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ ;' <roX/Vey,u.a, our dealing and

commerce, &c. You will drive no trade for heaven to purpose if you so mind
and be so careful about earthly things. Merchants can drive a trade both

in the East and West Indies, and mind their business at home too ; and

why ? Because they do it by factors abroad. If they were to do all in their

own persons, their trade at home would be as much as they could follow.

You cannot manage your trade for heaven by factors
;
you must do that

business in person if you will have anything done. If carefulness about

your earthly concerns take you off from that, your trade for heaven is like

to be lost. What would you have thought if Kish the father of Saul, when
both his son and his asses were wanting, he should have been more solici-

tous about the asses than his son ? 1 Sam. is. 3, 5. It argues a viler temper

in those who are so very careful about earthly things
;
they regard the asses

so much, as that which should be dearest to them, dearer than relations or
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life, is little regarded. It argued a profane heart in Esau, when he would
part with his birthright for a little pottage, Heb. xii. 1G. He minded it

not (though not only a civil but a sacred privilege) in comparison of that

which would serve this present life, Gen. xxv. 32, 34, and so therein fined
fecit partem futuri seeculi, he set at nought his part in the world to come,
says the Targum. Those that are so solicitous for what may sustain this

present life, they too little regard the life to come and the coucerns of it.

It argues they are far from a heavenly temper, they are of a sordid, profane

spirit, as Esau was.

6. It is foolish. It is great folly to be careful about the concerns of this

life. This we may learn also from him who is wisdom itself : Mat. vi. 34,
' Take no thought for the morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for the

things of itself ; sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.' Be not thought-

ful for the future, how you shall be secured or provided for.

(1.) The morrow has burden, and trouble, and turmoil enough of its

own, which you are like to find when it comes. You need not anticipate

it, and bring it upon you before the time. It is a great folly to do so.

Yet so you do, by taking the care of the morrow upon you to-day. You
make a future trouble to be present. Is it so desirable as that you will

not stay its time, but must needs have it beforehand ? Is not this strange

folly ? Let the care and trouble of the morrow stay till the morrow come ;

will not that be soon enough ? Those that have any wisdom will think

so, and not so hasten the troubles of their life as to make those of one
day to run into another, and to make those which would not come till

the day after to leap into the day before, into the present day, by their

troubling themselves with cares of the future.

(2.) But this is not all the folly of this carefulness. It will appear more
fully by what he adds, ' Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.' Every
day has its evil, i. e. its care, its burden, and trouble ; and so much of this

as is sufficient for it, as much as you can well bear. And would you have
more than enough of this upon you, more than you are sufficient for, more
of this evil than you can bear ? Is this wisdom, or anything like it ? Now,
by carefulness for the morrow, for the future, you take the course to have
more of this evil upon you than you are sufficient for ; for when that of any
one day is sufficient, by caring for to-morrow you add the evil of another

day to that which is upon you already. By caring for the future, you bring

the evil, the trouble of many days into one, when the burden of this day is

heavy enough. You pull hereby many more burdens upon you than that of

one day, even as many as the days come to, that you are anxiously careful

for. It is great folly to charge yourselves with more than needs must, but

so you do when you are solicitous about the future ; for thereby you make
the present (which is charged enough already) bear the^charge and burden
and trouble of the future also.

(3.) It is folly also, because there is a far better way to dispose of your

temporal concerns than by taking such care and perplexing yourselves about
them, a way that is easier and shorter, and pleasanter and surer, for the

well ordering of them, than such carefulness will prove. And that way is

opened in the text. ' But in everything, by prayer and supplication, let your
requests be made known to God.' When anything is apt to perplex you and
entangle you in these solicitous cares, instead of giving way to them, make
your case, your request, known unto God, and leave it with him, commit it

to him, cast it upon him.

[1.] This is an easier way. Would you compass your end more easily

than by making a request for it ? This is God's way. Is your way like it,
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which lies all along through troublesome perplexing cares ? You would

think him a man of much folly, and little under the conduct of any wisdom,

who, when he might come to his end in a plain and easy path, would rather

choose one that lies through briers and thorns and troublesome entangle-

ments. Such is the way of carefulness ; it is beset with that which is like

briers and thorns to the mind ; it is entangled and perplexed, full of trouble

and vexation. But in the way of God jou may have your affairs ordered

for you with ease. It will give you no trouble nor disquietment. The Lord
opens it for you, and calls you into it, because he would have you eased of

what is troublesome. Use moderately the means he allows, and seek him
in the use of them, and you need not trouble yourselves further, no occasion

to be disquieted : Isa. xxvi. 3, 12, ' Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace

whose mind is stayed on thee, because he trusteth in thee.' Thou wilt ordain

peace for us.

[2.] This is a shorter way. The way of carefulness it is tedious, it is

about, there is no end of it : cares for getting, for keeping and securing,

for disposing the things of this life. It is folly to choose such a way when
there is a shorter and more compendious way before you, and that which

leads more directly to what you would come to, and is most desirable.

What shorter way would you desire than to look up to God and make your

requests known ? The way of cares is tedious in itself ; but being an indirect

course, and such as the Lord approves not, allows not, he is provoked to

make it and let you find it more tedious, as the passenger, that will not take

directions from his guide, is like to wander and lose himself. You hear ' a

voice behind you saying, This is the way ;' but if you will not hearken to

him, and follow his conduct, and be directed by him, but will be your own
guides, he may leave you, as he did the Israelites, to wander in a wilder-

ness, and be many years about that, which in few days, a little time,

might be accomplished. ' They consumed their days in vanities,' Ps.

lxxviii. 33. They spent their days and years, and themselves too, in the

troubles of a wearisome wandering, and so may you do so too, and be

harassed and worn out in bewildering cares, and that to little purpose ; for,

[3.] This is a sure way ; the other is far from being so. Now, no man
who is not a fool will choose a way wThich is not like to bring him where

he would be, when he has another before him which will assuredly do it.

The way of God is not only plain and short, but sure. If you will walk in

it, you may be sure either to arrive at what you desire, or at that which is

better than you desire. You have the best assurance of it that can be given,

the promise of God : Ps. xxxvii. 5, ' Commit thy way unto the Lord, trust

also in him, and he will bring it to pass.' God undertakes he will bring it

to pass, if you will commit it to him ; and what greater certainty can you
wish ? Can there be any failing in that which God undertakes ?

Oh but in your own way, the way of carefulness, there is nothing but un-

certainties. What more frequent than for men to miscarry in that which

they are most careful about, careful even to excess ? You think the more
care is taken, the more like to succeed ; whereas many times it proves quite

contrary. The more carefulness, the less success ; God interposing, and

crossing a way that is not his own, and blasting that which he likes not, and

not suffering that to prosper which casts dishonour upon him. How solicit-

ous were Joseph's brethren, lest their youngest brother should be advanced

above them, according to the import of his dream ! Yet the care they took

to prevent it, proved the way to promote it ; so far was it from answering

their desires, that it directly crossed them. How careful was Saul to secure

the kingdom to his posterity ! He made it the business and design of a
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great part of bis life, while be was king ; but tbe issue was quite cross to

bis great and careful endeavours. How careful was Ananias to secure part

of bis estate ! Yet, by tbe means bis care put him upon, he lost both it

and his life too. The Lord is engaged to disappoint such cares ; and how
can any be sure they shall succeed, when God is concerned to disappoint them ?

Mat. xvi. 25, ' Whosoever will save his life, shall lose it ; and whosoever will

lose his life for my sake, shall find it.' It holds true, as to our lives, so the

concernments of our lives. He that is careful, in his own way, to secure bis

liberty, is like to lose it ; or to save what he has, takes the course to bo
deprived of it ; or to improve his estate, is more like thereby to impair it

;

or to preserve bis reputation, takes the way to blast it.

Olj. But we see this carefulness often succeeds.

Am. It does not succeed, when it seems to do. He that gets anytbing

by it, if a curse go along with it, the seeming success is worse than a dis-

appointment ; and he that gets it not in God's way (as the way of cares is

not) cannot look for a blessing. You can be sure of nothing that is trulv

desirable this way
;
you can make no account of anything, but the quite

contrary.

[4.J Lastly. This is safer, a pleasanter, and in every respect a more
happy way ; and therefore it must be great folly to decline it, for a path in

which no such thing can be expected. Tbese, and the other particulars like-

wise, are evident by this one thing, that in this way tbe Lord is with you ;

in the other, you are left to and shift for yourselves. In this way you go
leaning upon God ; in the other, you lean upon your own understandings, and
tboughtfulness, and puzzling endeavours. You are with God while you are

in his way : Ps. lxxiii. 23, I am continually with thee ; thou hast holden
me by my right hand.' And while you are in bis hand, you are safe, and
cannot miscarry. Your course is comfortable and pleasant, being with God

;

it is blessed, and cannot be otherwise. Though it seems sometimes to lie

through the valley of the shadow of death, yet, the Lord being with you in

it, there is with you safety, and comfort, and happiness ; for where is this

to be bad but in the presence of God ? Eut being left to yourselves in your
own way, what can be expected but danger, disaster, and misery ? Judge
you whether it be not great folly to choose such a way before that which is,

in every respect, better, infinitely better.

7. It is incongruous to be so careful about these outward things : they do
not deserve so much of your care

;
they are little worth, and it is very in-

congruous to take much care about that which is little worth. Particularly,

(1.) They are of little moment, they will not quit the care that they cost

you ; and that which will not quit the cost, you count not worthy of your
care. Of how little moment they are, you may discern in these severals ;

that which will cost much, put you to great charge, and produce little when
all is done, you count more worthy of your disregard, than much care

;
you

think it lost on such things.

[l.J You are very little concerned in them; they are not the things which
are your concernments indeed ; whatever they are accounted by vain minds,
your interest lies not in them, nor do they much concern it. And you
think it not reasonable in other cases, to take much care, where you aro little

concerned. Your souls, and your eternal state, are very little concerned in

these things ; and here lies your interest, these are your concernments in-

deed. Much of these outward things threatens, and apparently endangers

your eternal life : Mat. xix. 23, 24, ' A rich man shall hardly enter into the

kingdom of heaven.' And again, ' I say unto you, it is easier for a camel
to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the
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kingdom of God.' If the Lord had said this of poverty or a straitened

condition, we should have thought it reasonable to have feared it like death
;

yet who is afraid of riches, though the Lord have represented them so ex-

tremely dangerous ? A small share of these outward things does not, of

itself, endanger our souls, or everlasting condition. Lazarus was never the

farther from heaven, for all his waut, and afflictions, and poverty; Luke xvi.

22, ' The beggar died, and was carried by the angels into Abraham's bosom.'

Oh, but though our souls and future life be not concerned in these things,

yet this present life is very much
;
nay, but even this present life is very

little concerned in much of them : Luke xii. 15, ' A man's life consisteth not

in the abundance of the things which he possesseth.' The interest of your
life consists not in having much of the world ; for what is the interest of it,

but that you may live healthfully, comfortably ? And so we may live with

as little of the world as the apostle Paul did ; and what prince on earth lives

so happily, so comfortably, as he did ? That which you are careful for, is to

have much for you and yours ; to have more than is simply necessary, to have

superfluities ; but Christ tells you, that your life consists not in this, ovx h
7& Kie/sBiviiv. Your life is little concerned in superfluities, and therefore you
should not be careful for them, unless you will be so absurd as to take much
care where you are little concerned. Those things are of very small mo-
ment, which are little considerable as to this present life, and less as to the

life to come.*

[2.] There is little of reality in these things which you are so careful for ;

they are more in show, or fancy and opinion, than in reality. The good
which we are careful to have in them, the evil that we are careful to avoid in

them, is not so much really as in our conceits. He that has much, and uses

but little, what more has he in effect, than he that has but little ; what
more real advantage, what more than in conceit ?

What do delicacies and varieties contribute more to health and strength,

than mean and plain fare ? How then are they better, except in fancy ?

You may say, they are more pleasing ; but if one can fancy the other to be

as pleasing, it will be so, and there will be some reason to help the imagina-

tion, because that which is plain is really more healthful, and so in reason

more pleasing.

What do great places, and power, contribute more to an happy life, than a

low condition ? What is the pomp and splendour of it, but rroWr, <pu.vra.aict

an empty fancy, what show soever it make, how great soever it seem ?

What real good is there in rich and gaudy habit, more than in that which

is mean and common, since this will serve all the ends of clothing as well

as the other ? You will say one is more for ornament. But the judge of

ornament is fancy ; and therefore, that w7hich is most comely to one

seems ugly to another. The lily, the tulip, the peacock, outdoes all the

gallantry of artificial habit, if you will but think so. ' Surely,' as Ps. xxxix.

G, ' every man walketh in a vain show. Surely they are disquieted in vain
;

he heapeth up riches, and knoweth not who shall gather them ;' and em-

braces a vain show, as if it were a real good, and shews himself a very vain

person, in taking so much care about that which hath so little of reality.'

The evil that we are so solicitous and careful to escape in these things is

little, but what fancy and opinion puts upon them.

* No man can prolong his life, or make it more comfortable or happy, by possessing

more than he needs or uses, D. H. [This marginal note has this signature P H.
the former letter in the Roman, the latter in the italic character. The initials, there-

fore, probably stand for Doctor Howe, under whose auspices, and that of Matthew
Mead, the sermons were originally published.

—

Ed.]
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Imprisonment seems a grievous evil, and what cares do some perplex them-

selves with about it ! And yet a man can confine himself to his house, or to

his chamber, for a long time ; and if he do but fancy it, and have a good

opinion of it, it will not be grievous.

So banishment seems grievous, and how careful are we to avoid it ! Yet

many can live for many years, often during life, in a strange country, for

trade's sake ; and why not on a better account ? This would not be grievous,

no more than the other, if there were but as good an opinion of it.

There is much of fancy in these things
;
they are evil or not, and more

or less so, according to the opinion we have of them. And why should we
trouble ourselves with so much care about such things, which have so little

reality in them, wherein there is so little that is really good or evil ? It

depends upon imagination
;
you may think them out of what they seem to be,

whether good or evil.

[3. J
They will not answer the ends for which anything is worthy of your

care; and what is that worth which will not answer the end of him who takes

care of it ? Men will not regard that which will not serve their turn, and

think it absurd to trouble themselves about it. What do ye design in being

so careful about these things ? What would ye have of them ? Is it plea-

sure, is it profit, that you aim at ? Oh, but they rarely afford either of these,

true pleasure or profit.

First, Will they help you to contentment ? If they do not, they cannot

truly please you ; for what delight is there, or can there be, without con-

tentment ? Now, they are not apt, they art not wont, to satisfy those who
have most of them : Isa. lv. 2, ' Wherefore do ye spend money for that

which is not bread? and your labour for that which satisfieth not?' If

they would give satisfaction, those who have the greatest confluence of them
would be contented. But we find it is otherwise : Eccles. iv. 8, ' There is

one alone, and there is not a second; yea, he hath neither child nor brother:

yet is there no end of all his labour ; neither is his eye satisfied with riches

;

neither saith he, For whom do I labour, and bereave my soul of good ?
' and

v. 10, ' He that loveth silver shall not be satisfied with silver: nor he that

loveth abundance with increase.' Will that please you that cannot content

you, which will prove a troublesome, restless desire of more, instead of

satisfying ? And what is that worth that will not please you when you
have it ?

Secondly, Will they make you better ? You have no real profit by them,

unless they make you better. But when did you see any made better by
having more ? They debauch multitudes, and ensnare them in many foolish

and hurtful lusts, and feed, and nourish, and minister to them
;
they are

apt to clog the best, so that they move slowly in a spiritual course. They
steal away their minds and thoughts from Christ and heaven, and divert or

damp their affections to things above. All sorts are usually worse for them,

but who is better ? If they make you no better, you will be nothing the better

for them ; and who would trouble himself about that which he shall be no-

thing the better for ? You are careful to escape afflictions and sufferings,

but if you were freed from them, would it be better for you ? Freedom
from afflictions is often a grievous judgment; the souls of many suffer often

for want of sufferings, and sometimes are utterly undone. David tells you
it was good for him that he had been afflicted ; but where does he, or any
of his temper, tell you that it was good for him he was not afflicted ? How
unreasonable is it to be careful about that that you are like to be no better

for ! Or,

Thirdly, Will they make you happier ? Are they any part of your hap-
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piness ? How can that be, when those who have most of them are most

miserable, and they that have had least of them have been most happy ?

If they would make you happy, there would be reason to make them your

care ; but since your happiness is not concerned in them, why are you so

solicitous, &c. ? Freedom from afflictions is counted a happiness, and yet

this has drowned multitudes in perdition. And how often does the Spirit

of God (who sure best understands what these things are) declare an afflicted

state blessed ! James v. 10, 11, ' Take, my brethren, the prophets, who have

spoken in the name of the Lord, for an example of suffering affliction, and

of patience. Behold, we count them happy which endure. Ye have heard

of the patience of Job, and have seen the end of the Lord ; that the Lord
is very pitiful, and of tender mercy Ps. xciv. 12, ' Blessed is the man
whom thou chastenest, 0 Lord, and teachest him out of thy law.' You see

how little they tend to pleasure, profit, or happiness ; and how little should

they be in our care, which are of so little moment in these respects !

Fourthly, If the ends for which persons are commonly so careful for these

things were gained, it will be worse than if they should miss them; success

herein will be far worse than a disappointment. And is that worthy of our

care, wherein a failure is better than success ?

What are the ends which do commonly excite these cares, and which men
are wont to propose to themselves in the careful pursuit of these things ?

Why take they so much care to escape afflictions and sufferings, and to get

so large a share of riches, power, or greatness ? Is it not ordinarily that

they may live at ease, and fare deliriously, or go sumptuously, and gratify

the flesh, or be in reputation and honour, and have more than others, and

get above them, and look upon many as under them ? And what is this (if

we will judge truly of it) but pride, slothfulness, sensuality, and selfishness?

And the more they have for the securing and maintaining of these, the more
is their guilt, and the greater their condemnation. And should any be so

careful to make themselves more sinful, and more miserable ? Is this worth

your care '? Oh the lamentable delusion of the world, in being so careful to

make themselves more miserable ; in troubling themselves with cares for that

which is not only (in the issue and tendency of it) nothing worth, but much
worse than nothing ! You see of how little or no moment these things are,

and so how unworthy of great care. But this is not all.

(2.) They are of little continuance. If they were of more moment, yet if

they were of small continuance, in reason you should not much care for

them. But when they are of little worth, and of little continuance too, why
should you be so very careful about them ? But so they are; the time of

them is both short, and, which is worse, uncertain. The things of this life

are of no more continuance to us than our life is ; the most of them com-

monly stay not so long. We see them vanish and die before us ; we see an

end of them ordinarily before our few days are ended. But if we had them
for life, what is our life ? is it not a bubble, a vapour, a shadow? You would

think it childishness to see one very careful and solicitous about a bubble, a

thing soon raised, and presently fallen and sunk. Who but a child would

concern his cares in such a thing ? Why, such a bubble is our life, and the

enjoyments of life are more such ; now raised, and presently gone : James iv.

14, ' What is your life ? It is even a vapour, that appeareth for a little time,

and then vanisheth away.' What if there be some splendour in this vapour,

what if it please us ? it will not do long. It is but a very short show, it is

vanishing as soon as we begin to seek it ; look on it again, and it is quite

vanished. Such is our life ; and the enjoyments of it appear for a little time,

and then vanish, ' and the eye that saw them shall see them no more,' Job
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xiv. 2. What if this shadow keep you from some inconveniences? It is but

like the shadow of Jonah's gourd, a worm is prepared that will shortly (it

may be the next day) smite it, and the gourd will wither, and the shadow

(with the refreshment of it) will vanish. Are we sober when we trouble

ourselves with cares about such vapours and shadows, such withering, van-

ishing things ? They are but the enjoyments of a little time ; if we have

them now, they will shortly be gone ; if they please us now, they will not

please us long; and those that most please us, usually wither soonest: Isa.

xl. 6-8, ' The voice said, Cry. And he said, What shall I cry ? All flesh

is grass, and all the goodness thereof is as the flower of the field : the grass

withereth, the flower fadeth ; because the Spirit of the Lord bloweth upon

it: surely the people is grass. The grass withereth, the flower fudeth; but

the word of our God shall stand for ever.' The apostle applies these expres-

sions to riches : James i. 10, 11, ' But the rich, in that he is made low:

because as the flower of the grass he shall pass away. For the sun is no
sooner risen with a burning heat, but it withereth the grass, and the flower

falleth, and the grace of the fashion of it perisheth : so also shall the rich

man fade away in his ways.' The grass, or the stalk of the flower, is soon

gone, that will be cut down or wither shortly. Oh but the flower, that

which more pleases us, stays not so long ; that is cropped, or sheds its

leaves sooner. All is withering, all is gone ; but usually that which we are

most taken with is soonest gone. Oh, why should that which is of so little

continuance be so much our care ? The apostle, upon this account, thought

them scarce worth the looking on : 2 Cor. iv. 18, ' While we look not at

the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen ; for the

things which are seen are temporal, but the things which are not seen are

eternal.'

(3.) They are not only of short, but uncertain continuance. When we
speak of continuance, we have but a short time in them ; but if we speak of

certainty, we have no time at all. We have no time certain, no, not a mo-
ment, in any of the concerns of this life ; and this is reason enough why we
should not trouble ourselves with cares about them. After all your care and

trouble, when you look to enjoy them, the things may be gone. A tenant,

if he have a lease of his farm, he may take some care of it ; but if he have

no time at all in it, but may be turned out the next day, the next hour, he

can see no reason, he will have no heart, to take much care of it. It is thus

with us as to all the concerns of this life ; we have no lease of it, no time in

them at all. The Lord of all may turn us out of this, and the other, and all

the next hour, the next moment. And he has left us at such uncertainties,

on purpose that we might see reason not so much to mind, not to be so care-

ful about them : Prov. xxiii. 5, ' Wilt thou set thine eyes upon that which

is not ? for riches certainly make themselves wings, they flee away as an
eagle towards heaven.' You would think him an absurd man who, when he

sees an eagle in his field, would take great care how to fence it in there,

whenas no fence can secure it, make it as high as he can. The eagle, when
she list, will make use of her wings and fly away ; she will do it certainly.

Such winged things are the enjoyments of this life, they certainly make them-

selves wings. There is nothing so certain as our utter uncertainty of having

them or keeping them. And is not our care lost upon that which we can
never make sure to us for another moment ?

Such reason we have, and so many motives, not to give way to this care-

fulness. Let me, in the next place, shew you what means are useful, and
may be effectual, with the Lord's concurrence, to expel these cares, and
secure us against this forbidden carefulness.
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1. Get interest in God, and trust him. Study his all- sufficiency, and

believe that he, above all, more than all, can satisfy all your desires, and

entertain all your delights, and secure you against all fears ; that there is

in him all the good that is to be cared for in these outward things, and in-

finitely more ; that he can communicate this good to you easily, plentifully,

seasonably ; that he can prevent, or divert, or remove all the evil you are

solicitous to avoid, or be rid of, or else can turn it into good ; that he is

willing to do all this.

(1.) In general, believe the all-sufficiency of God, and get your interest

therein cleared. View this well, and you may see enough therein to ease

your minds of these cares, and to clear yourselves from the trouble of them.

Is not he sufficient for you who is sufficient for all things, for all purposes ?

If he be, if you have enough in him, if you have more than those who have

most iu the world without him, if you have far more in him than the whole

world comes to, what occasion have you to be careful about any more ?

Should he that has enough, abundantly enough, trouble himself with cares

about more ? Is not God all-sufficient enough for you ? Dare you give way
to a thought so dishonourable to him ? Is he enough for thousands and

millions of angels and glorified saints, enough for all the creatures of heaven

and earth, and not enough for thee alone ? And when thou hast so much
more than is enough for thee, and all the world besides, shouldst thou be

solicitous about more still ? Should he, who has more than those who have

most in the world without God, be still careful about earthly things ? Should

he who has a kingdom trouble himself about an acre or a foot of land ? Why,
all the fields, all the lands in the greatest kingdom on earth, are not so much,

compared with what you have in God, as a foot, an acre of land is to such a

kingdom. Should one who has treasure to the value of many millions, be

careful and solicitous about a penny or a farthing ? Why, all the treasure

on earth is of no more value than a farthing, compared with the treasure and

riches you have in the all-sufficient God. Should Ahasuerus, who had an

hundred, twenty, and seven provinces, should Alexander or Augustus, who

had got the empire of the world, trouble their heads about a molehill, or

perplex themselves with cares about a trifle ? Would not you think this

notoriously absurd, and them little better than madmen ? Why, all those

provinces, all the kingdoms of the earth, the empire of the whole w-orld, it

is but a trifle compared with his estate who has God for his portion. If he

be your possession and heritage, and yet you are perplexing yourselves with

cares about these lesser trifles, when your eyes are opened, you will see cause

to pass that censure upon yourselves (which the psalmist does in a like case)

:

Ps. lxxiii. 22, ' So foolish was I, and ignorant : I was as a beast before thee :'

1 Cor. ii. 9, ' Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into

the heart of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love

him.' Has God prepared and laid up for you, as your portion, more than

eye has seen, though it has seen all that the world can shew ; have you more

than ear has heard, though it has heard much more than the eye has dis-

covered ; have you more than has entered into the heart of man, more than

vou can think of, though you can think of more w orlds than are in being ?

Is all this yours ? And are you still carking, still caring, and are still per-

plexing yourselves about more, when you have so much already as the whole

earth is nothing, and less than nothing and vanity compared with it ? Sure

you do not believe God and his all-sufficiency. If you had faith herein,

and did but exercise it, your cares about earthly things would vanish. They

would not stay, they would not appear, but where there is no faith, or very

little : Luke xii. 28, ' If, then, God so clothe the grass, which is to-day in
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the field, and to-morrow is cast into the oven, how much more will he clothe

you, 0 ye of little faith !' More particularly believe,

[1.] That there is all that is good in God ; that there is in him all that

is to be cared for or regarded ; that you may have in him all the good that

is to be cared for in these outward things ; that there is in him infinitely

more than these things contain or can pretend to ; that all the good which

you need take thought for, or are tempted to bo thoughtful about, you may
have it in him, whether you have these things or no. For all the good

that is worthy of any care in earthly things, it came from him, he con-

veyed it into them ; and therefore it is eminently in him. And there you
may find it still, whatever become of these outward enjoyments ; even as

all the light and heat that is in the air at noon-day, it comes from the sun,

and therefore is in the sun virtually and eminently, and there may be found,

if there were none in the air ; or as all the water that is in the cistern or

pipes came from the fountain, and there you may have it, and moro than

these can contain, whether there be any in them or not. Now why should

you be solicitous lest you should want these things, since all that is good in

them, and any way desirable, all that you need care for, is to be had in God,

and more and better than in them.

What are these things good for but to serve your necessities, or to serve

you with conveniences and delights ? Food, and raiment, and habitation aro

necessaries ; we cannot live without them, and so think it excusable to be

careful for them. But these you may have in God, when you are not, or

cannot be, otherwise accommodated : Ps. xc. 1, ' Lord, thou hast been our

dwelling-place in all generations.' So he was when they were in the wilder-

ness, and had neither house nor home. Here David rested better than in

his palace : Ps. lxxi. 3, ' Be thou my strong habitation, whereunto I may
continually resort : thou hast given commandment to save me ; for thou art

my rock and my fortress.' To make use of the Lord for this purpose obliges

him : Ps. xci. 9, 10, ' Because thou hast made the Lord which is my refuge,

even the Most High, thy habitation, there shall no evil befall thee, neither

shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling.' And who can dwell more safely,

more pleasantly, than he who dwelleth in the secret places of the Most High,

and abides under the shadow of the Almighty? ver. 1. And for food, he
tells us, Mat. iv. 4, ' Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.' When we cannot have it, he
can make up the want of it with a word. He can sustain life without bread,

which in Scripture phrase includes ail the necessaries of this life. He can

make these things not to be needful, and order it so, that we shall need no
more than we have. He can take away the necessity, and he that takes it

away serves our needs better than that which docs but from day to day
supply them. If you take away my meat, God will take away my stomach,

said that faithful woman. If I cannot have what I need, the Lord will not

let me need it. And not to need these things is better than to have them,
if the state of angels be better than that of frail indigent men : for that is

the difference betwixt them and us ; we have these things as needful, they

need them not. And as for delights, he knows not God, is utterly a stranger

to him, who believes not there are more and sweeter to be had in him than
in the pleasantest things on earth : Ps. iv. G, 7, ' There be many that say,

Who will shew us any good ? Lord, lift thou up the light of thy counte-

nance upon us. Thou hast put gladness in my heart, more than in the time

that their corn and their wine increased ;' Hab. iii. 17, 18, ' Although the

fig-tree shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be in the vines : the labour of

VOL. II. L
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tbe olive shall fail, and the fields shall yield no meat ; the flock shall be cnt

off from the fold, and there shall be no herd in the stalls : yet will I rejoice

in the Lord, I will joy in the God of my salvation.' When the very course

of nature for ordinary preservation does fail, faith can see enough in the

all-sufficient God not only to free him from perplexing cares, but to fill him
with joy and glorying.

If you have God, you have all that these things are good for; all' that yon

need care for, whether for necessity or delight, and so are no way concerned

to be careful whether they come or go. So long as he goes not, whatever

else go, you lose nothing, but what is still left you in him, and may be found

there with wonderful more advantage. If a man have a great stock, a rich

bank, he will not be careful though he have but little in his purse ; he knows
where to have more, and enough of it, whenever there is occasion for it. God
is your bank, your treasury, all that riches is your own. What if you
have not much money about you, not much of these outward things to

lug along you, you know where you have enough, it is not out of your reach,

it may be had when you have occasion
;
why then are

pyou so careful ? If a

man be stored with bars of gold, or jewels of great value, he is not careful

though he have but little in small money. The things of this life are but

like small money for present use. What if you have not much in pence,

and such little pieces, so long as you have it in that vast and incomprehen-

sible sum, the all-sufficient God, the total of which is beyond account, above

all valuation, what need you be careful ? Will not this yield you unspeak-

ably more when there is occasion, than many bags full of single pence or

copper money ? In other cases you judge not of things by their bulk, but

their value. Here is one thing you have (if God be yours) which is more
worth than all other things together, and you may make more of it when
there is need. It is virtually all, and comprises the good and advantage

of whatever you care for. What, then, need you care for more ? Oh if

you did but see it, and know it, and believe it, you would dwell far from
carefulness.

[2.] Believe that there is no good to be had from them without God. All

the cares of the world can make nothing of them, can squeeze no drop of good

out of them, unless he let it out. For as all the good that is in them is in

him eminently, and so you need not care for them if you have him, so all

the good that can be expected of them is from him dependency, and so they

are not to be regarded without him. They can do you no good at all, they are

not sufficient for it of themselves, their sufficiency for it is from him who is

only all sufficient. Be as careful as you will to get as much as you can,

and to keep it
;
yet you will get just nothing, but the trouble of your care

and turmoil ; nothing at all to be cared for unless he give it you. Now, if

you did believe this effectually, you would not, by over-caring, provoke God
to suspend that influence upon which all that is anything worth in them
depends. The Lord can be as good to you as heart can desire, even with-

out these ; but these will be good for nothing witheut him. Meat and

clothes, and rest, though you have more than enough, will not serve your

necessities, will not keep you in health and strength, will not ease or cure

you when you are ill. Pleasant things will not be delightful, will not so

much as content you. Riches will not serve the end of riches, and when
they do not serve their true end, they are far worse than well improved

poverty : James v. 1-3, ' Go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for your

miseries that sball come upon you. Your riches are corrupted, and your

garments are moth-eaten. Your gold and silver is cankered ; and the rust

of them shall be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were
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fire.' God has such a stroke in these things, that the creatures, though

given in abundance, will not serve their proper uses when he says they shall

not : Micah vi. 14, 15, ' Thou slialt eat, but not be satisfied ; and thy

casting down shall be in the midst of thee ; and thou shalt take hold, but

shalt not deliver ; and that which thou deliverest will I give up to the

sword. Thou shalt sow, but thou shalt not reap ; thou shalt tread the

olives, but thou shalt not anoint thee with oil ; and sweet wine, but thou

shalt not drink wine.' Haggai i. 6, 9, ' Ye have sown much, and bring in

little
;
ye eat, but ye have not enough

; ye drink, but ye are not filled with

drink
;
ye clothe you, but there is none warm ; and he that earneth wages,

earneth wages to put it into a bag with holes,' &c. This was the issue of

all their carefulness, when they neglected better things. They had enough
to feed, and clothe, and make them rich, and yet they were in effect neither

fed, nor clothed, nor enriched. God did but blow upon it, and all the good of

these things, all that was to be cared for in them, vanished. If you did

believe and consider this, you would see yourselves, your care so much
concerned for the pleasing of God, that you would be little careful about

other things.

[3.] Believe that he can communicate the good of all these things to us,

though they of themselves cannot do it. And this he is all-sufficient to do,

either by these things or without them. There is no restraint with him to

do it either way. And though ordinarily he conveys it by these things, yet

it is not at all difficult to him to do it without them. He can do this easily,

plentifully, seasonably.

Easily. He can with the greatest ease give these outward things, or

afford the comfort and advantage of them ; he can do it with a word, with

the turning of a hand. Let him but give the word, and it will be done :

Ps. cxlvii. 15, ' He sendeth forth his commandment upon earth, his word
runneth very swiftly ;' Ps. cvii. 20, ' He sent his word, and healed them,

and delivered them from their destructions, with the turning of a hand ;'

Ps. civ. 28, ' That thou givest them they gather ; thou openest thine hand,

they are filled with good;' and Ps. cxlv. 16, 'Thou openest thine hand,

and satisfiest the desire of every living thing.' That which the things them-
selves cannot do, with all their abundance ; that which we cannot do, with

all our carefulness (satisfy us with the good of them), he can do more easily

than we can open our hand. If we be careful to have these things, the good of

them, without much trouble, faith will direct us where it may be had with

ease ; it will lead us to mind God, and not to mind nor be thoughtful about

the things themselves.

Plentifully. He can fill, he can satisfy us with the goodness of them
;

not with the husks, which is all we can have without him, perplex ourselves

with what cares we will, but with that which is desirable in them : Ps.

civ. 28, ' Thou openest thy hand, they are filled with good ;' Ps. lxviii. 10,
' Thou, 0 God, hast prepared of thy goodness for the poor.' 1 Tim. vi. 17,
' Charge them that are rich in this world, that they be not high-minded, nor
trust in uncertain riches, but in the living God, who giveth us richly all

things to enjoy.' He can give abundance of the good where there is but a

little of the things ; much contentment with it, much spiritual advantage by
it ; and upon that account, Ps. xxxvii. 16, ' A little that a righteous man
hath, is better than the riches of many wicked.' And it is true in this sense,

though it may look farther, when it is said, Luke i. 53, ' He hath filled the

hungry with good things, and the rich he hath sent empty away.' He sends
them away empty of the good of riches while they have them, and fills those
with it who have them not. He can convey the marrow to others, and leave
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them nothing but the bare bone to gnaw on, which, how big soever it be

(how bulky soever their estates are), is nothing the better, being but a bare

and empty bone. If we be tempted to be careful for much of these things,

which is so common as the best are in danger, this believed will help us

to cease from this carefulness, and to apply ourselves to him, in whose
hands alone plenty, and all the good of it, all that is to be cared for, is plenti-

fully found.

Seasonably. When they will do us no hurt, when they would do us most

good, when they are most needful, most useful. We know not the season,

we mind it not. We would have these things, and are careful to have much
of them at a venture; whether they will do us good or hurt we care not, but

to take much care to have them, and our fill of them, whatever be the issue

;

as one in a fever, that will have wine, and his fill of it, though be die

for it ; he will have his appetite, indeed his distemper, gratified; come what

will of it, whether it be safe or seasonable, he cares not. We consider not,

we know not when it is safe, when it is seasonable ; but the Lord knows
perfectly, and can give it when the season is : Ps. civ. 27, ' These wait all

upon thee, that thou may give them their meat in his due season
;

' and

cxlv. 15, ' The eyes of all wait upon thee ; and thou givest them their meat
in due season.' Hosea vi. 3, ' He shall come unto us as the rain, as the

latter and former rain on the earth.' He can give these, as he gives the

first and latter rain, when it is most needful, and will be of greatest ad-

vantage.

This believed, would help us to eye God, and fix our minds on him, instead

of fixing our minds on, and employing our thoughtfulness about, our outward

concerns. This would teach us not to strain our souls with cares, in leap-

ing greedily at the fruit which is above our reach ; and observe the hand of

God, which only can convey it to us seasonably, when it will be good for us,

and worth the having.

This believed, that the Lord can give us the good of these things without

them, will help us not to be so careful for the things themselves, for the

good that is to [be] had by them, is all that is to be cared for in them ; and this

the Lord can help us to, whether we have them or no. When you have

drawn all the spirit out of any herb or plant, you regard not the gross, dry,

useless matter that is left, nor are solicitous what becomes of it. If yon
have the advantage and comfort which is expected from outward enjoyments,

you have all the spirits of them, and this the Lord is sufficient to give you
without them, yea, and to help you to as much of this in a little as in more
of them. And this believed will help you to be indifferent as to the mea-
sure of these things, not to be careful or solicitous whether you have less

or more.

[4.] Believe that he can secure you from whatever you are solicitous to

avoid, or ease you of whatever you are careful to be rid of.

First, Losses, troubles, sufferings are wholly and uncontrollably at his

disposing ; he can prevent them when they are afar off and keep them so ;

he can divert them when they are near and turn them another way ; he can

remove them when they are upon you, for all of this nature that you are

apt to be thoughtful about is in his hand, and all the instruments and cir-

cumstances thereof, and he can take whatever order therein he pleases.

You are not careful about your concerns, when they are in such hands as you
can be confident of. Have faith in God, believe but that all is in the best

hands that they can possibly fall into when they are in his, and you will see

no ocoasion to be careful. If you will but give God the pre-eminence above

some creatures, aud believe your affairs are better in his hands than in those
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persons that you can be confident of, your hearts may be at rest, all is as well

as can be, unless it can be better than when all is at God's disposing. When
a stone cannot move without the hand that you can trust, you will not be
careful about what you may suffer by it. Why, all that may trouble you
lies as still as a stone in the highway, and cannot move without the hand
which you have so much cause to trust, which you have more reason to

trust than your own : if you believe this, how can you be careful ? If the

rod be in the hand that the child can trust and be secure of, he will not be
perplexed about it. All that can afflict you is in the hand of God ; if that

be to be trusted, your minds may be at ease, there is not the least occasion
to be anxious or perplexed ; believe but that God can secure you ; that may
hush your cares. The three faithful Jews found it enough for this purpose :

Dan. iii. 16, 17, 'Our God is able to deliver us from the burning fiery

furnace, and he will deliver us out of thine hand, 0 king.' This they be-

lieved, therefore they were not careful.

Secondly, He can secure you from the evil of afflictions, troubles, losses
;

if they should come upon you, he can keep the evil of them far from you :

Job v. 19, ' He shall deliver thee in six troubles
;
yea, in seven there shall

no evil touch thee.' When you are surrounded with troubles, he can take

order that the evil of them shall not so much as touch you, Ps. xxiii. He
can take a course that there shall be no evil to be feared ; and where there is

no cause of fear, there can be no occasion to be perplexed. There is

nothing that in reason you can be careful to avoid but that which is evil

;

believe but that God is sufficient to secure you from all the evil of troubles,

and all occasion of carefulness will vanish. The evil of them, which we are

so careful to avoid, is the smart, the sting, the damage, the grievance, we
are apprehensive of; but the Lord can pull out the sting, and what need
you then care for the serpent ? He can keep you from any damage by them,
and what need you care what seems lost, if there be no damage by it ? He
can ease you of the grievance, and why so careful to avoid that which will

not be grievous ? He can take order that you shall not so much as smart
by them. He can not only mitigate the evil you are wont to be perplexed

about, and make it tolerable,—as 1 Cor. x. 13, ' God is faithful, who will

not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are able ; but will with the

temptation also make a way to escape, that ye may be able to bear it ;

—

but quite take it away. He can so order it that troubles shall not be
troublesome to you ; that pressures shall not he heavy upon you, but go as

lightly under them as if they weighed nothing ; that you shall not suffer by
what others count great sufferings ; that you shall not lose anything which
you need care for by your losses. If the evil be gone, there is nothing left

that you need be careful about : and the evil the Lord can easily remove.

Thirdly, He can do you good by afflictions; not only free you from the

evil of them, but make them good for you. He can render them as good
or better for you, than freedom from them of itself is or can be. Believe

this, and you will count it very absurd to be careful ; it is little better than

madness to be careful to avoid that which is good, solicitous to escape that

which will prove best for you. God is sufficient to do this. If you lose

much of what you have, he can make the little that is left as good or better

than the whole, as comfortable, as satisfying, as advantageous, yea, and
yourselves more serviceable thereby than, it may be, you would have been
with much more. It is not the quantity but the virtue of things that is to be

cared for ; and the Lord can convey more virtue into a little than ordinarily

there is to be found in very much, as you find more in a little spirits than

in a great quantity of drugs. If the Lord can give you all the virtue of
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much in a little, what need you be so careful for much, unless the mere
bulk and cumber of it be to be cared for ?

And, as in losses and wants, so in other afflictions and sufferings, he can

do you more good by them than you were like to have met with without

them. He has done this ordinarily. Jacob's afflictions, which he met with

in the loss of Joseph, proved a greater advantage to him and the whole

family than if be had never parted with him : Gen. xlv. 5-7, ' Now there-

fore be not grieved, nor angry with yourselves, that ye sold me hither : for

God did send me before you to preserve life : to preserve you a posterity in

the earth, and to save your lives by a great deliverance.' If Jacob's care to

keep Joseph with him bad succeeded according to his desire, he and his

family might have starved : Gen. 1. 20, ' Ye thought evil against me ; but God
meant it unto good, to bring to pass, as it is at this day, to save much
people alive.' He kept the Israelites so long in the wilderness, a place of

much trouble and afflictions to them, that he might do them good thereby,

Deut. viii. 15, 16 ; he led them so long in the valley of death, as it is called,

Jer. ii. 6, to do them good. It was better for David, when he was perse-

cuted and hunted as a partridge upon the mountains, than when he was
upon his throne : Ps. cxix. 75, ' I know, 0 Lord, that thy judgments are

right, and that thou in faithfulness hast afflicted me.' He did his people

good by their captivity, the most grievous suffering that ever they met with,

and the more, because it was not only the loss of their country, but the loss

of the temple and the solemn worship of God : Jer. xxiv. 5, ' Thus saith the

Lord, Like these good figs, so will I acknowledge them that are carried

away captive of Judah, whom I have sent out of this place into the land of

the Chaldeans for their good.' He did them that good hereby, which

mercies, and deliverances, and his own ordinances were not effectual before

to do ; hereby he brought them to return unto him and acknowledge him :

ver. 7, ' I will give them an heart to know me, that I am the Lord : and

they shall be my people, and I will be their God : for they shall return

unto me with their whole heart.'

I need not stay on particular instances ; the apostle comprises all, Rom.
viii. 28, ' We know that all things work together for good to them that love

God, to them who are the called according to his purpose ;' all afflictions

and sufferings whatsoever, for of those he is speaking. He tells us, how
that which we count so evil works for good : Heb. xii. 10, ' He chasteneth

us for our profit, that we might be partakers of his holiness.' More of his

holiness is so great a good as far outweighs all the evil, seeming or real,

that is in any outward losses or sufferings whatsoever. Believe this, that

he is sufficient to turn them into good, and it will take you off from such

carefulness to avoid them. What pretence can there be for perplexing

yourselves with cares for the escaping of that which is good for you ? You
may say, It is true, if the Lord will do this for me ; oh, but you have no

reason to question this, for,

[5. J He is willing, and you have all reason to believe that he is willing

to do all this for you ; believe that he is willing to communicate the good

of these outward things to you, or the things themselves if they be good ;

this is all that is to be cared for. And this you may be sure of, if you
count the word of the faithful God sufficient assurance : Ps. xxxiv. 10, ' The
young lions do lack, and suffer hunger ; but they that seek the Lord shall not

want any good thing ;' and Ps. lxxxiv. 11, ' For the Lord God is a sun and

shield : the Lord will give grace and glory : no good thing will he withhold

from them that walk uprightly ;' and Ps. lxxxv. 12, ' The Lord shall give

that which is good ; and our land yield her increase." You will not, if you
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be sober, be careful, lest you should be without that which is not good
;
you

will not count that a want ; and if your wants be no other, you are assured

of a supply: Philip, iv., 'He shall supply,' he is willing to do it richly.

You are no more concerned to be careful about this, than a child is, who
has, and knows he has, an affectionate father, able and willing to provide

for him. The Lord is more willing to provide herein for you than the best

of fathers on earth. Would you desire more to free you from cares ? Sure

it needs not. Why, but you have more. The Lord is as much more will-

ing to do it than any earthly parents, as the love of God exceeds the affections

of men ; as much more willing as the Father of mercies, and the God of all

comforts, exceeds that bit of affection, that drop of love, which the narrow

heart of an earthly parent can contain : Mat. vii. 11, ' If ye then, being evil,

know how to give good gifts unto your children, how much more shall your

Father which is in heaven give good gifts to them that ask him?' As much
more willingly does he give as heaven is above earth. Do but believe this

effectually, and you shall be ashamed, if not astonished, at the absurdness

and unreasonableness of your cares.

And then as for afflictions, &c, he is not only able but willing to free you

from them, or to secure you from the evil of them, which is all you need to

care, or have any occasion to perplex yourselves about ; and not only so,

but to make them really good for you. All which he assures us of by many
great and precious promises (which I must not mention now), he is willing

to make them good ; to make them prove best for you, in all respects, both

in point of pleasure, and profit, and honour ; all which are comprised in that

of the apostle : 1 Pet. i. 6, 7, ' Wherein ye greatly rejoice, though now for

a season (if need be) ye are in weariness through manifold temptations ; that

the trial of your faith, being much more precious than of gold that perisheth,

though it be tried with fire, might be found unto praise, and honour, and
glory, at the appearing of Jesus Christ.' Here is delight wherewith you
may greatly rejoice, even in the midst of afflictions ; here is profit, richer

than that of gold, something much more precious and valuable ; here is

approbation with God, the greatest honour and glory, both at his appearing

here and hereafter ; and all this the issue of manifold afflictions, of fiery

trials. But that the Lord is willing you should partake of so sweet, and rich,

and noble advantage, he would not be willing you should suffer, no, not for a

season. He is ready to make these not only good, but better for you than

outward prosperity is wont to be, or of itself can be ; and need you be so

careful to avoid that which he will make* better for you, than the condition

you naturally most desire, better than a prosperous and nourishing state ? Do
ye think the apostle Paul, for all his sufferings, would have changed conditions

with Nero, in the greatest nourish of his empire ? Or, that Moses did not

believe the Lord would make afflictions better for him than all the honours,

or riches, or pleasures, of Egypt, when, Heb. xi. 24-26, ' he refused to

be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter, choosing rather to suffer affliction

with the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season,

esteeming the reproach of Christ greater riches than the treasures of Egypt"?
The Lord is willing hereby to free you from that which is your greatest

evil, your sin and corruption ; which is the weakness, the disease, the

poverty, the deformity, the misery of your souls. He has declared his will

by his promise : Isa. xxvii. 9, ' By this shall the iniquity of Jacob be purged,

and this is all the fruit, to take away his sin ;' and Isa. i. 25, ' I will turn

my hand upon thee, and purely purge away thy dross, and take away all thy

sin ;' and willing to make you hereby partakers of that which is the greatest

good you are capable of on earth : that holiness, which is the health, strength,
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beauty, riches, life and glory of the soul, and fruitful therein, Heb. xii.,

2 Cor. iv. Do you question his willingness here ? Why, he is more willing

you should have so much good by afflictions than yourselves are. You are

afraid of this sovereign receipt, because it tastes a little bitter ; like a foolish

child, who will not take that to save his life which bitos his tongue. The
Lord is glad to force it on us ; so much more ready is he to do us good

thereby, than we are willing to have it. Believe but this, that he is 60

willing to make afflictions so good, so exceeding good, and you will condemn
yourselves of childishness in perplexing yourselves much, and being bo

very thoughtful how to avoid them. These cares would find no place if faith

were duly exercised: Ps. xlii. 11, ' Why art thou cast down, 0 my soul?

and why art thou disquieted within me ? Hope thou in God, for I shall yet

praise him, who is the health of my countenance, and my God ;' John xiv. 1,

' Let not your heart be troubled; ye believe in God, believe also in me.'

(2.) Get more submission unto God, if you would be freed from this

carefulness.

[1.] Get judgment and will more subjected to the mind and will of God,

so as to rest satisfied in that which he counts best for you. The Lord has

assured his people that it shall go well with them, that he will dispose of

their concerns for the best. If we did acquiesce in this, and were fully satis-

fied with it, and will and miud rested in it, we should be at rest from our

cares ; we should not be further perplexed about that which we were satis-

fied would be ordered for the best. The Lord has given sufficient ground
in his word for our satisfaction herein ; and we seem to be satisfied in gene-

ral, and can say he will make all work for the best ; and in particular cases,

which are remote, and concern others, we make no doubt of it ; but when
we are tried in cases that more particularly respect to ourselves, and which
touch us nearly, the unsubmissiveness of our souls unto God, in these deal-

ings which he judges fittest for us, does presently bewray itself. Oh if I

should meet with such a loss, lose such a relation, such a comfort, such a

considerable part of a livelihood, how could it be well with me if such and
such an affliction should befall me, so grievous, so wounding, which strikes

deep into the interest of ease, or profit, or credit, or comfort? Then we fly

off, and gainsay in particulars what we seemed satisfied with in general

;

and make that a question, which, before we came to be specially and deeply

concerned, seemed unquestionable. Then we are ready to say (or to think

at least) How can it be well with me if this should befall me ? How can

this be for the best, which threatens to ruin, to undo me ; which comes
upon me with open mouth, to swallow up my dearest comforts and concern-

ments ? Now we cannot submit to God, and yield up our judgments to that

which he has so often declared ; we cannot think it best, nay, we cannot

think it good for us, though it be the dispensation of that God who has given

us his word that all his dispensations shall be for the best. Here our judg-

ments rise up against the mind and judgment of God, and what he thinks

best and fittest for us we think worst of all ; and accordingly we are anxious,

and perplexed, and thoughtful, and full of cares how to prevent it, when
such a providence approaches, or how we may remove it when it has over-

taken us. Whereas, if our minds and hearts were but subdued to the mind
and will of God, we would be satisfied with that as best which he thinks to

be so ; and so our cares would cease, and mind and heart would be at rest

from the troublesome hurry of them.

Oh labour for this quiet, humble submission unto God ; abhor that hor-

rible pride whereby we prefer our own judgments before that of infinite wis-

dom, and advance our own wills before that of infinite goodness. See that
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mind and heart lower to God in all his dispensations, as most wise, and
most good, and best of all for you, whatever they may seem to a proud selfish

heart, or to a partial short-sighted mind. This you must do, if you would

be freed from the sin and trouble of this condemned carefulness. If we will

presume to make ourselves wiser than God, and to know better what is best

for us than he, no wonder if our hearts be like the troubled sea, that cannot

rest, if we be left to set ourselves on several occasions upon the rack of

this carefulness.

[2.] Get your wills subdued to the will of God. If this were done, and
our wills brought to a due subjection to the divine will, we should not be at

all troubled or perplexed with cares
;

for, though we observe it not, our

excess of carefulness is to have our own wills in this, and the other, and
every thing that we are solicitous about. If our own will were not in it,

and something therein lay not cross to that, we would not be troubled with

cares or thoughtfulness about it.

Why are we so careful to get much for ourselves and ours ; so thoughtful

lest it should be lost or impaired, but because we would have a fair estate ?

That is our will, it is fixed and stiff for it. We cannot yield to be put off

with a little, though it were the will of God so to order it.

Why are we so thoughtful and solicitous for the avoiding of afflictions and
Bufferings, or so very careful to get out of them when they are upon us, but

because we would live easily, and pleasantly, and prosperously ? This is

our will, and is so much set upon it, that it cannot yield to a low and afflicted

condition, though it were the will of God to dispose us in it. If we did but

submit to his will, the care and trouble would be over; that which he wills

for us would be welcome to us ; we should not trouble ourselves with cares,

either to prevent it before it come, or to escape it when i't is upon us.

You may see this in Saul : it was the will of God that David should succeed

him in the kingdom ; it was Saul's will that his own son should succeed

him, and the crown not be removed from his family. Hence was Saul'so

afflicted with cares, after he suspected David should have the kingdom :

hence was he so thoughtful how to make an end of him. His cares might
bring or increase that melancholy, which is called (as some think) an evil

spirit, or which an evil spirit made use of, to afflict him and trouble his

spirit, 1 Sam. xviii. 8-10. If Saul could have submitted his will to God's,

he had been freed from those cares, and the troubles of heart and life, which
they brought upon him ; but Saul would have his own will, rather than
God's will should be done : this was the rise of his cares, and that which
continued them during his life.

And thus it is commonly with us in other cases ; when our carefulness is

truly stated, the contest is betwixt God's will and ours. We may tremble

that it should be thus, but so it is. We are careful to have our wills, with

a neglect of God's will, nay, many times in opposition to it. Instead of

being careful to have his will done on earth as it is in heaven, we are

thoughtful how our wills may be done on earth, that we may have all that

we will, and all as we will, whatever the will of God be. We would have
his will yield to ours in this and the other, and that not to be his will which
is so. We would have him will nothing but what we will as to our outward
condition ; or if he will anything that we like not, which suits not our
inclinations, we will hinder it and have it otherwise, if all our care will do it.

Oh what horrid pride is here, what rebellion against the sovereign will of
the Most High ! How do we attempt to cross God in our cares, and trouble

ourselves with thoughtfulness to have our wills, though God's will be against

it
! Oh humble yourselves for this ! Importune the Lord to give you hearts
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of flesh, such as will be tractable and easily wrought to a compliance with
the divine will, to take away that stone rather than heart, which is in us
naturally, that will break rather than yield. So far as the will of God is

acceptable to you, so as yours can stoop to it though it cross you, so far

you will not be anxious or careful. If you could submit to his will in all

things, you would be careful for nothing.

(3.) Live in the view of eternity. Labour to walk still in the sight of your
everlasting condition ; let your eye be often on it ; let your minds and
thoughts be frequently taken up with that endless state which you must
shortly enter on. Be still comparing your time here with that eternal con-
dition that remains for you ; consider how little or nothing it is in compari-
son, and that will help you to discover how small and inconsiderable the

concerns of this present life are compared with those of everlastingness, and
consequently how little to be cared for. You have that to look after, which
is of so much more importance than the things of this life, as far exceeds
them, as that vast incomprehensible eternity exceeds a little moment. Ob.

believe this effectually, consider it seriously, and you will find something
else to do than to trouble yourselves so much with cares about concerns of
so inconsiderable a moment ! Why was the apostle no more careful about
the things of this life, why no more troubled about them ? why no more
thoughtful to avoid afflictions and sufferings, or to get rid of them ? He
gives you this account of it : 2 Cor. iv. 17, 18, ' For our light affliction,

which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal

weight of glory
; while we look not at the things which are seen, but at

the things which are not seen; for the things which are seen are temporal,
but the things which are not seen are eternal.' His view of those eternal

things made things of time seem nothing to him, not fit to be the concern of
bis care, soarce worthy to be looked on. A due prospect of eternity would
help us more to overlook the things of this life, and to look upon ourselves,*
our cares, as very little concerned in them. He that has his eye much fixed

upon that, when he looks downward, will be ready to think he sees nothing.
What are the atoms, the motes, that we see stirring about us in the light,

to one that, with the help of an artificial glass, has been viewing the sun
and the heavenly bodies ? The things of time are no more to those of

eternity than these motes are to the sun or the whole heavens. Let these

motes dance on ; what are we concerned in them, unless to keep them out

of our eyes, out of our hearts and minds ?

A traveller that has but a night to stay in a place, he will not be very

solicitous about his accommodation ; he will take it as he finds it, consider-

ing it is for so short time ; he must be gone the next morning. You would
think him little better than a madman who would take as much care about

bis inn as he does about his own dwelling house. Why, such is our case in

this world, and so we should think of it. We are strangers and pilgrims, we
are in a journey, we are seeking a country ; our habitations are but as an
inn, and our enjoyments as the accommodations of it; and our abode herein

is not so much, compared with eternity, as a night's lodging. Whether they

please us or please us not, we need not much care, since it is for so short a

time ; we must be gone, as it were, the next morning. Ps. xlix. 12 : 'Man
being in honour, abideth not,' yfyi ^ he shall not stay, he shall not lodge

a night. Alas ! what need he cure whether he be in honour or not, whether

he have little or much, since it is for so little a while, since he is not to abide

in that condition so much as a night comes to ? It is not so much hi re-

spect of everlastingness. Be not careful about it; take it as it comes, since

* Qu. ' our sorrows '?

—

Ed.
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you must be gone out of it so very soon. Would you think that traveller in

his wits, who, when he is but to stay in his inn so few hours, would busy

himself' to stuff his bed and pillow with thorns, so that, when he can but

rest a while at best, he may not be able to rest at all ? Thus you do when
you trouble yourselves with the cares of this life. Our Lord Jesus expresses

them by thorns. When you must rest no longer, will you take the course

not to rest a short night ? Your stay here is not so much to eternity as a

night. Ps. xc. 2, 4, ' A thousand years in thy sight are but as yesterday

when it is past, and as a watch in the night.' If a thousand years be but

to eternity as a watch in the night, the space of three or four hours, and
that passed over insensibly in sleep, what is our life, which is but so

small a parcel of a thousand years ? The fourth part of a night is but a

very little thing. Oh but it is not so much, it is but as yesterday, and yes-

terday when it is past is nothing. This life is no more expressly : Ps.

xxxix. 5, ' Thou hast made my days as an handbreadth, and mine age is

nothing before thee
; verily, every man at his best state is altogether

vanity.' If our life be as nothing to everlastiagness, what are the concerns

of it ? If this were believed and considered, would that be so much our

care, which is no more than nothing in the account of God ?

Let those infidels trouble themselves with the cares of this life who think

their souls shall last no longer than their life ; but you that believe you
must live hereafter more millions of years than there are minutes in your
whole life, yea, more millions of ages than there are minutes in a million

of years, what do you think your life here is to that, of such an astonish-

ing continuance, of an endless, an everlasting duration ? Can you con-

ceive it to be like anything more than a moment ? And why are you so

careful, why so much concerned about the accommodations of a moment,
of a minute ? What if they please you or please you not ; is it any great

matter, since it is for so short a time ? What if they be not such as you
could wish ; will they not serve well enough for a moment ? May you not

be indifferent how it fares with you for such a very little while ? Oh, but

the concerns of eternity, of a condition that will never, never have an end,

that will be never nearer to an end after it has lasted millions and millions

of ages ; oh sure this should be your care, and so much your care, that

the things of this life should have little of it in comparison, little or nothing
in comparison of them, because they are little or nothing compared with

them, of little or no continuance comparatively, and so of little or no
consequence.

That emperor made himself ridiculous to the world, who, giving out

that he had a design to conquer a kingdom, and taking care to raise a
vast army, and marching them many hundred miles, in the end employed
his soldiers only to gather cockles. You declare your design to be for a

kingdom, an everlasting kingdom ; you must strive, and wrestle, and com-
bat to compass it. Here lies your business, here should your care be

employed. If, instead of this, you turn your cares upon the things of

this life, you fall a-gathering cockles or picking straws, instead of seeking

that kingdom ; the things of time are of no more value than straws iu

comparison of it.



PRAY FOR EVERYTHING.

But in everything by prayer and supplication, uith thanksgiving, let your
requests be made known unto God—Philip. IV. 6.

-The apostle having forbidden the Philippians to be careful, he shews them
what they should do instead thereof. He shews them a better way to obtain
what they or others are apt to be careful about, than all such forbidden
carefulness would prove. Instead of troubling yourselves with cares for

anything, apply yourselves to God by prayer in everything.
Obs. The people of God should have recourse to him by prayer in every-

thing.

For explication, let us inquire into the act, the extent, the manner of
praying. What we must do, and wherein it must be done, and how we must
do it.

1. For the act. It is prayer, expressed here by four words, csoavyfi,

asking of God, or, as it is rendered, prayer; 5sV/;, supplication; suyasm-ia,
praise or thanksgiving

; Airriftara, petitions or requests. For the opening
ot which, you know there are two principal parts of prayer, petition and
thanksgiving, the asking of what we would have, and the due acknow-
ledgment of what we have received. When we take notice of what the Lord
bestows, and are affected with the riches and the freeness of his mercy therein,

and out of an hearty sense thereof gratefully acknowledged ; this is, iu^a-

gtarew, to give him thanks, which is one chief part of prayer, that which should

not be omitted. When we would pray, as he requires, our requests should

be joined, /mit' hymotendf, with thanksgiving. The sense of our want6,

pressures, sufferings, should not drown the sense of his mercy and bounty
expressed towards us. Eagerness after more should not make us overlook

what he has done for us already; but while we beg, we should also be thank-

ful, having as much occasion for this as the other.

Then for petition, the other part of prayer, that is here, alrf
;
;j,ara, the

several requests we make, or petitions we put up, and Tgoei-jyjh, and h'-r^n,

denote the same. He uses more words to express the same, thing, as the

Hebrews were wont to do (whose manner of speech he much uses) to signify

frequency or vehemency ; to mind us that we should be very much and
often in this duty, or that our hearts should be very much in it when we are

about it.

We need not inquire how these two words may be distinguished ; it is
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like the apostle intended no more than I have expressed. But if we will be

so curious, one of them may denote the object of our prayers, Kgoaiv%ri is

?rgos riiv @ihv iv^, a request directed to God. To whom shall we address

ourselves if we would be relieved, or supplied, or delivered ? Let your
requests be made known to God, trgos Qi'jv. Others may be unable or

unwilling to help ; it may be a wickedness, or it may be to no purpose

to seek to them ; but God is able and willing to relieve, he has made it your
duty to apply yourselves to him, and to none else without him. The other

may denote the subject of our prayers; dinais, rendered supplication, is from
di6fiai, to want. That which we are to request of God is what we want, be

it something which we have not, or more of that which we have, if it be
needful for us, that which we want indeed. We may seek it of God ; it is

both our duty and privilege to do it ; he both encourages and commands
it. It is a principal part of prayer, to which there are so many promises,

for which there are so many precepts, to spread our wants before God, to make
them known to him. Not that he knows not what we want before we declare

it, Mat. vi. ; but this is the way, most for his honour and our advantage,

to have supplies. ' He will be sought unto,' Ezek. xxxvi. 37. We must seek

him, and not formally, and as of course ; but as those who are sensible what
they want, and who it is that only can relieve us, make all known to him.

2. For the extent of it. ' In everything ;' so we must both pray and praiso

him, both make our requests, and give thanks, in everything
; but here

seems some difficulty, as to both, which I will endeavour to remove.

(1.) How can it be our duty to give thanks in everything ? There are

many cases, wherein it may be a question, whether they require thankful-

ness ;
several, which seem to call for humiliation rather than thanksgiving.

But this in general may be determined, whatever our estate or the circum-

stances of it be, so far as there is any mercy to be discerned therein, so far

we ought to be thankful, yea, though there be much of anger and divine dis-

pleasure there. And thereby we may resolve the particular cases wherein

it is questionable, whether it is our duty to be thankful, and how it can be so.

[1.] When we are under afflictions, are we to give thanks for personal

grievances ? Yes ; there is something in them for which we may, we ought

to be thankful. But how ? Not for the afflictions considered in themselves,

for so they are not joyous, but grievous. But if they be for righteousness'

sake, then are they blessed dispensations, then they are occasions of joy,

and so of praise, Mat. v. Then they are gifts, special favours, and so

oblige us to thankfuluess : Phil. i. 29, ' Unto you it is given in the behalf of

Christ, not only to believe on him, but also to suffer for his sake.' Yea,

when they are chastisements, and occasioned by our miscarriages, yet then

we may and ought to be thankful, because they are no more, not so much
as we had deserved, and had reason to fear ; not so many, not so grievous,

not so continued. When we lose something, had it not been for that mercy
(which we should be thankful for) we had lost all. When we suffer in one
particular, we might have suffered in all, in soul, body, estate, relations,

altogether. When it is but a rod, it might have been a scorpion ; when it

lies but on us a while, it might have oppressed us all our days, and made
our whole life a life of sorrow and affliction. But they are not so much as

others suffer. What arc our sufferings, when greatest, to those of Christ,

though he was innocent, not, as we are, covered with guilt ? What are our
afflictions to the sufferings of others, who are as dear to him, and have less

provoked him ? What to theirs, who, by the Lord's testimony, were such,

of whom the world was not worthy ? Heb. xi. And because they proceed

from love, and shall have a merciful issue, if not for the grievance of them
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yet for the rise, and for the effects of them, so far as they are sanctified,

to make you partakers of his holiness, to bring forth the fruits of it ; so

far as you have his presence, and are supported under them, and enabled to

demean yourselves under them as children, to bear them with patience, sub-

mission, the exercise of faith, hope, and other graces requisite in such a

state ; and because, where we have one affliction, we have a thousand

mercies. And should the sense of one, though sharp, drown all these, espe-

cially a few of them? Some one of them is more just matter of praise and

rejoicing, than all the afflictions in the world of sorrow and dejection. Yon
are in troubles, but you are not in hell ; and why not there, but because his

mercy towards you is infinite ? The Lord has taken this or that from you.

Oh, but hath he taken his loving-kindness from you ? Has he divorced you

from Christ ? Has he cut you off from hopes of glory ? Has he extinguished

his grace in you, or taken his Holy Spirit from you, or shut you out from

the covenant of grace, or separated you from his love ? Rom. viii.

[2.] When public judgments are inflicted, that calls for mourning and

lamentations, what place then for praise and thanksgiving ? Why, so far

even then we are to be thankful, as the Lord remembers mercy in the midst

of judgment. We then have occasion of thanksgiving, because he inflicts

no more judgments, pours but out some one vial, when he might pour out

all together; because he makes not those inflicted more grievous and intoler-

able, more spreading and universal, more destructive and ruining ; because

we are secured and preserved, we escape when others fall ; because it does

but scorch us, when it might consume us, Lam. iii. They could see occa-

sion of thankfulness in the midst of those calamities, which had burnt their

temple, destroyed Jerusalem, laid their country desolate, and carried the

inhabitants into captivity
;
they could discern mercy and compassions through

all this, and so far as this can be discerned, there is cause of thanksgiving.

[3. J When we are under temptations. An hour of temptation is a time

of fear and trembling, yet even then we have cause of thanksgiving. So far

as the temptation prevails not ; so far as we are strengthened to resist it ; so

far as it is not too violent to be borne or withstood ; so far as we escape the

danger ; if we do not quite escape, so far as we take warning by it, and are

made more watchful, and stand more upon our guard, and are more humbled

in the sense of our own weakness, and led to more dependence on the

Lord our strength, and fear and hate that more to which we were tempted,

and are more resolute against it. 1 Cor. x. 13, ' There hath no temptation

taken you but such as is common to man ; but God is faithful, who will not

suffer you to be tempted above that ye are able ; but will, with the tempta-

tion also make a way to escape, that ye may be able to bear it.' So far as

the Lord's faithfulness, his mindfulness of his covenant, appears in any

temptations, whether for good or to evil, so much cause is there of thanks-

giving.

[4.] When we fall into sin. That is the hardest case
; yet here we ought

to be thankful, not because we are left to sin, for that is cause of sorrow and

deep humiliation, but because be leaves us not to sin more, as we would

do were it not for his gracious restraints'; because the Lord does not leave

us, does not cast us off when we sin ; because he proceeds not more severely

against us for sin ; because we do not die in it ; because he does not cast us

off, and cause us to perish in the very act ; because he gives any time for

repentance, or any heart for it. Here is matter of thankfulness, since he is

so highly provoked by sin ; since he might so easily satisfy his just displea-

sure in destroying us ; since he might do it with advantage to his glory, the

glory of his justice, and might prevent further provocations, and more dis-
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honour ; or because he over-rules this desperate evil, to occasion any good
;

or works any cure of this deadly poison, as he can do. And thus you see

how we may give thanks in everything, even in those wherein it is hard to

see any occasion for thanksgiving.

(2.) As there is some difficulty in respect of thanksgiving, so in respect

of prayer, whether we may apply ourselves to God in everything particu-

larly ; and that which the text leads me to, whether we may make our re-

quests known to him for temporal things, the concerns of this world. With
some, this seems questionable

; ftri <rgoet\&rig Siu farhg hnXuiv Kgay//.uruiv, says

Chrysostom, make not thy address to God for small things
;
injuriam magno

Veo fucil, qui parva petit, parva autem sunt omnia temporalis, says Savonarola.

But such sayings must be understood as intending a restraint only, not an
absolute prohibition, since by warrant from Scripture we may pray for

what is there promised, and 'godliness has the promise of this life,' 1 Tim.
iv. 8. And these are some of the things that the text directs us to pray for.

We are not to be careful for the things of this life, but instead thereof, make
our requests known in everything ; as in other things, so in these. We
have both rule and example for this in Scripture. Our Lord Jesus directs

us to pray for our daily bread ; so Jacob : Gen. xxviii. 20, ' And'Jacob vowed
a vow, saying, If God will be with me, and will keep me in this way that I

go, and will give me bread to eat, and raiment to put on,' &c. And Agur,
Prov. xxx. 8, ' Give me neither poverty nor riches : feed me with food con-

venient for me.' They may be sought, but with limitation.

[l.J Not principally ; for they are not the things that we are principally

concerned in, Mat. vi. 33. The kingdom of God, aDd the righteousness of

it, things eternal and spiritual, are to be sought principally, first and most,

above all, more than all, as being of far greater value and consequence, of

greater necessity and importance. We may far better fall short of the

things of this life, that may trouble us for a time ; but to miss the other,

will be our misery for ever, and of greater value. The other are but loss

and dung in comparison, of no considerable value ; and so we should be far

from seeking them principally.

[2.] Not for themselves, but in order to better things ; not to serve our-

selves of them, but to be more serviceable by them, to do more good with

them ; not to please our senses, but to help us the better to please the

Lord ; not because they suit our inclinations, but to enable us to do tho

will of God, and that work which he has set us to do. As the apostle desired

a prosperous journey, Rom. x. 10, not for the journey's sake, as though ho
loved or delighted in that, but that he might have thereby an opportunity to

do more good. To seek these things for themselves, profit for profit's sake,

or pleasure's sake, is to seek them as God only should be sought, and so to

idolize them.

[3.] With submission. These things are not good for all, in every degree.

We know not whether they will be good for us, nor what measure of them
may be best. We must not seek them peremptorily, as those that have a

mind to have them at a venture, but with a reserve if they may be good for

us ; and these must be submitted to the will and wisdom of God, who only

knows it. IUi committite, ut si prosint, del ; si scit obesse, non det. Refer it

to him, either to bestow them if he see it good, or deny them, if he know
they will not be good. The all-wise physician knows better what is good
or hurtful than the distempered patient.

We are not to seek outward things as we may seek faith, repentance,

pardon, holiness, growth in grace, power against sin. These are absolutely

necessary to our happiness ; it is his will his people shall have them ; he
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has declared it in bis word, and promised them without reserve ; and there-

fore so we may beg them. But outward things are not absolutely necessary

to salvation ; we may be happy without them, or such a measure of them
;

we know not but it may binder instead of promoting our happiness. They
are not promised absolutely, and therefore should not be so sought.

Those things which tend but to our well-being in spirituals, as comfort,

assurance, and highest degrees of holiness, are not to be sought but with

submission, much less these which tend but to our well-being in temporals.
' Not my will but thine be done,' said our great pattern. And David herein

shewed himself to be a man after his own heart : 2 Sam. xv. 25, ' And the

king said unto Zadok, Carry back the ark of God into the city ; if I shall

find favour in the eyes of the Lord, he will bring me again, and shew me
both it and his habitation.' He referred it wholly to the will of God,

whether his outward condition should be prosperous or no. So much for

the act and the extent of it. The mode or manner of praying is, the

3. Third particular propounded, bow we must pray. Take an account

of this in these severals.

(1.) Pray much and often. That we are enjoined, when he bids us pray

in everything. We must pray whenever we have occasion ; and everything

gives us occasion for some request. We have occasion to pray, from what

concerns our eternal state, our spiritual state, and our outward conditions,

occasions to pray from everything. We have either wants or fears, which

respect every state ; and therefore frequent, constant occasions to pray, and

so we should be much and often in this duty. It is called for in the like

expressions : Eph. vi. 18, ' Praying always with all prayer and supplication

in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance, and supplica-

tion for all saints.' What is here implied, is there expressed, -z300i-jyJ,ii.tvQi

iv <kv.*t\ xaicZi, praying always whenever opportunity or occasion is offered
;

this is offered frequently, continually. And so we are enjoined to continue

in prayer : Col. iv. 2, ' Continue in prayer, and watch in the same with

thanksgiving;' to ' pray continually without ceasing,' 1 Thes. v. 17, Luke
xviii. 1. The meaning of these expressions is not that we should do no-

thing else but pray, that this should take up all our time, and we should be

every moment in this employment, but that we should be much and often

in it. We should still keep a praying temper ; we should always be dis-

posed to it, always ready for it when occasion is offered. No employment

should Jwear off this temper, or indispose us to this duty. As when the

apostle says, Kom. ix. 2, ' I have great heaviness, and continual sorrow in

my heart ;' not that the acts and expressions of his sorrow were never dis-

continued. We know he was often rejoicing upon other occasions, but their

sad condition had made a lasting impression of grief upon his heart, which

he was ready and disposed to express when occasion was offered. Though

the act of prayer be intermitted, and discontinued through other employ-

ments, yet the disposedness to it should last ; the heart should be ready for

it whenever there is occasion and opportunity. Such a continual disposi-

tion and readiness to pray, is, as we call it, an habitual praying ; and in

this respect we may be said to rejoice always, evermore, 1 Thes. v. 16,

Philip, iv. 4. So to pray always.

But that is not all. As we must be always ready to pray, so we must fre-

quently shew this readiness, this habitual frame, by praying actually ; we

must do it every day ; it must be our daily employment, our daily sacrifice.

As the priests might be said always to sacrifice, because they constantly

offered sacrifice, evening and morning ; or, as Mephibosheth is said to eat

meat with David continually, 2 Sam. ix. 7, because he did eat with him at
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his set meals ; so we, that we may answer theso commands which require us

to pray continually, must have our times for prayer every day ; as they had for

their sacrifice, and we and they had for their daily meals.

But this is not all neither : we have many times repasts and refreshments

besides our set meals ; and they had many other sacrifices besides those

offered evening and morning, some extraordinary, and some upon particular

occasions. So should we, besides our ordinary and daily addresses to God,
make our requests known in an extraordinary manner when we have extraor-

dinary occasion, public or personal. We should apply ourselves to him at

any time (besides those seasons which we daily observe) when we have more
particular and special occasion. We must take all occasions to offer our

requests whioh the providence of God offers us, both those that are continued

and in course, and those that are emergent, and bring special reason for it.

In everything, both of this and that nature, our requests must be made
known, and so much and often, such a frequency as may be called a con-

tinuance in prayer.

(2.) Pray carefully. Instead of being careful about other things, be care-

ful in this. Pray carefully ; take care how you perform this duty : shew this

care about prayer in everything you pray for. Not that you should pray

with anxiousness, solicitousness, perplexity, but that you should not pray

carelessly. This care in praying is expressed by watching, frequently joined

to this duty in Scripture : Col. iv. 2, ' Continue in prayer, and watch in the

same with thanksgiving ;' Eph. vi. 18, ' Praying always with all prayer and
supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all perseverance ;'

1 Pet. iv. 7, ' Be ye sober, and watch unto prayer.' There must be dili-

gence and care in praying. We must be watchful about it, as that which
requires our care. We are careful about that which keeps us waking and
watchful. Watchfulness denotes the importance of that which we watch,

and some danger in it, and the sense of both. It is of some consequence

that we think ourselves concerned to be watchful about. We should go

about this duty as a matter of great importance. We should be sensible

who it is with whom we have to do, of what importance it is to make an
address to the great God, and of what importance our necessities are which
we spread before him. If we pray with sleepy, drowsy, listless hearts, we
slight the great God, and slight our own necessities, our own interest, and
slight a duty wherein both the Lord and ourselves are so much concerned.

If we go about this duty with a sleepy soul, we offer to God a dream instead

of a real supplication ; we affront him, and shew a wretched disregard of our

own concernments, and therefore we should awake ourselves when we come
before God; as Deborah, Judges v. 12, 'Awake, awake, Deborah; awake,

awake, utter a song ;' David, Ps. cviii. 2, ' Awake, psaltery and harp, I my-
self will awake early; ' and Ps. lvii. 8,

4 Awake up, my glory,' &c. We should

stir up ourselves to lay hold on him ; we should rouse mind and heart, graces

and affections, that all may be stirring and active, and not shut up in a care-

less, drowsy listlessness. This is to watch unto prayer, this is to be vigilant

and careful about it.

Further, it denotes danger. When we are watchful, we apprehend some
danger, and this is signified when watchfulness in prayer is called for : Mat.
xxvi. 41, 'Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temptation;' Mark xiii.

33, ' Take heed, watch and pray ;' Luke xxi. 36, ' Watch ye, therefore, and
pray always.' There is danger, for there is temptation attends our prayers.

There is danger lest our minds and hearts should wander from God, when
they should be fixed on him. There is danger lest such distempers seize on,

VOL. II. M
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and cleave to our souls in praying, as may tarn our prayers into sin ; so there

is danger lest our prayers should miscarry. We should be apprehensive of

the danger, and so watchful to prevent it, to avoid it. Careful and vigilant

that we enter not into the temptation to which we are subject when we pray;

watchful to espy it, that we be not surprised ; to resist it, that we be not

overcome ; that though it attack us, it may not carry us along with it, we
may not enter into it. Vigilant to prevent wanderings and distractions,

those loose vagaries of our vain minds and hearts into which they are apt to

run when they should be most fixed, and have that before them which should

wholly take them up, as Abraham watched his sacrifice
;
vigilant and careful

to discern and shake off inward distempers, which are wont to mix them-

selves with our prayers, and spoil them.

(3.) Pray earnestly. It is the property of the Hebrew tongue to express

vehemency, by joining divers words of the same signification together. The
apostle being a Hebrew of the Hebrews, usually follows that style ; and that

may be one thing intended here, by adding divers words of the like signifi-

cation to express prayer. He would have us to pray with some vehemence
and earnestness, as Elias did ; his vehemence in praying is so expressed,

James v. 17, irgoetu%rf vgoariv^aTo, he prayed vehemently, as Luke xxii.,

'With desire have I desired,' i.e. greatly, earnestly, vehemently desired.

Our hearts and affections in prayer should not only be roused, but extended;

drawn out in some earnestness : not only awakened, but warmed ; there

should be a spiritual heat and fervour in them. We should be ' fervent

in spirit' when we are thus ' serving the Lord.' Pray as the church for

Peter, Acts xii. 5, irooetvyrt exreviis, fervent prayer was made ; the same word
1 Pet. iv. 8, dyaTjjv ixroq ; and so it is said ' the tribes served God,' Acts

xxvi. 7, h exTtnicc, ' in fervency,' or, which is all one in effect, with souls

stretched to him. Prayer is uvdZaai; tou voD cfog Qiov, the ascent of the soul

to God ; and therein the soul should stretch forth itself to the utmost to

get near unto God. To pray lazily, slothfully, is to pray as though we prayed

not ; and that will have answerable returns from him, will provoke him to

hear as though he heard not, to regard our requests as though he regarded

them not. He that begs coldly bespeaks a denial
; may be used like an idle

beggar ; too lazy not only to work, but to seek relief. The Lord, if he love

you, will whip you out of such intolerable sloth.

It is earnestness the Lord expects in prayer, such as is expressed in Scrip-

ture by crying out of the depths, Ps. cxxx. 1, by mighty cries, Jonah iii.

8, strong cries, Heb. v. 7, such as those of a woman in travail, Isa. xxvi.

The soul should cry, as pained with its spiritual wants, inward distempers and

corruption, as one in anguish till delivered.

By striving : Rom. xv. 30, ' Strive together with me in your prayers to

God for me ;' such as wrestlers use when they put forth all their strength,

use all their might to prevail.

By wrestling. So Jacob wrestled with God, Gen. xxxii. 26. And herein

his wrestling consisted, Hos. xii. 4, he ' wept and made supplications ;' he

prayed earnestly, affectionately ; his heart melted and run out in his sup-

plications.

If we would take care to pray thus, the other carefulness wherewith we

trouble ourselves would be needless ; this would do our work both for the

things of time and eternity : James v. 16, ' The effectual fervent prayer of

a righteous man availeth much.'

(4.) Pray spiritually ; with spiritual intentions, and by the Spirit's in-

fluence.

[1.] With spiritual intentions. Look that your aim and end be right in
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all you seek. It cannot be right unless it be spiritual. Even in our worldly

business our end and design should be higher than the world. A Christian

should not have such ends and designs as a natural and worldly man hath

in his earthly afl'airs. How far should we be from such ends in holy and
spiritual employments. Our prayers will be such as our ends are, carnal,

and selfish, and earthly, if our intentions be such ; for the form gives the

denomination, and quid forma in naturalibus, idfinis in moralibus ; what the

form is in natural things, that the end is in moral acts. If the end in praying

be carnal or worldly, it is a carnal and worldly prayer, no more fit to be

offered unto God than an unclean beast was to be offered in sacrifice. ' It

is as the cutting oft' a dog's neck, or the pouring out of swine's blood, an
abomination in the sight of God,' Isa. lxvi. 3, 4. When you pretend to be

best employed, it is to be doing evil before his eyes, and to choose that in

which he delights not : James iv. 3, ' Ye ask, and receive not, because ye
ask amiss, that you may consume it upon your lusts.' They asked amiss,

because they missed the right end. The ends we should aim at are the

honouring of God, pleasing him, enjoying communion with him. These we
should principally aim at in seeking either spiritual or temporal things. If

we seek spiritual gifts, that we may be more eminent than others, and
accordingly respected, applauded, admired, this is to be little better than

Simon Magus, Acts viii. 9. Such prayers may be the issue of the gall of

bitterness. Those that are in the bond of iniquity may be enlarged in mak-
ing such requests. If we seek more grace, higher degrees of holiness, out

of respect to our reputation, or merely for our own ease and comfort, instead

of seeking and worshipping God in such prayers, we do but seek ourselves.

When we desire health, that we may live pleasantly; or long life, that we
may long enjoy the comforts of this world ; or plenty, that we may have
enough to gratify the flesh, and lay out upon our pleasures ; or riches, for

those low and common ends for which worldly men desire them ; or outward
prosperity, that we may not be troubled with sufferings, grievous to flesh and
blood ; or public deliverance, for our own safety and welfare or success, that

we may have our wills upon these we have suffered by : this is not to pray
spiritually. The Lord counts not such requests to be prayers, though for

the object they be directed to him, and for the manner be fervent and affec-

tionate. The Lord accounts things to be such as their end is. That which
is an act of obedience in itself may be no better than murder in his account,

wken the end is not right ; as Jehu's killing of Ahab's children ; God en-

joined it, 2 Kings x. 30; yet he obeying only for his own ends, God will

avenge it of him as if he had been a murderer, Hosea i. 4. So sacrifice,

though he required it, is resented by him, as if no better than the killing of

a man, Isa. lxvi. 3. And prayer likewise, if not for spiritual ends, instead

of proving an acceptable sacrifice, will be counted an abomination, Prov.

xxi. 27.

[2.] Pray by the Spirit's assistance ; seek it, wait for it ; do nothing that

may check or restrain it, and give any impediment to it. Rely not upon
inward abilities, or outward helps, real or pretended, so as to disengage that

blessed Spirit, ready to help his people in praying when they are sensible of

their want of his assistance, and look up to him for it. Be not like those

who do shut their eyes because they have spectacles, or do tie up their legs,

if not cut them oft', because they have got crutches. When you have a
better help, do not disoblige it by preferring or confining yourselves to a

worse. Depend upon him alone who can help you to make requests in

everything ; do nothing which may provoke him to withdraw or suspend his

assistance. Look upon this alone as your sufficiency for this duty, which
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are not sufficient of ourselves to think a good thought, much less to offer up
a good prayer, a spiritual sacrifice. The Lord will not have it offered with

common fire, of your own or others' kindling. You must fetch fire from

heaven if you would sanctify the Lord in your approaches. Look to the

promise, Zech. xii. 10, ' I will pour upon the house of David, and upon the

inhabitants of Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and supplication ; and they shall

look upon him whom they have pierced,' &c. Prayer should not be the issue

of models and exemplars only, no, nor of habits and qualifications within

;

but should flow from the spirit of grace and supplication. So in the primi-

tive times, they are required to pray accordingly, xobeivyjadai h <znv'j.an,

Eph. vi. 18; iv wii/iuri dyiu, Jude, ver. 20 ;
by the Spirit, by its help and

assistance ; so that the prayer may be said to proceed from him. Those
who like not to hear [of

j
praying by the Spirit, confess from hence, that so they

prayed in the apostle's time ; but they would have us believe it was a mira-

culous and extraordinary gift, such as was not to continue, and it is not now
to be expected or pretended to ; but I think they mistake. By praying in

the Spirit in these two texts cannot be meant an extraordinary gift, such as

those of healing, prophesying, tongues, &c. ; for not to take notice that such

a gift of prayer is not mentioned amongst those that were miraculous and
extraordinary, where we have a particular account of them, Mark xvi.,

1 Cor. xii. 8-10, xiv. ; but this we may insist on as granted by them. Yet
as all extraordinary gifts were not confined* upon any one person except

the apostles, so no one extraordinary gift was bestowed upon all and every

believer : and so that which all partaked of was no extraordinary gigMpur;

grace or gift. But this for praying was bestowed upon all believers, as

appears by the texts alleged ; for all the believing Hebrews, all that were

sanctified, to whom Jude wrote, ver. 1, are required thus to pray, h crvsy.aar/

aylui ; and all the converted Gentiles at Ephesus, l

to whom Paul wrote, are

exhorted to exercise this gift, Eph. vi. 18 ; aud all other believers in them
are called to do it, if the epistles be of general concernment. Now, it could

not be their duty to exercise it if they had it not, or might not have had it

;

and if they all had it, it was an ordinary gift, and continued to the church

in all ages. These precepts oblige us as much as them, and it is as much
our duty to pray in or by the Spirit as it was theirs. We are still to pray

by the assistance of the Spirit ; but how does the Spirit help us therein '?

What assistance are we to look for ? We may learn that by the apostle :

Kom. viii. 26, ' The Spirit helpeth our infirmities : for we know not what

we should pray for as we ought ; but the Spirit itself maketh intercession

for us with groanings which cannot be uttered.' This assistance is expressed

by two words, especially BwavriXa/^Zdnrai, he helps our infirmities or weak-

nesses.
'

Aahvtiai;, deSsvoUvre; dm rov vi hhiia. ours;, says Favorinus : weak-

ness is from some want. We are in some want as to several things requisite

to praying : want of judgment to discern what we should prav for; what is

best for us we know not, he helps that. Xnd so want of memory : he minds

us of what is most needful, most seasonable, when otherwise we might pass

it over; it is promised. So want of affection, holy and lively motions, the

languor and sickness of the soul, the dulness, listlessness, deadness of it,

that is, many infirmities in one. So want of expression too, which will more
appear by the other word i/cscsvruyp/avs;, which signifies to act for one, as an

advocate for his client. The Spirit of God advises his people, intercedes for

them, as it were petitioning, or, as they say in our courts, moving for him,

or drawing up his petitions or motions, dictating what he shall move for,

and how, and in what form and words. Aud this is it which the apostle

* Qu. 'conferred'?

—

Ed.
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declares here ; this is the way whereby the Holy Ghost helps our infirmities

in prayer. Thus it is that he makes intercession for them, by dictating

what, i7, and how, xa.80 diT, in what manner, for what things, with what
expressions

;
helping them both to matter, affections, and words. Thus

Grotius explains the word, a man of great esteem with those who differ from

us herein, est advocatorum, &c. It belongs to advocates, who dictate peti-

tions to their clients ; and is ascribed to the Spirit of God, quia precea ad
Deum nobis dictat, because he dictates to us the requests we offer to God.
And so to pray in the Holy Ghost, Jude 20, is with him to pray dictante

Spiritu Sancto, the Spirit of God dictating, suggesting to us what and how.

But of the Spirit's assistance in prayer, more hereafter. Let us in the

mean time be sensible, when we are going to pray, of our great need of it,

our insufficiency without it ; let us labour to engage it for us by all means,
especially by depending on him for it. Let us hearken to his motions, and
follow his dictates, and yield to what he suggests, and not grieve, nor quench
the Spirit of grace, nor put restraints upon him, nor any way provoke him
to withdraw and leave us to ourselves, or to our own seeming abilities, but

real weaknesses, our own lazy inventions and devices. When we come to

the throne of grace, if the Spirit be not there our advocate, our plea will

avail nothing. Our prayers cannot be spiritual without the assistance of

the Spirit ; and unless they be spiritual, they will not be fit to be offered

unto that God who is a Spirit, and will be worshipped in spirit and truth.

(5.) Pray in faith. This is frequently called for, and made the condition

of effectual and prevailing prayers : Mark xi. 24, ' What things soever ye
desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them;'
James i. 16, 'Ask in faith, nothing wavering;' Mat. xxi. 22, 'All things

whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive.' Our whole
life should be a life of faith, Gal. ii. 20 ; by virtue of this, we should walk
with God and man too : ' We walk by faith,' 2 Cor. v. 7 ; and should hear
with faith, if we will hear to purpose, Heb. iv. 2 ; and so pray in faith, if

we would prevail.

But what is it to pray 'in faith? It requires particular application, a

fiducial recumbence, or a general persuasion.

Use. Since this is our duty, let us take notice of it, let us observe it, and
make our requests known, and that in everything. Pray, and pray much
and often, and pray carefully, and pray earnestly, pray spiritually, and in

faith ; and thus pray in everything. I might enforce this duty with many
motives, but I intend not to stay on it. Mind these two.

1. It is most honourable to God, is as much for his glory as anything we
can do. We can speak nothing more high and excellent, more noble and
glorious of anything than this, that it honours God. This excels all, because

it is the end of all. Everything is more valuable as it promotes this sove-

reign end ; and therefore prayer is most valuable, because it most advances,

and tends most to honour God. We can add nothing to the essential and

absolute glory of God ; this is bo^a d/Civjjro? xai uvoiWoiutos, a glory which is

infinite, to which nothing can be added. We have no way to glorify him
but by declaring or acknowledging him to be glorious, giving a testimony to

his glorious perfections and excellencies. Now, there is nothing we can do
does more declare the glory of God than prayer

;
nothing that acknowledges

more of his excellencies, and gives a clearer testimony to his glorious per-

fections. This gives him the glory of his immensity and omnipresence,

acknowledges he is everywhere, applying ourselves to him wherever we are.

His omniscience : acknowledges he knows the desires of our hearts, and
understands best of all what is best for us ; his power : acknowledges ho
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can do whatever we would have him, exceeding abundantly above all that

we can ask or think ; his goodness : that he is willing to hear such vile

creatures, to supply, relieve, support, deliver, save to the utmost ; his

dominion : that he has right to dispose of all things as his own ; his provi-

dence : that he rules and orders all, good and evil, small and great ; his

justice : that he is ready to revenge his elect that cry ; his truth and faith-

fulness : that he is mindful of his word and promise, the ground of all our

requests ; his all-sufficiency : that there is enough in him for us, to satisfy,

enhappy whatever our condition at present happen to be ; more in him than

in all things, since we seek to him more : Ps. 1. 23, ' Whoso offereth praise

glorifieth me.' That which is said of one part of prayer is true of the whole,

he that offereth praise glorifieth him. If we would honour him much, glorify

him in everything, let us in everything make our requests known.
2. It is most advantageous to us.

(1.) It is an universal expedient, that will avail us in everything; the

Lord would not direct us to use it in everything, but that there is nothing

in which it will not stand us in stead. The advantage of other things is par-

ticular : one is good for this, another for that purpose, but prayer is good

for all. The efficacy and advantage of it reaches as far as the Lord lets

forth his omnipotency. Prayer can prevail for anything that the Lord will

employ his power about. This can prevail for the supply of all wants,

redress of all grievances, security from all fears, deliverance from all troubles,

the satisfying of all our desires. It can prevail with that great God who
can do whatever he will in heaven and earth, who has all creatures, all

things, at his beck : Hos. xii. 3, 4, ' By his strength he had power with

God, yea, he had power over the angel, and prevailed.' That which can

prevail with him who can do all, can do all at the second hand. This can

prevail, not for small things only, but the greatest, not only for earth but

heaven : Deut. iv. 29, ' If thou seek the Lord thy God, thou shalt find him;

if thou seek him with all thine heart and all thy soul.' For Christ,

Prov. viii. 6 ; for the Spirit, Luke xi. 13 :
' How much more shall the

Father give the Spirit to them that ask him ?' Eom. viii. 32. It can

prevail not only for easy things, but the hardest, that which is most
difficult, and bring relief in cases that seem most desperate, can do more
than the whole power of nature. Prayer has wrought miracles, and if it

do not so still, that is not because it is less powerful, but because the

Lord thinks not fit they should be done : Joshua x. 12, 13, ' Then spake

Joshua to the Lord, in the day when the Lord delivered up the Amorites

before the children of Israel, and he said in the sight of Israel, Sun,

stand thou still upon Gibeon ; and thou, moon, in the valley of Ajalon.

And the sun stood still and the moon stayed,' &c. Peter was in prison,

the king resolved to have his life ; he is secured by armed men, by iron

gates, by chains and bolts ; his case seems desperate, his escape hope-

less, to sense or reason impossible ; but prayer is made for him, and

this brings him out in despite of all, and conveys him out of danger through

a train of miracles, Acts xii. 4, 5. It is the readiest expedient, always at

hand ; the easiest and shortest way, and the surest ; never fails, is never in

vain.

(2.) It is a ready way, always at hand
; you need never be to seek for

this, as you may be for other means of supply and relief. All others may be

out of your power, above your reach, but you need not be at a loss for this,

which is instar omnium, and will stand you instead of all else. In such a

destitute condition you may pray ; when you are without riches, without

liberty, without strength, without health, without friends ; when you can
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neither help yourselves nor others can help you
; yet then you may pray,

and so engage the Lord to help you. When you are in the depths, sunk
below the reach of other relief, then you may pray: Ps. cxxx. 1, 'Out of

the depths have I cried unto thee, 0 Lord !' When you are environed with

calamities, so straitly besieged by them as no supply, no relief, can get in

to you, then you may relieve yourselves by prayer, as David did in such a

case : Ps. cxvi. 8, 4, ' The sorrows of death compassed me, and the pains

of hell got hold upon me ; I found trouble and sorrow. Then called I upon
the name of the Lord : 0 Lord, I beseech thee, deliver my soul !' Or if you
were in as forlorn a condition, as Jonah in the whale's belly, where neither

he nor any creature else could afford any help, yet then you might pray, as

he did, Jonah ii. 1, 2, 7, 10. He that can pray needs never be at a loss,

however the world goes. He has the key in his hand which can open
all the treasures of heaven, and let him in to all the riches of the goodness
of an all-sufficient God. The violence of men may take estates from you,

but they cannot take away the spirit of grace and supplication
;
they may

shut out friends from you, but they cannot shut you out from access to God
by prayer

; they may bereave you of liberty, but not of liberty to pray
;
they

may cast you into prison, but there you may be as much enlarged as any-

where
;
they may take from you public opportunities, but you may pray in

private, in secret; they may watch your mouths, but your hearts may pray;

you may be too weak to work, to follow your callings, but scarce too weak
to pray ; not able to go abroad for help, but then you may go to God with

your requests. You may be too weak to speak, to move your lips, but then

your hearts may move, and therein lies the heart and soul of prayer, 2 Kings
xx. 1, 2, Isa. xxxviii. Prayer is an expedient ready at all times, on all

occasions, to bring you in what supply and relief you need.

(3.) It is a short and easy way : no more but ask and have, seek and
find, Mat. vii. 7. There may be difficulty and trouble in other ways of

relief, but what show of either in this ? Could your hearts desire an easier

way to compass what you desire, than by making your requests known ?

Jehoshaphat's enemies were like to prove too hard for him ; he could not

levy an army sufficient to deal with them, but he could lift up his eyes to

God and pray, and that did his work ; a few words prevailed against a huge
army : 2 Chron. xx. 12, '0 our God, wilt thou not judge them ? For we
have no might against this great company that cometh against us, neither

know we what to do ; but our eyes are upon thee.' When you know not

what to do, when you can do nothing, do but pray, which you may easily

do, and the rest shall be done to your hand. So it was to him, ver. 17, 23.

The poor woman in the Gospel, that had taken a costly and tedious way for

relief, Mark v. 25, 26, she applies but herself to Christ, and without further

trouble or expense, her grievance is removed, ver. 29; so, Mat. xvii. 15, 16,

18, 21, that which nothing else can effect may be thus done with ease.

When Naaman liked not the prophet's way for his relief, what say his ser-

vants to him ? 2 Kings v. 13, ' If the prophet had bid thee do some great

thing, wouldst thou not have done it ? How much rather, then, when he
saith to thee, Wash and be clean ?' If the Lord had bid us do something
difficult and troublesome to get our wants supplied, our fears scattered, our

grievances redressed, would we not have done it ? How much more when
he bids us but make our requests known ? You have not money at com-
mand, you can make no friends, you can get no interest in great persons,

you can raise no armies ; these are too hard for you. Oh, but can you
pray ? Is that too hard for you ? Why, this that you may so easily do will

do more for you than all the other can do. This can do all for you that
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you need desire, and may not this be done with ease ? The Lord does not

require you should consume your bodies or waste your strength in praying

;

put but up your petitions, let but your hearts go along with it, you need not

trouble yourselves to write it, no, nor to express it in words, when your

weakness will not afford expressions. The Lord hears the language of the

heart, and knows our meaning when we cannot utter it ; Eom. viii. 27,
' He that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the spirit.' Oh
what an easy way has the Lord opened unto us for an universal supply and

relief to us in all cases ! How inexcusable shall we be if we walk not in it

!

(4.) It is a sure way, an expedient that never fails, of such efficacy that

it was never used in vain : Isa. xlv. 19, ' I said not unto the seed of Jacob,

Seek ye me in vain ;' Ps. xxii. 4, 5, 1 Our fathers trusted in thee, they

trusted, and thou didst deliver them. They cried unto thee, and were deli-

vered ;' Ps. ix. 10, ' Thou hast not forsaken them that seek thee,' He has

never been wanting to them that seek him ; he will never disappoint them,

never surfer them to seek him in vain. Your labour and pains may be in

vain
; your designs and projects, your care and thoughtfulness, your endea-

vours for yourselves, and others' for you, may be in vain. But your prayer3,

if prayers indeed, will never be in vain. Oh, where will you meet with an

expedient that will never fail ? Such an admirable engine is prayer, never

used in vain. The disciples fished all night and caught nothing, John
xxi. 3 ; but they never prayed a night, or an hour, and catched nothing.

This net is never spread in vain, we may be confident of it, 1 John. v.

14, 15. We have all the assurance of it that can be desired, the very best

security that heaven and earth can afford, the word of the true and faithful

God, his truth and faithfulness engaged for it, who is truth and faithful-

ness itself, and that in many great and precious promises. Martha says to

Jesus, John xi. 22, 'Whatsoever thou wilt ask of God, he will give it

thee.' He has vouchsafed to give us the like confidence as to whatever

we shall ask, John xv. 7, ' If ye abide in me, ye shall ask what ve will,

and it shall be done unto you.' John xvi. 23, and Mat. vii. 7, &c. Prayer

will either be answered or rewarded ; it will either procure the thing we
desire, or something as good, or something better. If it be not returned

on those you pray for, it will be returned with a blessing upon yourselves,

Ps. xxxv. 13.



GOD'S END IN SENDING CALAMITIES AND

AFFLICTIONS ON HIS PEOPLE.

By this therefore shall the iniquity of Jacob be purged ; and this is all the

fruit to take away his sin.—Isaiah XXVII. 9.

In the former part of this chapter, the Lord by the prophet expresseth his

wrath and severity against his people, enemies* and oppressors, and his

mercy and favour to his people : that in terrible threatenings ; this in gra-

cious promises, both repeated in variety of expressions again and again.

He begins with the former, ver. 1, where he threatens to do severe and
terrible execution upon the oppressors of his people, under the notion of

leviathan and the dragon, or the whale in the sea, i. e. upon the greatest

and most potent of them ; those whose power seems irresistible, who
devour all before them, as the whales do the smaller fish

;
upon them alto-

gether, uniting their forces and complicating their interests. Leviathan a

m^J addere, copulare ; signifying an addition of many creatures united in one.

Ver. 2. Here is his favour to his people, he would make them like a

vineyard of red wine
;
bring them into a flourishing, a fruitful condition.

They should bring forth the best and most acceptable fruit, red wine being

the best and strongest wine in that country. Their state should be matter

of praise and joy ; sing.

Ver. 3. Under the notion of water, he promises whatever was requisite to

make it flourish and fructify. There should be no drought to hinder its

thriving; 'water it every moment.' Nor should anything violently break,

or privily creep in to hurt it :
' I the Lord will keep it ;' he doth and will

do it ' night and day ;' ' every moment ' of both.

Ver. 4. ' Fury is not in me ' towards my vineyard ;
my people having

humbled themselves, and reformed what was a provocation to me, I am at

peace with them. But if there be briers and thorns in my vineyard, where
there should be nothing but the choicest vines, such as bring forth pricks

instead of grapes
; tear, and rend, and wound, instead of bringing forth fruit

acceptable to God and man ; such as are both barren themselves and pester

the vineyard, and hinder it from being fruitful : these I will consume and
burn up together.

Ver. 5. So will I proceed against those that are as briers and thorns in

* Qu. ' people's enemies ' ?—En.
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my vineyard, those that are as hurtful plants, or fruitful* weeds, unless they

take the course to make peace with me ; unless they lay hold of my arm,

ready to destroy them, and apply themselves to me in ways and means that

may pacify me.
Ver. 6. He adds another promise of establishing and multiplying his people,

and making them fruitful of a multitude of converts and plenty of fruit.

Ver. 7. Whereas it might be objected, that the Lord seems to have no

such peculiar favour for his people, since he doth so severely judge and

chastise them ; it is here shewed that there is a vast difference betwixt his

proceedings against them and others ; he does not smite and destroy them
as he does his and their enemies. And the difference is more punctually

declared in the two next verses.

Ver. 8. He corrects them in measure, his love moderates his displeasure.

"When it shooteth forth, or when he casts them forth as disobedient children,

he doth not cast them off or utterly reject them.

When he debates with them by judgments, he remembers mercy, which

considers their relations and their weakness, and favourably proportions

their sufferings accordingly.

When the most boisterous wind, as is the east wind, is raised, which

might scatter and utterly dissipate them, he allays
k
it so as it does but fan

and winnow them.

Another difference is in the text. The Lord has quite another end in

chastening his people and judging their enemies ; he proceeds against these

with an intent to destroy them
;
against his people with a design to purge

and refine them. ' By this,' &c.

So that here we have the end and use of the chastenings and afflictions

wherewith the Lord exercises his people, viz., the purging of their iniquity and

taking away their sin. And the instance here is, in that which was the capital

crime of Israel and Judah, the sin to which they were before the captivity

most addicted, viz., idolatry, worshipping false gods, or the true God other-

wise than he had appointed. ' When he maketh,' &c. ; when the altars

erected for sacrifices in the high places shall be utterly demolished, the

stones of them beaten as small as chalk, or limestones to make lime or parget

of; the groves also and images cut down and demolished. The end and fruit

of the Lord's judging and chastening them, was the destroying of idolatry, the

instruments and monuments of it : under the chief sin, comprising the rest.

Obs. The end of those calamities and afflictions which befall the people of

God, is to purge out their iniquity and to take away their sins ; their

troubles and sufferings are to purify their hearts and to reform their lives.

That which is aimed at in the sad dispensations they are exercised with, is

mortification and reformation ; the removing of sin, of all sorts thereof, both

sin and iniquity, from all parts, both heart and life.

Nothing is more evident in Scripture than this truth, and it is most fre-

quently declared. We shall instance in some few places for many : Isa. i.

U5, I will turn my afflicting and reforming hand upon them, and by the

calamities inflicted will destroy those that are incurable, and refine the rest

both from more gross and more specious evils, both dross and tin. 1 Cor.

xi. 32, Ye are chastened of the Lord, that those sins which are the cause

for which the Lord condemns the world, may be removed, and so your con-

demnation prevented.

Hence it is that outward calamities and afflictions are expressed by a fire

and a furnace, such as are used for the refining of metals, and the consuming

or separating of that dross which doth debase them. Isa. xlviii. 10, His

* Qu. ' unfruitful ' ?—Ed.
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people being not yet sufficiently refined, he had made choice of a furnace of

affliction further to purge them more thoroughly ; Isa. iv. 4, the filth, i. e.

sin, which made them filthy and loathsome in the sight of God ; and blood,

i. e. all manner of defilement and pollution. Ezek. xvi. 6, Hos. vi. 8, ' By
the spirit of judgment,' i. e. by judgments inflicted on them ;

' By the spirit

of burning,' i. e. by the fire of affliction, which, as the fire of a finer, burns

up and wastes the baser parts of the purer metal ; and sometimes they are

expressed by a wind or a fan, whose end and use is to cleanse the floor, and

separate the wheat from the chaff, ver. 8 and Mat. iii. 12.

This is it which is more or less aimed at in all sorts of sufferings, not

only in those which are for correction, but also in those that are for trial

or for righteousness' sake.

1 . Those that are for correction called vruid'ucu ; the proper end of these

afflictions is the amendment of the afflicted. The Lord makes his children

smart for sin, that they may be afraid of it, and no more venture on it. He
lets them fall into trouble, or lets calamities fall on them, that they may fall

no more into sin ; this is evident by the texts fore-quoted. The Lord aims

at this, not only in the execution, but in the threatening of chastisements :

Rev. iii. 19, 'Be zealous,' be no more lukewarm. That was the sin for

which he threatens to chastise Laodicea :
' And repent,' i. e. reform, and

abandon those evils which provoke me to severe proceedings. He intends

this in shewing and shaking the rod.

2. Those that are for trial, called doxifiaalai. Their principal end may
be for to try the truth or strength of grace ; to discover or prove our

faith, love, patience, sincerity, constancy ; but that it is the only end, ap-

pears not. The mortifying of sin and taking away iniquity may be intended

in this also. We find both these expressed together in Scripture, as jointly

intended in afflictions and sufferings. Those that are to try and prove the

people of God, are also to purge and refine them, Dan. xi. 35 ; shall fall into

calamities, brought on that people by Antiochus, specified ver. 33 ; and this

not only to try them, but to purge them and cleanse them ; so chap. xii. 10,

and Zech, xiii. 8, 9. Not only to try them, as gold is tried by the fire,

whether it be the precious metal it is taken for, but to refine them as silver

is refined, which is put into the fire, and continued there till the dross be

wasted or wrought out of it.

3. Those that are for righteousness' sake, called biuy/tot', persecutions.

That which moves wicked men to persecute them may be their righteousness,

while that which the Lord aims at in leaving them to persecution, may be

the taking away their sin. Those sufferings which befell the believing

Hebrews were trials, and are called chastenings
;
yet were inflicted by their

persecutors for their profession of Christ, and faithfulness to him ; but that

which God intended therein was what a father aims at, or should do, in

correcting his child, Heb. xii. 5-7. Ad hoc corripit, ut emendet, says

Cyprian, lib. iv. epist. 4, when he is giving account for what sins persecu-

tion befell them in his times, and what design the Lord had therein, vapula-

mus itaque ut meremur, &c. The Lord corrects his children by the hand of

persecutors, that he may reform and amend them, that by this their iniquity

may be purged.

For the further confirmation of this truth,

1. In general it is evident in Scripture, that the Lord aims at the good of

his people in afflicting them ; and intends to do them good by whatever cala-

mities befall them : Rom. viii, 28, ' All things,' afflictions and sufferings

especially ; for it is spoken with a particular respect to them. This was the

Lord's design in all trials, calamities, and sad dispensations, wherewith the
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caildren of Israel were exercised in the wilderness, Dent. viii. 15, 16, Jer.
xxiv. 5. That complication of calamities which befell the Jews in the cap-
tivity, was designed and ordered for the good of the faithful. They lost
their estates, all being a prey to the soldiers ; their relations, many of them
falling by the sword

; their liberty, being prisoners and captives ; their coun-
try, being carried into a strange land

; yea, the ordinances of worship, the
temple being destroyed

; yet all these dreadful losses were for their good.
Now, which way such evils mav prove good to the people of God, we may

learn by that of David, Ps. cxix. 67, 71. Before he was afflicted, he was a
transgressor, he took liberty to leave God's way ; but by his afflictions he
was taught to keep it ; he had learned thereby not to transgress.

Indeed, we cannot well imagine how afflictions should possibly do us
good, if they did not help us against sin ; for this is it which withholds good
things from us, both spiritual and temporal, or hinders them from being
good. Holiness (upon which spiritual and eternal mercies depend) cannot
thrive, but as sin declines ; and temporal blessings can scarce be blessings,
unless we be helped against sin ; the more outward enjoyments we have, the
more snares, if sin be not mortified and avoided.

2. The Lord, in afflicting his people, proceeds not as a judge, but as a
Father. A judge punishes offenders, because justice must be done, the law
must be satisfied ; others must be deterred from breaking the laws, and
many times, by the death of the delinquent, so as to leave no place for his

reformation.

But a father corrects his child that he may make him better, that he may
offend no more ; not because he would shew himself just, but because be is

affectionate, and would have that avoided, which might impair his affection,

or hinder the course of his love and delight. And under this notion doth
the Lord represent himself, when he chastises his people : Prov. iii. 11, 12,
' He corrects whom he loves ;' and because he will love, he chastens ; that
sua which is displeasing and hateful to him, may be avoided ; and so his

people may continue the children of his love and delight. By affliction,

therefore, would he have their iniquity purged ; he would have this to be the
fruit of it.

3. This appears by the nature and properties of an end in three particu-
lars, which we may apply to the Lord, according to our imperfect way, con-
ceiving of him, as he gives us leave, after the manner of men.

(1.) That is an end which sets the agent a-work, and excites him to act.

Finis movet efficientem ad agendum. The purging and refining of his people
is assigned in Scripture as the motive or reason why the Lord takes this

course, Jer. ix. 7, and Ezek. xviii. 30-32. Therefore will he judge them,
that they may turn from then- transgressions, and cast them away.

(2.) The end gives measure to the means; media mensuram et modum
accipiunt ex fine, Arist. Pol. i. cap. vi. Means are used in such measure and
degree as will be sufficient to effect the end, and no more, nor otherwise.

The Lord afflicts his people in such measure and manner as may be effec-

tual to purge their iniquity, &c, ver. 8. As a physician proportions what
he administers according to the nature of his patient's distemper, and the

quality of the humour that is to be purged ; such ingredients, so much of

them, and no more than he judges sufficient for the cure ; so doth the
Lord, as it were, exactly weigh and measure what afflictions, and what pro-

portion and degree thereof, may serve to mortify sin, and reclaim his people

from it.

If less will serve, he ' stirs not up all his wrath,' Ps. lxxviii. 38, and lays

a restraint upon the wrath of men too, Ps. lxxvi. 10, cxxxviii. 7.
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If less will not serve the turn, he lets out more ; if a gentle fire will

not refine them, he heats the furnace, Jer. ix. 7, makes it hotter, and melts

them.

(3.) When the end is attained, there is no more need, no more use of the

means. The Lord, when the iniquity of his people is purged, will no more
chasten and afflict them for that end and purpose, Isa. x. 12. When he has

sufficiently chastised his people, so as the end for which he chastened them
is accomplished, he will make no more use of oppressors to afflict them.

When his children submit, and give ground to hope they will offend no

more, the rod shall be burned. The Assyrian, called his rod, ver. 5, shall be

so dealt with, ver. 16, 17. When his people are sufficiently humbled and

reformed, there shall be no more yokes nor burdens, ver. 27.

Use. For exhortation ; to advise in the fear of God, to comply with his

end in judging and afflicting us. The Lord hath been judging his people

many years ; he hath made his power known, even the power of his wrath

in judging us. He hath followed us year after year with terrible judgments.

He hath revealed his wrath from heaven against our apostasies and rebel-

lions, by sword, by plague, by fire, yea, and by famine too ; and such a

famine as expresses more wrath than any of the rest : those ruining us only

in our outward concernments, but this threatening ruin to our souls ; and is

the more grievous judgment, because the generality are less sensible of the

danger and grievousness of it. He has given the sword a commission to eat

flesh and drink blood ; and, as if the wrath of man had been too little, he

has armed the powers of heaven against us, and sent destroying angels to

make havoc amongst us, and to cut down thousands and ten thousands in

city and country. And after all these instruments of wrath, as if they had

not done enough, he himself has appeared against us in a posture yet more
dreadful ; we have seen him march against us, and pass through us as a con-

suming fire, devouring our strength, our riches, our glory; laying all our

pleasant things desolate, and making such terrible devastations, as may
strike every one that sees, or hears, or that thinks of it, with horror and

trembling.

Now, what is the Lord's end in all this ? Why, if he have mercy for the

nation, and design not our utter ruin, by this should our iniquity be purged

;

and this should be the fruit of all, to take away our sin.

Nay, he has been judging professors amongst us ; he has been visiting his

own people, not in such a way as he visits those with whom he is well

pleased ;
they have seen the day of a severe visitation

;
they have had their

share in the public calamities, and a great share thereof has been the por-

tion of many
;
they have not escaped the displeasure of God, and the wrath

of man has been more bent against them than others. Those that observe

the Lord in the way of his judgments, cannot but take notice that many of

them have seemed more particularly pointed at those who profess him.

And besides our share (whatever it has been) in national sufferings, he

has been visiting us with more particular and personal chastisements. He
has been breaking us with great breaches ; his hand has made breaches, not

only in our congregations, but breaches in our families ; sad breaches in our

dear relatives
;
great breaches in some of our estates

;
large breaches in our

liberties, our soul liberties. He has broken us with breach upon breach,

Job xvi. 14 ; and some of us may say, our breach is great like the sea, who
can heal us ?

And after all that is come upon us, shall we wipe our mouths, and say, We
are innocent, we have not so much offended him as others, we have not so

highly provoked him ? Shall we justify ourselves, and condemn the Lord's
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proceedings against us ? Shall we think he has no controversy with ns, when
he is pleading it so severely ? Shall we say he is at peace with us, when he
has been contending with us, and is so to this day ? When we see for all

this his anger is not turned away, but his hand is stretched out still, shall

we imagine he is well pleased with us, when his displeasure is so evidently

revealed from heaven against us ?

0 no, far be this from us. Surely this nation has highly provoked God
;

surely his people have provoked him. The provocations of his sons and
daughters are not small, if they be not greater than those of others. The
hand, the rod of God speaks this ; the many, the sharp rods wherewith he

has corrected us, speak this aloud, if our consciences be silent or asleep.

This being our case, the truth before us shews us what is our great duty

at this day, the duty of the nation, the duty of the people of God especially.

Though others will not see when God's hand is stretched out, what it points at,

yet they should see. Though others will not regard, yet they should lay it

to heart, and apply their minds, and consciences, and souls to it.

The end of all that is befallen us is the purging of our iniquity ; and what

does the Lord expect from us, but to comply with this end, iu mortifying sin,

and cleansing our heart and life from it ? Those sins especially, for and by

which we have suffered, this is it which the word, which the providence of

God now calls us to, and hath made it so much our duty, as I know not

whether anything else can be more, or be so much the duty of all sorts at

this day.

If, after all that has come upon us for our unfruitfulness under the means
of grace, when the axe has been laid to the root, again and again, and we
have been so often in apparent danger of being cut down, or of being left

desolate of the means by which our souls should live, we still continue barren
;

If, after all, &c, for our worldliness, we will still so highly esteem earthly

things, and affect them, and pursue them as worldlings do, and seek them
for such ends, and convert them to such uses, as the custom is ;

For our neglect of holiness in the power of life, and exercise and growth

of it, we will still content ourselves with a slothful, easy, cheap, fruitless

profession of it, and be more indifferent whether we have more or less of

it than we are to outward things, and much better content with a little holi-

ness, than with a little of the world, and less concerned whether our souls

thrive or no, than whether we thrive in our earthly affairs
;

If, after all, &c, for our pride, folly and vanity, we will still be more vile

this way ;

If, after all, &c. for our contentions, divisions, decay, and loss of brotherly

love, we will not seek union with, nor express love to one another, in lesser

differences, but live in open contradiction to so many express precepts of the

gospel, and let envy, strife, bitterness, wrath, malice or ill-will, and evil-

speaking continue, and continue in these, and such like, the apparent works

of the flesh

;

If, when the Lord has laid any of us aside for unserviceableness, &c, we
labour not for a more serviceable temper

;

If, after we have lost such mercies, opportunities, advantages, by our un-

thankfulness, murmuring, repining ; the dread of having our carcases fall

in the wilderness, bring us not to an effectual sense of our sin ;

If we still remain proud, selfish, carnal, unprofitable, unmodified, unre-

fined : if we continue under the guilt of these, and other sins, for which the

Lord has been contending with us ;

—

Our guilt will be exceeding great, and our danger such as I cannot easily

express. Let me endeavour it in some particulars, which may serve as mo-
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fives to enforce this duty of complying with the Lord's end, in afflicting and

bringing calamities upon us.

1. Otherwise our calamities are like to continue ; the Lord may wear out

this generation in his displeasure ; he may cause our carcases to fall in the

wilderness, and swear in his wrath that we shall never enter into his rest.

So he did with the Israelites, when what befell them in the wilderness did

not purge their iniquity. We shall shew ourselves hereby to be such as

they were, ' a people that err in our hearts, and have not known his ways,'

Ps. xcv. 10, 11—the ways that he leads us to by afflictions, nor the way
that would lead us out of them speedily and comfortably. This will move
the Lord to come to that severe resolution, ' I will deliver you no more ;'

for this was it which brought him to that resolution against the Israelites, when
neither former deliverances, nor present oppressions, took away their sin,

Judges x. 11-13, Isa. ix. 12, 13. If our transgressions and iniquities be

upon us, we may pine away in them, Ezek. xxxiii. 10, and languish under fears,

restraints, distractions, calamities, all our days. Thus we may make our

condition desperate, and deliverance hopeless ; and propagate our miseries

to our posterity, and leave them the sad heirs of what our sin has brought

upon us.

There is no way of mercy out of trouble, but by leaving the sin which

brought us into it; no ordinary way, &c, Isa. ix. 12, 13.

2. This may increase the affliction upon you, add more weight, and put

more sting into it ; this may strengthen your bonds, and make your yokes

heavier, and less tolerable. Whenas your fears and troubles are but by
fits, and with some intermission, this may raise them to, and fix them in, a

continued paroxysm.

If less will not serve to purge your iniquity, you may expect a larger dose,

that which will prove more bitter, and in the working, may make you sick

at heart. Those that have but lost one or two dear relatives may be be-

reaved of all, and left to weep for their children, so as not to be comforted,

because they are not.

Those that have but seen the flame at a distance, or been but frightened,

or a little scorched with it, may have it kindle, and break forth round about

them.

Those that have but lost part of their estates, if this take not away their

sin, may be stripped of all, stripped naked, as some have been, and set as

in the day that they were born, and made as a wilderness; as the Lord in

like case threatens, Hosea ii. 3.

Those that have but been threatened by the sons of violence, or a little

disturbed, may be given up into their hands, or delivered up to their will

;

and not only see, but feel, the paws of those lions which before they did but

fear.

Those that have but been straitened as to spiritual provision, and only not

fed with the hand they desired, may have no hand at all left to feed them.

It is the Lord's ordinary method, when a gentler fire will not purge and

refine, to make the furnace hotter.

3. This may multiply your afflictions, and make them come in upon yon

as waves and billows in a storm, so as you may have cause to complain with

the prophet, Ps. xlii. 7, the depths above and the depths below, the displea-

sure of God and the wrath of men, may correspond to pour out themselves

upon you as it were waterspouts ; as though they called one upon another,

and did conspire as it were to overwhelm you. If one will not be effectual

to purge your iniquity, God may try another and another
;
yea, seven times

more, and it may be all at once. You see what the Lord threatens, Lev.
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xxvi. 18, 21, 23, 24, 27, 28. The stubborn child, that will not yield to his

father's will when he is correcting him, must expect to be scourged again and
again ; he cannot escape many lashes. You know your heavenly Father's

will in chastising you is to purge your iniquity and take away your sin, to

quicken you to a more vigorous proceeding in a course of mortification. Now,
since you know his will, if you do it not, you leave nothing for yourselves but

a fearful expectation of many stripes, of multiplied afflictions and calamities.

4. This may bring more grievous evils upon you than any you have yet

met with, outward calamities. The little finger of what this incorrigibleness

will bring upon you, may be heavier and more intolerable than the loins of

all you have yet suffered. You have been chastised with whips ; but if this

do not take away your sin, beware lest the Lord do not make use of scorpions.

You are warned of this by the advice that Christ gives to one who had been
under a great affliction, John v. 14. Those that will sin more must suffer

more, whatever they have suffered already. How grievous soever that seems
to be which is past, if it purge not thine iniquity, there is something worse
yet to come.

Why, you may say, Is there any worse judgment than the sword ? Is

there anything more dreadful than such a plague as has been destroying us '?

Is there anything more terrible than such a fire as was consuming us '? Our
hearts tremble within us, and horror surprises us, when we do but think of

the woes that are past ; can there be anything worse yet to come ? Indeed,

there would be no fear of it, if by these our iniquity had been purged ; but

if these have no such effect upon us, we are in danger to know by experience

that the Lord's treasures of wrath are not yet exhausted, there is but a little

thereof in comparison yet spent upon us ; the vials of his indignation are

not yet emptied ; we have but yet had a taste thereof ; the worst of all, the

dregs, are at the bottom, and these we expect will be poured out upon us if

our sin continue. Oh that we could with fear and trembling labour to pre-

vent it, by complying with the Lord's end in what is come upon us already,

so that by this our iniquity may be purged

!

5. The Lord may give you over, and refuse to correct any more. You are

in danger of this if the Lord find that former corrections are in vain, and in

vain they are if they attain not their end ; and their end they cannot obtain

if they do not take away your sin.

It seems a condition acceptable to flesh and blood to be without afflictions

and sufferings ; but to those who judge of things as they are indeed, and as

the Scripture represents them, for the Lord to refuse to afflict when afflic-

tions are needful, signifies one of the highest degrees of divine wrath, and is

a more dreadful judgment than any of those outward calamities which the

Lord calls his sore judgments
;
sword, famine, pestilence, fire, speak not

more indignation in God than this.

When a man gives over a stubborn child, after all correction has done no

good upon him, and says, I will whip him no more, I see it is in vain, all

that I have done is to no purpose, there is no hopes of reclaiming him, let

him go on and take his course ; the condition of that child is more sad and

lamentable than of such a one as his father corrects most severely :
' As

many as I love, I rebuke and chasten,' Kev. iii. What affection has he for

those whom he will not rebuke? &c. : 'Blessed is the man,' &c, Ps. xciv.

12, 13. Their condition seems cursed whom he will not chastise, Heb. xii.

7, 8. If they be bis children whom he thus forbears, yet he deals not with

them as his own children, he has not at this time, in these circumstances,

so much favour for them, but as the children of strangers whom a man will

not trouble himself to correct.
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When the Lord is expressing the highest indignation, he doth it in

threatening to judge and punish those no more against whom his wrath is

kindled, Isa. i. 5, Hos. iv. 14-17.

6. He may leave you to spiritual judgments. This usually is the issue

of not improving outward calamities, and is the dreadful consequence of the

Lord's forbearing to inflict. Outward afflictions are his rods, but these are

his swords ; and when upon incorrigibleness under those, he takes up these,

his wrath is raised to the height. Formerly he fell upon their outward con-

cernments, which are less considerable, now he falls upon their souls ; the

iron enters into their souls, and the more dangerously and mortally because

insensibly. That wrath begins here which will burn to the bottom of hell.

When he gives stubborn souls up to blindness of mind, hardness of heart,

searedness of conscience, vile affections and lusts, and a reprobate sense, oh
these are the first-born of the second death. No greater severity, short of

hell, than in the inflicting of these.

Yea, but does he inflict these upon any that belong to him ?

Arts. The not improving of other afflictions may provoke the Lord to leave

his children to spiritual judgments, and to some measure and degrees of these

now mentioned, and to others also more woful than any outward calamities.

This may provoke the Lord to bring upon his people a famine of the word,

as he threatens, after other judgments had been ineffectual, Amos viii. 11-

13. Not a scarcity, but a famine, and that more dreadful than a famine of

bread and a thirst for water, so that they shall run to and fro, &c, and the

virgins and young men shall faint and swoon for thirst.

2. Or if the word and ordinances be continued, this may provoke him to

deny his presence and concurrence, to withdraw his Spirit, and withhold his

influences, upon which the power and efficacy of them depends ; so that the

staff of bread shall be broken while it is in their hands, and the ordinances

become dry breasts, so that they can suck nothing but wind out of them
which are appointed for spiritual nourishment, Isa. lxv. 3, 4. Oh what a

curse would you think it, if all you eat or drink should neither strengthen,

nourish, nor refresh you ! But this is worse, it is a curse upon spiritual

blessings.

3. Or this may provoke him to leave you to backslidings, and inward

decays and declinings, and to smite your souls with a spiritual consumption

;

so that inward strength shall waste away, grace shall wither, and holiness

hang the head like a blasted flower. You think a consumption of the body
worse, though less sensible, than the stone or gout. What, then, is a soul-

consumption ? You think poverty, or the loss of an estate, a great affliction

;

oh, but to grow poor unto God, to have your spiritual substance wasted, and
your heavenly treasure consumed, that is a more terrible stroke to those who
are taught of Christ to pass a true judgment of things.

4. This may provoke him to give you up in some degrees to your hearts'

lusts; to fall into some gross sin, and wallow in it, as Solomon into false

worship and sensuality
;

or, which I fear is too ordinary, and the sad case

of too many amongst us, to indulge themselves in such sins as are less

reproachful amongst professors : habitual lukewarmness in serving the Lord
;

indifferency as to their spiritual and heavenly interests; loose, careless, un-

watchful walking tolerated
;

selfishness, unserviceableness in their places,

sensualness, and flesh-pleasing, and worldliness, sinking deep and sticking

fast in the mire and clay of it.

To be left to these evils is a more grievous judgment than to be given up
to the hands of our enemies, or to be left to fly before them, which yet seemed
less tolerable to David than a destroying pestilence.

VOL. II. N
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5. Or this may provoke him to give them up to some hardness of heart,

and searedness of conscience, in some degree ; so that though their sin be

often reproved, and the danger thereof discovered, yet reproofs make no im-

pression, conviction will not fasten. If it be a way they are fastened to by
affection or interest, they will not believe it is a sin, or such a sin as they

need be severe against ;
especially if they can get some fig-leaves to hide its

shame, some pretences to excuse its sinfulness. If they can but believe it

will not damn them, say what you can against it, it will not prevail. Such
stiffness against convictions of sin, and the like untractableness as to duty,

is the symptom of an insensible conscience and an hardened heart ; and to

be given up to it is a spiritual judgment of a dreadful importance.

6. Or this may provoke him to send a spirit of delusion, which may lead

you out of the way of truth, and seduce to relinquish part of that faith

which should be earnestly contended for by the saints ; or to give you up
to a spirit of wantonness and unsobriety, so as to disrelish those wholesome
practical truths, and that teaching which tends most to the promoting of

the power of godliness in heart and life, and would lead you up to higher

degrees of holiness, self-denial, mortification, crucifiedness to the world,

and all spiritual fruitfulness ; and to dote upon trifling questions, frivolous

opinions, vain imaginations, the niceties of this or that way and per-

suasion, empty notions, strains of fancy, which make neither mind, nor

heart, nor life better. This is a kind of spiritual frenzy, a delirium, a

soul-dotage ; and you count not only a furious, but a trifling, frenzy to

be a lamentable distemper in nature, much more lamentable in a spiritual

deliration.

7. Or he may be provoked hereby to send a spirit of terror. When other

scourges will not serve the turn, he may wound the conscience, Job vi. 4,

and give you those wounds that are intolerable, Prov. xviii. 14. He may
kindle a hell in your souls, and set that worm a-gnawing there which is

some of the torture of hell itself. He may make you Magor-missabibs, terror

round about, a terror to yourselves, a terror to others, while himself is a

terror to you. Wherever you look for comfort, ease, relief, you may be dis-

appointed : Ps. Ixxvii. 3, ' I remembered God, and was troubled.' The
thoughts and remembrance of God, of Christ, of heaven, of the promises, in-

stead of relieving you, may add to your trouble and torture. All the springs

of comfort may run nothing but waters of Marah ; the bitterness of death

may be in them. The Lord's loving-kindness is better than life, Ps. lxiii. 3;

to be bereaved of the sense of it is therefore worse than death. Oh what is

it then to be under the terrors of the Lord !

Oh, if the terrors of the Lord be dreadful to you, take heed yon be not

found under the guilt of not improving more tolerable afflictions. Take heed

you continue not under this guilt. You are in the highway to spiritual judg-

ments, if outward calamities do not take away your sin. It is the Lord's

method to proceed higher and higher in the demonstrations of his anger, and

to let out more wrath (as he doth in these judgments), when lesser significa-

tions of his displeasure are not effectual.

7. This is the way to be rejected of the Lord ; for those that are not his

to be rejected wholly, for those that are his to be in part rejected, Jer. vii.

28, 29. Those that receive not correction, i.e. who yield not to what is

required and intended in correction, their case is to be bitterly lamented

;

.such being rejected of the Lord as the generation of his wrath. So Jer. vi.

29, 30. All the means the Lord has used for the refining of this people are

in vain, all his labour is lost. Though he has blown up the fire in the fur-

nace to such an heat as the bellows themselves are burnt by it, though the
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lead (used then, as now quicksilver is used, in the fining of silver, to melt it

more easily, and with less waste) be quite consumed, yet the founder melteth

in vain ; all is to no purpose. The wicked things, or, as in the Hebrew,
wickednesses, are not removed from them. Refuse silver shall they be

called, such as will not pass, but will be rejected in payment. The Lord
hath rejected them as dross, not silver, or that which has too much dross in

it to be current.

Though he will not utterly reject those that belong to him, yet if they be

not refined by their afflictions, he may deal with them as if he utterly rejected

them. He may proceed against them as against those whom he utterly

rejects, so as no eye may be able to see any difference ; as in the captivity,

to which this rejecting refers, no difference was to be seen between those

that were better and those that were worst.

Though they lose not the relation of children, yet he may treat them as

though they were not his children, as though he were not their Father
;

nay, as though he were an enemy, Isa. lxiii. 10, Jer. xxx. 14, 15. Because
their iniquities were increased, when by their afflictions they should have
been taken away, though he do not disinherit them, yet may he leave them
without hopes of inheriting ; so that it may be all one as to their apprehen-

sions, as if they were disinherited
;
nothing may be left them, in their own

sense, but a fearful expectation of judgment.

8. This provokes the Lord to bring destruction. This endangers your

ruin, the ruin of your country, the ruin of yourselves. This exposes to

national desolation, or personal destruction, Isa. i. 5 ; and the issue of

revolts after smiting, ver. 7. As temporal judgments, when not improved,

end in spiritual, so spiritual judgments end in ruin, Isa.'vi. 9-11, Zeph.
iii. 7, 8. He that learns not righteousness by public judgments, so as to

be thereby more refined and mortified, he doth his part to bring utter ruin

upon the place and country where he lives. This desolation of it, when it

comes, may be charged upon him. Those that should stand in the gap, and
make up the hedge, do hereby make the breach wider, and pull away that

which might put a stop to the current of ruining wrath. If this land perish,

those that might have saved it, by complying with God's end in judging us,

have destroyed it, by not improving judgments for this end. And it is no
wonder that those whose hand makes way for destroying judgments, whoever
they be, do perish by them. Even those that have interest in God may be
ruined and cut off by this sin, and may perish for it. Those that reform

not themselves and their families, when they have real admonitions from
heaven to do it, may have Eli's doom, though they have special relation to

God, as Eli had. Those that are of the Lord's planting, and by the hand
of affliction have been lopped and pruned, and yet continue barren, or have
wild grapes found in their branches, the Lord, when he lays the axe to the

root of the tree, may cut them down as well as others
; they may fall by

this sin. And it is not more comfortable to die for righteousness' sake than
it is dreadful to die in and for sin. And though the Lord may rescue their

souls from everlasting miseries, when they fall by the stroke of temporal
wrath (as some of the Corinthians fell, 1 Cor. xi.), yet will they be saved so

as by fire, and escape the wrath to come very narrowly, even as firebrands

plucked out of the fire.

Oh then, if you would not plunge yourselves into this misery, look that

by this your iniquity be purged, otherwise there is great danger of the Lord's
high displeasure, and the severest acts and expressions of it. But this is

not all, though this be terrible. There is danger also of great and heinous

guilt. It is a crime of an high provocation, not to be mortified and refined
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by calamities and afflictions, whether common or personal; there is much to

aggravate it, and render it exceeding sinful.

(1.) It is a double disobedience. The Lord calls upon you by his word
to purge out and put away sin. When this is not effectual, he summons
you to do it by judgments and afflictions. He calls for it both by his word
and by his rod. He requires it by a word, that you may see, Jer. ii. 31

;

and by a rod, that you may hear, Micah vi. 9. To yield neither to ODe

nor the other is to add disobedience to disoberlience. Not to comply with

his word, clearly discovering this to be your duty, and frequently urging it

on you, is heinous disobedience. But to stand out against it, when it is

enforced with the rod, is plain rebellion. If a prince enjoin a subject to do

this or that, and he refuse, that is a disobedience that will not easily escape

without some mark of his displeasure. But if hereupon he raise a force,

and begirt the house or castle of such a subject, and threaten to batter or

storm it unless he yield, to stand out in that case will be rebellion. So it

is in this. Here is one provocation added to another, and the latter worse

than the former, Zeph. iii. 2. Not obeyed, and which is more, and doubles

the guilt by an addition of something worse, ' she received not correction.'

(2.) It is a strange boldness and impudence not to put away sin, not to

cease from it, when the Lord is smiting for it, and declaring his displeasure

against it by real rebukes; such are branded in Scripture as those that know
no shame, Zeph. iii. 5. How does that appear ? Why, the Lord warned

them by judgments, ver. 6, yet they received not instruction, but still

corrupted their doings, ver. 7. And as those that have a whore's fore-

head, Jer. iii. 3, because she was not brought by the chastisement men-
tioned to put away her sin, therefore, says he, ' thou hast a whore's fore-

head,' &o.

What impudence would you judge it for a servant, who has been beaten

for his faults, to tell his master, while the rod is in his hand, he will not

leave it, be will do it again. While you do not purge your hearts, and

reform your ways, after ckastenings for this purpose, you tell the Lord, while

the rod is upon or over you, you will not be mortified or refined. This is

the language of your hearts and ways.

(3.) It is madness, spiritual folly with a witness. As if one who has

drunk poison, should spill the antidote that should secure him from the

mortal danger thereof, instead of vomiting up that which so endangers him,

yea, and should be ready to swallow down more, when that already taken

is still working in his bowels. Sin is worse to the soul than poison to the

body. Not to receive correction is to refuse the antidote, and so to let the

poison work on, yea, to heighten the mortal danger of it by new additions.

It argues stupendous foolishness, and such as is inveterate, and almost past

cure, if the rod will not cure it, Prov. xxii. 15. If the rod will not fetch it

out, it is fast bound up indeed. The bond of this folly and iniquity is

exceeding strong, little hopes anything will break it if the hand ol God upon
his children do it not. It is desperate and incorrigible folly, that will not

be removed by severe handling, Prov. xxvii. 22.

(4.) It argues great hardness and obduration, and signifies he is very

much hardened in those evils for which the Lord corrects him, when his

chastising hand does not conquer and prevail against them, Jer. v. 3. It is

for those who have made their faces harder than a rock, not to receive cor-

rection, but to refuse to return when the Lord has been striking and con-

suming them ; it is a sign not only of natural, but contracted hardness.

Such was that stigmatised in Ahaz, 2 Chron. xxviii. 22, ' This is that king

Ahaz.' Here is a hardened wretch indeed, here is a signal instance of
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obduration to sin more in or after distress. It is some stiffness not to yield

to the word, Zech. vii. 11, 12, even this makes way for great wrath. Oh
but to stand out against the hand of God too, not to be pliable nor tractable,

when we have been under the mighty hand of God, this speaks obduration

with a witness. If that be as the adamant, this is harder than a rock or

flint, the issue more dreadful.

(5.) It argues much affection, a heart greatly in love with it, when he will

not leave it, whatever it cost him ; when the smart of one scourge after

another will not make him leave his hold of it; when the rod, though in the

hand of God, will not drive him from it ; when he cleaves to its breasts,

though there be wormwood upon them, and the Lord has embittered it by
afflictions ; when he will not quit its embraces though plague sores be upon
it, and the marks of divine displeasure axe plainly visible.

That love to sin is so far from being mortified, that it is predominant and
greater than the fear of any other evil, when he will endanger the loss of

relations, liberty, estate, life, yea, the favour of God and the pledges of it,

gospel, and ordinances, and his presence in them ; when he will run all

hazards rather than quit it
;
expose himself to temporal calamities or spiri-

tual judgments, yea, run upon destruction itself rather than leave it.

(6.) It is brutishness, worse than that of the horse and mule ; for these

you may restrain from mischief by bit and bridle
;
you may hedge up their

way with thorns, and keep them within compass. But those that are not morti-

fied, reformed, by afflictions, they break through the hedge, though of thorns,

as afflictions are called, Hos. ii. 6.

When Balaam's ass saw the angel of the Lord standing in the way, and
his sword drawn in his hand, she turned aside out of the way, and would not

be forced into it, Num. xxii. 23. What brutishness is it to venture on in a

way when the Lord stands to stop it, as it were, with a sword in his hand
;

yea, after ye have been wounded by it, and felt the weight and sharpness of it

!

Hence, those who are not reduced and reformed by afflictions, are expressed

in Scripture by dromedaries, wild asses, Jer. ii. 23, 24 ; untamed heifers,

Hos. iv. 16 ; bullocks unaccustomed to the yoke, Jer. xxxi. 18.

(7.) It argues great pride ; a heart lifting up itself against God ; not only

pride in carriage towards men, but in deportment towards the Most High.

When the soul is truly humbled, it yields, submits, to whatsoever the Lord
would have him leave, or whatsoever the Lord will have him do, Acts ix. 6 ;

and in this pliableness to the will of God, doth the nature of true evangelical

humiliation most consist.

But pride is in its exaltation yet unbroken, when it will not leave that

temper, those ways, and designs, and actions that the Lord would have him
leave ; when he does not yield, submit, and stoop to the divine will herein,

though the Lord himself has been laying weight upon him. All the Lord's

dispensations have not yet humbled him ; he is yet stout against the

Almighty ; nor is pride hid from his eyes, till ho be withdrawn from his pur-

pose, Job xxxiii. 17.

(8.) It is contempt of God, and argues that there is no fear, or little fear,

of God in the heart ; for when should the fear of God shew itself, but when
the Lord is angry, and appears terrible ? And how should it appear, if not

in leaving that which has provoked God to anger, and at which he has been
actually expressing himself displeased ? Not to leave sin, when the Lord
has been judging you for it, is in effect to say, I will take my own course,

let the Lord do what he will, let him do what he can with me for it. The
Lord reads and hears such language in your hearts and ways, when they are

not refined and reformed by judgments and chastenings. This is to despise
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the chastenings of the Lord, and to make nothing of his severity ; to slight

the Lord himself, when he will least endure it ; when he is executing judg-

ment, and expects you should submit and stoop to his will with fear and
trembling.

(9.) This is to affront God, and run cross to his design, and defeat his

end, in these proceedings. If a person observe not exactly the letter of a

law, yet if he satisfy the end and design of it, he will be in equity excused
;

but a punctual observance of the words, if the end of the law be crossed,

will leave him a transgressor. But if you be not more mortified and refined

by afflictions, you run cross, both to the plain words of God, and to his

design in these dispensations, and affront him every way, walk as contrary

to the great God as may be.

(10.) It argues the person is incurable, and the case hopeless, for this is

one of the last remedies ; and when the last fails, nothing more is to be

hoped for. Food and sleep are the first means for the support of health

and life, but when these will not serve, we use physic ; but if physic also be

ineffectual, the case is desperate. The word and ordinances should purge

and mortify us, and take away our sin ; but if these do it not, the Lord
makes use of his afflictions and sharp dispensations, these are his physic

;

but if these fail too, which is the last remedy, what hope is there then left ?

You see by these particulars our danger ; how dreadful it is for those that

have been exercised with public judgments, or personal chastenings, not to

be purged or refined thereby. If sin, so great a sin ; if the wrath of God in

such expressions of it be not feared, it is to those who are past fear. Make
it appear that you are far from such a desperate distemper, by complying
with the Lord's end in what has befallen us. Make that your great busi-

ness, which the Lord has made so, by improving what has come upon us, so

as this may be the effect, to take away sin.

There is another consideration by which I would enforce this great duty,

and that is the advantage we shall reap by complying with the Lord's end
in bringing afflictions and calamities upon us

;
and,

1. The putting away our sin, and the purging our iniquity, is in itself so

great an advantage, that this alone, duly considered, may be sufficient to

lead us to a full and cheerful compliance to the will of God herein. For what

is sin ? It is our poverty ; it is the sickness and languor of our souls ; it is

a noisome and a pestilent disease ; it is lameness, and blindness, and im-

potency ; it is a monstrous and loathsome deformity ; it is a dungeon, with

fetters and vermin ; in a word, it is misery. It is really as great an evil to

our souls as these are to our bodies. It is so represented in the word of

truth. It is all these, it is more, it is worse than all these ; and what an

advantage would it be to be rid of such a horrid, a hideous evil as this.

It is the worst poverty, that which makes you poor towards God, poor

and naked in his sight, in his account, who sure can best judge what is

riches and what is poverty. He counts them miserably deluded who think

they are rich, while their iniquity continues, and judges them poor and

naked, however their goods be increased, if their sin be not done away ; so

Christ, of Laodicea, because of her lukewarmness, that one sin, Rev. iii.

Now what an advantage would a poor man count it. to be freed from this

poverty and nakedness ! This you may gain by putting away your sins

;

you are freed from the most wretched poverty.

Sin is the soul's sickness, a mortal disease which has been the death of

millions and millions ; a noisome and destructive disease ; a leprosy, a

plague, a cancer, a gangrene. In Scripture language it is no better, it is

worse. The purging of your iniquity is the purging out of such a pestilent
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humour, the freeing of you from such a loathsome and dangerous disease
;

and would you not count it a happiness to be raised from such a sickness, to

be rid of such a leprosy : a great advantage to be cured of the plague, the

plague of the heart, a soul gangrene ?

If your child, or a dear relative, were blind, or lame, or dumb, or other-

wise impotent ; if he were frantic, or lunatic, or a natural fool, what would

you give to have them freed from such a misery ? The case is your own
;

sin is worse than these to your souls, if you will believe the report of the

Holy Ghost concerning it in Scripture. It makes you lame, blind, impo-

tent ; it is the most stupid foolishness, the highest frenzy and madness, only

you may be cured at an easier rate : do but put away your sin, and the cure

is wrought, the work is done, your soul is made whole. Thus you may be

freed from the most ugly and monstrous deformity, that which makes you
loathsome and ugly in the sight of God, which he (in whose love and delight

your sonls are infinitely concerned) doth not only hate but abhor.

Thus may you be freed from the most miserable restraint, the most dis-

mal and nasty dungeon ; thus may you shake off your fetters, and be rid of

the vilest vermin
;
only by quitting your iniquity, and putting away your

sin. Do but this, and so far as it is done you are discharged of all misery

and wretchedness.

Oh, if our souls and consciences, if our families or congregations, if our

religious or civil assemblies, if our country, if the world were but purged of

iniquity, which pesters, troubles, disorders, confounds all, what a happy
change would there be ! Men would be like angels, who are now, for want
of this, like brutes or devils ; earth would be like heaven, which is now,

through sin, the unhappiest region in the world next to hell ; our commerce
in the world would be a communion with God, while now we converse toge-

ther as fools or sharks, as foxes or tigers, either over-reaching, or vexing, or

preying one upon another. Oh, if ungodliness, and unrighteousness, and unso-

briety were put away, there would be a new heaven and a new earth ; there

would be a new, a happy face of things everywhere ; there would be a face of

heaven, of the peace and order and happiness of heaven, upon our souls and

consciences, upon our families, upon our assemblies, upon our country, upon
the world. Alas, that the world will not be persuaded to be so happy upon
60 easy terms ! But shall those who profess themselves children of light,

shall the people of God be guilty of such madness and cruelty to themselves

and others ? Shall nothing, no, not the hand, no, not the rod of God, lead

them, so far as they can, to rid the world of these miseries, and to possess

all, so far as they can reach, of these blessed advantages ? Oh be persuaded

to purge iniquity out of your hearts, lives, families ; to endeavour the rooting

of it out from the place where you live, and from every place that your

influence can reach. Be exemplary herein as to your own persons, and the

great advantages you will gain and enjoy thereby may induce the world to

follow you herein ; or however you shall not lose your reward. To be rid

of sin yourselves (so great a misery, all miseries in one), is a most rich

blessed advantage.

2. This is the way to deliverance ; a sure, a speedy way to be delivered,

and that in mercy too. To be delivered from the grievances and afflictions

that are upon you, and from those that are approaching ; from what you
feel, and from what you fear. Afflictions are but the means to purge your
iniquity; the taking away your sin, that is the end of all this. When the

end is once attained, no wise agent will further make use of the means
;

there is no need of them. When your iniquity is purged, the Lord will see

no need of continuing what afflicts you for that purpose ; and he who afflicts
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not willingly, nor delights to grieve his children, will not afflict and grieve

them needlessly.

When the child submits, and gives hopes he will offend no more, the rod

is laid aside, the father's severity gives way to the expressions of his love

and compassion. And so the Lord represents himself, Jer. xxxi. 18-20.
When the metal is sufficiently purified, and the dross wasted or wrought

out, the furnace is no further useful, the finer sees no need to keep it in the

fire. Oh, if our iniquity were once purged, the Lord would quickly take us

out of the furnace ; nor would there be any danger either of continuing

longer in it or of having it made hotter.

Not only the wisdom and mercy of God, but his truth and faithfulness,

makes this sure to us ; for he has promised it frequently, 2 Chron. vii. 14 ;

which is an answer to Solomon's prayer, chap. vi. 26, 27, and xxx. 6, 8, 9.

If we turn from our evil ways, then will the Lord heal, though the wound
seem incurable. Though our breaches seem great, like the sea, and such as

none can repair, yet will the Lord heal them, certainly, speedily, mercifully.

Oh if we were in a capacity for such a mercy, if our iniquity were but

purged, how soon would he give over this sharp course of physic we have

been under ! If this work were but accomplished upon mount Zion, how
soon would he lay aside the sharp tools we are apt to complain of ! If our

iniquity were but taken away, how soon would he put an end to the days of

blackness and thick darkness ! How soon would this day of judgment and

calamity clear up into a day of mercy and salvation ! How certainly would

the day of a gracious visitation dawn upon us once again !

Yea, if the generality of the nation should not be purged, yet if those who
have interest in God should comply with this his end in judging and chastening,

if their sin be hereby taken away, possibly the Lord might be prevailed with

by them, and for a few in comparison might spare the whole. The holy

seed may be the substance of support of it, as Isa. vi. 13. We see the

Lord would have spared Sodom for ten righteous persons, Gen. xviii. 32.

And though that may be thought a special favour (granted at the importunity

of Abraham, an extraordinary person) to spare so many for so few, and so

may not pass for a common rule ; so that ordinarily from thence we might

draw a like conclusion
; yet that in Job seems more general, Job xxii. 30,

for (as it may be read) ' The innocent shall deliver the island.' There is

such pureness in those who are refined by the furnace of affliction, and they

may pass for innocent whose sin is thereby taken away. So Jer. v. 1, if

there be any considerable number purged from the common iniquity. So

Isa. lxviii. 8, that people is expressed by a vine, so withered or barren that the

vine- dresser may be ready to cut it down as dead, yet if one spy in it some
cluster that may afford wine, there may be hopes, since it is not quite dead,

it may be recovered, and so the whole vine and branches may be spared for

a good cluster
;
hereby signifying that the generality may escape for those

few that are upright.

So that this is the way, not only to procure deliverance for yourselves, but

others ; not only for your persons and families, but for cities and countries.

It is the way to become saviours, i. e. to prevail with the Lord to appear as

a God of salvation to the community against whom he otherwise would pro-

ceed as a destroyer.

But if the end of God be not herein complied with, especially by those

from whom it is most expected, a deliverance in mercy is hopeless. We
make it desperate, and leave ourselves or others no expectation of it in an

ordinary way, and according to those rules by which the Scriptures shew us

the Lord commonly proceeds.
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It is true indeed the Lord is not confined to rules, nor ties himself to

walk in the common path. He may save and deliver a people, as it were,

by prerogative. And so he did Israel, while their iniquity was not purged,

2 Kings xiv. 25-27, by Jeroboam, who did evil, and departed not from it,

ver. 24.

(1.) But this was not in mercy, nor was it lasting. It was rather a

reprieve than a deliverance. The advantages thereof (such as they were)

were but of short continuance. In the next chapter, you may see them all

in blood and confusion.

(2.) And to be delivered from outward afflictions, if sin be not taken

away, either before or upon deliverance, is but to be reserved for greater

calamities. Sin still remaining will curse and blast temporal deliverance,

and the fruits of it, and will make it appear in the issue that there is little

or no mercy therein, how specious soever they may seem. So that what we
call deliverance by prerogative is not a deliverance in mercy, if the sin of a

people be not taken away, either before it or by it ; for this brings a curse

upon such deliverance, as it does upon other temporal blessings. The
Lord threatens it for this sin amongst others, Mai. ii. 2. Not laying to

heart God's judgments and chasteniugs ; not giving glory to him, by answer-

ing his end therein, and turning from sin, will make freedom from such

calamities, if it be a blessing in such a case, to be a cursed blessing, such as

will bring more misery than advantage.

(3.) And if such a deliverance as is neither durable nor merciful were

desirable, yet have we no ground to expect it ; for faith must be grounded

upon common rules and ordinary promises, not upon extraordinary pro-

ceedings, and looks (when it would have firm support) not at what the Lord
may do, by prerogative or absolute sovereignty, but at what he hath declared

he will do. Faith can have no encouragement at all from what is merely

possible ; it looks for some certainty, and acts not but upon a sure word.

Now it is only possible the Lord may deliver a people, when their sin is

not taken away, but it is highly probable he will not, he has declared so much
against it. It is only certain he will deliver those in mercy whose iniquity

is purged, for the promise of it is to them, and to them alone. If, then, by
the calamities you would be freed from, your iniquity be purged, if this be

the fruit, &c, you may be certain of deliverance, if it be good for you, and
of that as soon as ever it will be so.

8. Hereby you will gain that which is better than deliverance, even this

very thing. The purging of your iniquity is better than any outward deliver-

ance ; for sin is worse than afflictions and calamities. That is clear in

Scripture, in reason, and even in the judgment of those whose practice con-

tradicts it. There is that in sin which is more hateful, more dreadful, more
grievous and afflictive in itself, and to those who have either spiritual sense

or true judgment, than there is in afflictions. It is far and incomparably

the greater evil, and therefore freedom from sin, though but in part, is far

better than total freedom and full deliverance from outward calamities.

If the Lord should defer deliverance, yet if thereby he purge you more
and more from sin, ho shews you more mercy, and does that which is better

for you than if he should presently deliver you, he is more kind and
gracious to you than if he should fully repair all the losses and breaches that

afflictions has made upon you. It be unquestionably better to be freed from

a greater evil than from a less.

Moreover, the more iniquity is purged the more does holiness increase ;

these being such contraries, as the exclusion of one lets in the other, and
the declining of one is the advance of the other. And the one gains as
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many degrees as the other loses. As darkness vanishes, light increases

;

and as sickness is removed, health and strength is recovered. So as sin

is expelled, holiness grows. Hence in some places of Scripture the purging

of iniquity is the fruit and end of afflictions and chastenings. In other

places, the increase of holiness is the fruit thereof, Heb. xii. 10. So that by
improving afflictions for the taking away sin, you will partake more of holi-

ness. That is the advantage you will reap thereby, and it is so rich and

considerable as all the advantages of outward deliverance are not to be com-
pared with it. For holiness, it is the health, the strength, the beauty,

liberty, safety, the riches, the dignity, the comfort, the life, the happiness

of the soul, either formally or efficiently ; it either is these, or brings these

to the soul. And those who will judge of things as Christians, and not as

worldlings or sensualists ; those who will not be carried away with the com-
mon error and delusion of them whose minds the god of this world has

blinded, will judge the health and strength of the soul to be the best health,

&c, and that which makes the soul rich, more valuable than all earthly

riches, and so an increase of holiness far more desirable than the advance-

ment of their outward estate ; and that which adorns, honours, and advances

their souls in the sight of God, incomparably better than all worldly honours,

dignity, or preservation ; and that which makes the soul free, more than

that which frees the body from restraint, &c. They will count these soul-

advantages so much better as the soul is to be preferred before the body, or

outward concernments.

Now, outward deliverance brings you but these lower and less considerable

advantages, restores health or strength to the body, repairs your estates, or

makes yon rich on earthly accounts, or brings you to a freer, safer, or higher

condition in the world. But afflictions, though they be continued, if they

be improved for the purging iniquity, and consequently for the increase of

holiness, they make your souls strong and healthful, they make your minds
truly free, and great, and noble

;
they render you lovely and honourable in

the sight of God
;
they enrich your souls with heavenly treasure, with the

riches of
t
God, in comparison of which worldly wealth is but thorns or

thick clay, loss and dung, riches falsely so called
;
they bring you peace,

and comfort, and happiness, of which otherwise there is nothing but a dream
or a shadow in the world, and over and above they work for you a far more
exceeding and eternal weight of glory, 2 Cor. iv.

And therefore it is unquestionably true, and past all doubt to those who
pass a true judgment of things, that to improve afflictions for the purging of

iniquity is incomparably better than deliverance from afflictions. And there-

fore if the day of deliverance be so much desired, much more should you
desire and endeavour to comply with the Lord's end in judging and afflict-

ing, so as hereby your iniquity may be purged, since this is far better, and
incomparably more to be desired than what you so much desire.

Let me in the next place lay down some rules and directions, the obser-

vance of which may be helpful to promote the Lord's end in judging and
afflicting, so as by this iniquity may be purged.

1. Set yourselves against all sin, not against this or that particular evil,

which conscience, or the word, or providence may more directly point at,

but against every sin. For though afflictions may help you more against

one than another, yet they are not less improved* unless they help you more or

less against all sin. The words in the text are general, and so laid down as

they may reach all sin and iniquity. The fruit of affliction should be the

purging iniquity, the taking away of sin without exception. Et ubi lejc non

* Qu. not rightly improved
'

'?

—

Ed.
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Jmttinguit, non est distinguendum : where the law makes no exception, we
must make none. We must overlook no sin if we would comply with the

rule before us. And that we may not be partial, let me instance in some
that we are too apt to overlook.

(1.) Set yourselves not only against sin of life and practice, but against

the corruption of your natures, that which is all sin in one, the nursery, the

spawn of all ; that in which all particulars do as it were live, and move,
and have theirbeing, Mat. xv. 18, 19. Out of the corruption of the heart,

as from a fountain, flows all the impurity of words and actions. You may
stop up one current of sin, and another, but to little purpose, while the

fountain still runs freely. It will overflow or bear down the dams you
make to stop it, or find another passage when you have done all you
can. If you do nothing to dry up the spring in the heart, to divert or

dam up this or that passage in your practice will be to little purpose :

Mat. xii. 83-35, while the tree, while the heart is evil, the fruit will be
so. The evil treasure in the heart must be exhausted, else the product
thereof will be evil things ; that which is in the life will be dross while the

heart is not refined.

The avoiding of some particular evils is but to pare the nails, which will

grow again ; but the mortifying of thy natural corruption is to go about to

cut off the arm. This is to make sure work, that once cut off, can grow no
more.

(2.) Set yourselves against a sinful temper of heart, not only against

siniul acts. For such a temper is worse, more provoking, more dangerous,
though it be less sensible than many evil acts ; as a constant sickly temper
is worse than a fit of the toothache, yea, than fits of the stone or gout,

though the pain there be more acute and afflictive. A worldly, carnal,

selfish, slothful, or lukewarm temper of heart, is far worse than some par-

ticular acts of worldliness, selfishness, sensuality, or lukewarmness. For
the temper is fixed, and is a continued sin ; the. acts are transient. The
temper is fruitful, being a pregnant disposedness to more and more acts

suitable to it. The acts have no such pernicious pregnancy, and the Lord
judges of us more by the bent of the heart than by some particular acts.

He, the bent of whose heart is towards the world, the riches, pleasures,

dignities of it, will be a worldling in the account of God, rather than he who
sometimes by the force of temptation is hurried into a sordid act. And so
of the rest, he whose heart is bent to please the flesh, &c, .and the temper
being less sensible, and not so much taken notice of, is the more dangerous,

because the less watched and opposed, and the cure of it less minded and
endeavoured.

Accordingly, the Lord proceeds severely against churches and persons,

not only for wicked acts, but for a sinful temper, which is very apparent in

what he threatens Laodicea, Rev. iii. 15, 16. It is a lukewarm temper
that he so thunders against, it being so loathsome to him that for it he

threatens to ease himself of her, as that which he nauseates and abhors, as

we do that which we are sick of. This might be ruin to some in whom it

was predominant; and in those whom he loves, and where it was not so pre-

valent, it could not escape without rebukes and chastenings, ver. 19. And
the end thereof was not a desisting from this or that act only, but the change

of their temper. ' Be zealous therefore and repent,' i. e. bewail, abhor that

odious temper, and get it turned into one quite contrary. And thus must
you do if you would comply with God's end in rebukes and chastenings, not

only quit your old practices, but your former sinful temper. Instead of a

worldly temper, get one that is heavenly, so that the bent of your hearts
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may be for the things above, that heavenly treasure ; instead of a selfish

temper, get one that is self-denying, that which will incline you to seek and
mind the things of Christ, not your own things, and to resign up yourselves

entirely to the serving of Christ's interest ; instead of a carnal, sensual

temper, that which is spiritual ; instead of a slothful temper, that which
will make you active and industrious, and laborious for Christ, for your souls

and heavenly interest ; instead of a lukewarm temper, that which will be
zealous for God, and against sin, though you suffer for it; ardent in love and
desires to Christ, fervent in spirit in serving him.

(3.) Against those sins, not only which you know at present, but against

those which you shall know, and ought to take notice of as sins, though they

have escaped your notice hitherto. Not only against those which you are

convinced of to be sins, and your sins, but these also, for which you have
sufficient means of conviction, though they have not been, or are not effec-

tual. The rod has a voice. One thing that the Lord principally calls a
people to, by judgments and afflictions, is to search and try their ways, to find

out what evil is in them ; and when afflictions and sufferings are continued,

and drawn to a great length, notwithstanding prayer, and some other means
used for the removal of them, their continuance is sometimes because the

evils for which God is angry are not reformed, sometimes because they are

not discovered and discerned. Those who suffer by them, do not take notice

of them, are not or will not be convinced of them ; and therefore those who
think their fears, pressures, or sufferings of any kind, tedious and continued

beyond their expectation, and are apt to cry out, ' How long, Lord,' &c,
have a clear call, and are highly concerned, in answer to it, to search dili-

gently, to search and try, to search again and again, whether there be any
evil, any provocation in their hearts or ways which they have not observed,

or not sufficiently taken notice of. They are not to content themselves with

a superficial view, that which first offers itself; nor with former inquiries,

though there have been some diligence in them ; nor with common appre-

hensions of themselves or others concerning the ground of God's controversy.

They may suspect they have not been inquisitive enough, or have been par-

tial, or suffered false love, or the reputation or multitude of those who have
concurred with them, or something or other, to hinder them from discerning

some evil for which God is angry, and so ought to make a more impartial

and stricter inquiry after it, and to give all diligence in the use of all

appointed means to make a further discovery.

If this be our case, this is the course we ought to take. If, after all the

means which have been used for freedom from what afflicts us publicly or

personally, we find the Lord's anger is not yet turned away, but his hand is

stretched out still ; if our hopes have deceived us, and our expectations have
been frustrate ; if after some little reviving in our troubles, fears are re-

newed, and the clouds still return after the rain : we have hereupon some
ground to suspect, that the cursed thing which troubles is not yet discovered,

and that we do not yet discern the cause why the Lord is contending with

us ; and therefore are highly concerned to make a more strict and diligent

search after it, and to resist and avoid whatever may have hindered us from
conviction.

And great reason we have to engage ourselves thoroughly in such a course,

if we consider but this only, that the Lord has proceeded against a people,

yea, and destroyed them, for sins which they have not discovered, which
they have not been convinced of (only sufficient means being offered for their

conviction). Many have been ruined for their sins, which they have not

known, being not willing, or not careful enough to know them.
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We may see this in the ten tribes, and the account given of their ruin,

2 Kings xvii. 9. Secretly; Hebr., They hid, or covered, or cloaked what
they did. There were some specious and plausible pretences, wherewith

what they did was covered ; so that the sin and the sinfulness of it did not

appear. Hereby it came to pass, that their sin was a secret to themselves.

The act was open, public, visible (their high places, their images, their wor-

ship, which are the particulars immediately mentioned) ; but the sinfulness

thereof was a secret. The excuses and pleas wherewith it was cloaked kept

them from discerning it
;
they seem to have been ignorant or unconvinced

of that sin, and yet they were ruined for it, ver. 23.

Wrath came also upon the other two tribes, upon the hke account, for sins

which they were not convinced of, the sinfulness of which they did not

know or believe. That which principally hastened their ruin, was false

worship, Jer. xliv. 21, 22 ; and yet even after the desolation of temple,

city, and country, hereby we find them so far from being convinced, that

this was their sin, that they ascribe what good they met with to the practice

of it, and what mischiefs befell them to the forbearance of it, ver. 15, 17,

18, 19, where it is expressed by what they confirmed themselves against

conviction : the approbation of their betters, the authority of the ancients,

the example and concurrence of their rulers in all their cities, and the

measures they took of the providence of God, in dispensing to them good
or evil.

Yea, that which was the utter ruin of God's ancient people the Jews, their

crucifying of Christ, was not known to be a sin by many of those who con-

curred to it. Therefore the apostle says, They did it ignorantly. Acts iii.

14, 15, 17
;
they were not thoroughly convinced that Jesus was the Messiah,

though there was evidence enough to convince them, because they did not

duly search into and observe it, so they sinned ignorantly, not knowing it

was a sin, or such a sin. That was the condition of most of them, and
yet for this that people was utterly rejected, and wrath came upon them to

the utmost.

So that the Lord may proceed against a people, and often does it, for

sins that they know not to be sins, and of the sinfulness of which they are

not convinced. The ground of his controversy with them (when he is ready

to destroy them), may be that which they little think of. They may be ex-

tremely endangered by that wherein they do not imagine their danger lies ;

that sin may be the great provocation, which they discern not to be their sin.

And therefore if you would comply with God's end in judging and afflict-

ing, it may not be enough to put away the sin that you know, but you must
search after those you yet do not know, and attend to the means which he

offers for your conviction, and be careful to avoid whatsoever might hide a

yet not observed sin from your eye, or might turn your eye from it, or might
make you stiff against conviction. Use all means which may help you to a

further discovery
;
you are called to it in a special manner. If you have

reformed what is discovered, and yet the Lord's anger is not turned away,

search your hearts and ways, even those that you have not suspected.

Make use of the words as your light ; hearken to conscience ; observe your
afflictions, what they seem to point at. Commune with j'our friends, with

those that are disinterested
;
neglect not the charges of those that differ

from you, no, not the reproaches of enemies, especially be importunate with

God.

I have the longer insisted on this, because all things considered, it is to be

feared, that th"e ground of the Lord's controversy with his people at this

day, is either not fully discerned, or at least not removed.
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(4.) Set yourselves not only against the outward acts of sin, but against

the inward motions ; not only against complete sin, but the embryos of

sin
;
against it in its inward formation, when it is but breeding, or you find

it first stirring, before it be brought forth, and be exposed to open view.

Oppose it as soon as God sees it to be sin, before it appear in the sight of

the world. A man may live so as the world can charge him with no sin
;

and yet there may be a world of sin in his heart, &c. An inward act or

motion may be sinful, though it never appear outwardly ; but there are manv
outward acts, which, without some inward sinful motion, would be neither

good nor bad, but indifferent. Hezekiah's shewing his state and riches to

the ambassadors of Babylon, might have been, as to the outward act, inoffen-

sive, if some inward motion of pride or the like evil had not tainted it ; but

thereby it was rendered so sinful, as the Lord dreadfully threatens it, Isa.

xxxix. 5, 6, 7 ; and so David's numbering the people, 2 Sam. xsiv. Nay,

the best outward acts, those that are most holy, most eminent and exem-

plary, most extraordinary and heroical, by some inward irregular act and

motion, may be quite spoiled and turned into sin. So was Jehu his refor-

mation perverted ; and so may the giving of all our goods to the poor, or

the giving of our bodies to be burned, if the inward motions of the heart

be not right in such outwardly glorious actings or sufferings, be quite de-

praved and sullied in the sight of God.

The sinfulness of outward acts is derived from inward and unlawful motions,

Mat. xii. 35. Cleanse the heart, or else even the avoiding of outward sinful

acts will be unclean; hence verses 33, 34, Luke vi. 43.

(5.) Set yourselves not only against sins that you are tempted to at pre-

sent, but against those that you may be tempted to, though now you do not

find them stirring, nor in motion, 2 Kings viii. 13. You should oppose

yourselves where there is danger
;
now, we are many times in more danger

of sin when we find it not stirring, and observe it not tempting us, than when
we are aware of a temptation. It is found by experience, sin often gives the

most dangerous and deadly assaults, after some cessation, after it has lain

still and quiet, as though it would stir and tempt no more, as though it were

subdued, and the heart and power of it broken.

(6.) Set yourselves not only against your own, but against your other-

men's, sins. If you could avoid sin in your own persons, yet you may sin

by others. If it were so, that you should never act sin personally, yet you

may be guilty of others' sins, guilty either as principals or as accessories

;

and when you are but accessories, you sin, though not equally as when you

act it.

You may be guilty of the sin when others are the actors of it, by com-

manding and ordering : so Saul of Doeg's, 1 Sam. xxii. 19 ; David of Joab's,

2 Sam. xii. 19. When you incense or provoke, as Jezebel did Ahab, 1 Kings

xxi. 7 ; when you allure or entice, as the harlot, Prov. vii. 21, and those,

Prov. i. 10, li ; when you counsel or advise, plot or contrive, as Jonadab

of Amnon's, 2 Sam. xiii. 6 ; when you consent or approve, as Ahab to

Jezebel, 1 Kings xxi. 19, Rom. i. 31 ; when praise or commend, Isa. v. 20,

excuse or defend, Prov. xxiv. 24; when empower or capacitate, as 1 Tim.

v. 22 ;
though without any intention or suspicion that they will so employ

their power.

So negatively, by not hindering it ; so Pilate, Mark xv. 15. By not in-

forming, declaring that it is sin, as false prophets, false worship. By not

dissuading, reproving, correcting ; so Eli, 1 Sam. iii. 13. By not removing

the occasions ; this was the blot in the character of the good kings of Judah,

they take not away high places, 2 Kings xii. 3. By not mourning for others'
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sins ; so Ezek. ix. 4, 6, only the mourners were to be delivered ; those that

mourned Dot, though they were not actors of those abominations, were to

fall by the destroyer. By this it is evident, that not only your own, but

your other-men's sins, may expose you to afflictions, yea, to destructive

calamities. And Eli is a pregnant and dreadful instance of it
;
upon him

and his family such judgments were poured down, as made the ears of those

who heard thereof to tingle. And this not for the sins which himself acted
;

but for those which he restrained not, when he might and ought to have

hindered the actors. So that we comply not with the Lord's end in afflict-

ing and judging us, though our own sin be taken away, if we do anything

to promote sin in others, nay, if we do not what we ought, and all that in

us lies, to hinder others from sinning ; if we do not reform, not only our-

selves, but our families, our relations, and all over whom we have any power

or any influence ; and if we do not mourn and humble ourselves, and afflict

our souls for what we have not power to reform.

(7.) Set yourselves against sin, not when it appears in its own colours,

but when it puts on a disguise. If we would answer the Lord's end in

chastening, we must not only put away sin when it shews its native face,

which is so ugly and odious as it will affright an awakened conscience, but

when it puts on a mask, and hides its ugliness with fair colours. When
there is danger that sin may have no more entertainment, it will borrow a

better habit, that it may procure a new admission. Sin is like the devil its

father ; he would not appear to our first parents in his own likeness, but in

a serpent, which was then a harmless and sociable creature. So after, he

would not offer himself to Saul in his own shape, but in the habit of Samuel.

So sin uses not to appear in its own colours ; for then, where there is any-

thing of an enlightened conscience, men would not dare to meddle with it.

Satan clothes it in another habit ; and when one is worn out, or the Lord
enables us to see through it, it takes another, and turns itself into any shape

rather than it will be quite excluded. If you would have this to be the fruit

of afflictions, the taking away of your sin, you must reject it in every appear-

ance and habit ; not only when it is apparently a work of darkness, but when
it is transformed into an appearance of light.

It may be you are afraid of worldliness, as it is declared in Scripture to

be no better than whoredom, drunkenness, or idolatry. Oh but take heed

of it, when it puts on the fair colours of diligence in a lawful calling, or

necessary providing for family and posterity !

It may be you abhor false worship when it appears, as it is, to be an in-

vading of God's prerogative and an advancing of man's will and wisdom
before that of Christ. Oh but take heed of it, when masked with the pre-

tences of order, decency, reverence, and submission to our betters !

It may be want of love to the brethren is dreadful, when branded as a

damning sin, and a sign of an unregenerate state. Oh but take heed of it,

when coloured with zeal for the truth, or for a way we count best; and they,

as dissenters or opposers, fancied to be unworthy of our love, and the acts

and expressions of it

!

To find our own pleasure on the Lord's day, and to neglect duties of

religion in private or families, you may count, as it is, a great profaneness
;

but take heed of this profaneness in another garb, beware of being less con-

scientious under a pretence of gospel liberty.

You know to despise Christ's messengers is to despise Christ; you will

be afraid of this. But take heed of despising them under other disguises,

as legal teachers, or ministers of the letter, or men of low ordinary gifts, or

under any other mask which Satan may help you to.
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Jeroboam would not bring in idolatry in an Egyptian dress, to imitate

them, as in the wilderness, that was too gross, too coarse ; but masked with

reason of state, necessity, and conveniency, 1 Kings xii. 26-28.
2. Set yourselves against some sins more especially. As afflictions and

judgments should help us against all more or less, so, if we duly improve
them, we must make use of them to help us against some sins especially,

viz. those that are most dangerous; those that we are in most danger of,

and those that we are judged or corrected for. To instance in some parti-

culars; if you would comply with God's end in afflictions and calamities, so

as by these your iniquity may be purged,

(1.) Set yourselves especially against mother sins, those which are most
pregnant, which give life, strength, and motion to many others. If yon
would have all sin taken away, if you would have this to be the fruit, &c,
be careful to take away those that maintain all. Besides natural corruption,

the root and body of all (of which before), there are some main branches,

some cardinal evils observable, upon which the rest of our sins are but as

it were dependents, are but sprigs shooting out of the main arms of this

tree of sin and death. Now, the principals being suppressed, the other, if

they fall not of themselves, will with more ease be quelled.

These are as it were the vital parts of the body of sin, which, wounded
and mortified, the rest would quickly expire. These are Satan's strongest

holds, which command all about them; demolish these forts, and the rest

will easily be brought uuder. The other are but ministering sins, the ser-

vants of these. Now, as when the dragon was cast down his aDgels were

east out with him, so cast down the master sins, and the rest, the retainers,

will fall with him.

Unbelief. That is the root in a manner of all sins ; that which supports,

conveys sap and life to them ; that which cumbers the ground, hinders any-

thing from thriving near it, that might hinder the growth of sin. Labour
to pluck up this root of bitterness, and the branches will wither; but lesser

sins will never die, though they may be restrained, till unbelief be

plucked up.

Besides this, the principal mother sins are those mentioned by the apostle :

1 John ii. 1G, ' The lust of the flesh,' sensuality, the affecting to gratify the

flesh, our bodies with ease and pleasure. ' The lust of the eye,' i.e. covet-

ousness, the affecting of riches, worldly profits and advantages. ' The pride

of life,' the affection of a carnal and selfish excellency. Set yourselves

principally against these three, and the overthrow of them will be the ruin

of that army of lusts which war against your souls ; for the rest are main-

tained, have their strength, support, and activeness from them.

Intemperance, incontinence, slothfulness, an immoderate affecting of ease,

sleep, pastime, and the numerous evils that have their rise and dependence

hereupon, are removed, when sensuality, the lust of the flesh, is taken away.

Then for covetousness or worldliness, called the lust of the eye, what a

multitude of sins doth this breed, and nourish, and set a-work ! Injustice,

oppression, unfaithfulness in words or oaths, fraud, deceit, simulation, dis-

simulation, neglect of soul and heavenly interest, omission, or slight perform-

ance of holy duties, perplexing cares, mercenariness : all these, and many
more, issue out of this one cursed womb. Now by killing the dam you

starve the young, this loathsome brood will languish ; kill this master-sin,

and its numerous retinue and dependents will be undone.

So for pride ; this is a radical sin, the branches of it are self-dependence,

self-conceit, carnal confidence, presumptuous curiosity, self-seeking, ambi-

tion, hypocrisy, contempt of others, self-magnifying, ostentation in words,
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actions, fashions, entertainments
;
discontent, contention, disdain, detraction.

Pluck but up this one root of pride, and all these, and many more, will die

and wither. Reformation of some particular evils is but like Samson's

shaving his locks, which in time did grow again. If Delilah would have

made sure work, and prevented' the recovery of his strength, she should have

plucked it out by the roots. Indeed, the mortifying of these capital evils,

unbelief, sensuality, worldliness, and pride, is as the cutting off the head.

There is little danger of the growing of these lesser evils, which are but as

the hair, when that is done. You untile the house in other attempts ; but

by bending your main force against these supporters of the rest, you pull

down the pillars of it.

(2.) Set yourselves especially against those sins which you are most sub-

ject to. You may judge of it by these severals, which I will but name.
Observe what evil your constitution or complexion most inclines to, what

your calling or course of life, your employment, or want of employment,

most exposes you to ; what has formerly most commanded your affections,

your love, delight, desire, zeal, &c. ; or what custom has most riveted you
in ; or what you are fastened to by your interest, credit, or profit, or ease,

or safety. This sin you may look upon as the champion of the rest, that

which gives them heart and strength, which encourages and sets them on.

If this fall, the victory over the rest will be easier ; even as when Goliath was
slain, the Philistines fled.

The king of Syria knew of what consequence Ahab's death would be to

the obtaining of the victory
;
Jehoshaphat and the men of Judah were but

his dependents, and would follow, and be involved in his success, good or

bad ; and therefore he adviseth, 2 Chron. xviii. 30. Many other sins are

dependents on these; it leads, acts, employs, enforceth them; let these be

taken away, and the rest will scarce staud out against you.

(3.) Set yourselves especially against the sins of the times. There is no
complying with God's end, if you do not utterly abandon these. They are

80 visible, I need not mention them. Atheism, apostasy, perjury, unfaithful-

ness to God and men, advancing mens' advices before divine appointments,

profaning his day, name, worship, all that is truly holy ; uncleanness,

intemperance, violence, contempt of the gospel, rebellion against, putting

away the word of life ; abuse of his messengers ; and others, which may be

discerned without any troublesome search. For this people declare their

sin as Sodom, and it is heightened with impudence, universality, incor-

rigibleness. Oh keep at the greatest distance from these, touch not with

them in any degree. Avoid not only these abominations, but the appear-

ance of them ; be neither actors nor partakers herein, if you have any regard

of complying with the Lord's end in judging us.

(4.) Set yourselves against those sins especially, which are less disgrace-

ful amongst professors ; such as custom and opinion has made less reproach-

ful, whatever they be in themselves, and in the sight of God, than the gross

pollutions of the world. Let me instance in some : eagerness after the

world
;
indifferency towards holiness, the growth, power, and life of it

;

6uperficialness in holy duties ; unfruitfulness under the means of grace ;

unteachableness under the rod ; unserviceableness in their places ; an un-

bridled tongue
; loose, careless, unwatchful walking : passionateness, pride,

selfishness, unpeaceableness, envy, strife, debate, malice, revenge, evil-speak-

ing, detraction, and many others, too rife amongst professors.

Some of these are as heinous in themselves, as great sins in God's account,

and as much branded in Scripture, as those which are counted the spots of
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the wicked, swearing, uncleanness, drunkenness ; and the special aggrava-

tions which burden all the sins of sons and daughters, make them all grievous

provocations.

But because they are too common amongst professors, we are too apt to

make light of them ; we give them more allowance, and count them less

reproachful ; and so are in danger to overlook them, when God is calling

us to purge them out, and dealing with us by his providence to take them
away.

If you would comply with God's end, take special care that these be

abandoned
; judge of them, not according to common opinion, but as the

Lord judges of them, and think yourselves as much concerned to free heart

and life from these, as you think others concerned to abandon idolatry,

whoredom, or drunkenness.

(5.) Set yourselves especially against those evils for which the Lord
judges and afflicts

;
these, above all, should be regarded by those who would

answer the Lord's end, &c. If all others should be put away, and these

only retained, the Lord's end would not be answered
;
though he would

have all iniquity purged, yet his hand is more particularly against these, and
so should ours.

Now that we may comply with the Lord's design against these sins, it is

necessary that we should discern them, and endeavour to make a discovery

of them. In order hereto, observe in general, that there may be, and ordi-

narily is, a concurrence of many sins to the bringing of common judgments,

or sharp and long afflictions, though some sins may contribute more than

others hereto. We may be long a-ripening for his judgments and severe

dispensations. A continued evil course, made up of divers sins, is ordi-

narily precedent to this ;
though, when we are ripe for it, some particular

act or acts may occasion the Lord to put in the sickle, and forbear no
longer. And those particular provocations, upon which judgment breaks

out, and affliction seizes on us, as they are sometimes more, so they may
be sometimes less, heinous than those, or some of those, that prepared and
disposed us at some distance for such severity.

As a child may somewhile, by several faults, provoke his father to correct

him, before he will take the rod, though upon some particular offence he

may resolve to bear no longer, but scourge him presently, though that

offence be not always the greatest ; he may mind him, while he is correcting

him, of others which made way for that severity, and designs the reforming

of others, as well as of that particular, upon whieh immediately he made use

of the rod.

And, therefore, when we would discover evils, for which the Lord is judg-

ing or correcting us, we should not look only at this or that particular,

which might have the next hand in bringing an evil day upon us, but at

those also that have been preparing and ripening us for it at some distance

;

for the influence of these may be as great, though more remote, in procuring

the evils that afflict us ; and the Lord's designs in dealing severely will not

be answered, unless both these and the other be taken away. And, accord-

ingly, I would have you make use of the directions I shall give, to help you
in the discovery of those sins and iniquities, for which the Lord has been

judging and afflicting us ; and therein I design principally a discovery of

those evils amongst professors, which have had these woful effects upon us.

If you would discern what the sins are, for whieh the Lord hath been,

and is, contending with us, the observance of these particulars may be

helpful.

1. Search for them. If you would make a discovery, you must make a
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search, and pursue it personally, diligently, thoroughly. The church, in

her lamentable condition, thought herself much concerned to take this

course, Lam. iii. 40.

Personally, our ways. There is something of the accursed thing hid in

every of our tents. Each of us is, more or less have been, an Achan to

ourselves, and the place where we live. We may say, I, and I have

troubled. Each of us should search our own tent, our own hearts and ways,

and not put off this duty to others, as more guilty than ourselves. We
should not bo smiting others with the charge of this and that guilt ; but

every one smite upon his own thigh, and say not, Oh what evil has such and

such a person or party done ? But what evil have I done ? The Lord's

judiciary or correcting hand has reached us all one way or other, and found

us all guilty, and so we should find ourselves, if we would have a stop of

severe proceedings.

Diligently. Throughly, every corner of our souls, the most secret re-

cesses of our hearts ; all the parts of our lives, all our designs, all our

actings, all our ways, even those that we have not suspected, those that

have passed for innocent, or better than innocent. That which seems to be

best in the vessel may raise the storm ; even in a Jonah may more cause of

it be found than in the heathen mariners. That which threatens the wreck

of all, may be there where we little imagine it to be, and may be that which

we have no suspicious thought of, and which, it may be, we have thought

it a crime to suspect. Who, before the discovery, would not have thought

it a sin to have suspected Jonah as the malefactor rather than the profane

mariners ? Search, therefore, everywhere, everything ; that which we count

best may have a provocation in it.

2. Beware of those things which may hinder you from discerning those

sins, and being convinced of them ; which may shut your eye or divert it
;

which may make you unwilling to see, willing to overlook, resolve not to be

convinced, or loath to yield to conviction. There are many things of this

nature and tendency, which you are to avoid and resist, which you are to

observe, and be watchful that they do you not this disservice.

(1.) Self-love. That blinds the eye, keeps it close shut, will not let it

see that which is odious and loathsome in himself, that which disparages

and is a just occasion of ill reflections upon himself ; makes him loath to

see what should make him vile in his own sight
;
unwilling to see that which

would trouble, disquiet, affright him ; or to take notice of what might be

a just cause to judge, condemn, pass sentence against himself as a common
incendiary, a troubler of the community where he lives ; makes him readier

to see a mote in another's eye than a beam in his own, and to censure and

condemn any rather than himself. Self-love will see all ruined rather than

see itself the cause of it ; and fancy the ground of it anywhere rather than

where it is, when it is at home. Self-love will be blind where you are con-

cerned to be most quick-sighted : this must be suppressed, mortified, and
what remains of it not at all consulted with or hearkened to, if you would
discover the evil.

(2.) Subtlety. To find out pretences and arguments for the hiding and cover-

ing of sin, and to manage them so as to stave off conviction, and to answer or

evade whatever tends to fasten it. Naturally there is such a subtlety in us,

and we are prone to make use of it ; and many times art is added to nature,

and joins fig-leaves together so artificially, as the nakedness of sin is covered,

and the shame of it hid from our eyes. Thus the Israelites, those of the

ten tribes, so cloaked and covered their sin that it was a secret to them,
they discerned it not to be a sin, 2 Kings xvii. 9 ;

Hebr., they covered or
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cloaked what they did. They had such pleas and arguments for their false

worship, it was so cloaked and disguised thereby, that it did not appear to

them to be a sin : the sinfulness of it was a secret.

Saul was a notable artist this way. The prophet had much to do to con-

vince him that a plain act of disobedience was a sin, 1 Sam. xv. 3. There
is the command. Saul and the people destroy all the persons, but only

Agag, and all the cattle that were vile and refuse, ver. 9. Hereupon he is

confident he had not sinned, ver. 13. And when Samuel tells him, that the

bleating and lowing of the cattle was sufficient to confute him ; for God had
commanded to destroy all, and he had spared some, ver. 14 ; he shifts off

this very speciously and plausibly, ver. 15. The best only are spared ; and
these not for our own use, but for the honour and service of God, to sacri-

fice to him, and express our thankfulness for so great a victory. And if this

were a fault, the people did it, not I. Upon this he confidently justifies

himself, and persists in it, after Samuel had said much for his conviction,

ver. 20 ; and when he could no longer hold out in justifying the act wholly,

yet he has something to allege, which might excuse and extenuate it, ver. 24.

We need not wonder, when men are still as subtle to deceive themselves,

and have the advantage of much more art than the world had of old, that

arguments are mustered up, to make good and justify so many sins ; and
that it is so exceeding hard, in many cases and circumstances, to convince

persons of their sin.

If you would discover the sins for which God judges and afflicts us, you
must get a willingness to be convinced, and not seek evasions, nor catch at

fair pretences, nor study arguments tending to prove your sin is no sin ; nor

accept of them from the invention of others.

(3.) Pride. A good conceit of themselves, an over-weaning opinion of

their own holiness, uprightness, or innocency. This makes men very back-

ward to believe that they are guilty of such evils as provoke the Lord to

severe proceedings, and apt to think, conclude, the cause of such severity is

in others rather than themselves.

This blinded the pharisees. Of all the sects among the Jews in Christ's

time, they had the reputation of greatest holiness. They thought them-

selves, and were thought by others, to be the most eminent for piety and
righteousness ; and this made them stiff against whatever was urged, by

Christ himself, for their conviction.

And this hindered Laodicea from the sight of that for which Christ had a

controversy with her, Rev. iii. 17. She made account she was rich, &c,
and this hindered her from the knowledge, from the sight of that which was

her sin and misery. ' And knowest not,' &c.

And this hindered the Jews of old from discerning their sin and sinfulness,

when the prophet set it before their eyes
;
they thought themselves better

than any people in the world, the only people of God, honoured and privi-

leged by him above all others ; and they had ocular demonstrations of it, the

temple of God amongst them ; and with this they answer (though it was but

a lying, a deceiving allegation) all that the prophet made use of for their

conviction, Jer. vii. 4. And hence it came to pass, that all which the pro-

phet alleged for the discovery of their sin was to no purpose, ver. 13.

(4.) Interest. There is nothing more conceals sin
;
nothing so much

hinders men from discerning and being convinced of their sin, than interest.

When such a way helps him to riches and dignity, and supports him in such

a state ; or when it ministers pleasure to him, and is the solace of his life

;

or when it secures him, keeps him safe ; and if he should leave it, himself

and outward concernments would be evidently exposed and endangered. Oh,
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be will see anything rather than see this to be his sin. He will use all

shifts, find out a hundred evasions, rather than yield to conviction here.

And any plea for it will seem of more force than the most cogent argument
against it.

The world has one instance of the power of interest for this purpose,

which is so pregnant, as I need add no more.
It is as evident, as can be expected in anything of that nature, that there

is a horrible degeneracy in church-government, worship, and discipline,

amongst the Romanists, and those who follow them. It is palpably quite

another thing than that which was primitive and apostolical ; there are other

ordinauces, other officers, other administrations of worship and discipline,

than what were appointed in Scripture. The apostasy of latter times herein

is so great and so plain, as it may seem matter of astonishment that any
should in the least doubt of it. And yet there are multitudes who plead,

and argue, and dispute, and fill whole volumes with defences of such a dege-

neracy, and revile and persecute all that will not yield to them, i. e. those

that will not be persuaded that midnight is noon-day. Now, what is it that

does thus blind and infatuate them, but interest ? They, by their new
officers and administrations, gain riches, and honours, and power hereby.

This furnishes them with arguments, this helps them to answers and eva-

sions, as to whatever is brought from Scripture for their conviction. And
this makes them resolute to believe (say what you will to the contrary) that

darkness is light ; and so continues the Christian world in such a dreadful

apostasy, from generation to generation. Oh the fatal, the stupendous, the

pernicious power of interest ! That one argument of Demetrius, Acts
xix. 25, ' Sirs, ye know that by this craft we have our wealth,' was of more,

force with those of his temper than all the reasonings of the apostle Paul
himself to the contrary. Oh how hard was it to let them see idolatry in a.

practice so much for their interest

!

Those that would discover the sin, for which the Lord judges and afflicts,

must be disengaged from the power of worldly and carnal interest. This'

makes conviction always difficult, sometimes impossible.

(5.) The judgment or example of those whom, we reverence, and have an high
esteem of. It will not be easy to believe that to be a sin in us, which is

countenanced by the judgment or example of those who are got high in our
opinion

;
by their antiquity, or by their authority, or by the greatness of

their parts and accomplishments, or by their exemplary holiness, or by their

known conscientiousness in other things. And yet it is possible that the

Lord may proceed against us for some evil, that has most of these, or all of

these, to countenance it, and to secure it from being thought what indeed it

is, a provocation in the sight of God. It may be you may have the judg-

ment and practice of many of the ancients, of the best of your ancestors, for

it. You may have the approbation of your rulers, of your betters, of your
greatest, or of your dearest relatives, of your teachers for it. It may be the

judgment of some of greatest parts, learning, and other accomplishments
;

such as you may think best able to discern betwixt things that differ, and to

judge what is good and what evil. It may be the practice of some that are

really holy, and truly conscientious in other particulars ; and yet for all this,

it may be a sin, and a ground of God's controversy with you. TBut how
hard will it be to believe it, and to be convinced that it is so, against such a

stream, so powerful to bear down all before it which tends to conviction

!

The Jews' provocation was great, and brought dreadful evils upon them
;

and yet they would see no evil in it, notwithstanding all that the Lord, by
the prophet, said to discover it ; because they had the judgment and prac-
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tice of those whom they did most reverence to defend it, Jer. xliv. 17, 19,

their ancestors, and rulers, and husbands. How many sinful mistakes, in

opinion and practice, are defended to this day by the authority of the an-

cients, those who were learned and holy, besides the plea of their antiquity.

The Pharisees, by such means, shut their own eyes and the eyes of others,

so as they could not see sin in the grossest unbelief, John vii. 48 ; as if they

had said, Can that be a sin which neither those of greatest authority, nor

those of greatest reputation amongst us for wisdom, learning, and holiness

(such were the pharisees in those days) judge to be a sin, nay, which they

judge to be a duty ?. Or can that be a duty which persons of such eminency

every way do judge to be a sin ?

The difficulty will be greater, and it will be more hard to believe that to

be our sin, when multitudes of those whom we count most conscientious

concur with us therein. And yet so it may be ;
possibly the Lord may con-

tend with us for something, wherein we have the concurrence of many who
are truly conscientious. And therefore if we would discover the evils for

which the Lord afflicts, we must follow no other rule in judging thereof but

what he has prescribed. To the law and to the testimony ; examine hearts

and ways by that, not by the judgment or example either of the greatest or

of the best ; for these may deceive, yea, it may be, blind and delude us, and

instead of being a light, may shut us up in darkness, and hinder us from

discovering what we are so much concerned to discover.

(6.) Dissension. When a people are divided, and split into parties, and

the differences pursued with heat and animosity, they are apt to transfer

the guilt, each party from itself, to those from whom they are rent, and to have

their eyes so intent and fixed upon the guilt of those whom they affect not, as

to overlook their own. In this case Ephraim is against Manasseh, and

Manasseh against Ephraim, and both against Judah. Each party will charge

the other, and both will be ready to charge a third, but no one to take the

guilt to itself. And so the end of afflictions and calamities is in danger to

be lost amongst them : whiles, though all suffer, yet none will cry Guilty as

to himself; but though they smite one another, and God is smiting them all,

yet none smites upon his thigh, and says, ' What evil have I done, to bring

this evil day upon us ?
' Whereas the Lord's judging and process against

them all argues all to be guilty, and the guilt to lie amongst them all, in each

party some of it. And the way to know the total of God's charge against

us is to observe the particulars wherein each party is guilty, and to put them

all together, inquiring after them, and yielding to conviction in the severals,

without partiality.

If you would pursue this concernment successfully, passionately,* take

heed of addicting yourselves to a party. Besides other mischievous conse-

quents of it, it tends much to hinder you from discerning your sin, and the

sin of those you give up yourselves to, when the Lord for it is proceeding

against you jointly. Those that give up themselves to a party are under a

strong temptation to be, as in other cases, partial, so also in finding out

their guilt. For what self-love does to a person, that such a love, a little

further extended, doth to a party : blinds the eye, and will not suffer it to

see its guilt, nor take an impartial view of it, nor pass a true judgment upon

it, or a just sentenoe against it.

Oh take heed you be not so keen against others as to have no edge left

against the evils that are your own, or those of your own way and per-

suasion.

(7.) Prejudice against those who are ready to tell us of our sin. The
* Qu. ' dispassionately ' ?—Eu.
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truest information, tbe most faithful discovery will be lost on us if we be pre-

judiced against those that offer it. This will hinder us from believing it,

make us misinterpret it, tempt us to reject it. Ahab's soul was closed

against all conviction from Micaiah, when he declares that he hated him,

1 Kings xxii. 8. And the Jews were hardened against all Jeremiah's

endeavours to make known their sin, and convince them of it, when they

had received this prejudice against him, that he sided with the Chaldeans.

If you would know your sin, look upon him as a friend, whatever he be

otherwise, that will make it known to you, Ps. cxli. 5.

(8.) The exceeding vileness of others may hinder us from taking notice of

our own sinful distempers or miscarriages. When gross and horrid wicked-

ness exceedingly abounds in the place and times where we live, we may be

apt to think that there is no other cause of the judgments there executed,

and so professors may be tempted to overlook the more refined evils that are

amongst themselves, and consequently may take little notice of that which
is in great part the ground of God's controversy. The sins of sons and
daughters, though not in their own nature so horrid and grievous as the

wickedness of the debauched world, may, by reason of special aggravations,

whereof the sins of others are not capable, be great provocations in the sight

of God. Though they pass not for crying sins, yet may they cry aloud

in God's ear. He may resent them as abominations, though we make light

of them, and may proceed severely against professors for them, as those

whom he abhors, Deut. xxxii. 19, Amos. iii. 2. He had chosen them, above

all on earth, to be his peculiar people, and admitted them into a covenant

with himself singularly gracious, and therefore the sins which he passed by
in others, he would punish most severely in them. And therefore we have
little reason to be so severe against the sins of others, as to let our own
escape a severe inquisition and censure.

These are some of the impediments which may hinder us from finding out

the sins for which the Lord hath been judging and afflicting us. If we
would discover them, these must be removed, avoided, rested.* We must
take notice of them, as evils like to obstruct us in our course of complying
with the Lord's end, and must be watchful against them.

3. Listen unto conscience. It has light and power to make you know
your sin. It is God's officer, his deputy ; he has placed it in your breasts

for this purpose, to discover sin.

Conscience hath the light of a rule. The xo/va/ hvotai, common notions

of good and evil are planted in it. Hence that of the apostle, Rom. ii. 14, 15.

The Gentiles, which had not the law of Moses, yet in that they had a con-

science, they had a law discovering what is good and what evil. And where
this implanted law is' obscure or defective (the tables of it being much
broken by the fall), it may be repaired, and the defects of it supplied by the

written word. So that there is a light in it to discover what is sin, what

is evil.

Also it hath the office of a witness, and brings in evidence for or against

a person, according as he hath demeaned himself towards the rule, Rom.
ii. 15. And it is called ewnhneig, which is

- a man's knowing that he hath

done, or not done, what the rule requires ; and so is a witness for or against

him, either pleading for him as not guilty, or accusing him as a transgressor.

Now the way to know your crime is to inquire of your accuser ; if you
would have a discovery, and want evidence, hearken to the witness, that

which God has appointed to perform this office within you.

* Qu. ' resisted ' ? or ' arrested ' ?— Ed.
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It hath also the authority of a judge, and passeth sentence according to

evidence, 1 John iii. 20, 21, o'ixtiov dr/.a<srri^ov, Naz.
The whole process of conscience, in the execution of its several offices, for

the discovery of sin, you may discern in such a syllogism. Whosoever doth

thus and thus, sins against God (this it manifests as a law or rule) ; but thou

hast done thus and thus (this evidence it brings in as a witness), therefore

thou hast sinned against God. (There is its sentence as a judge.)

You see conscience is every way furnished to help you to the discovery of

sin ; make use of it accordingly. Get it more and more enlightened, that it

may give true and full direction. Beware it be not corrupted with false

principles, that the rule be not made crooked, and bended to favour you in

any evil. And order it so as it may prove a true and faithful witness ;
let

it not be bribed, nor overawed, nor cut short ; hear it out, give it liberty

and encouragement to speak the whole truth. Let it not be bafiled, as

modest witnesses are sometimes by wrangling advocates. Observe its first

reports, take them in their genuine sense, before they be perverted, dark-

ened, eluded by the arts and sophistry, the shifts, cavils, evasions of corrupt

and deceitful hearts, which would deal with the plain witness of con-

science, as cunning lawyers are wont to do with the evidence that makes
against them.

This is the way to have conscience help you to a true judgment concern-

ing the sins for which you are afflicted.

4. Hearken to others. Neglect not tbe help of any who may be service-

able for this discovery ; and there are maDy who may contribute to it,

friends, strangers, different parties, yea, your enemies ; but especially those

who are called to the guidance of your souls. Pins indent oculi, quam
oculus. The more eyes, the better and the fuller discovery. That which

escapes your sight may be obvious to another ; he may have a more discern-

ing faculty, and better advantages, and may be freer from those impediments

which hinder your prospect.

There is a special obligement upon friends to be helpful to one another

herein. The laws of friendship require a discovery of that which endangers

one another. You would count him unworthy the name of a friend, who
knowing a thief or an incendiary to lurk in your family, with a design to

kill, or rob, or burn your house, would conceal it from you, and not acquaint

you with it on his own accord. There is no such thief, murderer, incen-

diary, as sin : it more endangers us, and those concernments that are more
precious than goods, or house, or life; and that most endangers us, by which

the Lord's anger is already kindled against us. Silence or concealment

in this case is treachery. He is the most faithful friend, and worthy of

most esteem and affection, that deals most plainly with us, in reference to

the discovery of our sin. He that is reserved in this case is but a false

friend, a mere pretender to love, whereas, indeed, he hates his brother in

his heart, Lev. xix. 17.

And because this act of love, though most to be valued, is too unaccept-

able to our perverse natures, we should provoke and encourage one another

to this office ; when we are together, this we should commune of, especially

in a day of affliction. This should be one of our principal questions and
inquiries, Oh wherefore is the Lord's anger gone out against us '? What is

the cause that it is not yet turned away ? We should get every one to

declare, and mark every one's opinion concerning it.

Hearken to strangers. Their judgments are more to be regarded, because

they are not concerned in our interests, or in our differences, or in our suffer-

ings. And those that are disinterested may pass the truest judgment ;
they
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have less bias to mislead them ; and therefore, if we have opportunity to

know it, their opinion should not be neglected concerning the cause of our

calamities or afflictions.

Hearken to those who differ from us. They may be less partial to us

than we to ourselves, and are under less temptation to spare us than we to

spare ourselves. If the evils were observed, with which the differing parties

amongst us do charge each other, and the sum of each charge put together,

out of the whole might be made a better collection of the ground of God's

controversy with us all, than each party will make for itself. Those that

differ from us may, and will see that in us that we cannot or will not see

in ourselves. Therefore, the way to understand fully why the Lord con-

tends with us, is to take notice, not only of what we see ourselves, but what
others may see for us, and charge us with, examining impartially how far

their charge is just.

The accusations of enemies are not to be neglected,
i
You may have heard

of one who, intending to wound his enemy, lanced an imposthume, which
otherwise might have been mortal to him. We are prejudiced against what
comes from an enemy, as being the issue of hatred and malice ; but even

malice sometimes speaks a truth when it will serve a turn ; when it tends

to the disgrace and disparagement of the accused, and may render them
odious; and that which discovers our sin, though it tend to our shame,
serves our turn as well as theirs. We are not so much to regard whether
they charge us maliciously, as whether they charge us truly ; and so far as

their suggestion is true, from what mind soever it proceeds, and whatever
design they have in it, let us make use of it for our conviction, and so turn

the poison into a medicine.

When Judah and Israel were in the field, ready to join in battle one
against the other, Abijah, the king of Judah, declares to Jeroboam and his

followers, the sin which they took no notice of, 2 Chron. xiii. 8, 9. If Jero-

boam had made right use of this discovery, though it was the accusation of

an enemy, it would have done him far better service than his army of eight

hundred thousand mighty men.
5. Reform what evils you know already, if you would have a discovery of

those you know not. Proceed against them effectually, till they be morti-

fied in the heart, and cut off from the life. A good improvement of what
light we have is the way to have more. That promise is of large extent,

and may reach this case : Mat. xxv. 29, Mark iv. 25, ' Him that hath,' i. e.

who duly uses and improves what he hath, ' more shall be given.' And as

in truths, the practice of what we know, is the way to know more, according

to that of Christ, John vii. 17, so in reference to sin, he that purges out

that which he discovers, shall not want discovery of what the Lord would
have purged out by afflictions ; but if you tolerate any sins which you know,
this may provoke the Lord to deny you the knowledge of what you suffer

for. Such abuse and non-improvement of light may justly be punished
with darkness. Those who make themselves like idols in one respect, so as

to have hands and act not against the sin which they see, may be left to be
like idols in another respect, so as to have eyes, yet not to see the sin which
they smart for.

6. Observe carefully the judgments and afflictions which are upon you,
or upon the place where you live. There is sometimes such a similitude

betwixt the judgment and the sin, that he that knows the one may know the

other. A strict observance of the calamity may help us to discern the sin

which brought it. There is often a proportion between the sin and the

punishment, either in the substance thereof, or some remarkable circum-
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stance
; particularly, this is observable, 1. Sometimes in the things wherein

we suffer. Babylon made herself drunk with the blood of the saints, and
she must have blood to drink, Rev. xvii. 6, and xvi. 6. King Asa puts the
seer into prison, and the stocks (see the same word, Jer. xx. 2, and xxix. 26),
aud he is struck with a disease in his feet, 2 Chron. xvi. 10, 12 ; Adonibe-
zek cut off the thumbs and great toes of others, and he himself had his

thumbs and toes cut off, and by the likeness of his sufferings is led to the
sight of his sin, Judges i. 6, 7.

Sometimes in the parties or instruments by which we suffer. David sins

in his indulgence and inordinate affection to Absalom, and Absalom is made
the instrument to afflict him.

Sometimes in the time. When Belshazzar is drinking in the vessels of the

temple, and praising his gods of gold, &c, and at the same hour appears

the sentence for his ruin, Dan. v. 4, 5.

Sometimes in the measure. The rich sensualist affords not Lazarus the

crumbs of his table, and he himself is denied drops of water, Luke xvi.

Sometimes in the manner. Jacob comes, as the elder, to Isaac, and
deludes him ; and Leah comes, as the younger, to Jacob, and so he himself

is deluded.

7. Make use of the word. Nothing comparable to that, for its -virtue

and power to discover sin, and convince you of it. It is a clear, a searching,

a convincing, an undeceiving light. Your own hearts and consciences may
delude you ; others may abuse you, and be too favourable or too severe, may
represent you better or worse than you are ; but the word will not deceive

you
;
nor, if you make due use of it, will it suffer you to be deceived. It

will help you to discern that which yourselves or others will not, or cannot,

otherwise see : Heb. iv. 12, 13, ' mind and spirit.' It will discover a differ-

ence betwixt those things which are most hard to be distinguished, the mind
and spirit. It will help you to discern those things that are best, ajaiv.

the nerves, the least parts, and those things that are most secret, and have

most to fence them from our sight : the marrow, that which is within, not

only the skin and the flesh, but the bones. It will not only discover your
actions, but your thoughts and imaginations ; the most secret plots and con-

trivances, the most retired motions and workings of mind and spirit, xpmxli
ivd-jpriasw xdi ivvoiZv. It is a critic in discerning these. It will help you to

an exact and accurate judgment of the most obscure and subtle devices of

your hearts
; and, ver. 13, there is nothing so small, so secret, so dis-

guised, so concealed, but this will bring it to light, and make it manifest.

' All are naked and open to the eyes of that' Tgci; 6> fjfuv 6 Xoybg, ' of which
we are speaking.' As all the secrets, the entrails, the inwards of a sacri-

fice were exposed to the eye of the priest, when he had flayed it, and cut it

down the back, and laid it all open, Tiroa^Xia/iha, See. It will flay off all

coverings and pretences, which hinder you from discerning your sin, or

being convinced of it, 1 Cor. xiv. 24, 25. These are his sins, even the

secrets of his heart, made manifest to himself by the convincing power of

the word.

There are three parts of the word especially useful for this purpose.

(1.) The commands or injunctions. Observe what it requires, what it

forbids. In this respect it is a rule; and that is index sui et obliqui, dis-

covers both your duty and your sin. If you would discern the crookedness

of a thing, you bring it to the rule. Bring your hearts, the motions, the

designs, the tetnper of them, to this rule, if you would see what crookedness

the Lord is correcting in you. What was the temper of your hearts before

affliction seized on you ? What was the bent, the designs, the contrivances,
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the language, the posture, the motions of it ? Whither did the stream of it

run '? Upon what was the face of it set ? Compare these with the rule ;

you may thereby see what was wrong there, and what called for the rod, and
what occasion the Lord had to make use of it.

Bring your lives, your actions, your ways to the rule ; call to mind how
they were ordered before trouble came. The word may, and will, if duly

observed, point at that which is your troubler, Rom. vii. 12. It is ' holy,

just, good.' And that which is so helps you to discern what is not so in the

sight of God, and consequently what he is angry at, and why he expresses

his anger in afflictions and chastenings.

The word is compared to a glass, James i. 23-25. If you would see what
spots the Lord would have washed off, what defilement and pollution he
would have purged, look into the glass, view your hearts and lives there,

and do it, according to the import of the word there. Content not yourselves

with a glance, a transient view, but iraeuxu-^as, bend down to it, as one that

would take pains to see, and has a mind to take all the advantages this glass

will afford for a full self-discovery.

(2.) The threatenings. These may contribute very much to the discovery

of the sins by which we suffer. In order hereto, observe what is threatened

in the word of God, and for what ; what calamities or judgments are de-

nounced, and for what sins. If the judgments or afflictions be upon us that

we find threatened, and the sins be amongst us for which they are threatened,

this will be a good ground to conclude that those are the sins for which we
are judged and afflicted. To instance in two or three, which may lead us to

the sight of some sins, for which in all probability the Lord hath proceeded
against us.

2 Thes. ii. 10, 11. Here some are threatened to be given up to strong

delusions ; and the sin for which this terrible judgment is threatened, is not

receiving of the truth in the love of it, and taking pleasure in unrighteous-

I ness ; i. e. in false and unrighteous conceits and opinions, such as are not
according to truth and godliness.

Now what a spirit of delusion has seized upon many, even multitudes of

professors, is too evident. That it has intoxicated them, and made them reel

from one thing to another, as drunken men ; and that many are fallen by it,

fallen foully from the ways of truth and holiness, and from sober and wholesome
principles. And the delusion is strong, and continues on them to this day

;

all means and dispensations have not been effectual to break the bonds of it,

and to bring them to themselves. That this judgment is inflicted, and abides

so, is visible ; and it is one of those we should most tremble at, as being

both a dreadful judgment and a high provocation. And hence we may come
to the discovery and conviction of the sin for which it is inflicted. The
truth has not been received in the love of it. The truths of the gospel, lead-

ing to holiness and mortification, have not been cordially and affectionately

received, have not been admitted in the power and efficacy, have not been
practically entertained nor rooted in the heart. That seems to be one sin

for which the Lord has a controversy with us, and which he has been plead-

ing severely in the way forementioned, by sending strong delusions.

Another threatening, Mat. xiii. 12, Mark iv. 25, Luke xix, 26, where those

that have not (t. e. who improve not what they have, as appears by the fol-

lowing verses) are threatened to have it taken away. We bad opportunities

for the beating down of sin, promoting of holiness, advancing of Christ's

interest; large opportunities for the winning of souls, defeating of Satan,

enlarging the kingdom of our Lord Jesus. We had advantages for reform-

ing what was amiss in worship, discipline, practice, for the rooting out
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every plant, &c, for the conforming of all according to the pattern in the

mount.

Have we lost these opportunities for our own or others' souls, wholly or

in part, or are in danger of it ? Are we bereaved of those blessed advan-

tages we had for reformation ? What sin is it that has bereaved us ? What
is the cause the Lord has taken, or is taking from us that which we have ?

Why, what can we pitch on with more probability than the sin for which

this is threatened ? We did not faithfully improve what the Lord entrusted

us with while we had it. Here is another chief ground of the Lord's con-

troversy ; it seems to be.

Further, the Lord threatens that who are not faithful shall be deprived of

the means of fruitfulness, Isa. v. 1-7 ; and that the gospel of the kingdom
shall be taken from those who bring not forth the fruits of it, Mat. sxi. 43

;

and elsewhere the unfruitful are threatened to be cut down, Mat. iii. 7, 8, 10,

Mat. vii. 19 ; and more fully in a parable, Luke xiii. 6, 10.

Now, have we been in danger to be cut down by one destroying judgment
after another ? Have many been cut down round about us '? Has the rain

been withheld in its season ? a restraint upon that which should make our

souls fruitful ? Does the Lord by his providence threaten to take away the

hedge, and break down the wall that has secured us, and so leave us to be

eaten up and trodden down ? Are we in danger to be laid waste, left as a

wilderness not pruned nor digged ? Has the Lord seemed to lay hold on
the gospel of the kingdom, and been moving and removing it, as though he
would take it away? What is the cause of all this ? We need not be to

seek if we will observe these threatenings. We see that which brings such

a calamity is unfruitfulness, and it is observable.

(3.) Scripture relations ; the account we have there of the course of provi-

dence, and the Lord's proceedings with others. If, in several dispensations,

he has dealt with us as he dealt with others in like circumstances, probably

it is upon like grounds ; if we suffer in some proportion as others have

suffered, probably we have sinned as they sinned. To give but one in-

stance, which possibly may lead us to the sight of a great provocation,

and that which had a great hand in procuring and prolonging our troubles

and afflictions.

Has the Lord proceeded with us as he did with Israel in the wilderness ?

When we were almost in the sight of Canaan, are we brought back again to

so great a distance from it, as we may seem nearer Egypt than the land of

promise ?

Let us inquire, then, if our sins have not been somewhat like theirs.

Have we not been unthankful for great deliverances, great mercies ? have we
not undervalued them, and made no answerable returns for them ? have we
not given way to discontents in the midst of all occasions of thankfulness ?

have we not murmured and repined when we had manna enough, and all

provisions and advantages for our souls without restraint ? have we not

quarrelled with our condition, if not with the providences of God, because

they have not suited with some particular humour or interest '? Oh the

horrid unthankfulness of this generation ! Because we wanted something

we desired, or some interest was not gratified, or some instruments liked us

not, we fell into distempers much like theirs in the wilderness, and suffered

ourselves to be transported with ungrateful and unreasonable discontents, so

far as all we enjoyed were sacrificed thereto. Oh how justly may the Lord
swear in his wrath that we shall never enter into his rest ; that our carcases

shall fall in the wilderness ; that our eyes shall never more see what we
would take no thankful notice of!
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Oh how did we undervalue mercies, and such as obliged us to higher

degrees of love and thankfulness than any people in the world were obliged

to! The greater the mercies, the more intolerable the contempt of them.

So it was in Israel, and so expressed, Ps. cvi. 13-16, 21-27. Oh what was

it that we despised not ?

8. Apply yourselves by prayer to God for the discovery of those sins, for

which he judges and corrects. Beg of him light, direction, and conviction ;

all other means will signify nothing without his concurrence and assistance.

He makes the discovery by means
;
they will discover nothing to purpose

without him. The sufficiency and efficacy of means is from him
;
your due

use of them, and success in using them, depends on him. You can do

nothing by them, they will do nothing for you without him. Acknowledge

his all-sufficiency in this, as in other things ; and the insufficiency of whatever

else you may be apt to depend on. Make it appear that you use the means
in obedience to him

;
yet your dependence is only on him

;
your expectation

of success alone from him.

Seek him accordingly. ' Cause me to understand, 0 Lord, wherein I have

erred' ;
' make me to know my transgression and my sin,' as Job xiii. 23.

Search me, and try me ; enable me to search and try myself, impartially,

diligently, narrowly. Help me against whatsoever might blind my eye, or

divert it, or contract it. Enlighten conscience, and awaken it ; as it is thy

officer, let it be thy voice, and represent faithfully thy charge against me.

Direct others ; bless the word, that it may be a searching, convincing light.

Order all and concur with them, that I may understand wherefore thou con-

tendest with me, and with thy people, and with these nations.

Be importunate, as apprehensive of the great importance thereof. How
much you are concerned to have the Achan, the accursed thing discovered

;

and how dangerous it is to have that escape your notice which is the ground

of this controversy. Give him no rest till he make known to you, both

what ripened and disposed you at some distance for this severity ; as also

what had a nearer hand in bringing those evils upon you ; both what pre-

pared the rod, and what provoked him more immediately to make use of it

;

both what raised the clouds, and dissolved them into showers of displeasure,

and still continues the storm ; both what moved the Lord to anger, and to

express his anger so many ways, and to draw out the expressions of it to such

a length ; wherefore it is that his anger is not yet turned away.

Pray fervently for this, and pray in faith. You have great encouragement

to come to the throne ^f grace for this with confidence, 1 John v. 14. Now
that is according to his will, which he has made your duty—to seek the

knowledge of your sin, these sins especially. And he has promised, those

that seek shall find. Seek this with a sincere and fixed resolution to put

away every sin you shall discover ; and there is no doubt but he will help

you to the discovery. That is according to his will which he is willing you
should do ; but he is willing you should know the sins for which he judges

and corrects. Whether he proceeds as a father or as a judge, you may be

confident of it, he is willing you should understand wherefore he proceeds

against you. What judge will conceal from a delinquent the crime for which
he is arraigned, sentenced, and penalty inflicted ? What father is unwilling

to make known to his child the faults for which he chastises him ? So he
may lose his end in correcting him. That which he aims at is the reform-

ing of what has offended him ; but the child is not like to reform it if he
do not know it. And so it is here, the end why the Lord afflicts is to take

away your iniquity ; but how shall you put it away if you do not know it ?

As sure as the Lord is willing to have his end in chastening you, so sure is
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he willing to let yon know why he chastises. And therefore you may beg the

knowledge of it in faith, and with confidence that he will not deny it, since

there is so much ground to believe that he is willing to grant this request.

And, 2, You may apply yourselves to Christ with as much confidence

also ; for it is his office, as he is the great prophet, to instruct his people in

their great concernments. And are they not greatly concerned to know
wherefore the Lord is angry with them ? Is it not of great importance to

them to answer the Lord's end in smiting them ; and so understand that

without the knowledge of which they cannot answer it ? It is Christ's office,

as he is prophet, to make known his Father's will, whether signified by his

word, or by his rod ; and you may be confident he is willing to perform his

office.

And, 3, You may address yourselves to the Spirit of God, with the like

exercise of faith ; for he is sent for this purpose, to convince of sin, John
xvi. 8, sX'iyS,u. He will convince the world of the great sin for which he

has a controversy with it ; and make it evident that unbelief is the sin for

which he judges them ; and he will not be wanting to his people in that

which he performs to the world. It is his office to convince them of the

sin for which God contends, to make their sin evident ; so as xotauv &xo\o-

yiav tn-M-m, to leave no defence, no covering to hide it from them.

Encourage your faith hereby, and exercise it in prayer. So may yon
prevail with God to bless the use of the other means specified ; so as there-

by you may discern, and be convinced of those sins personal or national, for

which the Lord hath been judging and afflicting.

And so much for this great inquiry, so necessary to be insisted on ; that

we may comply with the Lord's end in proceeding against us. Let me
proceed to some other directions which may be helpful to this purpose.

9. Make use of judgments and afflictions, to engage your souls thoroughly

against sin ; whatever in them is troublesome, afflictive, grievous ; whatever

is hateful, dreadful, terrible, make account it is from sin ; charge it all upon
sin's account. Whatever is of this nature in the world, it is from sin

;

if it be so in itself, sin made it so, and it had never been so to you, were it

not for sin. And quod efficit tale, est magis tale. Are you bereaved of dear

relatives ? Weep you for children, and the loss of other endeared friends,

because they are not ? Why it is sin that killed them ; this was the death

of them all. This is the grand murderer, and has been so from the begin-

ning. Distempers, diseases, to which we ascribe their death, are innocent

in comparison ; there had been no such thing in our bodies, in any of our

families, or in any part of the world, but for sin. This bred them, brought

them, employed them ; they had never done any execution but for sin.

This alone made diseases, and made them mortal. If their death be

grievous and bitter to you, let the bitterness of their death be upon sin.

Are you impoverished ? Sin has bereaved you. Are you laid low ? Sin

has tumbled you down. You charge the fire, you cry out against incen-

diaries ; but this is the fire that has consumed so much of our riches and
glory ; this is the great incendiary. Had it not been for sin, no instruments

would have attempted it; no matter have been receptive of it. This

kindled it ; this blew it up into those dreadful flames ; this carried them on

with rage, fury, so as they despised all opposition. To this we owe our

ruins, our desolation ; the sight, the report of which, has struck those that

saw, yea, those that heard thereof, with horror and astonishment.

Oh ! if poverty, if the loss of estate, the ruin of families, be grievous to

us ; what is sin ? whose hand is in all this, whose hand has done all this,

and without which it could never have been done.
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Is a plague dreadful, such a one that sweeps away thousands in a week ?

Oh ! but there had been no plague in the world but for the infection of sin
;

and sin is more pestilent, more contagious, more destructive. No plague

like that of the heart. Where the other has destroyed its thousands, this

has destroyed its ten thousands ; this has infected the whole world ; and all

that perish die of this plague.

Is persecution grievous ? Why, this is it that makes men persecutors
;

yea, this is it which made him a devil, who acts and inspires them. Of an

angel of light, this made him a fiend of darkness ; and it is by the media-

tion of sin that he engages his instruments in hellish designs, to extinguish

the light.

Had it not been for sin there had jbeen no plagues, no judgments, no

calamities, no afflictions, no distempers in our souls, no diseases in our

bodies, no complainings in our streets, no lamentings in our families. There

had been nothing afflictive, nothing troublesome
;
no, nor fear of any such.

This, this is the Achan, the troubler, &c. This is the burden and grievance,

this is the sting and poison of all. Take an account of all that afflicts you

or others, cast it up exactly ; and then discharging all other things as

innocent, charge all upon sin. Make such use of troubles and afflictions

to engage your souls against sin, so you will be disposed effectually to

purge out your iniquity, and put away your sin, and so comply with the

Lord's end in judging.

10. Content not yourselves with any opposition of sin, unless it be

universal. If .you would comply with God's end in what has befallen you,

or is approaching you, so as to have iniquity effectually purged and taken

away, the opposition you make against it for this purpose must be universal,

not only in respect of the object
;
you must not only set yourselves against

all sin, of which before ; but in respect of the subject, oppose it with all

your faculties. All that is within you must be set against it. The oppo-

sition must be in and from every part ; not only in the conscience, but in

the will and affections ; not only in some part of the mind, but in the

whole heart, the whole soul, and in every power thereof. Rest not till you

find a party against sin in every part, till you feel each faculty of your souls

like Tamar's womb, twins struggling.

11. Think it not enough to avoid or oppose sin, unless you get it morti-

fied. The purging of iniquity, and the taking away of sin, imports no less

than the death and burial of sin; the putting it to death, and the burying it

out of your sight. Unless you endeavour this, you answer not his call by
afflictions, you come not up to what he designs therein.

When he puts his people into the furnace, he would have their dross not

only loosened, or a little parted from them, but thoroughly wrought out and

purged, and so wasted and consumed. If it be not wrought out and wasted,

it may mix with the better metal again in the cooling, and so the fire and
furnace will be to little purpose.

The Lord would have your iniquity purged, so as you should return no

more to your vomit ; and sin taken away, so as it should no more be found,

as formerly, in heart or life ; but this will not be
;
you are not secure from it,

unless sin is mortified, and iniquity subdued.

The Philistines did not continually invade the Israelites, they were not

always making inroads upon them
;
yet because they are not quite sub-

dued, Israel was always in danger ; often miserably foiled, and their land

wasted. Content not yourselves to force this enemy to yield to a cessation,

but make it your design to break its power ; be still labouring for a fuller
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conquest, that it may not only be still and quiet, but may have no power left

to be otherwise.

The heathen could oppose some gross sins, and abstain from the acts of

them : the Spartans from drunkenness ; Socrates from passion ; Alexander

from incontinency ; the Romans, many of them, from perfidiousness. But
notwithstanding, their iniquity was not pcrged, their sin not taken away,

because they were not mortified ; but ' those that are Christ's have crucified,'

&c, Gal. v. 24, Col. iii. 5. This is it that he calls for, by his -word and by
his rod. This is it he principally aims at in calamities and afflictions; not

only some avoiding of sin, but the purging of it out, the taking it away, i.e.

the mortifying of it. Whatever you do against sin less than this, you comply
not with God's design

;
by this alone, and by nothing without this, will you

answer his end. And therefore on this we shall insist a little, and shew
how it may be effected.

If you would subdue your iniquity, and mortify your sin,

(1.) Get mortifying apprehensions of it. Labour to possess your minds

and judgments with full and effectual persuasions that sin is such a thing as

is not fit, as is not worthy, to live ; that you are highly concerned not to suffer

it to have a being in heart or life ; that you should not in any reason, that

you cannot with any safety, tolerate it or endure it should have life or being;

that it is most worthy, of all things in the whole creation, to be utterly ruined

and exterminated. That this may be the vote of your judgment, Away with

such a thing from the earth ! Away with it out of my heart, life, out of the

world, for it is not fit that it should live ! As they, Acts xxi. 22.

The Spirit of God in Scripture leads you to such apprehensions of sin, and

lays down clear grounds to raise them, and to fix them, and to carry them
on to full and powerful persuasions, such as should thoroughly engage us to

mortify them. It represents sin to be such a thing as should be in all reason

put to death, and denied a subsistence, and proceeded against with that

severity, Deut. xiii. 8-10, which was to be used against the seducer.

It is declared to be an enemy, a mortal enemy, to your souls, and all your

dear concernments; an enemy in arms, in actual, in continual war against

you, 1 Peter ii. 11, James iv. 1. It is not only so to you, but an enemy to

God, to mankind, to the whole creation; a public, a desperate, an irrecon-

cilable, a cruel, deadly enemy. And should not such an enemy he persecuted

to death ?

It is a monster eminently, k^aor^a. r5j; piirswr, the most ugly peccancy,

horrid exorbitancy of nature. Nay, that which transforms every soul and

spirit that gives it entertainment, into monsters ; so it has dealt with the

fallen angels, it has turned them into monstrous fiends ; so it has dealt with

the souls of men, they come into the world without eyes, or feet, or hands,

or hearts for God, monstrously defective. It has perverted and misplaced

all the parts and faculties, as if head were lowest and feet highest ; a mon-

strous dislocation ! If the effects of it be so prodigious, how monstrous is

sin itself ! And should such a monster be suffered to live ? Oh if it were

but seen in its own shape and colours, how would the children of men run

upon it, to root it out of the earth

!

It is a' robber. It robbed our first parents, and in them all mankind, of

the image of God, of all the heavenly treasure they were possessed of, of the

inheritance they were born to. It left nothing but sorrow and misery;

fathers and children, all mankind, were hereby quite beggared and utterly

undone. And when the Lord had taken a course to repair all this, yet still

it is attempting to rob us of all that is precious to us ; of grace, of the means

of grace ; to rob us of our peace, our comforts, our hopes of glory. It would
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leave us nothing but beggary and misery here, and hell hereafter. Should

such a robber live ?

It is a traitor to Christ, to his crown and dignity. It would overturn his

throne, throw down his sceptre, trample on the ensigns of his sovereignty.

It will not have him to rule over us ; and should not such a traitor die the

death, which suggests and acts treasonable things against Christ ?

It is a ravisher of souls; draws away conjugal affections from Christ; gets

into the marriage-bed ; forces them to commit folly in the sight and presence

of Christ, without any regard of the eyes of his jealousy
;
prostitutes them

commonly, openly to the world
; yea, to Satan himself, 2 Cor. xi. 2, 3,

James iv. 4.

It is a witch. Indeed, the mistress of witchcrafts ; a sorceress, as the ex-

pression is, Nahum iii. 4. It practised sorcery upon the Galatians, chap,

iii. 1. It was by means, through the mediation of sin, that they were

bewitched so as to take error for truth, and truth for error. And others

are practically bewitched thereby, so as to call evil good and light darkness,

to count that their glory which is their shame, that their refreshment which

is poison, that gain which undoes them, that their happiness which ruins

them. So they conceive of things, so they act, as those that are bewitched

;

as such who are under the power of sorcery, which is illusio sensuum, an

abusing of the discerning faculty, so as things appear to be contrary, or

quite otherwise, to what they are. Now, Exod. xxii. 18, a witch was not to

be suffered to live.

It is a murderer ; it sheds the blood of souls. Satan, who is called ' a

murderer from the beginning, John viii. 44, has murdered none, from the

beginning to this day, but by this instrument. This kills every way, tem-

porally, spiritually, eternally. This has been the death of all that have died

any of these ways from the foundation of the world to this moment, and will

continue this more bloody practice while it continues. And should not such

a murderer be executed ? Should it not die without mercy ?

In the text, when the Lord would have iniquity purged, it refers either to

purging by fire or physic. If the former, it implies that sin is dross, that

which debased the soul, once of the finest and purest metal, and makes the

Lord look upon it as vile and refuse, to reject it as reprobate silver ; such

as will never pass with him unless it be refined, such as he will never accept

on any account until it be purged. And should you endure such an embase-

ment of your souls, and of such dangerous consequence ?

If to physic, it insinuates that sin is a malignant humour, a disease, that

which breeds and continues all the soul's maladies; which, unless it be

purged, the soul can never have health. It will still keep it under pains,

weaknesses, languishments ; and will, in fine, make it sick unto death.

And should this have a being, a quiet abode, within you ? It is desperate

folly to forbear it.

And when the Lord would have sin taken away, that denotes it as a filthi-

ness, not to be endured in our sight; like those garments, to be taken away,

Zech. iii. 3, 4. Those filthy garments were his iniquity; and in the original

it is excrementitious garments. Iniquity is to God, and should be to us, as

the filthiest excrements, as the mire wherein a sow wallows, as the vomit of

a dog, as the stench of an open sepulchre, as the putrefied matter of an ulcer.

And is not such a thing to be removed far from your- sight, far from all your

senses ? You have no patience, you will be restless, until it be done.

The Scripture thus sets forth sin to us, that hereby such apprehensions

of it might be formed in us as of that which is not to be endured, not to be
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suffered to have life or being. We should make such use of them ; and

when our minds are effectually possessed with such apprehensions of sin,

then is it mortified in our minds. This is the way whereby the judgment
purges iniquity, and puts away sin. And this will contribute much to the

mortifying of it in all other parts ; for the judgment is the primum mobile

in the soul, the wheel that first moves, and sets the rest on motion. Ac-

cording as your apprehensions and persuasions concerning sin are, such will

the motions in your hearts and lives be against it.

(2.) Get mortifying resolutions. Get your hearts resolved against sin
;

to prosecute it to the death ; to engage all the strength you have, and can

procure, in such a prosecution of it ; resolve not to spare it ; not to forbear

it in the least ; not to tolerate it, nor suffer it to have any quiet abode in

any part of heart or life ; not to enter into a parley or treaty with it ; not to

yield to any cessation, much less to make any peace with it, no more than

the Israelites with those whom the Lord had devoted to destruction, Dent,

xxiii. 6. Resolve to ruin it, to expel it out of your hearts, and cut it off

from your lives. Make use of the mortifying apprehensions forementioned

to raise you to such resolutions ; let them be full and effectual, fixed and

unwavering resolutions.

Full. That the main strength of the will may be in them. Not such as

leave the heart in suspense, or in an indifferent posture, or a little inclinable,

but carrying it down, as it were, with full weight, into such determinations

against sin. Rest not until you find this the bent of your hearts, and that

which is prevalent and predominant in them.

Effectual. Not some faint, powerless tendencies of the will, which excite

not the other faculties, put them not upon actions and endeavours ; but such

as will engage them in the use of all means for the effecting of what is re-

solved on. Get your hearts wound up to such resolutions, that may be as

a spring, setting and keeping all in motion, Ps. cxix. 106, 48. That which

he has resolved on, he vigorously pursued.

Fixed. Not wavering ; not off and on ; not by fits only, when some ser-

mon, or some affliction, or special occurrence has made some impression
;

not like Ephraim, of whom the Lord complains,SHos. vi. 4. But this

should be the settled temper of the heart : the face of it should be constantly

against sin ; and when you find them varying or declining, all care and

diligence should be used to renew and reinforce them, to raise them again,

and keep them up in their full force and vigour.

Make use of judgments and afflictions (according to a former direction"),

of the grievousness or bitterness of them, to draw your hearts to such

resolves for the ruin of sin ; make use of what you have found most effec-

tual heretofore for this purpose
; or, if those you have used prove less

powerful, try others ; leave nothing unattempted that the Lord affords for

this end. Look upon it as your interest to have sin ruined ; as that wherein

your safety, your comfort, your happiness, yea, the life of your souls, is

wholly concerned. If you destroy not sin, it will ruin you ; if you kill it

not, it will certainly be your death. And when will a man be resolute, if

not in such a case, when he must either kill or be killed ? It is according

to what was said to Ahab, 1 Kings xx. 42 : ' Thus saith the Lord, If thou

let go out of thy hand the sin which he has appointed to utter destruclion,

thy life shall go for its life.' Oh then, if thou intendest thy soul shall live,

resolve to prosecute sin to the death, and be peremptory in the resolution.

When the will is thus resolved against sin for the death of it, sin is already

mortified in the will, the sentence of death is passed against it ; it is ]2

JTID condemned to die ; and the will having the command of the other facul-
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ties and the whole man, it will be brought to execution. The work of

Hortification is in a fair way to be carried on universally ; and though it be

not fully executed at present, yet the Lord, who judges of us by the bent of

our hearts, and the prevailing tendency of our wills, will judge one so resolved

against sin to be so far a mortified person. This is the way whereby the

will purges iniquity, and puts away sin ; and that which contributes most
to the purging and putting it away everywhere from the soul and from the life.

(3.) Get mortifying affections ; such are the affections of aversation, which

carry the heart from sin, or set it sgainst sin : e. g. anger, indignation,

revenge, fear, shame, sorrow, hatred
;

whereby the soul moves from or

against sin, as the most offensive, the most provoking, the most dangerous,

the most shameful, the most hateful evil. These affections should be bred,

and nourished, and strengthened
;
you must kindle them, blow them up

into a flame, and keep them naming. You should not bear with yourselves

in the want, or in the weakness, or in the declining or decay of them.

These affections, thus upheld, will be the death of sin ; it cannot live in a

heart whore these are kept up in life, and strength, and action : these will

distress it, wound it, starve it ; these will be crucifying it ; these will drag

it towards the cross, and be as so many nails, to fasten the body and mem-
bers of it to the cross. Particularly,

[1.] Anger. Let sin be the object, the chief object of your anger, Eph.
iv. 26. Then, to be sure, you are angry and sin not, when you are angry

at sin, when that is the cause and the object of your anger. Our Lord
Jesus, the spotless pattern of meekness, was angry at sin, Mark iii. 5.

Those kinds or degrees of anger which are vicious or culpable towards other

objects, or upon other occasions, are your duties and excellencies in refer-

ence to sin. You may be, you must be, soon angry, ogyiXoi ; and much
angry, kixpo! ; and long angry, yakt^ol.

First, Anger should kindle at the first appearance of sin. We should not

think of it without something of this passion. The best men are o^uy^okoi,

soon angry, and easily provoked against sin. That which is a weakness in

other cases, is a perfection or a degree of it here. We should be slow to

anger at that which offends us only, but not slow to anger at that which
offends God. Our souls should be as tinder, and take fire at every spark of

sin. He that is soon angry in his own cause, for his own petty concern-

ments, dealeth foolishly, Prov. xiv. 17 ; such anger resteth in the bosom of

fools, Eccles. vii. 9 ; but he that is not hasty in his spirit to anger against

sin exalteth folly. The more quick your anger is against sin, the more
speedy will be the execution, the mortifying of it. Get a spirit apt to be

angry at sin, and use means to provoke it.

Secondly, Be much angry at sin, and not content yourselves with a low degree

of anger
;
get it raised into wrath and indignation. There is no such danger

of transgressing the bounds of moderation here as in other cases ; that is

immoderate anger which is more than the cause requires or deserves ; but

the fiercest wrath and the highest indignation of God is not more than sin

deserves ; and does it not then require and deserve all ours ? Let it be
against sin purely, against our own sins principally, or against the sins of

others, not their persons. And then, if it be great wrath, it is not too much.
Moses, a person meek above all men on earth, was kindled into wrath by
the sight of sin, Exod. xxxii. 19, his anger waxed hot at first sight of sin.

A little anger will not do much against sin ; the heart that purges it out

must be wroth with it, it should be taken away with indignation.

Thirdly. Be long angry. Even for ever
;
angry so as never to be appeased.

It is no sin to be implacable here, nay, it is your duty. The sun must go
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down, and rise, and go down all thy days upon thy wrath against sin. Such
an anger will not serve the turn as is iarov y^ww ; when it is a mortifying

affection, it is aviarov, an unappeasable anger. Anger at other things must
be allayed, suppressed, extinguished ; but against sin it must be nourished,

heightened, settled, digested into malice. For though it be a wickedness

in other cases, yet malice against sin is a virtue, a duty
; you cannot be too

malicious against sin, you cannot bear it too much ill will.

There is an holy anger, a sanctified malice, which is singularly useful for

the expelling of iniquity and mortifying of sin. Turn all your anger, wrath,

malice, into this stream against tbis object. Whatever is apt to provoke

you elsewhere, you may see it all in sin
;
nothing so offensive, nothing so

injurious, nothing more affronts you, nothing so much wrongs you in your

dearest concernments. When you are apt to be angry at other things or

persons,-—Such a one has thus and thus abused, wronged, affronted, vexed,

troubled me ; so causelessly, so disingenuously, so continually,—turn your

eyes, your thoughts, from tbat, and look upon sin, and say, Oh, how much
more has sin done against me, yea, against God ? How much more cause

have I to be angry at sin ? Oh, I do well to be angry at it, even to death.

So you may make it a mortifying affection.

[2.] Fear. We are willing to be rid of that which we fear, and ready to

use all means, take all occasions to put that far from us which we are afraid

of. And tbe more dreadful and terrible it is, the more dangerous it appears,

the more forward we are to get it removed, and the more eager to have it at

the greatest distance from us. If you would have sin purged out and put

away, get your souls possessed with a fear of it, and so represent it to your

souls as you may see cause to fear it more and more. You will not suffer

that to have a quiet abode in your hearts which you are greatly afraid of.

Look then upon sin as the most dreadful, the most formidable evil in the

whole creation. So it is in itself, so it is declared to be. You have the

word of God for it ; believe the report of God concerning it ; believe all the

experience of the world, which has found it_so ; believe that which you have

all reason to believe.

That is most dreadful, most the object of our fear, which is most danger-

ous. Now sin is transcendently so ; so dangerous, as nothing else in the

world deserves to be thought or called so in comparison. This is the root

from which all dangers grow. One thing may be dangerous to our health,

another to our estates, relations, liberty, life. Oh, but sin endangers all.

Nothing is safe where sin has place. This hazards our temporal, our

spiritual, our eternal concernments ; this strikes at all. Nothing could hurt

us; nor men, nor devils
;
nothing could endanger us, if sin did not open their

way. If sin did not expose us, our enjoyments, our liberties, our comforts,

our hopes, were all safe, we need not fear what man could do unto us. The
foot of pride could not come near us, the hand of the violent could not remove

us, nay, could not shake us. But what is the wrath of men, poor incon-

siderable worms like ourselves ? This, and this alone, exposes us to the

wrath of the great God ;
this, and this only, can cast both body and soul

into hell. We fear where no fear is in comparison ; we fear a prison, but

what is that to hell ! We fear the loss of estate, of relations, of liberty, of

life, but what is the loss of God's favour, of heaven, of soul and body for

ever ? It is sin only that brings us in danger of such a loss.

In fine, whatsoever is dangerous, whatever is dreadful to us, sin made
it so. It had not been so in itself, or not so to us, but for sin ; and there-

fore sin is more to be feared than all we fear. There had been, there would

be, no cause of fear if sin had not been, or if it were once put away.
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Is it fearful to have your souls dwell amongst lions ? Why, but it is sin

that transforms men into such creatures, it is sin that gives them the fierce-

ness of lions. Take away this, and they are tame and harmless creatures; a

lamb may play with them without danger
;
you may put your hand into the

mouth of a tame lion without fear, you might lie down by them securely

were it not for sin.

Are afflictions, losses, sufferings, calamities dreadful ? It is sin that first

let these into the world ; it is sin that still exposes you to them ; it is sin

that embitters them and makes them grievous ; it is sin that withholds those

comforts which would quite drown the afflictive sense of any outward suffer-

ing. And what would there be in it to be feared, if the afflictiveness of it

were gone ? When sin is taken away, the bitterness of these is past.

Is death'terrible to you ? Why, but 'the sting of death is sin,' 1 Cor.

xv. 5G. You would not fear to have a bee fly into your bosom if the sting

were gone ; it would hurt no more than an innocent fly.

Is hell dreadful to you ? Oh, but it was sin that made hell ; this digged

the bottomless pit, this bred the worm that never dies, this kindled that fire

that never goes out ; this feeds those flames, those burnings, and makes
them intolerable, and makes them everlasting; but put away sin, and there

is no fear of hell to you.

Is the wrath of God terrible to you? Oh, but no part of the creation had
ever known any such thing as wrath in God had it not been for sin, Eph.
v, 6, Rom. i. 18, Col. iii. 6.

You see nothing is to be feared but for sin ; so this is to be feared above

all, nothing else in comparison. This, this is the one thing to be feared,

without which nothing else is dreadful. Believe but this effectually, and
according to the evidence you have of it, and you will be as active to purge

iniquity, to put away sin, as you would be to rid yourselves of all your fears,

and of all that is fearful.

[3.J Shame. This is another affection which will contribute much to the

mortifying of sin ; that which we are truly, greatly ashamed of, we are not

only content to be rid of it, but active to get it removed, and put away far

from us.

I Look upon your sin as your shame, your greatest, your only shame in

comparison, as that which is the shame of the whole creation, the most
shameful thing in the world.

Are you ashamed of a filthy garment, of a loathsome defilement, of a

monstrous deformity ? Why, sin is more so in the sight of God than any

of these, than all these together are in our eyes. It is a greater shame to

you than if you were all besmeared with excrements, than if you were over-

spread with scabs and leprosy, than if you had no sound, no straight, no

comely part in your whole body, but all crooked, or ulcerated, or mons-
trously misplaced and dislocated. Thy soul, as sin has used it, is a more
shameful sight in the eye of God.

Are you ashamed of such weakness or folly as would render you ridiculous

or despised by all you converse with ? Oh, but sin is the most shameful

weakness, the most absurd folly, in the account of God, of angels, and of

men too, that are truly judicious, and so it is branded by the Spirit of God
in Scripture.

Are you ashamed of that which all the world would cry shame of: of

betraying those that trust you, dealing unfaithfully with those that rely on
you, of being ungrateful to those who shew you greatest kindness, of abus-

ing and wronging those who deserve best of you, of dealing disingenuously

with those who most oblige you, of being sordidly penurious where you
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should be most bountiful, of cheating and defrauding those who refer them-

selves to you? Do your hearts rise against such unworthy practices?

Would you blush to be charged with any of them, even though you were

innocent? Oh, but there is no man deals so unworthily, so shamefully with

another, as you deal with God in sinning against him. All the treachery and

unfaithfulness, all the fraud and injustice, all the ingratitude, all the disin-

genuousness, all the baseness and sordidness which you cry shame of in the

world, is to be found in sin
; you are guilty of it all; towards God when you

sin against him. Any one of these is shameful alone ; but all these meet

together iu sin, and whatever else calls for shame. Believe this, and work

it upon your hearts, till you find them rising against sin as the most shame-

ful evil. This will make you willing to have it crucified, forward to do

execution on it yourselves, when you are sensible that the purging your

iniquity is the purging of your shame, and the taking away of sin the

taking away your reproach.

[4.] Grief and sorrow for sin. This is another mortifying affection

which will hasten the death of sin. We seek redress of that which is a

grievance to us, and will take pains to be eased of it. Oh, if sin were

the grief, the sorrow, the affliction of your souls, you would count the

purging of it out, the taking of it away, a great, a merciful deliverance.

No less than it would have been to the Israelites to have had those

nations driven out before them, which were as pricks in their eyes, and

thorns in their sides, and a continual vexation to them in the land where

they dwelt, Josh, xxiii. 13, Num. xxxiii. 55. The Lord thought the fore-

sight of this might be enough to quicken them to drive them out in all

baste ; but when they felt what was foretold, they ran all the hazards of

war to drive them out and be delivered from them.

Oh, if sin were such a grief and sorrow to your souls, such a vexation

to your hearts, as it should be, and as it gives you occasion enough to find

it, you would count no outward deliverance comparable to a deliverance

from sin. You would freely engage your whole strength in a war against

it for to drive it out ; you would be restless till these pricks were pulled out

of your eye, and these thorns plucked out of your sides, till that were

taken away which is your grief and vexation.

And should not sin be such a grievance to you? It is so to God.

It grieves him at the heart, Gen. vi. 6, Ps. xcv. 10, Amos ii. 13 ; it was

so to Christ, Mark iii. 5, Isa. liii. 3, 4 ; it is so to the Spirit of God,

Eph. iii. 4 ; it is so to men who have a sense of what is grievous, 2 Peter

ii. 7, 8 ; it is so to the whole creation, Rom. viii. 21, 22. Is it so to all?

And shall those who should be most sensible of it be only void of sense ?

Whatsoever is a grievance to us is either pain or loss, pana damni or

sensus ; either the loss and want of some comfort, or some sharp suffering.

For sufferings, this brings them all, this sharpens them all ; for losses and

wants, this bereaves us of what we lose, and this intercepts the supplies of

what we want ; and this makes holes in the cisterns, and lets our comforts

run out, and then stops the pipes, that no more can run in; this lays an

obstruction at the spring head, Isa. lix. 1, 2.

If sin were not grievous, because it is a grief to God, a Father of such

love and indulgence ; because it is so grievous to him who bore our griefs ;

because it is such a grief to the Spirit our Comforter
;
yet since it is the

cause of all the grievances that befall us, we have cause enough on this

account to resent it as the most grievous evil, that which should above all

things raise our grief and command our sorrow. Believe it to be so, and so

work up your heart as you may find it to be the grief and affliction of your
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souls indeed ; and then you will be forward and active to be eased of it,

you will think it your happiness to have it purged out and taken away
;
you

will sec cause to make it the business of your lives to get it mortified. .

[5.J Hatred. This of all other affections has the most powerful and
effectual tendency to the mortifying of sin. This will not suffer you to be

satisfied with anything less than the death of it. That is the nature of

hatred, as the philosopher shews, when he is declaring the difference betwixt

anger and hatred, Rhet. lib. ii. cap. ix., 6 piv jdg avrinzu.^in j3ov\srai tZ ogyi-

£ira.i, 6 hi thai, he that is angry would have him utterly ruined, would leave

him neither life nor being. And again, 6 [x,\v woWuv dv jivo/a'svcm Iae/jki/, 6

oudivog, he that is angry may relent after the inflicting of some severities,

but he that hates has no mercy. This hatred will have sin die without

mercy. Get but your hearts possessed with hatred of sin, and then it is

dead already in the heart, and this will pursue it to the death everywhere.

To excite this affection, look upon it as that which is truly hateful, as

that which has all in it that is hateful, as that which has nothing in it but

what is hateful.

It is truly hateful, as being wholly and perfectly evil; a direct con-

trariety to the chief good
;
opposite to his nature, to his will, and so hated

of God, Ps. xlv. 7. He hates sin infinitely, cannot endure to see it; and he
hates it only, nothing but sin, or nothing but for sin. He hates it irrecon-

cilably ; he may be reconciled to the sinner, but never to the sin, nor to the

sinner neither, unless he leave sin. That must be extremely hateful, which
God, who is love, cannot but hate.

Sin has all in it that is hateful. We hate that which is ugly, though it

be not hurtfnl ; we hate that which is mischievous, though it be not ugly ;

but sin is both ugly and mischievous; nothing more, nothing so much in the

whole creation.

It has nothing in it but what is hateful. It is a mere compound of ugli-

ness and mischievousness, without the least alloy or mixture of anything

comely or commodious. A toad, though the hatefullest of creeping things,

has something in it, which separated from the poison, is of physical use, but

sin is nothing at all but poison. The devil himself, how hateful soever, yet

as he is the workmanship of God, is so far good, but sin has nothing in it

of God's workmanship, nothing in it in any sense good ; it is the spawn of the

devil, and of him, not as he is a creature, but as he is a devil, and so has

nothing in it but what is purely evil, and absolutely hateful. It has not

the least touch of comeliness, not anything that may pass with excuse, not

anything that is tolerably evil, nothing but what is .to be utterly abhorred,

Rom. xii. 9.

Get your hearts so affected towards sin, as that which is so hateful, and

to be abhorred
;
get a true, an active hatred of sin. And that will be the

death of sin, will lead you readily to purge it out, and so to comply with the

Lord's end, &c. Nourish in your hearts this hatred of sin by a frequent view

of the hatefulness of it ; keep up this affection lively and active, and sin will

have much ado to live by it.

[6.] Revenge. This, though severely forbidden and condemned in other

cases, is called out by the Spirit of God against sin, and commended where

it appears against it, 2 Cor. vii. 11. There was in the Corinthians, in

reference to the sin amongst them, not only sorrow, fear, indignation, but

also revenge. And such an affection there should be in us, inclining our

hearts, and making us eager to come even with sin, to render it evil for evil;

to deal with it according as it has dealt, or would deal, with us ; to be

avenged of it for the mischief it is continually plotting and acting against us;
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to starve it, as it would starve our souls ; to weaken it, as it wasted us ; to

wound it, as it has wounded us ; to ruin it, as it would destroy us ; to be

the death of that which would bereave our souls of life ; to leave it no pro-

visions, no supports, no hopes, as it would have made our condition helpless,

and comfortless, and hopeless ; to spare it no more than it has spared our

souls ; to persecute it as restlessly, as unweariedly, as it pursues us. Such
an affectation,* you see, is the highway to have sin mortified, to purge it out

as it would have had the Lord to have rejected us, and to turn it away as

it would have provoked God to have put us away.

(4.) Get mortifying graces, three especially, love to God, and faith in

him, and fear of him. These exercised will have a powerful influence upon
heart and life for the mortifying of sin, will carry you on effectually to com-

pliance with the Lord's end in afflicting, will help you mightily to purge it

out, and take it away.

[1.] Love to God: Ps. xcvii. 10, 'Those that love the Lord will hate

evil.' And the more they love him, the more they will hate it ; and the

more degrees of hatred, the more degrees of mortification. The more it is

abhorred, the more, and the sooner it will be mortified. This will turn the

wheel upon sin with a quick motion. When love prevails, it will not let you
drive on heavily in a course of mortification ; it will make you diligent,

active, and unwearied in the use of means for this purpose. It will not

suffer you to think the labour and pains requisite hereto grievous. You see

the power of love in Jacob : says he to Laban, Gen. xxxi. 40, 41 ; all this

hardship he endured, and for many years together, yet love to Rachel made
him think the hard measures easy, and the tedious years as a few days,

Gen. xxix. 20.

[2.] Faith. If these devils be not cast out, it is because of our unbelief,

Mat. xvii. 19, 20. Other means cannot, the principal cause will not, with-

out faith, Mat. ix. 22, Acts iii. 10.

[3.] Fear of God. There is an inconsistency betwixt the fear of God and

sin, they cannot dwell together. Where sin reigns, it leaves no place for

the fear of God; and where the fear of God prevails, it will leave no place for

sin : Prov. iii. 7, ' Fear the Lord, and depart from evil.' ' The fear of God
is the beginning of wisdom ;

' and wherein that wisdom consists, the wise

man tells us: Prov. xiv. 16, 'A wise man feareth, and departeth from evil;'

depart from it as far, and as fast as they can, as from that which is hateful

to them, Prov. viii. 13. It is visible in Job's character, that this is the

proper effect of the fear of God, Job i. 1.

Labour for this fear of God, to get it implanted, strengthened, and exer-

cised, so as you may go out against sin continually under the influence of

it. Not a fear of aversation. which makes one shun what he fears, such as

was in our first parents, Gen. iii. 8, 10, and in the Israelites, Deut. v. 24, 25.

They were afraid, and durst not come near to God, but wanted the due fear

of his majesty, ver. 29, the virtue of whish is to keep us from departing

from God, Jer. xxxii. 40. That is the fear of God which tends to the mor-

tifying of sin ; an obsequious fear, a fear to dishonour what we reverence,

to offend what we love, to lose what we highly value, and to suffer by what
we would enjoy.

If you fear this dishonouring of God, this will lead you to mortify sin,

as that which alone is a dishonour to him, and robs him of his glory, and

lays him low in the minds, hearts, and ways of the children cf men.
If you fear offending God, this will lead you to purge sin, which alone

displeases and provokes him ; this alone he dislikes and is distasteful ; this

Qu. ' assectation ' ?

—

Ed.
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alone he hates and abhors. Sin it is that affronts him, slights his authority,

thwarts his designs, crosses his will, breaks his law, makes nothing of his

commands or threatenings.

If you fear the withdrawing of his presence or the sense of his favour, this

will lead you to mortify sin. For it is sin that makes him depart and leave

you ; it is sin makes him hide his face, and frown on you, Isa. lix. 2.

If you fear, lest he should not only be, but shew himself displeased, by
threatenings or executions, this will lead you to mortify sin ; for this is it

alone which he threatens. This is it for which he afflicts you, in inward or

outward concernments ; this withholds those influences upon which the life,

strength, growth, fruitfulness, and activeness of your souls depends; this

draws out his hand to inflict public calamities and personal chastisements.

Your sufferings past, and fears of what is approaching, you owe to sin.

Judgments and afflictions should make you fear him : he is a strange child

who will not fear his father more, when he has smarted by his displeasure.

And if you fear his displeasure, this will quicken your proceedings against

sin as the cause of it.

If you fear further severity (and such a fear may be filial ; for if a servant

may fear wrath in a master, much more should a child fear the wrath of his

father), this should lead you to mortify sin. ' Sin no more, lest a worse

thing come,' John v. 14. Sin, that has brought already that which is so

dreadful to us, will bring something yet worse if it be not mortified That
which is past is but a spark in comparison of the flame that it will kindle

hereafter, Heb. xii. 29. If we let sin pass unpurged, unmortified, as others

do, he will be ' a consuming fire ' to us, as well as to others. Knowing
therefore the terror of the Lord, let us be persuaded to purge out iniquity,

and put away sin.

Now to raise this fear. There is scarce anything in God, but a serious

view and consideration of it tends to possess the soul with such a fear of him,
as may engage it to mortify sin, and to get it purged out. Let me touch

some particulars briefly.

The (/lory and excellency of God. When Isaiah had a vision of the Lord
in his glory, Isa. vi. 1-3, this made him look upon his sin as intolerable

;

he cries out of it, as one undone by it, ver. 5. He is restless till it was
removed, and taken away, and purged, ver. 6, 7. The Lord is an infinite

glory, and sin is the thing that provokes the eyes of his glory, Isa. iii. 8,

Deut. xxviii. 58. Get due apprehensions of the glory of his majesty, and
you will judge it intolerable to have that continue in your hearts or lives,

which is such a provocation in his most glorious eye. It will quicken you
to get such provoking uncleanness purged out, and quite taken away

; you
will be afraid to have it found about you. That glory will strike you with a

fear of affronting it, by that which is so insufferable, so utterly opposite, so

provokingly contrary to it.

The almighty power of God. That should strike our souls with a great

fear of him, xa/ tpiQo; ruv dvvu/i'ivuv rl iroin<mti, Arist. Rhet. lib. ii. cap. x.

We fear those that are potent, powerful to do us good or hurt, though they

be but men like ourselves ; how much more should we dread the mighty

God, before whom the united powers of all creatures are but as the might
of ants or worms to us ? The power of God is laid down in Scripture as a

ground of fear, Jer. v. 22. Those that will not fear such a power are har-

dened rebels, ver. 23, or senseless wretches, ver. 21 ; Ps. lxxvi. 4-7. Will

you provoke such a power to anger, before whom, provoked, no creature,

how mighty soever, can stand ? Why, if sin be not mortified, if it be not

purged and taken away, you retain that which incenses him
;
you offer that
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to the sight of the great and mighty God continually, which is such a pro-

vocation to him.

The holiness and purity of God. He is ' glorious in holiness,' Exod.
xv. 11. This was one of those glories, Isa. vi., which [struck the prophet

with such a fear, and gave him such a sense of the impurity of sin, and his

uncleanness by reason of it, that he thought it unsufferable for him to stand

before God, and himself incapable of being employed by him, till his iniquity

was purged and taken away. Hab. i. 13, his holiness is such he cannot

endure the sight of sin, Rev. iii. 15. You keep that in his sight which is

intolerable for him to see ; while you do not purge it out, and get it taken

away. If you do not mortify it, you keep that alive in his eye which he

loathes and abhors to see. The fear of God, where it is, will not suffer

this ; and due apprehensions of his glorious holiness will excite in you such

a fear.

The omniscience of God, Ps. cxxxix. 1, 2, 3, &c. This duly considered,

will strike you with an holy dread of the divine majesty, such as will hasten

the death of sin. If there be something very offensive, to one whom you
otherwise stand in awe of, yet so long as you can hide it out of his sight,

you fear not. Oh but there is nothing hid from God, nor can be. The
secrets of your hearts are no secrets to him

;
they are as plain and open to

him as the highway is to you. That which no other sees, or can see, is as

visible and conspicuous to him as if it were writ with a sunbeam ;
every

secret evil is an open wickedness to his eye. That which you act or think

in most secret retirement, is no more concealed from him than that which
is openly proclaimed. All is manifest in his sight, all are naked and open
to his eyes, Rev. ii. 23, 1 Chron. xxviii. 9. You can take no course with

sin, but you will be an offence and provocation to God unless you mortify

it. There is no hiding of it, no hopes of concealment, no way to avoid this,

but by purging it out, &c. This you will do if you fear God ; and due

apprehensions of his all-seeing eye will make you fear him. God is oKo;

op0aX,aos, all eye ; and such an eye as sees all things.

The immensity of God. His is everywhere, Ps. cxxxix. 7-13. He that

stands in some awe of one when he is present, may less regard him when he

is absent ; and sometimes absent he will be, and so the fear abated and
remitted. But God is never absent, nor can be ; he is always as present with

thee as thou art with thyself. He is as much with thee in secret as when
thou art in public ; as much with thee in thy closet as in the street ; as

much present in thy heart as he is in heaven (though in another manner).

He possesseth the reins ; he is always as near thee as thy heart ; as intrinsic

to thee, as much within thee, as thy very soul is.

So that if sin be not mortified, if it be not purged out and taken away,

take what course thou wilt with it, act it where thou wilt, imagine it but

never so secretly, it will always be in God's presence. Thou wilt always

provoke him ; as that servant would provoke thee who would still lay some
dunghill or some carrion in thy bedchamber, or in thy closet, or some loath-

some thing or other always in thy way. If thou fearest God, thou wilt not

use him thus ; this will put thee upon purging out sin, and if thou believest

his immensity, thou canst not but fear him.

His dominion over us. He has full and absolute propriety in us, and

power over us. We are his, not our own, as much as any work of our

hands is ours. He may dispose of us as he pleases. Shall I not do with

my own as I will ? We are in his hands, as clay in the hands of the

potter ; he may form us for his use, or he may break us ; and none can say

unto him, What dost thou ? Now this is a just ground of fear, tpoZefon ii;
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i*iTo\v ro W uXXui inai. He that is in the power of another is fearful of

him. We are nothing so much in the power of any other, and therefore

should fear nothing like him, Mat. x. 28. It is perfect madness, such as

speaks the absence of
v
fear and wit, to retain that which will be a continual

offence and provocation to him, who may do with us what he list ; but this

you will do, this you will retain, if sin be not mortified, &c. The fear of

God, where it is, will not suffer this ; and there will be fear, where there is

a sense of his absolute dominion over us.

His righteousness. That is another ground of fear, Job xxxvii. 23, 24.

He will not afflict without just cause, but he will afflict where there is such

cause. He renders to every one according to his works. The rule by which

he proceeds is his law, and his proceeding according to that law is his right-

eousness. He is able, as we shewed before, and he is willing. His righteous-

ness makes him willing to express his displeasure, when he has just occasion

;

and occasion he will ever have till sin be mortified. So that the neglect of this

will lay you continually under imminent danger, drjXov or/ fiovXovrai re

xai Bwuvrai uisn re syyug sisl roZ ttoisTj, Arist. ibid. That which any are willing

and able to do, is ready to be done ; so that God's displeasure is always in

preecinctu, always ready to break out against you
;
yea, more and more of

it, than has yet seized on you, while sin is unmortified. If there be any

fear of God, or his displeasure, it will quicken you to the mortifying of it.

And where there is a due sense of his righteousness and justice, there will

be this fear.

The goodness of God also should excite this fear, and gives it a most
advantageous rise in any ingenuous temper, Hosea iii. 5. Those that have

tasted how gracious the Lord is, and have had experience of his infinite

goodness, will be afraid to dishonour, offend, or provoke him, else they are

of a base, disingenuous spirit. The highest expressions of goodness and
mercy should raise this fear of offending to the height, Ps. exxx. 4 ; even

common favours oblige the soul to such a fear, Jer. v. 24, Ps. lxxii. 5, and iv.

Has the Lord forgiven those injuries and affronts, against which his just

indignation might have flamed forth for ever ? And shall I harbour that

which will again affront and provoke him ? An ingenuous spirit recoils from

this as a thing frightful and shameful. Does he withhold no good thing from

me ? And would he have me but to part with sin, to put away this one thing

for his sake, as that which his soul hates ? And shall I not get this put

away ? This is fearful disingenuousness. The goodness, the forgiveness,

yea, the common bounty of God, is apt and proper to beget, in those who are

acted by the free Spirit of Christ, such a fear as will be the death of sin.

The judgments of God. These, indeed, are not the first, nor the principal

grounds of the fear of God ; but yet, in their place and order, even those

should teach us that fear of the Lord which hastens on the work of mortifi-

cation ; and if we learn it not thereby, those judgments are not duly improved

by us, Ps. cxix. 118-120, and Eph. iii. 5, 7 ; and that none may suspect it

to be a legal temper, Rev. xv. 3. This should be the effect of judgments
upon others ; much more, when they are amongst and on ourselves, and we
involved in them, according to that, Luke xxiii. 40. It is the voice of severe

proceedings to every of us ; wilt thou not set thyself against sin, when
it has brought thee into the same condemnation ? When God is smiting

sin with the sword of justice, he teaches us, and, as it were, guides our

hands to wound it with the weapons of mortification. Shall we dare to spare

it or harbour it, when we see God himself severely prosecuting it ? If we
fear God, we will not dare to do it ; and when will we fear, if not when he

appears terrible ? We should learn righteousness by his judgments, Isa.
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xxvi. 9 ; and mortifying of sin is the first part of this lesson, without which
the other can never be learned to purpose.

Make use both of those other perfections of God and also of his judgments,
to possess you with awful apprehensions of God ; and walk under the sense

and power of such apprehensions, so as they may influence you in your act-

ings and endeavours against sin, for the purging of it out, and getting of it

taken away. The fear of God is destructive of sin; it will not suffer you to

think yourselves safe, unless sin be mortified.

(5.) Mortifying means, those which the Lord has appointed for this end.

Make use of those weapons wherewith the Scriptures furnish you ; use them
daily, carefully, conscientiously, diligently ; let it be the business and design

of your lives. Look upon it as part of your work every day, and make
account you have not done the work which God calls you to, and employs
you in every day, if you have not done something against sin. Every day
should help on the work of mortification, but especially days of affliction

;

then, if ever, the work should go on apace, otherwise they will be days of

blackness indeed.

Let this be your chief care, as being your great concernment. Make con-

science of it, as that which you are highly obliged to ; and what you do

against sin, do it with all your might, with all diligence. Imitate the

apostle, 1 Cor. ix. 26. Paul did not use such weapons as were only for

exercise, such as they call lusoria; he did not make a flourish, and only beat

the air, with an intent only to shew his skill, not to hurt his adversary; he
did not ventilare, but pugnare; he did fight in good earnest, as for life and
death ; his weapons were such whereby he might kill sin, and get it quite

subdued, ver. 27.

More particularly, [1.] make use of the word. That is a most powerful

engine for the overthrowing of sin ; it is called ' the sword of the Spirit,' and

the Lord has put it into your hands on purpose to do execution upon sin.

It is one of those weapons which are ' not carnal, but mighty through God
to the pulling down of sin's strongholds, casting down imaginations, and

every high thing that exalteth itseif against the knowledge of God, and

bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ,' 2 Cor.

x. 4, 5.

Every part of the word is powerful, and should be made use of for this

purpose.

First, Commands ; such as that, Isa. i. 16 ; and that, Col. iii. 5. There

is authority in such commands, engaging us to fight when we would draw

back, or loiter, or spare ourselves ; and so sin is cut off from the advantages

it might here gain upon us.

And there is encouragement in them. They are like the voice of a general,

calling on his troops to charge; this rouses their courage and spirits, espe-

cially when they know he will second them, and is never wont to come off

without victory.

And there is a virtue goes along with the commands, to a heart that will

comply therewith, empowering to do what is commanded. It is not a bare,

empty word ; but a word of power and efficacy, through the concurrence and

assistance of the Spirit enabling to do what it enjoins :
' He said, Let there

be light, and there was light,' his word effected what he said ;
' He sent out

his word, and healed them,' Ps. cvii. 2 ;
' He commanded, and it w^as done,'

Ps. xxxiii. 9. His commands to us will be as effectual, through the working

of his Spirit and power, when we make due use of them.

Let the command be often in your minds
;
lay your hearts and consciences

under the authority of it ; comply with it, as if you heard his voice, and had
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it from his own mouth ; as though you heard him thereby calling on you to

charge, as though you saw him ready to second you, and make you assuredly

victorious by his successful conduct. Remember, it is he that calls upon

you, who will stand by you, and make you more than conquerors, if you

flinch not, and betray not yourselves.

Secondly, The threatenings. These are as a sacrificing knife at the throat

of sin, as corrosives, threatenings against sin. These shew it is condemned

to die ;
they are the sentence of death passed by the Lord upon it ; and

hence you may be assured he is ready to assist you in the execution.

Threatenings against those who do not mortify it: Rom. viii. 13, if you do

not die to the flesh, you shall die. A threatening believed and applied

close to the heart, and kept there by serious and severe thoughts of it,

deads the heart to sin. It quells inclinations to it
;
quashes thoughts of

harbouring or sparing it ; confutes all the promises and flattering pretences

of sin, by which it pleads for life and further entertainment ; makes them

appear to be lies and delusions ; and shews, that not what sin offers or

makes fair show of, but the quite contrary, will come to pass, and must be

expected ; and so cuts oft' all hopes and expectations of any true pleasure,

or real advantage, or anything else desirable, to be had by sin ; by which

hopes it maintains itself, and is kept alive in deluded souls. And when
these expectations are given up, and these hopes expire, the heart of sin is

broken, and the heart of the sinner dies to it ; and so far as the heart dies

to it, so far sin is mortified, for its life is bound up therein. There is enough

iu the threatening so to embitter sin as no delight can be taken in it ; it

holds forth the wrath and displeasure of God as that which will be the issue

of sin, instead of any advantage which it deceitfully offers, and so leaves you

not the sight of anything for which sin should be suffered to live ; but shews

all reason why it should die, presses the soul against it, enforces and hastens

to the execution of it. Even in the heat of temptation, a threatening

duly apprehended and thought on would be as water to a kindling fire; it

checks it, damps it at first, and continuing to pour it on, in fine, will extin-

guish it.

Believe but the threatening, and you will not believe, you will not regard

what sin pleads for its life. The reason why it escapes and is forborne, is

because we believe sin rather than God ; the threatening, if mixed with faith,

would lead sin to execution, without delay, without mercy.

Thirdly, The promises. These contribute much to the mortifying of sin,

2 Peter i. 4, 2 Cor. vii. 1. The promises have not only the force of an

argument, but a real efficacy to this purpose
;
they have a powerful influence

upon the children of promise, in their engagements against sin. These raise

their spirits, heighten their courage, inspire them with resolution ; and how
much courage and resolution will prevail, even in those who are overpowered

with strength and numbers, the world is full of experiments. These give

them full assurance of divine assistance, of present relief when they are dis-

tressed, of all refreshment when they are ready to faint, and of a glorious

issue of the conflict in victory and triumph. Here they may have a vision

of the Lord of hosts engaging with them ; of the Captain of their salvation,

Jesus, ever victorious, leading them on ; and of his Spirit teaching their

hands to war and their fingers to fight the Lord's battles ; such as are so

unquestionably. In them you may hear the voice of God himself, speaking

to you comfortable and encouraging words indeed, Isa. xli. 10-15.

Here is ground enough of confidence that we shall overcome, if we endea-

vour it. And then what glorious things they are assured of who overcome !

Rev. ii. 7, 17 and iii. 5, 12, 21. Here is enough, considered and believed,
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to strengthen the weak hands and the feeble knees, and to raise the faintest

to such a height of courage as will bear down all opposition.

And further, the promises out-bid what sin would bribe us with to spare

it ; and shews that in comparison there is nothing it tempts us with bat

trifles, shadows, and vain empty shows ; that it would defeat us of the

inestimable treasures in the mines of the great and precious promises, and
put us off with a feather or a bauble ; and so they engage us to proceed

against it, as an unparalleled cheat and a pernicious deceiver.

[2. J Cut off the provisions of sin. Those by which it is nourished and
maintained, kept in life and strength, and enabled to hold out against you.

When an enemy is strongly seated, so as there is no storming nor under-

mining him, the way to subdue him is to fire his stores, cut off his water,

intercept his convoys and provisions. Such a course should you take against

sin ; if you would subdue it, you must starve it, Rom. xiii. 14. Observe

what it is that kindles lust, maintains sensuality, upholds worldliness,

nourishes pride, or any other evil that you are subject to, and let these be

removed. Gratify not your corruptions herein, and you take the course to

starve them. Take away the fuel, and the fire will go out.

Use 2. For information. From hence we may give an account why
troubles and afflictions befall the people of God. This is it which has much
amazed both those that were acquainted with God, and the heathen too ;

that those who are best meet with hard measures in this life. But con-

sidering that those who are best are not perfect, and that there is a mixture

of evil in those that are good, and that afflictions are the means to free them
from that evil, it need be no wonder that the best are afflicted. The providence

of God is not hereby impeached, but rendered more glorious ; the wisdom and
goodness of it is herein conspicuous. It is not because the Lord regards not

human affairs, or cares not what befalls his creatures, but because he has a

special care of his people, and sees it needful, considering what the com-

plexion of their souls is by reason of sin, to exercise them with afflictions.

He does it not without cause, he has a design therein suitable to his infinite

wisdom. This end is expressed in the text ; it is to purge their iniquity,

& c. Sin is as rust upon their spirits, it must be filed off, and this cannot

be done ordinarily without sharp tools. There is chaff mixed with the wheat,

corruption with their graces ; there needs a rough wind to separate them.

There is dross in the best metal, there needs a furnace or a fining pot to work

it out. There are distempers in their souls, which impair their health, and
endanger spiritual life ; there is need of physic to purge them out. Afflic-

tions are such physic, administered by the great physician of souls for this

end, that hereby their iniquity may be purged.

2. And from hence we may give an account why their afflictions are their

ordinary fare ; so that it is the complaint of some, which was the Psalmist's,

lxxiii. 14, ' All the day long have I been plagued, and chastened every

morning.' Sickly tempers must have a physical diet ; to purge spring and

fall will scarce secure some from the malignity of their distempers. The
Lord knows our frame, and sees what is usually needful for every temper ;

and when he afflicts most frequently, he does no more than needs must, than

he sees requisite for the purging of sin.

3. We may see also from hence why the troubles of the righteous are

many, and why they are grievous. It is because less is not enough to attain

the end. A gentle purge will not move every body, and that which works

not may do more hurt than good. A wise physician will give that which

will work, though it make his patient sick at heart in working. Is it not

better he should do it than let him die ? A father that will not have his
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child undone will give many stripes, when fewer will not serve the turn.

When a slower fire will not serve the refiner's end, he heats the furnace

hotter and hotter. The people of God are not ' in heaviness through mani-

fold temptations,' but ' if need be ;' as the apostle expresses it, 1 Peter i. G.

And need there is, if fewer and easier will not purge our iniquity.

4. We may learn also from hence why troubles and afflictions are con-

tinued, and drawn out to a great length, why means for removing them are

ineffectual, and hopes of deliverance is blasted. Why is the metal kept long

in the fire, but because it is not soon refined ? The Lord ' afflicts not

willingly, nor grieves the children of men ;
' he delights not to protract our

troubles ; it is we that prolong them, because we continue unpurged, unre-

fined, unmortified. He shews us the way to shorten, and put an end to

them quickly. Let us but comply with his design, and get our iniquity purged,

&c, and deliverance will come speedily. The God of our salvation will

come, and will not tarry. It is we that make him slow, and obstruct the

way of deliverance ; and if we should still delay, if he should cause our car-

cases to fall in the wilderness, if he should cause us to consume our days in

troubles, it is because, Jer. vi. 29, ' the bellows are burnt, the lead is con-

sumed by the fire,' but we are not purged.

Use 3. For instruction. If the end of afflictions be the purging of iniquity,

this teaches,

1. Patience and contentment under afflictions. No reason to murmur
or repine, or to give way to any sallies of impatience, or expressions of

discontent, whatever our troubles be, how many, how sharp, how long soever.

Will you not be content the Lord should cure you, and proceed in that

method which his wisdom sees best and most effectual for that purpose ?

While you are under afflictions, you are under cure ; and is it not better to be

under cure, though the method seem unpleasing, than to be left languishing

under soul distempers without remedy ? Such lancing is painful. Oh, but

what is the end of it ? It is not to let out your blood, but to let out your
corruption. Should you not be content to submit to any course of physic

to free you from desperate distempers, when infinite wisdom prescribes it

too? ' The cup that my Father gives me,' &c, John xviii. 11. What though

it be a cup of trembling, and flesh and blood shrinks at it? Yet it is a Father

that mingled it. Though the ingredients be bitter, they are wholesome. It

is to free you from the danger of deadly poison ; such poison is that iniquity

which the Lord hereby is purging out. He is hereby whipping out of you
that folly which is bound up in your hearts. Oh, that is a foolish child

indeed, of no understanding, who had rather have his folly than the rod,

that had rather be ruined than smart a little.

2. Cheerfulness under afflictions. Let not your spirits sink under them,

though they may be heavy and tedious. Bear up cheerfully ; faint not when
you are rebuked, fall not into despondency. Look to the Lord's end in all

severe proceedings
;

though affliction in itself be grievous, yet the end
thereof is not so, that is matter of joy rather, 2 Cor. iv. 16. What though

the receipt be bitter, it is to make me well; it is to heal my languishing and
diseased soul ; it is to purge out that which is my greatest misery.

3. Thankfulness. If the Lord should correct us merely for his pleasure,

we ought to be contented ; but since he chastens us for our profit, we ought

to be thankful. Oh what cause is there of thankfulness, when we are

assured that we are chastened of the Lord, that we may not be condemned
with the world ; that he chastens us that we may be thereby freed from that

corruption for which the world will be condemned, and which would be our

condemnation also if it were not purged out ; to chasten us, to make us
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smart a little
;
thereby to free us from the greatest, the most dreadful, the

most deadly evil ; to free us from sin, an evil incomparably worse than the

extremity of all outward sufferings ; and to free us from condemnation, in

comparison of which all the calamities of this life are but as the prick of a

pin. Oh, who would not be thankful for such a cure in such a way ! The
most afflicted condition on earth, ordered for the purging of sin, is incom-

parably a greater mercy than the most prosperous and flourishing condition

in the world with an unpurged soul. Oh bless the Lord for those wounds,

how deep soever they pierce into your estates, health, liberty ; if they let

out the corruption of your hearts, if they take away your sin, you will see

cause to bless the Lord for them to eternity.

4. To love the Lord. Even his chastening of us should provoke to love

him ; for he afflicts us not to satisfy his anger, but to do us good ; to purge

our iniquity, i. e. to free us from the very worst of evils. So that he afflicts

us not as an enemy, but as a father; not because he hates us, and would be

revenged of us, but because he loves us, and would render us capable of

more and greater expressions of his love, by freeing us from that which

renders us unlovely, and abstracts the current of his loving-kindness. Herein

are those affectionate expressions verified, ' As many as I love,' &c. So
infinite is his love, that it breaks forth where we could least expect it, even

in judgment he remembers mercy; even when we think him most angry,

when he makes us smart, he is expressing love ; he is taking away our sin,

and therewith our misery. Now, love calls for love again :
' We love him,

because he loved us first.' We are obliged to love him, wherever he shews

love to us. If we love not him that we find loves us, we are worse than

publicans ; for they, the worst of sinners, do so.

Oh let us love him, not only because he spares us, because he showers

down mercies on us, because he sent his Son to die and suffer for us, but

because he makes us suffer, because he afflicts out of so much love as to take

away our sin. Oh he has not such a love for the world, as he has for his

children, when he seems most severe in afflicting them.

5. To trust him. He has declared that by this our iniquity shall be

purged, that this is his end and design in afflicting. Let us then believe

that this is his end, and that it shall be accomplished ; let us believe that

it shall be to his afflicted people according to his word, that by this our

iniquity shall be purged, that ' this shall be the fruit to take away our sin.'

A soul that duly values so great a mercy, as the subduing of his iniquity,

and the mortifying of his sins, will be ready to say, Oh, if I were but sure

that this would be the issue of my sufferings and afflictions, I should not

only be patient and contented with them, but would be cheerful under them,

and thankful for them, and love the Lord for inflicting them. But this is

my fear, they will not have this effect upon me. Why, but what assurance

can you desire to encourage your faith, and to secure you from this distrust-

ful fear, more than is here given you ? You have for it the word of him who
is truth itself, on his part ; heaven and earth shall perish, rather than one

tittle of it shall fail of performance, if you be not wanting to yourselves ; if

you walk in the way laid open to you, and use the means I have given an

uccount of ; if you wait on the Lord, and keep his way, assuredly his word

will be made good, ' By this shall your iniquity be purged ; and this shall

be the fruit, to take away your sin.'



THE CONVICTION OF HYPOCRITES.

Mayiy will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy

name ? and in thy name have cast out devils ? and in thy name done many
wonderful works ? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you :

depart from me, ye that work iniquity.—Mat. VII. 22, 23.

These words are part of Christ's sermon on the mount. The latter part

of it he applies for conviction, the conviction of hypocrites, those that pre-

tend to be what they are not. These are of three sorts

:

1. These are so apparently, both to themselves and others, who pretend

they are Christians, but are so no further than in outward profession. They
bear the name, but express not the thing ; such as the apostle speaks of,

who profess they know God, &c, Tit. i. 16 ; profess they love Christ, but

in their actions crucify him ; live in known sins, in visible wickedness : so

as their own consciences may testify to themselves, and their conversations

do testify to others, they are no Christians indeed
;
they have nothing of

the reality, and they are a reproach to the name. There is a visible con

tradiction betwixt the words whereby they profess it, and their actions and

practices.

2. Some are so apparently to themselves, but not to others. Those wh
have the outward lineaments, but want the soul of Christianity ; and either

are, or easily may be, conscious to it. Such an hypocrite is a stage-player

in Christianity. He outwardly acts the part of a Christian, has his words,

and garb, and gestures, and actions ; but look within him, and he is quite

another thing. The description of hypocrites which Christ gives us, agrees

exactly to him : outwardly he is like a whited sepulchre, but within full of

dead bones and rottenness. He has a form of godliness, but denieth the

power thereof.

3. Those that are so apparently neither to themselves nor others, but are

so really, and in the sight of God. They may account themselves sincere

Christians, for some slight resemblance ; and they may be so accounted by

others, for their outward conformity to the laws of Christ, and yet in Christ's

account they may be workers of iniquity, such as he will not own hereafter

as his people. Of this last sort are the hypocrites in the text. He spoke

these words for the conviction of such, and so we shall endeavour to handle

them. In pursuance hereof, we observe three things : 1, their presump-

YOL. II. Q
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tion ; 2, their plea
; 3, their doom. Their presumption

;
they persuade

themselves that heaven is theirs. They put in their plea for it at the bar of

Christ
;
argue with him as though it were not equal, not just, that they

should be excluded, so confident are they of salvation. Hence,

Obs. Many think themselves sure of heaven, when it is sure they shall

never come there. Many are persuaded they shall enter into heaven, whom
Christ is resolved to shut out of it. This is clearly implied in the text

;
yet

because it is but implied, I shall not much insist on it ; and it is not that

which I principally aimed at. Only it will be necessary to take notice of the

grounds of this woful mistake, that they may be avoided. And they are

such as these

:

(1.) Ignorance and inadvertency. There are many who know not, or at

least consider not, what is necessary to bring a soul to heaven ; where the way
lies, and what Christ requires of those that would enter into it. They con-

sider not that there must be regeneration ; that ' unless a man be born

again, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God ;' that there must be a new
creation ; that the new Jerusalem is only for new creatures. There must

be an universal change in"every part of the soul, in the whole course of then-

lives ; that old things must pass away, and all things become new ; new
heart, and new way. There must be a holiness in the life, growth, power,

and exercise of it ; that ' without holiness no man shall see the Lord.'

There must be self-denial ; a denying of their own wisdom, will, humour,

interests. A renouncing of the world
;
they must be crucified to the world ;

they understand scarce what it is to be crucified. Mortification
;
they must

mortify the flesh with the affections and lusts ; die daily. A taking up the

cross : that if any man will come after Christ, that it may cost him tears,

sighs, bonds, imprisonment, his estate, his relations, his limbs, his blood,

his life, and all ; that he must be fully resolved to be at the expense,

whenever there is occasion ; that it requires all diligence, 2 Pet. i. ; that he

must strive, and break through all difficulty, what sweat and toil soever it

cost to crowd in, Luke xiii. 24 ; that he must wrestle, employ all his strength,

Eph. vi. 12. ; that he must run, put out all his might, so run as he may
obtain ; that he must fight, be in a continual war, fight the good fight

;

that he must beat his body, 1 Cor. ix. 27 ; that he must take heaven by
force, if he will have it. If they did know and consider this, they would not

be confident of heaven, when they are strangers to these things which are

required of all those for whom heaven is intended.

(2.) Neplitfence, slothfuhiess. If they know these things, yet will not take

the pains to examine their state by them, they will not be at the trouble to

compare their hearts with the rule. They will not spare a few hours seriously

to inquire whether they come up to what the word requires.

Alas, for the wretched carelessness of men as to their own souls, and then-

everlasting state ! One that seriously observes, would think that the greatest

part of people amongst us are either atheists or madmen ; either they believe

not that there is a God, or that the Scriptures are his word ; or that their

souls are immortal ; or that there is a state of everlasting misery or happi-

ness for every one after death ; or that there are evidences in the word, by
which they may know whether they shall be eternally damned or saved. Either

they believe not these things, and so are plain atheists ; or if they believe

there is such a God, and such a soul, and such an eternal state, and such a

word wherein they may have directions to know whether their souls are

bound for heaven or hell, would they not make use of these directions ?

Would they not spare some hours to examine seriously whether heaven or

hell be their portion ? Would they not do this presently ? Would they not do
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it seriously, as a matter of eternal life or death requires, if they were not mad-
men indeed, if they were not quite bereaved of all spiritual sense and reason ?

No ; rather than they will thus trouble themselves, they will take it upon
trust that they shall go to heaven, when, alas, they have no ground for a

trust but what Satan suggests, or their own deceitful hearts prompts them
;

and thus they hang the whole weight of eternity upon a cobweb ; and thus

they pin the everlasting concernments of their souls upon a shadow, as

though it would hang there safe enough, where it can have no hold at all.

Would any do this but a madman ? What ! trust without trial in a matter
of eternal consequence to body and soul. What need I put myself to this

trouble ? I will trust God with my soul, say some ; what need I take any
care further ? But alas, wretched creature ! this is not to trust God, but to

trust Satan with the soul ; and oh what a woful account will he give thee of

it one day ! Now, when men are so careless of their souls, when thpy will

not trouble themselves to inquire after their eternal state, no wonder if they

be so wofully mistaken as to promise themselves heaven, when nothing but
hell is reserved for them.

(3.) Self-love. This possesses men with a good conceit of themselves, a

good opinion of their souls' condition ; so that if they come to examine their

state, or be called to try it in the public ministry, they come to the work
prepossessed. Self-lore will not suffer them to deal impartially with their

souls
; they catch greedily at anything that seems to make for them, and

are careful to stave off everything that would make against them
;

or, if they

cannot yet put such a favourable construction on it, as partial men will do
when they are resolved to defend a bad cause, they look upon that word as

an enemy, that would shake the rotten pillars of a false hope. They deal

with it as the prophet did with the king's messenger, make sure to shut him
out. As self-love makes them flatter themselves, so they would have the

word of God to natter them ; they love not plain, searching, awakening
truths

;
they will have a good opinion of themselves, whatever be said to the

contrary. They say, as Laodicea, that they are ' rich and increased,' &c,
though Christ in the ministry say the contrary, they are ' poor, wretched,'

&c. Though this be plainly manifested, yet self-love makes them both
unable and unwilling to discern it. A blind man cannot judge of colours

;

and self-love blinds them, they cannot judge of the complexions of soul,

whether the features, the characters of heaven or hell be on it ; care not
for looking in a true glass lest the visage of their soul, if truly represented,

should trouble them. Satan blinds one eye, and self-love closes the other,

and the deceitfulness of sin seals both. No wonder if they call darkness
light, &c. ; no wonder if they fancy themselves in the way to heaven when
they are in the high road to hell. The blind leads the blind, you know what
will be the issue ; no wonder if when they think they shall be safe ashore in

heaven, and their feet near the very banks of happiness, at that very moment
they are falling into the ditch.

(4.) Misapprehensions of God. If light and conviction proceed so far as to

discover to a sinner that he comes short of the rule, and that what the word
calls for, as necessary to salvation, is not to be found in him ; if he cannot
misapprehend his own state any longer, rather than he will quit his vain

deceiving hopes, he will misapprehend God and think him more merciful
than the word represents him. It is true, says the sinner, in this case, the
rule is strict and the way to heaven seems to be strait, and much is required
of a sinner that he may be saved, and I am to seek in this or that ; but God
is merciful, and he may save me, though I find not this or that which seems
to be required. Though I allow myself in this or that sin, and fall into it
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now and then, why it is but a little one, and God is gracious, he is not so

strict and rigid as some would make him. What though I be not so strict i

and precise as some others, must none be saved but such as they ? God
(

forbid. Though I come not up to the rule, God is gracious, he may dispense 4

with me, I may be saved as well as the best of them.

But alas, poor deluded sinner ! if here be all thy hopes, thy case is

hopeless. Will God be so merciful as to contradict himself and go contrary k

to his word ? Will he shew thee so much mercy as to neglect his truth ? j

Will he save thee when he cannot do it without making himself a liar ? I

Doest thou not tremble to see that thou hast nothing to bear up thy hopes
j

of heaven but plain blasphemy ?

If thou find not what he requires as necessary to salvation, if he should I
save thee without it, he should deny himself, abandon his truth. Dost thou I

think he will make himself no God that he may make thee happy ? Oh,

how sad is thy case, when even as thyself has stated it, thou hast no hopes 1

of heaven, but upon such terms as the very thought of them deserves hell I
for ever

!

(5.) They have many vain and insufficient pleas for their salvation. (That I

leads me to the second part of the text.)

2. The hypocrite's plea. That is express. They have many things to I

allege for themselves why they should be admitted into heaven. Let us I

survey them a little.

Their first plea is in the word Lord : that includes much. It is of the I

like import as the same word, ver. 21. This denotes that they did acknow- I

ledge and pi-ofess Christ, acknowledge him as their Lord, and profess him I
zealously, so some explain it; or that they did pray unto him, that they I
prayed frequently and fervently, as the doubling of the word, Lord, Lord, I
intimates, and that they did believe on him as their Lord. They had some
faith, either of assent, affiance, or both. So Chrysostom and others. Vid.

Mahlonat.

Have u e not prophesied ? &c. Here is their next plea ; and prophesying

in Scripture is preaching: 1 Cor. xiv. 3, ' He that prophesieth speaketh unto

men, to edification, exhortation, consolation ;' or praying : Gen. xx. 7, ' He
is a prophet, and when he shall pray for thee ;' or singing: 1 Chron. xxv. 1,

so probably it may be taken, 1 Cor. xi. 5 ; or foretelling things to come

:

that is the ordinary acceptation of the word ; or for explaining the propheti-

cal writings.

Now, if we take it in its full latitude, their plea is fuller: they had

preached Christ, explained the prophecies concerning him ; they had prayed

to him, and sung his praises ; and by his Spirit had foretold things to come,

for the confirmation of his truth and doctrine.

And in thy name cast out devils. By the power of Christ they had dispos-

sessed Satan, and in a miraculous manner cast him out of those bodies that

he had possessed. And this was not the only wonder they had done for

Christ; they had done many more. And in thy name, they had done works

for him, many works, and many wonderful works ; not mira only, but mini-

cula; works truly and properly miraculous, beyond the whole power of nature.

Thus much they had done for Christ, and all this in his name, by his

authority, in his strength, for his glory. Whatever they intended, these

works did tend to glorify him in the world, and that eminently and extraor- 1

dinarily ; all this they allege for themselves, and they allege them truly. I

Christ objects not against the truth of their plea, but against the sufficiency

of it. Though all this was true, yet it was not enough to make them capable

of heaven, and there he excludes them.
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Obs. Many shall go far towards heaven, and yet never reach it. They
may go far in the ways of Christ, and yet miss heaven in the conclusion.

This is evident in the test. Here are many who had professed Christ, and

been zealous professors ; who professed him not in word only, but had really

worshipped him ; had been much in hearing, preaching, praying, praising

him. Nor did their religion consist only in outward acts, they had believed

on him too ; nor was their faith without works, it was accompanied with

many works, with many wonderful works ; and yet for all this, when they

shall come to allege these things at the day of judgment for their admission

into heaven, Christ tells us here that he will shut them out, he will disclaim

them, and profess to them that he knows them not, i. e. that he never loved

them, never approved them ; he will command them to depart from him, and
give them their portion with the workers of iniquity. There needs nothing

more for evidence to this truth. But the

Question here will be, How far may professors go in the ways of Christ,

and yet come short of heaven ?

I shall resolve this according to the method of the text, by endeavouring

to shew how far they may go both in ordinaries and estraordinaries.

1. In estraordinaries.

(1.) Revelations, dreams, visions. God may reveal himself by dreams
and visions. It is no peculiar privilege of the godly which is promised, Joel

ii. 28; Acts ii. 16, ' Your old men shall dream dreams,',and your young men
see visions.' For dreams, it is evident in Nebuchadnezzar, to whom the

revealer of secrets, as Daniel speaks, by dreams made known what should

be hereafter. His dream arose not from an ordinary cause, it was sent from

the Lord, the revealer of secrets. The subject of his dream was not ordinary,

but secrets and things future ; even the most remarkable acts of providence

that should come to pass to the end of the world : the rise, periods, and
revolutions of the world's monarchies, and the erecting of the kingdom of

Christ: the stone cut out without hands, Dan. ii. 34, which should crush all

the kingdoms of the world, and raise his throne upon their ruins. Here is

a remarkable revelation, almost comparable to any mentioned in Scripture.

Another you have, Dan. iv. 4, 5. Pharaoh also had a revelation by a dream.

Gen. sli. 25, 28 ; and when Saul complains that the Lord answered him not

either by dreams or prophets, it implies that he did reveal himself by these

before he was cast off, 1 Sam. ssviii. G. This is confirmed, Deut. siii. 1, 2.

For visions, we have a clear instance in Balaam, the wizard or enchanter,

who used to seek for enchantments, Num. xxiv. 1 ; even to him did the Lord
reveal himself by visions. God came unto him, chap. xxii. 9, and conferred

with him, and revealed to him both what he should say, and what he should

do, ver. 12, 20. He had the vision of an angel, ver. 31. So chap, xxiii. 4, 5,

God met Balaam, and put a word into his mouth. Two several immediate

revelations we have in that chapter, and two, chap. xxiv. whereto the pre-

face is observable : ver. 23, ' The Spirit of God came upon him, and Balaam
took up his parable, and said, The man whose eyes are opened,' &c, ' which

heard the words of God, which saw the vision of the Almighty, falling into

a trance, but having his eyes opened
;

' and ver. 1G, 1 Which knew the

knowledge of the Almighty.'

(2.) The gift of prophecy. Those whom Christ shuts out of his kingdom,

and will take no notice of them, and had this plea for themselves, ' In thy

name have we prophesied.' It is known that Saul was at best but an

hypocrite, yet, 1 Sam. x, 10, 19, 23, 'the Spirit of the Lord came upon

him, and he prophesied.' Hence the proverb, • Is Saul also among the

prophets ?
' And there is scarce a clearer prophecy of Christ at such a dis-
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tance than that of Balaam's, Num. xxiv. 16, whore he also foretells the ruin

of several nations, Moab, Edom, Amalek, the Kenites, Assyrians, and

Romans, and who should ruin them, which the event has proved true,

1 Kings xiii. 21, 22.

(3.) The power to work miracles. They may do signs and wonders, heal

all diseases, cast out devils, yea, it is possible for them to remove moun-
tains. For proof, see Deut. xiii. 1, 2, 'If there arise amongst yon a

prophet, or a dreamer of dreams, and gives thee a sign or a wonder, and the

sign or the wonder come to pass, saying, Let us go after other gods.' Idolaters

may do these. They may also cast out devils. This they plead whom
Christ will not own :

' In thy name have we cast out devils, and in thy name
done many wonderful works,' Mat. vii. 22. Yet what they were appears by
Christ's profession, ver. 23, ' Depart from me, ye that work iniquity.' The
children of the unbelieving Jews had power to cast out devils, as appears by

Christ's question, by what power they cast them out. Mat. xii. 24, 27.

The disciples tell Christ they saw one casting out devils in his name, and

rebuked him. That it is possible for those who are not godly to have a

miraculous faith, so as to remove mountains, is evident, 1 Cor. xiii. 2, for

we cannot suppose the apostle would argue from an impossibility. But we
need not make use of suppositions, since it is express that Judas had power

to work miracles; for, Mat. x. 1, ' Christ called his twelve disciples,' whereof

Judas was one, ' and gave them power against unclean spirits, and to heal

all manner of sickness, and all manner of diseases.' We cannot doubt but

Judas was one, since he is named amongst them, ver. 4 and Mark iii. 17,

immediately after Judas named, he adds :
' These twelve Jesus sent forth, and

commanded them to heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast

out devils : freely ye have received,' &c.

(4.) The gift of tongues : 1 Cor. xiii. 1, ' Though I speak with the tongue of

men and angels.' Donum Unguarum in summo gradu quale esset, si quis omnibus

Unguis loqui possit. For these are not saving gifts, and therefore may be

given to those who shall never be saved.

By the way, observe a delusion in those who prefer these before saving

graces, and by the appearance of those will be drawn to embrace errors

;

whereas it is wholesome advice, which we find in the epistle to Hero,

ascribed to Ignatus, era; o "kiym cragti ra biartray'Ahoc, xav a~i6-iG7o: p, xu*

ffTj/is/a To;r, y.av *gof>»jriv5), A-jxog eoi ipaiviaOui. And after, xav i^aywA) rot

inrugxpvra KruyjiTg, xav o^Tj (Lidioru, xav naoab-jj to cZi;j.o. eig xalaiv, effrai a'i

fibsX-jxrog.

2. In ordinaries.

(1.) In knowledge they may go far. This we may discover in the text

;

it is included in the word prophesy ; for whether we take it for teaching and

publishing the truth, or foretelling things to come, it necessarily supposes

and imports knowledge. And this knowledge may be,

[1.] Great for the extent of it. It may reach many truths that are out

of the reach of many sincere Christians. Their minds may grasp more of

truth than the understanding of others is capable of
;
may admit more light

than others can let in. They may dig further into the mines of truth, and
make greater discoveries. No question Judas knew more than many of those

he preached to, though we may suppose some of them sincerely converted.

If he had not known more than his hearers, he had not been, bibaxnxog, apt to

teach, fit to be their teacher. And Christ, who would have this to be observed

as a qualification in those that we choose, would not himself choose one

destitute of it.

k
But that their knowledge may be exceeding great, the apostle puts it out
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of question, 1 Cor. xiii. All knowledge they may have, and yet want charity

(saving grace), and have nothing that accompanies salvation, ver. 9 ; all, i. e.

knowledge in a high degree, of a large extent. They may know not only all neces-
sary truths, those that are vital and radical, being the foundation of religion,

but those which raise the structure, and tend to edifying
;
nay, those which

are for the finishing and completing of an intelligent Christian, which tend to

make liim a thoroughly furnished and accomplished man as to his intellectuals.

All knowledge is a large expression, and will reach thus far and farther,

without stretching; he may far outgo a true saint in the largeness and extent
of his knowledge

; know much more clear and evident, solid and convincing.
He may apprehend truth not only truly, but clearly, distinctly, evidently ;

so as the clearness of his conceptions may convince his conscience, and
satisfy his judgment of the truth he apprehends. His notions may appear
in his mind with such a clear ray of evidence as may scatter all doubt, leave

no room for question or contradiction. He may be able to convey his notions
clearly to others, so as to convince and satisfy them. A sincere soul, as to

many things, may be much in the dark compared with him.
Such a clear, convincing knowledge may be in them who apostatise, &c,

Heb. vi. 4. These expressions, which the Arminians would have to be so
many characters of true believers, that thereby they may prove the apostasy
of the saints, may all be applied to Balaam, a wizard, and no saint. The
Holy Ghost ascribes the like things to him.

Enlightened. ' The man whose eyes are opened,' Num. xxiv., ' who knew
the knowledge of the Almighty,' ver. 16 ;

' tasted of the heavenly gift,' i. e.

of Christ. Unbelievers may taste him, believers only feed upon him. Balaam
had some foretastes, some foresight of Christ ; for he prophesied of him,
and that as clearly as any at such distance. ' Partakers of the Holy Ghost

:

'

the Spirit of God came upon him, ver. 2, 3. The gift of prophecy :
' tasted

of the good word of God.' He had tasted of the gospel, the best word of
God ; his prophecy is evangelical, a prophecy of Christ ;

good, because it

brings good tidings of great joy. ' Powers of the world to come ;
' hence

his desire, ' Let me die the death of the righteous,' Heb. x. 26, luiymeig;
alter they have made such a clear discovery of the truth as convinces judg-
ment and conscience, and brings it to an acknowledgment that it is the truth,

and worthy of acceptation, entertainment, approbation ; and yet for all this

clear knowledge they are evidently hypocrites, else they could not sin that

sin, nor incur that doom.

[2.] Divine as to the object of it; divine matter. They may have great

and clear knowledge of the things of God, of the truths of Christ, of the

doctrine of the gospel ; not only of those truths that are more common and
obvious, but of the more mysterious and subtle parts thereof, those which
are called the mysteries of the kingdom, arcana imperii: Mat. xiii. 11, ' To
you it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven.' Mysteries
of God: 1 Cor. iv. 1, 'Let a man account of us, as of the ministers of

Christ, and stewards of the mysteries of God.' The apostle's discourse,

1 Cor. xiii. 2, implies that he who has no true grace, may know all mys-
teries, all gospel mysteries. Mi/sterium est sacrum arcanum, a divine secret

;

such as could not have been known but by divine revelation ; such as no
light of nature, no human understanding, could have ever reached, had they

not been brought down by the Spirit of revelation. He may see far into

these mysteries ; he may have access unto the most retired of those secrets

;

he may wade far into the deep things of God, as if all were fordable. Those
things which are bvavorira, difficult to others, may be easy to him.
As for speculative points, there is no question. They may soar aloft in
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those notions, and be as eagles in the clouds, when a sincere soul may flag,

never rise to so high a pitch, and be more apt to admire them than able to

follow them.

As for truths questioned, intricate controversies, they may decide them
with clearness and satisfaction, when others do not understand the terms,

or think the arguments against the truth unanswerable, or are nonplussed,

and gravelled in the difficulty and abstruseness of the things.

As for practicals, they may resolve those cases of conscience with ease

and evidence, when an upright heart is sadly entangled, and sees no clear

or safe way out.

As for experimentals, though they have but this knowledge at the second
hand, yet they may have more at the second than those of experience have
at the first. By experimental discourses, and conversing with experienced

Christians, they may come to great attainments in this kind. They may
draw the lineaments of a new creature so exactly, and to the life, as though
they had a pattern thereof in their own souls. They may give such an
account of the work of grace, as you may think they were transcribing their

own hearts, and that their expressions were but copies of some original

there. They may hold forth the conflicts betwixt the flesh and the spirit,

as though the combat were in their own quarters, as though they had really

felt some such thing as you hear. They may express the actings of grace

in such and such a duty, such an occasion, under such a temptation, in such

a manner, as you would think nothing could teach them, but their own
experience. They may have the exact idea, the true notion of these things

in their heads, when there is nothing of all this in their hearts.

As for textual divinity, the understanding of the Scriptures, they may
excel herein. They may overcome those difficulties, which some obscure

places make impassable and unfordable to others. They may understand

not only the words and phrases, and so become masters of the letter of the

Scripture ; but they may, with a great sagacity, find out the sense and
meaning of the Holy Ghost, and may outstrip many herein who have the

Holy Spirit dwelling in them. The apostle's expression, all mysteries, will, I

think, bear me out in all this, if experience did not witness it. And, indeed,

being on a ticklish point, in a slippery place, I will not venture to go with-

out bold ; and that which I will lean upon all along shall be Scripture, in

its expression or consequences, or else clear reason and experience. They
may, with a great happiness, find out the meaning of prophecies, which are

for the most part the darkest parts of Scripture ; for in the text it is said,

' Have we not prophesied?' and 1 Cor. xiii. 2. And if they may have the

gift of prophecy to foretell things to come, which is rarer and further out of

our reach, sure they may have the gift of prophecy to explain what is fore-

told, this being more common and ordinary.

[3.] Spiritual as to the author of it, such as proceeds from the Spirit of

God. They may attain their knowledge, not only by their pains and
industry in searching after it, not only by reading, study, conference, &c.

;

but the Holy Spirit may dart this light into them, either in the use of means
or immediately, Heb. vi. Those who were never in a saving condition, are

said to be enlightened. And who it was that enlightened them, we may
learn by another clause in that verse, ' partakers of the Holy Ghost.' They
partaked of the Holy Ghost, because they were partakers of the light, and

other gifts and operations of the Holy Ghost. They did partake of him, as

he communicated himself to them, and this was one way he enlightened

them ; not only in a common way, as all light and knowledge in the world

may be said to come from the Father of light, and as Christ is said to
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enlighten every man that comes into the world, viz., by implanting in their

minds that light which we call natural, and with a common concurrence with

the endeavours of those that are industrious, helping them to an increase and

improvement of that light : for this he vouchsafes, as he is God and Governor

of the world. But he enlightens them in a more special and peculiar manner

(though not the most peculiar) as he is Mediator, and the great Prophet of

his church, sending his Spirit (in the execution of his prophetical office) to

spread abroad a divine light in the minds of some who enjoy the gospel,

whereby they may discover the deep things of God. The Spirit of God
may come upon such a man as Balaam, or Saul, or Caiaphas, and may
shine into their souls, if not ordinarily now with a prophetical light, yet

with an evangelical light, to discover to them the secrets of Christ, and the

mysteries of the gospel, and the things of the world to come. You have ail

these in that verse : the gift of God, i.e. Christ, as some ; and the word of

God, i.e. there is the precious mysteries of the gospel, &c. They may
partake of the Holy Ghost, and be thereby so enlightened as to see these

things, and so see them as to taste them
;
they may by this light discover

the excellency, goodness, sweetness, of these things, so clearly and convinc-

ingly as if they did taste them. Such a light, such a knowledge, they may
have from the Spirit of Christ, in that respect a spiritual knowledge, and yet

have their portion in outer darkness.

[4.] Operative. Their knowledge may be in great measure effectual ; it

may have a mighty efficacy both upon their souls and lives, both upon heart

and affections, and upon their conversation ; it may have an influence both

upon inward and outward man, powerful to change both in some degree.

The inward efficacy of it may be clearly collected from that of James ii. 19.

The devils have such a clear knowledge of God as they cannot but believe

what they know ; and this knowledge, which brings them to believe, makes

them tremble ; here is the efficacy of it, it works fear and horror. Now why
knowledge may not work this in men as well as devils, I apprehend not ; and

why it may not work other affections as well as fear, no reason can be

assigned ; and I shall shew how the affections in particular may be moved, in

the next head.

Now since this knowledge may have such power upon the affections, and

seeing affections are but the acts and motions of the will, it follows that it

may have some efficacy upon the will. Now the will being the great wheel

that, moved, sets all the parts of the whole man on motion, it is hence evi-

dent that their knowledge may be operative upon the whole man, it may
have a working influence upon every faculty within, upon every part and

member without. For the inward efficacy of it we have said sufficient at

present, it may excite fear, hope, joy, sorrow, &c. ; and as it may make some

alteration within, so may it effect a reformation without. The apostle

expresses this evidently, 2 Pet. ii. 20, he speaks of some apostates here, who,

therefore, were in a damnable condition, and yet had ' escaped the pollutions

of the world,' the sinful abominations of the wicked world, and the means
whereby they escaped is the knowledge of Christ. The light of this know-

ledge did discover their former evil ways to be so sinful and abominable that

they fled from them, d^otpuyovreg, as one would fly from an ugly fiend
;
they

so fled from them, as they seemed to have made a real escape from the evils

of an unconverted state, ver. 18, ovrug. See here the efficacy of this know-

ledge as to reformation of life ; it may make them not only avoid sin but fly

from it, to fly from it as from a pollution, as though they loathed and
abhorred it ; not only to go but to fly from it, as we do from that we are

greatly afraid of, and to fly so far, so fast, as one would think it could never
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overtake, one would hope they had made a clear escape. Such, so powerful
may be the knowledge of those that are no better thau hypocrites ; thus far

may they go in knowledge, it may be so great, clear, &c, and yet Christ

may profess even to these at the great day, ' I know ye not.'

Let not ignorance take encouragement from hence. If such knowledge
will not briog a man to heaven, to what purpose is it to labour after know-
ledge ? Say not thus ; methinks this should rather strike ignorant persons
with fear and trembling. If so much knowledge will not bring a man to

heaven, how far art thou from heaven who hast so little, none at all ? If

these whose knowledge brings them so near it, within sight of it, shall not
enter, how far are you from it who come not near them, who shall fall short

ot it ? If he who stays a mile off the palace cannot lodge in it, can he
expect to lodge there who stays twenty miles short ? If those who come so

near to heaven as they can discover it, take some view of it, come within

sight, shall yet never enter, how can they look to enter who stay ten thousand
miles off, who stay in the suburbs of hell ? Such is ignorance

;
you are so

near hell as you are within the shadow of it, hell overshadows you. Dark-
ness and the shadow of death are joined in Scripture. Ignorance is spiritual

darkness, the very shadow of eternal death. There is but a small partition

between you and hell. Hell is outer darkness, and ignorance is inner dark-

ness ; it is the very next room to hell. Oh consider your sad condition.

Will you stay far short of those who fall short of heaven ? If those who
come so near Canaan as they can descry it, so near it as they taste some of
it, shall yet fall in the wilderness and never enjoy it, how can they come to

Canaan who will not stir out of Egyptian darkness *? How can you come
to the land of promise, come to heaven, who stay in your ignorance, that

which is worse than Egyptian darkness, and a condition furtber from
heaven than Egypt is from Canaan ? A man with thus much know-
ledge may possibly perish, but an ignorant person shall certainly perish,

Isa. xxvii. 11.

Quest. But if they may go so far in respect of knowledge, wherein does
their knowledge come short of that which is saving ? Wherein do they dif-

fer ? How may they be distinguished, so as I may know whether my know-
ledge be saving, or only such as hypocrites may have ?

Ans. I shall endeavour to distinguish all along betwixt that which is com-
mon, and that which is saving, lest this doctrine, which is so necessary for

the conviction of counterfeits, may not be hurtful to any soul that is sincere

in the least degree, to trouble or disquiet them, whom the Lord would not

have troubled ; but I shall be brief in this part.^because the text leads me
not directly to it.

Their knowledge comes short, in that it is not, 1, truly experimental

;

nor, 2, practical, thoroughly efficacious.

1. Experimental. They may have more natural knowledge in the letter

;

know more of the nature of divine objects, more distinctly, methodically, and
vent it more plausibly. A great difference, as betwixt the knowledge which

a naturalist has of manna, and an Israelite. He, by reading and discourse,

knows more of the nature and effects of it, but he that hath tasted it, fed

upon it, knows it more feelingly, satisfyingly, inwardly. ' Taste and see

that the Lord is good,' Ps. xxxiv." 8 ;
1 If so be ye have "tasted that the Lord

is gracious,' 1 Pet. ii. 3. A formalist knows God in his nature, attributes,

subsistences, operations
;
notionally, by reason, revelation, but not experi-

mentally ; knows what he is in himself, not what to him and in him : as

the Israelites knew the land of Canaan before they came to it, but far other-

wise when in possession of it ; as the knowledge of Balaam prophesying of
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Christ, and Simeon having him in his arms; Zaccheus from the tree, and

in his house.

The godly know God's attributes experimentally, acting within them.

Omnipotence enabling them to believe, Eph. i. 19 ;
subduing lusts, over-

coming the world. If there were no other arguments ah extra to prove it,

this would be sufficient to convince them. Omnisciency, by detecting the

heart's deceitfulness, discovering secret sins, pride, hypocrisy, self-will;

immensity, by God's special presence in their hearts, acting, supporting,

comforting; mercy, infinite grace in pardoning sin. They know Christ expe-

rimentally in his offices : as priest, saving them from guilt ; as prophet,

enlightening them ; as king, conquering sin, the world, Satan. The Spi-

rit in its functions, convincing, regenerating, uniting, helping infirmities,

sealing.

Formalists know these, but not within them ; know he is almighty,' but

have not felt him so, &c.

2. It is not efficacious. True saving knowledge is transforming know-
ledge, changeth the subject into the likeness of the object. This light leaves

a lustre, a beauty behind it, as the sun. It is a heavenly vision, a vision of

God. Now the sight of God assimilates :
' We shall be like him, for we

shall see him,' 1 John iii. 2. It is effectual in the mind, does spiritualize it

in others ; as the sun more lightsome, but nothing cleaner and sweeter on a

dunghill. In the conscience, makes it tender, sensible. This light makes
those characters appear, which custom in sin wears out ; so as the con-

science can put them together, and thereby frame its charges, accusations

for sins past, though small in ordinary account. And its warnings and pro-

hibitions against sin for the future, makes sin as a prick in the eye, not as

wounding only, but as polluting. In the will, inclines it to the object known,
according to the clearness of the discovery. A great sympathy betwixt these

faculties. The will must either not move at all, or move as it knows. When
the beams of Christ's beauty shine in the mind, the will leaps to him,

embraces him :
' Come in, thou blessed of the Lord.' In others there are

some languid motions, faint inclinations. It brings not the will quite off

from other things, so as to close fully with Christ. It may move the scales,

and bring the will to some indifforency, to some stand, but it brings not full

weight, swaying down the will to full resolutions for Christ. There is some-
thing in the other end of the balance, some gainful or delightful lust, that

doth counterpoise whatever the light discovers of Christ, and keeps the will

from a downright determination to sell all for him. In the affections, light

and heat are inseparable ; divine light in the mind conveys a heat into the

alfections. As this heat melts the will into the will of God, so it kindles

the affections into holy flames, love, desire, zeal, joy, when the object is

good ; dissolves it into fear, sorrow, shame ; raises in it hatred, indignation,

when the object is evil. Light is always hot ; but the direct beams are not

so hot as the reflected. The beams of a formalist's knowledge are not

reflected ; his mind refracts them. It is like the sunshine in winter, it may
give some lustre and refreshing to the earth, and may thaw and mollify the

outside, but at night all is frozen up ; it makes not the plants grow, or the

earth fruitful. In the life it is practical, makes him active. There is a con-

formity betwixt life and light, knowledge and practice. He lives up to his

light, detains not truth in unrighteousness. He does what he knows. ' If

ye know these things, happy are ye if ye do them,' John xiii. 17. He is

obedient to the heavenly vision ; he dares not do that which he knows to be

sinful, nor omit that which he knows to be his duty.

The formalist's knowledge is weak and partial, may restrain him from the
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pollutions of the world ; but saving knowledge will avoid that in which the

world sees no pollution.

2. They may go far in respect of graces and affections ; the Holy Ghost
may work in them such graces, stir up in them such affections as have a
great resemblance with those that are saving. They may in these respects

partake of the Holy Ghost ; for there are some whom the apostle tells us
may be partakers of the Holy Ghost, and yet have nothing in them that

accompanies salvation ; and may shew it by falling away, and turning apos-

tates, Heb. vi. 4, 9. They may be partakers of the Holy Ghost upon this

account, because the Holy Ghost may make them partakers of many spiritual

gifts and common graces, such as are highly valuable in themselves, and
exceeding useful and profitable unto others, and much for the ornament and
comfort too of those that have them ; and though they be not saving, have
no necessary connection with eternal life, yet they are very like to, and
have a near affinity with, saving graces ; so as it will be very difficult to dis-

tinguish them, and to make the difference evident to a soul under doubts
and jealousies of its spiritual condition : so like they are, that they some-
times go under the same name in Scripture, and are held forth to us under
the same expressions. Those who have no saving grace may yet taste of

the powers of the world to come, may have some tastes of that glory and
happiness that shall be revealed. They may taste of the good word of God,
some tastes of the sweet and precious things of the gospel

;
they may taste

of the heavenly gift, have some tastes of Christ, frequently called ' the gift

of God,' John iv. 10. They may taste that the Lord is gracious, but yet

not as true believers taste ; for they taste Christ so as to let down what they

taste, as a hungry man eats his meat, or a man ready to faint with thirst

tastes his drink
;
they let it down with delight and greediness. So do true

believers receive what they taste of Christ : they let it down as a choice deli-

cacy ; they retain and digest it. It is turned into nourishment, and proves

life, and health, and strength to their souls. These taste Christ too, but it

is with some disrebsh ; so as they either spit out what they taste, or let it

down so sparingly, that it proves no advantage as to spiritual life and
health ; or vomit up again what they have let down, as not agreeing with

their foul stomachs, with their unpurged hearts, which they make visible in

their apostasies.

However, some tastes they have, and that from the Holy Ghost
;
by him

also they are enlightened (as before), and partake of him, not only in

respect of illumination, but also as to some kind of sanctitication ; not that

which is saving, but that which is very like it, Heb. x. 29. Those who fell

so wofully, so desperately, as to tread under foot the Son of God, are said

to have been sanetified.

We need not, I think, restrain this to an external church sanctitication
;

as if they had been said to be sanctified because they had separated them-

selves from the world to come to the church, and to partake of the pri-

vileges thereof, whereby they were visibly dedicated and set apart unto God.
Nor to a reputed sanctitication, as though they had been only sanctified

in the opinion of others, who, judging charitably, took them to be inwardly

holy, because they were so outwardly, having a visible holiness in their con-

versations.

For there is a sanctification besides these, which is inward and real ; not

in outward expressions only, or in the repute of others, and yet is not

saving, how much soever it resemble it. There may be in such as those

whom the apostle speaks of a real change, a change in the soul, a change

in every part of the soul, so that every part may be in some measure
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hanged, and so far sanctified; and yet not savingly changed, renewed,

sanctified, though, for the near resemblance betwixt them, many may mis-

take the one for the other.

There may be a change in the mind : that which was formerly darkness

may bo now full of light ; as before.

In the conscience. It may be awakened to a sense of sin which was asleep

before ; some tenderness, before seared. It may be more faithful in accusing

for sin, and restraining from it ; in suggesting that which is good, and spur-

ring on the soul to the practice of what is well-pleasing in the sight of God,
1 Tim. i. 19. They had a conscience in some kind or degree good, else they

could not have put it away.

In the will. There may be new inclinations, a strong current of the heart

may run another way, in a new channel, some tendencies towards God and
things of heaven. Such a change there was in Uzziah, wrought by the

ministry and instructions of Zechariah : 2 Chron. xxvi. 5, ' He was to seek

God.' Something must be added to make up the sense, and the least that

can be added is, ' He was inclined to seek God ;
' and there was some strength

in his inclinations. And therefore some render it, ' He gave himself to seek

God.' He was freely addicted to it, and his inclinations were acted ; and
yet, look on him in the latter end of this chapter, and you will find grounds

of jealousy that his heart was not upright with God.

There may be new purposes and resolutions. Experience tells us this,

That an unregenerate heart may be bended to excellent resolutions, and yet

shew what it is by starting off, and returning, like a deceitful bow, to its

unbent posture. How many under afflictions or convictions, under impres-

sions of fear or apprehensions of death, will resolve as much, and as well,

one would think, as any out of heaven could do ? How often were the

Israelites brought to such resolutions ; and how often did they express

them by engaging themselves solemnly in covenant with God ; and yet the

Lord complains, Ps. lxxviii. 57, that ' they turned back, and dealt unfaith-

fully : they were turned aside like a deceitful bow.'

There may be new designs and intentions
;
designs for God, for his wor-

ship, his ways, for what tends to his glory. So it was in Jehu ; a design

for reformation against the idolatry of Baal. He gives it out, it was for the

Lord. And good Jonadab, much taken therewith, engages in it. Yet Jehu
shewed his hypocrisy sufficiently afterwards. Thus, and much more, may
the will be changed.

In the affections. He may love that which he formerly hated, and dislike

that which he formerly loved ; he may be grieved for that in which he before

delighted, and that may please him which before was his grievance ; he may
desire that which before he avoided, and may shun that which formerly he
desired ; he may esteem that which he formerly contemned, and slight that

which once he highly valued. This I shall clear and prove particularly

afterwards.

Briefly, the Spirit of God may move upon the face of the soul, before it

be formed into a new creature, and may raise therein divers motions truly

spiritual and holy ; such motions there may be in it, though not of it. They
cannot be called the acts of such a soul, because they have not their rise

from it, nor have due entertainment in it. Even as when Satan raises

wicked motions in a regenerate heart, suggestions tending to blasphemy,
self-murder, or the like ; if these rise not from the heart, and meet not with

consent and entertainment in it, these are counted not the acts of that soul,

but the acts and sins of Satan, who injects them. So we may say of those

spiritual and heavenly motions that the Holy Ghost raises in an unregenerate
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soul, they come immediately from the Spirit, are his act, the soul is passive

in them
; they owe not their holiness to the heart wherein they are, but to

the Spirit from whom they come.

Thus there may be holy motions in an unholy heart ; and as a regenerate

person, finding such wicked suggestions in his heart, may charge himself

with them as his own sins, and thereupon may draw sad conclusions against

himself, so an unregenerate person, finding such spiritual motions in his

soul, may challenge them as his own acts, and from thence may conclude

that he is sanctified savingly, when there is no'just ground for either.

Thus much in general. Proceed we now to shew particularly what graces

and affections there may be in hypocrites. There may be,

1. Some kind of repentance. It is said of Judas, Mat. xxvii. 3, that ' he
repented himself.' And the men of Nineveh have this testimony from Christ

himself, Mat. xii. 41. There was some reality in their repentance, some-
thing that deserved the name, else Christ would not have so called it ; there

was no gross dissimulation in it ; and yet, not long after, they relapsing into

their evil ways, the Lord appoints the prophet Nahum to denounce their

utter destruction. And from hence some collect, that (at least as to the

generality) it was not saving repentance.

More particularly, they may go far as to the several acts of repentance.

(1.) Confession. This is one act of repentance which the Lord calls for

in returning sinners, Jer. iii. 12, 13. Now, such as are not in a saving con-

dition may confess their sin, and confess it particularly, and aggravate it in

their confessions, and take shame to themselves in the acknowledgment of

it. So the Israelites, who provoked the Lord to swear in his wrath, &c,
confess their sin, Num. xiv. 40. And Saul, 1 Sam. xv. 24. So Judas con-

fesses his sin, and that in public ; he specifies, contents not himself with a

general acknowledgment, I am a sinner, but I have sinned in doing this

;

and he sets it out with its heavy aggravations, I have betrayed, betrayed

blood, betrayed innocent blood, Mat. xxvii. 3. Cain cries out of the weight

and grievousness of his sin. So Pharaoh acknowledges his sin, condemns
himself for it, and justifies the Lord, Exod. ix. 27.

(2.) Sorrow for sin. That is another act of repentance
;
they may mourn

for sin with its attendants, bewail it bitterly ; the sense of it may be the

grief of their hearts, the affliction of their souls
;
they may express exceeding

much sorrow for it. The Israelites, after their sin in the golden calf, being

convinced of it, and threatened for it, they mourned, Exod. xxxiii. 4, and put

off their ornaments, thereby acknowledging themselves worthy to be debased

and stripped naked of all that was precious to them. And, after their mur-
murings, Num. xiv., it is said, ver. 39, ' they mourned greatly,' and yet

they continued a people of provocations, see ver. 44. Ahab, when the pro-

phet Elijah had convinced him of, and threatened him for, his sin, he expresses

an extraordinary sorrow for it, and that in the most significant expressions,

I meet with none that goes beyond him, 1 Kings xxi. 27.

He rent his clothes. Thus they used to express their greatest sorrow ; thus

did Jacob express the grief and anguish of his soul, when he apprehended

that his dearest child was devoured and torn in pieces, Gen. xxxvii. 34, 35.

Here was an extraordinary sorrow, and he thus shews it. And so does Ahab
express his.

Sackcloth upon his flesh. Not over his other garments, but next his skin
;

this was another expression of exceeding grief. Jacob thus expresses the

greatest sorrow that ever seized on him. Ahab seems to go one step further,

he lay in sackcloth, he wore it night and day; as he walked, so he slept in it.

And fasted. So they were to afflict their bodies when they were called in
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an extraordinary manner to afflict their souls
;
they hereby manifested soul-

affliction.

And went softly. This was a sign of grief and mourning, Isa. xxxviii. 15.

Sach was Ahab's sorrow, and such were the testimonies of it. Nor was all

this merely hypocritical, only in show and outward appearances ; there was
real inward grief in the heart, in some degree answerable to these expres-

sions. There was no gross dissimulation, for it is said, and it is the Lord

who testifies this of him, ' He was humbled before the Lord,' ver. 29. It

was not only before men, outward expressions may serve for that ; there must
be some inward soul humiliation, that a man may be said to be humbled
before the Lord. If it had been nothing but dissembling, the Lord would not

have so much countenanced it as to have reproved* him for it. The Lord
saw so much reality in it, as he thought fit to exempt Ahab in great part

from what he had threatened, ver. 29.

Pass we to Judas. His grief and sorrow was more grievous to him than

death ; and what sorrow can be greater, more grievous than that ? His
sin sprung such grief and anguish in his soul, as drowned the sweetnesses of

life, and overflowed all the comforts of his life ; they were all under water,

Bo that he saw nothing why he should desire to live in such anguish of heart,

and so he sought ease and refuge in death. A sorrow more bitter and grievous

than death, is sure an exceeding great sorrow. Yet such was that of Judas.

They may express this sorrow by abundance of tears, and pour them out

in great plenty. So did the Israelites in Mizpeh, 1 Sam. vii. 2, 6. Their

heads were the fountain from whence they drew this water, and that which

they poured out before the Lord was their tears ; and that which raised

this flood of tears was their sins: ' We have sinned,' &c. And yet this was
the people who did that which in the very next chapter is recorded to be a

rejecting of God. Such sorrow was found in the generality of the people,

ver. 5, 'all Israel ;' and yet what they were, as to the generality of them,

is apparent all along in their story, Heb. xii. 17.

Such may be their sorrow, and may prevail for pardon. Some kind of

pardon it may procure, even that which the Scripture calls so sometimes
;

not a dissolving of their obligation to eternal sufferings, but a deferring

thereof, and a freedom from temporal sufferings. The Israelites, where they

are said to mourn so much, had such a pardon, Num. xiv. 20, so Ps.

lxxviii. 37, 38. There may be such a sorrow as may obtain such a pardon,

in those whom Christ will at last condemn.

(3.) Hatred of sin. This is essential to repentance, and is accounted a

certain evidence of that which is saving
;
yet there may be some hatred of

sin in those who are not in a saving condition, Rom. ii. 22. Abhorring is

an high degree of hatred, yet there may be an abhorring of one sin, together

with an allowance of another, which is inconsistent with a saving state.

Judas could hate profuseness. Prodigality, it seems, was odious to him,

Mat. xiv. 3-5, this was the object of his indignation, and yet what a character

is given of him upon that expression, John xii. 5, 6. Jehu hated the false

worship of Baal, if pursuing of it to destruction be a testimony of hatred,

2 Kings x. 26, 27, 30, yet his heart was not upright. Some hate pride,

haughtiness, disdainful supercilious carriage ; others lasciviousness, unclean-

ness, open profaneness ; others superstition, human inventions and inno-

vations in divine worship ; others errors, schisms, heresies. And we see

injustice, oppression, passion, fury, unmercifulness, cruelty, dissembling,

and hypocrisy seem generally hated. Yea, further,

* Qu. ' reprieved' ?—En.
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It is possible there may be a falling out with a bosom sin, and that which
has been much loved may be no less hated. See it in the Jews.

Idolatry seems to have been their beloved sin, their peccatum in deliciis,

that to which they were most addicted for many generations
;
yet after the

captivity we may discern in them a special hatred of this sin above others.

They would die rather than suffer an image in their temple, so far were they

from worshipping them. When Pilate attempted to set up the statue of

Tiberius in the temple, the Jews exposed their necks to him, and told him
they would choose death rather than suffer it. And the like resolution they

shewed upon the like attempt in Caligula's time, as Josephus relates. So

that they might truly be said to abhor idols. Here is some hatred of sin in

them, and yet who more unbelievers, more impenitent ?

(4.) Resolution against sin. This is a principal ingredient in true repent-

ance, yet some resolution against sin there may be found in formalists. I

think we may rationally conclude that if Judas, after he had felt what burden

and anguish there was in his sin, had been in a condition to act it anew,

he would rather have chosen death than that act; for we see he chose

death to free him from the anguish of it, and he does what he can to hinder

the progress of it ; tells his tempters that it was a sin, a bloody sin, and

throws back the money, which was the price of his treason. Do ye think

he would have been tempted to that wickedness ? Can we think his heart

was not fully resolved against it ? And why may not others under like sense

of sin be as much resolved against former evil ways, and yet be as far from

saving repentance as he ?

What an high resolution was that of Balaam's against disobedience ?

Num. xxii. 17, 18, 38. Balaam's bosom sin in all probability was covetous-

ness, 2 Peter ii. 15, and here is a temptation that suits his temper exactly,

strikes the right string. What would not a covetous man do for an house

full of gold ? &c. Yet this is his resolution notwithstanding.

What Nineveh's repentance was I shewed before. This was one part of it,

they were resolved to turn from their evil ways
;
they were not only resolved

to do it, but they did it; the Lord saw that they did it, Jonah iii. 10. And
which is much, for that sin which probably reigned most amongst them, and so

particularly specified, the violence which was in their hands.

Thus far they may go in a way of repentance, such confession, sorrow,

hatred, resolution.

Quest. But if they may go thus far in a way of repentance, wherein do

they fall short ? Who is there goes further ? If this be not repentance

unto life, which has such confession, sorrow, &c, where is it to be found?

Wherein is such a repentance defective ?

Am. This I will give you a short account of, that while I intend the

necessary conviction of some, I may not leave others under unnecessary

scruples. But briefly, this being not the design of the text, yet so as this

design may not miscarry.

Let us then take a short view of these acts of repentance, and shew then-

defects in formalists, so as thereby those that are sincere may have the com-

fort of their sincerity, discerning wherein they go beyond them.

For confession. That is no evidence of saving repentance, but as it pro-

ceeds from hatred of sin, is accompanied with sorrow, and seconded with

resolutions against sin. The trial must be by these, not by the outward

act ; for herein a hypocrite may go as far as any. Without these, confes-

sion is but as sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal ; a sound that signifies

nothing of sound repentance, that which accompanies salvation. Proceed
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we then to those acts wherein the distinction may be discovered. In the

next place,

Their sorrow is defective upon a threefold account.

(1.) They mourn not for sin, but its consequents. Not as it is sin, a

violation of law ; not as it is an irregularity in the sight of God, contrary to

God, his pure essence, holy will ; not as it is evil, a privation of good,

opposite to holiness. They love not good as good in itself ; nor can hate

evil as evil. As they delight not in that which is spiritually good, because

it is spiritual, so they mourn not for that which is sinfully evil as it is sin-

ful ; not for sin itself, but the train of sad consequences.

(2.) Not for consequents in reference to God, but themselves ; not as it

displeases, dishonours him, tramples on his authority, advances the creature

above him ; burdens him, crosses his designs, grieves his Spirit, gratifies

Satan, wounds Christ. If mourn for his displeasure, rather for the effects

of his displeasure than because he is displeased ; because he will shew him-

self displeased, than because he is so; because he will make it appear to their

smart and loss that he is grieved.

(3.) Not in all its consequents in reference to themselves; not as it denies

the soul, deprives it of his beauty, strength, health ; debars it from com-
munion with Christ

;
keeps it at a distance from God ; makes it more un-

capable of grace ; hardens it, disposes it to more sin, leaves the seed

behind
;
indisposes it for holy duties, makes it unserviceable to God.

But as it is exposes to wrath temporal, eternal ; contracts guilt, leaves

horror; deprives of outward mercies, liberty, health, riches ; makes obnoxious

to hell.

Their hatred of sin is defective, comes short of that which is essential to

true saving repentance, in that,

(1.) It is not extended to all sin. They hate not every evil way. The
Jews hated idolatry, but not sacrilege, Rom. ii. 22. They hated gross

sacrilege too, they were far from breaking or robbing their temples ; none
more zealous for the temple. As many formalists amongst us, very zealous

for God's house, for the externals of worship, the outside of religion, and
think themselves far from sacrilege upon this account, while they make no
conscience of robbing God in another way; defrauding God of that spiritual

service, that soul worship, which is indeed the soul of worship, of highest

value with him ; and the^outwards of religion of no other account than a

dead carcase without it.

Sincere hatred is universal. He that truly hates any hates all. Now
formalists may hate gross sins, but those which the world counts small they

will have a toleration for, some or other ; this is but a little one, I may live

in it without danger.

They may hate open wickedness, but they hate not secret sins. Their

hearts do not rise against the secret motions of sin which arise in their

hearts
;
they do not abhor these, nor loathe themselves for them.

They may hate a sin which is generally hated, which is cried down by the

times, and abhorred by the people amongst whom they live. They may be

carried down with the stream thus far. But they will scarce hate a sin that

is in credit, countenanced by the times, encouraged by the example of those

that are great or many ; or if they hate such a sin, it will be because they

love not those whose sin it is.

They may hate an unprofitable or an expensive sin, which is like to bring

them in no revenue of profit or pleasure ; but scarce will they hate the sin

of their calling, that which they have lived by, and has been as a right baud
unto them, to_bring them in riches or pleasures.

VOL. II. R
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the promises accomplished, all the threatenings executed. There ia no

question but the devils may believe this, James ii. 19. They believe it, and

are affected with it ; much more such men who live under the hopes, the

light, the power of the gospel.

(2.) Supernatural. Such a faith as could never have been engendered

merely by the light and power of nature ; such a faith as has its original

from heaven, and is inspired by the Holy Ghost. For there are two ingre-

dients which make up this faith : the one is light to discover the truths that

are to be assented to ; the other a power inclining the mind to give its

assent. Now both these they may have from the Holy Ghost, both the dis-

covering light and the inclining power, both this illumination and this

inclination. And we have proof of both in that Heb. vi. 4. Those who
had nothing accompanying salvation were enlightened, there is the former

;

and tasted of the heavenly gifts, there is the latter ; and both from the Spirit

of God ; for in respect of both, they are said to be partakers of the Holy

Ghost, in the third expression. By heavenly gifts some understand Christ,

many understand faith. Indeed, those expositions are not inconsistent, both

come to one ; for it is by faith that Christ is tasted, and this faith is a gift,

a heavenly gift ; the Holy Ghost bestows it, by giving light to discover the

truths of Christ, and by inclining the mind to assent to them, and close with

them. In both respects this faith or assent is not a work of nature, it is not

an act of natural strength ; it is not of themselves, it is the gift of God ; a

heavenly gift, a supernatural act.

(3.) Divine. They may have a divine faith, not only in respect of its

original and efficient, but in respect of its ground and foundation, The
ground of their faith may be a divine testimony, it may be raised upon a

divine foundation, viz. the truth of God. They may ground the credit they

give to the doctrine of the gospel, not only upon probable reason, which is

the ground of that assent we call opinion ; nor upon evident reason, the

ground of that assent we call knowledge or science ; nor upon human testi-

mony, the ground of human faith ; but upon divine testimony, which is the

proper ground of divine faith. They may believe the truths revealed in

Scripture upon this ground, because they are persuaded that God, who cannot

lie, has revealed them. To believe the truths of God, upon the account of

the truth cf God, is a divine faith. Thus the Israelites, a great part of whom
were no better than those in the text, believed the Lord, and his servant

Moses, Exod. xiv. 31. Seeing that miraculous work, they then believed

what Moses had declared to them, being persuaded that it was from God ;

they gave credit to Moses's message, being convinced he had it from God,

whom they believed to be truth itself.

(4.) Firm. They may stedfastly believe all the truths necessary to sal-

vation without doubt or wavering
;
they may count it a high wickedness to

call any of them into question
;
they may be so confident of the truth of

Christ's doctrine as to trust their salvation thereon, and be ready to hazard

their lives for a testimony thereto. The apostle tells us, Rom. iii. 2, that

unto tne Jews, many of whom were but Jews outwardly, were committed the

oracles of God, and they received and preserved them accordingly ; they had
no more doubt thereof than of an oracle, than of an oracle of God, ques-

tioned it no more than that which they were persuaded was uttered by the

mouth of God, Heb. x. 26.
' Those who may fall into that unpardonable sin,

may come to such an acknowledgment of the truth, as proceeds from a con-

viction, that beyond all doubt it is the truth indeed ; that is the import of

i-iyvoici:. They may arrive at a great height of confidence concerning Scrip-

ture truths ; so did the Jews, who were only so in name, Rom. ii. 19.
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(5.) Approving. This assent may be accompanied with a high approba-

tion of divine truths
;
they may not only account them true and faithful, but

worthy of all acceptation ; not only good, but the best; the most certain,

worthy to be received with confidence ; the most comfortable, worthy to bo

received with joy, Luke xviii. 13 ; the most blessed and enhappying, worthy

to be received as the words of eternal life, John v. 39 ; the most excellent,

and so worthy of their best affections and endeavours, of their highest esteem

and approbation, Rom. ii. 18. Being instructed out of the law concerning

the will of God, he discerned such things therein as he approved as most
excellent.

2. Consent, another act of faith. Consent to take Christ as he is offered;

this is the heart's receiving of Christ, and this receiving is called believing,

John i. 12. To believe on Christ to adoption, &c, is to receive and consent

to take him, is the soul's receiving of him ; for the heart, before shut up
against Christ, by consent is opened to let him in. Hence many define justi-

fying faith by this consent, or acceptance of Christ as a Lord and Saviour.

Let us inquire how far such as these in the text may consent to take Christ

as their Saviour, as their Lord.

That they may be willing to take him as their Saviour is out of question

;

ready to accept of him for the benefit of his satisfaction and purchase ;

willing to have Christ, to satisfy justice, appease wrath, remove the curse,

deliver them from hell
;
willing to have Christ for pardon, peace, adoption,

glory ; content to have the gift of righteousness, redemption through his

blood, forgiveness of sins, and an inheritance amongst those that are sancti-

fied. Experience assures us many, otherwise utterly strangers to the life of

faith, are willing to accept of Christ as a Saviour.

But can they consent to accept of him as their Lord, to be at his com-
mand ? as their king, to be governed by his laws ? Here it seems to stick ;

let us see how far they may come off. Here are some in the text who
acknowledge Christ to be their Lord ; who profess subjection to him as their

Lord ; who worship, who serve him as a Lord ; who had done many emi-

nent, extraordinary, wonderful services for him ; and this in the name of

Christ, by his authority, through his power, to his glory. If you will not

believe them when they profess zealously that Christ is their Lord, they will

shew you their faith by their works, many and wonderful
;
they will convince

you by miracles. Yet Christ disowns them.

Others, though they cannot reach extraordinary, yet will give you ordinary

proof in abundance, that they do consent to have Christ for their Lord, and

to be governed by his laws.

They may yield as much satisfaction unto Christ, as kings demand of

their subjects
;
they are ready to obey the laws of Christ, so far as obedience

is required to the laws of princes ; and what would you have more to shew
them good subjects ? They may go as far in a visible observing of Christ's

laws as any believer on earth
;
they may submit to all his ordinances, not

only the royal law, but positive institutions ; as the primitive Christians,

they may continue stedfastly in the doctrine of the apostles.

They may be ready to practise all known duties, and to avoid all open
known sins, not one pollution of the world to be seen in them ;

they may
forbear the gratifying of a beloved sin, a darling lust, rather than disobey

Christ, as Balaam, Num. xxii.
;
nay, upon the signification of Christ's will

and pleasure, they may turn from such a lust, even from a reigning sin, as

the Ninevites, Jonah iii. ; thus far they may accept of Christ as their Lord ;

thus near they may come to that faith which consists in a consent to embrace
Christ as their Lord and Saviour.
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3. Dependence. Something of this faith of dependence temporaries may
have, John ii. 23 ; those with whom Christ would not trust himself are said

to believe in his Dame. To believe in the name of Christ, credere in Chris-

tum, is more than to believe Christ credere Christo. To believe him is but to

give credit to his word ; but to believe in him, denotes some dependence on

him. The devils may believe him, but I find not that they are said to

depend on him. This is expressed by a singular phrase in the New Testa-

ment, a preposition, h, its, 'in, being added to the verb mtreveiv, a phrase not

used by other Greek authors ; no, nor by the Septuagint ; but it is frequent

in the New Testament, and that in compliance with those expressions in the

Old Testament, which holds forth faith in such phrases as denote dependence.

To trust in God, or to believe in him, is to rely on him, to rest, to stay, to

lean on him ; and since the Holy Ghost does most frequently express faith

in such like terms, I think it is a good argument to persuade that the nature

of that faith, which the Scripture so much commends and calls for, even that

faith which is saving and justifying, consists in dependence. Let us see,

then, how much of this may be attained by formalists, how far they may
proceed towards a faith of dependence. Phrases there are by which the Holy
Ghost expresses this faith of dependence, or trusting in God ; and if the

faith sometimes ascribed to unregenerate men be held forth in the very same
expressions, we may safely collect that some such thing as this faith of

dependence, some degree towards it, or some near resemblance of it, may be

attained, acted, expressed by those that shall not be saved. Proceed we
then in this way, which will be both clear and safe, though narrow, and but

little if at all traced. To trust or depend on God is

(1.) To cleave to him, Deut. iv. 4. It was now forty years since their

coming out of Egypt, the unbelieving generation were fallen in the wilder-

ness ; those that remained expressed more faith, and are therefore said to

cleave unto the Lord. To cleave to God is to trust in him, as is evident,

2 Kings xviii. 5, 6.

Now, such professors as we have in the text may have something of this

faith of adherence. Such as these are said to cleave unto God: Josh, xxiii. 8,

' As ye have done,' &c. ; he speaks of the generality of the people, and yet

there were strange gods amongst them, chap. xxiv. 23. Though idolatry

was not tolerated publicly, yet had they idols which they worshipped in

secret. No better are they, Jer. xiii., who yet are said to have cleaved,

ver. 11, and yet they were disobedient, ver. 10. By virtue of that kind of

faith, by which they have their adherence ascribed to them, they seem to

cleave so to God, as though they were glued and soldered to him ; for p2"I,

which comes from the word rendered to cleave (in the forequoted places),

signifies glue and solder, as Isa. xli. 7. This may be the reason why such

professors are said to be in Christ, John xv.
;
they may have such a faith as

gives them some kind of union; they may so cleave to Christ, as they may
be said to be in him.

(2.) To stay on him, Isa. x. 20 ; Isa. 1. 10 ; Isa. xxvi. 3, ' Thou wilt

keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on thee.' Now, this is

ascribed also to those that are not in a saving condition, Isa. xlviii. 2, ;

these made the Lord their support, they stayed up their hearts on him (as

Ahab is said to be stayed up in his chariot), 1 Kings xxii. 35 ;
yet what

they were, see ver. 4. It is the same word by which David expresses his

faith, Ps. lxxi. 6, and Ps. cxii. 7, 8. Some faith like this they may have,

and so act it, as if God was their trust, as if Christ were the stay, the sup-

port of their souls.

(3.) To lean on him. To lean is to trust in Scripture, Isa. xxxvi. 6, Prov.
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iii. 5. And thus the spouse her faith in Christ is expressed by leaning on
him, Cant. viii. 5. And some such thing may be found in those that are not

in a saving state, Micah iii. 4 ; what they were, see verses 9, 10. These
would lean upon the Lord as a God that owned them, and be confident that

in this posture, leaning, trusting, they should be safe : ' No evil can come
upon us.' They lean upon God as a weak man leans upon a staff. The
word is |yty; and from thence comes a staff. Even wicked men
may thus lean upon Christ as if he were their rod and their staff, their com-
fort and support ; lean upon him that they may be upheld by him, that they

may not fall into hell and eternal misery, and may be confident thereupon
that no such evil shall befall them.

(4.) To rest on him. Thus is the faith of Asa expressed, 2 Cbron. xiv.

11. Such as these in the text may rest in God, 2 Chron. xxxii. 8; they

rested on the words of Hezekiah, which indeed were the words of God ; and
to rest on the word of God, is to rest on God himself. Thus did that

people, who some few years (about ten or twelve) after are said to do worse

than the heathen, chap, xxxiii. 9, 10 ; such as these may rest on God, may
rest on God in a promise. Look upon the words again, and you will find

that they contain a promise, chap, xxxii. 7, 8. Here is a promise, an ab-

solute promise too, which is many times found more difficult for faith to

apply and rest on than a conditional
;
yet on these words, on this promise,

they rested
;
they applied it to themselves, and rested on it, and thereby

supported their hearts in this extremity, when they saw ruin and misery

seem to approach ; so that hence it appears, that those who are not in a

state of salvation, may rest upon Christ, and that in a promise. We shall

give more evidence to this in the ensuing discourse.

(5.) To rely on him. So Hanani the seer expresses it, 2 Chron. xvi. 7, 8.

Asa did trust God before he did rely on him, and had the reward of his faith

against the Ethiopians ; but now his faith was to seek, he trusted the king

of Syria rather than God; which is expressed by his relying upon him, and
not relying upon God. Those that are worse than Asa, are said to rely

upon God, 2 Chron. xiii. 18. Now, Abijah was one of those that are said

to rely upon the Lord. Indeed, he is the man who expresseth this faith or

relying on God ; and you may find very remarkable actings of this faith

from verses 5 to 13, and such as may become the best of believers, and yet

Abijah was far from uprightness, 1 Kings xv. 3. Such a man as this could

express his relying on God, and have the Lord's testimony that he did so ;

yea, and make the covenant of God the foundation of his faith and reliance,

and act it all along upon the promise. Yet thus it was, the covenant, the

promise, is the groundwork on which he begins to raise his confidence,

ver. 5. The promise he intends is expressed, 2 Sam. vii. 16. This pro-

mise he applies ; he relies on it with confidence that the Lord will perform

it, even when an army of eight hundred thousand men were in his view to

cut off all hopes from the promise, and when he had but half so many to

resist them
; yet then the promise helps him to such a height of confidence,

and to such high expressions of it, as I know not where we shall meet with

higher. And if you observe, they have all some reference to the promise.

So that here you have another proof that unregenerate men may rely upon
God, may depend upon Christ; and that in the promise, pleading the cove-

nant of God, and applying the promise to themselves as the ground of their

trust. Let us offer a little more proof of it.

The men of Nineveh believed God, Jonah iii. 5. One would think it a

wonder that they should thus believe ; the God of heaven was a strange God
to them, they had other gods of their own, whom they accustomed to serve
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and worship ; the God of Israel was a strange God, and the prophet was to

them a strange man. They had no experience of him ; why should they

trust him ? We are not apt to believe strangers in matters of such import-

ance
;
yet they believed , at least they had a legal faith ; that which they

believed was the threatening, ver. 4. Now, it seems far more easy for those

who live under the gospel, though unregenerate, to apply a promise, than

for those of Nineveh to believe a threatening ; there seems more difficulty to

apply a threatening than a promise. In applying a threatening, we are like

to meet with more opposition, both from within and from without. From
within, for a threatening is like a bitter pill, the bitterness of death is in it

;

no wonder if that hardly go down. From without too, Satan will be ready

to raise opposition ; he is afraid to have men startled, lest the sense of their

misery denounced in the threatening should rouse them up to seek how they

may make an escape. He is more sure of them while they are secure, and

will labour to keep off the threatening, lest it should awake them who dream
of peace and happiness while they are sleeping in his very jaws.

But now, in applying a promise, an unregenerate man ordinarily meets

with no such opposition. Not from within, for the promise is all sweetness;

the promise of pardon and life is the marrow, the quintessence of the gospel.

No wonder if they be ready to swallow it down greedily. And Satan will be

so far from opposing, as he will rather encourage and assist one who has no
interest in the promise, to apply it; for this he knows will be the way to fix

and settle them in their natural condition. A promise misapplied will be a

seal upon the sepulchre, make them sure in the grave of sin, wherein they

lie dead and rotting.

And therefore if unregenerate men may apply a threatening, which is in

these respects more difficult, as appears they may by the example of the

Ninevites, and by the experience we have of divers under the spirit of

bondage, why may they not be apt to apply a promise, where they are not

like to meet with such difficulty and opposition ?

Further, is it not more easy to believe a promise for pardon and happi-

ness, than to believe a promise for a miracle ? But natural men, such as

in the text, may apply a promise for a miracle. They may have a faith of

miracles ; so had these in the text, so had Judas ; the apostle supposes it,

1 Cor. xiii. Now, a faith of miracles depends upon a special promise,

whereby God reveals his will to have such a wonderful work done by them.

They believe it, depend upon him for it, and it is done. If unregenerate men
may apply a promise for a miracle, why may they not apply a promise for

mercy* This is clear enough ; and by this time you see how far they may
go towards a faith of dependence. They may cleave to God, stay, lean, rest,

rely on him ; and that in the application of a promise.

4. Assurance (that passes for another act of faith), which is a persuasion

of a personal interest in God, and a title to Christ and his benefits, with a

confidence that he has right to them, and has, or shall have, possession of

them. Lutherans and foreign divines generally place saving faith in such

a persuasion, and so were many of our own wont to do ; and some, that

make it not the vital act, that which justifies, yet make it an eminent act of

justifying faith. This grace embracing Christ, and depending on him, is

faith in its infancy ; but this grace ascertaining and persuading, is faith in

its growth and proficiency, in its state and triumph. They make it a high

attainment of faith to arrive at such assurance, such a persuasion.

Let us inquire how near hypocrites may come to this. And I shall make
it evident, (1.) that they may have a persuasion of their personal interest in

God, and their title to heaven
; (2.) that this persuasion may be strong, and
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stand unshaken against all opposition
; (3.) that it may continue, and hold

up, even to the death ; (4.) that it may be grounded, established upon those

grounds, which have a very near resemblance of those that are the supports

of God's elect.

(1.) That they may have such a persuasion, will be clear both by Scrip-

ture and experience. Those that are strangers to God, may be persuaded of

a personal interest in him ; those whom Christ will utterly disown, may be

confident of a title to him as their Lord and Saviour ; those who are heirs

of hell, children of wrath, may persuade themselves that heaven is their

portion. The first of these is the foundation of all the rest. Covenant
interest in God is the first link in that golden chain which reaches from time

to eternity. All blessings, positive and relative, temporal and eternal, are

linked to it. He that persuades himself that God is his God, lays hold on
the first link, which draws all the rest, he may easily persuade himself that

all are his, 1 Cor. iii. 22, 23.

Now in Scripture I find many no better than these in the text, who claim in-

terest in God, and confidently speak God to be their God. Balaam the wizard

could do this, Num. xxii. 18 ; he takes it for granted that the Lord was his

God, yet he was an enchanter, and gave that pernicious counsel whereby
the Israelites were joined to Baal-peor, Num. xxv. 2, 3. There seems to be

more weight in Abijah's speech; he asserts it with more spirit and confi-

dence, grounds it upon God's covenant with them, and their keeping covenant

with him, 2 Chron. xiii. 10. As if he had said, As for you, 0 Israelites,

ye have forsaken God, broke covenant with him, you can have no confi-

dence to claim interest in him, or expect any success or blessing from him
;

' but as for us, the Lord is our God, and we have not forsaken him.' And
who is this that is so confident of his interest in God ? See 1 Kings xv.

But he speaks this to Israel. Israel is more confident, and pleads this to

God himself, Hosea viii. 2. Here is a particular application, which should

be the act of faith only, ' My God.' And it is grounded upon the covenant

;

they plead covenant interest in God, wherein he had engaged himself to be
their God, and they to be his people. In the Hebrew, Israel is the last word
in the verse ; and Jonathan's Targum to make out the sense, adds, ' Israel thy

people.' And this is the form of the covenant, Deut. xxix. 12, 13, 14.

Grounding their confidence hereon, they lay claim to the Lord as their God
in covenant :

' My God.' And who are they that speak thus in the language

of faith ? that speak in Thomas's language, when he most expressed his

faith ? Why they are such as, ver. 1 and 3, had transgressed God's cove-

nant, and trespassed against the law, and that had cast off the thing that

is good.

The Jews who set themselves against Christ, were settled in this persua-

tion ; Christ himself could not beat them out of it, John viii. He insinuates

that they were slaves to sin and Satan, ver. 33 ;
expresses it, ver. 35

;
they

answer, They are free, they are Abraham's seed, ver. 33; he grants they

are Abraham's seed by natural descent, but insinuates that they had a worse,

another father, upon a spiritual account, vers. 38, 39, 41
;
they reply, they

are no children of fornication, they had no father but one on a spiritual

account, and God was their Father. Here was their confidence, which they

will retain, say Christ what he will
;
they counted themselves the children

of God, and so expected the love and portion of his children.

They may be persuaded that Christ is their Saviour, and that he redeemed
tbem. So those wretches, 2 Pet. ii.

;
they are said to be bought or redeemed

by him, because thus they presumed, this was their persuasion. And so

some take it, and not without warrant from Scripture, for the Holy Ghost
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speaks so in other places, of things as if they were really so, when they are

so only in the opinion and persuasion of men : 2 Chron. xxviii. 23, ' He
sacrificed unto the gods of Damascus, which smote him.' Not that they
really smote him, but that he was so persuaded. As in the former place,

they are said to be bought or redeemed by him ; not because Christ did

really redeem them, but because they were so persuaded.
They may be persuaded that heaven is theirs, and that eternal life shall

be their portion : John v. 39, ' Search the Scriptures, for in them ye think

ye have eternal life.' They made account to have eternal life, and they

gathered this from the Scripture ; and so were the more confident and
assured of it, because they thought they had Scripture ground for it.

It remains to shew wherein this faith is defective, wherein it comes short

of that which is saving and justifying. And this I shall endeavour to

discover in those acts which are most apt to occasion scruple and trouble,

to those that are sincere but weak believers. But this very briefly, because
I have fully discoursed of faith upon another subject,* and the text leads me
rather to a detection of hypocrisy, than a discovery of sincerity. Yet this

must be briefly discovered, lest that be mistaken, and so the main design

of the text miscarry.

1. Their consent has a double defect.

(1.) As to the act, it is but a semi-consent; imperfect, not full ; some
tendencies, no peremptory motions; some inclinations, no absolute resolu-

tions
; convinced, not persuaded ; almost persuaded, not altogether, h o'/Jyia,

open half way to Christ. They would enter the marriage chamber, but not
strive to enter ; would purchase the precious pearl, but not come up to the

price ; would drink of the water of life, but thirst not
;
hunger not after the

bread of life, though they see some necessity of it.

(2.) As to the object, they consent not to take whole Christ
;
they will

embrace him as a Saviour, &c. But will they accept of him as their Lord
and King ? Why, yes, they may go far in yielding subjection to him as

their Lord ; but then they will not have him to be an absolute Lord. They
like not an absolute subjection

;
they would have his sovereignty limited in

this or that particular, where it seems to entrench too far upon that liberty

which some lust or carnal interest desires. His way must be a little

enlarged, made a little wider in one place or other, it seems too strait, too

narrow ; his yoke must be made a little lighter, it pinches too much upon
that which is dear to them in this or that particular ; whereas a sincere

believer counts all the ways of Christ pleasantness, even when they are

straitest, and give least room to the flesh. The yoke of Christ, when it is

laid on him in his full weight, he accounts it easy and his burden light.

His sceptre, how massy and weighty soever, is precious to him as gold, more
precious than fine gold ; if he might have a dispensation in this or that, he
would not be exempted.

They will accept of Christ to save them, but will they have him to sanctify ?

Why, yes, some kind, some degree of sanctification they would have ; but

not thoroughly sanctified, not wholly mortified. How Christ comes, and so

how he must be entertained, the prophet shews us, Mai. iii. 2, 3. There

are some hypocrites, ver. 1, who impatiently desired Christ, and expos-

tulated with God, why he was so long in sending him ; but little did they

think he would come in such a way as is here described, as a refiner's fire,

and as fuller's soap. If Christ would come with a pencil and draw a face of

holiness upon their conversations, they would be willing so to entertain him ;

they are willing to have some tincture of holiness there, and to have it

* Vide A Treatise of Faith. [Vol. I. of this edition.—Ed.]
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garnished with the most specious acts of religion, and plausible works of

charity.

Or if he would draw the lineaments of sanctification upon the surface of

their souls, they can well enough endure such a superficial work. Let that

be gilded and adorned as much as he will, they will not stand with him.

For any tincture in the surface, either of heart or life, for a superficial change

in either, if that will serve his turn, it will serve theirs too
;
they are con-

tent, upon these terms he may come and welcome. But to come as a

refiner's fire, to burn up their lusts, to consume all their dross, and utterly

to dissolve the old frame of nature, to melt their souls, so as to make them
rnn into a new mould, they like not this. As this seems harsh and painful,

so there will be waste and loss in refining, they are apt to think it needless.

There is some dross which is as precious to them as silver, why should this

be consumed ? They like their old frame too well to have it quite dissolved.

Would it not be enough to have it furbished and gilded over ? Must it be

quite melted ? Must this be the work of their lives, to make use of Christ

as fire, to be continually consuming their lusts ? Must that which is so dear

to them pass through the fire ? Must they be always improving the puri-

fying virtue of Christ as fuller's soap, to wash out the stains and spots of

sin, some of which they count their beauty and delight ? Must this be their

daily care ? and must they be at this trouble continually all their lives ?

And will not Christ come and be entertained upon any other terms ? "Why,

then, who may abide the day of his coming ? who may abide it ? Why,
not any hypocrite in the world. He is a sincere believer, indeed, that will

embrace Christ when he comes as a refiner's fire, that will not shrink and
shrug at the heat and painfulness of it ; but will admit it into the very

inwards of his soul, and there nourish it till it have consumed whatever is

offensive to Christ, how dear soever it has been to him.

2. Dependence on God, resting on Christ in a promise. This makes as

fair a show of saving faith as anything can do. Wherein falls it short ?

Why, it is defective on this account, because it is not accompanied with

that self-resignation which is either essential to faith, or inseparable from
it, Luke xiv. 32. A hypocrite may rely upon Christ, but he will not resign

up himself wholly to him ; and that will appear in one, or all of these three

severals.

(1.) In point of performance. He will not comply with the whole will of

Christ discovering his duty. Indeed, if ye ask him in general, if he be

willing to do whatever Christ requires of him, it is like he will affirm it

peremptorily and with confidence. He himself may be deceived herein, as

well as deceive others, while he stays in generals ; for dolus latet in gene-

ralihus.

But come to particulars ; it may be you may mention a thousand parti-

cular duties to him, and he may be willing to submit to them all. You may
easily miss that duty which he sticks at, when possibly it is but one duty or

two among ten thousand that he cannot digest ; but if ye be directed to hit

right, and inquire of that duty which pinches upon his credit, and will expose

him to disgrace and reproach, if he be popular, and affect vain-glory and
applause, if that be his humour

;

Or which entrenches upon his profit, makes a breach in his estate, hazard

his impoverishing and undoing in the world ; if he be covetous and inclined

to the earth, if that be his complexion
;

Or which robs him of his ease and pleasure, and cuts him short of those

delights, wherewith he has been wont to make his life sweet and comfortable ;

if he be slothful and sensual, if that be his temper :
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Inquire of such a duty, are ye willing to do this now when Christ calls for

it ? This will puzzle him ; here will he stick. He will either plead, Sure
this is not a duty, Christ is not such an hard master as to require that which
will tend to disgrace me, or undo me, or make my life uncomfortable ; or if ye

convince him it is a duty, why, then he must be dispensed with ; I will do
whatever else the Lord would have me, only in this, the Lord be merciful to

me :
' The Lord pardon thy servant in this thing,' as Naaman said about

his going into the house of Rimmon, 2 Kings v. 18 : herein the hollowness

of his heart, the unsoundness of his faith, may be detected. See it in Abijah,

lie who makes such a flourish with his faith as few true believers go beyond
him, 2 Chron. xiii. It is said of him, 1 Kings xv. 3, ' His heart was not

perfect as David's.' Now wherein lay the uprightness or perfectness of

David's heart ? See that Acts xiii. 22, Tuvra to, ^e/.r^ara. That was the

index of David's uprightness, and this was the index of Abijah's hypocrisy;

his heart was not perfect like David's ; he would not fulfil, &c. His faith

was not accompanied with a full resignation of himself to the will of God.

(2.) In point of relinquishment. He is not willing to part with every sin.

There is some sin or other has deeper root in his heart than his faith.

Ask in general if he be resolved to abandon every sin, and he may express

his resolu ion with a great deal of confidence. Come to particulars ; and
if you specify ten thousand sins to him, he may^e severally resolved against

them all.

But lay your hand upon the .head of his bosom sin, that which is rooted

in his complexion, or commended to him by example and custom, or endeared
to him by some harvests of pleasure or profit that he has reaped by it, ask

him, Shall this sin be crucified ? Here he is at a stand. Either he will

contend it is no sin, and you will hardly fasten a conviction on him ; or if

he cannot avoid it, to satisfy conscience, and keep up some hopes of heaven,

he will be content to proceed against it, as though he intended its death.

He will imprison it, confine it ; it shall never see the light, never break forth

into open act; and there it shall have but prisoner's fare, he may cut off much
of those large provisions that he has formerly afforded it ;

nay, he may bring

it sometimes to the block, as if it were for execution. He may be drawn
to those mortifying duties, which, if they were heartily managed, might be

the death of it. Ay, but when the axe is falling upon its neck, when the

sacrificing knife should go to its throat, he cannot find in his heart to do it.

When it says to his heart, as Benhadad's servants pleaded to Ahab, ' I pray

thee, let me live,' 1 Kings xx. 32, he cannot but spare its life, whatever

come on it. Here is the unfaithfulness of his heart
;
notwithstanding all

his shows of faith, he has some lust or other that he will not resign up to

death for Christ. Thus it was with Herod : he ' did many things ;' the

ministry of John brought him a great way, and a little is much for a king

;

but when John touched his Herodias, he touched him to the quick ; there

he flies off. Many things he did, but this one thing he would not do. Thus
it was with Abijah, that famous instance of a temporary faith ; he did not

leave that sin which was commended to him by the example of his father,

1 Kings xv. 3.

(3.) In point of suffering. He is not willing to part with all, to suffer all

for Christ. Indeed, while sufferings are not in view, ask him, Are you con-

tent to have Christ accompanied with poverty, disgrace, displeasure of

friends, hatred and persecution of enemies, imprisonment, banishment, tor-

tures, death ? And while these sufferings are at a distance, he may seem

as resolute as any ; but when it comes to trial, he falls off. A temporary

faith has not root enough to stand in such storms. See this in the stony
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ground : Luke viii. 13, ' In time of temptation they fall away.' What temp-

tation this is, see Mat. xiii. 20, 21, ' persecution and tribulation.'

But can I have no evidence of my sincerity till such a trial ?

Why, yes ; the former particulars may suffice for that. Indeed, it is pos-

sible that an hypocrite may not be discovered to others, no, nor to himself,

till the fiery trial ; but that is much through his own default, not making a

strict and impartial inquiry into the state of his soul. If he did, he might

discover his heart to be in league with some sin or other ; and that would

be a sufficient discovery both of the unsoundness and unstableness of his

faith, that it is not sincere at present, nor will hold out for time to come.

Whereas a true believer may make use of the contrary, as an evidence both

of the sincerity and stability of his faith ; both that it is sound, and that it

will abide the fiery trial ; for I take this for a sure rule, established upon

good reason, he that will part with his most endeared sin for Christ, will be

ready to part with his life for Christ, when he shall be called to it.

Proceed we now to those other graces and affections which hypocrites may,

in some measure and degree, seem to partake of.

3. They may have some love to God ; some affection to Christ, some love

to the people of God
;
yea, to holiness and the ways of God.

(1.) Some love to God, which may be raised upon such grounds as this :

they may apprehend God to be good in himself. The heathens gave him

the title, not only maximus, but optimus ; not only the greatest, but the best

good : the sximmum bonum, the chief good. The Platonists make him rb

uya6ov, the idea of goodness, goodness in perfection, in whom there is a

concurrence of all perfections, a confluence of all things amiable and excel-

lent. A natural man may apprehend him to be so good, as other things de-

serve not the title of good compared with him. This we may infer from Christ's

discourse with the young man : Mat. xix. 16, Since thou dost not conceive

me to be God, why callest thou me good, knowing that none is good but

God ? None comparatively good ; none good as he is, originally, essentially,

perfectly, unchangeably. Now goodness is the proper object of love ; and

an object duly propounded to its proper faculty will draw out some act or

motion to it. As an hateful object, propounded as most hateful, does usually

raise some motion of hatred, so an amiable object, propounded as most
amiable, does usually raise some motion of love.

Further, they may apprehend him to be the fountain of goodness, not

only to be good in himself, but to be the author of all good to others. So

does Plato describe God to be good, and the cause of good. The light of

nature leads men to subscribe to that of James, chap. i. A natural man
may discover not only goodness in God, but riches of goodness, and that

distributed, and that duly expended and laid out upon the sons of men ; and

the apostle tells us, this discovery is such, as does lead, &c, Horn. ii. 4
;

nay, it does not only lead, but draw (it is not xaXb, but ayu). Now, how
does it draw ? How is goodness attractive but by virtue of love ? In this

manner, what cause have we to love him, who is so rich in goodness ? And
how should it grieve me to have offended him, whom I have so much cause

to love ?

Moreover, they may apprehend that all the good things they enjoy do

come from God ; that they are parcels of that treasury of those riches of

goodness which are in God. Laban, though an idolater, and that in dark

times, could see and acknowledge, that what he enjoyed was from the blessing

of God, Gen. xxx. 27. Now here is a stronger engagement to love, when
God is apprehended, not only good in himself, and good to others, but good

to him. This we find will beget some love in the brute creatures ; no won-
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der if it raise some motions of love in the more apprehensive sort of men ;

who, notwithstanding the fall, have yet this advantage of beasts, they can

apprehend a good turn, an engagement to love more clearly, and have more
ability to reflect upon the Author of it.

Further, they may conceive the blessings they enjoy proceed from the love

of God, Ps. xliv. 3. They may conclude, because he blesses them, he

therefore loves them ; and this is a strong engagement to love, even upon
the worst of men, Mat. v. 46. The worst of men cannot resist such an
engagement. The publicans will return some love for love. And may not

natural men, apprehending strongly that God loves them (and has many
ways expressed his love to them), make some return of love again ?

Lastly, they may conceive they have a special propriety in God, believe

that he is their God. Now propriety, though it be but in fancy, is a great

endearment ; we are apt to love our own things. I have proved before, that

hypocrites may be confident of their interest in God ; let me but add one

text more, Rom. ii. 17, ' Thou art called a Jew, and restest in the law, and

makest thy boast of God.' He speaks to those who were but Jews out-

wardly, nomine terms, one who had nothing but the name
;
yet such a one

can rest in the law, i. e. trust in it, for to trust and to rest upon are the same
in Scripture phrase ; he trusted in the law. Now the first words of the law

are, ' I am the Lord thy God.' This he believed, and of this he boasted,

that the Lord was his God ; and he was not alone in this. Now propriety

is a strong engagement of affection.

Upon these accounts a hypocrite may have some love to God. And that

we may not rely upon reason, see if the Scripture hold not forth as much.

Jer. ii. 2, the day of their espousals was when the Lord took them to be

his people, and brought them out of Egypt, and led them through the wil-

derness. Then the Israelites had some kindness for the Lord, some love to

him. And yet then what a character does Moses give of them, Deut. ix.

6, 24.

They may have some love to Christ too, and that upon the grounds pre-

mised. There is more of the loveliness of Christ discovered in the gospel

than the light of nature can discover of the attractive goodness and excellen-

cies of God. There is love in its triumph, in its highest exaltation, displayed

before the sons of men ; such expressions of love as one would think might

force love from the devils, could they but persuade themselves of any inter-

est in it. But now there are some hypocrites who can be confident they

have interest in it, they are the objects of it ; all this love, and the expres-

sions of it, were for them ; this I proved before. They can believe that

Christ lived and died, &c, for them. And will not this be enough to com-

mand some common affection, to draw out some motions of love to Christ?

See Mat. x. 37, ' He that loveth father or mother more than me is not

worthy of me.' This expression implies that there are some who may have

a kind of love for Christ, while they have a greater love for other things
;

such as think him worthy of some love, and yet are unworthy of him, and

so never shall have saving benefit by him. Ihose Jews in the prophet seem
passionately affected to Christ, Mai. iii. 1. The same word is used to ex-

press the affection of Shechem to Dinah, Gen. xxxiv. 19, who refused not

the hardest terms that could well be propounded, so that he might have her

to wife, see ver. 3. Such an affection these Jews seemed to have for the

Messiah, and yet what they were, see ver. 7, and chap. ii. ver. 17.

They may love the people of God. See this in Herod, Mark vi. 20. He
reverenced John, had an observant respect for him, delighted to hear him,

and was exceeding sorry when Herodias had compassed his death. All
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which argue his love to John ; and the reason of it is observable : he affected

him because he knew he was a just and a holy man. A hypocrite may re-

spect a holy man because he is holy. And further, John was a severe, a

searching preacher, a sharp and impartial reprover of sin ; one who would

not spare the king himself, would not baulk the bosom sin of Herod ; told

him plainly what none of his courtiers durst tell him, It is not lawful for

thee to have thy brother's wife, ver. 18 ; and yet for* all this did Herod thus

affect him.

So that a hypocrite may affect a searching minister, one who uses to ran-

sack his conscience, to enter into his bosom, and there to wound his darling

sin. Such a minister he may reverence, he may take pleasure in him, and
delight to hear him. Herod was none of the highest flown hypocrites, yet

could he reach such a pitch. What may those do who are of a more refined

strain, when a tyrant, an adulterer, could do this ?

They may have some love to holiness and the ways of God. Holiness is

an observance of the law of God, for this is the rule of holiness. Now the

light of nature, with a little help from Scripture, can discover that a general

due observance of the law of God would bring such order, concord, content-

ment into the world as would make it a new world, transform it into a kind

of paradise, and restore the golden age. And is not this sufficient to render

holiness, or, which is all one, an observance of the law of God, lovely and
amiable ?

Ephraim, in the prophet, is said to love the ways of holiness, Hosea x.

11. This, well understood, does evince our purpose. To understand it,

observe, that walking in the ways of God, in the paths of holiness, is in this

chapter, as in many other places, set forth in terms belonging to husbandry,

by ploughing, sowing, reaping, thrashing, as verse 12. In this verse it is

set forth by threshing (for their way of threshing was a treading out the

corn with the feet of oxen or heifers). To tread out the corn, applied to

Ephraim, is to walk in the ways of God, and this Ephraim is said to love.

She had some love to the ways of holiness, yet far she was from holiness

itself, as appears by the Lord's complaint, ver. 13; so that, though she

loved to walk in the ways of holiness, yet there was scarce a footstep of

holiness to be found in her. It was some extrinsecal consideration that en-

deared holiness to her, of which I shall give you an account presently ; for

the distinction betwixt this love and that which is sincere and saving, lies in

the text before us, and therefore we will offer it to your observation before

we proceed further.

A hypocrite may love the ways of holiness, but it is not the holiness of

those ways that he is in love with, but some outward advantage that he
meets with, as he walks therein. This is notably held forth in the phrase

of treading out the corn. It was forbidden by the law to muzzle the mouth
of the beast that trod out the corn, Deut. xxiv. ; so that the heifer was feed-

ing all the time she was treading, and this was it that made her like the

work. It was not the labour, but the food, that she was in love with; if

her mouth had been muzzled, she would have liked her work no longer, she
would soon have been weary of it. Upon this account did Ephraim love the

ways of God, as any hypocrite may do ; while they walk therein, they reap

some outward advantage thereby, some gain and profit, some credit and
applause, some temporal blessings, of which godliness has the promise. It

is not godliness itself, but some attendants of godliness, that they were in

love with. While they are fed with these, they will love to tread the corn,

love to walk in the ways of holiness ; but it is not the work that they love
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but these wages. Let them but be muzzled, let but these outward advan-

tages be subtracted, and they will quickly grow weary of the way of holiness.

As for their love to the people of God, it is but some slight affection,

which a carnal respect or interest, when there is occasion, will over-rule and
command out of doors. We see it- in Herod ; his respect and affection to

Herodias prevailed in him against the very life of John the Baptist. And
though they may seem to love them because they are holy, so as their love

may seem to be grounded upon their holiness, yet indeed their holiness

comes in but at the second hand. The first and chief ground of their affec-

tion and respect is something else, to which holiness is made subservient.

We may see this in Herod also. It concerned him to keep up his respect

and reputation with his people. And the people they had an high opinion

of John, as a just and holy man
;
they counted him a prophet, Mat. xiv. 5.

And therefore was Herod concerned to countenance him, and shew him some
affection. And so the first ground of Herod's respect to him was his repute

amongst the people ; his holiness was but considered as the ground of the

people's respect.

As for their love to God and Christ, it is not ingenuous, nor superlative.

(1). They love God not for himself, because he is good, but because he

does good. Love him for the loaves : John vi. 26, ' You seek me not be-

cause ye saw the miracles, but because ye did eat, &c, and were filled.'

Self-love is the rise of this love ; now the streams rising no higher than the

spring, it must be base love. (2). It is not a love of union. Not from a
love to be near him, with him, in him, in his presence, here and hereafter,

in ordinances, and in heaven. (8). It is not a love of complacency, because

they are pleased with God above all, with all in God ; and all that cornea

from him, works, word, mercies, afflictions, threatenings, promises. It is

not a love to be like him, 1 John iv. 17. (4). It is not transcendent.

They do not love him more than all, wishing more good to him tban all, pre-

ferring him and his will before all, Mark x. 37, Luke xiv. 26. He does not

apply all bis faculties to love, and manifest love, Deut. vi. 5.

4. They may have some desires, like those which are found in the people

of God, nearly resembling those desires which are as the pulse of an holy

soul, by the feeling of which we are wont to judge of its spiritual temper and
constitution. Their desires may be drawn out after heavenly and super-

natural objects
;
they may have some desires after heaven and salvation,

after Christ, the author of salvation, after those ways which lead to it.

(1.) They may desire heaven, that glory and happiness, those joys, and
that rest which remains for the people of God. We see this in Balaam,

Num. xxiii. 10. He knew that the death of the righteous was but a step to

happiness, and that the end of their life here was the beginning of eternal

life. Such a death, such an end, he desires ; such as would instate him in

eternal happiness.

The heathens had some apprehensions of that happy immortality which

succeeds the death of righteous men ; that the soul, in a state of separation,

would be happier than in conjunction here with the body ; and this future

state some of them have desired rather than life. Nonnus reports of Cleom-

brotus, that lighting on Plato's Phado, his dialogue of the soul, and

learning there that the soul would be happier when parted from the body,

he was so transported with desires of that happy, immortal state, that he

forthwith deprived himself of life to enjoy it, s"'^ 5 saw*" roD re/yovj xai

If an heathen could be so transported with desires of happiness, who saw

it so little, and had his hopes of enjoying it, no wonder if temporary professors
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do long for heaven, when it is so clearly discovered, when life and immor-
tality is brought to light by the gospel.

They may desire Christ, the author of salvation
;
they may apprehend him

to be the way, the truth, and the life ; and so may desire him as the true

way to life. The stiff-necked Jews did long for Christ, they did ardently

desire the coming of the Messiah ; as he was the desire of all nations, so in

especial manner the desire of that nation, as expecting he would bo the glory

of his people Israel, Mai. iii. 1, ' Whom ye seek, whom ye desire,' Vp2, it

signifies a desire expressed by prayer, and the use of means for the attaining

what is desired. Thus did they desire. It is true, that which much engaged
their hearts to long for the Messiah, was an expectation of his coming as a

glorious temporal monarch ; but this was not all, they expected more from
him than is comprised in such a notion, as appears by that of the woman of

Samaria, John iv. 25. Certainty of all things concerning the worship of

God as the way, and salvation by him as the end, as appears by the preced-

ing discourse in the former verses. And we see the foolish virgins, they

expected the coming of Christ, they waited for his glorious appearing to con-

summate his marriage with his espoused people
;
they prepared for this,

trimming their lamps, and going out to meet him
;
they desired his coming

that they might enter with him into the marriage-chamber, that where he
was, they might be also

;
they express the importunity of their desires, as

in the former ways, so by knocking and calling.

They may have some desires to know the ways of Christ, to be acquainted

with the way that leads to life, and some desires to walk therein, Isa. lviii. 2
;

they seek him daily ; and what do they seek ? they ask of him the ordi-

nances of justice
;
they would be acquainted with the righteous ways and holy

ordinances of God
;
they behaved themselves as those that desired to know

the ways of the Lord, to be acquainted with his will, as those that had a
mind to walk in his ways and comply with his will

;
yet they were but hypo-

crites in their most specious actings, vers. 3, 4. But we have a notorious

instance of this in the address of those Jews to Jeremiah, xlii. 1-3
; they

all here unanimously and importunately desire to know the will and way of

God ;
and, if any words whatsoever could be an infallible sign of the motions

of the heart, we might collect from their words that they desired to know
the way of God out of a design to walk in it ; for they call God to witness,

in a solemn manner, that this was the bent and resolution of their heait,

vers. 5, G
;
yet they were hypocrites in all this, as we see, ver. 20.

5. They may have some joy and delight in that which is spiritual and
heavenly, some joy in spiritual objects, some delight in holy employments,
some rejoicing in the gospel, in Christ, in their interest in Christ, in the

ways of Christ ; and these are the chief objects of this affection of the people

of God, of that joy which is unspeakable and glorious. Hypocrites may
have like acts upon the same objects.

(1.) They may rejoice in the gospel ; it maybe a joyful message to them,
and so they may receive it

;
they may entertain it, welcome it, as tidings of

great joy
;
they may hear it with joy and gladness ; so did Herod, Mark

vi. 20. The phrase seems to import such an affection as the psalmist

expresses, Ps. cxxii. 3. Those whom the apostles admitted into the church
are expressed by the character, Acts ii. 41. Herod had such an affection,

something very like it, for the Holy Ghost holds it forth in the same phrase,

Mark sii. 37. Herod and such hypocrites may rise up in judgment against

such amongst us who are so far from hearing the word gladly, as they care

not how little they hear of it, who rather loathe this manna, with the Israelites
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but these wages. Let theni but be muzzled, let but these outward advan-

tages be subtracted, and they will quickly grow weary of the way of holiness.

As for their love to the people of God, it is but some slight affection,

which a carnal respect or interest, when there is occasion, will over-rule and
command out of doors. We see it- in Herod ; his respect and affection to

Herodias prevailed in him against the very life of John the Baptist. And
though they may seem to love them because they are holy, so as their love

may seem to be grounded upon their holiness, yet indeed their holiness

comes in but at the second hand. The first and chief ground of their affec-

tion and respect is something else, to which holiness is made subservient.

We may see this in Herod also. It concerned him to keep up his respect

and reputation with his people. And the people they had an high opinion

of John, as a just and holy man
;
they counted him a prophet, Mat. xiv. 5.

And therefore was Herod concerned to countenance him, and shew him some
affection. And so the first ground of Herod's respect to him was his repute

amongst the people ; his holiness was but considered as the ground of the

people's respect.

As for their love to God and Christ, it is not ingenuous, nor superlative.

(1). They love God not for himself, because he is good, but because he

does good. Love him for the loaves : John vi. 26, ' You seek me not be-

cause ye saw the miracles, but because ye did eat, &c, and were filled.'

Self-love is the rise of this love ; now the streams rising no higher than the

spring, it must be base love. (2). It is not a love of union. Not from a

love to be near him, with him, in him, in his presence, here and hereafter,

iu ordinances, and in heaven. (3). It is not a love of complacency, because

they are pleased with God above all, with all in God ; and all that comes
from him, works, word, mercies, afflictions, threatenings, promises. It is

not a love to be like him, 1 John iv. 17. (4). It is not transcendent.

They do not love him more than all, wishing more good to him than all, pre-

ferring him and his will before all, Mark x. 37, Luke xiv. 26. He does not

apply all bis faculties to love, and manifest love, Deut. vi. 5.

4. They may have some desires, like those which are found in the people

of God, nearly resembling those desires which are as the pulse of an holy

soul, by the feeling of which we are wont to judge of its spiritual temper and
constitution. Their desires may be drawn out after heavenly and super-

natural objects
;
they may have some desires after heaven and salvation,

after Christ, the author of salvation, after those ways which lead to it.

(1.) They may desire heaven, that glory and happiness, those joys, and
that rest which remains for the people of God. We see this in Balaam,

Num. xxiii. 10. He knew that the death of the righteous was but a step to

happiness, and that the end of their life here was the beginning of eternal

life. Such a death, such an end, he desires ; such as would instate him in

eternal happiness.

The heathens had some apprehensions of that happy immortality which

succeeds the death of righteous men ; that the soul, in a state of separation,

would be happier than in conjunction here with the body ; and this future

state some of them have desired rather than life. Nonnus reports of Cleom-

brotus, that lighting on Plato's Phtrdo, his dialogue of the soul, and

learning there that the soul would be happier when parted from the body,

he was so transported with desires of that happy, immortal state, that he

forthwith deprived himself of life to enjoy it, savrov arro roZ re/^owj xai

If an heathen could be so transported with desires of happiness, who saw

it so little, and had his hopes of enjoying it, no wonder if temporary professors
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do long for heaven, when it is so clearly discovered, when life and immor-
tality is brought to light by the gospel.

They may desire Christ, the author of salvation
;
they may apprehend him

to be the way, the truth, and the life ; and so may desire him as the true

way to life. The stiff-necked Jews did long for Christ, they did ardently

desire the coming of the Messiah ; as he was the desire of all nations, so in

especial manner the desire of that nation, as expecting he would be the glory

of his people Israel, Mai. iii. 1, ' Whom ye seek, whom ye desire,' ttfp2, it

signifies a desire expressed by prayer, and the use of means for the attaining

what is desired. Thus did they desire. It is true, that which much engaged

their hearts to long for the Messiah, was an expectation of his coming as a

glorious temporal monarch ; but this was not all, they expected more from

him than is comprised in such a notion, as appears by that of the woman of

Samaria, John iv. 25. Certainty of all things concerning the worship of

God as the way, and salvation by him as the end, as appears by the preced-

ing discourse in the former verses. And we see the foolish virgins, they

expected the coming of Christ, they waited for his glorious appearing to con-

summate his marriage with his espoused people
;
they prepared for this,

trimming their lamps, and going out to meet him
;
they desired his coming

that they might enter with him into the marriage-chamber, that where he

was, they might be also
;
they express the importunity of their desires, as

in the former ways, so by knocking and calling.

They may have some desires to know the ways of Christ, to be acquainted

with the way that leads to life, and some desires to walk therein, Isa. Iviii. 2
;

they seek him daily ; and what do they seek ? they ask of him the ordi-

nances of justice
;
they would be acquainted with the righteous ways and holy

ordinances of God
;
they behaved themselves as those that desired to know

the ways of the Lord, to be acquainted with his will, as those that had a

mind to walk in his ways and comply with his will
;
yet they were but hypo-

crites in their most specious actings, vers. 3, 4. But we have a notorious

instance of this in the address of those Jews to Jeremiah, xlii. 1-3
; they

all here unanimously and importunately desire to know the will and way of

God
;
and, if any words whatsoever could be an infallible sign of the motions

of the heart, we might collect from their words that they desired to know
the way of God out of a design to walk in it ; for they call God to witness,

in a solemn manner, that this was the bent and resolution of their heait,

vers. 5, G
;
yet they were hypocrites in all this, as we see, ver. 20.

5. They may have some joy and delight in that which is spiritual and
heavenly, some joy in spiritual objects, some delight in holy employments,

some rejoicing in the gospel, in Christ, in their interest in Christ, in the

ways of Christ ; and these are the chief objects of this affection of the people

of God, of that joy which is unspeakable and glorious. Hypocrites may
have like acts upon the same objects.

(1.) They may rejoice in the gospel ; it may be a joyful message to them,

and so they may receive it
;
they may entertain it, welcome it, as tidings of

great joy ; they may hear it with joy and gladness ; so did Herod, Mark
vi. 20. The phrase seems to import such an affection as the psalmist

expresses, Ps. cxxii. 3. Those whom the apostles admitted into the church

are expressed by the character, Acts ii. 41. Herod had such an affection,

something very like it, for the Holy Ghost holds it forth in the same phrase,

Mark xii. 37. Herod and such hypocrites may rise up in judgment against

such amongst us who are so far from hearing the word gladly, as they care

not how little they hear of it, who rather loathe this manna, with the Israelites
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seem cloyed with it ; think they should have too much, if they should have

as much as is offered ; so far are they from receiving it gladly. How far do

these come short of heaven, who come so far short of hypocrites ? They can

receive the word with joy, and rejoice in the light of the gospel ; so did those

Jews, John v. 35 ;
yet such as came short of life, ver. 40. Though John

was a plain, severe, a searching, a convincing teacher, a burning and shining

light, that both searched and scorched their consciences, yet they embraced
his doctrine with joy, and rejoiced in it ; so the stony ground, Mark iv. 16 ;

Mat. xiii. ' With joy.'

(2.) They may delight in Christ. If John Baptist, who was but Christ's

harbinger, was welcomed with joy by temporary professors, well might they

entertain Christ himself, whose harbinger he was, with rejoicing ; if John,

who was but as the morning star, was looked upon with delight, how much
more the Sun, Christ himself, the Sun of Righteousness ? ' Light is sweet,'

Eccles. xi. 7. Light is sweet to the eye of the body ; so is spiritual light

to eye of the soul ; it is a pleasant thing to behold the light of life, the Sun
of Righteousness. It is so even to some hypocrites ; it was so to the disobe-

dient Jews, though they saw him but afar off, at some hundred years' dis-

tance
;
though they had but such glimmerings as could be in the sky so long

before the rising of this Sun ; some dawnings thereof in prophetical Scrip-

tures, shadowed with much darkness
;
yet even such appearances of Christ

was their delight, Mai. iii. 1. The Angel, the Mediator of the covenant of

grace, in whom, and for whose sake, that covenant of life and peace was
made, and in whose blood it was sealed and ratified ; in him, in this mes-

senger, they delighted. So those who had nothing accompanying salvation,

tasted some sweetness in Christ, Heb. vi. 4 ; there is heavenly sweetness in

Christ the heavenly gift, and this they tasted, and the taste of it could not

but be sweet and delightful
;
they tasted something herein like the joys of

heaven, aDd therefore are said to partake of the powers of the world to come ;

and yet these, for all the sweetness they have tasted in Christ, all the delight

they have taken in him, may fall off from him, and so shew that at the best

they were no better than hypocrites.

(3.) They may rejoice in their interest in Christ, a supposed, presumed
interest ; for such as is real they have none. That hypocrites may have

persuasions of their title to Christ and his benefits, I shewed at large, &c.

;

that the result of this persuasion may be joy and rejoicing is so evident as

needs no proof; as he that has found the pearl of great price will rejoice,

so he that does but persuade himself he has found it, may be surprised with

rejoicing ; for, indeed, it is the apprehension, not the reality, that is the

immediate cause of joy. He that has real interest in Christ, yet not appre-

hending it, may go mourning all the day long: while he that is a stranger

to Christ, yet presuming upon a title to him, may rejoice as one that finds

spoils ; and, indeed, a hypocrite may far exceed a true believer upon this

account ; he may have a spring-tide of joy, it may flow and fill its banks,

when the comforts of a sincere soul are at a low ebb, Job xx. 5, 6. Though
his joy be but short, yet it is great, what it wants in time is made up in

measure ; it is a joy like that of a triumph, and what is comparable to that?

puts his soul into a triumphant posture, so as his excellency mounts up to

the heavens, and his head seems to reach the clouds ; so that, carnal Jew,

Rom. ii. 17, %a\jyjt.<sa.i h Qiu, thou gloriest in God. He gloried in this, that

God was his God. The word imports a jetting or strutting of the neck
;

when the spirit is elevated, and moves in a triumphant posture, then it

glories. David's soul was in such a posture when he breaks forth into those

expressions, Ps. xxxiv. 2, ' My soul shall make her boast,' &c.
;
by the same
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phrase does the apostle express this formalist, he boasts, he glories. Com-
fort is more than peace, and joy is more than comfort, and glorying is more
than joy ; it is joy in its highest exaltation, joy exulting, making the spirit

jet and strut as one marching in triumph ; such may be the rejoicings of a

formalist. His soul is so full of joy as it cannot be contained, but breaks

out into triumphing shouts, and songs, and exaltation. That is the import

of the word, in Job xx. 5.

(4.) He may delight in the ways of God
; may rejoice, not only in his

privilege, but in his duty. We have this twice expressed in one verse, Isa.

lviii. 2. They not only delight to know, but to do ; demean themselves as

those who delight both to find out the way to God, and to walk in it
;
they

delight to approach
;
yea, and the ways wherein they delighted was that

wherein the flesh takes no delight. One of them was a duty which tends to

macerate and humble the body, and afflict the soul ; for that is the instance

immediately adjoined, ver. 3, ' Wherefore have we fasted, and thou seest

not?' &c. So Ezek. xxxiii. 31, 32: 1, they come frequently; 2, attend

devoutly
; 3, hear with delight. They took pleasure in the prophet's ser-

mons, as in a most delightful song set off with exquisite music.

But now their delight is defective, in that it is,

(1.) In something external, not in divine objects themselves. In the

saints, not because holy, strict, but because kind, affable. In ministers, not

as God's instruments to regenerate, search the heart, discourage sin, but

as learned, eloquent, plausible delivery, sweet deportment ; in the gospel

preached, for notions perfecting the intellectuals, not as it teaches to deny
ungodliness ; in prayer, not as enjoyment of God, communion and communi-
cation, but as it gets them applause, upholds credit, satisfies conscience.

(2.) It is in general confused. Descend to particulars, it vanishes. In
the gospel offering Christ as a Saviour, with pardon, reconciliation, liberty

;

but come to the terms upon which Christ is offered, denying self, taking up
the cross, &c, they go away offended.

6. They may have some zeal for God and his concernments. Zeal is an
affection which much honours God, and is much honoured by him. The
Lord expresses an affectionate resentment of the zeal of Phinehas for many
generations, Num. xxv. 11, 13 ; Ps. cvi. 30. Zeal, when it is of the right

stamp, is a character, not only of a true, but of an eminent Christian. Now
such professors may express much zeal ; it may flame as high (sometimes

higher) as that which is kindled from heaven. To give you an account of

this more distinctly, in some particulars,

(1.) They may have zeal towards God ; not only for themselves and their

own interests, but for God. So had Paul before his conversion, and the

Jews while unconverted. We may take the apostle's word for both, Acts

xxii. 3. He gives this testimony, not only of himself, but of those who then

persecuted him. His zeal was drawn out, not he says towards his own
reputation, and advantage, preferment, but towards God. So says he of

these Jews here, and so he testifies of them, Rom. x. 2. They had, even the

rejected Jews, they had a zeal, he says ; he says not a zeal of their own
carnal interests and worldly concernments, but ' a zeal of God,' such a zeal

as engaged the apostle's heart, drew out his desires after them, obliged him
to pray for them, ver. 1. Their zeal is assigned as the cause of all this,

ver. 2. It was a zeal of God, according to the best of their knowledge.

(2.) They may be zealous for reformation, zealous against false worship.

See this in Jehu, 2 Kings x. 16. Here is zeal made visible by action, and
so confident as it dare expose itself to view : ' Come, see.' Offers itself to

the test of Jonadab. And it is zeal for the Lord. Zeal, when it is not for
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God, is but wildfire ; when it is not in the cause of God, it is out of its

place ; like fire in the thatch, not in the chimney, more apt to consume the

house than to be serviceable to it. ' It is good,' Gal. iv. 18. Now he was
zealously affected in a good thing ; it was a business wherein the Lord em-
ployed him. It was zeal against sin, against false worship, against the

idolatrous worship of Baal; a zeal which consumed the place, the means, the

instruments of that false worship; a zeal for reformation, which the Lord
rewards with a kingdom to him, and his posterity for some generations,

ver. 30. And yet Jehu was not sincere for all this, see ver. 31. But
whatever be was, his zeal for reformation, and against corrupt worship does

bear witness against, and condemn that lukewarmness and indifferency of

many amongst us as to reformation and purity of worship. It is a lament-

able thing to see so many ready to fall back to those old corruptions ; for-

ward to return to their vomit, to lick up that superstition which the Lord in

a sharp course of physic had brought us to disgorge. A lamentable thing

to see such lukewarmness and indifferency as to the worship of God refined

from its old dregs, and reformed according to rule ; to see this even in those

that should be of a better temper. Such indifferency when we are engaged
for reformation by all that is solemn and sacred ; such indi&rency, as

though reformation bad cost nothing, no prayers or tears, no treasure or

blood, no hazards or sufferings ; such indifferency as though those old corrup-

tions had been no ground of God's controversy with us ; no ground of former

persecutions, banishment, imprisonments, and sufferings of all sorts to those

of whom the world was not worthy, as though the precious gospel of Christ

itself had not been apparently hazarded thereby ; such indifferency as will

be determined by a worldly interest, so as this shall turn the scales for a

corrupt way, those antiquated corruptions ; and that, notwithstanding the

word of God, the principles of reformed churches, and all our engagements
be put in the other end of the balance, these shall be no weight against a

worldly interest, a carnal respect. Sure this is to be bewailed and laid to

heart. I confess a sincere soul may be overswayed by a worldly interest in

a particular act ; but beware when this becomes a temper, when it is pre-

dominant, when it is constantly or commonly prevalent ; then it is of sad

importance. Whatever things or relations we secure thereby, we hereby

forfeit our relation to Christ ; he will not own such as his disciples. In

Christ's account we miscall such when we call them Christians ; their pro-

per name is worldlings ; the denomination should be regularly from that

which is predominant.

But not to digress. If Jehu be condemned, notwithstanding his zeal for

reformation, how shall such lukewarmness and indifferency as to the worship

of God escape ?

(3.) They may be zealous for the ordinances and institutions of God. As
against false worship, so for the true worship of God ; as for reforming worship

corrupted, so for continuance of worship reformed. Paul, before his con-

version, was exceeding zealous for the ordinances, Gal. i. 14 ; the ordi-

nances delivered by God to the fathers. So it is taken by interpreters, and
not restrained to pharisaical traditions. He was zealous for those institu-

tions which were established by the law of God, for which the believing

Jews were zealous, even after their conversion, Acts xsi. 20.

(4.) They may be zealously affected to the people of God, zealous for

their salvation. So were the false apostles for the believing Galatians, Gal.

iv. 17. The apostle commends Epaphras for his affection to the Colossians

in a like phrase, Col. iv. 13. The false apostles had a great zeal for the

Galatians
;
they were zealous for their salvation ;

they endeavoured to
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bring them into that way which in their judgment was the only way to

salvation. They mistake the way indeed, and therefore he adds, ' but
not tall.'

Yet formal professors may know the true way, and then there is no reason
but they may shew as much zeal therein for the salvation of others as these

false teachers did for the Galatians.

7. They may have some fear of God. To fear God is the most signal

character of the people of God in Scripture. Yet some fear of God may be
found, even in those that have no saving interest in God; nay, some fear of

God may be found in devils, James ii. 19. Here is fear, and that which
proceeds from believing ; here is a great fear ; and such as is effectual, mani-
fests itself by trembling.

But this fear, you may say, arises from apprehensions of wrath and
justice ; it is a legal, a servile fear. It is true. But there is a fear that

springs from apprehensions of mercy and goodness ; an ingenuous fear, such
as the prophet speaks of, Hosea iii. 5. Now some such a fear as this we
lind in the Israelites, those who for their rebellions against God fell in the

wilderness, and were not suffered to enter into the land of promise, Exod.
xiv. 31. Here is a fear accompanied with faith; they believed and feared ;

here is a fear arising from the Lord's mercy and goodness, vouchsafing them
a gracious and miraculous deliverance from the hands of their enemies.

This is mentioned immediately before, ver. 30. Here is a fear attended with

joy, breaking forth into the praises of God, chap. xv. ver.l. And we find

it repeated, Ps. cvi. 11, 12. Here seems to be that happy concurrence,

that sweet mixture of joy and trembling, whereby the soul is kept in that

temper which is the best, a middle temper, then it is upon the right bottom
;

fear moderating the excesses of joy, that the heart be not too much exalted;

and joy alleviating the pressures of fear, that the soul be not too much
dejected. Such a temper as the Lord himself delights in, and calls for, Pp.

ii. 11. The Israelites had some semblance of this
;
they feared, there is

their trembling ; and sang his praises, there is their joy. But what were this

people, whose temper seems so excellent ? The words immediately follow-

ing discover them to be no better than those in the text, vers. 13, 14. They
soon forgot them; indeed as soon as their song is ended we find them
murmuring, Exod, xv. 24. But three days interposed betwixt that seeming
excellent frame of spirit and this detestable distemper, betwixt this fear of

God, and this mutiny wherein they murmured against him. So speedily

did all their faith, their joy, their fear end in a mutiny.
Further, the fear of God may be exceeding great in natural men. So it

was in those mariners, who used to be most fearless, Jonah i. 10; when
they apprehended the nature of the prophet's sin, and saw the effects of it,

then were the men exceedingly afraid. Though Jonah tells them, ver. 9,

he feared the Lord, yet they seem to be possessed with more fear of God
than Jonah. Even natural men, upon some occasions, may express more
fear of God than a prophet, than some eminent servant of God, when under
a temptation. But here their fear seems to be from apprehension of danger,

and so more servile ; see ver. 16. You will see a fear of a more ingenuous
strain. Now, the storm was over, the sea was becalmed, the danger was
past, deliverance appeared, and that as the consequent of their prayer; and
yet now they feared the Lord, and that with a great fear (as it is in the

Hebrew), such as is accompanied with acts of worship, and resolutions of

praise and obedience. Such a fear of God may be in heathens (for I find

not any divines determine that they were converted, nor find I any certain

ground in the text for such a determination). Now, if such an affection
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may be in heathens, strangers to God, and the discoveries of God in

Scripture, what may there be in those who may see God by the light of

Scripture, and live under the discoveries of God, both by the law and the

gospel ?

8. They may have some contempt of the world
; yea, a high degree of it.

This seems to be the property of the Lord's redeemed, those who are re-

deemed from the earth by the blood of the Lamb. But yet some men of

the world may despise the riches and honours, the pomp and vanities, of

the world
;
they may reject them, relinquish, deny themselves the possession

and enjoyment of them, forbear the pursuit of them. They may look upon
the most splendid things in the world as things below them, unworthy of

their thoughts, affections, or endeavours. There seems to be the greatest

allurement, the strongest temptation, the subtlest snare in riches. Here is

a snare which few seem to escape ; the people of God are here too much
entangled, therefore I shall insist on this most, and shew how natural men
may despise, refuse, and trample upon riches ; and demonstrate this, not in

words only, but in their practice. Peter, in the name of the rest of the

disciples, seems to boast of their relinquishing the world for Christ, Mat.

xix. 27. His speech has reference to the young man too much in love with

the world, who would part with Christ rather than his possessions. Ay,
but, says he ' We have left all.' This was an argument of great self-denial

and contempt of the world, to forsake their houses, and what estates they

had, to follow Christ, in a poor, despicable, afflicted condition, but this they

all did; he speaks it in the name of the twelve. And to the twelve Christ

applies his answer, ver. 28. Now, Judas was one of these ; he had forsaken

all as well as the rest. A Judas may shew such contempt of the world, as

to abandon and relinquish all he has in it.

Paul was not a whit behind the very chiefest apostles in self-denial and
estrangement from the world. Who is there that could less regard earthly

things than he, who was crucified to the world, and minded riches no more
than a dead man ? And yet see the false apostles would out- vie him in this

very thing. Whereas he received maintenance from the churches to which
he preached, they would receive none, they would preach gratis ; and forced

the apostle to do so also, that he might cut off their occasion of glorying, as

if they were greater contemners of the world than he, 2 Cor. si. 12.

Would we not take it as a great argument of contemning the world, if we
should see a rich man sell his estate and bring the price of it into a common
treasury for the maintenance of others, reserving only a part of it to himself?

Would ye not take this as an evidence of an heart not valuing riches ? Would
it not prove a shrewd trial, if professors amongst us should be put upon such

an act ? Yet Ananias and Sapphira did thus much, Acts v. 1, 2. They sold

their possession, brought the price of it to be disposed of for the relief of

others, and they would not be the disposers of it themselves neither, as those

that are most liberal would desire to be in such a case ; they lay it down at

the apostles' feet, they reserve but a part of it for their own use.

Ay, and they did this voluntarily; it was a free act; for, as appears by
verse 4, there was no necessity laid on them to sell their possession, or part

with so much of the price of it. They might have kept it unsold, or kept

the price of it to their own uses, and yet have continued in communion with

the church, not have been judged unworthy of the apostles' fellowship. There
was no decree made by the apostles, no injunction laid upon the primitive

Christians, to sell or alienate their possessions; for Peter clearly sheweth

that Ananias might justly have kept his own, in land or money. It was a

voluntary act, and so is a greater evidence of a less esteem of his possessions.
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So that hence it appears, an hypocrite may so little value riches as to sell

his whole estate, and dispose of the greatest part of it for the relief of others

;

bo far they may contemn the world.

There is an appearance of some contempt of the world in that deluded

generation amongst us, which we call Quakers.
The papists, whom they herein follow, and by whom they seem in most

things to be influenced, come not short of them in this. The retirements,

abstinence from meats and marriages, voluntary poverty, and other severities

observed in some of then- stricter orders, is looked on as a contempt of riches

and pleasures. But if this were real and not counterfeit, if we saw a lively

face of this amongst them, and were, not deluded with a vizard, yet would
they have no great cause to boast, since

The Essenes, a superstitious sect amongst the Jews, and no better than

half pagans, could vie with them herein. Indeed, the Papists are but their

apes; as in other monastical observances, so in this shew of contemning
the world, as Plato and Josephus represent them, they had more of this in

reality, and little less in appearance. But to mention nothing but what is

to our purpose, besides their abstinence from sensual pleasures, they so little

valued riches, as none was admitted into their society but he must part with

all his possessions ; and so they lived together, as not any one of them had
anything of his own.

Nay, this is to be found in mere heathens. The Lacedaemonians, the

gallantest and most powerful state in Greece, when Greece was in her great-

est flourish, lived in a visible contempt of riches and other vanities which
the world much admires, and that for many years together.

Let me give you some particular instance, wherein this contempt of tbe

world has been visible amongst heathens. It is observed, that some of the

gallantest men wherewith the more refined part of the heathen world has

been honoured, have lived in extreme poverty; and that not out of necessity,

but out of choice ; not because they wanted opportunities to make themselves
rich, but out of a contempt of riches, and because they thought it better to

want than to enjoy them.
It is reported of Epaminondas (the great Theban general, the gallantest

commander that Greece ever bred, and who by his brave conduct had raised

Thebes, a contemptible state before, to be the most powerful city in Greece)
that the condition wherewith he contented himself was so low and poor, as

it afforded him but one sorry coat ; so that when he sent this to the fuller,

he was glad to keep house till it was returned, for want of another. It is

like he could not want opportunities to enrich himself in those great wars
wherein he commanded in chief and was always victorious; but, as they

represent him, he was so far from seeking riches, as he would not accept of

them when they sought him ; for besides other rich offers which he rejected,

when the king of Persia presented him with a large quantity of gold («Xt)

y^eiov, says vElian), he would not accept of the present. We would look

upon him as an elevated soul in these days, as one raised high above the

world, who would not stoop to such a golden offer.

Phocion, a man so eminent for abilities in government both in peace and
war, as he was forty-five times chosen governor of Athens, yet is reported to

have lived all his time in the lowest poverty ; and this he did voluntarily and
out of choice too. For when Alexander sent him an hundred talents (which
in our account amounts to nineteen thousand pounds, a vast sum in those

days), and besides this, the choice of any one of four cities in Asia for a

constant revenue, he refused both the one and the other. Why, says he
to Alexander's messengers, does the king send me such a rich present ?
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Because, answer they, he counts thee the best and most upright man in

Athens. And why then, replies he, will he not sufi'er me to continue so ? ovxab

eaaa.ru roiin/rm thai. Insinuating that it was more difficult to be a good
man in the midst of riches than in the lowest poverty, and intimating that

this was the end why he preferred poverty before riches.

Let me but add one more, it is that famous cynic, whom they represent

speaking in a strain something like Scripture language : that he was a pil-

grim, a wanderer here ; that he was not at home while he was in the world ;

that he was absent from his country ; that he was poor, poorly clad, and
had nothing but from hand to mouth ; and yet no less contented with this

poor condition than Alexander with the empire of the world, vid. Julian,

p. 125. He would not change this poor estate for one more plentiful,

though it were in his choice ; for when that great monarch offered him what
he would desire, he desired only that he would stand out of his light. So
little did he value these thicgs of the world, which others value more than

their souls.

I could easily cloy you with such examples, but I forbear. Indeed, I use

not to trouble you with foreign instances, but this part of my subject seems

to require it, and the usefulness of them may make up an apology, if any be

needful. We may see something herein that may provoke Christians to emu-
lation. How should we be ashamed to admire these things so much, which
the light of nature discovers to be so contemptible ; to lay out so much of

our thoughts, time, endeavours upon riches, which the heathens counted not

only unworthy of their hearts and endeavours, but of their acceptance.

However, by this it is plain, that there may be a contempt of the world in

those whom Christ will not own.
They may go far in a way of obedience ; make a great progress towards

heaven in respect of their practice. What they have of religion and god-

liness, may not only be notional but practical ; such as consists not in some
light and knowledge, some inward heat and affection only, but which may
make a great, a fair appearance in their practice, both in their addresses to

God and in their dealings with men, in public and private, in acts of holiness

and righteousness.

There may be a visible holiness in the face of their conversations, a visible

conformity to the rule of holiness, a visible compliance with the revealed will

of God, both as to moral and positive preceipts. Their lives and deport-

ment in the sight of the world may be both blameless and beautiful. So
was the outward carriage of the Pharisees, by Christ's own testimony,,

beautiful without, Mat. xxiii. 27. He searches the heart and could see what
was within ; that which was visible was beauty, and such as got them the

repute of very holy men. So far as one man can judge of the acts of

another, their obedience may seem as good as the best, and we being to

judge of men by their acts, they may be reckoned amoDgst the best in their

generation. Thus they may live, and thus they may die ; live as saints and
die as martyrs, in the account of others and in their own account too, and
yet, in the judgment of Christ, may be no better than workers of iniquity

;

no better than these in the text, and in the end have no better reward.

But not to stay in generals, a distinct and particular account hereof will be

more satisfying and convictive, and this way I shall lead you to a discovery,

a prospect of a formal professor in his utmost obedience, by three steps.

(1.) There is a negative obedience, in not doing that which is evil ; this

consists in an observance of negative precepts, and appears in avoiding sin,

declaring* what the Lord forbids.

Qu. ' declining
'

'?

—

Ed.
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(2.) There is a positive and active obedience, in doing that which is good
;

this consists in a conformity to positive precepts, and appears in the practice

of those duties which the Lord commands, a performing of those acts of

morality, charity, or godliness, which are enjoined in the law or the gospel.

(3.) There is a passive obedience, which consists in suffering what is

inflicted, either for the profession or practice of what is according to the

mind and will of God, either for the profession of his truth or obedience to

his will, in case upon trial we resolve to obey God rather than man.
Now formal professors may go far in each of these, in avoiding what is

forbidden, doing what is commanded, and suffering for their faith or practice.

I will shew this particularly, and when all is put together, you will see that

the same will amount to no less than what I delivered in the general account.

[1.] They may go far in avoiding sin, there may be a notable exactness

in their negative obedience, strict in avoiding what is offensive to God. I

shall lead you to the height of their progress herein by these several degrees.

First, They may avoid gross sins, shun that wickedness which is the practice

of the profane world, so as no such blots shall be seen in them as are too visible

in the lives of others. Such a representation we have of the Pharisee, Luke
xviii. 11 : he was far from being plunged in that wickedness which other

men are sunk into ; his spot was not the spot of the publican. This was

the temper of that sect generally ; their avoiding of gross sins, such as were

condemned by the letter of the law, was the ground of their confidence that

they were righteous. They were not so bad as others, and therefore thought

they were good enough. And this was the occasion of the parable, ver. 9.

This sect, whom Christ will condemn, may go thus far, ver. 14. The
apostle speaks of some who had escaped the pollutions of the world, and yet

were far from escaping hell, 2 Pet. ii. 20. They had got out of the puddle

wherein the profane world does wallow, and yet afterward returning to their

vomit, shew their natures were never truly changed
;
they were dogs still,

by running back to the mire shew they were never thoroughly washed, never

truly sanctified.

Secondly, They may avoid the open commission of smaller sins. Not only

such as civil men are afraid and ashamed of, but such as the world will scarce

count sins, will not easily be convinced they are sins. It is known that the

Jews, at that time when they rejected Christ, were so far from worshipping idols,

as they would not suffer any image in their temple ; so far from profaning

the name of God by wicked oaths, as they forbore the use of it in their com-
mon discourse, lest it should be profaned ; so far from breaking the Sabbath

by following the works of their callings, or spending any part of it in sports

or recreations, as they scrupled works of necessity, lest these should be a

profanation of it.

Paul, while unconverted, says he was blameless as to the observation of the

law, Phil. iii. So he was not only free from gross acts of profaneness, but

from smaller acts of disobedience before men ; he had been blameable, if he
could have been charged with these. The way wherein he was engaged, held

forth the most accurate strictness to the eye of the world, and, therefore, did

avoid the open practice of smaller sins, Acts xxvi. 5, xara. wj» uy.ciZi67a.rriv ahiaiv

rrjg r)/MTioas ^gnaxhas. The apostle speaks of some drawn to apostasy, who
had clean escaped, 2 Pet. ii. 18, a--o<p-j'yo\i™;. They did not only avoid sin,

but fly from it. They fled so far and so fast, as they seemed to have made
a clear escape

; they seemed to have broke all the snares, great and small,

else they were not quite escaped. If we see a bird entangled in any part,

if she stick but by one claw, we say Dot she is clean escaped. These in the

text, as to outward appearance, were quite got out of the net ;
they seemed
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not less or more entangled, were not openly inveigled in any sinful practice,
greater or less. Such an escape may hypocrites make from open sins, more
and less heinous.

But no wonder if any of the Jews (their light being such, as the rest of
the world compared therewith was darkness) made conscience of smaller
sins, since we see that the light which the heathen had, led them to make
conscience, not only of their words and actions, but even of their looks and
glances. Pericles, his speech to the Tragedian, is memorable to this pur-
pose

; he taking Sophocles tardy upon this account, perceiving his eye too
much taken with a beauty that passed by him : One in your place, says he,
should not only restrain his hands from covetous practices, but his eyes also
from wanton looks, Valer. Max. p. 212. If such conscientiousness was to
be found in heathens, whose consciences might easily be asleep, being so
much in the dark, how much more tenderness may there be in professors
under the gospel, whose light is like that at noon-day, whenas that of the
Jews was but as twilight, that of the heathens but as star-light ? How does
this condemn a great part of those who go under the name of Christians !

Thirdly, They may be careful to avoid some secret sins, such as the eve
of the world can take notice of ;

they may be careful to avoid sinful

thoughts, yea, sinful dreams, more excusable than thoughts, because less

voluntary. Epiphanius, relating several severities and hardships to which
the Pharisees inured themselves, as to their lodging, and the posture wherein
they slept, assigns this as their end therein, bia. rb bli&iv /j.ti euparixb* t!

vaDsTb, to prevent nocturnal pollution, that no impure dream might occasion
any outward involuntary defilement, vid. Casaub. p. 44.

The heathen could see this, that a righteous man would avoid secret sins

as well as open. Notable is that of Plato, 6 dixaios anys xat rov riyou XaZri

daxrvXm iva firj ioarai, &c. A just man will not do an unrighteous act

though he could do it invisible. What their practice was in secret is not
discernible, and therefore instances of this kind cannot be expected ; but
this was their principle, which /Elian thus lays down, p. 414. He is a bad
man, not only who does wrong to others, aXKa xa/ o hvoyeug ubir.riaai, but
who thinks of doing them wrong. Now we may reasonably suppose that

their light leading them to this, some of them would follow it ; for so we
find they did in other cases. But the light in those that live under the

gospel is more clear and strong as to the discovery and condemning of secret

sins, and no doubt but it may procure some compliance in inward acts, since

we see it carries all before it as to those acts that are outward and public.

Fourthly, They may avoid the occasions of sin; not only sin itself, but the
occasions of it; they may shun these themselves, and they may remove them
from others.

Thus Jehu not only removed the idolatry of Baal, but the occasion of it

;

he did more herein than some of the good kings of Judah
;
though they

removed idolatry out of the temple, would not suffer it there
;
yet they

tolerated the high places, as the Lord often complains. But he destroyed
the very place of that false worship, 2 Kings x. 27. He both broke the

eggs, and pulled down the nest, that idolatry might be hatched no more there.

It is reported of some of the Pharisees, that they wore hats so deep as to

cover their eyes ; and others of them, when they went abroad, would shut
their eyes, lest through those windows, the occasions of sin should glide

into the heart. If there was such strictness amongst the Pharisees, whom
Christ so much condemns, how shall that looseness amongst us escape the

damnation of hell ! Mihi timorem ilia incutiunt. These things make me
afraid, says Nazianzen; lest when we should exceed the Pharisees, we be
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found worse than they ; lest there be more reason to call us serpents and a

generation of vipers.

But to our purpose. No wonder if formal professors may avoid occasions

of sin under the gospel ; since the Pharisees seemed careful to shun them

under the law.

But what shall we say, if such strictness may be found amongst heathens?

Lilian relates this of Ciitomachus, that when any act of the brute creatures,

which might be incentive to lust, was offered to his view, he would forth-

with turn aside from it ; and if at a feast he heard any immodest discourse,

he would immediately rise and quit the company. This was much for a

heathen. May we not expect more from those that live under the gospel ?

Formal professors have much more light, though they have no more grace.

Moreover, they may not only shun the occasions of sin themselves, but they

may be careful to remove the occasion of sin out of the way of others ;
yea,

when that cannot be done without their own damage and prejudice. Valerius

Maximus gives us a pregnant instance thereof in a heathen, Sparina, a young

man exceeding beautiful, perceiving that he was therefore much observed,

and fearing the consequences of it, he disfigured his face, lest his beauty

should prove a snare to others. Dejormitalem sanctitatis sum fidam, quam

formam irritamentum aliena libidinis esse rnaluit, p. 224. He had rather

have his deformity an argument of his own purity, than beauty to be an

incentive of uncleanness unto others. May not this heathen condemn such

amongst us, who are so far from disfiguring themselves, lest they should

prove a temptation to others, that they will disfigure themselves to seem

more beautiful, and will patch up a beauty rather than want one, whatever

be the consequences of it ? How can those who have less conscience than

heathens have more hopes than heathens ! But though we have some worse

than heathens, under the vizard of Christians, yet some we have will go as

far as they in this particular, as to the shunning occasions of sin, and yet

may come as far short of heaven as they who live without hopes of heaven

in the world. Hypocrites may both shun and avoid sin.

Fifthly, They may be careful to avoid the appearance of evil, not only sin

itself, and the occasions of it, but the very appearance of sin. Idolatry seems

to be a sin to which the Israelites and Jews were most addicted ;
you may

find this all along in the Old Testament. This seems to have been the

beloved sin of that nation for many ages. But after the captivity, when the

Lord had made them smart for it under many sufferings, they so much
abhorred idolatry as they would not endure any appearance of it. Josephus

gives us a remarkable instance to this purpose. Herod had built their

temple in a most magnificent manner; over the great door thereof he placed

a large golden eagle. This was no idol, no image either of the true or of

any false God. Ay, but it was an image ; the Jews looked on it upon this

account as an evil appearance ; so they took umbrage at it ; it was an eye-

sore to them. Thereupon a company of them conspire together, and down

they throw it to the ground. They would rather hazard their lives than

endure such an appearance of evil. And indeed it was not only the hazard,

but the loss of their lives ; Herod burned them quick for this act. Thus

zealous formalists may be even against the appearance of evil.

Sixthly, In reference to the avoiding of sin, they may use divers mortifying

exercises ; such as tend to tame the flesh, to beat down the body, and so to

weaken sin. They may cut off those provisions for the flesh, whereby the

lusts thereof are gratified, nourished, and so fulfilled. They may abridge

themselves of those lawful comforts, which are so apt to be abused for the

advantage of the flesh, and are so ordinarily abused by the best when they
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take their full scope therein. They may deny themselves those delight3

which the flesh so much desires, and which prove snares to the people of

God, when they are not very watchful, cautious, and spiritual, and keep not

a strict hand and a vigilant eye over their hearts in the use of them ; I mean
the delights we take in relations, meat, lodging, apparel, and habitation.

Formalists may deny themselves much in these ; may neglect them, and
content themselves with mean fare, hard lodging, plain habit, poor habita-

tions. They may displease and cross the flesh herein, keep it down, and
disable it from acting those lusts, to which these outward things are supports

and incentives. They may afflict the flesh with much abstinence and many
austerities, which seem to have some tendency to starve and mortify it. The
Pharisees were much in fasting, humbling, and afflicting their bodies, Luke
xviii. 12. Twice a week was their constant practice, besides their occasional

fasts : Luke v. 33, ' Fast often.' And then they abstained from all kind of

nourishment from evening to evening. But the abstinence of the Essenes,

another sect amongst the Jews, was greater. If we compare our fare with

theirs, their whole life may seem to have been a continual fast ;
they con-

tent themselves with one meal a day, only a supper, and then they had no
other drink but water; no meat, but bread and salt. Another dish some
of them had, but that was only hyssop, and those that used it were counted

more delicate than ordinary.

The papists boast much of their fasting, but the strictest popish fast is a

feast compared with the Essenes' best fare. So abstemious they were in their

diet, and their habit, lodging, houses were answerable ; all carried a great

appearance of contempt of the world, and neglect of the body. That is the

apostle's phrase, Col. ii. 23. And some think he there represents to us

these same people. ' Touch not, taste not, handle not,' was their rule, and
so was their practice

;
they lived at a distance from the delights and soft-

nesses of the world, and so little gratified the flesh as they seemed plainly

to neglect it, ver. 23. These things had a specious show of wisdom, i. e. of

holiness ; for so wisdom is sometimes taken in Scripture. Much of holiness

consists in self-denial and mortification, and there is an appearance of these

in this neglect of the body, when it is not in auy honour, no respect had of

it, the flesh, for its satisfaction in outward things.

[2.] They may go far in positive and active obedience ; as in avoiding

that which is evil, so in doing that which is good. Their conversation may
not only be clean from the blots and pollutions of the world, but adorned
and beautified with the visible acts of holiness and righteousness. They
may seem exact and conscientious in acts of piety towards God, and acts of

righteousness towards men
;
they may go far in the outward performance of

those duties which the Lord requires, and has appointed to be the visible

way to heaven.

The evangelist gives Herod this testimony, that he did many things

when he heard John, Mark vi. 28. Now, he that considers what educa-

tion and examples Herod had, even the worst that could be, what his

place and state was, the evangelist calls him a king ; what his snares and
temptations were, those that are common to great men, and some peculiar to

him
; may reasonably judge that it will be more easy for a private person

(not in such circumstances as he was) to do all (as to the outward act) than

for him to do many things, and yet as far from heaven as he, Mark x. 17.

And, indeed, some there were amongst the Jews so exact as to the duties of

the first and second table, that they thought they were obedient in all, omit-

ted nothing which the law required. This you may see in the young man
coming to Christ in the Gospel ; he was one of prime nobility and great pos-
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sessions. Luke calls him a ruler, Sg^wv ; be shews his zeal in running to

Christ ; he shews an honourable respect to Christ in kneeling to him (much
more than many of his quality) acknowledging him a teacher sent of God.
He shews great care of his soul in his inquiry ; he propounds no frivolous

question, such as the Pharisees did ; his inquiry is after eternal life, how
his soul might attain it. Christ frames his answer according to the form of

the question ; if thou wilt have life by doing, Mat. xix. 17, ' Keep the com-
mandments.' Why, he had kept all these, and that from his youth ; ob-

served these commands, as to the letter of them, and the outward acts

required therein ; he is confident he never violated any of them since he had
the knowledge of good and evil. Now I am apt to think that he spoke as

he thought, and was verily persuaded he had done as much as he said (not

understanding the extent and spiritualness of the commands) : for it is said,

ver. 21, ' Jesus said unto him, If thou wilt be perfect, sell all that thou hast,

and give it to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven.' Christ

wonld not have been so affected therewith if he had grossly dissembled.

He had been so careful in an external observance of the law, as he thought

he had omitted nothing ; and yet was far from the eternal life he inquires

after ; for he leaves Christ (though sorrowful) rather than he would part

with his possessions.

But this young man did not understand how much the law required. It

is like the apostle Paul, before his conversion, was more knowing
; yet he

professeth, that while he was unconverted, as to his observance of the law,

he was blameless, Phil. iii. 6. So exact and punctual was he in obeying

the law, that as none could blame him for any open commission of sin, so

none could blame him for any omission of duty, as to those acts that were

then acknowledged to be sins or duties ; he was unblameable in both respects
;

he had not been blameless if he could have been blamed for either. And
yet for all this righteousness, which seemed so spotless, if he had not

found another righteousness besides that of his own, that of the law, he had
been lost.

But though he was so strict in his obedience that man could not blame

him, yet his own conscience might blame him. Conscience will accuse

those who are so exact as men cannot at all charge them. Was he unblame-

able in his own conscience ? See for that, Acts xxiii. 1. Here he professeth

solemnly, in a great assembly, that he had lived in good conscience, in all

good conscience, and that before God, and this all his life long ; not only in

the Christian, but in the Jewish religion, not only after, but before his con-

version ; for so far both interpreters and the words carry it :
' until this day.'

He had all his days, unto that very day, acted sincerely and uprightly,

according to his conscience. He walked conscientiously while he was a Jew.

He did not act that which conscience condemned, nor did he decline that

which conscience enjoined him, and yet if he had died in that state he had
gone to hell. Thus conscientious may such be, who shall never enter into

heaven.

But we have more* formalists in acts (that are outward) of righteousness

towards God and men. Many not only go as far as ordinary sincere Chris-

tians, but even as far as the apostles, the holiest and most exemplary

Christians, 2 Cor. xi. ; so did the false teachers amongst the Corinthians,

ver. 13-15 ; as to a visible form and specious appearance ; as to the out-

ward lineaments of godliness ; as to the external acts of holiness, self-denial,

mortification, contempt of the world, they were even as the apostles of Christ.

The Corinthians did so take them, though they were the most knowing, dis-

* Qu. ' mere' ?

—

Ed.
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cerning, intelligent people amongst the primitive churches. They were so

much taken with them, as the apostle is put to argue them out of this delu-

sion. Even as Satan (says he) may assume such a shape, and make a glo-

rious appearance of heavenly light and holiness, as he may be taken for an

angel of light and glory ; even so those, that are no better than the ministers

of Satan, may in their outward actings put on such a beautiful form of holi-

ness and righteousness as they may be taken for the ministers of righteous-

ness, yea, for the very apostles of Christ. There was such an appearance

of light and holiness in these false teachers, it shined so bright in the eyes

of the Corinthians, as it cast a shadow upon Paul himself, though he was not

behind the very chief of the apostles. We see in this epistle he is hard put

to it to continue in the esteem and affections of the Corinthians ; so far did

these false teachers seem to exceed him.

But let me give you a more particular account of this. They may go far

in acts of morality, charity, piety, and religion.

First, For acts of morality. Not only carnal Jews and formal Christians,

but the very heathens have made a strange progress herein. They have some
of them gone so far, as I know not who can go beyond them, staying in the

outward act.

For temperance
;
abridging themselves in those delights which the flesh

so much affects, not gratifying it at all. Examples before.

For continence. Some, even men, not yielding a jot to the most tempting

allurements that impudence could devise ; as they report of Zenocrates,

Valer. Max. p. 212 ; and some women preferring their chastity before their

lives, as they relate of Hippo, p. 316, who, being taken by an enemy's fleet,

cast herself into the sea lest she should be defiled.

For mercifulness. Those that ruled over Israel, after the division, had
that repute ; so the servants of Benhadad, 1 Kings xx. 30, 31

;
though we

cannot find one good king, one godly man amongst them.

For truth and faithfulness. Some have valued their word more than what

is dearest to us in the world, more than liberty and life itself. So they

report of Attilins Regulus, rather than he would break his word, he would

part with relations, country, liberty, and life too
;
yea, and did thereby

expose himself to a most cruel death.

For liberality, the noblest kind of it, in a generous expending of their

estates for the service of God, and the promoting of his worship, we have

an instance of it in those Israelites, whose carcases for their sin fell in the

wilderness. When Moses invited the Israelites to contribute towards the

building and furnishing of the Lord's tabernacle, they offered their precious

things so freely, as he was glad to restrain them, Exod. xxxvi. 5-7. Here
was liberality, indeed, that must be restrained by proclamation ; and yet

this was the people who would give their golden ear-rings also to make a

molten calf of, Exod. xxxii.

Araunah, though a Jebusite, and one of no great quality, if we may guess

by his thrashing, yet was free as a king when there was occasion for the

service of God, 2 Sam. xxiv. 22, 23.

Cyrus, though an heathen, sent for the service of God in the temple at

Jerusalem, five thousand four hundred vessels of gold and silver, Ezra i. 11.

Herod was a noble instance hereof, though a prodigy of wickedness other-

wise. He built the temple of God at Jerusalem ; and made it more large,

sumptuous, and magnificent than that of Solomon's was, if we may believe

Josephus, who saw it both standing and destroyed.

For patience. We find those who have borne their great losses thank-

fully, and have suffered wrongs and injuries, without seeking any revenge.
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I might produce many examples, but I will desire your patience for two

only. Nonnus reports of Antisthenes, that suffering shipwreck, and having

all his estate cast overboard, he cried out, ivyi u T\iyr\ xa °n ao '' «/*o\oyw, &c,
I thank thee, 0 providence, that thou hast taken away all that I had, even

to my threadbare coat ;
tv%dgiOTk)c psgwv ryv iaofiovr)v abru irsw'av, he took his

future poverty with thankfulness. To bear injuries without seeking revenge,

is by some counted such a virtue as the heathen could not attain
; yet Pho-

cins (if truly represented) seems to have expressed it ; he having done
many great services for his country, and they most unworthily rewarded him
with a violent death : when he was about to suffer, left this injunction to his

son, That he should not revenge his death upon his persecutors, JElian,

p. 335. This was much in an heathen ; but more may be expected from

professors of Christianity, who have greater engagements, and a higher

example of patience.

For justice, we might present you with many memorable instances from

foreign relations, but since Scripture affords one sufficient, I shall go no fur-

ther. We may find justice appearing most impartially in Saul, though
otherwise a hypocrite, 1 Sam. xiv. Saul being in pursuit of the Philistines,

adjures the people, lest the execution should be slackened, not to taste any
food till evening. Afterward the Lord not answering him, ver. 37, he con-

cludes some of them had broke that engagement, and resolves, whoever it

was, he should die. Upon a scrutiny, it appears to be Jonathan, his son
and heir-apparent of the crown. Who would not expect but that he should

now relent ? No, but he is impartial, even Jonathan himself shall die, ver.

44. And, but that the people overpowered him, he had been as good as his

word, ver. 45. Thus impartial may formalists be in the administrations of

justice, so as that natural affection, the strongest temptation, may not prevail

with them to spare their dearest relations obnoxious. I should be tedious

if I should lead you to the'utmost extent which they may reach in moralities,

but these may suffice for a taste, and by this you may judge of the rest.

Secondly, They may go far in acts of piety and godliness, those acts of

worship which are directed unto God, and tend much to his honour when
duly performed, prayer, hearing the word, meditation, sanctifying the Sabbath.

For Prayer. An act of divine worship, which the Lord so much requires,

so much encourageth, which has so many promises, so many privileges,

which is so pleasing to God, so prevalent with him, when ordered according

to his will. They may be much in prayer, and shew much affection in it
;

they may pray long, and pray often, and pray affectionately, so as they may
seem to keep pace herein with the best of God's people, so that none but
the Spirit of God can discern anything, but that they pray by the Spirit,

and that the Spirit of supplication breathes and speaks in them.

They may pray long, persist in the duty with much perseverance. Three
of the evangelists tell us of the Pharisees' long prayers, Mark xii. 40. And
Christ blames them not because their prayers were long. He requires it of

us on some occasions, and it was his own practice, he continued in prayer

all night, Luke vi. 12. We are to ' continue instant in prayer,' Rom. xii. 12
;

Col. iv. 2. But then it is blameable when in pretence only, and for a
wicked design. When a man is weary of a full meal, a bit and away is best

with him, it argues a weak or a distempered stomach. It is a sign of a car-

nal heart, to be soon weary of this spiritual and heavenly employment.
1 Thes. v. 17, the apostle bids us pray continually. The Pharisees, as
Epiphanius represents them, did seem to comply herewith

; they did pray
awiyuis, give themselves so much to this duty, as if they prayed without
ceasing. Nor were they alone in this. We meet with a sort of men in
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church history who, taking the words of Christ, Luke xviii. 1, according as

the letters found, not in the true and sound sense, ascribed so much to

prayer, and continued so much in it, as they were denominated from this

duty, were called eucheta or precatores, prayers or supplicants, yet for other

wickedness mixed herewith, were excluded from communion with the church,

and ranked amongst heretics. This about the fourth age after Christ.

Formalists will be much and long in prayer, especially under affliction,

Hosea v. 15, early, or as some render it, diligently. He that is diligent will

be at his work early, and continue at it till it be late. I might give you
some instances in heathens who have continued whole days, whole nights, in

prayer, but I forbear.

They may pray often, it may be their frequent exercise, their daily em-
ployment. So did those formalists seek God, Isa. lviii. 2, jom,jom, i. e* as

the phrase in Scripture is used, constantly, incessantly, frequently, every

day, in a constant and continued course, without intermission. We are

often at that wherein we delight, and they may delight in prayer, delight in

approaching to God, ver. 2. The Pharisees prayed often, as they stayed

long at it, so they came frequently to it, Luke v. 33. We find them at it

at all times, night and day, in all places ; in the temple, Luke xviii. 10 ; in

the synagogues, and in the streets, Mat. vi. 5 ; in their houses too, and in

their chambers. Though they affected public prayer much, yet they are

reported to have been much at it in private, in secret. They gave themselves

so much to private prayer at home, says Epiphanius, that they deprived

themselves of sleep, to gain more time for it, that they might watch unto

prayer. He relates several devices they used to awaken them to this duty,

and keep them vigilant. Some of them, when they were forced to compose
themselves to rest, would hold a ball of brass in their hand over a basin,

that, falling when they fell asleep, the noise thereof might awaken them to

their devotion. The apostle enjoins us, Col. iv. 2, to ' continue in prayer,

and watch in the same,' so that these Pharisees seem to comply exactly with

the rule.

They may pray affectionately. There may be a great appearance of zeal

and fervency, of ardent desires and much importunity, meltings of heart and
enlargement of spirit. They may be so much affected in prayer, as though

they were transported, carried up in this duty, as though they were in a

rapture, a divine ecstasy ; their spirits may be so raised, so elevated, as

though they were not in the body.

I shall clear this gradually to you as it is propounded. The ingemination

of the word, Lord, Lord, in the verses before the text, denotes zeal in their

acknowledgment of Christ, importunity in their addresses to him. Those
formalists represented to us by the Psalmist were earnest in their inquiries

after God, fervent in seeking him when his hand was upon them, Psalm
kxviii. 34. The word "initf, translated, early, signifies earnest and vehe-

ment importunity : They sought God with earnest desires, importunate fer-

vency, and yet they were but hypocrites, vers. 3G, 37.

The Ninevites cried mightily unto God, Jonah iii. They did not only

pray but cry, and they cried mightily
; they sent up strong cries, so strong

as they pierced the heavens, reached the throne of grace, came up before

God, and prevailed with him, so much as that he repented of the evil that

he had said he would do unto them, and he did it not, as we have it, ver. 10.

So the Jews (though what the generality of them was, is well known) express

heart-meltings and enlargements in their prayers under affliction, Isa. xxvi.

16. ' Poured out ;' it is a metaphor taken from water, of which men are not

* That is, DV UY, tyc%.—Ed.
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sparing when there is occasion, pour it out freely and largely. In Scripture

phrase, when persons are said to pour out their spirit or their prayer, it

implies a large drawing out of their spirits and affections, with plenty of sobs

and tears, rid. Engl. Annot usque Jin. Their hearts were melted, and run

out together with their words ; their souls seem as it were dissolved, and
poured out in their prayer. A prayer. The word Wnb signifies a soft,

sweet, lowly speech, such as takes the heart more than the ear (yid. Leigh) ;

6uch a prayer as has more spirit and fervour in it than words and language.

For raptures, it is a strange story which Nonnus, a Christian author, relates

of a heathen philosopher, that in the winter time he continued in prayer all

night long, vanu^tai iv^ofievog ; and though the season was so exceeding cold,

yet he was so transported, rono~jrov ftirdggio; y'syove 7r,v -\>vyj\v, his soul was so

transported, as his body was not at all sensible of the cold. We need not

stumble, at it, if those whose conversations be otherwise offensive, pretend to

raptures and transportments in prayer ; it seems this is no more than may
befall a heathen. Satan, who can so transform himself as he shall be taken

for an angel, whereas he is a devil, can so transport a person as he may
seem to be in heaven, rapt up above the body, when he is indeed sunk
into sin, and abides in the suburbs of hell. And he can do this so cunningly,

with such artifice, as it shall be taken for the act of the Spirit of God, for

the extraordinary working of the Spirit of supplication. And upon this

account the prayers of a hypocrite may sometimes seem to be divine ecsta-

sies, heavenly raptures ; his soul in prayer may act at such a rate of free-

dom and elevation, may so soar aloft to such a height as though the clog

of flesh and sense were shaken off, as though the soul were set free from its

dark and heavy commerce with the body, as though it were already in glory,

and acted and spirited by the immediate vision of God. Satan has played

many such pranks as these in the world ere now, and they tempt him to do

it who prize raptures and ecstasies more than a settled spiritual frame of

heart, who look more after visions and revelations than that good old way
and that sure established rule. But enough of this. You may see how
much formalists may be in prayer, and how much affected therein.

For hearing of the word. Formalists may hear diligently, attentively, with

delight and pleasure, with fear and trembling, with resolutions to obey it,

with a great compliance and submission to it ; some fruitfulness and active

obedience, so as to be enlightened, convinced, restrained, reformed
;
they

may be led by it so far, as it will be hard to discern who may go further.

We learn, by the parable of the sower, that three parts of men will hear,

though but one in four hear savingly ; three to one that hear the word of

life fall short of eternal life.

They may hear frequently, in season and out of season. They may watch
daily at the gates of Wisdom, and wait at the posts of her doors

;
they may

be as diligent herein as the best, Ezek. xxxiii. 31
;
they may flock as dili-

gently, sit as attentively as my people, as the best of the people of God

;

those that care not how little they hear, neglect opportunities when they are

offered, fall short of formalists, are a'degree lower than hypocrites ; and yet

Christ burdens these with so many threatenings, heaps woes upon them, as

one would think might sink them into the lowest part of hell
;
yet it seems

contemners of the word v/ill sink lower.

They may hear with joy and delight. So did the perverse Jews hear John
Baptist ; so did the common people hear Christ ; so did the stony ground
receive the seed.

They may hear with fear and trembling. It is a commendation of the

vol. a. T
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Corinthians, that they received Titus with fear and trembling, 2 Cor. i. 15 ;

yet a formalist, a heathen, may tremble at the word. So did Felix the judge

tremble before the prisoner, Acts xxiv. 25.

They may hear with resolutions to obey. So did the Israelites hear Moses,
Exod. xxiv. 3, Deut. v. 27

;
yet the Lord suspects them, as is intimated,

ver. 29. So they heard Joshua, xxiv. 16, 18, 21, 24. Who could seem more
resolute for God ? Who could express higher resolutions to serve him ? Yet
how they served him appears almost in every page. So they promise to hear

Jeremiah, xlii. 5, G.

They may hear it, so as to comply far with it. They may give some answer

to the call of- God therein
;
they may be in some degree fruitful, and may

reap some fruit by it; their minds may be enlightened, their judgments
convinced, their consciences awakened, their affections moved, their wills

inclined, and their lives reformed, and their souls persuaded, almost per-

suaded, to a thorough close with Christ, asAgrippa; in a word, all that light,

those affections, that obedience in all its several acts and degrees, may be

the fruit of their hearing the word ; it may bring them to do much, to suffer

much, to leave much for Christ
;
they may be brought to work, to do many

works, many wonderful works.

For meditation. A duty of high excellency and singular advantage ; but

too much neglected by those who should most delight in it. It argued an
excellent spirit in David, that he made the law, the word of God, his medi-

tation day and night. Can a formalist do this ? Why, even the Pharisees did

attempt it
;
they used means apt to keep the law in their minds and thoughts,

day and night
;
they did more herein than others. Two things Christ men-

tions, which were used for this purpose in the day time, phylacteries and
fringes, Mat. xxiii. 5. The phylacteries, as is generally agreed, were little

scrolls of parchment, wherein part of the law being written, they wore on

their foreheads, and left arms' wrists, that thereby they might always be put

in mind of the law ; and thence they derive the word from <p\iXdrTca, to Iceep,

because hereby the word was to be kept in their thoughts, conservatories of

the law. The rise of them is supposed to be from that command, Dent. vi. 8,

Exod. xiii. 9, 16. Now, some of the Jews, supposing such schedules of

remembrance were here enjoined, did use them in a less form ; but the Pha-

risees wore them broader, as a sign of more care to keep the law in their

thoughts always, than others had. The other means was fringes or borders

of their garments ; and this was of God's own institution, Num. xv. 38, 39.

You see them here prescribed for this end, that it might give them frequent

occasion to remember and meditate on the law. Now, the Pharisees did not

only wear these as others, but enlarged them, as though they desired to have

the word more in their minds and thoughts than others
;
nay, as a severe

monitor, they used to wear sharp thorns in those fringes, acutimmas in its

spinas ligabant, says Hieronymus, that these pricking them, whether they

walked or sat still, the pain might bring the law ever and anon to their

thoughts with a sharp and quick remembrance. This for keeping the word

in their minds when they were up ; then, at their lying down, Epiphanius

tells us that some of them used to lie upon boards no larger than an hand-

breadth, that being subject to fall, their falling might awaken them to

thoughts of God and his word.

I shall conclude this head with the testimony of Philo the Jew, concerning

the speculative Essenes. He says the exercises wherein they spent the day was

prayer and meditation ; and therefore, as he calls them iuvhai, supplicants

or prayers from thence, so from the other, 3sojj?ir/xo/, or meditators, having

their name from that which was the great employment of their lives.
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Thirdly, Thus I have shewoJ you what a way formalists may proceed in

acts of morality and religion. Let us now view them in their acts of charity,

wherein I shall be brief.

That Ananias and Sapphira should sell their possessions, and dispose of

them to the relief of others, seems an high act of charity ; it would be so

looked upon, if such an act could be seen in these times ; but Crates, though

an heathen, went farther: he parted with all, if they represent him truly, iisi-^e

ru SrifM, he threw all he had amongst the people (says Nonnus), expressing

withal why he did it; Crates will keep none of his possessions, lest they

should keep possession of Crates.

But we need no other testimony, that of the apostle is so pregnant, 1 Cor.

xiii. 3 ; he supposes that it is possible for a man to give all his goods to the

poor, and yet have no charity. This seems stranger, that where there is the

greatest charity in the world's account, there should be no charity at all in

the sight of God. What greater act of charity can there be in the world,

than for a man to bestow all that ever he has on the poor ? Yet so charitable

he may be, and yet have no charity at all ; he may do thus much who has

not the least dram of saving grace. An hypocrite may give all his goods to

the poor, and when he has done, have no other reward but what the workers

of iniquity shall have. The Pharisees were much in giving alms, they gave

them freely and solemnly, and yet were rejected.

Thus I have helped you to a discovery of formal professors, in the acts,

and degrees, and extent, of their negative and active obedience.

Thirdly, Let us now view them in their sufferings, and see how far they

may proceed in passive obedience ; that is the third and last part of our

undertaking.

Active obedience is far more easy than passive. Many may be ready to

do much for God, and yet unwilling to suffer anything; the flesh rises up
against sufferings with all its might, as most unpleasing, yea, destructive to

it
;
many, while the world smiles and shines upon them, may flourish in

their profession of, and actings for, God, flourish like a green bay-tree ; but

a storm of persecution will blast and overthrow them. Those hearers

resembled by the stony ground, who rise up to such an height of faith and
joy ;

yet, when persecution arose, they fell away. Here is the greatest trial.

May hypocrites stand out in persecution ? may they resist unto blood ?

may they be willing to suffer for God ? Why, yes
;
they may not only do,

but suffer, suffer for the cause of God ; suffer much, yea, suffer as much as

any
;
they may suffer loss of estate, suffer loss of all dearest relations, suffer

tortures and imprisonments, yea, suffer death too.

First, They may suffer in their estates, suffer the spoiling of their goods
;

endure the loss of all rather than disobey God, or do an act that they do but

conceive to be unlawful.

To waive other proofs, it is known that the Jews would suffer their goods

to be spoiled, and all they had to become a prey to the enemy, rather than

make resistance on the Sabbath-day, because they conceived that resistance

(in any case but for life) was a breach of the Sabbath. This was their prin-

ciple many hundred years since, when the observation of the seventh day
was a duty, and they retain it still, for anything I know ; and a formal Chris-

tian may go as far, in like cases, as a carnal Jew.

Secondly, They may endure sufferings in their dearest relations, the death

and tortures of their dearest children. This to some would be .almost as

great a trial as their own death and sufferings. David's expression speaks

as much for him : ' 0 Absalom, would God I had died for thee !' Thus
much formalists may suffer willingly. Those hypocrites offer it, Micah vi.
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6, 7. The prophet had been upbraiding them with their ingratitude,

unworthy dealing with God. They, to quit themselves of such an odious

charge, make large and free offers of what they would do for God : they would
think nothing too dear, nothing too much, so that they might please him

;

they would give him plenty of burnt-offerings, thousands of rams, and oil in

excessive abundance ; or if he were less pleased with these sacrifices, they

would sacrifice their first-born to him
;
they would offer up their children,

the dearest of their children, as a burnt-offering unto God. This, to me, is

the plain meaning of the expression. Nor need it seem strange that they

make such an offer ; for it was a custom not only to offer it, but to do it,

Ps. cvi. 38. Even Ahaz, in whose reign Micah prophesied, made his son a

burnt- offering, 2 Kings xvi. 3, made his son be burned alive. This is it

which they profess themselves willing to do
; they will do as much for God

as Abraham was ready to do, offer up their Isaac, their first-born. And,
indeed, why might they not be as willing to endure this for God, as others

amongst them were to do it for idols ? And yet methinks there scarce can

be any suffering more grievous than this, which these formalists seem so

ready to endure, not only the death of their children, but the burning of

them quick.

Thirdly, They may suffer tortures, bonds, imprisonment. Sozomen, in

his Church History, lib. v. cap. x., gives us a remarkable instance. He
tells us one Basius, an Encratite (which sect the ancient church excluded

from their communion as heretics), for opposing idolatrous worship in Julian's

time, was grievously scourged, racked, and tortured, all which he endured

with such courage and patience as astonished his tormentors, and after all

was cast into prison, where he continued till Julian's death. Thus much he

suffered, and that in a good cause, for opposing idolatry, the common cause

of the primitive sufferers ; and this too before his conversion, for he was not

converted to the true faith till the churches had peace. So that a man
destitute of saving grace, may suffer grievous things in the cause of God, and
that with courage, patience, and perseverance.

Fourthly, They may suffer death too, die as martyrs, and yet not die in

the Lord. The Marcionites, whom the ancient churches counted an exe-

crable sect for their opinions and practices, yet gloried in their martyrs.

So did the impostor Montanus and his followers, as Eusebius, Hist.

There were some amongst the Donatists (who had no communion with the

ancient churches). There were some called Circumcelliones, who were so

desirous of martyrdom, that they would force men to put them to death.

Not to mention what Josephus reports of the Essenes, a sect amongst the

Jews little better than half pagans, they endured the most exquisite torments

even to death, rather than they would speak evil of Moses ; rather than they

would do this, or eat any forbidden meats, they were content, with wonderful

patience, to be tortured, burned in the flames, cut in pieces, torn asunder

with all kind of torments, vide Mo?itan. So to say nothing of the Martyrians,

of whom vide Baron. Epit.

We need no other proof but the apostle's testimony, 1 Cor. xiii. 3. He
supposes it possible that a man may give his body to be burned in the cause

of God, and yet have no true charity, no saving grace ; he may yield him-

self to death, to that most cruel death by fire, may be willing to be sacrificed

in the flames, and yet not have a spark of true grace in his souL

So that upon the whole survey of a formalist's obedience, you see he may
live in the world like a saint, and go out of the world like a martyr, and yet

be entertained by Christ as a worker of iniquity.

Usel. For conviction. The light of this truth discovers that the greatest part
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of those who enjoy the gospel of the kingdom have no title to heaven, the king-

dom promised iu the gospel. For this inference is clear, if many may go far

towards heaven, and yet be excluded out of heaven, which is evident in the text,

then those who go not so far as those many, and those who will go no further

than those many (of whom Christ speaks), shall certainly come short of heaven.

Now this is the sad condition of most of those who live (I say not only of

those who live without Christ, and without God, and without hope in the

world ; those forlorn outcasts of the earth, who sit in darkness and in the

shadow of death, on whom the light of the gospel, the light of life, shines

not) under the gospel. More particularly, this is the woful state of ignorant

persons, profane wretches and formalists. These are far from heaven, even

such of them as seem to themselves and others to be nearest
;
they are not

in the state of salvation, whatever good opinion they have of their eternal

state ; the former, because they go not so far as those hypocrites in the

text ; the latter, because they go no further. Those who continue ignorant,

or profane, or formal, whatever they promise themselves (and such are apt

to promise themselves most, who have least reason), will find no better

entertainment from Christ than those in the text, Christ will profess to them,

&c. Many who have dreamed of heaven and happiness all their life, will

be awakened at death or judgment with this voice of thunder, Depart from
me, you have no part in me ; no part in heaven, in happiness, that is pre-

pared, purchased by me. Your portion lies elsewhere, with other com-
panions, with the devil and his angels ; in another place, in everlasting fire.

Christ speaks this now in mercy to warn you, to awaken you while you have

time to prevent it. He will speak it then in judgment, then it will be too

late ; his judgment will be irrevocable, it will be followed with sudden and
immediate execution. Oh that to-day you would hear his voice, while it is

called to-day, before that terrible day comes ; before that dreadful voice cut

you off from Christ, from heaven, from all hopes of either, and that for ever !

And that this voice of Christ now may be better heard, I shall deliver it

distinctly and particularly.

1. To ignorant persons. You that make it not your business to acquaint

yourselves with Christ, his truths, his ways, you that will not know him
here, he will not know you hereafter

;
you who say to Christ, either in words

or actions, Depart from us, we desire not the knowledge of thy ways, Christ

will profess to you, and say, Depart from me, I know you not. What more
equal than this proceeding ? Your own consciences may justify him. Why
should he take notice of you then, who take so little notice of him here ? It

is evident from the text. Christ will be thus severe in proceeding against

affected ignorance, and there is little ignorance amongst us, in the midst of

so much light, but that which is wilful and affected. If so much knowledge

as hypocrites have will not find the way to heaven, how shall they find the

way
;

who continue in the blindness and darkness of ignorance ? If those

who arrive at such a height of knowledge will come short of heaven, sure

those whose ignorance keeps them far below these will never reach heaven.

Hypocrites may have much knowledge, Rom. ii. 18-20 ; so much know-
ledge they may have, and knowledge is necessary to salvation. If they

shall not be saved who have that without which there is no salvation, how
can they be saved who want it ? The inference is so clear as ignorance

itself may see it. But if so clear a consequence do not speak it, you may
hear the Lord speak it directly and positively. There is no salvation for

you without knowledge. If you be ignorant, you shall perish. Those that

are knowing may perish, but those that are ignorant must perish. There is

no avoiding it, nothing else can be expected. Ignorance will end in destruc-
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tion, Hosea iv. 6
;
rejected by him here, rejected by him hereafter

;
destroyed

temporally, destroyed eternally. No destroyer like ignorance
;
plague, famine,

and sword, do not bring so many to the grave as ignorance brings to hell.

They perish ; this is the Lord's voice in the Old Testament, and it is the
voice of Christ too in the New Testament, 2 Cor. iv. 3. He says not, theymay
or they will perish, but they perish, this is their present state, they are con-

demned already. While they thus continue, there is no hopes, for what
hopes for any sinner, but either in the mercy of God or the undertaking of

Christ ? But neither mercy nor Christ will relieve ignorance, the Lord
cuts them off from hopes in both. Mercy itself will not save them ; Christ

will be so far from being their Saviour, as he will be their destroyer. The
Scripture is express in both, Isa. xxvii. 11 ; there is no hopes in mercy, nor
is there any in Christ. He "who saves others will destroy them, he who has
compassion on others will inflict terrible vengeance on them. See it dread-

fully denounced, 2 Thes. i. 7-9, If there be no hope for the hypocrite,

who has knowledge, sure there is no hope for these persons that want
knowledge ; no hopes, unless they bestir themselves to get out of that dark-

ness and shadow of death where ignorance confines them.
2. Profane persons are hereby excluded from heaven, whether their pro-

faneness consists in commissions of gross acts of wickedness, or in the

omission or neglect of duties of holiness. Thus many whom Christ tells us
shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven, were of a more refined strain

than the profane world ; both their profession and practice speaks them
better. And if Cbrist will shut those out of heaven that are better, sure he
will not admit those that are worse ; if no unclean thing shall enter into his

kingdom, sure there will be no room for profane persons ; no uncleanness
so loathsome in God's eye as profaneness. Those who continue in the

practice of known sins—lying, swearing, Sabbath-breaking, uncleanness,

drunkenness, injustice, worldliness,—these are workers of iniquity with a
witness. If Christ shut those out of heaven who work but iniquity in

secret, so as none but his own eye sees them, sure he will never sutler them
to enter who are workers of iniquity in the eye and view of the world. He
who is of purer eyes than to behold iniquity on earth, will never endure to

see such workers of iniquity in heaven.

Hypocrites have escaped the pollutions of the world, they have got the

start of these, and yet shall never reach heaven ; how shall they reach it

then who stay so far behind hypocrites, and lie entangled in the toils of

Satan, even into the suburbs of hell ? Hypocrites seem righteous in com-
parison of profane persons; now, ' if the righteous shall scarcely be saved,

where shall the ungodly and sinner appear ?
' Where but at Christ's left

hand ? Tbe consequence is evident ; but if Scripture consequence will not

convince, hear what it speaks directly : Gal. v. 19-21, 1 Cor. vi. 9, Eph.
v. 5, 6.

There is a profaneness also in omitting, neglecting holy things, spiritual

employments; neglecting and slighting the worship of God in public or

private. Esau is called a profane person upon this account, Heb. xii. 16.

Before the priesthood was instituted under the law, it was the privilege of

the first-born to be the administrator of holy things
;
they performed acts of

worship in private families or public assemblies, they offered burnt- offerings

and peace-offerings, Exod. xxiv. 5. When it was said Moses sent the young
men to offer, the Chaldee paraphrase renders them 'HO'Q, the first-born.

Esau, by parting with his birthright at so easy a rate, to which this privi-

lege was annexed, slighted the worship and service of God, and so comes to

be counted a profane person. Those are profane persons who slight, neglect
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the service of God in public or private, who set not up the worship of God
in their houses, who instruct not those under their charge, who pray not in

their families ; when this is their duty and privilege, part with it for nothing,

are more profane than Esau in this respect. Those also who neglect the

worship of God in public, are weary of the word and prayer, care not how
little they hear, once a day is enough for public service though that day

come but once a-week ; these are worse than those in the text
;
they are

further from heaven than hypocrites, whom Christ professes shall never

come there; for they may be diligent in acts of worship, public and private,

as before. Some are apt to think their eternal state safe enough if they be

not guilty of commissions, if they avoid gross acts of sin, though they omit,

neglect holy duties ; but, alas ! they will find it otherwise. Oh that they

would consider it before it be too late ! The day is coming when Christ

will pronounce the sentence of condemnation upon the profane world for

omissions, Mat. xxv. 45, 46. If there be no heaven for the hypocrite,

certainly there is none for the profane person. He goes not so far towards

heaven as those that come short of it, and therefore sure he can never

reach it.

3. Formalists are not in the state of salvation; those who are neither

ignorant nor profane, but have a form of knowledge and godliness without

the power of it, the outward lineaments of righteousness without the life of

it, and rest in this as an evidence of a saving state ; such as these, if they

rest there, will never reach heaven, because they go no further than those

in the text, whom Christ professes shall never come there. Whatever con-

fidence they have to be saved, and whatever be the grounds of their confi-

dence, they are never like to enter into the kingdom of Christ, unless they

advance further. The truth, as I have opened it, discovers both the vanity

of their confidence and the vanity of those grounds upon which it is raised,

viz. their own righteousness.

The Scripture is so clear against ignorance and profaneness, so clear, that

no unrighteous person shall enter into the kingdom of heaven, that none who
will open their eyes, or whose consciences are any way awakened, who can

be satisfied about their eternal state unless they have some righteousness or

other to rest on.

Satan, who goes about every way seeking how he may devour souls, by
stratagem as well as plain force, since men will have a righteousness, he is

content, provided they rest in such a one as will not deliver them out of his

clutches. He can so order the righteousness of men, as it shall be a strong

hold in their way to keep them out of the kingdom of God, persuading them
to sit down in such a righteousness for salvation as is not sufficient to save

them. Thus does he delude formalists. No stronger delusion than this,

none more subtle, more hard to be discovered ; and yet scarce any more
common and ordinary. The apostles, especially Paul, bend themselves

much to the detection of this delusion ; so does Christ : it seems to be his

design in the words before us. The Jews of old, the professors of Christ in

all ages, have been apt to split themselves on this rock ; it has slain its

thousands, yea, its ten thousands. More particularly, there is a threefold

righteousness, which the more refined sort of men ordinarily rest on, the in-

sufficiency of which, as to salvation, appears sufficiently from what this text

has afforded us.

(1.) A negative righteousness. Many think they are righteous because

they are not so unrighteous as others, conclude their condition good because

they are not so bad as other men. They are no atheists, no idolaters, no

profane swearers, no gross Sabbath-breakers, no murderers, adulterers, ex-
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tortioners; they blaspheme not God, profane not his name, deny not his

truths, persecute not his people
;
they do no wrong, oppress or defraud no

man. There is none can charge them with any such unrighteousness, and
therefore conclude they are righteous. Not so profane as others, therefore

holy; not so worldly as others, and therefore fit for heaven; no open
workers of iniquity, and therefore servants of righteousness ;

they have

escaped the pollutions of the world, and therefore shall escape hell; as

though hell were only provided for gross wickedness, as though it were a

place for none but publicans and harlots. This is the reed upon which

some men rest, as though it were strong enough to uphold their souls from

falling into hell
;

but, alas ! it is a broken reed, those that lean on it will

find it so. It will break under you, and let you sink as low into hell as the

Pharisees and hypocrites; for indeed this is no other righteousness but that

of the Pharisees
;
nay, it is not so much as a gross hypocrite may arrive at.

The Pharisee in the parable, against whom Christ passeth sentence, had this,

and more, Luke xviii. 11, 14.

(2.) A moral righteousness. Some, because they are not only free from

gross vices, but adorned with moral virtues, conclude their condition safe

and good, and their hopes of heaven well grounded, because they are chaste

and continent, temperate in the use of outward comforts, just in their deal-

ings, candid and ingenuous in their deportment, contented with their con-

dition in the world, and liberal to those that are in want, free for good uses,

compassionate to the afflicted, patient in bearing wrongs, &c, make these

the ground of their confidence that Christ will admit them into heaven.

But those that build on these, build on the sand, for here is no more than

may be found in heathens ; and therefore such who go no further, have no
better grounds for their hopes of heaven than those whom the apostle leaves

hopeless, Eph. ii. 11, 12. These in the text went far beyond such, and yet

Christ professes they shall never reach heaven.

(3.) A religious righteousness, consisting in the performance of holy duties,

in public, in private, in secret. They are diligent in hearing the word, in

season and out of season, frequent in meditation, much in prayer and fast-

ing, careful to read and study the Scripture, forward to discourse of the

things of God. Many make these their refuge, and think herein to secure

themselves, conclude they are safe as to their eternal condition ; whereas in-

deed this is but a refuge of lies. Many may shroud themselves herein who
shall never take sanctuary in heaven ; for this is no more than the righteous-

ness of the Pharisees, who were strict in observing the Sabbath, &c. ; and
Christ declares that to be insufficient, Mat. v. 20.

Examine your state, inquire what are your hopes, and what are the

grounds of them. If you have no better foundation for them than such a

righteousness, you may read your condition in the latter end of this chapter :

ver. 26, 27, ' He that heareth these sayings of mine, and doth them not,

shall be likened unto a foolish man, which built his house upon the sand :

and the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat

upon that house ; and it fell, and great was the fall of it.'

Use 2. Instruction to the people of God. This teaches you care, caution.

If a hypocrite may go so far, you that dread the state and the reward of

hypocrites, be careful to go further.

Be careful so to walk and act as if you cannot have the testimony of men,
yet you may have the testimony of God and of your own consciences, that

you do really exceed and outstrip formalists. This concerns you as much
as your assurance of heaven comes to. If you come short of them, nay, if

ye be but near them, ;f you do not leave them out of sight, Satan will be apt
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to suggest that you are no better than they, and so shall fare no better at the

last day. And how oft has this suggestion prevailed with sincere souls ?

To prevent this,

1. Be diligent. Shake off a slothful, lukewarm temper ; that is very like

the hypocrite's habit. Content not yourselves with a lazy profession. You
that live the life of God, be not satisfied to live at such a cheap and easy
rate of duty to him ; decline not those duties that are painful, chargeable,

or hazardous. It is a diligent hand that makes rich, that brings riches of

assurance, such riches as Satan cannot easily cheat you of, by charging you
as hypocrites. Diligence is the spiritual part of duty, is an attainment that

a hypocrite cannot reach. If you would make sure work, you must give all

diligence, 2 Peter i. 10. If ye do this, though you may be shaken with
such a temptation, yet you shall not fall, ver. 11,— ' abundant entrance.'

—

Laziness and slothfulness in the ways of God, will leave you so near the
hypocrite's quarters as you may be taken to serve under the same com-
mander. Frame not to yourselves a religion made up of ease and indul-

gence. ' Strive to enter in at the strait gate ; ' hypocrites may seek to enter,

but you must strive. A hypocrite may have some diligence, you must give
all diligence. He will loalk a great way, you must run if you would outstrip

him. He will seek the kingdom, &c.
;
you must seek it first and most, be-

fore all, above all, more than all. He may skirmish with his lusts, you
must beat them down, subdue them, crucify them. He may put forth his

hand to the kingdom of God, you must offer a holy violence to it, and take
it by force. Be diligent in spiritual duties, especially the spiritual part of
them : that is the way to leave a hypocrite behind you.

2. Content not yourselves with a small, a weak measure of grace. Small
things are not easily discerned, and what you cannot easily discern, you will

hardly be able to distinguish. It is no easy matter to distinguish hypocrisy
in its height and elevation, from grace at its lowest ebb. Riches of grace

occasions riches of assurance. There is but little difference as to their

estates betwixt a poor man and a bankrupt. Grace, when it is weak and
low, does but ordinarily afford weak and low assurance. Assurance is from
the testimony of the Spirit ; now the Spirit witnesses, together with our
spirit, and our spirits give testimony, according to the measure, workings,

and evidence of our graces. If it be weak and low, assurance is weak and
low, and so more easily dashed out of countenance by the specious flourishes

of a formalist. A hypocrite will not mind growth in grace ;
indeed, it is to

no purpose to bestow culture, or water that which is not planted.

3. Keep grace in exercise ; it is best discerned when it is in motion. View
the outside of two watches, and how will you know whether of them wants a

spring, if neither of them be in motion ? Exercise of gifts may gain you
credit, but it is exercise of grace that alone will gain you comfort in refer-

ence to your sincerity. A hypocrite will be much in exercise of gifts, but as

to the exercise of grace he is at a loss ; and where he is at a loss, there must
you find sincerity.

4. Take heed of concluding your sincerity from insufficient grounds, upon
anything that may be found in a hypocrite.

(1.) You must not ground it on extraordinary acts, visions, or revelations,

or miracles, or raptures. If you had dreams, visions ; if you had the Spirit

of prophecy ; if you could speak with the tongue of men or angels ; if you
could cast out devils or remove mountains, these would not argue a saving

state ; these are but common dispensations, vouchsafed sometimes to

heathens, sometimes to hypocrites.

(2.) Nor upon any outward act, how glorious, how heroical soever. There
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is not any outward act that can be performed by a godly man but a hypocrite

may do it ; no outward act of obedience, how eminent soever, ordinary or

extraordinary, but a formalist may come up to it. Even that renowned
obedience of Abraham, in attempting to sacrifice his only son, was not only

attempted, but acted by his posterity, when they were degenerated into

idolaters. A slave may do as much outward service for his master as a child

for his father, sometimes more, as having more strength for servile work.

It is true, there is a vast difference as to the affection with which, and the

end for which, these two work, but this is inward, and so invisible. No dif-

ference in the outward work, which is visible, but that which is to the child's

disadvantage, who may want ability to do as much, though he have a mind
to do more.

(3.) Nor upon every inward act, though holy and spiritual. There may
be holy motions in an unholy heart. The faculties wherein saving grace

acts are the understanding and the will. The memory and conscience are

but the eame understanding under distinct notions, and the affections are

but the motions of the will. Holiness acting in the understanding can hardly

be distinguished from what is to be found in the minds of hypocrites, except

by the influence which such intellectual actings have upon the will. In the

will, then, we must chiefly look for a distinction. And the two prime acts of

the will afford two characters which are never found imprinted on a hypo-

crite, the velle, or election of the will, as it respects God, the greatest good

;

the nolle, or aversation of the will, as it respects sin, the greatest evil.

[l.J The will, savingly sanctified, gives God the pre-eminence, makes

ease, credit, pleasures, profits, honours, relations, enjoyments, hopes, and

all, stoop to him.

[2.] It hates every evil way.

Where these are found in truth, the condition is saving, and the person

will be owned by Christ, when he professes to others, ' I know ye not.'



SOUL IDOLATRY EXCLUDES MEN OUT OF

HEAVEN.

For this ye know, that no whoremonger, nor unclean person, nor covetous wan,
who is an idolater, hath any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of
God.—Eph. V. 5.

The apostle, in the former chapter, and the beginning of this, we find

exhorting the Ephesians to holy walking. He proceeds herein positively,

ver. 1, 2. The argument is, 'Hereby ye shall be followers of God.' Ye
are his children, dear to him upon many accounts ; and it becomes children

to follow, to imitate their father ; to follow him, though it be not passibus

aquis ; to follow him at a distance, though ye cannot come up to him :

ver. 2, ' Walk in love.' The argument drawn from the love of Christ, the

most forcible argument to a member of Christ :
' The love of Christ should

constain,' &c. It answers all objections. How? Love those that hate, revile,

disparnge, &c. Christ died for enemies. Walk in love, Christ died in love.

To die is more than to walk.

2. Negatively : ver. 3, the argument, ' It becometh saints.' Those that

are separated to God as his in peculiar, should be so far separated from

these pollutions as they should not name them, but as they name that which

is shameful and abominable. They should be so far from committing them,

as they should not mention them without detestation.

Ver. 4. He extends it not only to their actions, but to their words ; not

only worldly, filthy, blasphemous talking should be avoided, but ' foolish

talking, that discourse which is vain, idle, unedifying ; not only that which
is foolish, but that which is counted witty. Scurrilous, abusive wit is not

convenient for saints. He uses that very word, iurgacsX/a, by which Aristotle

expresses one of his moral virtues. By which we may perceive the dimness

of the light of nature in those who saw clearest. Those that have no better

guide may mistake a vice for a virtue.

He adds the reason, ver. 5; argues a concessis, 'This ye know;' a

covetous man, and the like may be understood of the rest, is an idolater, and

no idolater hath any inheritance, &c.

Not only the covetous, but the unclean, are idolaters; for the apostle, who
here makes covetousness to be idolatry, counts voluptuous persons idolaters

also, where he speaks of some who make their belly their God, Philip, iii.
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Indeed, every reigning Inst is an idol, and every person in whom it reigns is

an idolater. ' The lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of

life,' i. e. pleasures, and riches, and honours, are the carnal man's trinity,

the three great idols of worldly men, to which they prostrate their souls ; and

giving that to them which is due only to God, they hereby become guilty of

idolatry, according to that remarkable speech of Cyprian, (Serm. dejejun. et

tent.) Diaboli in retjno genu flexo concupiscenticc suce idolum quisque colit. In

Satan's kingdom, every one bowing himself to his lust worships it as an

idol. That this may be more evident, that covetousness, uncleaness, and
other lusts are idolatry, let us consider what it is, and the several kinds of

it. Idolatry is to Xcltpsuuv rfj Knsei na^u rov xriaowTa, Rom. i. 25, to give

that honour and worship to the creature which is due only to God. Or as

Nazianzen, Orat. 33, /isra&ir/j rtj; KzoGxuviiaioj; uko rov fferofjjxoros eiri ra.

xriSfLa,Ta, to transfer that respect which is due only to God, from him to the

creature. There is some honour, some worship, which is proper to God
alone, Isa. xlii. 8, Mat. iv. 10, Isa, xlv. 23. Now when this worship is made
common, communicated to other things, whatever they are, we hereby make
them idols, and commit idolatry. Now this worship due to God only is not

only given by heathens to their false gods, and by papists to angels, saints,

images, &c, but also by carnal men to their lusts. For there is a twofold

worship (as all agree) due only to God, internal and external.

L External, which consists in acts and gestures of the body. When a

man bows to, or prostrates himself before, a thing, this is the worship of the

body ; and when these gestures of bowing, prostration are used, not out of a

civil, but a religious respect, with an intention to testify divine honour, then

it is worship due only to God.
2. Internal, which consists in the acts of the soul and actions answerable

thereto. When the mind is most taken up with an object, and the heart

and affections most set upon it, this is soul worship, and this is due only to

God. For he being the chief good, and the last end of intelligent creatures,

it is his due, proper to him alone, to be most minded and most affected ; it

is the honour due only to the Lord to have the first, the highest place, both

in our minds and hearts and endeavours.

Now according to this distinction of worship there are two sorts of

idolatry,

1. Open, outward idolatry, when men, out of a religions respect, bow to

or prostrate themselves before anything besides God. This is the idolatry

of the heathens, and part of the idolatry of papists.

2. Secret and soul idolatry, when the mind and heart is set upon anything

more than God ; when anything is more valued, more intended
;
anything

more trusted, more loved, or our endeavours more for any other thing thau

God. Then is that soul worship, which is due only to God (and that which

he most respects and calls for) given to other things besides him. And this

is as true, as heinous idolatry, as the former, though not so open, discernible,

nor so much observed.

And it is this secret, this soul idolatry which the apostle intends, when he

calls voluptuous men idolaters, Philip, iii. ; and when he calls covetousness

idolatry, Col. iii. 5 ; and when he styles unclean, covetous persons idolaters

in the text. Hence,

Obs. Secret idolaters shall have no inheritance in the kingdom of God.

Soul idolatry will exclude men out of heaven as well as open idolatry. He
that serves his lusts is as uncapable of heaven as he that serves, worships

idols of wood or stone.

Before we come to confirm and apply this truth, it will be requisite to
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make a more clear discovery of this secret idolatry, the most that are guilty

of it not taking notice of their guilt, because they account nothing idolatry

but what is openly and outwardly so. In order thereunto, observe, there

are thirteen acts of soul worship; and to give any one of them to anything

besides the God of heaven is plain idolatry, and those idolaters that so

give it.

1. Esteem. That which we most highly value we make our God. For

estimation is an act of soul worship. Cultus et veneratio denotant pracipue

internam rei excellentis astimationem
,
worship is the mind's esteem of a thing

as most excellent. Now the Lord challenges the highest esteem, as an act

of honour and worship due only to himself. Therefore to have an high

esteem of other things, when we have low thoughts of God, is idolatry. To
have an high opinion of ourselves, of our parts and accomplishments, of our

relations and enjoyments, of riches and honours, or those that are rich and

honourable, or anything of like nature, when we have low apprehensions of

God, is to advance these things into the place of God ; to make them idols, and
give them that honour and worship which is due only to the divine Majesty.

What we most esteem we make our god ; if other things are of higher

esteem, ye are idolaters, Job xxi. 14.

2. Mindfulness. That which we are most mindful of we make our God.

To be most remembered, to be most minded, is an act of worship which is

proper to God, and which he requires as due to himself alone, Eccles. xii. 1.

Other things may be minded ; but if they be more minded than God, it is

idolatry, the worship of God is given to the creature. When ye mind your-

selves, mind your estates and interests, mind your profits or pleasures more
than God, you set these up as idols in the place of God ; when that time,

which should be taken up with thoughts of God, is spent in thoughts of

other things ; when God is not in all your thoughts, or if he sometimes be

there, yet if other things take place of him in your thoughts ; if when ye

are called to think of God (as sometimes every day we should do with all

seriousness), if ordinarily and willingly you make these thoughts of God give

place to other things, it is idolatry.

If either you do not think of God, or think otherwise of him than he is :

think him all mercy, not minding his justice ; think him all pity and com-
passion, not minding his purity and holiness ; think of his faithfulness in

performing promises, not at all minding his truth in execution of threaten-

ings ; think him all love, not regarding his sovereignty : this is to set up an
idol instead of God. Thinking otherwise of God than he has revealed him-

self, or minding other things as much or more than God, is idolatry.

3. Intention. That which we most intend we make our god ; for to be

most intended is an act of worship due only to the true God ; for he being

the chief good must be the last end. Now the last end must be our chief

aim, i. e. it must be intended and aimed at for itself; and all other things

must be aimed at for its sake, in a reference, in a subserviency to it.

Now, when we make other things our chief aim, or main design, we set

them up in the stead of God, and make them idols ; when our chief design

is to be rich, or great, or safe, or famous, or powerful ; when our great aim
is our own ease, or pleasure, or credit, or profit and advantage ; when we
aim at, or intend any [thing] more, or anything so much, as the glorifying and
enjoying of God : this is soul idolatry. And oh, if men would impartially

search their hearts, and examine their intentions, how much idolatry might

they discover, which is not now taken notice of!

4. Resolution. What we are most resolved for we worship as God.
Resolvedness for God, above all things, is an act of worship which he chal-
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lenges as due to'himself alone. To communicate it to other things, is to give

the worship of God unto them, and so to make them gods. When we are

fully resolved for other things, for our lusts, humours, outward advantages,

and but faintly resolved for God, his ways, honour, service
;

When we resolve absolutely for other things without limitation or restric-

tion, and but conditionally for God, upon such and such terms ; to serve

him, so as ye may serve yourselves too ; to seek him so as to enjoy your

lusts with him
;

When resolve presently for other thing3, but refer our resolves for God to

the future ; let me get enough of the world, of my pleasure, of my lusts,

now ; I will think of God hereafter, in old age, in sickness, on a death-bed :

these are idolatrous resolutions ; God is thrust down, the creatures and your

lusts advanced into the place of God ; and that honour which is due only to

him you give unto them. This is unquestionable idolatry.

5. Love. That which we must love we worship as our God ; for love is

an act of soul-worship, idem est, rgomumti xai <piXiT». To love and to adore

are sometimes both one. Quod quis am.at, id eliam adorat, that which one

loves he worships. This is undoubtedly true, if we intend hereby that love

which is superlative and transcendent ; for to be loved above all things is an

act of honour, worship, which the Lord challenges as his due in peculiar,

Deut. vi. 5. In this the Lord Christ comprised all that worship which is

required of man, Mat. xxii. 37. Other things may be loved, but he will be

loved above all other things. He is to be loved transcendently, absolutely,

and for himself; all other things are to be loved in him and for him. He
looks upon us as not worshipping him at all, not taking him for a God, when
we love other things more, or as much as himself, 1 John ii. 15. Those that

are <pi\r)!>ovoi puWov r\ <pi\o$=oi, ' lovers of pleasures,' 2 Tim. iii. 4, they

make their pleasures, their bellies, their god, Philip, iii. 19; those that

love their riches, the things of the world, more than, or equally with, God,

they make these their gods, worship a golden calf: this is the idol in the

text. Those that love their relations, &c, Mat. x. 37, Luke xiv. 26, those

that love themselves more than God, idolise themselves. Love, whenever

it is inordinate, it is an idolatrous affection.

6. Trust. That which we most trust we make our god ; for confidence

and dependence is an act of worship which the Lord calls for as due only to

himself. And what act of worship is there which the Lord more requires,

than this soul-dependence upon him alone? Prov. iii. 5, 'With all thy

heart.' He will have no place there left for confidence in anything else ;

therefore, it is idolatry to trust in ourselves, to rely upon our own wisdom,

judgments, parts, accomplishments ; the Lord forbids it, Prov. iii. 5.

To trust in means or instruments. The church disclaims this, Ps. xx. 7 ;

as also Ps. xliv. 6, 1 1 will not trust in my bow.' Asa is branded for

dependence on physicians, 2 Chron. xvi. 12.

To trust in wealth or riches. Job disclaims this, and reckons it amongst

those idolatrous acts that were punishable by the judge, Job xxxi. 24. David

joins this and the disclaiming of God together, Ps. Iii. 7 ; and our apostle,

who calls covetousness idolatry, dissuades from this confidence in riches, as

inconsistent with confidence in God, 1 Tim. vi. 17.

To trust in friends, though many and mighty, Jer. xvii. 5. He fixes a

curse upon this, as being a departing from, a renouncing of, God ; an

advancing of that we trust in to the room of God, Ps. cxlvi. 3. These are

such idols, when trusted, as those who have eyes, &c. ; hence, Ps. cxviii.

8, 9, ' Better to trust,' &c. As in the mighty, so in the many, Hos. x. 13.

Idols are called lies in Scripture; such are these, &c, Isa. xxxi. 11. The
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idolatry of this confidence is expressed, in that the true God is laid aside.

Trust in the creature is always idolatrous.

7. Fear. That which we most fear we worship as our god ; for fear is

an act of worship, est adoratio qua; timorem signijicat (Thurasus Nicen. 2).

He that does fear, does worship that which is feared, which is unquestion-

able when his fear is transcendent. The whole worship of God is frequently

in Scripture expressed by this one word fear, Mat. iv. 10, and Deut. vi. 13;

and the Lord challenges this worship, this fear, as due to him alone, Isa.

li. 12, 19. That is our god which is our fear and dread, Luke xii. 4, 5.

If you fear others more than him, you give that worship to them which is

due only to God ; and this is plain idolatry ; hence the fearful are reckoned

amongst idolaters, and the same sentence denounced against them as against

idolatry, in the text, Rev. xxi. 8. Those, therefore, who fear other tilings

more than God ; who are more afraid to offend men than to displease God ;

who fear more to lose any outward enjoyment, than to lose the favour of

God; who fear outward sufferings more than God's displeasure ; who had

rather sin than suffer ; more afraid of troubles in the world, than of losing

peace with God ; those whom the sight of man will more restrain from sin

than the all-seeing eye of God ; who will venture to make more bold with

God than men, and stand in more awe of others than God : they stand guilty

of idolatry, that which is here threatened.

8. Hope. That which we make our hope we worship as God ; for hope

is an act of worship
;
qui sperat, adorat, that which we make our hope we

worship, and worship is due only to God. It is his prerogative to be the

hope of his people, Jer. xvii. 13, Rom. xv. 13. When we make other things

our hope, we give them the honour due only to God ; it is a forsaking of

the Lord the fountain, and advancing of broken cisterns into his place,

hereby worshipping them as God only should be worshipped. Thus do the

papists openly, when they call the virgin mother, the wooden cross, and
saints departed, their hope ; and thus do others amongst us, who make their

prayers, their sorrow for sin, their works of charity, or any acts of religion

or righteousness, their hope ; when men expect hereby to satisfy justice, to

pacify God's displeasure, to procure heaven. Nothing can effect this, but

that which is infinite, the righteousness of God ; and this we having only in

and from Christ, he is therefore called our hope, 1 Tim. i. 1 ; ' our hope of

glory,' Col. i. 27. Those that make their own righteousness the foundation

of their hope, they exalt it into the place of Christ, and honour it as God ;

and to honour anything as God, is evident idolatry.

And so it is, not only in expectation of eternal glory, but outward happi-

ness. When our principal.hope is in friends, riches, &c, it is idolatry ; for

this is to worship them instead of God. And Job ranks it with that gross

idolatry of worshipping the sun or moon, Job xxxi. 24, 29.

9. Desire. That which we most desire we worship as our god'; for that

which is chiefly desired, is the chief good in his account who so desires it

;

and what he counts his chief good, that he makes his god. Desire is an
act of worship ; Est adoratio qua desiderium sir/nidcat, that we most adore
which we most desire ; and to be most desired is that worship, that honour,
which is due only to God. To desire anything more, or so much as the

enjoyment of God, is to idolise it, to prostrate the heart to it, and worship

it as God only should be worshipped. He only should be that one thing

desirable to us above all things, as to David, Ps. xxvii. 4. Those that desire

corn, and wine, and oil, more than the light of God's countenance, the favour

of great men more than the sense of God's love, and to live in mirth and
jollity, in abundance of worldly enjoyments, rather than holily in spiritual
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communion with God ; to be rich in the world, rather than to be rich towards

God ; those that desire anything in heaven or earth, as much or more than

they desire God, are idolaters, such as the apostle threatens.

10. Delight. That which we most delight and rejoice in, that we wor-

ship as God ; for transcendent delight is an act of worship due only to God

;

and this affection, in its height and elevation, is called glorying. That

which is our delight above all things we glory in it ; and this is the prero-

gative which the Lord challenges, 1 Cor. i. 31, Jer. ix. 23, 24. To rejoice

more in our wisdom, strength, riches, than in the Lord, is to idolize them.

To take more delight in relations, wife, or children, in outward comforts and

accommodations, than in God, is to worship them, as we ought only to wor-

ship God. To take more pleasure in any way of sin, uncleanness, intempe-

rance, earthly employments, than in the holy ways of God, than in those

spiritual and heavenly services wherein we may enjoy God, is idolatry. Thus
those who take most pleasure in drinking or eating, make their bellies their

god ; and those who most delight in fulfilling their lusts, be it a worldly, or

an unclean, or a revengeful lust, they exalt their lusts above the God of

heaven, and worship them ; and this is a more heinous idolatry than to fall

down and worship the sun or moon, angels or saints, because these are more
worthy of honour than base lusts

;
nay, it is worse than to worship the

devil, since Satan himself, being a creature, is not so vile as the lusts of

men. And yet this is the common sin of unregenerate men, and the whole

world of them lies in this idolatry, worshipping not only the creature, but

their base lusts, before the God of glory.

11. Zeal. That for which we are more zealous we worship as god; for

such a zeal is an act of worship due only to God ; therefore it is idolatrous

to be more zealous for our own things than for the things of God ; to be

eager in our own cause, and careless in the cause of God ; to be more vehe-

ment for our own credit, interests, advantages, than for the truths, ways,

honour of God ; to be fervent in spirit, in following our own business, pro-

moting our designs, but lukewarm and indifferent in the service of God ; to

count it intolerable for ourselves to be reproached, slandered, reviled, but

manifest no indignation when God is dishonoured, his name, Sabbaths, wor-

ship, profaned ; his truths, ways, people, reviled. This is idolatrous ; for

it shews something is dearer to us than God ; and whatever that be, it is an

idol ; and thy zeal for it is thy worshipping of it, even with that worship

which is due only to God.

12. Gratitude. That to which we are most grateful, that we worship as

God ; for gratitude is an act of worship, est adoratio qua gratiam notat. We
worship that to which we are most thankful. We may be thankful to men,

we may acknowledge the helplessness of means and instruments ; but if we

rest here, and rise not higher in our thanks and acknowledgments ; if the Lord

be not remembered as him, without whom all these are nothing : it is idolatry.

For this the Lord menaces those idolaters, Hosea ii. 5, 8. Thus when we

ascribe our plenty, riches, to our care, industry ; our success to our pru-

dence, diligence ; our deliverances to friends, means, instruments, without

looking higher, or not so much to God as unto these, we idolize them, sacri-

fice to them, as the prophet expresses it, Hab. i. 16. To ascribe that which

comes from God unto the creatures, is to set them in the place of God, and

so to worship them.

Thus you see wherein this secret idolatry consists, and how many ways

we may be guilty of it. Many more might be found out, but I shall but add

this one. Then we are guilty of this idolatry,

13. When our care and industry is more for other things than for God.
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No man can serve two masters. We cannot serve God and mammon, God and
our lusts too, because this service of ourselves, of the world, takes up that care,

that industry, those endeavours, which the Lord must have of necessity, if we
will serve him as God ; and when these are laid out upon the world and
our lusts, we serve them as the Lord ought to be served, and so make them
our gods. When you are more careful and industrious to please men, or your-

selves, than to please God ; to provide for yourselves and posterity, than to

be serviceable unto God ; more careful what you shall eat, drink, or where-

with be clothed, than how you may honour and enjoy God ; to make provi-

sion for the llesh, to fulfil tbe lusts thereof, than how to fulfil the will of

God ; more industrious to promote your own interests, than the designs of

God ; to be rich, or great, or respected amongst men, than that God may
be honoured and advanced in the world ; more careful how to get the things

of the world, than how to employ them for God ; rise early, go to bed late,

eat the bread of carefulness, that your outward estate may prosper, while

the cause, and ways, and interests of Christ have few or none of your endea-

vours, this is to idolize the world, yourselves, your lusts, your relations,

while the God of heaven is neglected, and the worship and service due unto

him alone is hereby idolatrously given to other things.

Argument 1. Such idolaters are not in covenant with God. It is the cove-

nant of grace alone which gives right and title to the kingdom. Those that

are not in covenant, have no title to heaven ; and those that have no right

nor title to it, shall have no inheritance in it. They are not in covenant

;

for the very first article of the covenant is, that we take the Lord for our

God, and that we have no other gods but him. But idolaters have many
other gods. Their hearts never subscribed the covenant of grace

;
they are

in league with other gods, with the world, the flesh, their lusts. No entering

into covenant but by renouncing of these. Till then, ye are in covenant with

hell and death ; no title to the inheritance, no hopes of it.

2. Such idolaters are not yet born again, are not yet converted ; and with-

out the new birth, no inheritance in the kingdom ; those only are heirs of

this kingdom, who are born of God, who are born again. The Lord Christ

affirms this twice together, to make it sure, and affirms it with a double asse-

veration, John iii. 3, 5. No receiving this inheritance till conversion, till

turned from darkness, from the power of Satan, who engages all his power
to continue sinners in the service of other gods, Acts xxvi. 18. No entering

the kingdom except ye be converted, Mat. xviii. 3. Now conversion is, tbe

apostle tells us, 1 Thes. i. 9, a ' turning from idols ;' not only from those

with which men commit open, but secret idolatry. Till the heart be turned

from idols, till this secret idolatry be renounced, there is no conversion ; and
without this no salvation, no inheritance in the kingdom of God, &c.

Use 1. Information. This shews us the misery of a great part of the

world
;
nay, of the greatest part of Christians

;
nay, of many of them who

have escaped the gross idolatry of pagans, or apostate Christians. Not only

open, but secret idolatry, excludes from any inheritance in the kingdom of

heaven ; and this secret idolatry is so common, as the disciples' question

will not be unseasonable. Alas !
' Then who shall be saved ?' Where is

that heart in which some idol is not secretly advanced ? Where is that soul

that does not bow down to some lust or vanity ? Where is that man that

does not give that soul-worship to the creature which is due unto the Crea-

tor ? Some there are, indeed, though few, that are not defiled with this

idolatry ; but they are none of this number who are yet in the state of nature.

Every natural man, let his enjoyments, privileges, accomplishments, be what
VOL. II. u
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they will, is an idolater. He that is not converted, changed, born again

;

he that lives in any known sin, be it uncleanness, or covetousness, or pride,

besides the visible guilt of these gross sins, he is a secret idolater ; and no
idolater shall have any inheritance in the kingdom of God.

Quest. Whether may the regenerate be guilty of this secret idolatry ?

Whether may those who are truly sanctified give this soul- worship to other

things, which is due only to God ? It seems difficult to determine this

either way, the reasons being weighty for both, affirmative and negative ; for,

If it be denied, what shall we say to those many instances which Scrip-

ture affords, whereby it is too evident that the people of God may fall into

incest, drunkenness, murder, adultery, denying of Christ, nay, idolatry

itself ? Solomon is a sad example hereof, yet he a chosen vessel. The
name Jedidiah, given him by the Lord, tells us he was beloved of God ;

yet

he, 1 Kings xi. 7, 8, &c.

But if it be granted on the other side, other difficulties occur ; for how
can this be consistent with the state of grace, since the sincerity of that

state consists in this very point, that the interest of God be advanced in the

soul above all other interests ? Besides, this is a plain breach of the contract

with Christ, for secret idolatry is spiritual adultery. It passes under this

name ordinarily in Scripture. Other failings a husband may endure in his

wife ; but such unfaithfulness tends to dissolve the conjugal covenant. And
this in the text is not the least difficulty : for how can they retain a title to

the inheritance under this guilt, since the apostle is peremptory, such shall

not inherit the kingdom ? &c.

Ans. Take the resolution of this difficulty in these three conclusions

:

1. There is an aptness and propenseness, in those that are sanctified, to

this idolatry as to other sins. Man's corrupt nature is the nursery, the

seed-plot of every sin, and this amongst the rest. The fruit of our first sin

in Adam is the corruption of our natures, which consists in a proneness, a

disposedness, to all abominations, idolatry not excepted. Grace being im-

perfect in this life, does but correct this corruption in part, it does not extin-

guish it ; it weakens this disposition to idolatry, it does not abolish it.

Those natures that are most sanctified on earth are still a seminary of sin

;

there is in them the roots, the seeds of atheism, blasphemy, murder, adul-

tery, apostasy, and idolatry. Though the virtue of these roots of bitterness

be weakened by renewing grace, yet it is not quite lost ; the old man abides

in those that are most renewed, and it is furnished with all its members

;

though they may be weakened, maimed, mortified, yet not one of them is

quite perished. And what these members are, the apostle gives us an

account, and reckons this very idolatry amongst the rest, Col. iii. 5. He
writes to those that were sanctified, and yet he speaks of this and the rest

as their members : ' Mortify your,' &c. This is a member of the body of

death, which has place in the most sanctified heart on earth
;
though it be

mortified in them, yet is not annihilated. This disposedness to idolatry re-

mains more or less in the best, while the body of death remains ; and this

we part not with till the soul part from the body.

This is idolatry in semine, in the seed and root of it, the proneness of

our depraved natures to it. We may call it virtual idolatry ; and of this

the regenerate are guilty, and will have cause, while they live, to bewail

their guilt.

2. They may be guilty of idolatrous acts and motions. This proneness

and disposedness to idolatry may come into act ; this root of bitterness may
sprout and bud ; this seed of idolatry in their natures may fructify, and

bring forth too much of this cursed fruit ; this member of the body of death
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may act and move. The old man is not dead in those that are sanctified,

though it be dying, and while it is alive, it will move, it will be in action

more or less, some time or other. And that the saints may be guilty herein,

the reason is here evident. The apostle calls covetousness idolatry here
;

and voluptuousness idolatry, Philip, iii ; so far therefore as any be guilty of

covetousness, &c, so far they may be tainted with idolatry. But the re-

generate may be guilty of covetousness, not only in respect of proneness and
disposedness to it, but actually; chargeable with covetous acts and motions,

and therefore with idolatrous acts and motions.

And if in this particular, so in the rest formerly specified^ ; for wherein

does the idolatry of covetousness consist, but in this? That it is an inordi-

nate, an immoderate love of riches. Now if love in the renewed may be
inordinate, so may other affections, desire, delight, zeal, fear, sorrow ;

there is like reason for all. And if there may be inordinacy in these

motions of the will, there may be the like in the acts of the mind. And
therefore the regenerate may be guilty of idolatrous acts and motions, both
in mind and heart.

3. They are not guilty of habitual idolatry, as unrenewed men are. The
Lord has the habitual pre-eminence in their hearts, when other interests are

actually advanced, as a king may keep his throne, when rebels may prevail

in part of his dominions.

They are not habitual idolaters. Theyyieldnot [to] these idolatrous motions
knowingly, willingly, constantly, as others do

;
they ai-e not tolerated, allowed

;

they are not unresisted, nnlamented
;
they offer not themselves thereto, but

are surprised by them
;
they are against the constant bent of their hearts,

against purposes and resolutions, against prayers and endeavours.

When they discover these motions, they are astonished at them. They
loathe and abhor, they judge and condemn themselves for them

;
they bewail

and lament them, they are their grief and soul affliction
;
they fly to the

blood of Christ for pardon, to the power of Christ for strength against them,
and are diligent in the use of mortifying duties to get them subdued

;
they

cry to the Lord with strong cries, as the ravished virgin was to cry out, to

shew it is not by consent, but violence, that these prevail. There is a

resistance, not only from conscience, but the will, even when it too far

consents.

So that these inordinate motions, though idolatrous, are not the idolatry

of natural unrenewed men ; it is not reigning habitual idolatry. And so

the difficulties objected are overcome ; for it is this reigning habitual idolatry

(not that which is virtual, not that which consists in some inordinate acts

and motions resisted, bewailed, pardoned) which is inconsistent with sin-

cerity of grace, which is that spiritual whoredom with which a covenant
with Christ cannot consist, which excludes from the inheritance of the king-

dom. Of this the regenerate are not guilty ; with the two former they may
be tainted.

Use 2. Examination. Try whether you be guilty of this soul idolatry or

no. Idolatry is (according to its etymon) a worshipping of idols. It speaks

two things, worship and idols. Therefore, that we may make a full dis-

covery of it, let us inquire both after the objects and the acts ; search both
what are those idols that are worshipped, and what are those acts of worship
that are given to them. And to stir you up to this examination, let me
premise these two things, the danger and secrecy of this.

1. The danger. It is a sin will endanger your loss of heaven, make it

exceeding difficult, or altogether impossible. If ona should tell you of some
mischievous person lurking in your house, with an intent to murder you, ov
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set your house on fire, &c. The apostle tells you of something more mis-

chievous ; that which is more dangerous, and nearer to you ; that which
will endanger the loss of an inheritance, of a kingdom.

2. The secrecy of it calls for diligent search. Nothing more common or

more concealed. How common is this soul idolatry in the soul of every

unsanctified man ! There are chambers of imagery (to allude to that in the

prophet, Ezek. viii. 12), idols set up in every room, in every faculty of man's
soul, which he worships in the dark, in secret ; so much in the dark, as

others cannot see it, himself will not acknowledge it. None more ready to

disclaim it than those who are most guilty ; take it for a groundless and
injurious slander if any charge them with idolatry. They acknowledge the

true God, and have none, worship none but him, whatever pagans and
papists do. This is the confidence of most. They know of no idols, are

conscious of no idolatry, whereas in every corner of their hearts there are

multitudes of idols ; and the most acts of their souls are idolatrous worship of

those idols. They are apt to say, as Jacob to Laban of his idols : Gen. xxxi. 32,
' With whomsoever thou findest these gods, let him not live ;

' whereas they

are hid in every man's tent, covered in the stuff, hid so secretly as an ordi-

nary search will not discover them, so as to convince the party of his guilt.

Yet, though few will own it, nothing is more common. And therefore it

is necessary something be spoken in order to conviction, that ignorance may
not be pretended ; that men may come to the knowledge of this sin ; that

you may see it, be ashamed of it, be humbled for it, see a necessity of Christ

his blood to wash away this crimson sin ; or if men will not see, they may
be left without excuse. Search: 1, idols; 2, worship.

1. Every man in the state of nature makes an idol of himself; exalts

himself when he should advance God ; minds himself more than he minds

God ; aims at himself, when he should aim at God : rests in himself, when
he should depend upon God ; loves himself more than God ; honours him-

self more than God ; seeks himself more than God ; would have that

ascribed to himself, which is to be ascribed only to God ; would have him-

self eyed, admired, praised more than God. Self-conceit, self-love, self-

seeking, they are all secret strains of idolatry, and ourselves are naturally

our own idols.

Nay, further, he makes every part of himself an idol.

2. He makes his understanding his God, by preferring his own wisdom
before the wisdom of God

;
making his own judgment his guide, and not the

word of God, which infinite Wisdom has prescribed as our rule and guide ;

quarrelling at providence, as though he knew what is more good, more fit

for him than God himself ; as though he could dispose things more wisely

than infinite wisdom. How ordinary is this, both in respect of public and
private dispensations ! If I had had the disposing, the ordering of those

affairs, of this or that event, it should have been otherwise ordered, it should

have gone better with the church, with the state, with myself ! So relying

upon his own understanding more than the wisdom of God ;
depending on,

and being more confident of, his own projects and contrivements than on the

providences of God.

3. He makes his own will his God ; idolises it, by preferring his will

before the will of God. This ye do when ye will not submit to the will of

God in suffering what he inflicts ; when ye will not obey the will of God in

doing what he commands, in avoiding what he forbids. You hereby set

your wills in the place of God's. To instance

:

It is God's will you should accept Christ upon his own terms. You will

not
;
you break his bands, &c. ; count his burden too heavy, his yoke not easy.
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It is God's will you shonld live holily, according to the rule of the gospel.

You will not
; you count it too strict, too precise, brand it, &c.

It is his will you set up his worship in your families.

It is his will you avoid swearing, Sabbath- breaking, drunkenness, unclean-

ness, break on* these sins by repentance. You will not. Do ye not evi-

dently herein prefer your wills before the will of God, and thereby idolise

them ? Here is a double guilt in every such sin, indeed in every known
sin; here is both disobedience, not doing the will of God, and idolatry,

preferring your own will before his. Such rebellion is as the sin of witch-

craft ; such stubbornness is as iniquity and idolatry, as Samuel to Saul,

1 Sam. xv. 23.

4. He makes his fancy, his senses his gods ; idolises them in seeking to

please his fancy, his senses, rather than God. How common is this !

When that preaching which is most pleasing to God will not please men, but
t hat which most gratifies a vain, a wanton fancy ; when men will displease

God rather than displease their eye, in turning it from ensnaring objects

;

displease God rather than turn away their ear from filthy and unclean dis-

course ; rather than not gratify a brutish sense, in lascivious gestures and
wanton dalliance ; rather displease God than put themselves to the trouble

of making a covenant with their eyes, and keeping a strict watch over their

senses : hereby you shew you had rather please your senses than please

God. And what is this but to advance them into the place of God, and
idolise them ?

5. Others make their belly their god. Of this, Philip, iii. 19; do more for

their bellies than they do for God ; care more what they shall eat or drink,

than how they shall serve or honour God ; aim more at their own ease, and
the commodities of this present life, than they regard God or the life to

come ; make it their end rather to provide for this than to provide for their

souls. This is to serve their bellies instead of God. Such idolaters are

epicures, whose language is, Let us eat and drink, &c. ; life is short, there-

fore let us be merry while we live. Such idolaters are gluttons and drunk-
ards. All inordinacy in this kind has a tincture of idolatry. Such idolaters

are the poorer sort of people, who are immoderate in caring for the things of

this life. The apostle thus explains this idolatry, when he adds, ' who mind
earthly things,' &c. Such idolaters are the richer sort, when they will spend
more on superfluities than they are willing to lay out for God, grudge to lay

out so much for the refreshing the poor members of Christ, maintaining the

gospel, or other religious uses, as they will ordinarily spend in a feast.

Such are those who will offend God rather than not gratify their appetites.

In a word, such are those who make it the main end of their callings, em-
ployments, endeavours, to provide for themselves plenty. This is to serve

their bellies, not Christ, of which the apostle, Horn. vi. 8. And to serve

this instead of God is to advance it into the place of God, to idolize it.

6. Some make their pleasures their God. Either sensual pleasures, of

which before, or intellectual pleasures. Whatever the heart immoderately
delights in, whether objects of sense or objects of the mind, he makes it an
idol. The apostle prophesies of such idolaters in the text, 2 Tim. iii. 4.

Thus men offend, not only in unlawful pleasures, but those that are indiffer-

ent. To instance in recreations ; when men spend that time in recreations

which should be spent in serving God, either in duties of general or parti-

cular callings, this is to serve themselves more than God, to be lovers of

pleasure more than lovers of God.
7. Men make their credit their god, preferring their credit and repute in

the world before the honour of God. This idolatrous humour was the cause
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why the Jews rejected the Son of God, John v. 44 ;
' They loved the praise of

men,' John xii. 43. This appears, when men will not endure a reproof for

sin, though it proceed out of zeal to the glory of God ; when they can better

endure to hear and see God contradicted in the lives and words of men, than

to have themselves crossed or contradicted in a word or deed ; when they

can more patiently see God dishonoured, than hear themselves disparaged ;

when it grieves not men so much to see Christ undervalued, neglected, as

themselves slighted and disrespected ; his word, ordinances, messengers,

contemned, despised, as their own parts, judgments, disesteemed or dispar-

aged ; can pass by affronts, indignities offered to God, but their hearts rise

against those who diminish their own reputation amongst men. When men
make it more their aim to be well accounted of, well reported of in the world,

than that God be glorified, Christ advanced, and the gospel adorned, this is

to prefer their own reputation before God's glory, and to idolize it. When
men do their good actions to be seen of men, make a show of more out-

wardly than there is within, are more zealous, active, enlarged, in the view

of the world than in secret, when God only sees; this shews they seek

their own repute more than the honour of God, and so make it their idol,

advancing it into the place of God.
8. Men make wealth and riches their god, when their hearts and minds

are more set upon the things of the world than upon God. Then is this

world idolized ; and this the Scripture calls again and again idolatry. No-

thing more evident and common, and yet nothing more difficult, than to

convince men of their guilt herein. But if you will impartially answer these

questions, you will see reason to suspect yourselves, and cry guilty, and be-

wail your guilt herein.

(1.) Do ye not value these things more than the light of God's counte-

nance ?

(2.) Do ye not love them more than holiness, than spiritual riches, the

riches of Christ ?

(3.) Do ye not desire the increase of them more than growth in grace ?

(4.) Do ye not delight in them more than in communion with God, fel-

lowship with Christ ?

(5.) Do ye not grieve more for disappointments herein than God's with-

drawings ?

(6.) Are ye not more affected with worldly crosses than soul distempers ?

(7.) Are ye not more afflicted with wants of these things than spiritual

wants ?

(8.) Are ye not more eager in seeking these than following after God ?

(9.) Think ye not earthly enjoyments to be greater security than the great

and precious promises ?

(10.) Are not the thoughts of them more pleasing, welcome, than the

thoughts of heaven and of Christ ?

(11.) Do ye not esteem others more for these than for their interest in God ?

(12.) Are not these your hope and confidence of security against an evil

day?
(13.) Do not these employments make you omit holy duties, or cut them

short, or perform them in a careless, heartless manner, hereby serving God
as though ye served him not, as though ye cared not to enjoy him ?

(14.) Do not your hearts stick so fast in this thick clay (as the prophet

calls it), as you can scarce raise them towards God in prayer or heavenly

thoughts ?

(15.) Do ye prize these more, out of any other respect, than because

hereby you may be most serviceable to God ?
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I (16.) Are ye not more careful to increase or preserve them than to employ
them to the utmost for God ? If it be thus in any of these respects, much
more if in all, it is too evident your hearts and minds are carried idolatrously

after this world, it is too much your idol. You mistake if you think all is

well, while you covet not that which is another's, or seek not to get them by
unlawful means. If you be innocent herein, you may yet idolize the world

in all the fore-mentioned respects, and many more than I can now mention.

This may suffice to discover their sin, to those who are willing to know it.

9. Some make their relations their god, idolize husband, or wife, or chil-

dren, by setting their affections more upon them than upon God ; and this

appears when they take more comfort in them, rejoice more in their com-
pany, than in the enjoyment of God ; when they are more impatient of their

absence than of God's departings, hiding or concealing himself from their

soul ; when more afflicted for the loss of them than for the loss of God's
favour, in the comfortable sense and effects of it ; when more fearful to part

with them than to live at a distance from God ; when more careful for their

comfortable subsistence than that they may be serviceable to God. This

is to prefer them before God, to idolize them.
10. Some make their friends and allies their god. When they rely more

on them than on the Lord, they idolize them. Judah is charged for thus

relying on Egypt, Isa. xxxi. 1, 3. When they depend upon these for coun-

sel, advice, for help, assistance, for supplies or provisions, more than they

rely on God for these, they are idolized.

When the heart is borne up with cheerfulness and confidence, while these

outward dependences are afforded, but when they are removed, sinks into

perplexities, discouraged, it appears in this case that these are more your

confidence than God, that these are preferred.

11. Many make their enemies their god, when they fear man more than

God, 1 Peter iii. 14, 15. When we fear him that can only kill the body,

more than him who can cast both body and soul into hell, then God is not

sanctified, i. e. he is not worshipped. That worship which is due unto God
only is given unto man. When men are immoderately troubled, disquieted,

perplexed at apprehensions of danger to their liberty, estates, lives, from

men, not being so apprehensive of danger to their souls from the justice of

God; when venture rather to provoke God than to provoke a man of power ;

when the wrath of a powerful enemy is more dreadful than the wrath of the

almighty God ; when ye are more startled at the threatenings of men than

those threatenings that are denounced against sin by the word of God : then

men are exalted above God, and our enemies are idolized.

12. Some make the creatures their god, so are guilty of idolatry (to waive

other instances) when they swear by the creatures. Swearing, in Scripture,

is frequently put for the worship of God, as being a special part of his wor-

ship. (And so it appears, what horrible profaneness it is, to swear by the

name of God vainly, rashly, customarily, as many ungodly persons use to do

in common discourse.) So it is used, Deut. x. 20, Isa. xix. 18, for worship

in the New Testament, Isa. lxv. 16, Jer. xii. 16. We profess that to be

our god by which we swear ; for an oath is an invocation of God, as a

witness of the truth sworn, and a punisher and avenger of falsehood. Now,
invocation is a part of worship

; and, therefore, when we swear by anything

but God, we worship it as God, which is plain idolatry ; hence that fearful

expression which should strike terror into all guilty of such swearing,

Jer. v. 7.

Thus it is idolatry to swear by the saints departed, by Mary or Peter

;

idolatry to swear by the rood or mass ; a popish, idolatrous custom too
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common amongst us. This is to swear by the idol of the papists, and so to

acknowledge it as our god. See how dreadfully the Lord threatens a sin

just like this, Amos viii. 14. Sin is the idol of Samaria, who, in their revolt

from the true God, worshipped the God of Israel, in the similitude of the

creatures set up in Dan and Bethel ; as the papists do in other resemblances.

Those that swear by this idol, the Lord threatens they shall fall, &c. And is

it not as great a provocation to swear by the popish idol, the mass, the rood ?

It is idolatry to swear by the light, the heavens, fire, or other creatures ; the

sin of the Pharisees, for which Christ reproves them, Mat. v. 34. To swear

by the name of God, as men do in common discourse, is high profaneness.

To swear by any but God, is idolatry ; for that by which ye swear, is wor-

shipped as God only should be worshipped, and so idolized.

13. Men make Satan their god, giving that to him which is due only to

God. Indeed, when any idol is set up, and worshipped with the soul, or

with the body, then the devil is worshipped, 1 Cor. x. 20 ; and what he

speaks of the Gentiles, is spoken also of the Israelites, Dent, xxxii. 17
;

hence Jeroboam's idols are called devils, 2 Chron. xi. 15. It is like they

intended to worship God in their idols
; but, in the Lord's account, it is a

worshipping of devils.

More especially, Satan is idolized, when men go to wizards, cunning men,
as ye call them, such as are in covenant with the devil. This is forbidden,

and joined with the abominable idolatry of Moloch, Lev. xx. 6 ; it is

expressed by a phrase, by which the Lord uses to express idolatry, to ' go
a whoring after.' This sin was Saul's ruin, 1 Chron. x. 13, 14. To inquire

of these, is to inquire of ihe devil instead of God, and so to prefer him before

God ; horrid idolatry !

But this idolising of Satan is more common and universal than this con-

sulting of wizards. Something of this idolatry is to be found almost in every

sin ; for then we idolize Satan, when we obey him rather than God ; which

appears when we yield to his suggestions and temptations rather than to the

commands of God in his word, rather than to the motions of his Spirit in

our hearts. This is to obey Satan, this is to serve the devil rather than God

;

and his servants ye are, whom ye obey; that is the apostle's rule. Now, by
becoming his servants, you advance him into the place of God, giving him
that service which is due only to God ; and so he is called the god of this

world, 2 Cor. iv. 4. Not that he is so, but because sinners, by serving and
obeying him, by entertaining his suggestions, yielding to his temptations, do,

in reference to this obedience, make him so. When Satan is obeyed rather

than God (as he is in most, if not in every, sin), then he is preferred before

God ; and Satan is made the idol which you worship.

14. Men make their lusts their god, when they serve their lusts rather

than God. As it is idolatry to serve and worship the creature more than

the Creator, Rom. i. 25, so it is idolatry, and much more abominable, to

serve our lusts more than the Creator, these being the vilest things in earth

or hell. There is a service due only to God, Mat. iv. 10, and when we
yield this service to our lusts, then we serve them as God only should be

served, when we serve them absolutely. That this may be clear, observe there

is a twofold service : 1, absolute, which is without reference and subordi-

nation to another, and this is due only to the God of heaven ; 2, relative,

when we do service to others, but in reference and subordination to God.

Thus we may serve one another, as we are exhorted, Gal. v. 13. But this

service of others must be in reference to God ; we must serve them for God,

as the apostle directs, Eph. vi. 7.

Now, we cannot serve our lusts, in reference to God, nor for his sake

;
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these are quite opposite, no way subordinate ; and therefore, if we serve our

sin at all, we serve it absolutely, as God only should be served, which is

plain idolatry. We cannot serve the Lord in serving our lusts; no man
can serve these two masters ; and therefore, so far as we serve sin, we are

the servants of sin, not of God ; it is our idol. So the apostle, Rom. vi.

16, 17 ; that is your god which you thus serve ; and, therefore, they serve

divers gods, who serve divers lusts, Titus iii. 3 ; Rom. vi. 12, 13.

But when do men thus serve sin ? Why, always, when they ' obey it in

the lusts thereof ;' when they obey their lusts rather than God ; when they

yield their members instruments of unrighteousness unto sin, rather than

instruments of righteousness unto God ; when yield to the motions of corrupt

nature, rather than the commands of God Then ye serve sin, as God only

should be served. Examine, then, whether guilty.

When a worldly lust moves you to lay out your thoughts, endeavours,

affections, upon the things of this world, and the Lord commands you to use

the world as though you used it not, to rejoice, love, &c, which of these is

obeyed ?

When the flesh prompts you to uncleanness, intemperance, and that either

speculative or actual ; and the Lord commands ye to suppress these motions,

and mortify the flesh : which of these is obeyed ?

When corrupt nature moves you to revenge, to use means to come even

with those that have wronged you ; and the Lord commands you to love your
enemies, to return good for evil : which of these do you obey ?

When a proud, ambitious lust tempts you to slight, undervalue others, to

prefer yourselves before them ; and the Lord commands you to be vile in

your own eyes, to prefer others in honour before yourselves : which do you
obey? If these lusts be obeyed before the Lord's commands, you prefer

your lusts before God, you shew yourselves servants of sin, rather than ser-

vants of the God of heaven. You idolize, &c, when you delight more in

gratifying these lusts than in the service of God. When you take more care,

more pains, to make provision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof, than

to comply with the will of God, in using all means to mortify these lusts, you
serve your lusts rather than God; you render that service which is due to

God unto those lusts that are viler than any toad or serpent
;
you make

your sin your God. And if it be thus, how common then is this abominable

sin of idolatry ! how innumerable are those idols which men set up in the

stead of God ! If, not only as the prophet upbraids the Jews, ' according

to the number of your cities,' Jer. ii. 28, but according to the number of

your relations, of your senses and faculties, nay, according to the number of

your lusts, which are as sand on the sea, &c, so are your gods. 0 enter

into your own hearts, search them out, be ashamed of them
;

fly to Christ

for pardon of them, for strength against them. See here the horrid sinful-

ness of a corrupt nature, how it swarms with idols, how it is wholly idola-

trous, and from hence see the necessity of a Saviour, of pardoning, mortify-

ing, renewing grace.

2. We have searched out this idolatry by inquiring after those idols which

are worshipped instead of God, let us search after it further by inquiring

what acts of soul worship they are which are given to these idols. Hereby
the guilt of this secret sin will be more fully discovered, and the examination

tend more to conviction. These acts of worship are many. Examine,
1. What are your apprehensions. The Lord being infinitely and most

transcendently glorious and excellent, he challenges our highest apprehen-

sions, as due only to himself. If he be not in our judgments preferred

above all things, he is not worshipped as God. Whatever is advanced above
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him, or equally with him, in our esteem that is idolized. Now because this

in general will be denied, examine it by these particulars. In generalibm

latet dolus.

(1.) What knowledge do ye most affect? The soul will be prying into

that which it counts most excellent. The angels, 1 Peter. If ye be without

the knowledge of God, if ye desire it not, Job xxi. 14. If ye study not this

more than anything in the world, count it not most excellent, so as to count

other things dross, Philip, iii. If ye can better be without this knowledge of

God in Christ than without the knowledge of those things that concern your

health, estate, repute in the world ; if more industrious, &c.

(2.) What is it you would most appropriate to yourselves ? What is it

you most endeavour to make sure of ? That which a man accounts most
excellent, that he will labour to make most his own. Give ye all diligence

to make sure your friends, your estates ; and are you negligent to make sure

your interest in God ? Think ye no assurance too much there ? and can

ye be content to live at uncertainties, content yourselves with weak hopes

and probabilities here ? A sign, &c.

(3.) What is it you admire? Can you admire worldly excellencies, while

the discoveries of Christ affect you little ? Can you admire the parts, the

achievements, the labours of others, while ye have low thoughts of God ?

Are ye better pleased to have yourselves admired than the Lord extolled ?

A sign God is not highest.

(4.) What do ye most praise ? \ That will be most praised which you
apprehend most excellent. Are ye much in the praises of God : often

speaking such things of him to others as may endear him to them, as may
raise their esteem of him ? Take ye all occasion to speak great things of

his name; or are ye much in the praising of men, means, instruments, little

in praising God ? Can ye rejoice more to hear yourselves praised, extolled,

than ye do in praising God ? A sign God is not praised as he ought.

(5.) What do ye glory in ? That which ye count most excellent will be

your glory. Do ye glory in your wealth or friends, in your parts or perform-

ances, in your wit or strength, in anything or all together, as much as in

God ? Jer. ix. 23, 24, Gal. vi. 14.

(6.) What do ye value others for ? Because they are great, or wise, or rich,

or powerful, or fair ? Do ye esteem them for anything more than for their

interest in God, or their resembling of him ? A sign God is not highest.

(7.) Are you willing to part with all for God ? A man will be ready to

lose all rather than that which he esteems more than all. He in the parable

resolved to sell all he had, that he might purchase the pearl of great price.

Paul counted all things loss, Philip, iii. 8; the disciples left all to follow

Christ. If you be not willing to part with riches, embrace poverty, when
Christ calls for it

;
part with relations, hate father and mother

;
part with

ease, accept of sufferings
;
part with credit, welcome reproaches, for Christ's

sake
;
you have higher apprehensions of others. He that ' will not leave

houses and lands,' &c, Mat. x. 37, ' is not worthy of me.' Not worthy,

because he has not worthy thoughts of him, prefers other things. So it is

evident, when men will part with Christ rather than their sins ; will not leave

deceit, worldliness, intemperance, uncleanness for Christ ; Christ is under-

valued, these are idolized. The worship which is due only to God you pay

unto them ; thus this idolatry will be manifest by your apprehensions.

2. What are your thoughts ? Much of the inward worship of God con-

sists in thoughts of him. That which your mind is most set upon, that

which your thoughts are most taken up with, that you worship as God

;

where your treasure is, there will your hearts be also ; that which your
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thoughts do chiefly run upon, that is most precious to you, that you
ordinarily make your chief good. David was a man after God's own heart

;

why ? His thoughts, his heart, ran most after God :
' My soul thirsteth

for thee; I remember thee upon my bed, and meditate on thee in the night-

watches,' Ps. Ixiii. 6; ' I have sot the Lord always before me,' Ps. xvi. 8;

'When I awake, I am still with thee,' Ps. cxxxix. 18; 'Yea, I am con-

tinually with thee,' Ps. Ixxiii. 23. Hereby he shewed he had no other gods

but the God of heaven, as he professes :
' Whom have I in heaven but thee ?

and there is none in earth that I desire besides thee,' ver. 25. Hereby he

manifested he was not in the number of those idolaters that are far from
God, that go a-whoring from him, of whom he speaks, ver. 27. Try by
this if you are not in this number.

(1.) If you have any thoughts of God, are they not few and rare ? Do ye
not forget God ? Are ye not unmindful of him whole days, whole nights

together ? Do not the thoughts of other things take up your hearts, and
leave no room for thoughts of God, even when you are called to meditate

on him ? Are there not some, of whom for the most part we may say, God
is not in all their thoughts ; who live a great part of their days without

God, without thoughts of God in the world ? The mind is in the mean time

employed, though God be not the object of it. That which is entertained

when he is excluded, that takes place of God, is set up as an idol ; and thoso

thoughts which are due to God, are the idolatrous worship of this idol.

(2.) Are not thoughts of other things more pleasing, more welcome, than

thoughts of God ? find they not easier admission and freer entertainment ?

When the mind is right for God, it is of David's temper, Ps. cxxxix. 17, 18.

These were precious guests to David ; so precious, he knew nok sufficiently

how to value them. And though they were more in number than the sands,

yet did he not grudge them entertainment
;
they had free admission into his

soul :
' Continually, night and day, I am still with thee.' He reckoned this

amongst his chief treasures. Are not you of another temper ? May ye not
truly say, How precious are the thoughts of my worldly comforts and enjoy-

ments to me ! how sweet are the thoughts of revenge to me ! how delightful

are the thoughts of forbidden pleasures to me ! whenas the thoughts of God,
of glory, of Christ, of spiritual things, are a burden. By this you may know
what god you serve ; whether the world, your pleasures, your lusts, vanities,

or the God of heaven. What thoughts fill you most with contentment and
comfort ? What are your greatest refreshment ? If thoughts of God be

most delightful, then you serve, you worship him ; if thoughts of the world,

&c, be most pleasing, most welcome, then you serve, you worship them,

Ps. xciv. 19. What are the objects of those thoughts which are the com-
forts, the delight of your souls, &c. ?

(3.) What thoughts are most abiding, most fixed ? Are the thoughts of

God passant and fleeting, when other thoughts make their abode with you ?

Do vain thoughts lodge within you, when thoughts of God and heavenly

things give but a short visit, and away ? Are these your inmates, dwell in

your minds as at home; when those are but strangers, and have scarce en-

couragement to sit down, or make any stay in your souls ? Why, then, it

is suspicious, the objects of those thoughts that are so consistent are advanced

into the place of God ; they have that worship which is due only to the God
of heaven.

3. What is your last end, your chief design ? God being the chief good,

should be the last end; and to be chiefly aimed at, most intended, as a prin-

cipal act of soul-worship, due only unto God as the last end. Now, most
men have other ends ; God is not the last, the chief. But how shall this
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bo known, since few or none will acknowledge it? It may be discerned by
the effects and properties of the last end.

(1.) It excites the agent; finis movet ad ar/endum. It stirs up to actions,

and may be assigned as the chief reason of our actings. Try, then, by this.

You are in continual action and motion one way or other, what is it that sets

you on work ? what is the principle of your motion ? why do you drudge and
toil, take such care and pains, go to bed so late and rise so early ? Is it that

you may be great or rich ? is it that you may live in plenty or pleasure, and
leave enough for posterity ? Is this all ? or is this the chief motive that sets

you a-work ? Why, then, God is not your end, other things are advanced

into his place. Otherwise your chief motive would be, in all your cares,

labours, that ye might honour God, that ye might please him, that your em-

ployment might be more serviceable to him. These would be your aim above

all, but that other things are above God in your intentions.

(2.) It directs the agent; dat ordinem. mediis. If God be your end, you
will be ordered by him, so as to move to that first which is nest to himself.

You would give that the pre-eminence which is best, which is next to the last

end. Try, then, by this: do ye not prefer worldly employments before spiri-

tual, prayer, meditation, self-examination, &c? Do ye not seek riches, plea-

sures, more than holiness ? Do ye not neglect to seek the kingdom of God
and the righteousness thereof ? Do ye not mind the world more than your

souls ? Must spiritual duties be content with the second place, or no place

at all ? Would ye not omit a spiritual duty rather than lose a worldly advan-

tage ? Is not heaven less regarded than earthly things ? If thus, it is evident

God is not your last end
;
something else takes place of him, is idolised, and

aimed at more than God. If the Lord, as the last end, were your motive,

director, you would move first and most to those things, to those employ-

ments, that have most affinity with him, most spiritual, most heavenly

advantage.

(3.) It regulates the agent ; limits him to those means only which serve to

attain the end. He that makes riches his end, will not be prodigal or care-

less ; for these tend not to promote his design, but are destructive to it. He
that makes credit, honour his end, will not be seen to act those things which

tend to his shame or reproach ; his end restrains him from these ; those

means are only chosen which are subservient. So if it be your chief end to

honour, please, enjoy God, you will not live in any known sin ; for this is

utterly inconsistent with, quite repugnant to, this end. Nothing dishonours,

displeases, deprives of God but sin ; those therefore that allow themselves

in any evil way whatsoever, it is impossible God should be their end. It is

evident they give this worship to something else besides the living God, and
herein are idolaters.

(4.) It moderates the agent; finis dat modum et mensuram mediis. It

prescribes bounds to the use of means, so as one shall not exclude another.

If God were your end, if ye aimed at him above all, you would not be so

eager after earthly things, and so lukewarm in holy duties. You would not

be so industrious for your bodies, and so careless of your souls
;
you would

not be so forward for outward advantages, and so backward for God. While
it is thus, &c.

(5.) It facilitates
; finis dat amabilitatern mediis. It makes the means

lovely and pleasing which tend to advance it. If the Lord be your end,

then the ways of God will be the ways of pleasantness. Then it will be

your meat and drink to do his will. The duties of mortification will not

seem so harsh and difficult. You would not be so backward to, so weary of,

prayer, hearing, reading. Meditation of God and spiritual things would be
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delightful. Self-examination, communing with your hearts, would not be

tedious. Strict and holy walking, watchfulness over your hearts and ways,

would not be looked upon as your bondage. While it is otherwise, God is

not your end, some other thing does displace him in your hearts, and is pre-

ferred before him.

(6.) It compensates the agent. When attained, it is counted a sufficient

recompence for all the care, pains, labour taken in pursuing it. If the Lord
be your end, whatever you get by your endeavours, nothing will quiet, will

satisfy you, but the Lord himself. Suppose you get a competent estate by
your industry in your callings ; suppose you have compassed your designs

in point of credit, or profit, or other outward advantage : if you rest in this

as a sufficient recompence, it is a sign your chief aim was not God. For
when he is your end, nothing will quiet you, except you enjoy more of God
in the increase of your enjoyments. If when your endeavours succeed in

the world, you say with him, ' Soul, take thy rest,' applaud yourselves iu

outward successes, rest here, look not beyond these outward things, though

ye enjoy no more of God, though ye are hereby no more serviceable to him,

though ye bring no more glory to him, then the Lord is not your last end,

other things are more aimed at. more intended, and the worship due only

to God is given to them. Thus you may discover this secret idolatry by
your ends and designs.

He that makes Christ his chief aim, if at length he finds him whom his soul

loveth, this quiets his heart, whatever he want, whatever he lose besides.

He counts this a full recompence, for all his tears, prayers, inquiries, wait-

ings, endeavours.

4. What are your supports ? What do ye depend upon in troubles and
perplexities, in fears and dangers, in wants and necessities ? That which your

souls rely on you worship as god. For soul dependence is an act of worship

due only to God : Philip, iii.,
1 Worship God in the spirit.' They who have

confidence in the flesh, worship not God in the spirit ; they give this

spiritual worship to something besides God. But since every one will be

ready to disclaim this, and profess that their trust is in God, and him only,

let this be examined in these severals.

(1.) Do ye not sometimes make bold to use unlawful means ? Do ye
not use some indirect course to compass your ends, to obtain your desires,

or free you from trouble ? Why do men step out of those callings wherein

providence has disposed them '? Why do they use unwarrantable practices

in their callings, lie, deceive, oppress, dissemble ? Why do they use law-

ful means unlawfully, immoderately ? Why so eager upon worldly things,

as to neglect God, heaven, their souls? Why? But because God is not

their support ; and when the soul is not stayed upon him, it relies upon
something else idolatrously. This was Saul's sin ; the apprehension of an

apparent danger from the Philistines put him upon that which the Lord had
forbidden, 1 Sam. xiii. And for this the Lord cast him off. More inex-

cusable are they who use indirect courses, when they have no snch tempta-

tiou ; who, to get a small advantage, will be unjust, unfaithful, unrighteous

;

care not to defraud others, so they may gain by it ; come short of the

heathens in point of true and just dealing. Nothing more evident than that

the Lord is not your confidence, when ye use such practices. You idolize

something else. Isa. xxviii. 1G, ' Makes no haste.'

(2.) Do ye not seek less unto God, when your affairs are hope-

ful, prosperous, and means visible to accomplish your designs? Are
ye not then less in prayer, not so frequent, not so instant, not so im-

portunate, not so fervent in spirit ? Are ye not more careless, more
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indifferent ? This is a sign means and instruments are your support,

rather than God. Where there is much confidence in God, there will

be much seeking to him ; for this is the vital act of confidence. Who is

there, even amongst those who make conscience of seeking God constantly,

that are not less in this duty, less hearty, zealous, enlarged, when their

affairs prosper, and are like so to continue, than when they are in fears,

danger ? This argues the heart is something taken off from God, and stays

more upon the creature.

(3.) Do not your hearts sink into perplexities and discouragements, when
outward means fail, when your wanted supports are removed; when you
are in want, and see none to relieve you as formerly ; when you are in

troubles, and see no means of deliverance ; when you are in fears and
dangers, and see no outward securities? Are your hearts then troubled,

perplexed ? Is such a condition too heavy for you ? Can you not bear up
cheerfully under it ? Why, this argues those outward means now removed
were more your support than God ; otherwise he continuing still the same,

your hearts would stay upon him, and find repose and security there, when
all outward supports fail. So with David, Ps. lxxiii. 26 ; and the prophet,

Hab. iii. 17-19. This is the proper season for acting of faith, Isa. 1. 10.

5. What are your expectations ? To expect that from other things which
only is to be expected from God, is to give that to them which is only due
unto God. Soul expectation is an act of inward worship, Ps. lxii. 5. Try
by this. Do ye not expect heaven for your harmless carriage or good deeds ?

Do ye not expect pardon for your prayer, or mournings, or purposes not to

sin ? Do ye not expect your good duties will be accepted, merely because

they are (as you think) well performed ? Now what is this, but to expect

from your performances what only should be expected from Christ ? Do ye
not expect contentment and satisfaction from the creatures, from outward

comforts plentifully, peaceably enjoyed ? Whereas nothing can satisfy the

soul of man but God only. Would ye not expect happiness from things

below, if ye might enjoy them according to your hearts' desire? Is not this

to expect from the world and outward enjoyment what only can be found in

enjoying God ? Do ye not expect your ends, merely because ye use the

means, without looking further
;
expect knowledge, because you read or

study ;
expect a competency in the world, because you are frugal, diligent,

careful
;
expect your undertakings will succeed, because you manage your

affairs with prudence, and follow your business with industry ? Do ye not

expect all tnese without looking to God for them ? Oh no, every one will

say, this will be universally disclaimed. Oh, but if you expect not these

things but from God, why do not ye seek God for them ? How is it that

ye neglect prayer in }
Tour families, and when you go about your employ-

ments ? How is it you do not frequently lift up your hearts to God, and

send up your desires to heaven for success, for a blessing ? How is it that

you are so negligent in prayer, when you are diligent in using outward

means ? If ye did expect these things from God, you would seek to him
heartily, constantly for them, and your hearts would be as busy, as diligent,

as earnest in praying as you are in following your other business, Isa.

xxxvi. 37. Would your friend think you expect anything from him, if you
never seek to him for it ? Men's neglect of seeking God, or careless heart-

lessness in seeking him, shews plainly their expectations are more from some-

thing else than from God. Thus may you discover this secret idolatry by

your expectations.

6. Where are your affections ? Upon what do ye most fix them ? That

on which you most set your hearts and affections, that you worship as God.
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Examine, then, whether your affections be idolatrously placed more upon
other things than God. Instance in love, fear.

(1.) What do ye most love ? If ye love anything more than God, or

equally with him, you are guilty of this idolatry. Idolatry is ordinarily

called whoredom and adultery in Scripture. The apostle answerably calls

those who immoderately love the things of the world, adulterers and adul-

teresses, James iv. 4. Love of these things is idolatrous. She is an

adulteress in soul who loves another more than her husband. So is he a

soul adulterer, and so guilty of spiritual adultery, who loves anything more
than God.

Oh, but you will say, God forbid that we should love anything more than

God ; he is not worthy to live that does not love God, love Christ, above

all. This is generally taken for granted. Oh that it were not a general

mistake ! That we may not be deceived, try it thus.

[1.] Do ye love holiness above all other accomplishments in the world ?

Otherwise ye cannot love God above all things ; for this is the image of God,

the nearest resemblance of him upon earth. Now those that hate holiness,

that scorn it under the names of puritanism, preciseness, they hate God
indeed, whatever affection they pretend in word. Naturalists write of a beast

that bears such an antipathy to a man, as he will tear and rend his pic-

ture. Those that manifest such antipathy to holiness, the image of God, do

really hate God, however they disclaim it ; and since they hate him, if they

love anything in the world, they love it more than God.

[2.] Do ye love the people of God above all others? Those that

are born of God are holy, strict, exemplary in their conversation. If these

be not loved above others, others are loved more than God, 1 John v. 1,

and iii. 20. If these be the objects of your love, you will choose them
before others for your companions

;
they will be the men of your counsel,

of your delight, your eyes will be upon the faithful, Ps. ci. 6, whereas vile,

profane persons, you will avoid them
;
you will take no pleasure in their

society. Those that hate, scorn, reproach, revile the people of God, inas-

much as they do it unto them, they do it unto God. They shew how they

are affected unto Christ, by their disaffection to his members. If you hate

these, represent them undfr what notion you please, you hate God ; so far

are ye from loving him above all others. Profane persons are the professed

enemies of God ; if you delight in their society, your hearts are joined to

those whom the Lord hates, &c.

[3.] Do you hate sin, every evil way that ye know to be evil ? Other-

wise ye love not God at all, Ps. xcvii. 10, Ps. cxix. 104. If ye delight in

sin, willingly act it, live in it, notwithstanding the Lord forbids, threatens,

hates it. Deceive not yourselves, if there be any truth in the word of God,

the love of God is not in you. He that will not leave bis sin for God, loves

his sin better than God, idolizes it, gives that worship to his lusts which is

due only to the God of heaven.

[4.] Do ye endeavour to obey Christ impartially ? John xiv. 21, 23, ' If

ye love me, keep my commandments.' He will do whatever he commands,
how unpleasing soever it be to the flesh ; how prejudicial soever it may prove

to him in the world ; however it cross his carnal humours and worldly inte-

rests ; how inconsistent soever it be with his own ease, credit, advantage
;

how great, how small soever. He that lives in the neglect of any known
duty, loves not God so much as that which moves him to neglect it. That
has the pre-eminence, and is preferred before God.

[5.] How do ye bear the absence of Christ ? Love is affectus vnionis

;

it affects union, more of his presence, more intimacy, nearer enjoyment.
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Because he is most near in his ordinances, therefore he prizes, loves, longa

for them ; because he is nearer in heaven than in th e ordinances, therefore

he loves, longs, for the appearing of Christ. By this ye may know. Can
ye not tell what it is to enjoy Christ, to be near him, to have communion
with him '? Can ye live contented at a distance from him, so be it you
have but outward comforts in abundance '? Can ye better endure the with-

drawing of Christ than the absence of some endeared relation ? Can you
better dispense with the loss of his favour, in the comfortable sense of it,

than the loss of wife, children, lands, goods ? Would you offend Christ by
sin, rather than suffer for him ? Why, then other things have more of your
love than Christ, and so are idolised. Thus discover idolatry by love.

(2.) Whom do ye most fear ? There is so much of the worship of God
in fear, as I told you, it is ordinarily put in Scripture for the whole worship

of God. That which you most fear, that you worship as God ; and if you
fear anything more than God, you shew yourselves herein idolaters ; but

how shall it be discovered that we fear others more than God ? Why, by
these particulars

:

[1.] Are ye not loath to reprove men for sin, lest ye should offend them ?

To admonish them when they offend God, lest ye should incur their dis-

pleasure ? Do ye not connive, if not countenance it ? Are ye not silent, if

ye excuse not the sins of familiars, or others, lest by rebuking sin ye should

exasperate the sinner against you ? What is this, but to fear men more than

God ? When the fear of men is more powerful to hinder from performing

that which God commands, than the fear of God is to move you to the prac-

tice of it, do ye not choose herein to offend God rather than man ? more
afraid to displease them than displease God ?

[2.] Do ye not decline the profession of those truths, the practice of those

duties, which profane men do jeer and scoff at, such as will expose you to

their taunts and reproaches ? What ! be so strict, so precise, pray by the

Spirit, repeat sermons, scruple at such and such small matters, play the

dissembler ! These are the reproaches of a profane world. Does the fear

of this hinder you from any holy duty, from strict conscientious walking ?

Why, then you fear men more than God.

[3.J Are ye not more afraid to suffer than to ^in ? Do ye think it folly

to be so scrupulous as to hazard your liberty, or estate, or life, rather than

do what is unlawful ? Would ye take liberty to sin rather than lose your

liberty ? strain your conscience rather than venture your estate ? dis-

pense with yourselves in omitting some known duty, or denying some

truth, or admitting some unwarrantable practice, rather than endanger your

life? Why, then, it is clear you fear something more than God. He that

is not more afraid of sin than any loss or suffering whatsoever, is more afraid

of something else than God, and so idolizes it.

[4.] Is not the threatenings of men more dreadful to you than the dis-

pleasure, the power, the threatenings of God ? If men in power should send

a pursuivant, and denounce to you, that in case ye are guilty of swearing,

Sabbath-breaking, &c, he would see you put to death, and seize on your

estate, would not this message daunt ye, startle ye, make ye tremble ? Why,
the God of heaven sends you many such messages. He has again and

again threatened eternal death to many sins that you are guilty of
; yet you

tremble not, you little regard it. Is it not plain, then, that you fear

men more than God ? Is not this such idolatry as is here threatened with

the loss of heaven ?

[5.] Are ye not more bold to sin in secret than in the view of the world ?

Are ye not careful to restrain sinful thoughts as well as scandalous acts '?
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Are ye not more fearful of such acts as the law of the land will punish, than such
as the law of God condemns, such as are reserved for the tribunal of Christ ?

Are ye not afraid to sin, when no eye sees you but the eye of God ? Do
not soul-sins, secret lusts, inward corruptions, afflict and trouble ye ? Why,
then, it is apparent you fear something else more than God. You give that

worship unto others which is due only to God, which is the soul-idolatry here

threatened.

7. Examine by your elections ; what is your soul's choice, when Christ

and the world, Christ and the flesh, come in competition ? That which you
choose as the greatest good, that you make your god. If you choose Christ,

then the Lord is your God ; if you follow the flesh, embrace the world, then

these are your gods. This choice of them, as the greater good, is that

worship (and a principal act of worship it is) due only unto God ; and when
the flesh and the world carry it, they are idolized.

These are the great competitors for the soul of man, Christ, and the

world, and flesh. That interest which prevails, the soul bows down to it,

worships it as God should be worshipped. They are both importunate
suitors, and offer great things to win the soul's consent ; and that which it

chooses it worships.

The flesh attempts the soul thus : If thou wilt follow me, live after my
dictates and motions, close with my suggestions, make provision to satisfy

me, then thou shalt live in ease and pleasure, gain many advantages in the

world, avoid that trouble, those dangers, that persecution, that reproach and
scorn, which the zealous followers of Christ cannot avoid.

Christ moves the soul thus : If thou]wilt choose me, thou shalt have pardon,
and peace, and life. ' He that findeth me, findeth life,' Prov. viii. 35. Thou
shalt be freed from wrath, justice, hell ; thou shalt have interest in all those

glorious things that I have purchased with my blood. With such offers does
Christ importune the soul in the gospel to accept of him.
Now, which of these prevails with you ? Which of these offers seems

best ? Which motion do ye yield to ? I know there are few or none but
will be ready to say, it is Christ that I choose, I renounce the world and the

flesh
; the offers of Christ are gracious, and I have been always ready to

yield thereto ; God forbid that I should choose or prefer any thing before

my Saviour ! This is generally taken for granted
;
but, alas ! it is generally

mistaken, otherwise Christ's flock would not be so little, and those that are

saved so few. Many suppose they choose Christ, while they embrace an
idol. And this is the fatal mistake, the ruin even of most who enjoy the

gospel. But how shall this be discerned ? Why, Christ has discovered this

clearly, if men were willing to see, if they had not rather be deceived than
be at the trouble to examine by the rule. The soul that chooses Christ is

willing to accept of him upon his own terms ; this is the touchstone, &c. He
that will not take Christ upon his own terms, his heart did yet never choose
him. But what are Christ's terms ? See Mat. xvi. 24. Now, do they deny
themselves who will not deny a lust for Christ ? Do men deny themselves,

when self-love, self-seeking, self-pleasing, is so predominant, so visible ? Do
they take up the cross who lay it upon others ? Are not they far from
choosing to suffer for Christ rather than sin, who will sin when they are not

tempted to it by fear of suffering ? Do they follow Christ who walk con-

trary to him, who decline his ways as too strict, too precise ; who brand zeal

as madness, holiness as hypocrisy, circumspect walking as needless precise-

ness ? Such do plainly refuse Christ, and choose their lusts and the world

before him. That choice of Christ is only real and sincere, when the soul

VOL. II. x
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takes him, not only as a Saviour, but as a Lord. Try, then, by this. Are
you as willing to be commanded by Christ, as to be saved by him—to submit

to his laws, as to partake of his benefits ? Do ye desire him as much to

make you holy as to make you happy—as much for sanctification as for sal-

vation—as much to free you from the power sin as from the guilt of it—not

only that it may not damn you, but that it may not have dominion over you?
If you do not choose Christ for this, and in this manner, you choose him not

at all. 'Tis plain, while you would have Christ for your Saviour, something

else is your god. The interest of the flesh and world prevails, and this you
choose as a greater good in life, though ye would be saved by Christ at death.

8. Examine by your inclinations. Your souls are always in motion. Now,
whither does this motion chiefly tend, whither are they bound ? The inward

worship of God does much consist in the motion and inclination of the heart

towards God. When it moves most towards him, and but to other things

as helps and furtherances in the way to him, then he is worshipped as

God. But when the heart moves more to other things than to God, those

things are idolised, and that worship is given to them which is due only unto

God, which is the idolatry we are now inquiring after.

Feel, then, the pulse of your souls ; observe their motion, that ye may
know whether or no it be idolatrous. Whither do the inclinations of your

hearts most carry you ? Which way do they most move, and to what objects ?

Do they move most towards heaven or towards the earth ? towards Christ or

sin ? towards the enjoyment of God, or towards outward enjoyments '? to-

wards spiritual objects, grace and glory, holiness and heavenly communion
with Christ, or towards carnal objects, your relations, sensual pleasures,

earthly advantages ? If your hearts work more after these, these are your

idols, and these inclinations are idolatrous. The idolatry lies here in the

degree ; it is lawful to move towards these outward things ; but when the

heart is more carried after them than after God ; when it is inordinate, then

it is idolatrous. Now, that you may discern in what degree your inclinations

are, observe these severals :

—

(1.) Is your motion after God absolute, and your inclinations to other

things but subordinate and relative ? Are your hearts carried after these

outward things for God ? Move your hearts towards them, that by the

help of them you may move faster after God ? When your inclinations are

drawn out after relations, is it principally because they have special interest

in, or some resemblance of, God ? When you move towards the world, is

it principally that you may be more serviceable to God in your generation ?

If not, you idolise them. If your hearts move to these things for themselves

absolutely, and not in reference to God, because they are like him, or because

therein you enjoy him, or because thereby ye may better serve him ; if

not thus, your inclinations are idolatrous, your hearts hereby run a-whoring

after them, as the Scripture uses to express idolatry.

(2.) Arc your inclinations after God stronger than after other objects ? Is

there moro life and vigour in your motions heavenward ? Are they not more

easy, more ordinarily, and with less displaccncy, obstructed and diverted,

than those other things ? Is the bent of your heart after God, when you

are employed about worldly things ? Is it not the affliction of your souls,

that they move no faster, no more forcibly, towards Christ and glory, and

that they are so easily turned aside to vanities '? Can you say with David,
' My soul followeth hard after thee ' ? If your inclinations be strong to the

world, your relations in it, employments or enjoyments in it, when weak

and faint after God, these inclinations are idolatrous.

(3.) Are your inclinations after God more effectual than after other things ?
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This will be discovered by your prayers, by your endeavours. The soul that

moves effectually towards God breathes out many sighs and prayers and
tears after him, is ever reaching at him, stretching out itself to meet him, to

lay hold of him, to apprehend him. When he seems to withdraw, it follows

him with strong cries and mournful complaints, ' How long, Lord, how
long, &c.

; 0, when shall I come and appear before thee !' Now, then, if,

when thou find not the comforting and quickening presence of God, yet, not-

withstanding, you are still and silent in this sad condition, either pray not,

or stir not up yourselves to pray with fervency, importunity, but content

yourselves quietly in your ordinary way; why, then, it is evident your
hearts are moving after something else more than God. So for your endea-

vours. If you can be diligent, careful, industrious in worldly business, but

slack, negligent, careless in the ordinances, it is suspicious your inclinations

are more after other things than God, which is idolatrous.

9. Examine by your fruitions. What is that in which you take most
contentment, complacency, that which gives you most satisfaction ? What
is your sweetest and most delightful enjoyment, in which you rest best

pleased ? To delight in the Lord above all things is a special act of soul

worship, due only unto God. When you delight in anything more, in any-

thing so much as him, you give that worship due only to God unto other

things, which is the idolatry here spoken of. If any enjoyment be more
pleasing, satisfying, than the enjoyment of God, you erect an idol in the

place of God. Examine : are not the ways of sin, intemperance, unclean-

ness, revenge, worldliness, more pleasing than the ways of holiness, wherein

ye may walk with God and enjoy him ? Do ye not more delight in earthly

success, abundance, prosperity, than in the light of God's countenance,

sense of his favour ? Take ye not more contentment in worldly vanities

than spiritual enjoyments ? Take ye not more comfort in relations, wife,

children, &c, than in communion with God and fellowship with Christ ?

Are not sensual pleasures more delightful than those wbich arise from
spiritual and beavenly objects ? Are not recreations or worldly employments
more pleasing than those duties, exercises, wberein the Lord may be enjoyed ?

If they be, it is too evident the Lord is not your chief enjoyment. The
heart is more taken, pleased, satisfied with something else than with God,
which is to idolise it.

To examine this more punctually.

(1.) Can we rest satisfied without assurance of interest in God ? Can we
be content without the sense of his love ? Can we be quiet in his absence?
Are ye satisfied when ye find not the presence of God, the comfortable and
powerful effects of it in your souls ? Do ye rest in outward accommoda-
tions, health, plenty, friends, when ye have no certainty that the Lord is at

peace with you ? Do ye rest in the performance of spiritual duties, though

ye find not the presence of God in them ? Content with ordinances, though

ye find not, enjoy not God in them? Why, then, God is not your chiefest

enjoyment; something else does please you as well, if not content you better.

You may see this in a familiar instance. The infant's most pleasing enjoy-

ment is the breast ; if it want this, nothing else will quiet it. Offer it heaps
of pearl or mines of gold, nothing will content it without the breast. So it

is with the soul that makes the Lord his cbiefest enjoyment; nothing can

content, quiet bis tieart, but the presence of God, the sense of his love, tho

power of his Spirit, the effects of his presence in his soul in spiritual light,

life, strength, activeness, comfort. Outward comforts are unsavoury to him
if he find not, enjoy not the Lord in them. The pleasures of the world are

bitter to him while he misses his chief delight. He will sigh in the midst of
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others' mirth while the Lord, the joy of his soul, is removed. The ordi-

nances themselves seem empty, when he sees them not filled with the glory

and power of the Lord's presence. As she, ' What do all these avail me ?'

Give him riches, or hononrs, or friends ; let corn, and wine, and oil increase

;

his heart is not quiet. What will all these avail me if the Lord be absent,

hide his face? If you be satisfied with other things, without regarding

whether God be present or no ; contented though God be absent, though in

part withdrawn.

(2.) Are ye not backward to spiritual communion with God ? more hardly

drawn to those duties, exercises, wherein ye may enjoy him, than to some
other enjoyments, some other exercises in the world? Do not your hearts

hang back from secret prayer, meditation, exercise of faith ? Find you not

yourselves much more forward to some other things ? Oh, if the Lord were

your chief deli»ht, your sweetest enjoyment, you would be more eager, more
forward to follow after him. You need no enforcements

;
you go on your

own accord after the world, your relations, your pleasures, recreations
;

and do ye need so many motives, persuasions, inducements, enforcements,

to draw you to God ? Why, theD, have ye not cause to fear something else

has more of your hearts ? The fruition of something else is sweeter than

that of God. This soul-worship is misplaced.

(3.) What cheerfulness find ye in drawing near to God in those ways

wherein he is to be enjoyed ? How cheerful are we when there, where they

most delight to be ! How pleasant is the fruition of that which is their joy

!

Can you be thus pleasant and cheerful in the company of friends, in the

employments that tend to your advantage in the world, and yet so dull, un-

toward, heartless, in those services wherein ye may draw near to God, as

though ye were cloyed with them? move here as if ye were out of your

element; drive on heavily in these ways, as though the wheels were off, and

come to these duties as to a meal with a full stomach ? It is suspicious you
delight in something more than God, give that worship to something else

which is due only to God.

(4.) Are you not easily drawn from God? Are you not less discontented

with a diversion from God than from some other things on which your hearts

are set? That which you will easily part with, you are not much pleased

with. Will not a temptation to take you off from close walking with God,

prevail sooner than a motion to leave some sensual delight, ensnaring vanity?

Can ye be more fixed and constant in other enjoyments and delights, but

more easily, more ordinarily removed from God ? This argues some dis-

taste, some dislike of spiritual enjoyments. When the apprehension of such

a pleasure, such an advantage, will be more powerful to turn ye aside from

God than the promises of the word, the motions of the Spirit, and former

experiences are to keep you close to him, this argues the Lord is not your

most delightful enjoyment. Men do not easily part with that which is then-

chief delight ; and if the Lord be not, something else is ; and whatever that

is, it is an idol.

(5.) Neglect ye not that which would make ye capable of the fullest enjoy-

ment of God? Do ye not neglect holiness? Are ye not content with some
low degrees of it? Is it your design, your endeavour to come up to the

highest pitch of it? There is no seeing, no enjoying God without this.

And the more of this, the more of God is seen, the more enjoyed. When
this is in perfection, the enjoyment will be perfect. When this is weak,

enjoyments will be small, and at a distance. The soul that counts the Lord

his sweetest, most delightful enjoyment, will never think he has enough of

him, and therefore will be ever labouring for that which will make him
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capable of more. If an opinion of holiness will serve your turn, or the be-

ginnings, the principles of it, without the life, strength, exercise, increase of

it, it is suspicious
;
you place not your happiness in the fruition of God

;

and if not in him, then it is in something else ; and whatever that be, it is

an idol.

Use 3. Exhortation. Be exhorted, in the fear of God, to avoid this

idolatry. It is the apostle's exhortation, with which he closes his epistle,

1 John v. 21. Search it out, else how can it be avoided? Make use of

the directions in the former use for that end at large delivered. If you dis-

cover it not, since such a discovery has been made thereof, it is because you

will not see ; and then henceforth this abominable sin in you is wilful, and

yourselves inexcusable, and the justice of God clear, if any perish for it.

When you have found it, bewail it. Bewail it with sorrow proportionable

to the heinousness of the sin. Use it as an aggravation of your other sin,

wherein, for the most part, there is a mixture. It may be thou art not an

open blasphemer, an actual murderer, or a wretched apostate, but art thou

not a soul idolater ? Nay, there need no question be made of this. Go
then in secret and blush before the Lord, and take shame to thyself, and be

humbled for it, humbled deeply, for it is an high provocation.

Fly to Christ for pardon. 0 that this might be the issue of all delivered

on this subject, to drive ye to Christ ; not only to beget in you some slight

ineffectual apprehensions of some need of a Saviour (with which too many
content themselves to the ruin of their souls), but to possess you with deep

apprehensions of an absolute necessity of him, of his blood. Nothing else

can wash off the deep stain of this crimson sin. One act (though ye be

guilty of millions) of this idolatry, will be enough to sink you into hell,

enough to kindle the everlasting wrath of God against you ; that wrath which

will burn for ever, which will burn so as none can quench it, except the

blood of Christ be applied to that purpose. See into what a sad condition

this sin has already brought ye. Hereby,

1. You have forfeited an inheritance. It is not some parcel of your

estate, some of less value, worth less consideration, but your inheritance,

your whole inheritance, and that for ever. For a man to lose his whole in-

heritance is a great, a sad loss ; but this is it you lose by this sin. ' An
idolater,' says the text, ' shall have no inheritance.'

2. Oh, but it may be the inheritance is little worth, and then no great

matter if it be lost. Oh no ; it is a rich, a large, a glorious inheritance you
lose hereby ; it is no less than a kingdom. The loss of a crown, the loss of

a kingdom, sticks deep. Oh what hazards will not men run to save a king-

dom ! Their treasure, their blood, their lives, yea, and the lives of thou-

sands, will men lose rather than lose a kingdom. Why, this is it you lose by
this sin, no less than a kingdom. ' An idolater shall have no inheritance in

the kingdom.'

3. Oh, but it may be it is some inconsiderable kingdom, some petty juris-

diction, then the loss is not so great. Oh no ; it is the loss of the kingdom
of God, and that is more than the loss of all the kingdoms of the earth. It

is not the kingdom, the empire of a Cyrus, or of a Caesar, or of an Alex-

ander, or Othman, but it is the kingdom of God. You lose hereby such a

kingdom as the empire of the world is but a span, a mote, yea, nothing, com-
pared with it. Oh, what dreadful bloody conflicts there have been for the

empire of the world ! how many millions have been sacrificed to secure it

!

And will ye lose the kingdom of God rather than sacrifice this sin ? The
retaining of this sin will be the loss of that. So the text, ' An idolater shall

have no inheritance in the kingdom of God.'
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Oh, but though this loss, this hazard, be exceeding great, yet it may be

avoided
;
though I continue in this sin, yet is there no hope in Christ ? May

not he admit me into this kingdom notwithstanding ? Oh no ; Christ has

no kingdom for such ; he never purchased a kingdom for those that will

continue in this sin. Christ, who has made way for others to the kingdom,

will himself shut soul-idolaters out of it. The test tells us this too, ' No
inheritance in the kingdom of God, of Christ.'

Obj. But is this certain ? Is this dreadful loss unavoidable ? May it

not be otherwise ? Oh no ; to dream of such a thing is madness ;
nothing is

more certain. The apostle is in nothing more peremptory; mind the words,

he says, ' An idolater shall not,' &c. He speaks not doubtfully, as of a thing

uncertain, that may be or may not be. He says not, peradventure an

idolater may not, but he shall not. As sure as the word of God is true, as

sure as the apostle was directed by the Spirit of God, without all peradven-

ture, a soul idolater shall have no inheritance, &c.

Obj. But is not this strange doctrine, to speak at this rate, of soul, of

secret idolatry, a sin so common as few can acquit themselves of it ; to say

that all guilty of it shall certainly have no inheritance, &c. Is not this

strange doctrine ?

Ans. If it be strange, it is ignorance makes it so, for in the apostle's time

it was a known, an acknowledged truth ; there was no question, no doubt,

made of it. The first word of the text tells us this, ' This ye know.' As if

he had said, You certainly know, you undoubtedly acknowledge this
;
you

make no question, no doubt of this, ' No idolater shall,' &c. No idolater,

that is so habitually, perseveringly, shall. This idolatry, though it be

secret, though it lodge in the retired chambers of the soul, though its pavi-

lion be darkness, and no eye see it but the all-seeing eye of God, yet if it be

not forsaken, lamented, resisted, subdued, it leaves no title, no way to the

inheritance. Methinksthis should be a sufficient dissuasive from this sin, a

loss so great, so irreparable, so certain. This should effectually stir you
up to search out this sin, to seek pardon of it, to get power to subdue it, to

expel it. But further to stir you up against this sin, consider

2. How it is represented in Scripture, in what colours the Holy Ghost sets

out idolatry.

(1.) It is called the worshipping of devils, not only in the Gentiles, 1 Cor.

x. 20, but also in the Jews, Deut. xxxii. 17. Yet these, in their idolatrous

service, did not intend to worship devils, no, nor to worship their idols ; but,

as the papists pretend, to worship Jehovah, the true God, in those represen-

tations, as appears, Exod. [xx. 4 ?J. Now, what a horrible abomination is

it to worship the devil ! Samuel, when he would aggravate Saul's sin to the

height, tells him it was like the sin of witchcraft and idolatry, these being

the worst of sins. Yet, if we compare these, idolatry seems worse than

witchcraft, for witchcraft is but a compact with the devil, but idolatry is a

worshipping of the devil ; now, is it not worse, a greater abomination, to

worship than to make an agreement with him ?

(2.) It is called whoredom and adultery, Judges ii. 17 ;
' "Went a-whoring,'

&c, 2 Chron. xxi. 13, Jer. iii. 9 ; idolaters are called the ' children of

whoredoms,' Hosea ii. 4, and iv. 12. It is spiritual adultery. The Lord

can no more endure idolatry in his people, those that profess him, than a

man can endure adultery in his wife ; other failings may be borne with, but

this calls for death or a divorce. Hence the Lord, where he forbids this sin,

he adds this reason, Exod. xx., ' For I am a jealous God.' This provokes

the Lord to jealousy ; he will no more endure a competitor in his worship
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than a husband will endure a partner in the affections and enjoyment of his

wife. He is a jealous God.

(3.) This is the principal character of antichrist. Babylon, the seat of

antichristianism, is not called the tyrant of Babylon, nor the heretic of

Babylon, but ' the whore of Babylon,' the mother of fornications aud abomi-

nations, with whom the kings, nations, and kingdoms of the earth commit
fornication, Rev. xvii. 5. Babylon,—mystery. It is a mysterious spiritual

whoredom ; her great abomination is whoredom in a mystery, opposite to the

great mystery of godliness, the mystery of the true worship of God. Now,
is it not a dangerous thing to have the least character, the least part of the

mark of the beast, that mark by which the Lord has designed her and her

partakers out to most dreadful and remarkable destruction ?

(4.) The Lord does most severely, most dreadfully threaten and punish

idolatry above other sins. You may read the heinousness of it, in the griev-

ousness of Israel's, of Judah's sufferings for it, Daniel ix. 12. ' Under the

whole heaven,' &c. The word confirmed hereby was the threatenings exe-

cuted for this sin, than which the Lord threatened no sin more, none so

much, by his servants the prophets. He punishes not only the idolaters

themselves, but even their posterity to many generations after them, for this

sin, according to the tenor of that threatening, Exod. xx. 5 ; and the Jews
are so apprehensive of it, as to this day they have a saying, That no judg-

ment befel the Jews for those many hundred years after they left Egypt but

there is an ounce of the golden calf in it.

Obj. But this was gross open idolatry, worshipping of images ; it was not

this secret, this soul idolatry ; the Scripture speaks no such thing of that.

Aits. This secret and soul idolatry, is in some sense worse than open
idolatry

;
and, therefore, those Scripture expressions setting forth the vile-

ness and danger of that, may be applied to humble us under the sense of

this. That this may appear, and mistakes may be prevented, remember
wherein these two sorts of idolatry do consist. It is open gross idolatry

when that outward worship, which consists in the gestures of body, bowing,

prostration, &c, is given in a religious way to others besides God. It is

secret idolatry, when that inward worship, which consists in the acts and
motions of the mind and heart, are given to other things besides God. Now,
when both inward and outward worship together are given to the creatures,

that is the worst of idolatry of all ; then the sin is complete in all the

dimensions of its guilt. But now, if we compare these two sorts of worship

apart, it is far worse idolatry, when inward worship is given to other things

than God, than when outward worship only is commuuicated to them.

And in this sense I say, that secret soul idolatry is worse than that which
is gross and open, and that in divers respects.

1. The Lord more respects inward worship than outward, the acts and
motions of the soul, than the acts and gestures of the body. ' My son, give

me thy heart.' 'The true worshippers shall worship the Father in spirit,'

John iv. 28. It is inward, spiritual, soul worship, which the Lord most
requires, most respects, most delights in, is most honoured by ; and there-

fore it is a greater provocation to give this soul worship to other things than

that of the body. It is worse idolatry for the soul to bow down to a lust,

than for the body to lie prostrate before an idol.

2. Even in worshipping God, a man may be excessive in outward acts

and expressions, in the motions and gestures of the body ; but there can be

no excess in the inward acts of worship. Ye cannot love God too much,
nor trust, fear, desire, delight, nor have too much esteem of him, and this

argues a- greater excellency in, a greater necessity of this inward worship,
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than of that which is outward, and therefore a greater provocation to give

that soul-worship unto others, than this of the body.

3. The objects of secret idolatry are worse than those of open idolatry,

the idols worshipped are more vile, more abominable ; and, therefore, the

idolatry more to be abhorred. For the idols here worshipped, the objects

of soul-worship in this secret idolatry, are for the most part the lusts of men.
Now, there is not the basest creature that ever the blindest of the heathen
worshipped, that is so vile as our base lusts. There is no creature so mean
(not such as the Egyptians worshipped) but has some goodness in it, Gen. i.,

something of worth or use as it is a creature ; but there is no goodness at

all in the lusts of men, nothing but what is altogether and upon every

account most abominable, and that in the eye of God, who judges of things

as they are, and so judges righteous judgment. He looked upon all that he
had made as good, even the meanest of his creatures ; but he cannot endure

to look upon men's lusts, he is of purer eyes than to behold iniquity ; so

vile, so loathsome, so abominable, so full of provocation, he cannot look

upon them but with indignation. Now for men to give that divine honour,

that soul worship which is due only unto the Majesty of heaven, unto their

vile abominable lusts, must needs be more heinous, more intolerable, than

if it were given to the works of God's hands, than if it were given to the

sun or moon, yea, or to wood and stone, yea, or to toads and serpents ; for

these are better, have more worth in them than our lusts, for they are the

works of God's hands ; whereas your lusts are the loathsome issue of filthy

impure hearts.

When your lusts have more of your hearts, thoughts, delight, desires,

love than God, it is worse idolatry upon this account than if you should

bow to a sun or moon, than if you should lie prostrate before a toad or

serpent.

Obj. But some may say, If we did make vows or prayers, if we did burn
incense, or offer sacrifice to our lusts, then might we be charged with this

idolatry ; otherwise the censure seems to want good ground.

Am. I have instanced at large in many acts of worship besides these,

which are due only to God ; and it is idolatry to give any one, not only

these. But as for this objected, see if there be not something answerable

to these, nay, something exceeding these acts of worship given by men to

their lusts.

1. As for prayer and invocation. If the desires of your hearts be more
after the fulfilling of your lusts, and making provision for them, than after

the pleasing and honouring of God, why then, you pray more to your lusts

than unto God. For if the desires of your souls be not after God, as they

cannot be while your lusts prevail, why, then, that which you count pray-

ing to God is but the carcase of a prayer. Your lusts have that which is

the soul and life of prayer. For the essence of prayer consists in the ardent

desires of the heart, the expressions and gestures are but formalities and

circumstances, not at all regarded by God except in displeasure, when the

other is absent, Isa. xxix. 13. This was no praying ; but Hannah's was

without expressions, 1 Sam. i. 13, 15.

2. As for vows. If you purpose and resolve to live in sin, and follow the

motions of your lusts, is not this a mental vow '? This is equivalent to,

and has the strength and firmness of, a vow, and is stronger than any resolu-

tion for God can be, while the strength of sin is unsubdued.

8. As for sacrifices. If you give up yourselves to any way of sin, you
sacrifice more thereto than the cattle of a thousand hills. A man given up

to a lust, he sacrifices his time, his strength, his enjoyments, his parts, his
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endeavours, his thoughts, his affections, nay, his soul thereto. And are

not these more valuable than the sacrifices of bulls or goats? than any

sacrifice of that nature in use among the Jews or Gentiles, Ps. li. 16, 17.

An heart broken, i. e. subdued to God, ready to yield to his will in all

things, is a sacrifice to God. So is a heart subdued to a lust, ready to

yield to its motions, it is a sacrifice to it ; such a sacrifice as God requires

for himself, and would be well-pleased with it, if it were offered to him

;

better pleased than with all external sacrifices.

Obj. But what does this concern the people of God already in covenant ?

Though they may be guilty of some inordinate, i. e. idolatrous motions, yet

are not they hereby brought within the compass of this threatening. They
cannot lose their title to the inheritance, that which they were ordained to,

that which they are born to. ' The foundation of God standeth sure,' &c.
' Whom he has predestinated,' &c.

Am. Be it so. They fall not directly under the threatening; yet does it

sometimes concern them. If it did not, yet are there other weighty con-

siderations that should make this sin dreadful even to God's people.

1. Though it make not their possession of the inheritance impossible,

yet will this make it exceeding difficult. The apostle gives direction,

2 Peter i. 11, how an entrance may be ministered abundantly into the ever-

lasting kingdom. Though the people of God, giving way to these motions,

may possibly have an entrance, yet not abundantly ministered. It is one

thing for a man to creep into his inheritance ; another to be carried with

full sail into it. The apostles speak of some that shall be saved, but so as

by fire, 1 Cor. xiii. 15 ; though they may escape this threatening, yet very

hardly, with much danger and difficulty; even as out of the fire he shall be,

^>2JD> as a firebrand. The Lord Christ makes it such a difficulty as is

next, to an impossibility, Mark x. 23, &c. Now to prevent a mistake, he
tells them, it is not the having, the possessing of riches, but the idolizing of

them, trusting in them, ascribing that to them which is due only to God

;

which makes it thus exceeding difficult for those that have riches, &c. And
there is the same reason of all other things inordinately affected. He
that inordinately loves, fears, delights, desires, esteems anything in the

world, it will be exceeding difficult for such a one to enter. And lest

any should make light of it, he further expresses the difficulty by a com-
parison, ver. 25. There is but the difference of a letter betwixt xu/j-riXoc,

a camel, and -/.d/uXoi, a cable ; and this latter way some render it, ' It is

easier for a cable,' &c. Take it which way you will, it speaks a difficulty

impossible to be overcome by the power of man. And so he explains it, to

allay the disciples' astonishment, ver. 26, 27. It is possible only to

almighty power, which alone can so disengage the heart from riches and other

objects, as it shall not immoderately affect them, inordinately love, desire,

prize. There is no other way possible to heaven, but by subduing this

idolatrous humour of trusting in, idolizing of, riches. And the same is true

of any other object whereon the mind, the heart, is more set than upon
God :

' It is as easy,' &c.

If you give way to these inordinate motions, affections, &c, you will find

the way to heaven, like the Israelites' way to Canaan, tedious, difficult, dan-

gerous. It was idolatry made it so to them. The Lord might have brought

them a short, a safe, an easy way, to the promised land, and made it a

journey of as few days as it was years ; but their idolatry, with other sins,

provoked the Lord to swear in his wrath, &c. And this very thing, both sin

and punishment, is proposed as ensamples to us, lest, being ensnared in their

sin, we should fall by their punishment, fall in the wilderness, and come
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short of Canaan, 1 Cor. x. 6, 7, 11, 12. If this shut not the people of God
out of his rest, yet it may make your way thither exceeding woful and perilous,

exceeding difficult and hazardous ; it may bring ye back into the wilderness,

when ye are in sight of the land of promise
;
may dash your hopes, darken

your evidence, and make your way on earth a dry and comfortless desert, a

perilous and howling wilderness.

2. This will blast the prosperity of your souls, endanger the life of holi-

ness, keep ye back from the power of godliness, bring your souls into a con-

sumption, keep them in a languishing condition, even near unto the gates of

death. And what greater miseries can befall a servant of God in this world ?

Oh, if we could look upon things with a spiritual eye, these distempers would
be more dreadful than outward sufferings. When anything in the world is

inordinately, i.e. idolatrously minded and affected, it is a soul disease, like to

those diseases of the body which draw all the spirits and nutriment to the

distempered part, and leave the rest weak and languishing in a consumption.
While ye love other things inordinately, you lose your first love to Christ

;

while ye are so eager after the world and other vanities, you must needs be
lukewarm in the ways of God ; while ye are so active after a soul-idol, you
cannot but be barren and unfruitful towards God. And how dangerous are

these distempers, how odious to the Lord, how severely does he threaten

them !

This idolatrous plant will suck away all the juice and sap of your souls,

and leave grace to wither and languish. It cumbers the ground wherever it

takes place, and makes all about it barren.

There is no coming up to the power of godliness, to the vigorous exercise

of grace, to the lively actings of holiness, no access to intimate communion
with God, where this is tolerated. And what is the life of a Christian with-

out this, but a shadow of death ? If the hearts of lukewarm, formal, back-

sliding professors (who abound everywhere) were searched, some such

imposthume would be found there, some lust or vanity idolatrously affected,

imposthumating their hearts, and eating as a cancer ; nor can our souls ever

prosper, but will still be backsliding, till the ulcer be lanced. And are not

such distempers dreadful, which hring the soul so near to apostasy ? Should
not this be a forcible motive ?

3. If you continue in this guilt, you may be sure some sharp affliction will

befall you. If the Lord have any love to you, he will not lose you :
4 As

many as I love, I chasten,' Rev. iii. Either he will pluck that from you
which ye immoderately value and ati'ect, or else he will so embitter it to you
as you shall find by sad experience that it is an evil thing and a bitter that

thou hast forsaken the Lord thy God, to set up other thiugs instead of him,

Jer. ii. 19. He will make this very wickedness to correct thee, and thy

backsliding hereby occasioned to reprove thee ; he will turn those idolized

comforts into gall and wormwood, and convey a sting into that which thy

heart, with such delight, embraces. If thou fall not in the wilderness (as

habitual idolaters), yet will he turn thy idols into serpents ; so that instead

of the comforts thou expectest to refresh thee, thou shalt find a sting to

wound thee. The Israelites' sufferings for idolatry and other evils are pro-

posed as ensamples to the people of God, 1 Cor. x. If thou expectest to enjoy

thy idol quietly, thou art deluded ; if thou belong to God, he will make thee

smart for it. If you will not speedily put away these spiritual whoredoms
out of your sight, the Lord will strip ye naked, and make ye as a wilderness,

Hosea ii. 3 ; see chap. v. 6, 7.

4. The Lord will withdraw himself from you. There must needs be an

eclipse when the earth gets betwixt you and the sun. You will find the
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light of his countenance clouded when such gross vapours, such lusts, such

inordinate motions abound. The Lord is a jealous God ; if he do not send

you a bill of divorce, yet ye shall have little of his presence ; he will be

separated in part, though not totally and for ever. And oh how sad will

your condition be, if outward afflictions and spiritual desertions should meet

together ! If the Lord, for your idolizing the things of the world, should

leave you destitute of them ; if ye should fall into poverty, disgrace ; if cast

off by friends and relations, too much valued ; if he should cast you into

languishing sickness, and then wound your conscience, drop bitterness into

your spirits, and set his terrors in array against you ; if you should cry to

him in this condition, and he refuse to hear you; if seek him, and he not

be found of you ; if he should send you to the gods that ye have served ; if

he should bring to remembrance your idols, your credit, riches, pleasures,

sports, company, relations, and say to you, as to them, Judges x. 13, 14,

Go and cry to these idols that you preferred before me, let them deliver you,

let them speak peace to you, let them save you, let them free you from the

wrath to come, let them secure you from going down into the pit. You
have slighted, undervalued, cast off me when you prospered ; and do ye

come now to me when ye are afflicted '? Nay, go to the gods that yc have

chosen. You thought them more worthy of your thoughts, affections, hearts,

than me ; make much of your choice, eat the fruits of your doings, I will

have nothing to do with you : Oh what a dreadful condition will this be ?

There is but even a span betwixt hell and it. Now, by continuing under

this guilt, you are in the high way to this woful condition, you are posting

towards it. Oh remember it before it be too late.

Quest. But since this soul idolatry is so dangerous to all sorts, how shall

it be avoided ? ^ What means may we use, to escape out of this dangerous

snare ?

Ans. For satisfaction to this, observe these directions.

1. Get new natures. All other means will be ineffectual without this.

The regeneration of the soul is the only way to the destruction of this sin.

The first beginnings of spiritual life, are the first pangs of death to soul

idolatry ; and as grace increases, as holiness grows, so does this sin decay.

It ceases to be habitual and reigning, when the principles of grace are first

implanted ; and as holiness, which is Christ's interest in the soul, grows

stronger and stronger, so the interest of the flesh and world, wherein the

life and power of this sin consists, grows weaker and weaker. They are as

the house of David and Saul. This is the woful misery of an unrenewed con-

dition ; and oh that it might be laid to heart by those whom it concerns ! While
ye are in the state of nature, unconverted, not sanctified, not born again,

you are unavoidably idolaters. It is reigning and habitual, and so damning,

and destructive, till ye be regenerated. Sin has the throne, Satan has the

sceptre, every base lust and vanity takes place of God, of Christ, in your

hearts. Whatever ye love, ye love it more than God. Whatever ye trust,

delight in, desire, esteem, the god of this world is your god, and the lust

of the flesh, eye, pride of life, is your trinity. God has no place in your

minds and hearts, or but an inferior place, a place unworthy of him, below

your lusts, vanities, relations, enjoyments. God has no true worship from
you ; that which is due to him is given to other things ; and so it will be

till you have new hearts, till old things pass away. Oh what a woful con-

dition is this ! Be convinced of it. Cry unto God for the spirit of regene-

ration, for those new hearts which he has promised. Till then, you are, you
will be, such idolaters as have no inheritance in the kingdom,

j
2. Mortify your lusts. It is the apostle's direction, Col. iii. 5. If we
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inquire, as the apostle James in another case, from whence comes this soul

idolatry ? we may answer, as he, James iv. 1, ' Comes it not hence, even of

your lusts that war in your members?' Here is the spring-head of this

abomination. Stop up this, and the motions, the streams thereof will fail.

When Delilah would destroy Samson, she inquired wherein his strength lay.

Why, the strength of this idolatry lies in unmortified lusts
;
except ye cut

these off, ye will never prevail against it. Oh that instead of those vanities,

to which Satan diverts so many professors from the great concernments of

their souls, this might be your care, and study, and design, to die daily.

Be much in mortifying duties : 1, Search out your lusts, get more acquaint-

ance with the distempers of your hearts ; 2, Be ashamed of them ; 3, Ac-

knowledge them, with all their aggravations, be humbled for them in the

sight of God, frequently, seriously ; 4, Cut off the occasions which nourish,

support them
; 5, Beat down your bodies, and bring them into subjection ;

rather forbear lawful liberties, than yield any encouragement to your lusts

by them
;

G, Cry unto God for strength against this great multitude ; look

on them as more dreadful than an host of armed enemies ; as more dangerous,

more pernicious
;
say as Jehoshaphat, 2 Chron. xx. 12 ; 7, Bewail them as your

greatest afflictions
; 8, Act faith on Christ crucified, and by the power of it

draw crucifying virtue from him ; it is through his strength only that you must
conquer. The life of this sin is bound up in the life of unmortified lusts.

Crucify these, die daily unto them, and this sin will die, will fall with them.

3. Get right apprehensions of the things of the world. An overvaluing of

outward things is the birth and food of this soul-idolatry. The motions and
affections of the soul follow the dictate, the judgment of the understanding ;

if this be corrupt, no wonder if they be inordinate. The judgment is the

spring of the soul's motion ; if that be out of order, no wonder if all the

motions of the heart be irregular. Whence is it that we immoderately love,

desire, delight, trust, outward things, but because we overvalue them, appre-

hend more in them than there is ? Let your thoughts often represent to

your souls the vanity, emptiness, uncertainty, dissatisfaction, deceitfulness,

unprofitableness of your choicest worldly enjoyments, and the vexation of

spirit that attends them, and converse in the world under the sense of these

apprehensions. Look upon them, as the Spirit of God represents them, nay,

as experience testifies of them, and the ground of idolizing them will be far

less. Consult with the best experience, and stand to its verdict. What did

Samson or Solomon find in beauty, or Haman in honours, or Judas in his

money, or the rich man in his full barns and exceeding plenty, or David in

his dearest child, or Job in the wife of his bosom and choicest friends ? Oh
miserable comforts, miserable comforters ! Are such things worthy to come
in competition with God ? Think seriously of these things, judge of them
as they are, use them as though ye used them not. When you are crucified

to the world, then will this sin languish, then will the strength of it be

weakened.

4. Let your hearts be especially jealous of lawful comforts ; these are the

most dangerous snares. Because we apprehend least danger in them, herein

we are most secure, and therefore the sooner surprised. Because we may
lawfully follow our callings and worldly business, therefore men take liberty

to follow them too eagerly, engage their minds and hearts too far upon
them, and that before they are aware of it.

Because we may lawfully love friends and relations, we are less watchful to

avoid excess in our affections. Because recreations are lawful, therefore we
are apt to take liberty to exceed therein. Because we may take comfort in

outward enjoyments, therefore we are more apt to let out our hearts to them,
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as if they were our chief comforts
;
especially when our employments border

upon spiritual things, we are apt to think we cannot be too inordinate,

whereas spiritual things themselves may be carnally used. And the extreme

here is more easy to them that are conscientious, than in things apparently

evil. Oh, how many who escape the gross pollutions of the world, and are

far from excess of riot, are miserably ensnared in the inordinate using and

affecting of lawful things ! Here we lie most open to Satan
;
therefore, if ye

would avoid this idolatry, be most watchful and jealous in these things.
t



THE CHILDREN OF GOD SHOULD NOT BE

PARTAKERS WITH OTHERS IN THEIR SINS.

Be ye not therefore partakers with them.—Eph. V. 7.

Having given you a general account of the eighth verse, before I take a

more particular view of the words, I thought it not amiss to take notice of a

very useful and necessary truth, which this seventh verse offers unto our

observation. It is this :

Obs. The children of God should not be partakers with others in their

sins. Those that profess, &c, and would be accounted followers of God as

dear children, should be careful not to partake with others in their wickedness.

The first thing ye should be careful of, is to avoid personal sins ; the next,

not to be tainted with the guilt of other men's sins.

If you would walk as becometh saints, ver. 3, it is not enough not to act

sin yourselves, not to be principals in sinning
; you should be fearful to be

accessory to the sins of others. It is the apostle's advice to Timothy,

1 Tim. v. 22. Avoid not only the acting of sin thyself, but also a partaking

with others' sins. If thou couldst live free from personal guilt, yet thou

mayest contract guilt enough by other men's sins to make thee liable to

condemnation.

The marrow of this truth lies in knowing how and in what ways we may
be in danger to be partakers of other men's sins. Unless this be known, it

will not, it cannot be well avoided ; and therefore I will endeavour to shew

how many ways ye may be guilty in others' sin, guilty of that evil which

other men act ; how ye may be accessory to that sin wherein others are

principals. This may come to pass very many ways. To help your memo-
ries, I shall reduce as many as I have observed (for all I will not undertake

to find out) to six heads, most of which are pregnant, and include in them
many particulars.

Ye may partake of others' sins, by practising, concurring, causing, occa-

sioning, countenancing, not hindering the sins of others.

1. By practising the like evils. The apostle seems especially to intend

this. Commit not the like sins ; act not like the children of disobedience.

They are guilty of fornication, vers. 3 and 4, take heed ye tread not in their

steps: ' Be ye not,' &c. 2 Kings xvi. 10 : King Ahaz, going to Damascus,

saw an altar there, and sent the pattern of it, that Uriah the priest might
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build one according thereto ; and it is said, 2 Chron. xxviii. 23, that ' he

sacrificed unto the gods of Damascus.' Here is an evident partaking in

those idolaters' sin. Those that give us the best account of that mysterious

book, expound that place, Rev. xii. 2, so as by the Gentiles they understand

the papists. And these are called Gentiles, because guilty of the like super-

stitious, idolatrous worship with the Gentiles, in their worshipping of

images, and praying to souls departed. They hereby so far partake of their

sins as to partake of their name. That is a remarkable instance, Mat.

xxiii. 34, 35. The Jews, by persecuting and killing the servants of Christ

in their time, became guilty of the blood of God's servants, shed by their

fathers in former times. That is the best account we can give why the Lord
would bring upon that generation all the righteous blood that had been shed

in all generations. By acting the like cruelty with their fathers, they did

shew their real approbation of their forefathers' sins. This made them
accessory to sins committed before they had a being, so far as they were to

suffer for them also, not only for their own personal wickedness. Imitation

is a participation ; and this clears the justice of God in visiting the sins of

fathers upon their children. If children imitate their fathers they partake

in their sin ; no wonder then if they partake of the plagues due to their

fathers' sins.

Some take this as an excuse, &c. But you see how the Lord takes it.

If you imitate the sins of ancestors, the Lord may not only charge the guilt

of your personal sins, but the guilt of your forefathers' sins, upon your
souls. Who would not tremble to hear the Lord Christ threaten to charge

the guilt of all former generations upon that one generation ? If ye be

imitators of them, you are in some sense partakers with them ; and so the

Lord may justly punish you for them.

Hence we have both precept and example, to confess the sins of our

fathers. Command, Lev. xxvi. 39, 40. Example of David, Ps. cvi. G ; of

Jeremiah, iii. 25 ; of Daniel, ix. 5, 6. Now, why confessed, but that they

may be forgiven ? And forgiven to whom ? to forefathers deceased ? No,

by no means, there is no forgiveness after death. But that they may be

forgiven to the living. And why forgiven to them, but that they may be

guilty of them. Guilty, then, ye may be of fathers' sins ; and how more
evidently than by imitation ? To imitate is to participate.

2. By concurring. A concurrence, though it be but partial, may make
thee guilty of sin as an accessory, whoever be the principal in sinning.

Now there may be a sinful concurrence
;
you may partake of others' sins,

by concurring with them, divers ways, and so be guilty of that sin which
others act.

(1.) By contriving. When sin is contrived, there is concurrence of the

head, though not of the hand. Thus Jezebel was guilty of Naboth's murder,

though the elders and nobles of the city were the actors in it. It was her

plot, 1 Kings xxi. 9, 10. The guilt of his blood was upon her soul, though
her hand was not itnbrewed therein ; and therefore the Lord threatens that

in the very place that was the occasion of her murderous plot the dogs

should eat her, ver. 25.

Thus David was guilty of Uriah's death, though Joab was the actor, and
the Ammonites the executioners, 2 Sam. xi. 15.

Thus Rebekah of Jacob's dissembling. She contrived it, to defeat Esau,
though he was the actor. And if he smarted for it in so many hardships

after, she had her share in his chastisement.

Always the contriver is chargeable with a great part of the guilt, if not

the greatest. If thou plottest and contrivest how to defraud, how to dis-
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parage, defame, how to be revenged, &c. "Whoever effect what thou plottest,

though thy hand be not in it, though thou be not seen therein, the Lord,
who is the searcher of hearts, will charge the sin upon thy soul.

(2.) By consenting. Where there is consent to sin, there is a concur-
rence of the will, though not of the outward man. This consent is always
guilty, whether it be free, so Saul was guilty of Stephen's death, Acts viii. 1

;

or whether it be extorted, so Pilate was guilty of Christ's death, though the
Jews seemed to overrule him thereto ; or whether it be tacit, and shewed
no way but by silence, qui tacet, consentire videtur. If, when anything that
is unlawful is propounded, thou givest consent any way, though but as it

were unwillingly and with reluctancy
;
yea, though it be but by silence, that

sin is thine, the Lord will charge its guilt on thee, whoever act it.

(3.) By inclination. Where there is an inclination to an unlawful act,

there is a concurrence of the heart, though the outward man act not. If thy
inclination be such, thou couldest wish in thy heart such or such a wicked-
ness, which others act

;
though thou dost not contrive it, nor expressly

consent to it, nor contribute anything to bring it to pass, yet thy heart is

with the actors of it, thou hast a good mind it should be done, this is enough
to bring the guilt of it upon thy soul. Instances of this must be sought in

our own hearts ; it is hard to find them elsewhere, because inclinations are

not known but by outward expressions, and so without these are not related.

That of Shimei comes near it. It is like he did not contrive Absalom's
rebellion, or David's sufferings thereby occasioned, nor is it probable that

he was called to give his consent, nor do we find him joining with Absalom
in the war, yet his words shew it was the inclination, the desire of his

heart, that all this evil should befall David ; and this had .been enough to

make him guilty in the sight of God, though he had never broke forth into

such expressions before men. If thy heart be inclined to that which others

act in an evil way, even this, if there be nothing else, taints thee with the

guilt of their evil actings. The Lord passes sentence according to the
motion of the heart, though men judge only outward actions. ' He that

lusts after a woman, has committed adultery with her in his heart.' He
that desires revenge, does murder the man in his heart, though another do
the act without thy consent or knowledge, thy heart concurs, because that is

its inclination. And he that concurs with a sinner, so far partakes of

his sin.

(4.) By rejoicing. When a man is glad that an unlawful act is done by
others, he concurs in affection, though not in action. Thus was Ahab guilty

of Naboth's blood. He did not contrive his death, the plot was Jezebel's
;

nor did he execute it, the fact was done by the nobles and elders of the city.

Nay, for anything appears, he knew not of it till it was done ; but when he
knew of it, he was not sorry for it. His cheerfulness, readiness to take pos-

session, shews he was glad enough that Naboth was dead, 1 Kings xxi. 16.

And this makes him so guilty, though he was neither plotter nor actor, as

the Lord charges him with killing Naboth, ver. 19, and tlfe threatening falls

heaviest upon him, vers. 21, 22.

If thou art glad when others do wickedly, this will make thee guilty of

their wickedness. If thou art glad at the losses, disgraces, sufferings of

those thou lovest not, though thou be not the oppressor, or the slanderer,

or persecutor, though thou art not otherwise than in affection instrumental

herein, yet thou art guilty hereof.

(5.) By sentence and vote. He that gives his vote that an unlawful thing

shall be done, though others do it, he is guilty of it. Here is a verbal con-

currence, though not real. Thus Saul was guilty of Christians' death, Acts
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xxvi. 10. His sentence made him guilty, if he bad no way pretended to

execution. The apostle advises Timothy to beware ho partake not of men's
sins this way, 1 Tim. v. 22, ' lay hands,' i. e. admit no man to the ministry,

suddenly, without due examination, without sufficient evidence that he is

fitly qualified for that high calling. ' Neither partake,' ('. e. if others joined

with thee, will sin in admitting unworthy persons, and will vote them sud-

denly into the ministry, who are suspected of scandal or insufficiency ; concur

not with them, lest hereby thou be partaker of those other men's sins. So
it is ordinarily taken ; a verbal approbation of that which is unlawful, any
expression which shews a liking of that which is sinful, brings a man under
the guilt of that sin, whoever act it.

(6.) By assisting. He that contributes anything to the promoting of sin,

though he be not the principal actor of it, brings the guilt thereof upon his

soul. Thus was Saul also guilty of Stephen's death, Acts vii. 58. He did

not cast stones at Stephen ; so far as the relation acquaints us, he only kept

the clothes of those that stoned him. Yet, promoting this sin but thus far,

he made himself guilty of it. Here is a real concurrence, though but partial

and inferior.

So Demetrius, and the rest of the silver- smiths, that made shrines for

Diana, if they had not joined in the idolatrous worship of that idol, yet their

craft tending to promote it in others, had been sufficient to involve them in

the guilt of idolatry, Acts xix. 21.

So those tradesmen amongst us, who make use of their professions to

nourish pride, drunkenness, voluptuousness, helping them to what they know
will be so abused, bring upon themselves the guilt of these sins. Whatever
such seem to get hereby, they will find a dreadful score hereafter, when
they must be accountable, not only for their own personal sins, but for the

sins of multitudes, which, by the abuse of their professions, they have
nourished and promoted.

(7.) By communicating jn the profits or pleasures of sin. When men are

willing others should continue in sin, for the unworthy advantages they reap

thereby. Thus panders are guilty of whoredom, though they personally act

not uncleanoess. So receivers are guilty of theft ;
' cast in thy lot amongst

us, let us all have one purse ;' partaking of the gain, they partake of the sin :

Ps. 1. 18, ' When thou sawest a thief, then thou consentedest with him, and
hast been partaker with adulterers.' So are they, who, for the pleasure

they take in uncleanness, care not how many write immodest lines, or speak

immodest language.

The masters of the damsel who was possessed with a divining devil, had
rather she should have been still in his possession, than they dispossessed

of the gains they got thereby ; and so were hereby accessory, both to the

devil's wickedness, and the damsel's misery.

Thus are they guilty of practising with the devil, who have recourse to

those that practise by him ; to wizards, or, as ye call them, cunning men.
By seeking to these for the recovery of things lost, or the discovery of things

secret, you are accessory to their witchcraft, and tainted with the guilt of

that league which they have made with the devil, by virtue of which they

come to that craft after which you inquire. Which practice, of seeking to

wizards, is so clearly condemned, so severely threatened, in Scripture, as none
dare use it but such as are ignorant of the word of God, or such as do not

regard it. But I may meet with this hereafter. Thus, you see, these seven

ways ye partake of other men's sins, by concurrence with them, which is the

second general I propounded.

VOL. II. Y
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3. By occasioning the sins of others. When we give others occasion to

sin, and that may be done many ways.

(1.) By evil example. One sin of an exemplary person may occasion

many. When magistrates, or ministers, or parents, or masters of families,

or any one eminent in the account of others, makes bold with that which is

evil, it is a pregnant sin, has many in the bowels of it. We may say of it,

' Behold a troop ;' it goes not alone, it has many followers. Such cannot

sin at so easy a rate as others, one evil may bring the charge of a thousand

upon their souls. Peter's failing in Judaizing, conforming to their cere-

monies, withdrawing from the Gentiles, to the infringement of Christian

liberty, it involved many in his guilt, and so himself in the guilt of many,
Gal. ii. 12, 13. To this day, some encourage themselves in wickedness by
the examples of Noah, Lot, David. It was thought wonderful that Abraham
should have issue at an hundred years of age. Ay, but evil example is more
fruitful ; it can occasion sin many hundred, some thousands, of years, after

it first appears in the world. Our first parents' sin is fruitful to this hour.

Thou knowest not but the bad influence of thy sin may operate many years

after thou art dead. Masters of families, and parents especially, should

consider this. Those that are under you have their eyes upon you. They
are more apt to be led by example than precept

;
they will do as they see

others do before them, not as you bid them, but as you lead them. If

parents be given to swearing, tippling, gaming, whoring, scoffing, contention,

superstition, &c. ; advise your children as much, as seriously as you will

;

you shall find one ill example do more hurt than a thousand wholesome
admonitions will do good. Thy sin may lead others to hell, thy children's

children when thou art dead ; and will not that which sinks them burden

thee ? One sin may this way bring along with it the guilt of many
thousands.

(2.) By the offensive use of things indifferent. When a profes-or will go

to the utmost line of his liberty, in the use of things lawful in themselves,

but of the lawfulness of which others are unsatisfied, this is to stand on
the edge of the hill (as Chrysostom calls it). One that is strong possibly may
stand there safely; but a weak one thereby encouraged to follow him, may
be carried headlong. Is it not better not to go so high, than to endanger

the ruin of others by following thee ?

Two great questions there were of this nature in the apostle's time ; the

apostle gives many cautions in the use of liberty about them. One was,

whether it was lawful to eat things sacrificed to idols. The intelligent sort

of Christians then were persuaded to eat them, when sold in the shambles,

or used in civil feasts. The weaker sort did not so well understand their

liberty herein, were not satisfied that it was lawful. Now see what advice

he gives to the intelligent, 1 Cor. viii. 8. This is indifferent, and you have

liberty to use them, to eat these things; but, ver. 9, if one that is not satis-

fied be encouraged (by seeing thee use this liberty) to eat with a doubting

conscience, the use of thy liberty becomes a stumbling-block to the weak,

occasions him to fall into sin, by doing that which he is doubtful of.

Another question was, about the indifferent use of meats, whether it was
lawful to eat what was forbidden by the ceremonial law. The more knowing
Christians were satisfied of its lawfulness ; the weak sort doubted. The
apostle gives the like caution in this case, Rom. xiv. 20. Why evil ? Since

it was lawful in itself, why, says he, it is evil to thee, because it occasions

sin in others. It caused the weak to stumble
; they, following the practice of

the strong, when they doubted of the lawfulness of the practice, did stumble,

did sin, doing it with a doubting conscience, for, ver. 23, he cautions them in
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using all things that are lawful ; this may be an occasion to others of doing

many things unlawful, and their guilt this way will reach thee.

The apostle advises to avoid all appearance of evil. Quicquid male J'uerit

coloratum. For that which has but a show of evil in itself may occasion a

real evil in another, and so he that committed but evil in show may be

tainted with a real guilt.

(3.) By scandalous sins, either in judgment or practice; for these are not

only abominable in themselves, and the occasions of sin in others by example,

but also in a more dangerous and dreadful way, by strengthening the hands

of sinners, and opening their mouths to blaspheme.

Those that are guilty of the licentious opinions and practices of these

times, besides that guilt, heavy enough to sink them deep into hell, they

also contract the guilt of the blood of those souls, who are hereby hard-

ened against the ministry of the word, against the providence of God,

in their old profane superstitious courses. They contract also the guilt of

that blasphemy, whereby the name of the great God is dishonoured, and the

holy ways of Christ disparaged. This is your preciseness, and this is your

Reformation ! See the issue of it. Is it not better to keep in the old way,

than to run mad in the new ? So profane persons cry out, so blind wicked-

ness casts dirt upon the strict profession of Christ and his holy ways, because

some apostates have left the way that was too good, too strict for them.

But the Lord will judge righteous judgment, and stop the mouth of profane-

ness in his own time. In the mean time, woe be to them to open it, that

put these words into profane mouths, and give occasion to such blasphemies.

Offences must come, but woful will it be, both for those that give them, and

for those that take them.

David's sins were highly sinful in themselves, but there was a sinfulness,

besides those heinous facts, which the Lord would not pass by, when he

pardoned them, 2 Sam. xii. 13, 14. David's adultery and murder drew along

with it the guilt of blasphemy ; not that he blasphemed, but because he

occasioned others to do it ; and for this he must smart, and so must
they, &c.

Take heed of scandalous evils : they usually occasion greater sins than

themselves, and bring upon the actor a greater guilt than that of his per-

sonal acts.

(4.) By provoking. He that says or does that which provokes another

to sin, is at least the occasion of it ; and hereby, besides the guilt of the

provocation, brings upon himself the guilt of the sin to which the sinner is

provoked. Hence the apostle advises so often to beware of this, Gal. v. 26,

Eph. vi. 4. It does not cease to be sin, because you are provoked to it

;

no, it is more sinful, because more sin therein, both the provoker and the

provoked. The Lord shews who provoked Ahab, when he is aggravating

his sin ; so far is provocation from extenuating a sin, 1 Kings xxi. 25. He
that provokes another to pride, by overvaluing expressions ; or to lust, by
filthy speeches ; or to wrath and revenge, by incensing words ; or wordli-

ness, by covetous suggestions, he brings upon himself both the guilt of

these sins, and the effects of them, whoever act them.

(5.) By ensnaring. Those whose garb, gestures, words, are as snares,

may justly be accounted occasions of sin, and so guilty of those iniquities

wherein they ensnare others. We read of the whoredoms of Jezebel,

2 Kings ix 22. And no wonder, since we read of her painting, ver. 30.

Where there is the occasion, usually there is the sin
;
every one avoids not

the snare. Tamar's whorish habit and posture was the occasion of Judah's

sin, it was a snare to him, Gen. xxxviii. 14. Her guilt was double, both
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involved in the guilt of her own wickedness, and that of his, which she

thereby occasioned. The apostle shews what direct snares, dangers, there

are in words to occasion sin, 1 Cor. xv. 33. Corrupt, immodest, and such

like evil communication, it is as sparks scattered amongst powder, a wonder
if none take fire, if this be not an occasion of kindling an hell of lust, or

other wickedness in the hearts of the hearers. But while this kindles others,

he that throws abroad such sparks shall not escape scorching ; the guilt is

chargeable upon him as the occasion.

(6.) By leading others into temptations. So not only the devil, but men,
therein like him, occasion sin, and draw the guilt of others' wickedness, so

occasioned, upon themselves also. There are incarnate tempters, and such

who do but expose others to temptations. So those that engage others in

the company of debauched, unclean, drunken companions, are accessory to

their wickedness if the temptation prevail. So those that lead others

amongst seducers, if they catch infection, are answerable for it, even as

he that leads another to a pest-house, if he die of the plague, is accessory to

his death.

Those that present tempting objects to others, if they take, occasion the

sin, and are guilty as well as the actor.

Thus was Eve guilty, not only of her own, but of her husband's sin,

Gen. hi. 6. Thus men partake of others' sins when they occasion them, and
occasion them by leading otbers into temptation.

(7.) By shewing opportunities to sin. This is evidently to give occasion,

and so to partake. Thus Judas was guilty of crucifying Christ, by shewing

the Jews an opportunity to apprehend and crucify him. Thus the Ziphites

were guilty of Saul's intended cruelty against David, by shewing him an

opportunity to execute it, discovering where he was hid, 1 Sam. xxiii. 19, 20.

So those that shew others opportunities to fulfil their lusts, or satisfy their

revenge, or get unjust gain, or gratify any other lust, are thereby accessory

to their sin, and partakers with them.

(8.) By affording matter of sin to others, that which they know or suspect

will be sinfully abused, hereby occasion their sin, and partake in their guilt.

Cyprian, lib. iii. ep. 16, writing to the elders and deacons of the church,

reproves them sharply for admitting some to communicate before they suffi-

ciently testified their repentance ; tells them hereby they furthered the ruin

of such sinners, ut mar/is pereant, et plus cadant; and tbat the elders thus

admitting such were hereb}' many ways guilty, erunt autem rei qui prasunt,

&c. They contracted guilt, by not shewing the danger of such communicat-

ing, by not hindering such from it. As those who are grossly ignorant, or

evidently live in gross sins, do, by intruding, eat and drink their own dam-
nation, so those that admit such are hereby accessory to their damnation, and

guilty of their profaneness. As when a dish or a potion, which will prove

healthful to some, poison to others, is promiscuously offered to all, he that

offers it is accessory to the death of those that are poisoned by it. Nor can

this guilt be avoided by any, till a course be submitted to, by which, accord-

ing to Scripture rules, it may be known competently who are fit, who are

unfit, to whom it may be the seal of life, to whom it may be the savour of

death.

If you be fearful of being accessory to the temporal death of any, should

not we be fearful of being accessory to the eternal death of any ?

So those also that afford others matter, which will be abused to drunken-

ness, gluttony, &c, they are thereby guilty of the intemperance of others,

being this way the occasion of it.

(9.) By not removing the occasions of sin. He that can and may remove
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those things which are the occasions of others' sins, and does not, is thereby

the occasion of other men's sins, and so partaker with them.
The Lord has a controversy with divers of the kings of Judah, because

tbe high places were not taken away, not because they did worship there,

hut because they being not removed, others did worship there, 1 Kings
xv. 14, Asa ; 2 Kings xii. 3, xiv. 4, xv. 4. The continuance of them was
the occasion of others' sin, and they who had power, not removing them,

did thereby partake of others' sins, and are therefore charged, condemned
as guilty.

Things lawful, if indifferent (not necessary) when they are abused, and
become occasions of sin, should be taken away. The brazen serpent, when
tbe Israelites abused it to idolatry, though it was set up by Moses, and

reserved as a monument, a memorial of their deliverance from the fiery

serpents in the wilderness, yet when it became an occasion of sin it was
broken in pieces, and Hezekiah is commended for breaking of it, 2 Kings

xviii. 4. When the love feasts in the primitive church were abused to intem-

perance, the apostle regulates them.
Many indifferent things abused by the papists to superstition are upon this

account excluded in the reformed churches, and retaining of some such

amongst us, we find by experience has been of very ill consequence, and
some can read the guilt of those who would not remove them, in the late sad

providences wherewith this land has been exercised, though others will not

open their eyes to see, nor their ears to hear the rod, and he that appoints it.

When costly apparel becomes an occasion of pride, or delicate fare an
occasion of intemperance, &c. Those that have power, magistrates, parents,

should reduce them to necessaries, who abuse superfluities, else they are

in danger of a participation in others' guilt. I might exemplify this in many
particulars.

(10.) By authorising. When those are put into such place and office, as

they are not fit, not qualified for, those that are instrumental in calling them
thereto are accessory to their sinful miscarriages in the managing thereof.

This is evident, especially in the great callings of magistracy and ministry
;

and guilt may be herein contracted, either by interposal of authority in

magistrates, or by the intervening of election and votes in the people. When
places, which require men fearing God, hating covetousness, dealing truly,

are filled with irreligious, covetous, unjust officers, those that are instru-

ments to promote such are accessory to their sins.

So for ministry. It was Jeroboam's brand that he made priests of the

meanest of the people, 1 Kings xii. 81. When people choose one scandalous

in his life, erroneous in judgment, insufficient, unqualified in other respects of

his life or holiness, they are guilty of the blood of their souls thereby

endangered, though he be principal therein.

Accordingly, some give account of the apostle's words formerly quoted,

1 Tim. v. 22. Take heed of admitting such into the ministry, who are un-

worthy, unqualified, not apt to teach, not able to convince gainsayers, not

exemplary in their lives, not holding the form of wholesome words. And
be not partaker ; for hereby, if thou authorise, admit such, thou wilt be

partaker of their sins. If any perish through their ignorance and insuffi-

ciency ; if any be tainted with their errors, superstitions ; if any be led to

or encouraged in wickedness by their evil example : it is the sin of the

blind, profane guides ; but thou hereby wilt be partaker of their sin, and
accessory to the ruin of those souls, for he is the occasion who brings in the

cause. Their blood will be principally required at their hands, but in the

second place at thine, who was instrumental to bring such into place : of
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them as the cause, of thee as the occasion, of them as principals, of

thee as accessory ; of them as actors, of thee as partaker. This is the

tenth way of being guilty of others' sins as an occasion, which is the third

general way of partaking of other men's sins.

4. By causing, He that is the cause of another's sin, partakes thereof;

not only as an accessory, but many times as a principal. Now one may be

the cause of another's sin many ways.

(1.) By commanding. He that commands, enjoins another to do that

which is unlawful, is the cause of his sin, and so sometimes more deeply

guilty than the actor
;
especially if the obedience to those commands pro-

ceed rather from the authority of the commander than from the disposition

of him that obeys. This holds both in public and private.

In public ; so those that enact things evil and uuwarrantable, by laws and

edicts, they involve themselves in the guilt of all that obey them. This is

the highway to make sins national, and so make whole nations ripe for

judgment ; both magistrates and people being hereby tainted with guilt of

rebellion against God. Hence the Lord denounces a woe against such

decrees, and threatens desolation for them, universal calamities, of equal

extent with the guilt, Isa. x. 1, 3.

Such were the statutes of Omri, whereby he enjoined the people to walk

in the ways of Jeroboam, Micah vi. 16. Omri was dead, and so was Ahab,

yet the people's observances of their wicked injunctions are called the works

of the house of Ahab. Ahab and his house were answerable for the people's

offences herein, as though they had been Ahab's works. Why, Omri and

Ahab's statutes were the cause of the people's sin, 1 Kings xvi. 25, 26.

Micah prophesied in the days of some kings, who repealed the wicked

statutes of Omri
;
yet the statutes and works of Omri and Ahab are still

remembered, and desolation threatened. If a people will observe idolatrous

or superstitious customs, though the laws enjoining them be repealed, yet

will the Lord remember the guilt of such law-givers, and bring desolation

upon the observers of them :
' That I should make thee a desolation.'

This is true also in private commands ; thus Saul was guilty of the

murder of the priests, and the destruction of Nob their city, by commanding
Doeg to execute that cruelty, 1 Sam. xxii. 18, 19. And there we have an

example, shewing what must be done in case things unlawful be commanded,
ver. 17. A king is not to be obeyed in unlawful commands ; disobedience

in this case is obedience in the sight of God.
Thus David was guilty of Uriah's death, for though he did but give the

command, yet he is charged with the sin as much as if his own hand had
murdered him : 2 Sam. xii. 9, ' Thou hast killed.'

So when masters command their servants, or parents their children, to

lie, or to defraud others, or to profane the Sabbath, &c, both they sin in

obeying, and the commanders are guilty in their disobedience
;
they are the

cause of their sin by commanding, and so partake in their guilt, yea, are

principals herein.

(2.) By threatening. He that threatens another, that he may thereby

fear him to do that which is unlawful, is the cause of his sin, and so prin-

cipal therein. Thus was Nebuchadnezzar guilty of all their idolatry, who
were drawn by his threatenings to bow to his golden image, Dan. iii. 6.

This threatening involved him in the guilt of all the people, nations, and

languages that fell down, &c. One word, one sentence, may make a man
guilty of millions of sins.

Thus persecutors are guilty of the grievous crime of those who fall off

from the ways of truth and holiness, and also of the destruction of those
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who are hindered from entering into those ways, for fear of what they
threaten. So some wicked men will threaten their children, or those that

depend on them, if they will be so strict, precise, conscientious, so much
in praying, reading, following sermons ; if they will not walk in the same
ways of looseness, superstition, with their fathers, they shall not have their

favour, their countenance, nor share in their estates
;
they shall be cast off

or disinherited. Now, if hereby they be drawn off from ordinances, holy

duties, society with the people of God, strict or holy walking, they shall die

in their sins, but their blood will be required at the hands of those whose
threatenings was the cause of their sin.

(8.) By counselling and persuading. He that gives another evil counsel

is guilty of his sin, if ho bring it into action ; or if it go not so far, he is

guilty so far as it proceeds towards action. Whatever sinful influence thy

persuasion has upon any one, thou art tainted with the guilt of him whom
thou persuadest or counsellcst. Thus Jonadab was guilty of Tamar's
ravishment, though Amnon was the ravisher, because he was the counsellor,

2 Sam. xiii. 5. He counsels him to take this course to satisfy his lust, and
so is equal in the guilt. Thus Ahithophel was guilty of Absalom's incest,

because he advised him to it, 2 Sam. xvi. 21. Thus Athaliah was guilty of

Ahaziah's wickedness, because she was his counsellor, 2 Chron. xxii. 3-5.

A counsellor to sin is a partaker of the sin to which he advises ; a per-

suader to wickedness is a principal therein, as being the cause thereof.

(4.) By alluring. He that entices another to that which is sinful, by
promising any advantage in sinning, or proposing hopes of profit, pleasure,

or credit thereby, so far as his enticements are effectual to draw others to

sin, so far he sins with them. For this see Prov. i. 10, if they entice

thee with hopes of gain, as ver. 13.

So the strange woman allures with hopes of pleasure, Prov. vii. 18. The
force of such allurements, that they are cause of sin, ver. 21 ; such

enticements have cast down many wounded, yea, many strong men have
been slain thereby, as ver. 26 ; these are the way to hell, going down to

the chambers of death, ver. 27. Such enticers, by destroying others, bring

the guilt of their ruin upon their own heads.

So when they allure others in hopes of secresy,—none shall perceive it,

none shall be the wiser ;—or in hopes of safety,—men shall not know, and so

have no occasion to censure or punish, shall never find it out ;—and God is

merciful, he will not be so strict, so severe, as to damn his creature for

one sin, for such a sin ;—or by the example of others,—such and such, better

than thou have done the like or worse things, and why shouldest thou
scruple at it ?

Satan, the master of this art of enticing, proceeded at first in such a

method, in alluring to the first sin, as sinners have since learned of him :

Gen. iii. 4, ' Ye shall not surely die.' Here he promises safety, notwith-

standing the Lord had threatened it with death, yet he assures them of

safety, no such danger for all this, &c. He proceeds, ver. 5, and promises
advantage, your eyes, &c. He promises advancement too :

' as gods.' See

how cunningly the arch-enticer baits his hook, and then see how it takes :

ver. 6, ' Good for food,' there is the profit ;
' and pleasant,' there is the

delight.' ' To make one wise,' there is an higher advantage. Here is the

effect of one enticement
;
they sin, the whole world sins in them, and the

allurer sins in all, and so is cursed above all. The enticer to sin is always

involved in the guilt of the sinner, and so in his suffering.

(5.) By deriding. Scoffing at scrupulousness and conscientiousness in

avoiding sin. Jeer and abuse men because they follow not such practices,
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use not such language ; because they fear an oath, or keep not company, or

observe not their unwarrantable customs. Brand such as precisians or

hypocrites, and so by discouraging a holy care to avoid sin, do what they

can to make men careless in sinning. I remember not an instance of this

nature in Scripture, neither amongst the Jews in the Old Testament, nor

amongst Christians in the New. The more it is to be lamented that such

wickedness should be found amongst us, as the history of so many hundred
years does not afford an example of. Such scoffers do what in them is to

open a floodgate of sin in others, and overwhelm themselves in the guilt of

it, Isa. xxviii. 22.

(6.) By boasting of sin. Some there are who are risen up to such a

height of desperate wickedness, as they will sometimes brag of it, and glory

in their shame. ' Why boastest,' &c, Ps. xciv. 4. Some will boast of

their uncleanness, that they have defiled others ; of their intemperance,

that they are strong, Isa. v. 22 ; of their exceeding and overcoming others

in drinking ; of their craft and deceit (or wisdom, as they call it) in circum-

venting and over-reaching others ; of their contentiousness, in wearying,

silencing others.

Now this boasting of sin as though it were their glory, may be an en-

couragement, an inducement to embolden others in such wickedness, and so

by causing others to sin, though their own guilt be unsupportable, they

burden themselves, their souls, with the guilt of others.

(7.) By hiring others to sin. Thus Satan assaulted Christ :
' All these

things,' &c, Mat. iv. 8, 9. Thus the Jews were guilty of betraying Christ,

by hiring Judas to betray him. So are they guilty of perjury who suborn

witnesses, as Jezebel in the case of Naboth. It is reported of the wicked

Arian bishops, that when they could not otherwise prevail against Athanasius,

that zealous defender of the truth, they hired a lewd woman to come openly

into the council and accuse him of committing filthiness with her. In this

case, she was the false accuser indeed, but they were principally guilty of

the false accusation.

So those that encourage, reward others for publishing slanders, or raising

fidse reports of those they love not, whoever be the instruments, the guilt

will be charged upon them who plainly, or by interpretation, do as much as

hire them.

So are those guilty of witchcraft who reward such as practise with the

devil for discovery of secrets, or recovery of things lost; such rewarding is

a hiring of them still to be familiar with the prince of darkness.

So Judah was doubly guilty, both in his own person and in Tamar's

;

both by committing lewdness with her, and hiring her to it.

Thus you see how many ways we may partake with others in their sins,

by causing them. This is the fourth general.

5. By countenancuHj the sins of others. He that is a countenancer of

others' sins, is a partaker of other men's sin ; and that sometimes of sins

past, sometimes of future sins. Now ye may countenance the sins of

others, and so be accessory to them, many ways.

(1.) By defending them. He that defends, secures sinners from censure

and punishments; does countenance them, and so partakes with them.

Thus the Benjamites were guilty of that horrible wickedness which was

committed by the men of Gibeah. The sin of one town involved the whole

tribe in its guilt, because when justice was demanded against those sons of

Belial, they refused to deliver them up to justice, they engaged themselves

to protect, to secure them from punishment, Judges xx. 12—14. Now, what

was the issue ? As they made the sin of those sons of Belial their own, by
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appearing in the defence of it, so the punishment of those sons of Belial fell

upon them. That numerous tribe, which consisted of so many thousands,

were all destroyed, man, woman, and child, except six hundred, ver. 47. It

was but the inhabitants of one town that were the actors of that wickedness,

but all the towns, cities, and inhabitants were destroyed for this sin, because

all partaked of it by defending it.

That sin which thou defendest by word or deed thereby becomes thine,

whoever be the actor of it. Those that defend blasphemers, would not have

them censured, proceeded against, thereby become guilty of their blasphemy.

Those that plead for such as the word of God censures, be their wicked-

ness in judgment or manners, they are accessories to it, tainted with the

like guilt, in danger of the same punishment.

(2.) By justifying others' sins. Denying that to be sinful which the word
condemns, and that to be error which is contrary to gospel truth. Thus do
some justify not only the wicked, but their wickedness, which, how sinful it

is, the Lord declares, Prov. xvii. 15. If ye quit those whom the Lord con-

demns, plead for that against which the Lord has given sentence, be it with

what arguments or distinctions soever, it is an abomination ; it is so in

itself, and it is withal a partaking of those sins of others, which are hereby

countenanced.

Those that call evil good, or darkness light, or error truth, or supersti-

tion devotion, or will-worship religion, or cruelty justice, there is a woe
denounced against this, Isa. v. 20. Christ foretells of some that would
count the persecution of the apostles the doing of God good service, John
xvi. 1. And some call that popish superstition, in placing holiness in times

and places, where the Lord never placed it, an act of religion ; count the

doctrines and traditions of men the worship of God, as the Pharisees

;

abstinence from marriage holiness, and abstinence from meats, mortification.

The apostle has another name for it, 2 Tim. iv. 1-3.

So some justify the calling in question of truths clearly revealed, under
the notion of love to the truth, fear to be deceived.

So others justify many gross errors under the notion of new discovered

truths, plead for a boundless licentiousness under the notion of Christian

liberty, or liberty of conscience ; so some call the impudence of others good
breeding, and the profuseness liberality, a joining with drunken companions
good fellowship.

Now suppose ye be not personally guilty of such wickedness in judgment
or practice, yet if ye justify them in others under such names or notions, in

these or the like ways, giving them terms improper for them, colouring them
over as good, which are in themselves evil, this is a countenancing them.

Whoever be the actors, this makes you accessories. If thou justify those

that sin, thyself art condemned as guilty of that from which thou wouldst

acquit others.

(3.) By extenuating of others' sins. Those that make sin less than it is,

and excuse it when it should be aggravated, when those that are guilty are

insensible of the guilt and sinfulness of their evil, this is a dangerous counte-

nancing of sin, and that which makes the excuser guilty with the actor. So
some, too much inclining to popery, will excuse the papists ; their idolatries

must not be counted superstitions, and their heresies but errors in smaller

matters. So amongst carnal people, petty oaths must be counted but idle

words and thoughts free, and riotousness and uncleanness tricks of youth.

Many distinctions, pleas, pretences, excuses, are found out to mince and
lessen sin, when the least is great enough to sink body and soul into

hell. Some excuse it from custom ; he does but as others do, and shall he
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be singular ? from age, lie is but young, and youtb will have its swing

;

from nature, we have all corrupt natures, and it will break out one time or

other ; from example, they do but as our forefathers before us, and shall wo
be so uncharitable as to think them damned ? from education, excuse igno-

rance, they are not book-learned, want the means ; from intention, though

he bave done ill, he means no hurt ; from calling, excuse the neglect of their

souls, much ado to live, and ' he is worse than an infidel that provides not,'

&c. ; from event or success, it proves well, and he prospers notwithstanding,

and therefore God is not much offended, Jer. xliv. 11.

These, and many otber fig-leaves, do men find out to cover the deformity

;

and though they make use of them to hide their own for the most part, yet

sometimes, especially if they be concerned, they will find some for others.

It is true it is a duty to cover the failings and infirmities of others, but

then they must be failings indeed. We must not make that small which is

great, nor excuse them who are too ready to excuse themselves, and make
little of that which they make nothing of.

To excuse sin in the presence of the sinner, when he is not sensible of,

not burdened with his guilt, is to countenance his sin, and to encourage him
in sinning, and to make thyself accessory to his wickedness. To excuse sin

before those who are like to make use of it, so as to continue in impenitency,

or to make bold with that which is extenuated and excused, is a most
dangerous countenancing of sin, tending not only to make others guilty, but

thyself with them.

(4.) By commending. When others are applauded for their sins, then is

sin countenanced in a high degree; e.g. when those that will not forgive

injuries, engage themselves in unjust quarrels, public or private, are com-
mended as men of valour and courage ; when wicked politicians are cried

up for men of singular wisdom ; when approaching to God by mediation of

saints and angels is commended for humility, and men's inventions in the

service of God is applauded as voluntary worship and free-will offerings

;

when rejecting of ordinances is cried up as a less formal, more spiritual way
of worship ; when curious and dangerous opinions are admired as deep and
profound mysteries, Rev. ii. 24. The doctrines which Jezebel, who called her-

self a prophetess, did then vent in the church, were called ' depths,' profound

things, high attainments, but Christ tells what depths they were in his account

;

they spoke them depths, he calls them ' depths of Satan.'

To put a commendable name upon any sin or error, is a dangerous coun-

tenancing of it ; to commend the wicked as righteous, whether they be so in

respect of gross or of more refined and spiritual wickedness, is a counte-

nancing of, and so a partaking with, that wickedness, Prov. xxi. 24. And well

may the people curse, and the nations abhor him ; because by thus coun-

tenancing the wicked, he encourages people and nations in wickedness, to

their destruction. And he had need curse and abhor himself too, because

as he involves others in guilt by countenancing, so himself in the guilt of all

that he countenances.

(5.) By conniving at others' sin. Not declaring the danger and sinfulness

of them as occasion is offered, not shewing our abhorrence and detestation of

them, as becomes those who have tender consciences, who tender the honour
of Christ and the souls of men. This is a tacit countenancing of such wicked-

ness ; silence in that case may be interpreted as approbation.

When we hear that Christ is blasphemed, his ordinances trampled under
foot ; when the prevailing delusions of Satan are related to us, the scanda-

lous practices, the woful miscarriage, of those who bear the name of Christ;

when we hear such things as should make our ears tingle and our hearts
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tremble, and are not accordingly affected therewith ; when these are slighled,

passed by as matters of small moment, especially when they are turned into

matter of sport and merriment, which should not be heard or spoken of but

with bleeding hearts and trembling spirits
;
they are hereby in some degree

countenanced, when they are not, as they ought to be, detested.

When others see such carriage in those that pretend love to Christ and the

things of Christ, and see them no more affected therewith, they have hereby

occasion to think, Surely there is not so much evil in these opinions or prac-

tices, else they would be more laid to heart by those who seem conscientious

otherwise ; and by imagining them less (because they see them by us less

detested), they may become more inclinable to them, more ready to close

with the prevailing temptations of the times. So that this silent counte-

nancing of such abominations, may occasion the fall of others thereinto ; and
so we may contract a double guilt of these abominations, by countenancing

them where they are, and occasioning them where they are not. Oh what
guilt is daily contracted by this silent countenancing of those horrid evils we
daily hear of

!

(6.) By company. You may countenance wickedness by too much asso-

ciating yourselves with those that are guilty of it.

It is true there is some converse necessary, and we must do offices of love

to all, and the good of their souls should be endeavoured as long as there is

hope and opportunity of doing them good ; and this may be done, if prudence

and circumspection be used, without countenancing their sin ; but there is an

unnecessary society, a too much familiarity, which is dangerous. When we
make those who are noted for wickedness, in judgment or practice, our

companions, our familiars, this may be interpreted a countenancing of their

wickedness.

If you would deal faithfully with them and your own souls, according to

the rule of the gospel, you should seriously admonish them ; if admonitions

be rejected, or they not thereby reclaimed, then they are to be avoided,

2 Thes. iii. 14. Those Athenians are commended who would not wash in

the same bath with the persecutors of Socrates ; and it is reported of the

apostle John, that when Cerinthus, a noted heretic in the apostle's time,

came into the bath where John was, he presently left the place, would not

be where Cerinthus was. And Polycarp, the apostle John's disciple, when
Marcion saluted him, and asked if he knew him, Yes, says Polycarp, I know
thee, thou first-born of the devil. And that was all the countenance he would
give that impostor.

You know how the Lord resents it, that Jehoshaphat would associate him-
self with Ahab ; and that expostulation which he puts into the mouth of the

seer is very pathetical, 2 Chron. six. 2. And he is afflicted also for joining

with Ahaziah, chap. xx. 37. Why, but what danger was there in this fami-

liarity ? This ; those that knew Jehoshaphat to be a good king, walking in

the commandments of the Lord ; and seeing him choose Ahab for his fami-

liar, might thence conclude, Surely the ways of Ahab are not so abominable,
else good Jehoshaphat could not be so intimate with him. And thus the bad
opinion of Ahab being something taken off, they might be more inclinable to

comply with him in his ways and worship ; and thus might Jehoshaphat's
familiarity with Ahab be a snare to others. Noscitur ex socio. We know
we judge of a man by his companion, and men are apt to think we approve
of those whom we choose for our familiars ; and so by your company you
may countenance wickedness, and thereby partake of it, though ye never
act it.

(7.) By rejoicing. Those that take pleasure in the sins of others, do hereby
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make themselves partakers of their sins ; so did they, of whom the apostle,

Rom. i. 32.

So are they guilty of uncleanness, who, though they do not act it, yet take

pleasure to hear or read of the uncleanness of others.

So they are guilty of participation, who are glad when others run with

them to the same excess of riot ; when others join with them in the same
ways of error, superstition, or profancness. Besides their personal guilt in

acting those sins, they are guilty of the sins of their associates, by rejoicing

in them.

So those that rejoice in the effects of others' sins, are glad that those whom
they hate are oppressed, disgraced, undone by others. So the Edomites,

insulting over the Jews in their sufferings and miseries, involved themselves

thereby in the guilt of the Chaldeans' cruelties, which was the principal

cause of those miseries, Obadiah, ver. 11, 12.

Thus you see how many ways we may be guilty of other men's sins, by
countenancing them. You may countenance others' sin, and so partake of

it, by defending, justifying, extenuating, commending, &c.

6. By not hindering sin. He that hinders not others from sinning, is in

danger thereby to partake of their sins. It is a received rule, Qui non pro-

kilet,facit. He that hinders not others from doing evil, does the evil him-

self ; is guilty of, accessory to it. Only those two cautions must be added

to limit the rule, cum potest et debet. He that hinders not sin when he can

and should hinder it, is guilty of it. He that has both ability and authority,

both power and a call to exercise it (as there are few men but have in one

way, degree, or other), he is guilty of the sin he hinders not.

Indeed, if a man do all that in him lies to hinder sin, and yet it is com-
mitted, the guilt will lie upon the actor, thou art blameless, or if thou

dost all that thou art called to, to hinder it ; for every one is not called to

act alike in all ways and degrees for hindering sin ; some are called to more
than others. Children and servants are not required to do that for the hin-

dering of sin, which is the duty of parents and masters ; nor are the people

called to act against sin in the same way as ministers ; nor are ministers

called to act in the same way as magistrates. But it is the duty of all

these to endeavour the hindering of others' sins, in ways which the Lord has

assigned to them, and by means proper to their several degrees and places.

Now, those that do not, in their several spheres and stations, endeavour

to hinder sin by all means proper to them and required of them, they thereby

become accessory to, guilty of, the sins which they hinder not. And thus

men may partake of the sins of others many ways.

(1.) By not punishing, censuring, correcting, in state, church, families.

He that proceeds not against the sin of others according to the rules of the

world, or laws agreeable thereto, makes himself guilty of it.

Thus magistrates are guilty when they execute not wholesome laws for the

punishment of evil-doers. Thus Pilate involved himself in the guilt of

Barabbas's murder, by acquitting him whom he should have executed, Mar.

xv. 15. Thus the kings of Judah were accessory to the people's super-

stitions and idolatrous worship, though they be commended as upright in

other things, because they tolerated and suffered the people to offer in the

high places, 2 Kings, xii. 3.

Magistrates are appointed to be ministers of God, that they may be a

terror to evil works, and revengers to execute, &c, Rom. xiii. 3, 4. That

evil work which he is not a terror to he is guilty of. For this end he bears

the sword, that those under him may be afraid to sin, and that the fear

of suffering by him should be a restraint from sin. When he does not
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thus improve bis power, the restraint is taken off, and sinners grow bold.

' Because sentence,' &c.

This is the end of that great ordinance, and of the execution of jus-

tice, Deut. xiii. 11. The Lord commands that seducers, though they seem
prophets, pretend visions, and work wonders, ver. 1, shall be put to death,

ver. 6, 9. And when justice is thus executed upon seducers, the Lord pro-

mises two happy issues and effects of such severity : all Israel shall hear

and fear, ver. 11, and the evil shall be put away from them, ver. 5. It shall

be put away, ye shall not be accessory to, charged with the guilt of it.

Whereas by the rule of contraries it follows, where such evil is tolerated,

such seducers suffered, evil continues in the midst of a people ; and being

not put away, is chargeable upon them who tolerate it, suffer it to continue.

The fear of thus partaking with others' sins made the ten tribes resolute

to punish the supposed idolatry of their brethren with the sword, Josh. xxii.

The children of Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh built an altar upon the borders

of Jordan. The rest of the tribes, conceiving they bad built it to offer sacri-

fice, contrary to the Lord's command, who had enjoined them to offer no
sacrifice but in the place chosen and appointed by himself, hereupon, to

free themselves from their guilt, they resolved to proceed against them in

battle, ver. 12 ; and they declare the reason of it, ver. 18. Wrath will fall,

not only upon you, but upon us, because, if we tolerate this, we shall be
guilty of it, and so punished for it. Wrath will fall upon all

; for, though
you be principals, yet we, by suffering it, shall be accessories, and being

hereby involved in the guilt, shall be involved in the punishment. And they

prove it by an instance, ver. 20. And it is an argument from the less to

the greater. If the whole congregation fall under the wrath of God for

Achau's sin when they know not of it, much more shall we, if, knowing
your sin, we tolerate it, and proceed not against it. The zeal of the

Israelites, this jealousy over their brethren, is recorded to their praise, and
if they had thus continued, they had not been overspread with guilt, nor
overwhelmed with public calamities.

Men of place and office have much to answer for the sins of others. If all

the excrements in a town should be laid at their doors, they would look on
it as an high affront, a great displeasure. How much more grievous will it

be to have the sins of towns and countries laid at their doors, charged upon
their souls as guilty of them, by not hindering them, by not punishing and
proceeding against them !

Thus churches may be guilty of the sin of a particular member, by not

censuring the sin, and proceeding against the offender according to gospel

rules.

Paul exhorts the church of Corinth to proceed against the incestuous

Corinthian, to put away from among them that wicked person, to deliver him
up unto Satan, 1 Cor. v. And he gives this reason, ver. 6. The leaven,

which is but a little at present, being but in one person, it may diffuse its

guilt through the whole church, may leaven the whole lump. If they tolerated

this wickedness, they would be leavened by it, tainted with its guilt ; there-

fore he urges, ver. 7, to purge it out.

Though Christ commend the church of Pergamos for many things, yet

he has a controversy with her for tolerating those that taught false doc-

trine and loose practices, Rev. ii. 14, 15. And all the works, charity,

service, faith, patience, of Thyatira, with her increase in these, could not
exempt her from Christ's censure for tolerating false teachers and seducers,

ver. 19, 20.

Thus masters are guilty of servants' sins, and parents partake of their
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children's sins, if they correct them not for sinning ; if they suffer them to

lie, swear, profane the Sabbath, neglect the ordinances, without correction.
1 He that sparelh,' &c, ' he hates his child ;' for what greater sign of hatred,

than to let him run on without let in that which will ruin both soul and
body ? He hates himself, too, by bringing his soul under the guilt of that

sin, which he hinders not by correcting the sinner for it.

He that, according to his place and calling, does not punish, censure, cor-

rect sin, is accessory to it by not hindering of it.

(2.) By not complaining of sin. He that has not power to punish sin,

may complain of it to those that have power ; and he that complains not, is

in danger to be accessory to the sin which he conceals.

I confess there are many temptations to keep men from the practice of

this duty. It is counted odious to be an accuser ; and so it is, when it pro-

ceeds from spite, malice, and revenge, and not from tenderness to the glory

of God and thy brother's soul ; but against the temptations which may hin-

der thee from complaining of other sins, set the danger of sin to him, to

thee, and the command of God ; see how strictly and punctually he enjoins

it, without respect of persons and relations, how near and dear soever, Deut.

xiii. G, 8. And it is prophesied there shall be such zeal in the times of the

gospel, as the Lord here requires under the law ; see Zech. xiii. 3. And
whereas it may be objected, If I should complain to magistrates, and cause

open offenders to be punished, this is the way to be hated ; it is answered,

ver. 6, if the sinner be thereby reclaimed, he will be so far from hating thee

as an enemy, as he will look on thee as a friend. What are these wounds ?

How comest thou to suffer at the hand of justice ? Then he shall answer,

&c, Those that occasioned them, inflicted them, were friends to me in so

doing
;
they were friends to my soul, hindered me from that which would

have ruined it.

There are many wholesome laws in force amongst us for the punishing of

drunkenness, swearing, Sabbath-breaking, wizards, and other crying sins,

for which the land mourns. The magistrate has discharged his duty in enacting

these
;
justice cannot lay hold of them if they be not complained of. "Where,

then, will the guilt of this unrestrained wickedness lie, but upon those who
conceal them

;
upon those who fear, or favour wicked men, more than they

regard the favour or displeasure of the righteous God ? Who will run the

hazard of their own souls, and the souls of those sinners, rather than offend

them, by bringing them to that shame or suffering, that might restrain them
from sin. Oh what cause have we to be ashamed of, and humbled for our

guilt in this particular ! How heavy is it ; how universal is it

!

It is true, where private admonitions will prevail, and church censures

may be had, these are first to be made use of; but where that is not re-

garded, or these cannot be exercised, if thou complainest not, thou art acces-

sory to the sin which thou concealest, and mayest be involved in the same

punishment. We read, 2 Sam. xxi., there was a famine in Canaan for three

years ; David inquires of the Lord what was the cause of it. He answers,

it is because Saul slew the Gibeonites. The sin was Saul's, and his house

;

and it is not probable the Lord would make so many suffer for his sin, but

that they were some way accessory to it ; and how more likely than because

they did not inform David of the Gibeonites' unjust sufferings, that so jus-

tice might be executed on the offenders ? We see, when this was done, the

famine ceased.

He that conceals sin from justice, when he is called to inform of it, is

accessory to it ; for he does not what in him lies to hinder it.

It may be thou art no blasphemer, nor seducer, no swearer, or drunkard,
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or open Sabbath-breaker ; it is well. But dost thou not conceal these

wickednesses ? Dost thou not neglect to complain of them, that they

may be discouraged, restrained, when thou art called to it ? Why, this is

enough to make thee accessory to these sins ; thou dost not what thou canst

to hinder them.

(3.) By not reproving or admonishing sinners. He that rebukes not, nor

does not admonish, according to the quality of those who are guilty, makes
himself guilty with them, Lev. xix. 17. To reprove another is a thankless

office, and carnal men take it as an expression of hatred ; but see how the

Lord judges of it : 'He that rebukes not his brother does hate him in his

heart.' The Lord knows how averse we are to this duty, and accordingly

he proceeds ; he begins with the answer of an objection, and concludes

with an argument, And not suffer sin upon him
;

or, as the original may
be as well translated, That thou bear not sin for sin ;* so that he who re-

proves not the sin of his neighbour, bears his sin for him, burdens himself

with the guilt.

Thus ministers become accessory to the people's sins when they reprove

them not, are loath to displease them ; sew pillows under them, and cry

Peace, peace, &c, to those that continue in wickedness ; tell them not

wherein they sin, warn them not of the sinfulness and danger of their evil

ways. And though those that are faithful in so doing be usually ill requited,

yet better are the worst returns from men than the guilt of the blood of

souls ; see Ezek. iii. 17, 18. If he know they live in any sin, and warn,

admonish them not of it, ' they shall die,' <fcc. ;
' but their blood,' &c.

So parents are guilty of their children's sin, and accessory to their eternal

damnation, if they rebuke them not sharply ; if the sharpness of the reproof

be not answerable to the heinousness of the sin. We have a dreadful

instance of this in Eli, 1 Sam. ii. His sons were wicked, and he admo-
nished them of it, but too mildly, with too much indulgence, not according

to the nature of their offence ; and for this the Lord threatens to ruin him,

his sons, his family, and to judge it for ever, chap. iii. ver. 11-14. The
Lord will judge his house for ever ; not for the iniquity which he acteth,

but which he knoweth ; not for sins he committed, but for sins he restrained

not ; not because he joined with them, but because he frowned not on them.

He was not severe enough in rebuking their sins ; and so the Lord proceeds

severely against the whole family, whereof he, being the head, was concerned

as an accessory in the sin, and as a partaker of the suffering.

The Lord has appointed reproof as a means to hinder, to restrain sin ; he
that for fear, favour, or any sinister respects, forbears reproof, does not what
he can to hinder it, and so is involved in the guilt of it.

(4.) By not mourning for it. He that mourns not for the sins of others, is

in danger to partake of them. Mourning is a means to hinder the increase

of sin ; he that bewails not the sins of others, does not what he can to hin-

der them, and so may be accessory to them. The Lord, Ezek. ix., repre-

senting the destruction of Judah, he sends a man to mark those who
mourned for the abominations of the city, that they might be preserved,

while all the rest perished, ver. 4-6. Now we cannot suppose that all

those who were destroyed were principals in those abominations, but acces-

sories they might be, by not mourning for that which others committed ; but
those that sigh and cry for the abominations of Jerusalem, all of them escape,

as being neither principals nor accessories to those desolating sins. Their

grief and sorrow for them acquits them ; and therefore the Lord takes such

special care to secure them, that the public calamities might not touch them.
* Qu. ' him ' ?—Ed.
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The apostle, where he tells the Corinthians of their danger to be leavened,

to be tainted with the guilt of that wicked person amongst them, in the same
chapter he tells them the cause of it, they had not mourned for this wicked-

ness, 1 Cor. v. 2. He calls them to repentance for another's sin; he would
have them afl'ected with grief and sorrow for it, that they might not be tainted

with it. And when they had approved themselves herein, he commends
their sorrow for that incestuous person's sin, by the effects which evidenced

the sincerity of it, 2 Cor. vii. 11. Your sorrow for his sin appears to be
after a godly manner, in that it wrought carefulness to correct the offence

;

clearing \of yourselves, you hereby clear yourselves from the guilt of that

wickedness, and the tolerating of it ;
indignation, you shew you are so far

from approving, as you detest it publicly
; fear, you shew yourselves afraid

to partake of another man's sin ; vehement desire, of removing scandal, and
satisfying those that were offended

;
zeal, the intenseness of your desire to

use all things for removing this evil
;

revenge, by censuring the offender, and
casting him out, not suffering such wickedness to pass unpunished. By these

effects the Iruth of their sorrow appeared, and by this sorrow they approved

themselves to be clear in this matter, not accessory to his sin, not tainted

with his guilt. Those, then, who do not thus mourn for the sins of others,

cannot clear themselves from the guilt of others' sins.

It may be thou art not personally guilty of the blasphemies, apostasies,

and scandalous evils of the times or places wherein thou livest ; but dost

thou not sigh and cry for these abominations, as those mourners in Ezra?*
He that can be charged for not mourning for the sins of others, cannot plead

not guilty to the sins of others as accessory, though not as principal ; as

not hindering, if not as acting their sins.

(5.) By not praying against the sins of others. Prayer is a sovereign

means to hinder sin. He that prays not against it, is accessory to it, by
not endeavouring to hinder it. Job knew the efficacy of this means; and,

therefore, apprehending his children in danger of sin, he continually made
use of it, Job i. 4, 5. It is the virtue of Christ's prayer that still preserves

his people from destructive evils, destroying sins, Job xvii. 5. The apostle

directs that prayers be made for kings and magistrates, though in those

times the wicked persecutors, that their cruelty and wickedness might be

restrained, so as the people might lead a quiet and peaceable life, 1 Tim.
ii. 1, 2.

If ye pray not against the impostures of antichrist, that they may be

detected and defeated
;
against the delusions of Satan as an angel of light,

that he may be unmasked, his snares broken, and seduced souls, ensnared

by him, reduced and delivered
;
against Satan's prevalency as a prince of

darkness, that gross wickedness may not abound to the dishonour of the

gospel and the profession of Christ ; if ye pray not against the sins of the

times, and those evils that appear in the places where ye live : ye do not

what ye can to hinder sin, and so are accessory to it.

(6.) By not affording means whereby sin may be hindered. He that

denies others the means requisite to the avoiding of sin, when it is his duty

to afford them, is accessory to the sins of others by not hindering them

;

e. g. as we say, he that denies a man food, without which death cannot be

prevented, is accessory to his death. So it is in spirituals ; e. g. nothing

is more destructive to the reign of sin and kingdom of Satan, than the

preaching of the gospel. Therefore magistrates and others, that endeavour

not (as it is their duty) to propagate the gospel, are accessory to the sins

which reign in the absence of it.

* Qu. • Ezekiel ' ?—Ed.
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So those that are careless of their children, servants, or other relations

;

provide not that they be taught to read, do not catechise, instruct them

;

allow them not time or means to get knowledge : they are hereby guilty of

their ignorance, accessory to that soul-destroying sin.

(7.) By not applying severe providences for the hindering of sin. The
Lord sometimes speaks from heaven against sin by remarkable acts of provi-

dence. These, if not applied by those that discern them, may involve such

in the guilt of those sins, against which they are intended ; e. (j. when our

brethren in America were in danger to be over-run with monstrous opinions,

two women, the chief broachers thereof, brought forth such monsters in-

stead of children, as might well be interpreted the voice of God against their

monstrous errors. These were seasonably applied, and contributed much to

the rooting of them out.

The applying of such providences tends much to the restraint of sin.

And he that clearly discerns them, and does not apply them to this end,

does not what he is bound to do for the hindering of other sins, and so is

accessory to them.

Thus you see how many ways ye may partake of the sins of others, by
imitating, concurring, occasioning, causing them, by countenancing, not

hindering them.

Use. Learn hence your necessity of Christ. This is the end of law and
gospel ; this is the end of all our preaching, all your hearing : to learn your

necessity of Christ.

And what more shews a necessity of Christ than the multitude of sins ?

And how does this truth shew the multitude of thy sins, since it hence
appears thou mayest sin so many ways in the sins of others ?

The multitude of thy personal sins are wonderful, even to astonishment

;

but add to the numberless multitude of thy own sins, the multitude also of

thy other-men's-sins ; and then consider what the weight of thy guilt is,

and what necessity thou hast of a Saviour.

For thy personal sins, that before conversion, every act, word, thought is

a sin, tota vita, &c. The charaster of an unconverted sinner is that of the

old world, Gen. vi. 5. What cause to complain, as Ps. xxxviii. 4, 'Mine
iniquities are gone over mine head ; as an heavy burden they are too heavy
for me.'

Then add to this incomprehensible number, the multitude of thy other-

men's-sins, those which thou art accessory to. How many sins art thou
guilty of by imitating others in sinning ? How many by concurring ? How
many hast thou occasioned? How many hast thou been the cause of?
How many hast thou countenanced ? How many hast thou been guilty of

by not hindering them ? How many hast thou not corrected when it has

been thy duty to do it ? How many hast thou concealed, not complained
of? How many hast thou hoard and seen, and not reproved, rebuked?
How many are there, which thou didst never mourn for, never pray against ?

Oh what sums are here ! Who can reckon them ? What man or angel

can take an account of them ? Ps. xix. Who can stand under such a

burden ? Who can appear in the sight of justice with such guilt ?

Men and angels cannot satisfy for any one sin, for the least sin. And
who can satisfy for such numberless millions ? Yet justice must be satisfied

befoi-e any sinner find mercy.

Oh then, what need of Christ ! What necessity of a Saviour ! Flee to

him who only has a righteousness sufficient to cover all these sins. Fly to

him whose blood only can expiate all this guilt. Make haste to that, fountain,

VOL. II. Z
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that is set open for sin and uncleanness. There is not a drop in all the

creatures, and nothing can cleanse thee but a fountain. Oh make haste to

it, it is opened in Christ, and him only. Thy soul is pierced with millions

of wounds, every sin wounds the soul. Oh look up to the brazen serpent,

to Christ lifted up in the gospel. Without him thou art a dead man ; all

the world cannot save thee from eternal death. Give no rest to thy soul

till thou be assured that, as thou art partaker of others' sins, so thou art

partaker of Christ's righteousness.



UNCONVERTED SINNERS ARE DARKNESS.

Ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye light in the Lord : walk as

children of light.—Eph. V. 8.

Having given you a general account of these words before, I come to take a

particular survey of them in the several parts.

You may look on them either as an argument, &c, the premises, con-

clusion ; or as a description of the state of the Ephesians. He tells them
what they were before conversion, darkness ; what they are by the conver-

sion, light; what they should be and do after conversion, walk.

These three parts offered us so many observations. From the first, their

state before conversion, ' ye were darkness ;
' and what they were, that are

we, and all men, till converted. This is not peculiar to the Ephesians, but

common to all mankind since the fall ; till conversion, all are darkness.

Obs. Those that are not converted are darkness. All and every one

of the sons and daughters of men, till they be changed, converted, are dark-

ness.

For explication, let me shew you what must be understood by conversion,

what by darkness.

By conversion is meant that universal change which I described, &c.

Let me only add this, that in Scripture, conversion, regeneration, vocation,

renovation are the same thing, expressed by divers terms ; the difference

rather verbal than real, rather in word than reality. Conversion is the same
thing with the new birth, with effectual calling, with renewing of the whole
man, the planting of the principles of holiness.

So that, when I say, he that is not converted, &c, it is all one as if I

said, He that is not bom again, or born of God ; he that has not the image
of God repaired in him, that image which consists in holiness ; he that has

not Christ formed in him.

Not converted ; i. e. he that is not effectually called, he that continues in

unbelief and impenitency ; he that answers not the call of Christ in the

gospel ; when he calls for faith, does not believe ; when he calls for repent-

ance, abides in the love and practice of sin ; when he calls for obedience,

lives as a child of disobedience.

Not converted ; i. e. not renewed throughout in body, mind, and spirit, in

heart and life ; he that has not a new heart, a new spirit ; he that is not a

new creature, a new man, both inwardly and outwardly.
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He that is not thus horn again, thus called, thus renewed, is not con-

verted ; and he that is not converted is in darkness. But what is that?

You must not take it for outward darkness, the absence of that light which

the eye, the outward sense, sees
;
you must not conceive so grossly of it.

It is spiritual darkness which is here meant, and the Holy Ghost expresses

an unconverted state frequently by this term, 1 John ii. 9, 11, i. e. not born

of God, 1 Thes. v. 4, John xii. 46. You have descriptions of conversion,

where darkness and light are made the terms of it, Acts xxvi. 18, 1 Peter

ii. 9, Col. i. 13.

But what is it to be in darkness ? What is this unconverted state that

the Holy Ghost so often calls darkness ? Take it in these four particulars.

To be in darkness is (1.) to be in sin, the work of darkness
; (2.) to be

under Satan, the prince of darkness
; (3.) under wrath, the fruit of dark-

ness
; (4.) near to hell, the place of darkness. The Scripture by darkness

ordinarily expresses some or all of these. When an unconverted state is

called darkness, we are to understand by it a most sinful and miserable state.

(1.) In sin, the work of darkness. Sin is called in this chapter a 'work

of darkness,' ver. 11. And he that lives in sin acts that work ; he is said ' to

walk in darkness,' 1 John i. 6. He that is not converted, he is wholly in

sin, under the power, the pollution, the guilt of sin.

All the qualities and motions of his soul, all the acts of his life, are sinful,

John iii. 5, 6. He that is but once born, not born again of the Spirit, owes

his being to no other birth but that of the flesh ; he is flesh, he is so wholly,

only. By flesh is meant the corruption of sin :
' is flesh,' i. e. wholly cor-

rupted by sin ; his whole soul is full of sin, mind, conscience, will, affec-

tions ; all are tainted with it, possessed by it, overspread with the pollution

of it, Titus i. 15. There is nothing in his soul but what may be called

flesh, i. e. sinful and corrupt, fno principle of holiness.

Such a soul is sunk into sin ; he is encompassed and quite covered over

with sin. Hence that of the apostle, Rom. viii., 'in the flesh.' Nothing

that they have, nothing that they do, can possibly please God, because all

they have or can do is sinful, and so abominable to God. The state of

Simon Magus is the condition of every unconverted sinner, Acts viii. 23.

And why was he in this state ? Because, though he was baptized and pro-

fessed faith in Christ, yet he had neither part nor lot in regenerating, con-

verting grace, ver. 21.

A sinner, till converted, is so held in the bond of iniquity as he can do

nothing but sin. Baptism and the profession of faith cannot free him from

this bondage to sin
;
nothing but converting grace can break this bond by

which he is held in such slavery, as he can do nothing but sin : John xv. 5,

' Without me,' i. e. out of me ; till ye be in me, united to me, ye can, &c.

Now a sinner is never brought to union with Christ till conversion ; till

then he can do nothing that is spiritually good, and if so, he can do nothing

but sin.

Even his sins are but a better sort, a more grossy* kind of sins, splcndida

peccata. ' The sacrifice of the wicked,' Prov. xv. 8, 9, xxvi. 9.

And further, though he can do nothing but sin ; and so every thought,

word, act, is put in the number of sins, by the Lord's account; yet not one of

these sins can be pardoned till conversion. For there is no pardon till faith

and repentance, and no repentance till conversion ; till then he lies under

the guilt of every sin. This is to be in darkness, to be in sin, the power,

pollution, the guilt of it. He that is not converted is under sin, the work of

darkness.

* Qu. ' glossy '?- Ed.
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(2.) Under Satan, the prince of darkness. That is his title. The whole
world is divided betwixt these two potentates, Christ the prince of light and
life, and Satan the prince of darkness. Those that are converted, they are

free subjects of Christ; those that are not converted, they are the vassals of

Satan. He is their ruler, Eph. vi. 11, 12. These principalities and powers
are the devils, and they are the rulers of the darkness, &c, i. e. of all those

sinners that are yet in darkness, that are not yet converted and turned from

darkness to light. The following words shew that those who are not thus

turned are still under the power of Satan. He acts them, he commands
them, he rules them, he possesses them, he challenges them as his own

;

till by conversion, they be ' translated from the power of darkness into,' &c,
till then sinners are his children, John viii. 44; his instruments, Eph.
ii. 2 ; his captives, 2 Tim. ii. 26. They wear his badge and livery, do his

work, obey his commands. The image of Satan, the impressions of dark-

ness, are on then- souls
;
by this he challenges them as his own. If you

pretend to Christ while unconverted, he may ask, Whose image and super-

scription is this ? If prevailing lust, unsubdued corruption, speak it his,

why, then, give unto Satan the things, the persons that are Satan's ; he will

not lose his due. If the image of Christ, the image of light and holiness, be

not on your souls, you bear the image and superscription of Satan, and
nothing can raze this out but converting grace. Till conversion, you are

under Satan, the prince of darkness.

(3.) Under the wrath of God, the fruit of darkness. The day of God's
wrath and indignation is called a day of darkness, Joel ii. 2. And this

dismal day will never end until conversion, in respect of temporal or spiritual

judgments. The favour of God is called light, ' the light of his countenance.'

Till this light shine on a sinner, he cannot but be in darkness, and this

light never shines until conversion.

To be in darkness, then, is to be under the Lord's indignation, under the

curse of the law, under the threatenings of the word, under the sentence of

condemnation, under the stroke of revenging justice. These are the expres-

sions of wrath, which make the state of an unconverted sinner a state of

darkness. All the calamities and miseries that are the effects of the Lord's

wrath are called darkness in Scripture, Eccles. v. 17, vi. 4. To be in an

unconverted state is to be exposed to all the expresssions of wrath.

(4.) Near to hell, the place of darkness. That is ' a land of darkness, as

darkness itself.' It is called ' utter darkness,' Mat. viii. 12, 22; xii. 25, 30.

So near is an unconverted state to hell, as it joins to it as an outer room
;

there is but a small, a weak partition betwixt them. If conversion do not

bring the sinner out of this state, the partition will be broken, death will

overthrow it, and then no passage, but into the outer room, into utter

darkness. Hell is called the ' mist of darkness,' 2 Peter ii. 17. While a

Binner is unconverted, he is in fetters, though not in chains: ; and his fetters

will be turned into chains, if the power of converting grace break them not.

He lies under the guilt of those offences for which the damned are adjudged

to these chains. He is but under a reprieve ; the sentence will be executed,

if converting grace prevent not. Until thou be converted, thou art a child of

darkness ; this is thy portion, it is reserved for thee, thou art every moment
in danger to fall into the woful possession of it. Thou canst lay claim to no

other portion, canst hope for no other inheritance until conversion. To be in

darkness is to be in danger of hell ; it is a state bordering upon hell, it is in

the confines, in the suburbs of it.

Use. Information. This shews the misery of an unconverted state. It

concerns all sorts to take notice of it : those that are c onverted, that they may
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rejoice in their Redeemer, and be thankful for deliverance from this woful

condition ; those that are not converted, that they may bewail their misery,

and thirst after deliverance.

The misery of an unconverted state is so great, as even this darkness will

discover it. Let us follow the metaphor a little, the better to discern it.

1. Darkness is uncomfortable. So is the state of an unconverted sinner.

How sad was the condition of Egypt, when the Lord plagued it with darkness

that might be felt ! Exod. x. 21. Alas ! the darkness that overshadows

thy soul is more lamentable. That might be felt ; the misery of this is so

great, it can scarce be understood. That was but for three days ; this will

be to the days of eternity, if conversion prevent not. How sad would

the condition of the world be, if that which is metaphorically spoken were

really effected ; if the sun should be turned into darkness, and the moon into

blood ! Who would not be weary of his life upon earth, if the sentence of

continual darkness should pass upon it ? Alas ! more miserable is thy

condition if unconverted, because the want of spiritual light is a greater

misery than the want of sensible light. The very light that is in thee is

darkness. Oh how great then is that darkness !

This is one aggravation of the lamentable condition of Paul and his com-

panions, in danger of shipwreck : Acts xxvii. 20, ' Neither sun nor stars in

many days appeared.' Far worse is thy condition if unconverted; no sun,

no star appears. The Sun of righteousness, the bright Morning Star, has

never appeared in thy soul since thou wast born, nor ever will until born

again. Thou livest in a woful region, thou sittest in a region of darkness
;

and in ' the valley of the shadow of death.' The sun shines not on thee ; it

is another world, another kind of men that enjoy it, those that are antipodes

to thee.

It is true when the Lord is about the work of conversion, when a sinner

is in the pangs of the new birth, or when a soul converted is deserted, he

may be in such a condition as the prophet describes, Isa. 1. 10, he may for

a while ' walk in darkness, and see no light.' Ay, but such a one has some
comfort, some support ; he may ' trust in the name of the Lord, and stay

himself,' &c. ; as the mariners, ' though they saw neither sun nor stars,' Acts

xxvii. 20, yet ' cast four anchors out of the stern, and wished for day.' They
had anchors, though no light ; and hopes of it, though it was not yet day.

So has a soul in this condition, if converted or converting ; he has anchor-

hold, he may trust, &c.

Ay, but while thou art unconverted, thou hast neither light nor support

;

and though thou mayest strike some sparks out of worldly enjoyments, and

compass thyself in them, yet ' for all this thou shalt lie down in sorrow.'

Thy darkness is too great to be scattered with such sparks, ver. 11. How
can they choose but lie down in sorrow, who must lie down in darkness,

never to see the light

!

2. Darkness is dangerous. He whose way lies near snares and pits,

who is to pass over precipices, rocks, the brink of dangerous gulfs, and has

no light to direct him, every step is the hazard of his life.

No less dangerous is the way of man ever since sin entered into the world.

So many snares has Satan laid, so many pits has he digged, so near we walk

to the brink of the bottomless pit, as without light we cannot make one step

in safety. Even those that are converted have light little enough to secure

them from ruin. Alas ! then, what shall become of them who have no light

at all, all whose paths are darkness ? They are every foot in danger to be

ensnared, to fall, to bruise and wound their souls, yea, to tumble into the

bottomless pit before they be aware. Thus dangerous is an unconverted
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state, for it is darkness. The Lord Christ expresses this, John xii. 85.

He knows not truth from error, good from evil, runs into dangerous mis-

takes ; he knows not whether he be right or wrong, whether his way lead to

heaven or hell, whether to the bosom of Christ or to the den of the devour-

ing lion. He sleeps amongst serpents or murderers, and knows not where
he is. He walks upon the very ridge of destruction; if he slips, he is ruined

for ever ; and yet he sees not where to set his foot. Alas ! he is in dark-

ness, Prov. iv. 19, John xi. 9. Though that stumbling-block be just before

him which will ruin his soul and tumble him into hell, yet he knows not at

what he stumbles, he sees it not, he is in darkness. Thus dangerous is thy
unconverted state ; it may sink thee into utter darkness before thou perceive.

Oh that the misery of it might move to make haste out of it

!

3. Darkness is fearful. We read of the 'horrors of darkness,' Gen.
xv. 12. What more apt to engender fears than darkness, when dangers

are on every side, and nothing visible that may afford confidence

!

So the state of nature. The condition of a sinner unconverted is a fearful

condition. He is encompassed with terrors on every side ; such as, if he
were sensible of them, would dash all his mirth and carnal jollity. An un-

converted sinner, he is a Magor-missabib, like Pashur, Jer. xx. 3, he has
fear round about him. Those whom the Lord has enlightened to see the

dreadfulness of that state, they wonder that such can sleep quietly, or take

comfort in any enjoyment, while they are not converted.

Is it not a fearful thing to stand guilty in the Lord's sight of millions of

offences, every one of which deserves eternal death, and the Lord, in justice,

is engaged to inflict it ? To stand guilty, whenas the Lord will by no means
clear the guilty ? Yet this is the state of the unconverted.

Is it not a fearful thing to be delivered up to Satan, to be possessed by
him, to be a slave unto him, to have no other guide but him, who will lead

thee no other way but to ruin ; to be disowned by Christ, as those who
yield allegiance to the prince of darkness ? Yet this is the state of such.

Is it not a fearful thing to ' fall into the hands of the living God ;
' to

lie under the wrath of an unreconciled God; to lie open to the challenges of

revenging justice ; to find nothing belonging to thee in the world but the

curse, and to have enjoyments mixed with the Lord's indignation ? Yet this

is the case ; children of darkness are children of wrath.

Is it not a fearful thing to lodge the next room to hell ; to find no other

portion for thyself in the Lord's testament but everlasting fire, no other

inheritance but the region of outer darkness ? Yet this is the state of the

unconverted.

Oh how dreadful is that state, where the terrors of sin, the terrors of

Satan, the terrors of God, the terrors of hell, encompass a poor sinner, and
he sees no way to avoid them ! For he is in darkness, such as he sees

nothing to support him under them, but some false rotteu props, some
broken reeds. The true grounds of confidence are hid from his eyes, cannot

be discerned in this darkness.

Mercy is a support, but none find mercy but converted sinners. Christ is

a support, but none shall find any saving benefit by Christ but converted

sinners. The word is a support, but this speaks not a word of comfort to

any but those that are converted.

Oh how fearful is that condition that shews no glimpse of hope, affords no

ground of confidence ! In the midst of such dangers, miseries, that can dis-

cover nothing that may cheer or support in those things that are the only

grounds of comfort and support
;
nothing in mercy, nothing in Christ, his

love, his blood, nothing in the word, nothing in the great and precious
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promises, to bear up thy soul in this woful condition. When the terrors of

death, and sin, and hell encompass thee, where wilt thou go for comfort?

What will be thy refuge ? what will support thy sinking soul ?

A converted soul, when he feels the wounds of sin, can look up to

the brazen serpent for healing virtue ; but what can he see, whither will

he look, who is in darkness ?

A converted soul, when the terrors of death or the greatest fears in this

life assault him, he can cast up his eyes above the mountains, and discover

salvation approaching. But what can he see, what can he discover, who is

in darkness ?

Wretched sinner, thou who goest on merrily in thy evil ways, no more
minding conversion, &c, than if it were a fiction, be entreated to admit at

last this one serious thought : time is coming, when fears and terrors, either

in this life, or in death or judgment, will seize on thy soul, and shake thy

heart, and overthrow all thy carnal supports, dash out all the sparks of

worldly mirth. When thou wilt find what we speak of the fearfulness of an

unconverted state are not words of course, thou wilt then find need of those

spiritual comforts and supports which thou now neglectest. But whither

wilt thou go for them ? If thou fliest to mercy for comfort, being uncon-

verted, mercy will say, It is not in me. If thou go to Christ, he will say, It

is not in me ; no comfort in me but for those that turn to me, for none but

converted sinners. If thou goest to the word, it will say, It is not in me

;

I have no drop of comfort for any that turns not, for any that continues in

impenitency and unbelief. Oh, sure that day which is making haste towards

thee, however thou forget it, that day will be unto thee a day of darkness

and of gloominess, a day of clouds and of thick darkness, a day of dread and

terror, and like thy unconverted condition, most fearful. Darkness is fear-

ful ; that is the third misery of it.

Quest. But who are those that are in darkness ? How shall we know
whether we be in this unconverted state ? Those that have any regard of

their souls, hearing the misery of this condition, will be apt to make this

inquiry. Those that are so wretchedly careless, as not to question it, not

trouble themselves with inquiries about their conversion, may put it out of

question they are not yet converted, they have neither part nor lot in this

matter, they are not so much as in the way to it. As for those who are not

thus desperate, but are doubtful of it, and desirous to search into the con-

dition of their souls, it will be requisite in some few particulars to shew how
it may be known who are in darkness, who are not ; who are converted,

who are not. And this will be useful, both for the conviction of those that

are not, and the comfort of those that are ; they are not converted, but in

darkness ;

—

1. Who walk in the ways of darkness. The children of light do not walk

in the paths of darkness. You may know your state by your way
;
ways of

wickedness are ways of darkness: so Solomon, Prov. iv. 19, 'The way of the

wicked is darkness.'

He that walks in any way of known wickedness, be it drunkenness, &c,
neglect ot ordinances, &c, he is in darkness. ' By their fruits ye may know
them.' It is a sure rule, Christ himself lays it down ; if you bring forth the

fruits of darkness, you are in the state of darkness. Hereby he proves tho

unbelieving Jews to belong to the prince of darkness: John vii. 44, 'his

works.' If ye do his works, you are under his jurisdiction, not yet delivered.

Now, what are his works ? Why, all wickedness, every sin. He that acts

any sin wilfully, customarily, delightfully, makes it his practice, continues

so, allows him so to continue. The apostle advises the converted Ephesians,
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as being both their property and duty, to 'have no fellowship,' &c,
chap. v. 11. A convert may be surprised, overtaken with sin; but he has

no fellowship, he is not familiar with sin, he delights not in it, it is not his

companion, it is not his custom, nor his choice, nor his contentment, to

converse with it. He looks upon every sin as a cheater, a murderer, a dis-

graceful, a dangerous associate, and therefore he will keep as far from it as

he can ; he is afraid, ashamed to have any fellowship with it. This is the

temper of a convert, if you take him when he is himself.

Those, then, that are familiar with sin, in whose mouths and hands, in

whose words and actions, you may ordinarily see it, who are no more afraid,

ashamed of it, than of one whom they choose for a companion. Those who
make any sin their interest, their delight, their practice, they have fellow-

ship with it. You may know them by their companion, that with which
they have fellowship. When oaths, profane, unclean discourse is familiar

in their mouths ; when they can lie, dissemble, revile, curse familiarly
;

when accustom themselves to any other way of wickedness, alas ! darkness

is here palpable. There is no conversion where no turning from sin. He
is in darkness who allows himself to walk in any path of darkness, 1 John
iii. 20.

2. Those that want spiritual discerning. He that has eyes and sees not,

it is plain he is in darkness ; what else should hinder his sight ?

So they that have the same understanding, the same faculty of inward

sight with others, and yet perceive not that in spiritual things, that those

discern who are savingly enlightened, it is evident that spiritual darkness

overshadows their souls.

i He that sees not that beauty, that excellency in Christ, that necessity of

him, as to be willing to part with all for him; to count that loss which he
has taken for his greatest gain ; to renounce his own righteousness, that he
may be found in him ; to renounce his own lusts, that he may be conformed
to him; his own interests, that he may advance him; his own humours,
that he may comply with him :

He that sees not that necessity of conversion, the new birth, as to trouble

himself about it, to count himself miserable without it

:

He that sees not such beauty in holiness as to prefer it before the choicest

things on earth; to be in love with it, thirst after it; diligent in the use of

all means to get it, increase it, strengthen, act it:

He that sees not that deformity, danger in sin, as to hate it above all

things, to bewail it in himself and others, careful to avoid it, maintain a

constant war with it, use all his strength to subdue it, rejoice in the crucify-

ing of his dearest lusts, ver. 13

:

He that has not this discerning of these and other spiritual things, it is

evident he has eyes, but sees not ; and what can be given as the reason

hereof, but because he is in darkness ? Such are in Egypt's condition ; when
converts, as the Israelites, have light in their dwellings.

3. Those that act not for God. The Egyptians, under the plague of

darkness, are described by their unactiveness : Exod. x. 23, ' Neither arose

any man from his place;' John ix. 4. A man in darkness may be in

action about himself, but not in things at a distance ; he sees not how
to move towards them. The things of God are at a distance from every

unconverted man ; he sees not, he knows not how to go about it.

He is a stranger to acts of self-denial and mortification ; a stranger to

the life of faith, the exercise of grace, the vigorous acts of holiness, strict

talking, constant dependence on Christ, a spiritual frame of heart in

worldly business.
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He cannot pray with enlargement, affection, fervency. lie cannot medi-

tate on Christ, and heaven, and spiritual things with delight ; he cannot
hear the word, so as to mix it with faith, to be affected with it, to run
into the mould of it. Though he be employed sometimes in religious

duties, though he be active in the things of God, yet he acts not at all for

God. To act for God is to act out of love to him, with intentions to honour
him, with respect to his glory. When men perform religious services out

of custom, or to gain and keep their credit, or to stop the mouth of con-

science, or to satisfy and make amends for some sin, he that acts for

such ends, out of such principles, let him do as much as he will, even in

a way of religion, yet he does nothing for God. And this is the condition

of one not converted, he acts not out of love to God with respect to his

glory, and therefore what he does is as though he did nothing He acts

not for God who acts not from right principles, for sincere ends ; and this

bewrays an unconverted state. If the Lord incline you to be faithful to

your souls, these things may be helpful to discover your condition, whether

ye be light or darkness, whether converted or unconverted.

Use 3. Exhortation, to those that are converted, brought out of the woful

state of darkness; let this stir you up to joy and thankfulness for your

deliverance. ' You were sometimes darkness
;

' that is the state of every man
by nature. Now, as it aggravates misery to have been once unhappy,* so

the consideration of former miseries adds contentment to a happy con-

dition. ' You were sometimes darkness.'

You have been formerly under the guilt of sin, enslaved to the tyranny of

base lusts; you have been formerly vassals unto Satan, led captive by
him at his will; you were 'by nature the children of wrath as well as

others;' you were once in a condition as there was but a step between

you and hell. Now, has the Lord delivered you out of this sad and woful

condition ? Can you say, we were ' sometimes darkness, but now light in

the Lord'? Oh, love the Lord, praise him, rejoice in him, speak great

things of his name.
Oh love that Redeemer, who sweat, and bled, and died to work this

your redemption. Oh pity those, pray for them, mourn for them who are

yet in darkness. Let your hearts be affected as David's, Ps. cxvi. 1, 3, 4,

5, 7, 8; xciii. 4.

But now are ye light. For explication. Light denotes several things in

Scripture.

1. Spiritual knowledge. Light and knowledge are terms of the same
import, 2 Cor. iv. 6. Light to discover God in Christ savingly, and to

discern the things of God spiritually.

2. Purity and holiness. Sin and corruption is expressed by darkness,

holiness and purity by light. In this sense the most holy God is called

light, 1 John i. 5, spotless and perfect holiness, in whom there is not the

least impurity. And in reference to us, ver. 7, such a light as is life,

spiritual life, which consists in the principles of holiness and purity.

3. The favour of God, and the consequent of it, joy and comfort. The
favour of God, the manifesting of his loving-kindness, is frequently ex-

pressed by the light of his countenance, Ps. iv. 6, the issue of which is

joy and gladness, ver. 7. Light and joy explain one another, Ps. xcvii. 11.

That which is light in the first clause is joy in the latter.

4. Glory and happiness. Heaven, the seat of it, is described by light,

1 Tim. vi. 16. It is called the inheritance, Col. i. 12.

* Qu. ' happy ' ?

—

Ed.
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Light here may comprise all these. So that when we say, those that are

converted are light, the meaning may be,

(1.) They are enlightened with saving knowledge.

(2.) They are enriched with the principles of holiness ; the lustre thereof

shines in their souls, and should appear in their lives ; by virtue of this

they should shine as lights.

(3.) They are in the state of favour and reconciliation with God. Though
they have not always the sense of his loving-kindness, yet they are al-

ways the objects of his love. Though his face do not always actually

shine on them, yet the sun is up, it is always day with them
;

joy is

sown for them though they be not still reaping it, and every season be

not harvest time.

(4.) They have title to glory. Heirs apparent to heaven, heirs of the

inheritance, &c. Their title is certain, that they are said to sit with him
in heavenly places.

Use 1. If those that are converted be light, &c, then those that are not

converted are not light in the Lord. This necessarily follows by the rule of

contraries. They may be light in appearance, or in respect of natural en-

dowments, or moral accomplishments, or in the account of others, or in their

own conceit and apprehensions, but they are not light in the Lord ; and this

shews the misery of an unconverted state, and it is useful to take notice of

it more particularly. If they are not light in the Lord,

—

1. They are not in the Lord. The phrase implies union; but such are

without union to, without communion with, without participation of, without

special relation to him; without his special protection, without his special

favour, without his gracious covenant. It may be propounded to them that

they have no actual interest in, or right to, the blessings, the mercies of the

covenant. The tenor of it is, I will be thy God
;
they cannot apply nor

challenge this : they may say, he is my Creator, he is my Judge ; but not
he is my God in Christ, my God by covenant ; without God in their hearts,

in their enjoyments, in their conversations. Thus the apostle describes the

unconverted state of these Ephesians, chap. ii. 12, at that time, viz., when
unconverted ; without Christ, not united to him, not partakers of the bene-
fits of his great undertakings ; not pardoned by his blood, not acted by his

Spirit, not crucified with him, not risen with him, not sitting with him in

heavenly places, either in right hope, or first fruits of that blessed state,

aliens from the church. An unconverted man, whatever he profess, or

others account of him, is no more in God's sight a member of the church
than a corpse is a man.

Strangers from the covenant. No more to do with the sure mercies of

the covenants, the sweet contents of the great and precious promises, than
a foreigner has to do with the privileges of one of our corporations, or a
slave with the privileges of a child, or the legacies of his father's testament.

Without hope. So far from enjoying these, as he is, during that state, with-

out hope of them, till he be enfranchised, till adopted, and no adoption till

conversion.

Without God in the world. This is the saddest expression of all. If he
had said without riches, or friends, or liberty, or health, or food, you would
think it sad. Ay, but to be without God, that is infinitely more miserable

than to be without all these ; yet this is the state of every unconverted sin-

ner, not born again ; he is not light in the Lord, and so not in the Lord,
and so without God in the world.

If a converted soul want riches, the Lord can supply that want. ' The
earth is the Lord's,' &c. ; or friends, the Lord can supply, ' when father
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and mother forsake.' ' All men forsake me,' 2 Tim. iv. 16. ' I will never

leave thee, nor forsake thee,' Heb. xiii. 5 ; or liberty, Ps. xviii. 19 ; or food,

' The Lord is my Shepherd, I shall not want,' Ps. xxiii. 1. Ay, but if a

man want the Lord, if he be without God in the world, what can make up
that want ? Let him have all the world, and want God in the world, and

all that he enjoys will but add to his miseries. Without God, without all

that is truly comfortable and desirable. Yet this is the state of an uncon-

verted sinner.

2. They want the saving knowledge of God in Christ, they are not light

in this respect. The darkness of ignorance and misapprehensions is upon

the face of their souls ; the prince of darkness, the god of this world, has

blinded their minds, 2 Cor. iv. 3, 4. Though they may be knowing men in

other respects, yet as to spiritual, saving, experimental, effectual knowledge

of Christ, and the things of Christ, they are in darkness. They may have

much knowledge of the Scripture and divine things, as to the letter, clear,

notional, and speculative apprehensions of gospel truths ; but as to spiritual

discerning of any of these, they are in darkness, 1 Cor. ii. 14. The things

of the Spirit of God he may apprehend literally, notionally, speculatively

;

but not spiritually, experimentally, practically. They hear, and read, and

apprehend much of Christ, but not effectually, not so as to renounce all for

him. They know him not, so as to find the power of his resurrection,

the fellowship of his sufferings ; not so as to be made conformable to his

death ; not with such a knowledge as the apostle there describes, Philip,

iii. 8-10. They read, hear of holiness, but are eo far from knowing what it

is by experience, as they are apt to think no such thing now to be attained

in this world, as the holiness which the Scripture describes ; and findiug no

such thing in themselves, judge those who pretend to it hypocrites and dis-

semblers ; know not how to worship God in spirit, how to subdue a lust,

how to resist a temptation, how to improve an affliction, how to escape a

snare, how to avoid a stumbling-block, how to improve ordinances for growth

in grace, how to improve Christ for spiritual strength, life, influence, so as

by his strength to do all things ; know not what the state of their soul is,

where they are, whither they are going, darkness having blinded them, as

the Assyrians, 2 Kings vi. 20, thought they were in Dothan, whenas they

found themselves in the midst of Samaria, in the midst of their enemies ; think

themselves in the way to heaven all their life, till in the end, alas ! they

find themselves in hell.

Tell them of the new birth, sanctification, self-denial, the power of godli-

ness
; produce Scriptures, which expressly shew that without these there is

no salvation
;
bring characters by which these may be discerned : yet they

see them not, they believe not ; for they know not these effectually, they

are in darkness. They are no more apprehensive of these things, than if

you were discoursing to a blind man of colours, or if you were describing

the sun to a man that never saw the light. And why ? They are not light

in the Lord.

3. They want the favour of God. They are not under the beams of divine

love, the light of God's countenance does not shine on them, and so they are

not light in the Lord. They may conclude this from success, prosperity,

plenty, and outward comforts ; but this is but a fallacy, a delusion. The
Lord's greatest enemies may abound with com, and wine, and oil, &c, but

the light of God's countenance is not lift up but upon converted souls.

There is a veil of darkness before the Lord's face : this is never rent, re-

moved, till conversion. Those that are unconverted, want that which is the

life and joy of the converted soul ; that which sweetens all his afflictions, and
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makes all his enjoyments comfortable. This is it which is better than life

;

those on whom it shines not may well be said to sit in darkness, and in the

valley of the shadow of death. This dismal shadow never vanishes till the

Lord's face shine, and this never clears up till conversion. You may discern

the state of a returning and an unconverted sinner, expressed in the state of

the church and the rest of the world, Isa. lx. 2. Behold darkness covers

impenitent souls, and gross darkness unconverted sinners ; but if thou be

converted, the Lord shall rise upon thee. Alas ! They know not what it is

to walk in the light of God's countenance all the day ; not one glimpse of

that light of life appears unto them ; for they are not light in the Lord.

4. They want the lustre of holiness. This is one thing which concurs to

make converts light in the Lord. This light shines nowhere on earth but

in the hearts and lives of such ; those that are unconverted shew themselves

either strangers or enemies to it. They are carnal, sold under sin, know not

what belongs to an holy frame of heart ; think heaven may be attained without

strictness, holiness, as the Scripture requires, and the lives of the saints there

recorded hold forth
;
jeer, deride, abuse it, under odious names

;
place all

their holiness in some outward performances or observances ;
holy dis-

course and employments are wearisomeness to them.

Here is a misery indeed ; want that, without which no man can see God ;

and this they want, because not light in the Lord.

5. They want discoveries of future glory, they are not light in the Lord
;

they have not. so much light as will discover it at a distance ; there is no

dawnings, no approaches, no appearances of that blessed light. It is mid-

night with a sinner while unconverted. No crevice to let in the least light,

the least hope of glory, while he continues in that dismal state. The morn-
ing star, that ushers in that happy day, first appears in conversion, Acts

xxvi. 18. Till a sinner be turned from darkness to light, till he be con-

verted, there is no hopes of obtaining an inheritance among those that are

sanctified; no appearance of this till then, because till then not light in the

Lord.

Put all these together, and then view the sad and lamentable condition of

every unconverted sinner. If not born again, thou art without God, Christ,

the Spirit of Christ, the saving knowledge of Christ, the least glimpse of

God's love, the least sparkle of holiness, the least hope of glory ; and all

this, because not light in the Lord.

But how shall we know, who are in this state, whether or no we be light

in the Lord ? To direct you herein, let us come to a

Use 2, by way of examination. Hereby ye may know whether ye be con-

verted. Every convert is light in the Lord ; those, therefore, that are not

light in the Lord are not converted ; these are so conjoined, as he that

knows the one may conclude the other. Examine, then, whether ye be

light in the Lord, if ye would know whether ye be converted. In order

hereto observe these particulars :

1. Light is delightful. Totttn mundiis luce nihil habet jucundius, a greater

and wiser than he, Eccles. xi. 7. The light of the word is delightful to one

that is light in the Lord. There is a great affinity between these lights, both

proceeding from the same Father, ' the Father of lights.' Hence the dis-

coveries of the word are sweet, acceptable, delightful, to one that is savingly

enlightened.

Not only the discoveries of Christ and mercy, privileges and promises,

pardon and glory, but that light of the word which discovers to him the

corruption of his heart, the sinfulness of any practice, the danger of sin

;

that word which searches his conscience, and discovers the condition of his
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soul, detects his failings and sinful miscarriages, not only a word of promise

and consolation, but a word of reproof and conviction. This is sweet and

acceptable to one that is light ; he can bless God for, and rejoice in, that

word that condemns and discovers his secret sin.

He therefore that cannot endure the word that discovers his misery and

sinfulness, that searches his conscience and reproves his sin, cannot endure

searching sermons nor those that preach them, such as tend to awaken his

conscience, and rouse him out of security, and condemn his sinful practices,

cries out that he hears nothing from such but hell and damnation, and that

which may make him despair ; he hereby shews clearly he is so far from

being light in the Lord, as this is a plain evidence he hates the light. I

speak not this for nor of myself ; it is the word of Christ ; if you will take

Christ's word, such a man hates the light, John iii. 19, 20. He thatfis so

in love with his sin, be it what it will, as he would not have it reproved,

condemned, hell and wrath denounced against it, Christ pronounces, he

hates the light, loves darkness, &c. It is plain darkness is his element, he

is not yet converted, nor yet turned from darkness to light ; he that is light

in the Lord is of another temper, as you may see, ver. 21. He is so far

from declining, being impatient of a searching, discovering truth, as he comes

to it of his own accord.

2. While there is light there is heat. WW a et VH* Heat, as

philosophers tell us, is an inseparable property of celestial light. We see

a concurrence of these in fire ; indeed,^there may be an appearance of light

where there is no heat, as in glow-worms, but where there is any real light,

there is some degree of heat more or less.

Answerably, they that are light in the Lord are zealous for the Lord,

eager in following him, ardent in love to him and desires after him, fervent

in spirit in serving him. They will not content themselves to offer up luke-

warm, heartless services unto God. When they find the danger of such a

temper, they bewail it, judge themselves for it, it is their addiction ; there is

a spiritual heat for the Lord in those that are light.

Therefore, where there is a customary indifferency, and carelessness in

religious duties, those that ordinarily serve him, as though they served him
not, give him but the lip, or knee, or outward man, not heated and enlivened

with the vigorous motions of the soul towards God.

Where there wants ardency of affection in spiritual duties, eagerness of

soul after growth in grace, communion with God, and enjoyment of Christ

in the use of ordinances, no such longing, thirsting, panting, breathing after

Christ, conformity to him, participation of him, fellowship with him, service-

ableness to him, ability to please, honour, advance him, as after those things

that men's hearts are set upon, and hotly pursue in the world ; this argues

clearly an absence of spiritual heat, and if thou wantest this heat, thou art

not light in the Lord.

3. Light is progressive. We see, after the day-break, the light grows

clearer and clearer, till it come to its full brightness
;
Scripture expressions

lead us to this observation, as well as experience ; in the morning light is in

its youth. Hence Jinnty, the word which the Hebrews express the morn-

ing, is used for youth, Eccles. xi. 10. At noon the light is in its manhood,

its full strength ; we have that expression, Judges v. 31. The light from its

birth grows and increases, till it comes to its full strength, when the sun is

in the meridian.

Thus it is with those that are light in the Lord, as Solomon expresses it,

* That is, W2Z\ the sun, is from flltf, the heavens, and JtfN, fire —Ed.
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Prov. iv. 18. This light is but a spark at first, and often accompanied with

much smoke, but by degrees it breaks forth into a flame.

Such grow in grace and in the knowledge of Christ
;
they go from

strength to strength, and from one degree of holiness and spiritual knowledge

to another ; this light daily prevailing against the darkness of ignorance and

corruption, till at last it be brought forth to victory.

There is a growth of knowledge in the extent of it ; it discovers one truth

after another, unlocks one mystery after another, and daily scatters the

clouds of misapprehensions.

In the clearness of it, sees gospel truths with more and more evidence, as

that blind man's sight was restored by degrees, Mat. viii. 23, 24. At first

he saw men, as trees walking
;

after, ver. 25, he saw every man clearly.

Those truths of Christ, those gospel mysteries, which at first he sees but

confusedly and obscurely, he by degrees discerns evidently and distinctly, in

their proper complexions, proportions, connections, so as to discern betwixt

things that differ, so as not to take one thing for another, nor to be easily

imposed on, deluded or mistaken with shows and appearances, to take a show
for a reality, to exchange a real truth for one in appearance.

In the firmness of it. At first the light makes but a weak impression
;

he has not fast hold of it, not firmly grounded in it, is but a child in under-

standing, apt to be tossed to and fro ; but by degrees he comes to be estab-

lished in the truth to a full assurance, carried with full sail into the em-
bracement of truths revealed in the gospel, he is 'rooted and grounded.'

Those winds of doctrine and error which overthrow others, and toss them
out of all sound principles, though they shake him, do but root him faster

by shaking of him, as well grown trees are by a tempest.

There is a growth in the spiritualness, the efficacy, the experimentalness,

the practicalness of his knowledge. This light has daily a more spiritual

and powerful influence upon his heart, to spiritualize it in his motions, in-

tentions, inclinations
;
upon his conscience, to make it tender

; upon his

affections, to kindle them to God, and dead them to the world
; upon his

conversation, to reform and beautify it with more holy and exemplary actings.

There is a growth in grace, too, in every one that is light in the Lord. This

light of holiness shines more and more, prevails against inward distempers

and outward miscarriages, bears down the interest of darkness, i. e. of the

flesh and of the world. He that is light in the Lord, when he is himself not

under the darker clouds of temptation, desertion, grows daily more holy,

humble, self-denying, heavenly, zealous, out of love with sin, estranged from
the world, more in the exercise of faith and the actings of love, more jealous

over his own heart and watchful over his ways. This light, where it is in

truth and reality, will shine more and more, and such as these fore-men-

tioned are the beams of it.

That light which puffs up and defiles, makes men proud or loose in their

principles or practice, it is not from the Father of lights, nor does it evi-

dence that thou art light in the Lord
;
nay, rather it is from him who trans-

forms himself into an angel of light, and argues that thou art yet darkness,

under the jurisdiction of the prince of darkness.

If thy growth be in the principles of darkness, and thy improvement no
other than in the works of darkness, knowest not by experience what it is to

grow in holiness, heavenliness, &c. ; art a stranger to ardent desires, serious

endeavours after it ; thou dost but delude thy soul against clear evidence of

Scripture if thou conclude thyself light in the Lord.

Or suppose there be some improvement of light, if this make thee decline

from the strict and holy ways of Christ, more loose in thy walking, more
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negligent of spiritual duties, more careless of thy heart, more indifferent as

to the truths, ways, worship of Christ, this light, how much soever it be

imagined, is not light in the Lord, but rather in Satan. Light in the Lord
would not lead thee from the Lord, but nearer to him, in more holy walking,

and a more humble, spiritual, heavenly frame of heart, for light in the Lord
is an increasing light, it shines more and more, &c. It daily brings thee

nearer to him, and the nearer to the sun, to the fountain of light, the more
lightsome ; as in joy and hopes of glory, so in the lustre of spiritual know-
ledge and holiness.

Oh that the Lord would make you faithful in examining the state of your

souls hereby, that you may be able to pass a right judgment of it, whether

you be converted or no, whether you be darkness or light

!

Use 3. Consolation to those that are converted. If thou art a convert,

thou art light in the Lord, and this light discovers thy condition to be safe,

comfortable, glorious, durable.

1. Safe. If thou canst conclude by Scripture evidence, I was sometimes
darkness, &c. The Lord has brought thee into a safe condition ; thou art

freed from those fears and dangers that thy former darkness exposed thee

to. Neither the horror nor the dangers of darkness need disquiet thee
;

the Lord has ' delivered thy soul from death, thine eyes from tears, and thy

feet from falling.' Before conversion, whilst thou walked in darkness, thou

wast every foot in danger of the snares of death, every step in danger of

falling into hell, and thy condition more fearful, because thou hadst not light

to discover thy danger. But now the darkness is past, the Lord has shined

on thee, and thou mayest walk cheerfully, confidently, safely before the Lord
in the land of the living.

0 happy change ! before in the shadow of death, of eternal death, but
now in the land of the living ; before in the most dismal darkness, next to

hell, but now in the light of the Lord ; before on the brink of destruction,

without a light, without a guide, but now in the path of life. He has set

thy feet upon a rock, and the Lord himself is thy light and safety. Thoa
mayest triumph with David, Ps. xxvii. 1 ; the reason, he shall set me upon
a rock, ver. 5.

Thou seest multitudes playing upon the very brink of hell, but a step

between them and eternal death, and no light to guide a step, and so they

are every moment in danger to tumble into the bottomless pit ; and yet in

such darkness as they will neither see their danger, nor believe those that

shew it them. This was thy condition once, thou wast darkness as well as

others ; but now thou art light, &c. The Lord has by conversion set thy

feet upon a rock ; there thou art safe, whilst thou seest multitudes wrecked

in the gulf of destruction, sinking into utter darkness, round about thee.

Oh the wonder of distinguishing mercy ! thou mayest now say, ' Return to

thy rest,' &c.

2. Comfortable. Light and joy in Scripture are put one for the other

;

and Solomon tells us, Prov. xiii. 9, ' The light of the righteous rejoiceth.'

What cause have they to rejoice who are light in the Lord ; who are in

him, united to him, in covenant with him, under the beams of his love,

under the sweet influences of his loving-kindness ! This is the state of the

converted. Those who have been under the sad apprehensions of God's

wrath, under the anguish of a wounded conscience, encompassed with the

terrors of the Almighty, when they see nothing in his face but clouds and
frowns, hear nothing from his mouth but threatenings, see nothing in his

hand but revenging justice,—and this often is the condition of those that walk

in darkness,—such will need no arguments to prove that it is a comfortable
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condition to be light in the Lord, to see his frowns turned into smiles, his

threatenings into promises ; to see mercy take place of justice, and instead

of the bitterness of death, to taste the ' loving-kindness which is better

than life.'

It is true, the days of darkness are not always so dreadful to every uncon-

verted sinner ; we see them spend their days in mirth and jollity, but this is

because they are past feeling. This is one sad effect of this darkness, it

hinders a sinner from seeing his misery ; if he did apprehend it, his life

would be as deith unto him. There is always cause of dread and horror,

though in the dark it is not seen. What can be comfortable to him who
spends his days in darkness ? This was once thy condition ; but if thou
beest light in the Lord, let me speak to thee in the apostle's words :

' Rejoice

in the Lord always ; and again I say, rejoice.' The horror of darkness is

past, the shadow of death is vanished, the darkness of an unconverted state,

the sad emblem of hell, is scattered ; the light of life now shines round about

thee, and oh what sweet discoveries does it make ! Look where thou wilt,

the beams of joy and light break in upon thee. Look upward, there is light

in God's countenance shines on thee ; look inwards, there the day-spring

from on high has visited thee, the fountain of light and joy is seated in thy

soul ; look backward, the night is far spent, the day is at hand, thou art

not of night nor of darkness ; look forwards, thou art not far from posses-

sion of the inheritance of the saints in light ; look any way, light is sown
for thee, and joy, &c. Oh that is precious seed, and will be more and more
fruitful, till thou reap the full harvest in eternal light !

' Happy is the people

that is in such a case
;
yea, happy is that people whose God is the Lord

;'

or, which comes all to one, who are ' light in the Lord.'

3. Durable. Not safe, comfortable, happy for a moment, but for ever; for

it is light in the Lord. If thy light were in thyself, death, or other calami-

ties, might extinguish it; if thy light were in the world, and outward enjoy-

ments, it might go out of itself, for the light hereof is but as the crackling

of thorns ; if thy light were in wickedness, it would certainly be put out,

Job xviii. 5, 6. But what can put out that light that is in the Lord ?

Light in other things is like them, vain and fading; but light in the Lord
is as he is, everlasting. Everlasting knowledge, joy, holiness, happiness is

the portion of converted souls; because they have all these in the Lord. It

is the honour and security of Christ's ministers that he styles them stars,

there is their light and stars in his right hand, so they are light in the Lord,
held in his right hand, and so held for ever ; for what can pluck them thence?
Rev. i. 16, 20.

The security of Christ's people, lesser lights, is no less
;
they are in his

hand, and in his Father's hand, and shall shine there for ever, John x. 28,

29. Here is the happiness of thy condition. If once thou be light in the

Lord, thou shalt never be darkness ; for thou art light in him in whom is no
darkness, nor can there be any. He is in himself everlasting light, and will

be so to them that are in him, Isa. lx. 19, 20. Once light in the Lord, and
so for ever. It may be clouded and obscured, but this light can never be put

out. This is not the least happiness of this condition, that whatever happi-

ness is essential to it is everlasting.

4. Glorious. Nothing visible on earth more glorious than light; and these

are put one for the other in Scripture, 1 Cor. xv. 41. What is their glory

but their light ? Those who are converted have hereby a double glory, one

as they are light, the other as they are light in the Lord, light in the Lord
of glory. He is a glory to them, even as a robe of light would be to our
body

; such, and much more, is the Lord to a converted soul, Isa. lx. 19.

vol. ii. a a
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Though their outside may be vile and contemptible in the eyes of men,
yet they are ' glorious within,' Ps. xlv. 13. Every soul espoused to Christ

is styled the daughter of a King, the daughter of the King of glory. A
garment of wrought gold seems glorious, but there is a garment which far

exceeds this in glory. What would you think of one clothed with the sun ?

Would not this seem a glorious object ? Why, so is the church described

;

and that upon earth, though the vision was in heaven, Rev. xii. 1. This
woman is the spouse of Christ, the church ; she is clothed with the sun, the

Sun of righteousness : a glorious garment indeed ; and being a garment,

must reach every member. Here is thy glory if converted : though thou be

hated, despised, reviled, vilified
;
though thou be in a forsaken, a persecuted

condition, as the woman was now in the wilderness, ver. 6 ;
yet thou art

light in the Lord, light indeed, being clothed with the Sun. Christ himself

is thy glory.

Thus you see how sweet and happy their condition is who are converted,

who are light in the Lord.

Here is support against fears and dangers. Men and devils, death and hell,

cannot prevail against thee ; thou art safe.

Here is support under crosses and afflictions, pain and sickness. No con-

dition can befall thee but here is enough to make it comfortable. Thou art

light in the Lord ; whatever thou mayest meet with in the world, thou mayest
find light and joy in him.

Here is comfort against temptations, against backslidings, apostasy in these

apostatizing times, thy condition is durable, it is founded in the Lord.

Here is comfort against the contempt, the scorn, the reproaches, the slan-

ders, the dirt which the profane world casts on thee. Whatever they say or

think of thee, thy condition is glorious, thy glory is from and in the Lord

;

thou art light in the Lord.

In the Lord. This phrase may denote that he is the author of this light,

and all included in it, and that it is effected by union with himself; they

have it all by being in him. 'En in the New Testament often is of the same
import with ha, light in him, i.e. by him, 2 Cor. v. 19. It is he that gives

the light of this knowledge, 2 Cor. iv. ; it is the Lord that sanctifies us

throughout, 1 Thes. v. 23 ; it is he that is the God of all consolation,

Rom. xv. 5, 2 Thes. ii. 16 ; and causeth comfort to spring in the heart, by
causing his own face to shine. It is he that gives us title to glory, making
us partakers of the adoption. The converted are heirs of God ; and all

this they have by being in him, united and made one with him ; by being

joined to him who is the fountain of knowledge, and holiness, and comfort,

and glory.

Walk as children of light. Here he shews what they should do after con-

version : walk answerable to their state
;
being light in the Lord, should

walk as children of light.

Obs. Those that are converted should walk as children of light. Before

they walked as children of darkness, for they were darkness ; now as chil-

dren of light, for they are light in the Lord.

Two things must be explained: 1, what it is to be children of light;

2, what it is to walk as children of light. These expressions being opened,

the truth will be clear.

For the first, it is a Hebrew phrase, and the apostle being a Hebrew of

the Hebrews, though he writ in Greek, yet mixes therewith some phrases of

his mother tongue, as is usual with the rest of the apostles. So that the

knowledge of the Hebrew (the original of the Old Testament) tends much to

the understanding of the New Testament, though writ in another language.
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And they have the best advantage of interpreting this, who have some skill

in that. Now, that we may understand this phrase, which is very pregnant,

let us observe how it is used in other places. It denotes several things.

1. Descent. That is the natural and proper signification of it, a child is

from his father ; so they are called children of light, who are of the Father

of lights. Children of darkness are of their father the prince of darkness
;

but children of light are born of God
;
they owe, they derive their second,

their new birth from him. Christ, the light of the world, is formed in them,

they take this name from their Father ; he is light, and those that are born

of him are children of light.

2. Propriety. So Mat. viii. 12, iioi rri$ /Sas/Xs/as ; those that challenge

a title to the kingdom, a propriety in it as their inheritance. Those did but

groundlessly challenge the kingdom, but these have a full title to all those

blessed things that the Scripture expi-esses by light, these belong to them
only peculiarly. They only have spiritual knowledge, holiness is their

peculiar. The joys of the Spirit, the light of God's countenance shines on

them, and a stranger does not enter into their joy
;
they are heirs of the

promise, the only heirs of the inheritance of the saints.

3. Destination. 1 Sam. xx. 31, JHQ ]2, one who is near to, worthy of,

destined to death ; so children of light, because they are ordained to it.

They are predestinated to be conformed to the image of Christ in knowledge

and holiness ; chosen vessels, whom the Lord has set apart in his eternal

counsel, to be filled with joy and glory. Whatever their portion seem to

be on earth, in this vale of misery, it is but a valley they are to pass,

and they will be in eternal light ; there is but a valley, a slep between them
and glory.

4. Residence. Isa. xxi. 10, corn is ]2.,
' the son of my floor,' because

that is the place where it is laid up and abides. Children of light, because

they abide in the light. Those that are unconverted, their element is dark-

ness, sin, wrath, misery ; here they walk, here they abide. But when a

sinner is converted, his element is light. Such are not of the night, nor of

darkness ; the Day-spring from on high has visited them ; the Sun of right-

eousness is risen upon them, and in his light they see light. In this they

walk, in this they abide, and shall never see darkness, spiritual darkness,

hell, wrath, misery
;
they are translated from thence into another kingdom,

a region of light. The light may be clouded, but never quite extinguished.

5. Constitution. The Hebrew doctors call the name Jehovah, yiHN ]2
DVPiMi. ' the son of four letters,' because it is made up of four letters. So
those that are converted may be called the children of light, because spiritual

light is the constitution of their souls. Their minds, hearts, affections, are

of a lightsome, i. e. a spiritual and heavenly temper
;

spiritual light in their

minds, holiness in their wills, joy, delight, hopes of glory in their hearts.

6. Obligation, 2 Kings xiv. 14, jTQ~)J?Pn "02- It is rendered host-

ages, but it is the ' sons of the contracts ' or covenants ; those that were

given to insure the engagement whereby Amariah had bound himself to the

king of Israel. Those that are converted are in this sense children of light,

because they are obliged to walk as those that are enlightened from above
;

to walk holily, to be followers of God as dear children. There are strong

engagements laid upon them, they are bound by covenant thus to walk.

This leads to the

Second question, "What is it to walk as children of light ? It is in this we
shall have the substance of the text, and the scope which the apostle aims at

in this chapter, indeed in the whole epistle, yea, in all his epistles ; and
therefore it calls for special enquiry and attention. Take it in this.
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1. To walk at a distance from darkness, ver. 11 ; from sin, which is the

work, which is the cause of all those woful things which the Holy Ghost
expresses by darkness. 'What ommunion has light with darkness ?'

2 Cor. vi. 14. He speaks of it as a most absurd incongruous thing, that

those that are light should mingle with darkness. This is it which the

L<5rd expects, this is it which this relation calls for. Those that are chil-

dren of light, should have nothing to do with sin, with any sin whatsoever.

Every degree .of darkness is contrary to light ; so every sin, small or great,

opeu or secret, is opposite, contrary, altogether unbeseeming the blessed re-

lation of a child of light. They may be ashamed to challenge this title who
dare make bold with any sin, much more with gross sins.

Light is beautiful; a child of light is a pleasant child in the Lord's eye,

as he calls Ephraim. Oh, but sin is the loatbsomest defilement, the most

odious deformity in that pure eye that cannot behold iniquity ! Those that

labour not to avoid every sin, wallow in it, besmear, pollute themselves

with it, are they children of light '? Are they not rather bastards, unworthy

pretenders to this relation ?

It is the very nature, the new nature of a child of light to avoid sin ; as

it is the nature of every man and woman to shun that which will make him
ugly, loathsome, and deformed.

A child of light should avoid ' the very appearance of evil,' 1 Thes. v. 22 ;

not only gross, open, scandalous evils, nor only secret, refined sins, which he

knows to be evil and sinful, but even that which has the appearance of it

;

at such a distance should he walk from spiritual darkness, as not to come
near the appearance of it. He hates the garments spotted with the flesh,

Jude 23- not only sinful filthiness itself, but the appearance of it,

though it be but in a garment. How charily will one keep a costly robe, a

rich garment, from spots and stains ! Children of light are covered with a

robe of light ; it behoves them to be fearful of it ; this is that alone which

spots and stains it. And these spots are not easily got out, it will cost

more than the garment is worth to cleanse it from the stain of sin
;
nothing

do it but the precious blood of him who is God blessed for ever.

Light is comfortable. Oh but sin is the saddest, the most uncom-
fortable evil in earth, nay, in hell ; children of light had need walk at a

distance from this.

Light is glorious ; so is the state of a child of light. Oh, but sin is the

most shameful thing that ever appeared in the world : it turned the glory of

the fallen angels into shame ; it turned the glory of innocent man into

shame. It is as shameful spewing upon the glory of a child of light

;

shameful spewing indeed, even as if a dog should vomit in thy face (it is the

Holy Ghost's expression), this could not be such a shame to thee as every

sin is in the eye of God. Oh what reason to avoid it

!

If you would walk as children of light, you must be afraid of sin, hate it,

grieve for it, labour to expel it.

Be afraid of it. Fear sin as hell ; fear the darkness of sin as that utter

darkness ; indeed, it is more to be feared, for it is sin that made hell a place

of darkness, quod ejficit tale, est magis tale. Jf it made hell to be so, it is

more so itself. Fear it as death, as the king of terrors ; for it alone makes

death terrible, it is the sting of it.

Hate it as thou wouldst hate for ever to live in darkness ; as a poor

freed prisoner hates his dungeon, as he hates to return to those fetters and

vermin that were formerly his misery.

Grieve for it ; for the remainders of it in thyself, for its over-sprending

others. Grieve at it as thou woulust do to see a gross, noisome, unwhole-
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some fog deprive thee of the sight of sun and heaven. Such is the sad
issue and woful nature of sin.

Labour to expel it ; to expel the remainders of darkness out of thy soul.

It is not enough for children of light to escape gross darkness, the pollutions

of the world ; nor is it enough to avoid the outward acts of sin. But this is

the great work of a child of light, to maintain a constant combat with the

remaining powers of darkness in his soul ; make it his business to mortify

those lusts and corruptions which, it may be, no eye sees, to stop up the

fountain of darkness. As Christ is the fountain of spiritual light, so the

heart is the fountain of spiritual darkness. ' Out of the heart,' &c, Mat.
xv. 18, 19.

The great work of a child of light is about his heart. He is careful of his

life, too, but he finds it an easier matter to avoid the outward acts of sin, to

cut off the branches, than to kill it in the root ; to subdue and mortify it in

his heart, this is to stop up the fountain.

He should look upon it as a great part of the work he has to do in the

world, not only to free his conversation from darkness, but to scatter it where
it is most firmly seated, to scatter the remainders of it in his mind, will,

affections. He fasts, mourns, prays, believes, and is diligent in the use of

all means, that his inward and secret corruptions may be crucified, this soul-

darkness more and more expelled. Thus must they walk, who walk as chil-

dren of light.

2. To walk boldly ; to be herein followers of God as dear children. How
followers of God ? *The apostle tells us, 1 Pet. i. 15, 16, the light of holi-

ness should shine in the lives of those that are Christ's ; holiness both exer-

cised and diffused.

Children of light must live in the exercise of holiness. It is not enough
to be habitually sanctified, to have the habits and principles of spiritual life

and holiness. Walking denotes motion and activeness. Holiness is spiritual

light, wherever it be ; but if it lie in the heart inactive, unexercised, it is but
as a candle under a bushel. It should shine forth in the exercises of holi-

ness. This precious talent is not given to be buried, or hid in a napkin ; it

should be improved and drawn forth in lively and vigorous actings. There
should be the exercise of patience, humility, self-denial, heavenliness ; the

actings of faith, love, fear, hope ; the motions of zeal, desire, delight. The
armour of God, the whole armour of light must be put on, so as to be in

readiness to act for God upon all occasions, Rom. xiii. 12. Grace unexer-

cised is like armour laid aside ; the apostle likes not this posture, he bids

put it on. We must be always on our guard. We must be always ready

for action.

Holiness diffused. Holiness must be extended to the whole conversation

of a child of light. It is not enough to manifest a holy temper now and
then by fits, under afflictions, or in good company, or in religious duties.

A hypocrite may make a show of this upon such occasions ; but he must
walk holily, his whole course must be holy ; he must be heavenly in worldly

employments
;
holy in common affairs, even his recreations and earthly

business. This is to walk as children of light.

3. Exemplarily. Children of light must walk so as to be light unto others,

and this in divers particulars.

(1.) Unblameably. So as to give no cause of offence to the weak, nor no
cause of reproach to the wicked. Carnal and perverse men will seek and
take occasion to reproach those that belong to God, nor can the best many
times avoid this ; but though they will be apt to take occasion, yet should

they be careful to give none, that they may be blameless in the sight of God,
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however carnal men censure tbem ; and so the Lord will justify them, how-
ever the world charge and accuse them. Christ himself could not walk so,

but those that bore ill will to him would take occasion to charge and reproach

him ; but though they took occasion, he gave none. ' The disciple is not

better than bis Master, nor the servant than his Lord,' John xv. 20. If our

dear Lord could not escape the censures of wicked men, his servants must
not expect it. If they run not with others to the same excess of riot, they

will be charged with pride, singularity, covetousness, hypocrisy. This

cannot be avoided so long as the evil spirit, the accuser of the.hrethren, rules

in the children of disobedience. But this must be with all care avoided,

that though they will take occasion, yet no just occasion may be given to

these charges and censures. The children of light must use all diligence to

walk in all good conscience towards men. Or if men will be so perverse as

to mistake, and misconstrue their carriage, yet must they so walk as they

may approve their hearts and ways to God, and so they may appeal to him
in the midst of all censures and reproaches, 1 Pet. iii. 16.

Labour to walk, as Zacharias and Elizabeth, ' in all the commandments
and ordinances of the Lord blameless,' Luke i. G ; that if the wicked will

have a quarrel, they must pick one, no just occasion may be offered. To
this the apostle exhorts, upon the same grouud which is in the Philip, ii. 15.

If you give just cause to others to blame and censure, this is a cloud to the

light, this becomes not those that are light in the Lord. They should walk

so as they may be ' found of him in peace, without spot and blameless,'

2 Peter iii. 14.

(2.) Their walking should be convictive. It should discover and mani-

fest the sinfulness of those who walk in the ways of darkness. One contrary

sets off another. It is the property of light to discover the hidden things of

darkness ; the conversion* of a child of light should be a real reproof to the

men of the world. It is true, this is the way to incur their hatred ; for those

that walk in darkness hate the light, because thereby their deeds are reproved.

But, however, this is it which your relation calls for
; your strictness should

reprove their looseness, your zeal their indifferency, your faith their unbe-

lief, your conscientiousness in holy duties, their negligence of them. Though
it sometimes incur their hatred, yet it may, it has, through the blessing of

God, occasioned their conviction, their conversion. The light of your holy,

heavenly walking should discover their darkness ; this may leave a prick in

the conscience of an unconverted man, and thy life may prove a real sermon,

to bring him to God, 1 Peter iii. 1. There wants not experiments of this

kind. Thy walking should be convictive, if thou walkest as a child of light.

(3.) Their walking should be imitable, i.e. worthy of imitation; so order

their ways, as they may be a pattern unto others ; so shine, as others may
follow the light, not in affectation of pre-eminence, or singularity, in unwar-

ranted opinions or practices ; but in close following of Christ, and walking

exactly according to the rule of holiness. Follow me as I follow Christ.

Walk so as to be examples, so as to provoke others to love and good works,

so as to shame the lukewarmness, formality, carnalness of others.

(4.) Their walking should be an ornament to their profession. There
should be such a light in it as to beautify their profession, adorn the gospel,

and make the ways of Christ lovely in the eyes of others ; such a light as

should not only put wickedness out of countenance, but gain credit to the

professors and profession of Christ ; such a lustre in your conversation as may
reflect glory upon God. Let your light so shine, Mat. v. 1G, so as to render

the power of grace, and the excellency of religion, conspicuous, admired.

* Qu. ' conversation ' ?—En.
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4. Cheerfully. Being children of light, they are children of joy. That is

their portion, they are all Barnabases, sons of consolation, and should walk

accordingly.

Walk cheerfully, as in the light of God's countenance, as in that light

that discovers to them the fountain of joy, the true grounds of all solid com-

fort, the great and precious promises, the high and glorious privileges, tho

sweet and honourable relations they have interest in.

Whatever tribulation they have in the world, in Christ they have peace.

None in the world have true cause ofjoy but children of light. It is true they

should be shy of carnal mirth ; this is below them, the spring-head of their

joys is higher, and the streams purer, and the taste sweeter, and more durable.

It is a disparagement to them and their relation, to be dejected with those

things which sink the spirits of worldly men.
In the greatest outward calamities, though they are not to put off natural

affections, yet they are never so to mourn, but as those that have hope, as

those that have cause to rejoice in the Lord. When they hear and see such

things as may occasion trembling, yet they may rejoice in trembling, as the

prophet sweetly, Hab. iii. 1G-18. When the children of darkness have fear

in their greatest joy, these may have joy in their greatest fear. Though they

be sometimes called to mourning, yet is there a blessed seed of joy in their

mourning, Mat. v. 4, John xvi. 20. They are called to humiliation, and

brokenness of heart ; and as it consisteth'in humble, self-denying, and mean
thoughts of themselves, it should be their constant frame ; but as it consisteth

in anguish of mind, and dejection of heart, and disquietment of spirit, it

becomes not their condition : their life should be a life of heavenly delights ;

they should get above doubtings, fears, soul-disquietrnents. Thanks, praise,

joyful obedience, delight in God, cheerfulness in his presence, in his service,

in doing, in suffering, is that which this relation calls for ; and those who
would walk like children of light must thus walk.

If it be inquired how we may walk as children of light ? Besides what is

said already in the explication, which may serve for this purpose, I shall lay

down some rules which may help you both as directions to guide you in this

way of walking, and as characters whereby you may thus discern whether

you thus walk or no.

1. Walk not according to opinion. Groundless and false opinions, that

is the rule by which most walk ; not only the men of the world, but pro-

fessors, seduced by their example, or by the darkness and corruption of their

own minds and hearts. They judge of things, not as they are in truth and
reality, nor as the Scripture or right reason represents them, but as others

think of them, though groundlessly and erroneously, and regulate their

walking by such a judgment. This is in Seneca's style, secundum opinionem

vivere, to live according to vulgar opinion, and is a rule below those, who
would live in the use of common reason, much more below those who
are the disciples of Christ, and ' have learned of him, and been taught by
him as the truth is in Jesus ;' the children of light should be far above this,

and leave it to such as are in darkness. With them, omnia ex opinion?

suspensa sunt, the worth or value, the good or evil, of things is measured by
false opinion, not by true measures.

For instance, how came riches, great estates, abundance of superfluities, to

be bo highly valued, above all by many, and too much by those who profess

themselves crucified to the world, and the things of it? How came we by this

great esteem of that which is much and great in the world ? We are no
led to it by the Spirit of God ; the Scripture hath scarce a good word for

riches, Heb. ii. 6, Mat. xiii., 1 Tim. vi. And reason and experience tell
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us that so much of the world hath more of care, and trouble, and vexation,

and more danger of temptation, cumber, and hazard to ourselves than a

competency. Whence is it, then, but from vain opinion, without Scripture,

without reason ? These things are of high esteem in the opinion of the

world ; this carries it against all, even those that are redeemed from the

earth are swayed down by it. They are seduced by the common opinion,

though it be a vulgar error. Men commonly think exceeding highly of these

things, though no good reason can be given why they do so. Persons are

valk.d for what they have, not for what they are. And he is a singular, a

rare person, that does not more or less follow the common opinion.

So for curious fare, and fine apparel, and sumptuous accommodations,

what is it that sets a value on them Lut vain opinion, when in reality that

which is less, or meaner, would be as much or more for health, and strength,

and comeliness, and all the ends for which these things are afforded us ? All

these it would satisfy, only it will not satisfy common repute, and the vain

conceit of the generality concerning these things.

Now the children of light should be far from following this rule, else they

walk not like themselves. It is for those that are blind, or in the dark, to

judge of things, or value them by their vain opinion, and order themselves

accordingly. This should not sway your judgments, nor order your designs,

nor regulate your practices as to these outward things. It is a blind guide, and

leads those that follow it fully into the ditch, and those that follow it but in

part into by-paths, and such wherein the children of light should be afraid

and ashamed to be found. Let not this guide you in your particular call-

ings, nor measure your estates, or order your fare or habit, or accommo-
dations

;
you have another rule, the Scripture and enlightened reason. The

light of the word is the rule for the children of light. Observe what this

discovers concerning these things, not what the world vainly thiuks. There

you have the judgment of the Spirit, the mind of Christ ; this you should

follow, not the opinion of the world, which lies in wickedness and in dark-

ness, Rom. xii. 2. The children of light are ' transformed by the renewing

of their mind,' so as they may discern ' what is that good, that acceptable, that

perfect will of God,' to which the will and opinion of the world is opposite,

and therefore they must not be conformed to it.

I might give you other instances as concerning sin. How is it that some
sins pass for small, which the word of God declares to be great and dreadful;

and some things which the Scripture represents as sins are counted no sins

;

and sin in general, which the Lord pronounces to be the greatest evil, is counted

a less, a more tolerable evil than many outward grievances? Why, vain and
common opinion carries it in these cases agiiinst the verdict of the Holy Ghost.

So for holiness. How comes it to be so little valued and regarded, when
the Lord hath said so much concerning the absolute necessity and transcen-

dent excellency of it ? How is it, that a show of it will serve some, a little

of it (so much as will barely be sufficient to bring one to heaven) will serve

others ? How is it, that many things are more esteemed, more passionately

affected, more eagerly pursued ? Why, vain opinion prevails here also, to

the disparagement of that which is most valuable, and to the advancement of

that which is but loss and dung in comparison.

To add no more. How is it that a low, afflicted, suffering condition is

feared and shunned, as if it were the greatest evil on earth, whenas, being

sanctified and improved, it may be more for the honour of Christ, and more for

the advantage and prosperity of the soul, than the prosperous and nourishing

condition in the world, and may more promote the main design and interest,

both of Christ and his people ? This can have no better ground than vain
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opinion, which Moses followed not, when ho ' chose rather to suffer,' &c,
and ' accounted the reproach of Christ,' &c, Hob. xi. 25, 26. He had not

respect to common opinion, but to something else ; nor did the apostle regard

it, but something of another nature, 2 Cor. iv. 10-18.

2. Follow the light of the word fully. Make use of it to discover the whole

will of God, concerning the duty of his children, that you may comply with

it, and order heart and life by it. Study not only the promises and privi-

leges which belong to your state (though this must be part of your study and
inquiry) ; but also your duty in the full latitude of it (for it is of large extent,

Ps. cxix. 90) ; what you owe to God, to yourselves, families, relations, brethren,

enemies, all men, and inquire with a design to conform your souls and con-

versations to the whole will of God. Decline no part of it, whatever it be.

Those that are in darkness may stumble upon some duties, but they are partial

in the law, Mai. ii. 9. They accept faces (as in the Hebrew). Some duties

please, some disquiet them
;
they pick and choose, some are taken, others

are left, as their humour, interest, inclination serves them ; some parts of

their conversation is lightsome, but darkness is upon other parts thereof.

It must not be thus with those who would walk as children of light. The
light of holiness must shine in every part of their souls, in every part of their

lives; so as to be ' holy in all manner of conversation,' in an impartial, uni-

versal observance of the will of God, Ps. cxix. 6. Then may they be confident

that they walk answerable to their state and relation, when they respect all

;

then need they not be ashamed, as those that live in contradiction. They walk
not as children of light, who walk not in all, as Luke i. 6. All must be

regarded and observed, but there is occasion to mind you more especially of

some, of which you should have a particular care.

(1.) Those that are too much neglected by professors. Those to whom
God haih made known his will have been subject, in several ages, to some
neglects, which, prevailing, have proved fatal to them in the issue. You
may see what neglects the Israelites of old were guilty of ; their not wor-

shipping God after his appointment, did principally bring the captivity. After-

wards, in Christ's time, there were some great pretenders to a more than
ordinary holiness, were strict and severe in many duties, but declined others,

of which they are admonished by Christ :
' These things ye ought to have done,

but' &e. They were much for outward holiness, but neglected inward purity

;

very punctual in divers rites and observances, but overlooked the Zaivnoa.

roD vo/mov
; seemed strict in the duties of the first table, which respect the

worship of God, but omitted those of the second, little regarding righteous-

ness and mercy. In the ancient church after Christ, the fatal neglect seems
to have been their not keeping close to the rule of the word, in administra-

tion of worship, ordinances, and discipline, taking liberty to add or diminish,

or vary herein, as they pleased. The consequence whereof was the letting

in an inundation of corruption, which in fine settled in popery in the west,

and a woful degeneracy in other parts of the world. In other places which
have been reforming and cleansing themselves from these corruptions,

there has been much care about doctrinals, and zeal and industry about
the points controverted in religion, but too much. In general, I fear there

is much guilt upon professors for not bringing forth fruits worthy of the gos-

pel ; those fruits of the Spirit, for which the Spirit of Christ was many years

striving with us in the ministry of the gospel, not being filled with those

fruits of righteousness ; also for not improving those means and advantages
we sometimes had for the carrying on of Christ's work amongst us, and the

promoting of his interest in our own hearts and lives, and in others ; ami
since the Lord's hand hath been stretched out against us for not learning
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righteousness by his judgments, not inquiring duly what design he had upon

us in thus judging and chastening us, not complying with his design. So

that it is a common complaint, that generally we are no better for our suf-

ferings, still as proud, and vain, and selfish, and worldly ; still as unmorti-

fied, as little refined as if we had not been in the furnace.

Children of light should better discern what God aims at in afflicting, and

more readily follow him whither his correcting hand leads them.

Particularly, while we advance faith, let us not depress good works, but

be careful to maintain them, Titus iii. 14, and to walk in them, Eph. ii. 10.

While we profess and magnify love to God, let not brotherly love be lost

amongst us ; that impartial universal love, which is called for everywhere in

the New Testament ; let not our love be confined to parties.

While we would have forbearance from others, let us not refuse to forbear

one another in tolerable differences.

While we lay great stress upon hearing the word, let not other duties and

ordinances be slighted or slightly attended.

While we oppose religious rites and ceremonies of human invention, let

us neglect nothing which the Scripture shews to be of the substance of

religion.

While we are for spiritual worship, let us not tolerate in ourselves an un-

spiritual, a carnal temper of heart in worshipping God.
While we are zealous for pure ordinances, let us not Deglect the end and

due improvement of them.

While we like not the gaudy and pompous dress of worship under the

gospel, let us not be proud, and vain, and gaudy, in our own dress and garb.

While we seem tender and scrupulous in worshipping God, and what wor-

ship we offer to him, let us not overlook love and peace, righteousness, and

mercy towards men : of which more anon.

Not to be tedious : let me commend some scriptures to your serious con-

sideration, wherein some of the duties of Christ's disciples are laid down ;

and observe if divers of them be not too much neglected by those who pro-

fess subjection to Christ : Mat. v. 39, ad fin., and Mat. vi. 19, 20 ;
Mat,

vii. 12 ; Rom. xii. 9, ad fin. ; Gal. v. 22, ad fin. ;
Eph. iv. 25, &c.

;
Philip,

ii. 1-5 ; Col. iii. 12-14 ; 1 Thes. v. 12-16 ; 1 Tim. vi. 17, 18 ; James

i. 22-27 ; 1 Pet. iii. 8, &c.

To explain these passages is not my business, and many of them are plain.

They are part of the rule by which a child of light should walk ; and some

of the duties herein specified have their observance amongst us ; but whe-

ther many of them be not too much neglected and overlooked by those who

profess an universal subjection to Christ, as their Lord and lawgiver, when

you have duly perused, and seriously considered them, and compared the

lives and deportment of professors therewith, you may be able to judge.
^

If

you would walk as children of light, be careful, especially, of those duties,

those acts of holiness, the exercise of those graces, those parts of gospel obe-

dience, which you see professors too apt to neglect
;
your great concernment

in this may excuse me for staying so long upon it. Too much neglect of

practical godliness, and the power of it ; and we in these nations have our

neglects too ; the Lord hath not been scourging us all this while for

nothing. These have had some hand at least in preparing the furnace, and

heating of it.

(2.) Those for the neglect of which we are reproached. The Lord some-

times instructs his people by the mouths of enemies, and minds them of

their duty, by such as little regard their own. We are charged at this day

with the neglect of moral virtues, and the duties of the second table;
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ministers for not pressing of them, and hearers for not making conscience to

practise them : such as these, meekness, lowliness, peaceableness, merciful-

ness, liberty, charity, truth, faithfulness, candour, righteousness, temperance,

patience, &c. Now this is a heavy charge, and great guilt is upon us if we
deserve it, for those are things of great necessity and excellency. When they

are from a right principle, and directed to a right end, they are not moral

virtues only, but Christian graces, part of the divine nature and of the image
of God ; half of our religion consists in the exercise thereof, and those that

are to seek here are but almost Christians. These are so far from being the

children of light, that they who are destitute of them are below some of

them who are in darkness. You find them even in the New Testament fre-

quently and importunately called for : 2 Pet. i. 5, G, ' Add to faith, virtue,'

i.e. all moral virtues, say some
;
however, divers of them are here specified,

ver. 8. Much of the fruitfulness of a Christian lies in these things, and he

that lacketh them, whatever he have, whatever attainment he pretends to

besides, is barren, ver. 9. He is blind, he is in darkness, he doth not, he
cannot walk as a child. Godliness is not in its power, where it commands
not the exercise of these. Those who take themselves to be in a higher

form, and slight these things as below them, and pretend to be wholly taken

up with spiritualness, heavenliness, living by faith and intimate communion
with God, so as to neglect what should order their conversation towards

men, are less absurd and preposterous than one who will needs be in his

grammar when he hath not learned his primer, and thinks he can read well

enough when he is not able to spell, or does not know his letters.

(3.) Such as the providence of God, and your present condition more
particularly calls you to. Children of light should make use of the light, to

discern in all circumstances that part of God's will, wherein thev are more
especially concerned, and apply themselves to special observance of that

which is most seasonable, as ex. gr.

When you are under affliction, and the hand of God is upon you, if you
walk under the cross as children of light, you should see (though such as

are in darkness cannot, or will not) when his hand is stretched out, and
humble yourselves under it, 1 Peter v. 6. You should observe what his

hand points at, and take notice what he is correcting in you ; what he would
have you to reform, to leave, to do, to sutler ; what his design is in thus

exercising you with sad dispensations, and how you may serve it, and fully

comply with it.

When your outward condition is prosperous and successful, you should

be thankful, you may rejoice ; but rejoice with trembling, as considering

that outward prosperity is usually more hazardous to your souls than afflic-

tions and sufferings ; and a fair gleam often ushers in a storm, Ps. xxx. 6.

When you have abundance of this world, and outward comforts are still

flowing in, use what you have faithfully for God, and employ, lay it out for

those ends for which he hath entrusted you, as becomes those who are but

stewards, and expect shortly to give an account of their stewardship ; and as

those who make account at present, that the tide may turn, as you see it

daily doth, and that it may be low water with you ere long. Employ what
you have, so as you will wish it had been employed when it is gone (for

shortly it will be gone from you, or you from it), and then the comfort and
advantage (which is more valuable than the things themselves) will remain,

whatever be lost.

If you be cut short in these enjoyments already, learn now to count the

all-sufficiency of God your riches, to value more, and be more diligent for

that treasure which is above the reach of danger, and so may grow truly
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rich, rich unto God with a little, when others are poor, very poor in

abundance.

When you have provisions for your souls, be careful that your souls

thrive. ] f your souls be lean in a year of plenty, what will they be in a
famine ? If they be like the heath in the wilderness, when they have been
watered with the first and latter rain ; take heed lest the Lord command the

heavens, &c. Learn of the ant, who provides her meat in summer, Prov.

vi. 6-8
; she knows by instinct winter will come; we have had some touches

of a winter already, and bharper weather may come. When you are

abridged of soul advantages, you have special warnings from heaven to be
faithful in a little, lest the Lord take from you even that which you have.

Children of light should above others be wise in their generation, to know
their seasons and the duties of them, their light otherwise may add to their

guilt, and make it greater, more conspicuous, and lead the Lord to more
severity. You are upon trial, upon your good behaviour, one year more
you are forborne after apparent hazards of being cut down ; if more fruitt'ul-

ness appear not, you know what follows, ' cut it down.'

(4.) Those that have a special tendency to endear religion and the ways
of Christ to others, to acquaint those who are strangers to it with the excel-

lency thereof; to convince those who are prejudiced against it, to win those

and conquer them who are enemies to it.

There are many acts required of us which are of this nature and quality,

and might through the blessing of God produce these happy effects. And
the children of light are greatly concerned to make these their constant

walk, to be very much in them if they will walk like themselves. But these

acts are not those wherein secret converse and walking with God consists ;

not the inward actings and motions of their hearts towards God ; not the

more retired exercise of their graces betwixt God and their souls, for these

others are not acquainted with, nor will they believe or regard them, unless

there be some visible demonstration thereof. That which has this effect

upon them must be something that they may see or be sensible of ; some-

thing which they or the world may have advantage by
;
something which is

lovely and commendable amongst the sons of men, for which they commonly
have some reverence and esteem ; in which there is some light and lustre

which strikes their senses, and through them reaches their minds and con-

sciences.

And this is it which Christ calls for in general from all the children of

light, Mat. v. 16. We must do nothing to be seen of men, that we may
have praise and applause, but many things we are bound to do which men
must see, so as to be thereby provoked, obliged to glorify God in speaking

and thinking well of his laws and ways. There is a light shines in good

works, those works whereby we do good in the world, or do good to the

place where we live, and to the persons with whom we deal and converse,

which reflects glory upon God, when it makes them believe there is a singular

goodness and excellency in that religion which produces so good effects.

When they find by experience in those that profess it, such uprightness and

candour, such bounty and mercy, such tenderness over others in all their

concernments, such readiness to supply them, to relieve them, to be helpful

to them every way, both for heaven and for the world, the children of

light should not spare purse nor pains to effect this. And that is wretched

and miserable sparing indeed, which opens the mouths of sinners ag linst pro-

fessors, and hardens their hearts against Christ's ways. Oh, let none that

pretend to be light in the Lord, bring such a cloud of darkness upon their
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profession ; 'better a millstone,' &c, and they and their estates sunk in the

sea than give scandal.

The apostle Peter seconds the advice of Christ in words to the same
effect, 1 Peter ii. 12. Such good works should be visible in the walking of

children of light, that their persecutors (for the day of visitation there is

probably a day of persecution), beholding them, may not only be silenced,

and speak no more of them as evil-doers when they see and hear of so much
good done by them, but may be won to a good opinion of their way (rendered

by their good works so lovely), and so persuaded to embrace it and

enter into it as the best way in the world. Oh that professors would

fill their conversation with such acts and works, that those without may
have a real convincing demonstration that their way is the best way in the

world.

See how importunately the apostle Paul calls the children of light to the

practice of those things which might commend and endear their profession

to others, Philip, iv. 8. Whatsoever things are etpva., venerable, high in

their esteem; whatever are r.on(i$i~hf\. amiable, obliging to their affections;

whatever are eupij/tta, commended in their discourse ; if you have any re-

gard of virtue, or to anything that is praiseworthy, make these your designs,

propose these to yourselves as principally to be aimed at in your practice.

There is no way so advantageous for the children of light to shine as lights

in their stations, and to appear in the world like themselves, as this.

(5.) Those to which you have most averseness, to which your inclinations

do least lead you ; as there are some evils to which wo are naturally more
inclined than to others, so are there some parts of our duty, some acts of

holiness to which we are more backward than to others. And as we are in

most danger to fall into that evil to which we are naturally most addicted,

so are we most snbject to decline those acts and duties to which we have

the least inclination ; and as we are concerned to observe most what sin our

corrupt nature is most prone to, and [to be] most watchful against it, so we
are obliged to take notice especially what part of our duty we are most apt

to decline, and to strive most with our own hearts to bring them to a com-
pliance with the will of God in that particular. And herein the children of

light will approve themselves to be children indeed, most obedient, and most
dutiful, and most affectionate children, when they cross their own inclina-

tions to comply with his will. Hereby you will have the comfort and
evidence that you follow the Father of lights fully, when you follow him in

those steps which you are naturally most averse to tread in, and most prone

to skip over them, or turn aside from them.

And the same may be said of those parts of the divine will which cross

our interest, the interest of self, of the world, or of the flesh, those which

are inconsistent with our ease, our pleasure, our gain, and worldly advantage,

or our safety, or our credit. Those who would walk as children of light,

must follow their Father and observe his will, in those acts and duties that

are unpleasing to the flesh, in those that are most difficult, in those that are

very chargeable and expensive, in those that are reproached and disgraced
;

in those that are hazardous, and expose them to danger in their estates, or

liberty, or lives, in all that is dear to them in the world. No fear, no hazard,

no difficulty must stop them in their course, in the race set before them by
their heavenly Father, nor turn them aside from it, who would walk and have

the comfort of walking as children of light ; and thus walking they will bo

indeed followers of God as dear children.

(6.) Those which you are under temptation to neglect. Many times we
are more tempted to neglect some than others, and in more danger to
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neglect them then when under temptation. The children of light should

walk so as to see their danger and avoid it. Those whose necks are under

oppression or persecution, when the yoke is heavy and pinches sore, are in

danger to neglect that special duty of the gospel, to love their enemies, and
pray for them, and do good to them, which yet is the proper character of

Christians, and their excellency above all others, arnicas dil'ujere omnium est,

&c. So brethren, when they are of different ways and persuasions, those

differences are apt to alienate their affections, and they are in danger to lose

brotherly love, and to neglect the acts and offices of it one to another, which

yet is a duty on which the gospel, next to faith, lays the greatest stress, and
calls for most frequently, and with greatest importunity. They walk not

as children of light, who walk not in love with one another. The apostle

tells us they are in darkness, and walk in it, and are blinded by it, 1 John
ii. 8-11.

So those that engage themselves much in the world, are in danger to

neglect their families, and the duties they owe to God, and the souls of their

relations, if they neglect not their own too.

Children of light should be wary where they are in most danger, and that

is where they are under temptation. If you would walk as children of light,

you must follow the light of the world fully, especially in the particulars

specified.

3. Walk above the world and earthly things. Children of light are

clothed with the sun ; the moon, the world is under their feet, Rev. xii. 1.

It has no high place in their minds or hearts
;

riches, pleasures, honours,

and respect are thrown down in their thoughts, and cast out of their affec-

tions, they are not the design of their lives ; the world is their footstool

everywhere, and serves, does not command them.

They have no high esteem of the world, nor of those things that are of

most value in dark minds ; condemn riches and greatness, which others

adore or admire. The light hath discovered to them something of another

world, which outshines and disparages all that this world can tempt them
with. They are ranked amongst the worst of children of darkness, who
'mind earthly things,' Philip, iii. 18, 19.

Their hearts and affections are estranged. They are to the world's

breasts, which promise pleasure and plenty, as a weaned child ; the world is

crucified to them. It is now (whatever it was while they were darkness) as

a lifeless untempting object, has no more beauty nor comeliness to draw out

their affections to it, than a dead carcase, a crucified thing. They are in

gross darkness that are in love with the world ;
' the love of the Father is

not in them ;' it would not be so if the true light had shined in them. The
apostle is positive, 1 John ii. 15 ; and more sharply, James iv. 4.

They seek it not. It is not pursued as their design
;
they follow it not to

embrace it, but to crucify it ;
they seek it otherwise as though they sought

it not, with some indifferency whether they have it or not, so they may
have those better things. Other seekers of it are in palpable darkness. Mat.

vi. 31, 32. They would be loath to leave no difference betwixt the children

of light and the children of this world, betwixt the disciples of Christ and

the Gentiles. Let the Gentiles that are in darkness, and see nothing better,

seek these things ; children of light ' seek those things that are above.' If

a way be opened for them by the providence of God, to get more of the

world, they proceed therein moderately, and very cautiously, lest the world

should encroach upon their heavenly interest, lest the world should steal

awav those thoughts and affections, that care and time, and those endeavours

which are due to God and to their souls ; and lest, having more in trust
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they should not be faithful. They seek not the world for worldly ends, that

they may rise higher and fare better, more deliriously, or that they may have
more esteem and reputation (these are the low unworthy ends of sensualists

and worldlings for themselves and their posterity) ; but that they may do
more good, and be more serviceable, and more honour their profession, and
shew the sincerity of their aims by really and freely employing what they get

for those noble and generous purposes.

But I have formerly spoken to you more of this on another subject ; and
the Lord has since spoken to you concerning this in another language.

Your guilt will be great, your condition very lamentable, if nothing prevail

with you to walk as children of light in this particular ; when the Lord has
thundered from heaven, by one dreadful judgment after another, which seem
directly levelled against worldliness.

4. Walk in the sight of heaven. Children of the light are the 1 children

of the kingdom,' heirs of heaven and glory, begotten again to an inheritance,

&c. And that is one reason why they are called children of light, because
they are heirs of the inheritance of the saints in light. If they walk like

themselves, they walk as travelling towards their own country, and going to

take possession of their inheritance and portion in another land, another
world, and to look upon this world as a strange country, and upon them-
selves in it as strangers and pilgrims

; upon their habitations, as inns and
lodgings in a journey

;
upon their enjoyments, as the accommodations of an

inn, in which they are to rest as it were but for a night, and to leave all as it

were the nest morning; and upon what they meet with in their way,
whether pleasing or displeasing, as things wherein they are little concerned,

being in a journey, passing from them, and hastening homewards : all the
occurrences of this life being but as the passages of one day, compared with
that eternity which is in their eye.

Under such apprehensions should children of light continually walk in the

world, while their minds and hearts are at home, their conversation in

heaven ; their eye not upon the trifles of this life, but upon their portion

and inheritance, their longings for possession of that happiness, those
riches, those joys, that glory which shall be revealed. The view of this at

a distance, their thoughts of it, does quicken, comfort, encourage them, put
spirits and life into them, in all their actings for God, and motions towards
him, or sufferings for his name's sake. This fortifies them against all the
terrors and all the allurements of the world. They should make use of
this to disgrace all that the world can tempt them with, to brash down, as a
cobweb, whatever is a snare to a worldly heart.

"What are the riches and treasures of the world but loss and dung, com-
pared with those riches of glory, the treasures of our Father's kingdom ?

What are the delights of sense, and pleasures of the world, but drops of

mud ? Drops, compared with those rivers of pleasures which are at God's
right hand ; and mud, compared with the pure river of the water of life,

those pure, sinless, satisfying, enhappying, everlasting delights.

What is all the honour and splendour of the world, but as the glittering of
a glow-worm to the glory of the sun in its full brightness, when compared
with the glorious inheritance of the saints above ?

What are the things on earth, which earthly hearts most affect and ad-
mire, but as trifles and children's playthings, compared with things above ?

A sight of that country which they seek, that place they are walking to,

will help them to look upon all the glory of the world with contempt and
disregard ; and when they walk as children of h'ght, they walk in such a
sight of it.
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Such a sight of it, as will also encourage them against all the sad things

they may meet with in their walk. What though there be darkness here,

days of blackness and thick darkness ; there is everlasting light, without

approach of night or spark* of darkness. What though there be troubles

and afflictions, sufferings and tribulation, yet there is peace that shall never

be disturbed, rest that can never be disquieted. After all that this world

can do to disturb and disquiet us here below, there remains a rest for the

people of God, an eternal rest.

What though we be tossed to and fro here, without any certain dwell-

ing-place, and must think of removing as soon as one would think we
were settled

;
yet there is a city that has foundations, where shortly we shall

be settled to full contentment, so as no malice of men or devils shall ever

remove us.

What though we be poor and mean, have little, and are in no way to com-

pass more on earth
;
yet ' God has chosen the poor of the world, rich in

faith, and heirs of a kingdom,' of such a kingdom, as all the kingdoms of

earth are but toys and baubles to it.

What though all our earthly enjoyments be utterly uncertain, they may
be consumed, or lost, or forced from us on a sudden, we can no way secure

them a year, a week, a day to an end. Oh, but we have an inheritance ; we
have enjoyments and treasures above, which lie at no such uncertainties.

They are reserved for us in the heavens, above the reach of rust, and moth,

and water, and fire, and injustice, and violence. We look for a kingdom
that cannot be shaken, ' though the earth be removed, and the mountains,'

See., which cannot be consumed, though the earth should be turned to ashes,

and elements melt with fervent heat.

We are passing through a valley of tears to the joy of our Lord
;
through

the malice and rage of men, to the enjoyment of that God who is love itself

;

through menaces and threatening*, to inherit the promises
;
through men's

reproaches and hard measures, to the blessed welcomes of Christ, and his

everlasting embraces. The sight, the thoughts of this, arms the children

of light against all temptations, encourages them against all hardships and

sufferings. So it did the apostles and primitive Christians, 2 Cor. iv. 16-18.

This is to walk as children of light, ' not looking at things that are seen,' &c.

Motives. 1. Otherwise yon live undutifully, as disobedient children. It is

your Father, the Father of lights, that enjoins you to walk as children of

light; if you walk otherwise, you are unlike your Father, you cannot please

him, you disobey him, you are so far children of disobedience.

2. You cross God's design in honouring you with this title and relation
;

for this end you are begotten again, born of God ; for this end he ' called

vou out of darkness into his marvellous light,' and made you ' light in the

Lord.' If you walk not as children of light, you walk cross to God, and will

be found a resister of him in a high degree, as those that would frustrate

his design, and make him fall short of his end iu thus honouring you.

3. You walk in a contradiction to your state and relation. So far as

you walk not as children of light, you walk as children of darkness ; and

that is as if one that is advanced to be a prince should live as a shark or

a beggar ; or as if one that has the soul of a man should live like the beasts

of the° field.

4. You undermine your hopes, and weaken your title to the inheritance

of the saints in light
;
you cannot plead your title to that inheritance further

than you live like heirs of it
;
you live not like heirs if you walk not as chil-

dren of light.

* Qu. 'speck'? --Ed.



OF CHRIST SEEKING FRUIT, AND FINDING

NONE.

He came and sought fruit thereon, and found none.—Luke XIII. 6.

These words are part of a parable, the occasion of which we may find in

the former verses. Some there present told Jesus what had befallen those

Galileans, whom Pilate had slain at the altar, and sacrificed them while

they were sacrificing ; and so mingled their blood with the blood of tho

beasts that they were killing for sacrifice.

He, willing they should make good use hereof, would have them to appre-

hend the danger themselves were in, and thereupon to break off their sins

by repentance, lest some such sudden stroke falling upon them, they should

perish in impenitency.

And because he foresaw they might evade this, by imagining they were

in no such danger, upon a supposition they were in no such guilt as those

Galileans, he shews them the vanity of these imaginations, and tells them
plainly, they had guilt enough upon them to ruin them, unless they did re-

pent, ver. 2, 3. And, that he might make the deeper impression on them, he

repeats it under another instance of like nature, ver. 4, 5, as if he had said,

Do not think yourselves secure, upon a conceit that your sins are less than

theirs, who were thus surprised by death and judgment; you have sin enough

to destroy you, unless you prevent it by repentance.

And having told them that, unless they repented, they should also perish,

it might be inquired, how they should perish ? To which he seems to an-

swer by this parable : they would perish, as this fig-tree did, which being

planted in a commodious place (a vineyard), and having all advantages to

render it fruitful, yet continued barren ; whereupon the owner of it, after

all means used to improve it, and the exercise of patience year after year, in

expectation of some fruit, meeting with nothing but disappointments, resolves

it shall cumber the ground no longer, but gives order to have it cut down.

This is the sum of the parable ; and the otmioale, the meaning of it, is

this : those persons who are planted under the means of grace, and have all

helps and advantages requisite to make them spiritually fruitful, they ought

to bring forth the fruits of the Spirit. The Lord, who has so planted and
privileged them, expects it of them ; and if they answer not his expectation,
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he may bear with them for some years, while his servants, those who labour

in his vineyard, the ministers of the gospel, are taking pains with them, and

using all means proper for their improvement ; but if, after all this, they

continue still barren, he will have them cut down
;
they shall have a stand-

ing no longer in his vineyard ; no more care and pains shall be lost upon
them; they shall not encumber the ground any longer, nor possess the

place, on which others being planted, would bring forth fruit ; in fine, they

shall be destroyed.

The words I have pitched on are the beginning of the parable, which

affords us this

Observation ; Those who enjoy the means of fruitfulness should bring forth

fruit ; those who are planted in the Lord's vineyard, and have a standing

under the means of grace, should be fruitful.

This is clear in the words, and indeed in every part of this parable.

1. They are planted in the vineyard for this purpose. That is the proper

place for fruit-trees ; another place than the vineyard would serve them, if

they were not set there for fruit.

2. The Lord, who gives them place here, expects it. He is said to come
and seek fruit, ver. G, 7. It is that which he has just cause to look for.

3. He heinously resents it when he finds no fruit, and expresses his re-

sentment to the dresser of his vineyard. It is an abuse of his patience ; the

longer he bears with such barrenness, the more it is abused. It is a pro-

vocation that he will not bear long with. After three years' forbearance, he

passes that severe sentence, cut it down.

4. It is an injury to the place where they stand. They cumber the

ground, that is the reason of the sentence, ver. 7. It takes up that room
which might be better employed ; it sucks away that moisture which would
make others fruitful ; it overdrops the plants that are under it, hinders the

spreading and fruitfulness of others. A better improvement might be made
of the ground ; it is a loss to the owner of the vineyard, when such a plant

is suffered, xaraoyiT; which may signify the spending the heart of the ground

to no purpose, ver. 7.

5. Those who have most tenderness for such, can have no ground to seek

a long forbearance of this barrenness. The dresser of the vineyard will

venture to beg no more forbearance than one year, after that he yields it up
to excision, vers. 8, 9.

6. All labour and pains, all care and culture, in digging about and dung-

ing it, is lost upon it. Those whom the Lord employs to use all means
for their improvement, have nothing left them in the issue, but occasion of

sad complaint, that they have laboured in vain, spent their strength for

nought, Isa. xlix. 4.

7. Such will certainly be ruined. Where fruit is not found, nothing can

be expected but cutting down. The lord of the vineyard will not spare them,

and the dressers of the vineyard will not longer intercede for them. All in

a little while agree in that fatal conclusion, cut it clown.

All these, and each of them, make it evident, that those who are planted

under the means of grace, are highly concerned to bring forth fruit.

The most pertinent and profitable inquiry, for further clearing of this

truth, will be, what fruits it is they should bring forth ? What we are to

understand by fruit, and thatfruitfulness which is so much our duty ? And
of this I shall give you an account by the quality, quantity, and continuance

of it. To these heads we may reduce those severals, whereby the Scriptures

express to us what this fruit is.

• I. For quality. It must be good fruit. Grapes, not ' wild grapes ' (as
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the prophet expresseth in a parable very like to this, Isa. v. 2, 4). Wild
grapes are for the wilderness, not for the Lord's vineyard, Mat. iii. 10,

and vii. 19. Good fruits are acts of goodness
;
taking acts largely, as

comprising words, thoughts, actions, motions inward and outward. Acts
of goodness opposed to sinful acts ; as Basil, toya. dixaioavvri; dir/xe;/Asva rfi

ctpagrlu : good acts, opposite to what is evil and sinful. Now bonum est ex

integris caasis, that acts may be good, there must be a concurrence of all

the causes requisite to make them good, and constitute thoir goodness. And
these causes we have specified in Scripture, which I shall briefly touch.

1. As to the efficient. Good fruits are called ' fruits of the Spirit,' Gal.

v. 22, Eph. v. 9 ; such fruits as the Spirit of grace helps us to bring forth,

by sanctifying the heart, which else is no soil fit to bring forth good fruit,

and influencing, moving in it, and acting it when it is sanctified. The fruits

of the flesh, the fruits of our own spirit, as they are carnal, selfish, and
earthly, are no good fruits. The fruits of the Spirit are good fruits, and
those only.

2. As to their matter and form. Good fruits are such as are called

' fruits of holiness and righteousness.' They are acts of holiness, Rom. vi.

22, taken in that latitude, as comprising godliness, sobriety, and righteous-

ness, according to the apostle's distribution, Titus ii. 12. Then we bring

forth good fruits, when we 'live soberly, righteously, "and godly.' Acts of

piety towards God, and acts of justice towards men, and acts of sobriety to-

wards ourselves, are the good fruits we should bring forth.

These are called ' fruits of righteousness ;
' that word being also taken

largely, as containing all that we owe to God, to others, to ourselves, 2 Cor.

ix. 10, Heb. xii. 11, James iii. 18.

And as to the form. Then they are good fruits, when produced in a way
and manner conformable to the rule of holiness ; when thoughts, and in-

clinations, and designs, and affections, and words, and actions, are ordered

by that rule, then we bring forth ' fruit unto holiness.' When we think,

and intend, and affect, and speak, and act in such a manner as the rule

of righteousness requires, then we bring forth the fruits of righteousness,

the good fruits which we ought to bring forth.

3. As to the end. Good fruit is such as is brought forth unto God,
Rom. vii. 4 ; then we bring forth fruit to God, when what we think, and
speak, and act, is in reference to him, out of obedience to his will, with an
intent to serve him, out of a desire to please him, with a design to honour
him. When the serving, and pleasing, and glorifying, and enjoying of God
is the end of all ; a special goodness is hereby derived upon all our fruit, it

is then brought forth unto God. When we bring forth fruit unto sin, unto
the flesh, unto the world, that is cursed fruit. When we bring forth fruit to

ourselves, that is no fruit in God's account. Accordingly Israel is called

an empty vine, because she brought forth fruit to herself, Hoseax. 1. They
are empty trees that have no other fruit ; it is none, or as good as none, no
good fruit that is brought forth to ourselves ; that is only good which is

brought forth to God.
More particularly, that it may be good fruit, it must be.

(1.) Real. A show, an appearance of fruit will not suffice. If it be not

real, it has not a metaphysical goodness, much less a moral or spiritual. The
fig-tree in the gospel made some show of fruit; but Christ finding none
upon it really, he cursed it, and it withered, Mat. xxi. 19. It must not be

like the apples of Sodom, which has nothing to commend it, but only a fair

outside. Fair appearances may delude men, and pass for better fruit with

them than that which is good indeed. Lut God is not, cannot be mocked
;
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it is he that comes to seek fruit, and it is not the fairest shows will satisfy

him, it must be real.

(2.) It must be such as imports a change of the soul, that brings it forth,

Mat. iii. 8 ;
d^iov rr^ /itrawlue, fruit worthy of another mind, another soul

than he had before. Athanasius explains the word by psrarikoOai rh »ov»

airh roZ xttztu Kg'os to dyuOov, a change of the mind from evil to good, Mat.

vii. 17, 18, Luke vi. 43. The tree, i. e. the heart, must be good before it

can bring forth good fruit ; but naturally it is an evil and corrupt tree, and
grows wild, it must be transplanted into another soil, or engraffed into

another stock, that the nature and quality of it may be changed, that its

fruit may be good, else that which it brings forth will be wild grapes, cor-

rupt fruits, not such as the lord of the vineyard comes to look for. Your
natures must be changed, your hearts must be renewed, your souls must be

taken off from the old stock wherein ye were born, and have continued, and
engraffed into Christ ere your fruit can be good, John xv. 4, 5. The old

soil of nature brings forth nothing but briars and thorns, such as is near

unto cursing, ' whose end will be burning ' (as the apostle, Heb. vi.) ; or at

best, it brings forth nothing but fine weeds. The best thoughts and actions

of an unregenerate person, how goodly or specious soever they may seem to

himself or others, are but splendida peccata, gilded evils, or sins of a better

gloss. The soil of your natures must be quite altered by renewing grace,

before it can produce anything good in the account of God. Regeneration

is as necessary before good fruit indeed, as natural life is before action. You
must be born again before you can bear good fruit.

(3.) It must be distinguishing fruit ; such as no trees can bring forth but

those that are good, and such as will make their goodness apparent, Mat.

vii. 16, 20 ; such as may approve ye to God and your own consciences,

to be trees of righteousness, the planted of the Lord, and such as may make
this known to men too, so far as by visible acts it may be known ; such as

may carry a conviction with them to the consciences of others, that you are

indeed what you profess yourselves to be, such as will leave them no just

exception against it, 1 Peter iii. 1G.

Such fruits as no formalist, no hypocrite, no mere moralist can shew
;

something singular, that you may not be nonplussed with that question, What
singular thing do ye ?

Something more, something above and beyond, not only what the men
of the world do, but what common professors can reach.

Such, by which you may be known to be not only new creatures, but of

some proficiency in the knowledge of Christ, and the course of practical

godliness, according to your standing. Such as will demonstrate to the

world, that you are holy, humble, mortified, self-denying, public-spirited,

heavenly-minded, truly crucified to the world ; and have not only a form,

but the power of godliness, that you do not only profess this, but are thus.

(4.) Seasonable. That it mny be good fruit, it must be brought forth ' in

due season,' Ps. i., Mat. xxi. 41. The lord of the vineyard looks for fruit in

his season, Mark xii. 2, Luke xx. 10. There is a season for everything,

Eccles. iii. 1, and then, if ever, it is good
;
good words are good fruit, when

in season, Isa. 1. 4, Prov. xxv. 11. But there is a time when they are not

good fruit, and that is the time the apostle speaks of, James ii. 15, 16.

Good words alone are not at this time good fruits ; in such a case they are

not in season, for this is the season for good works. So good thoughts are

good fruit, when in season, when we are called to meditation, but not when

we are called to prayer; then they are not good, because that is not their

season.
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That is most acceptable fruit, which is in due season, Num. xxviii. 2.

The best offerings, if unseasonable, would be unacceptable. Even the act-

ings and exercise of grace, if it be not in season, will not be good fruit.

Patience, when we are provoked, is good ; but not when we hear God blas-

phemed. Spiritual rejoicing is excellent fruit, but not while we are called

to mourning.

The actings of grace have a more particular goodness in their proper

seasons. Faith in hard trials, patience in tribulation, meekness in provo-

cations, contentment in wants, courage in dangers, humility in the midst of

applause, crucifiedness to the world, in abundance of it, in a confluence of

riches and delights : here they are excellent fruit ; this is their season.

(5.) Sound. A fair skin is not enough to commend fruit for good, if it

be rotten within. And so is our fruit, if the inward temper and motions of

the heart be not correspondent to the outward actions and expressions. If

we use the words of a prayer, but the heart prays not, the soul is not in

motion towards God, the affections go not along with our confessions or

petitions. Or if we praise God, but make not melody in our hearts, the

soul exalts him not, the mind has no high apprehensions of him, no inward

motions of love and delight, while our lips speak his praise. This is to ' draw

near unto God with our mouths only,' Isa. xxix. 13. The fruit is not sound,

if the heart be not in it. You offer to God but the parings or tho picture of

fruit, without this ; which is to mock God, not to offer the fruit he desires.

So when we speak of heavenly or spiritual things, without a spiritual sense

of what we speak ; when we relieve our brethren, but without inward affec-

tion or compassions to them ; when we put the outward conversation in

some handsome order, but neglect the temper and posture of the inward

man : this is but such fruit as the Pharisees did bear, Mat. xxiii. 25-28.

Whatsoever appear in your words and actions, if the heart tolerate unruly

passions, or harbour unmortified lusts, or give free way to selfish, carnal,

earthly inclinations, your fruit cannot be sound at heart ; you may please

yourselves or others with it, but God will never count it good ; if it have the

outward sbape of fruit, yet there is worms and vermin in it, which make it

good for nought.

II. For the quantity. It ought to be much, John xv. 5, 8. There

should be,

1. A fulness of fruit. Those that enjoy the means, must not only bring

forth fruit, but be fruitful ; should bear abundance. Heart and life should

be filled with it, Philip, i. 11. You count not that a fruitful tree, when one

or two branches only bear fruit, and the rest have nothing but leaves, or

when each branch has a fig or two ; but when all the boughs are full. It is

not fruitfulness when there are ' two or three berries in the top of the upper-

most bough, or four or five in the outmost branches,' as the expression is,

Isa. xvii. 6. Every branch should have fruit, and should bear some plenty

of it. Both heart and life should bear fruit, and every branch of both
;
every

power of the soul, and every part of the life, must bring forth plenty, abun-

dance of it: Philip, iv. 17, ' fruit that may abound.' The mind should be

filled with knowledge, and taken up with good thoughts. The heart should

bring forth good inclinations, holy intentions, spiritual affections, all the

graces of the Spirit, and should abound therein. Love, upon which the

other affections depend, should abound, Philip, i. 9, 1 Thes. iii. 12. And
we must abound in every grace, if we would be fruitful, 2 Pet. i. 5-8. Un-
less we will be barren and unfruitful, these graces, all of them, must not only

be in us, but abound.

And there must be fruit in the outmost branches too, in the conversation
;
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this should be full of fruits, ready to bring forth every good word and work,

James iii. 17.

Scriptural knowledge and good thoughts are but some fruit in the upper-

most branch. If the other boughs be bare, the tree is far from being fruitful.

Good inclinations, purposes, desires, are but as some berries in the middle

boughs. A tree may be barren for all these. And good words or works are

but fruit in the outmost branches. A tree is not full of fruit, and so not

fruitful, if all the main branches do not bear and bring forth plenty. Mind,

and heart, and life, must bring forth fruit in some abundance. Knowledge

should abound in the mind
;
holy affections and spiritual graces should

abound in the heart ; and 1 out of the abundance of the heart ' should ' the

mouth speak,' and all other parts act for God, so as to be ' always abound-

ing in tbe work of the Lord.'

2. A proportionableness to the means of fruitfulness, to the plenty and

power of them. So much as will answer the care and pains is taken with

them. If a man take more pains, and be at more charge in opening the

roots of a tree, and dunging it, and pruning it, in fencing and watering it,

and it bring forth less or no more fruit than another that has no such care

and pains taken with it, it will scarce pass for a good, a fruitful tree. That

is barren ground, which brings forth less, after all care and culture, than

that which has less tillage.

Those who enjoy the gospel in great light, power ; who hare the mysteries

of it clearly discovered, practically enforced, and brought home to mind,

conscience, will, affections, so as the light, force, and influence of it may
reach the whole man, the whole life, and have this continued many years ;

if they bring not forth more fruit than such as have the gospel, but not with

such advantages, under a less powerful and advantageous ministry of it,

they are wofully defective in fruit-bearing ; for we are told, Luke xii. 48, ' men
expect more from those to whom they have committed much.' And so does

the Lord ; and those that answer not his expectation, in a case where reason

and equity amongst men <3o justify it, are sinfully defective in the quantity

of what they bring forth.

It cannot be well resented, if the Lord reap sparingly where he sows

bountifully. When the Jews sowed much, and brought in little, Hag. i. 6,

there was a judgment, a curse in it, and so some guilt and provocation. So
may the Lord's husbandmen judge, those that labour in his vineyard ; when
they improve all their skin, run all hazards, take all pains, spare no cost, are

ready to spend and be spent for the improvement of souls, and yet it comes

to little, here is some curse upon the ground, or such barrenness as deserves

a curse. If he who (as I have told you on another occasion) received five

talents, had but gained three, or made no more improvement thereof than he

that received but one, he would scarce have been counted a profitable ser-

vant. The improvement should be answerable to what is received.

It is true, all that are good ground bring not forth fruit alike, some thirty

fold, some sixty, some an hundred. If thirty be answerable to the means of

fruitfulness, it may be an argument of good ground ; but if sixty be but

brought forth, where means are used sufficient to improve it for bearing an

hundredfold, tbe ground may be under the censure of barren.

3. An increase. Those who enjoy the means of fruitfulness, must grow

more and more fruitful. The longer they stand in the vineyard, and continue

under the means of grace, the more fruit they should bear. You expect not

much of a tree the first year ; but after it is of standing to bear, you expect

it should every year increase in fruitfulness, and bring forth more and more.

So the Lord expects from us. Our proficiency and fruitfuhiess should be
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according to our standing. The longer we continue under the means of

grace, the more fruitful should we be ; there should be an advance and
increase of fruit every year, John xv. 2.

There must be a growth in knowledge, in grace, 2 Pet. iii. 18 ; a growth
in faith, in charity, 2 Thes. i. 3. There must be more acts of grace ; it

should be more in exercise ; and the actings of it should be more and more
strong and vigorous.

There must be a growth in good works too, a walking on therein, Eph. ii.

The longer standing, the more good we should do ; we should do good to

more, and do them more good ; the branches should spread, and the fruits

extend to the refreshing of more.
That which is little at first, must grow much ; and that which is now much

will not be enough, unless it grow more. It will not be sufficient, that we
abound in knowledge, in holiness, in good works, or any fruits of righteous-

ness, unless we abound more and more, 1 Thes. iv. 1. We must abound
more and more in all things wherein we ought to walk, and whereby we may
please God, i, c. in all pleasing fruit. A tree that bears no more in after

years than it did the first, you will not esteem a good or a fruitful tree, Ps.

xcii. 13, 14, still T)]}, yet more.

4. Variety. Their fruit must not only be much of some sort, but of every

sort. They must not only abound in some kind of fruit, but must bring

forth fruits of all kinds. It is enough to make another tree fruitful, that it

bears much fruit of one sort, but a tree of righteousness is not fruitful

unless it bring forth all the fruits of righteousness, of what sort and kind

soever. It must be so far like that tree of life, Rev. xxii. 2, which bears

twelve manner of fruits. It must bring forth all manner of fruits which

become the gospel ; not light and knowledge only, but heat and affection

;

not some only, but all holy affections ; not some acts of holiness only, but

the exercise of every grace in all its variety of actings, so that all grace may
abound ; not inward thoughts and motions only, but outward acts of good-

ness, and all sorts thereof; not some good works, but 'every good work,'

Col. i. 10, 11. He that is fruitful indeed is fruitful in every good thought,

in every holy affection, every heavenly grace, and in every good work, and
labours to abound therein, 2 Cor. ix. 8. Not only in every good work, but

every good thing, 2 Cor. viii. 7.

III. For continuance. It must be lasting fruit. Of which in three

particulars.

1. The fruit they bear must continue. It must not wither and come to

nothing before the Lord of the vineyard come to reap it. The apostle Jude
speaks of some trees 'whose fruit withereth,' and in the next words says,

they are ' trees without fruit,' Jude, ver. 12. So that withering fruit is no
fruit in the language and account of the Spirit of God ; and trees that bear

no other fruit are barren, i. e. trees without fruit. Such was that fruit

brought forth in the thorny ground, Mat. xiii. 7, and that in the stony

ground, ver. 5, 6. Such fruit are good thoughts when they are not realised

upon the heart or in the life. Thoughts of good things that never come to

good, and convictions that vanish too soon, fall short of conversion in the

nnregenerate, and of reformation in others. Such are good inclinations,

purposes, desires, that are not pursued into action; and good affections and

resolutions, that never come into execution. As when a person has some
thoughts and intentions of leaving an evil way, a course of worldliness, or

lukewarmness, or slothfulness, or intemperance, or Sabbath breaking, but

the pleasure, ease, or advantage which Satan or his own deceitful heart pro-

mises him in such a way, stifles them in the birth, so that they never see
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the light ; or when one inclines or purposes to betake himself to that strict

way of godliness which the gospel calls him to, but persecution, or fear of

sufferings, nips those resolutions in the bud ; or when some good motions
and affections are raised by the word, but when the sermon is ended, the

cares of the world, riches, pleasures, Luke viii., of this life, or some such
quench-coal, extinguishes them ; or when sickness, affliction, or apprehen-
sions of death and judgment, brings them to serious reflections upon the evil

of former ways, and some intentions to abandon them and take a new course,

but upon recovery of health, and the removal of God's hand, fear vanishes,

and those impressions wear off, and all good motions prove but agri somnia,

as a dream, which he forgets when he awakes, and minds no more, however
it affected him when it was working in his fancy.

Whatsoever it is that thus springs up, but continues not till it be ripened,

how good soever it seem, what hopes soever it gives, it is not such fruit as

the Lord expects. Thus vanishing, it leaves those who bear it unfruitful,

Mat. xiii. 22. They are not fruitful who bring not fruit to perfection, Luke
viii. 14, TiXsatpogih, a word used of women that go their full time, do not

miscarry nor bring forth abortives. She that still miscarries, and brings not

forth live children, will be a childless woman, how often soever she conceive.

And so will he that brings not forth lasting fruit be a barren and fruitless

person, how fair soever he bud.

2. They must continue bearing fruit. The good ground did approve itself

to be good, because it brought forth fruit 'with patience,' Luke viii. 15; ev

vTo/Mvfi , which may as well be rendered according to the import of the word,

and more congruously as to the sense of the expression, ' with perseverance.'

They only are good and fruitful ground, who persevere and hold out in bear-

ing fruit. A tree that bears the first year, but afterwards brings forth little

or nothing, may be cut down amongst those that do but cumber the ground.

The Galatians, who made a fair show of fruit at first, but afterwards inter-

mitted, are bewailed by the apostle as barren, and such on whom he had
lost his labour, Gal. iv. 11.

3. They must be bearing it always ; not only semper, as a tree that fails not

of fruit once a year, but ad semper, as if a tree should bear fruit all the year

long. Some tell us of a fig-tree in Palestine that never was without leaves

or without fruit on it, and that it was such a tree which is mentioned, Mark
xi. 13, though that degenerated, and was then fruitless. Those of the Lord's

planting should be like the best of those fig-trees, on whom fruit might be found

nil the year round. Their season for fruit is not only autumn or summer,
but every quarter, every month, every day, every hour; whenever they ara

found without fruit they are culpablj- barren. All time whatsoever, every

moment, is their season for fruit-bearing ; and the Lord looks for it not only

once a year, but every part of the year, and may proceed against them when-

ever he finds it not, though he come and look for it every hour. Every part

of a Christian's life, when he is in a capacity to think, or speak, or act, is a

fruit season ; and every thought, word, and action should be fruit unto God
in one respect or other, else he cannot answer it, 1 Cor. x. 31. It is good

fruit that glorifies God, and nothing else. Whatsoever we do, not only in

religious, but civil and natural actions, it should glorify God ; and therefore

whatever we do should be good fruit. God is most glorified when we bring

forth much fruit, John xv. And when whatever we do is fruit unto God,

then we bring forth much fruit, and bring it forth always.

Use 1. This leads us to take up a lamentation for the barrenness of the

place, the unfruitfulness of the people of this land. No people under heaven

that have the gospel, and the means of fruitfulness, with more advantages.
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than wo ; no people from whom the Lord might expect more and belter

fruits than from us. But when he comes year after year seeking fruit, what,

does he find amongst us ? How few are there in comparison that brings

forth good fruit ; how much fewer that bring forth much fruit; how many
that bring forth little or nothing but leaves ! Nay, well were it with us if

the generality of this people did not, instead of good fruit, bring forth cursed

fruit; instead of that which should please the Lord, bear that which is a

high provocation to him.
How may the Lord take up that complaint, against us which he did of old

by the prophet, Isa. v., he ' planted us in a very fruitful hill,' and we have

turned into a Sodom. He ' fenced ' us to keep out cattle and wild beasts ;

and those that are fenced in are turned wild beasts, beasts of prey. He
'gathered out the stones thereof;' and yet it is almost all become stony

ground. Ho 'planted it with the choicest vine;' and it is become a

degenerate plant, and brings forth grapes of gall. He ' built a tower in the

midst thereof,' a place for the keepers of it, most convenient for oversight

;

and it is turned into a Babel. He ' made a wine-press therein,' sent priests

and prophets to press the people to obedience ; and instead of pressing out

that pleasant liquor, grateful to God and man, it is made use of to press

the souls and consciences of those that are obedient. He 'looked for grapes,

and behold, wild grapes.' He looked for good, for choice fruit, and behold,

corrupt, rotten, and poisonous fruit. He looked for such fruit as the

choicest plants bring forth ; but 'our vine is the vine of Sodom,' &c. Deut.

xxxii. 32, 33, he 'looked for judgment,' as ver. 7. He looked for the fruits

of holiness, and behold, the most horrid profaneness, contempt of God,
rejecting of his gospel, perverting of his ordinances, corrupting of his wor-

ship, profaning of his name, of his day
;

superstition, atheism, infidelity,

blasphemy, and overflowing perjury.

He looked for the fruits of righteousness, and behold, injustice, violence,

blood-guiltiness, outrageous intemperance, brutish, impudent uncleanness.

Behold, all those abominations, and more, and worse than all those for

which the Lord had a controversy with degenerate Israel of old : Hosea
iv. 1-3, ' Therefore does the land mourn,' because the people of it do not

mourn for these rebellions ; therefore do those that dwell therein languish,

and complain of a general consumption.

We declare our sin as Sodom; and we that should have.been the best

people in the world have made ourselves worse generally, and more vile

than many of the heathen. Some dim, weak principles of morality pre-

vailed more with many of them than the gospel in all its evidence and power
has prevailed with thousands and thousands amongst us.

We justify those nations whom God has destroyed, those churches which
he has laid desolate for their provocation. We seem to out-vie them all in

wickeduoss. And is there not something that aggravates our rebellions

against God, and heightens the provocation of them above what can be found

amongst others ? Clearer light, and gi-eater mercies, and mighty strivings

with us in the ministry of the gospel.

And besides this, the impudence, incorrigibleness, and universalness— of

our unfruitfulness, shall I say? that is too mild a word—of our gross, abhorred

wickedness, does testify against us.

We have got a whore's forehead ; we despise shame, we glory in our

shame ; we boast of that at which the sun may blush ; we harden our faces

as a rock ; and he that would bring us to shame shall but dash himself

against it. It is a shame not to bring forth good fruit, and he that speaks

but of the fruits of the Spirit will be derided.
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We are incorrigible. The Lord has been pruning tis to prevent the bear-

ing of this cursed fruit, and he has done it with a severe hand, has made us
bleed again and again ; and after all we grow wilder and wilder, and our
luxuriances sprout out in greater length and number. He has ' laid the axe
to the root of the tree,' year after year

; yea, given some terrible strokes,

and threatened that he will not suffer us still to be a growing reproach to

him and to his gospel ; but all to no purpose
;
nay, he has cast many thou-

sand fruitless branches into the fire before our eyes, and hereby shewed what
the rest may expect. But what effect has all this had upou us ? We seem
not only past shame, but past fear. We out-dare heaven, and sin in the

face of God, when he appears most terrible, when he is revealing his wrath
from heaven against our sin ; we set at nought his dreadfullest judgments, but
rush through plague, and sword, and fire in our course of rebellion ; and say,

in effect, Tush ! we regard not what the Almighty has done or can do to us.

And this is growing universal. All flesh, all sorts corrupting themselves.

Wickedness is mounted aloft, and is subduing the nation, and having all

advantages, finds little resistance ; it goes on in triumph ; it has been too

hard for that which should make the greatest opposition ; the sword of justice

is turned another way ; the sword of the Spirit is hid too much in corners.

What can stop it ? What weapon is there formed against it ? - Who can
check its successful progress ? It comes in like a mighty flood, has borne
down all its banks ; its roarings are as the noise of many waters ; it is a

deluge, and as to these nations like to prove universal.

And what will be the issue of this, what heart does not tremble that con-

siders it ? If we brought forth no fruit, none that is good, that is enough
to provoke God to cut us down, as you see in this parable. But when we
bring forth gall and wormwood, Deut. xxix. 18 ; when, instead of good fruit,

our branches are full of caterpillars and vermin ; when we are so far from
bringing forth pleasant fruits, as we bear in abundance that which God
abhors : how shall we escape ? How dreadfully shall we fall ! By what a

terrible stroke may we expect to be cut down ; and what shall secure us

from it ? Who shall intercede for us ? The vine-dresser did plead and
prevail here with the lord of the vineyard for some forbearance of the fruit-

less fig-tree ; but our vine-dressers, where are they ? Are not thousands

driven out of the vineyard ? They may not dig about it, not dung it
;
they

must* use the means to prevent its ruin; and those that remain, too many of

them mind something else, and content themselves with other fruits than the

Lord looks for.

Oh, what, how much have we done to render our condition hopeless, and
past remedy ! What need is there of mourning and great lamentation !

What necessity of strong cries, and great wrestlings, to prevent the woful

consequences of our unfruitfulness in all that is good and desirable ; our
fruitfulness in all that is provoking, and in that which is most so. How
highly are they concerned who bear any good fruit to bring forth still more
and better, that so when the tree, the nation, is an eye-sore to God, and the

very sight of it provokes him to cut it down by some astonishing strokes,

yet seeing some branches well replenished with fruit that he takes pleasure

in, he may yet spare the whole a little longer.

Use 2. For exhortation. If those that enjoy the means of fruitfulness

ought to bring forth, then are you highly concerned to take notice of it as

your duty, to be fruitful, and to comply with the Lord herein. The Lord
has vouchsafed you the gospel, and the means of grace ; he has planted you
by the rivers of waters, in a very fruitful place ; he has been a dew unto you,

* Qu. ' must not ' ?

—

Ed.
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and has watered you with the first and latter rain ; he has sent his labourers

amongst you, one after another, and has employed them to dig about you, and

dung and water you ; to take all pains, use all means ; to spend their time, their

parts, their strength, themselves for this purpose ; he has been pruning you

by judgments and afflictions, and thereby been lopping off whatever might

hinder you from being fruitful ; he has warned you, by what has befallen

others for their barrenness ; he calls upon you by his word, by his pro-

vidence ; he has declared it to be your duty, indeed the sum of all that he

requires of you, that upon which hang all the law and the prophets.

The whole duty of man, the whole duty of Christ's disciples, is fruitfulness.

And indeed, if he had never commanded" it, never required it in the Scripture,

never spoke one word for it, yet what he has done to you has made it your

duty, a duty of greatest moment, and indispensably so. The means of

fruitfulness you have enjoyed obliges you strongly to bring forth fruit, and to

bring forth good fruit ; the plenty of them engages you to bring forth much
fruit ; the continuance of them calls upon you to continue fruitful. If you

answer not this call, and these engagements, you will be inexcusable ; for

there is nothing more equal than this which the Lord requires of you. You
will involve yourselves in dreadful guilt ; for there is nothing more sinful than

barrenness in these circumstances. You expose yourselves, and all that is

dear to you, to the greatest hazards; for there is nothing more dangerous than

unfruitfulness in this case. You bereave yourselves of the blessed advantages

which attend fruitfulness, or are the happy consequences of it. Let me enforce

this duty on you a little more largely by these considerations now pointed at.

(1.) Consider the equity of it. It is a duty grounded upon the greatest

equity, that those who enjoy the means of fruitfulness should be fruitful.

It is so equal, that the Lord appeals to the judgment of those from whom he

requires it ; the case being so clear that their own consciences cannot but give

sentence in favour of it, Isa. v. 3, 4. And these inhabitants of Jerusalem to

whom he refers it were parties, ver. 7. When the Lord has done all that is

requisite to render a people fruitful, there needs no other judge, no other wit-

nesses against them but their own consciences, if they be found barren. The
case is so plain, a party may be trusted to give sentence in it. And is not

this your case ? May not the Lord say of you as he did of his vineyard of

old, ' What could have been done more to make you fruitful, that I have not

done ?' If after this you bring not forth such fruit as he expects, you will

be.self-condemned ; there will need no more evidence to cast you than what
your own consciences will bring in against you; if there were no other judge

to pass sentence against you, your own consciences will do it. It may be

now conscience is asleep, or you are too busy to attend to its sentence ; but

affliction, or death, or judgment will awake it, and force you to hearken to it.

And these are not far off, though you may dream so. The time is at hand,

when your consciences will justify the Lord in his severest proceedings

against you for barrenness. Set thyself before the judgment-seat of Christ,

where thou must shortly stand ; and suppose he should demand of thee,

Where could I expect fruit, if not in the place where thou wast planted ?

Where should I look for fruit, but in my vineyard ? Should I look for it in

the wilderness ? From whom should I expect more and better fruit than

from thee, to whom I vouchsafed the means of fruitfulness with greatest

advantages ? ' Wherefore, then, when I looked for grapes, didst thou bring

forth wild grapes?' Wherefore, when I expected fruit, did I find nothing

but leaves? a specious and barren profession, instead of heart and life full

of the fruits of the Spirit ? What wilt thou answer in this case ? Thou
wilt either be speechless, or else speak nothing but the sentence of thy own
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condemnation. A heathen, a wild Indian, a rude Mahomedan, a blindfold

papist, or any that wanted the means, may have something to plead for him-
self in this case ; but thy conscience will stop thy mouth, and leave thee

self-confounded ; the iniquity of thy barrenness will be so great, so evident,

as thou wilt find nothing to cover it. An unfruitful soul will not have bo

much to say as the unprofitable servant, though what he said signified no-

thing : Mat. xsv. 24, thou canst not say, ' Lord, I know thee that thou art

a hard man, reaping where thou hast not sown, and gathering where thou

hast not strawed.' The Lord has been no such hard master to thee, if he
be so to any. When he calls for fruit, after all means of improvement
afforded, he looks but to gather where he has strawed, and reap where he

has sown. And, ' Who plants a vineyard,' says the apostle, arguing from

equity, ' and eats not of the fruit thereof? or who feedetii a flock, and eateth

not of the milk of the flock ?' 1 Cor. ix. 7. The common sense of mankind
declares the equity of God's expecting fruit, where he vouchsafes means for

that end ; and that barrenness in that case is so unequal and unreasonable,

that all who are guilty of it must needs be inexcusable.

(2.) Consider the sinfulness of being barren : how much, how great guilt

it involves you in ; how heinously guilty unfruitfulness will make you.

[1.] It is a complex sin. It is many sins ; it is in a manner all sins in

one. Its name is legion ; it has whole troops of sins under its conduct. It

is not a breach of one commandment only, not a transgression of one pre-

cept or part of law or gospel, but a violation of all. It is good fruit that

every command of the law, every precept of the gospel, calls for ; and he
that brings not forth good fruit, makes nothing of law or gospel, tramples

upon both, lives in disobedience to all. He not only disobeys the whole
' word spoken by angels,' 'every transgression and disobedience whereof

receives a just recompence of reward,' Heb. ii. 2, but the word spoken by
the Lord of angels. He disobeys the gospel in every part of it, and the doom
of that see 2 Thes. i. 7, 8.

[2.] If you bring not forth fruit, you bring forth weeds. If you bear not

good fruit, you will be fertile in that which is naught. The ground will be

covered with something; if it produce not corn, or grass, or useful herbs, it

will bring forth briars, or thorns, or weeds. You will be always bringing

forth something ; if it be not fruit unto God, it will be fruit to the flesh, or

the world, or yourselves.

If God reap nothing of you, the devil will. The soul is a most active be-

ing, and will be still in motion one way or other, upward or downward. If

it move not towards heaven, it moves towards hell ; if it be not in motion
after God, it will be moving towards the world or sin ; if it act not for God,

it will be in action against him ; if your thoughts, designs, affections, be not

employed upon good objects, they will employ themselves upon those that

are vain, or worse. It is against their nature to stay long unemployed ; or if

they should stand idle, even idleness is bad fruit, if that which is sinful be

bo ; it is worse than an useless weed.

If you be not fruitful in good works, you will be fruitful in works that are

naught, unless when you do nothing ; aud that is naught too, as he found it,

who hid his talent, though he employed it not to auy wicked use, as you may
see by his doom, Mat. xxv. 30.

Simple barrenness is not all you are guilty of, when you are unfruit-

ful (though there is heinous guilt in that alone), but the necessary and
unavoidable consequent of it, is something else which is as bad or worse.

There are, and will be, cursed fruits, of one kind or other, where there is

not good fruit.
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[3.] Unfruitfulness renders you burdens of the earth. A fruitless soul

is good for nothing ; like the vine, which, as the prophet describes it, Ezek.

xv., is not of use for timber or work, no, not so much as to make a pin of, fit

for nothing but the fire, and of little use there. When it is not good for

fruit, it is good for nothing, it only ' cumbers the ground,' is but an injury,

an incumbrance to the place where it grows, spends the heart of tbe earth to

no purpose, and takes up a place unprofitably, where others being planted

might bring forth fruit. If some heathens or Americans had enjoyed the

means of grace and the powerful ministry of the gospel, that many souls

amongst us have continued fruitless under, in all probability they would

have made a better improvement thereof, and brought forth more and better

fruit. Upon this account does the Lord Jesus upbraid those cities in bis

time, with whom the gospel prevailed not to repentance and unfruitfulness,

Mat. xi. 20, 21, 23.

[4.J It is a reproach to the gospel of Christ, and the religion there taught

us ; disparages its power and efficacy, when it prevails not with those who
profess it, for the effects and fruits which are pleasant and acceptable to God
and men, when yet it is professed to be most effectual for this purpose. It

is tbe glory of the gospel, that it is a doctrine far transcending all that the

sons of men have been acquainted with ; that it is most powerful to heal

the corrupt and degenerate soul of man, and advance it to the highest im-

provement ; to make it partaker of a divine nature, and engender in it holy

and divine qualities ; to lead men to a divine life, in all acts of holiness and

righteousness, which may render them conformable to God, useful and ser-

viceable to others, and happy in themselves.

But now in those who enjoy the gospel, profess the knowlege, belief, and
embracement of it, and yet continue unfruitful, none of all this appears.

The world may make use of such barren souls, as arguments that the gospel

is no such excellent doctrine, bas no such divine power or efficacy, produces

no such desirable effects. For why ? No such thing is visible in the

temper or deportment of multitudes who profess tbat they believe and em-
brace it. They are but like other men, and exceed not many who were

never acquainted with the gospel ; no more humble, no more holy, no more
self-denying, no more public-spirited, no more heavenly-minded, no more
mortified, as to many lusts and passions, no more crucified to the world, as

to the riches, delights, and splendour of it, no more candid and sincere in

dealings, no more merciful, no more serviceable, no more active to do good

in the world, no more fruitful in good works ; and where is then the singular

excellency and power of the gospel ? Tbe light of nature has been effec-

tual in some, to restrain them from those enormities, from which many
that enjoy the gospel abstain not. The doctrine of the heathen philoso-

phers has led many to the practice of moral virtues, whenas many profes-

sors of the gospel are lamentably defective in points of morality. Oh,

what dishonourable reflections does this cast upon the glorious gospel of

Cbrist ! How does this tend to lay its honour in the dust, and turn its

glory into shame ; and what disparages tbe gospel, reflects upon Cbrist

himself, the author of it, and the divine Spirit by which it was inspired,

and on whom its efficacy depends. It is well tbe gospel has better evi-

dences of its power and excellency, than unfruitful professors, otherwise

the divine original of it might be questioned, and the transcendent virtue

and efficacy of it would be decried. However, this is the tendency of

your barrenness, to make Christ and his gospel be blasphemed. If you
would not be accessory to so horrid a crime as such blasphemy, you must
bring forth good fruit, and much of it, and continue to bear it, that
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when either God or man comes to seek fruit on you, it may not be to seek,

there may be no disappointments.

[5.] It is a grievous affliction to those whom the Lord employs as his

labourers, and makes them sad, whom the Lord, of all others, would not
have made sad. Those whom the Lord has sent into his vineyard, and fitted

for that great work, they cannot be satisfied with their wages
;
no, not that

great ' recompence of reward' which he has promised them, unless they see

the success of their labours. If their hearts be upright before God, and of

a temper answerable to their calling, they value nothing like the fruits of
their ministry, how much approbation, how much love soever they have,
how free and liberal encouragements and supports soever they meet with.

They have not the desire of their hearts, unless they see the fruits and
effects of their labours upon the souls and lives of their people, unless they
be brought to a fruitful profession of Christ, and grow up therein, Philip,

iv. 16, 17. They were careful to supply his necessities ; but this, though
he took it well, was not that which he desired in comparison ; nor was it

acceptable, but upon that account, as it was fruit, and signified that his

ministry had such effect upon them as would be abundant joy to them at

the great account. He had a great, a passionate, love for souls, and an ex-

ceeding joy when he perceived they prospered, 2 Cor. vii. 3-5. He took
all pains, run all hazards, to make them fruitful ; he could freely spend and
be spent for this, 2 Cor. xii. 15. Nor was his life dear to him in comparison
of it, Acts xx. 22-24, Philip, ii. 17. Those that are faithful and duly quali-

fied for the great work of the ministry, are in some measure like-minded,

though not in the same degree. They have a great love for souls, an earnest

desire to make and to see them fruitful
;
they travail in birth with them till

Christ be formed in them, till they be born again, and till they bear fruit

answerable to their new birth. And when they are disappointed, it is

grievous to them as miscarrying is to a woman that passionately desires

children ; the frustration has in it some pain and anguish, like that of a
miscarriage. Have they prayed, and wept, and studied so long, so much,
to so little purpose ? Have they sacrificed their worldly interest in his ser-

vice, and deprived themselves of all advantages of thriving in the world,

and left their dear relatives and posterity to want and contempt after them ?

Have they spent their time, their strength, their parts, their spirits, con-
sumed themselves in wasting studies, and all their labours in the issue in a
manner fruitless ? Shall little or nothing be left them at the last but that

sad complaint, ' I have laboured in vain, and spent my strength for nought;'

I have lost so much, hazarded so much, done so much, and all in vain; this

people will not be gathered, or those that seem to be gathered will not be
fruitful

;
only ' two or three berries in the upmost branches, or four or five

in the outmost boughs.' Oh, where are the children that I hoped would
have been given me, and that I have been so long in travail for ? Alas ! is

the curse of a barren or of a miscarrying womb upon me ? Have I been in

pain, and cried out in my pangs, and brought forth nothing but wind ?

(Shall those who for all holy fruitfulness should have been my joy and my
crown, be my shame and reproach ; leave themselves and me under the

reproach of barrenness ; barren souls, and a barren ministry ? Oh how
does these thoughts cut and sting those who have occasion to entertain

them ! Oh what tears do they wring out in secret ! Oh if you were con-

scious to the inward wounds and heart-bleedings hereby occasioned ; to the

fears and jealousy, lest they have not been upright with God, lest they have
run before they were sent, because they seem to have run in vain ; lest they

have been unfaithful, because to unsuccessful in the work of God ! It is
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true those that are fearful and jealous this way have ordinarily least cause

to be so, but that frees them not from the trouble and afflictions of such

fears; nor does it excuse those whose barrenness occasions it. And though

they have this ground of comfort, that ' though Israel be not gathered,' yet

their 'judgment is with the Lord, and their work,' their reward, 'with their

God,' Isa. xlix. 14
;
notwithstanding, all this will fall heavy somewhere ; those

who continue unfruitful must answer for all this ; their lost labour, their

fruitless hazards, the consumption of strength and spirits, their torturing

fears and jealousies, their grievous disappointments and afflicting mis-

carriages, will all be charged on your account if you continue barren. All

these will the Lord require at your bands, if you will not believe the report

of Christ, or not believe it effectually and fruitfully ; all these, and more
than I can reckon, will add to the burden of your guilt, and make your

condemnation more intolerable ; all these will rise up in judgment and bear

witness against you. But even the thought of this is grievous to ministers

tender of the souls of sinners ; that when they expected joy in their fruitful-

ness here and happiness hereafter, instead thereof they must he produced as

witnesses against them at the great day, and make heavier the condemnation

of such whose salvation they had been so great a part of their days labour-

ing for and thirsting after. Oh, if you would not cause so grievous an

affliction to those whose joy and crown you should be, if you would not be

involved in so great guilt, and so dreadful condemnation, bring forth such

fruits now as may prevent it

!

[6.] It is a disappointment to the Lord. He looks for fruit ; he comes,

he sends to you for it. So in the text, and verse 7, and Isaiah v. 2, 4 ; he

sends, Mat. xxi. 34, Mark xii. 2, Luke xx. 9, 10. Wherever the Lord
vouchsafes means of fruitfulness, he expects fruit ; and it is an expectation

which the common sense of mankind declares to be highly just and reason-

able, and so a disappointment herein will be more intolerable. If a hus-

bandman bestow so much cost and pains upon a piece of ground, as is

sufficient to make a part of the wilderness fruitful ; and when harvest comes,

and he expects a rich crop, he finds no more on it than if he had done no-

thing to it, or nothing answerable to the tillage, how will it trouble him !

Such ground will undo the tenant, and make a landlord repent that ever he

purchased it. So it is here, such frustrations will afflict men. But how
can the great God endure it in those that are so much below him, and are

more concerned, in reference to their own advantage, to bear fruit than the

Lord to reap it ? He has but the honour of it
;
you have the comfort, the

profit, the happiness. Will you frustrate his expectation, when your own
interest obliges you to answer it ? A disappointment here is such a provo-

cation as the Lord will not long endure. What an iniquity this is, and how
the Lord resents it, is evident by what he expresseth, Jer. ii. 21, 22. The
Lord had taken as much care in planting this people, viz. under his ordi-

nances, as a man could have of the most choice plant, and expected fruit

answerable; but they, as if they had been degenerate plants or wild slips,

bare not such fruit as ho looked for ; and the blur of this iniquity was such,

as all the ways or means they could devise should never either cleanse or

cover it, never free them from the guilt or pollution of it ; but the Lord
would always have it in his sight, as a provocation of special remark. Oh
if you would not be guilty of such a sin as the Lord will mark out, so as

never to overlook it, never to pardon or cleanse you from it, beware of un-
fruitfulness ! The Lord has branded this for such a sin.

[7.] It hardens the world. It tends to root religion out of the earth, at

least out of the place we dwell in, and to plant atheism and infidelity in the
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room of it. Those amonst us upon whom the power of religion has not yet

seized, they easily discern the vanity and imposture of other religions pro-

fessed in the world. If there be any worthy to be embraced, it must be the

religion of Christ. Oh, but what can commend this to them, or to any, but

the fruits of it ? And where should they expect the fruits of it, but in those

who profess they believe, embrace, and find the power of it ? If such as

these bring not forth more and better fruits than others, they will be ready

to conclude, that their religion (even that of Christ) is no better than others,

and so no religion at all worthy of entertainment. And is it not much from

hence that multitudes amongst us, to comply with the custom of the country,

outwardly profess the religion of it, but inwardly are atheists, and have no
religion at all in their hearts ? Does it not strengthen and encourage this

atheism and irreligion which so lamentably abounds amongst us, when they

see so little of the fruits thereof in those that profess it ? Who will trouble

himself much about that which is useless and worthless ? And what is reli

gion better, of what worth or use is it, if it be fruitless ?' If it take not them
who profess it on' from the world ; if it mortify not their lusts and passions

;

if it raise not their souls above earth and self; if it ennoble not their spirits,

and make them not public and active to do good, abounding in good works;

if it be not full of mercy and good fruits ; if it make them not better in their

families, towards their relations, to all with whom they converse ; it will be

concluded good for little or nothing. Nothing will appear in it to attract

their affections, to command reverence or esteem, or to persuade them to

entertain it in their souls
;
nay, they will be apt to think that professors who

are not fruitful are but atheists like themselves, and that they do not really

believe what they profess ; and so that there is nothing indeed of religion

but in pretence and profession, and so they need not trouble themselves

about more. Oh, ' Woe be to those by whom offences come ! It were

better a mill-stone were tied about their necks, and they cast into the sea.'

But such offences will come, and such you will give
;
they will not only be

offences taken, but given, if you continue barren and unfruitful in the know-

ledge and profession of Christ. Your unfruitfulness is an engine to exclude

or banish religion out of the hearts of men, and to leave atheism and infi-

delity in full possession. And will you do such disservice to Christ, and to

the souls of men ? What can you do worse to either
;

or, what is there that

you should more tremble at that this, which is of such a horrid and dreadful

tendency ?

[8.] It is a sin most highly aggravated. It has two ingredients, to in-

stance in no more, that make a sin exceedingly sinful. It is against clear,

much light, and distinguishing mercy.

First, It is a sin against all light. The light of nature discovers much
of that wherein our fruitfulness consists to be our duty. The light of the

law clears up that of nature, wherein it is obscured by corruption, and ac

more evidence and force to it. The whole light of the gospel does still

more illustrate and enforce it. The common reason of mankind shews fruit-

fulness to be a duty, where there are means of fruitfulness vouchsafed. There

is no conscience but must come under the power of this evidence, and

acknowledge it not only just, but equal.

So that to continue unfruitful is to live in disobedience to all light, to run

counter to nature, law, gospel, reason, equity, and conscience. . It is to

offer violence to the light and dictates of all. It is forcibly to hold a truth

in confinement, and violently to imprison it, when all these struggle and

contend for its liberty. And what a high provocation it is to detain a truth

in unrighteousness against the dictates but of one of these, against natural
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light, you may see, Rom. i. 18. The wrath of God is revealed from heaven

against those who unjustly smother a truth which natural light would have

to act freely. What wrath will be revealed against those who fetter and

enslave a truth, that it cannot move and act freely in heart and life, when
all light requires and strives for its liberty ! The severity wherewith it is

threatened shews its heinousness, Luke xii. 47.

Sins against knowledge are voluntary. There is more of the will in them,

and wilful sins are presumptions, and these are ' the great transgressions,'

Ps. xix. 13 ; such a sin is unfruitfulness. When a man knows fruitfulness

to be his duty, and has means sufficient to make him fruitful, why is he

barren but because he will be so ? You cannot say, you know it not to be

your duty
;
you cannot say, though you know it, ye have not means to

enable you to bring forth fruit
;
why, then, are you not more fruitful but

because you will not? Oh, take heed of sinning wilfully after ye have re-

ceived the knowledge of the truth ; there was no sacrifice Jor such sins

under the law, Num. xv. 30, 31.

Secondly, It is against distinguishing mercy ; it is against the gospel and

the means of grace
;
against the end for which they are vouchsafed and con-

tinued ; and these are favours which he vouchsafes not to many others, Ps.

cxlvii. 19, 20.

To sin against common favours is a great provocation ; it argues an in-

tolerable perverseness and disingenuousness in him that will do it. And
you will better digest an injury from a stranger, or any to whom you never

shewed kindness, than one whom you have continually obliged, Ps. lv. 12.

But there is a peculiar provocation in sins against peculiar mercies ; these

give an accent to the sin, and make it remarkably sinful. The Lord hereby

frequently aggravates the sin of his people, as being thus rendered more

heinous and provoking than the sins of others, Isa. i. 2. This is it that

may astonish heaven and earth, that when I have treated them, and them
alone, as children, yet their demeanour should be so unanswerable to such

kindness, care, and tenderness. The creatures without sense may have

some resentment of such a provocation, Jer. ii. 31. If the'Lord had been

a wilderness to us, it had been more tolerable to have found us barren ; but

when he has been a Sharon, a Sorek to us, our unfruitfulness has no pre-

tence to cover its shame. Christ may say to us, as he said to his disciples,

Luke x. 24, ' Many prophets and kings have desired,' &c. And we have

seen and heard such things as others had not the happiness to see nor hear

;

shall they be to us as vain things ? Vain things they will be, and unprofit-

able, if they produce no fruits in us. Do we thus requite the Lord ? Shall

we make such unworthy returns for peculiar favours, and such as the rest

of the world are strangers to ? When he has made such a gracious distinc-

tion betwixt us and others, shall we bring forth no better fruits than the

common? If we go not beyond all others in fruitfulness, after peculiar

means afforded us for that purpose, our sin will exceed that of all others in

sinfulness. You see by these particulars how heinous a crime barrenness is

in those who have means sufficient to make them fruitful. And by this you
may discern how dangerous it is, how much severity it will meet with, what
wrath it kindles, what judgments will follow it, for these will be answerable

to the greatness and heinousness of the provocation.

But to move you the more effectually to a duty of so great consequence,

let me set before you the dreadful danger of neglecting it in some particulars,

(1.) Barrenness exposes to the curse of God. It is a cursed evil, Heb.

vi. 8. It is so ' nigh unto cursing ' as there is no escaping it without better

VOL. II. o c
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fruit. Christ warned cot only his disciples, or the Jews, but us, when he

cursed the fig-tree on which he found no fruit. That barrenness must ex-

pect nothing but a curse, even from him ' in whom all the nations of the

earth are blessed, Mark xi. 13, 14, 20, 21. It seems strange that Christ

should curse it for want of figs, when it was not the season for that fruit.

The meaning may be, it was not a seasonable or a good year for figs. Fig-

trees did not bear well that year (for yet in the translation is not in the ori-

ginal). But even so it shews severity, and teaches us that in such places

where persons are generally and ordinarily unfruitful, and good fruits are

rare, much out of request, yet this will be no plea to secure any from the

curse, if they be found without fruit. Christ himself, from and through

whom alone we expect blessings, will curse barren souls, whatever show
they make, whatever excuse they have. He works a miracle to warn us of

this, and impress it the deeper on those whom it concerns. Immediately

the curse takes effect, and the tree withers, and is dried up from the roots,

ver. 20, and Mat. xxi. 19.

And how dreadful is it to be under the curse of God, that will cause all to

dry up by the roots, estate, relations, body and soul to wither ! When
man curses, God may bless ; or when God curses, Christ may turn it into a

blessing ; but when Christ curses, who then may bless ? And even Christ

will curse those that are unfruitful. The king of Moab thought that if

Israel were but under Balaam's curse, he should smite them or drive them
out, Num. xxii. 6. But what shall become of those whom God, whom
Christ curses ? For assuredly those whom he blesses are blessed, and
those whom he curses are cursed.

Oh, if the curse of God be dreadful to you, let unfruitfulness be so too,

for the curse of God is entailed upon unfruitfulness, a curse that will cer-

tainly take effect, and may do it suddenly, and can never be turned into a

blessing but upon your turning from this sin.

(2.) This will put you out of God's protection, and provoke him to pull

down the fences by which he secures you from the rage of Satan and his

instruments, and the fury of those who would devour you or lay you waste.

So much is expressly threatened for this sin, Isa. v. 4—6. And this was
executed upon that people afterwards, as the psalmist expresses it, either by
way of prediction, as a misery approaching, or of lamentation, as of a

calamity already inflicted, Ps. lxxx. 12, 13. The psalmist's question is

answered by the prophet, ' Why hast thou broken down our hedge ?' &c.

It was because ' instead of grapes, they brought,' &c.

This will provoke the Lord to withdraw his protection, which is your only

defence, and then you lie open to all miseries, and are exposed to the will of

those that hate you ; then they may have their will of you, upon your estates,

liberties, soul-concernments, upon all your pleasant things ; then may you
be eaten up and trodden down, and laid quite open to spoil and ruin. What
man will be at the charge and trouble to keep up a fence about a piece of

ground, of which he reaps no more than of the common, and that which

lies unfeuced ? You may judge by what yourselves would do, that it cannot

be expected that the Lord should continue to fence those in as his vineyard,

who, when he looks for fruit, prove but like the heath in the wilderness.

(3.) Barrenness will deprive you of the gospel and the means of grace,

Isa. v. 6. The Lord will deny the means of improvement when he finds

they are afforded in vain ; he will have no more labour and pains lost upon
them ; he will not always employ and spend his labourers to no purpose ;

he will either send no more labourers into such a fruitless vineyard, or call

them away whom he has sent, or suffer them to be thrust out, in judgment
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to those whe are not improved by them, and leave them like the heath in the

desert, which knows not when good comes, Jer. xvii. 6, shall have no benefit

by that which is the greatest advantage to others, Mat. xxi. 43. Those who
bring not forth the fruits of the kingdom, such as beseem it, such as are

required by it, the kingdom shall be taken from them, and given to those

who will bring forth such fruit. The kiugdom of God, i. e. of the Messiah,

that blessed state and administration brought into the world by Christ, and

begun at his coming ; that which was of old promised as the greatest happi-

ness that the world should ever see ; that which was so ardently desired by
kings, prophets, and righteous men, and for the discovery of which the

angels longed ; that fulness of Spirit, of light, of grace, of hope, of comfort,

of happiness, of redemption, of salvation, which the kingdom of Christ holds

forth, and accompanies the happy administration of it by the gospel then

preached and published, and the ordinances and officers by his regal power

instituted, and his Spirit in both then more largely poured out and more
powerfully working : those that bring not forth good fruits are in danger
to be deprived of all this, as though they were left out of this gracious ad-

ministration. They shall be cut off from all the blessings, all the privileges,

all the advantages of the kingdom of Messiah. They shall be left in such a

state as though Christ had never come, nor had erected a kingdom in the

world ; as though the acceptable year of the Lord had never been published
;

as though the day of salvation, the day of greatest joy to all nations, had
never dawned.

Oh dreadful condition ! Christ shall profit them nothing ; nor shall his

kingdom and government anything avail them.
' The kingdom,' i. e. the gospel of the kingdom, ' shall be taken from those

who bring not forth the fruits of it,' (that is in effect the same.) The un-

fruitful shall be deprived of all the privileges and advantages of a gospel-

state ; this sin will bereave a people of the gospel, upon which their glory,

life, peace, comfort, and hopes depend. So that unfruitfulness will deprive a

people,

[1.] Of their glory. When the gospel is gone, the glory is departed, the

crown is fallen from their heads.

[2.] It hazards the life of the barren, the life of their souls ; for the gos-

pel is the word of life ; for it conveys life, and preserves it. By this they are
' quickened, who are dead in sins and trespasses ;' it is the immortal seed

by which they are begotten, and bora again, 1 Peter i. 23, and it is that

by which those who are born again are nourished, 1 Peter ii. 2. It is the

bread of life; and when it is taken away, the staff of bread is broken, that which
upholds and keeps the soul in life ; the loss, the want of it is a famine,

Amos viii. 11, 13, not a famine which starves the body, but which destroys

the soul. No such evil arrows of famine, as those that stick in the soul
;

none so dreadfully destructive : and unfruitfulness prepares such arrows, and
sharpens them, and provokes God to shoot them.

[3.] It cuts you off from peace with God. The gospel is styled the ' gospel

of peace,' Rom. x. 15. It is 'the word of reconciliation,' 2 Cor. v. 18, 19.

Herein he offers terms of peace, upon which accepted he will be reconciled

to sinners. And while the gospel is continued, he is treating with them about

this happy peace ; his ministers are ambassadors for this purpose. But
when the gospel is gone, the treaty is broke off ; his agents that managed the

treaty are recalled ; the Lord will no more offer peace to such
;
they shall

no more hear of it, nor of any inclinations in the Lord to it. God of hosts

hereby declares that he is an enemy, and will be so. This is like to be the

dreadful issue of this sin.
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[4. It robs them of all true comfort. The gospel is the ground of all our

comforts ; the sum of it is ' comfortable words,' Zech. i. 13. It contains

that which alone can make every relation, every enjoyment, every condition

comfortable. Witbout this, tbe pleasantest place or state in the world is

but as a dry and thirsty wilderness, wherein there is no water ; the best

enjoyments of this world are but miserable comforters. Take away the

gospel, and the sun is, as it were, turned into darkness, and the moon into

blood ; and all the lower springs, from whence you fetch your comforts, send

forth nothing but waters of Marah, waters of bitterness, or, which is worse,

and more dangerous, streams of sweetened poison. Such are sensual

delights, such are worldly comforts, when not healed and corrected by the

sovereign virtue of the gospel. You may bid adieu to all that is truly com-
fortable when the gospel leaves you, for all the sparks which you can strike out

of the world, or its enjoyments, you will lie down in sorrow and darkness

—

in such a dismal and comfortless condition will this sin leave you. This is

the woful tendency of it, since it tends to deprive you of the gospel.

[5.] It blasts all hopes. It is through the grace of the gospel that we
have, as everlasting consolation, so good hope, 2 Thes. ii. 16. There is the

foundation of all our hopes ; and when the gospel is removed, their founda-

tion is gone, they all fall and vanish. ' If in this life only we have hope
in Christ' (says the apostle, 1 Cor. xv. 19), 'we are of all men most miser-

able.' And where have we any ground for hopes beyond this life, but in

the gospel ? What but this can let in any glimmerings of hope for life ever-

lasting ? Nay, even for this life we have no hopes in Christ, but through

the gospel. Take away the gospel, and you take away from sinners all hopes,

both for this life and for the life to come. When left without this, they

are left without Christ, without God in the world, and without hope either

for this world or the world to come. There remains nothing for them,

but a fearful expectation of judgment, and fiery indignation. Into such a

hopeless and desperate condition does unfruitfulness plunge barren souls ; it

provokes God to take away the gospel, and he has threatened he will for

this cause do it. They are in apparent danger to have the gospel of the

kingdom taken from them, and therewith their glory, life, peace, comfort,

and hopes. If this do not make unfruitfulness dreadful to you, what will,

what can do it ?

(4.) This will suspend heavenly influences, without which the gospel

itself can do you no good. This the Lord threatens for the unfruitfulness

of his vineyard, Isa. v. 6. The rain and other influences of the heavenly

bodies are not more necessary to the plants below, for their life and growth,

than the concurrence, and operation, and influences of the Spirit are neces-

sary for the life and growth of our souls. The gospel and ordinances cannot

be effectual upon us without these, but these may be, and are, in some cases,

effectual without them ; let the ground be never so well planted, or tilled,

or manured, yet without rain, and heavenly influx, nothing will grow, or

thrive, or come to maturity ; all will languish and wither away. So will

our souls consume and pine away, whatever ordinances we enjoy, if the

Spirit of Christ concur not, if we be not influenced from above. The ministry

of the apostles, of the greatest of them, of persons extraordinarily qualified

and assisted, will not take effect, will prevail for no increase without this,

1 Cor. iii. 5-7. Their planting and watering had come to nothing, if God
had not concurred, if it had not been for the divine influence ; it was this

that gave the increase. And if there had been no Paul nor Apollos to plant

or water, no such instruments, or none at all, this could have given an in-

crease, as we see in Cornelius.
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Now these influences, without which the gospel and ordinances, in what
power and plenty soever you enjoy them, will not be effectual ; which are

so necessary, that without them, what means soever you have, what pains

soever be taken with you, your souls will certainly wither and pine away
;

your unfruitfulness provokes God to withhold them ; he threatens it, and
his truth and justice requires the execution ; his Spirit will not always

strive, when his strivings are still resisted ; he will not always move when
he finds his motions still stifled and smothered ; he will not always suffer

his influences to be lost upon you. The Spirit will withdraw, and then

spiritual judgments (the first-born of his wrath) do follow. Then has the

word and ordinances such a woful operation upon them, as hinders them
from being converted and healed

;
quite opposite to those gracious ends for

which they were first appointed, Isa. vi. 9, 10. And this befell the Jews
afterwards, for their unfruitfulness, and non-improvement of what they en-

joyed, as is evident by the application made thereof by our Lord Jesus,

Mat. xiii. 12-15.

(5.) Unfruitfulness brings temporal judgments and calamities. It brings

them suddenly, and in a short time ; and such as are desolating, laying them
waste ; and such as are transcendent, and speak greater severity than those

which befall such as enjoy not the means of unfruitfulness.

[1.] It exposes to sudden calamities. They come swiftly upon such as

are barren under the means of fruitf'ulness. The Lord is not wont to for-

bear them so long as others ; he has not so much patience, no such long-

suffering for them. It is such a provocation as he will not bear long with.

This is plain in this parable : three years the fruitless fig-tree is suffered to

stand in the vineyard ; it might have grown many years longer, if its barren-

ness had not exposed it to a violent stroke, and brought it to an untimely

end ; but within that time, such trees usually bear, if they be good for

aught. So long he bears with it, but after three years he passes the

sentence of excision, and orders it to be cut down. And though the impor-
tunity of the vine-dresser prevails for one year's longer forbearance, yet that

is all that could be obtained. No longer reprieve than for one year ; if that

year produce nothing, the vine-dresser also will have it cut down. A tree

in the forest or the highway, though it bear no fruit, will be suffered to

stand longer than in an orchard, a place of choice plants and fruit-trees ; it

is a greater eye-sore there. A man will bear with weeds in the highway, or

a common, well and long enough, but he cannot so long endure them in his

garden. The Lord can bear with the heathen, or any that enjoy not the

means of grace, their barrenness is not so great a provocation ; but those

who have a standing in his orchard, and are planted under the means of

fruitfulness, he cannot so well forbear, he will not so long endure, Acts

xvii. 30. "While they had not the light of the gospel and his ordinances,

vmgiduv, he overlooked them, took no severe notice of them; their unfruit-

fulness was passed by : ' But now he commands,' &c. He resolves to take

another course ; he will be quicker with them, unless they repent, and
' bring forth fruits meet for repentance,' nasi izo.iTa.yjAt, ' all, everywhere.'

And, Acts xiv. 16, he suffered that in the wilderness which he will not suffer

in his vineyard ; ho will not suffer so long now as he did then ; he will cut

down those speedily now under the means of grace, who might have stood

long, though barren, without them. Those whom the heat and influences

of the gospel does not ripen for fruit, it makes them sooner ripe for wrath

and judgment.

[2.] It brings desolating judgments, such as lay a place and people utterly

waste : this is threatened for this sin, Isa. v. 6. In the original it is waste-
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ness, the Hebrew using the abstract to express a superlative. As Isa. i. 7,

desolation, i. e. most desolate, so here, the fruitless vineyard shall be made
wasteness, i. e. utterly, extremely waste ; so that it shall not differ at all

from the common
;
nothing shall be left in it, to signify that it was before a

vineyard, that it was ever planted or enclosed, or any cost bestowed on it, or

any special care taken of it.

This is a desolating sin ; it will turn Sharon into a desert, and make that

place which was like the garden of God to become a wilderness. It will

ruin a valley of vision, and turn it into the valley of the shadow of death.

It will make such a place as mount Zion like to ruined Babylon, as it is

described Rev. xviii. 2, ' when it was become,' &c, or as by the prophet,

Isa. xiii. 21, 22, and xxxiv. 13, 14.

And it is utter ruin that is denoted here in this parable, by cutting down.

It is not stripping off the leaves, or cutting off all the branches, or cleaving

the body of the tree, that unfruitfulness exposes to ; but a greater severity,

such as will quite ruin it, a hewing it down by the roots, Mat. iii. It is to

be hewn down where the axe is laid, and that is, by the root, so as to leave

no hope that ever it shall grow again. If you would not be utterly ruined ;

if you would not bring desolation upon the place of your abode, nor have a

hand in bringing the axe to the very root of it, oh take heed of continuing

unfruitful

!

[3.] Judgment shall be more terribly executed upon such, who, having

the means of fruitfulness, do not improve them, than upon those who never

had them. They shall be ruined in a more dreadful manner than any other.

This sin fills more vials of wrath, and fills them fuller ; and they will be

poured upon those who are guilty of it, and continue so, with more fury.

The Lord will empty all his vials upon them ; even the dregs thereof will be

their portion. There is abundant evidence for this, in his proceedings against

his ancient people. Israel had the privilege of enjoying the means of fruit-

fulness above others, Ps. cxlvii., and they not improving them, are threatened

more severely: Amos iii. 2, I have done more for you than for others, ' there-

fore I will punish you more than any.' The execution of the threatening

was answerable, Dan. ix. 10 ; there is their unfruitfulness, ver. 11 ; there is

the threatening executed, ver. 12 ; there is the exceeding terribleness of the

execution. Under the whole heavens none had enjoyed such means of grace ;

and under the whole heavens none met with such wrath. Tribulation and

anguish will seize upon every people, ' every soul,' that brings not forth

fruit ; but most of all, upon those who enjoy most means : Rom. ii. 9, ' to the

Jew first.' On them shall it seize most terribly, because they first, and
most, enjoyed the gospel and means of grace. No other that are barren shall

escape the wrath of God ; but upon them the wrath came ' to the uttermost,'

1 Thes. ii. 16, i!s riXog, to the uttermost, both for extremity and continuance:

wrath in the highest degree, in its perfection ; and wrath of largest extent,

for its duration. It drew tears from Christ, to consider the dreadful issue

of their unfruitfulness, though they were his enemies, Luke xix. 41-44. All

this, because they did not fruitfully improve the day of grace. This brought

upon them so great tribulation, as never was known in the world before that

time, nor should be ever after, Mat. xxiv. 21. The world never saw such

instances of dreadful severity in any people, as in those who have been barren

under the means of fruitfulness. The day of a gracious visitation, the time

wherein the means of grace are vouchsafed, when it is not improved, will

make way for such a visitation, as will make the ears of all that hear thereof

to tingle ; a ' day of blackness, and thick darkness ;
' but blacker and darker

upon those to whom the day of grace has been most lightsome.
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The Lord has visited you more graciously than others. But if you bring

not forth fruit answerable hereto, if you ' neglect this great salvation, how
shall ye escape ?

' How ? Why, any people in the world shall escape better

than you, when another day of visitation comes. ' It shall be more tolerable'

for heathens, for Turks, for papists, for the darker parts of the Protestant

world, for any people on earth, than for those that are barren in this nation
;

nay, for many people in this nation, ' than for you.' There is more wrath

treasured up, there will be more indignation poured out on you, than any, if

you continue unfruitful. You have had more means ; the Lord expects more
fruits of you. If you bear not more, you must certainly bear more wrath.

The Lord has rods for others, but he has scorpions for you. His little finger

will be heavier upon you, in the day when he judges unfruitfulness, than his

loins upon others.

[6.] This brings eternal wrath ; the fire that never goes out was kindled

for unfruitful trees. They are good for nothing else but the fire, John xv. 2.

He takes it away ; he cuts it off. But that is not all ; it is cut off, in order

to burning, ver. 6. Fruitless branches shall not be endured on the tree

;

such trees shall have no standing in the vineyard, they shall be cut down.

To be cut down in God's wrath is dreadful. But that is not all which

unfruitfulness will bring upon you ; there is something more terrible follows

:

cutting down is in order to casting into the fire, Mat. iii. 10 ; so John
Baptist told the Pharisees and Sadducees ; so our Lord Jesus tells us all,

Mat. vii. 19. Mercy itself has no more favour for the fruitless. Jesus, who
alone ' delivers from the wrath to come,' will deliver none who continue

unfruitful from this wrath. He it is that passes this doom upon them, ' the

lake that burns with fire and brimstone ' is the place for barren souls. That
fire which ' the wrath of God, like a river of brimstone, kindles ' and keeps

flaming everlastingly, that which will burn and torment for ever and ever,

is the portion of the unfruitful. Nothing less
;
nothing more tolerable than

exquisite tortures, such as fire is to our bodies
;
nothing short of everlasting

burnings. This will be the issue of your unfruitfulness. If you continue

therein, it will be so certainly. Delude not yourselves with vain hopes

;

Think not the leaves of a specious profession will secure you. This will but

provoke the flame, and make it rage the more.

Think not to escape, because you bring not forth so bad fruits as some
others, because you wallow not in gross wickedness and open profaneness.

Nothing will secure you but good fruits, such as I have before described.

Those whom our Lord Jesus, at the last day, will send into everlasting fire,

are not described to be gross sinners, but barren professors, Mat. xxv. 41-43.

Those on his left hand are pronounced by the Judge of heaven and earth

accursed, and turned into hell ; not for outrageous wickedness, but for want
of good fruits. Neglects, omissions, and mere want of fruit, though you
abound not with vermin, is enough to damn you, and to send you from

Christ's presence with a curse, amongst the devil and his angels. This shall

not only be the doom of those who know not God, and are not acquainted

with the gospel, but of those especially who are the ' children of the king-

dom,' in respect of profession and privileges, and bring not forth the fruits

of it, Mat. viii. 12. Those that know not God shall not escape. No more
shall those that obey not the gospel

;
though they profess it, though they

know it, though they believe it, yet if they obey it not, i. e. if they bring

not forth the fruits which it enjoins and requires them to bear, if they deny
not ungodliness and worldly lusts, Christ himself will be revealed from

heaven, to take vengeance on them in a most terrible manner, 2 Thes. i. 7-9.

They that are barren under the means of fruitfulness, shall not only be
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turned into hell, but they shall suffer more in hell than others ; their tor-

ment shall be more grievous than of those who never had the means of fruit-

fulness. The righteous Judge will double their sufferings in the place of

torment. It will be more tolerable for the worst of sinners, who perished

without the means of grace, than for such, Mat. xxv. 20-22.
The ancient inhabitants of Tyre and Sidon were some of those cursed

Canaanites, against whom the Lord will have greater severity used in this

world than any other, give charge they should be utterly rooted out, and
not suffered to breathe upon the face of the earth

; yet the condition of

these cursed Canaanites should be more tolerable in hell, their torments

more easy than those of Chorazin and Bethsaida, who enjoyed the gospel and
means of grace in power and plenty, but made no fruitful improvement
thereof, vers. 23, 24. Capernaum, the city where Christ much resided and
preached, was exalted above others in respect of gospel enjoyments, and as it

were lifted up to heaven ; but by her unfruitfulness was cast down lower

into hell, and sunk under a heavier burden of wrath. The inhabitants of

that city, for the wretched non-improvement of the means of fruitfulness

vouchsafed them, were to suffer more in hell than the inhabitants of Sodom
and Gomorrah, the most abominable of sinners, upon whom God rained a

hell upon earth. Oh then, if ye will be forewarned to flee from the wrath

to come ; if you would escape the damnation of hell ; if you would not sink

lower, and suffer more than others ; if you would not have that dreadful

furnace made hotter, more tormenting, more intolerable to you than to those

of Sodom : bring forth fruits worthy of the gospel ; there is no other way to

escape so great damnation.

(7.) This has actually ruined and laid desolate the first and ancient

churches. This has buried in ruins the most famous and flourishing

churches that ever were in the world ; it has brought desolation upon a

world of them, so many for number as it may astonish us. This has rooted

out the Christian name from a great part of that vast empire which is called

the world in the New Testament, and has left little but the name in other

parts where the gospel first and most prevailed. Come see what desolation

this sin has made in the earth, and tremble at the sight thereof, and learn

to look on it as a sin which is followed with ruin and destruction, wherever

it prevails. Its name may be Abaddon and Apollyon, Rev. ix. 11, the

destroyer. It is the ' abomination that makes desolate.' ; <
s
>

There were multitudes of churches and Christians in Africa, for the space

of two thousand miles, such as were eminent for their profession and suffer-

ings too, where now there is not one to be found that professes Christ.

There were once many hundred thousand Christians in Egypt, many
flourishing churches in the provinces of it, which are now vanished, and

almost come to nothing.

There was a glorious church at Jerusalem, very many churches in Judea

and Palestine, the foundation thereof laid by Christ himself, the structure

raised by tie apostles. But now where are they ? The structure laid in the

dust, and the foundation razed. This sin has plucked up, even by the

roots, that which was planted by Christ himself, and extraordinary officers

divinely inspired, and miraculously empowered ; and what then can stand

before it ?

There was a church at Antioch in which the Christian name first began ;

many churches in Syria, Mesopotamia, and the regions round about. But

where are they now ? The eye that saw them can see them no more.

There were most flourishing churches in the lesser Asia, in Pontus, Galatia,

Cappadocia, and other regions of that once happy country, where the gospel
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rode in triumph in tho ministry of Paul and other apostolical men. But
now they are subdued by a barbarous hand, the seven golden candlesticks

quite overturned, and more than seventy times seven besides them laid in

the dust.

There were multitudes of churches in Thrace, Macedonia, in Greece and

Achaia, Philippi, Thessalonica, Berea, Athens, Corinth, and others in great

numbers, and through all those countries. But what small, what woful

relics of churches or Christians can there now be found !

Then for Italy, and other parts nearer us, where the gospel was once

effectual, and religion in its power and purity in former times flourished,

are now over-run with popery. It was this sin that broke down the banks,

and made way for that deluge of Mahomedanism which has drowned the

primitive churches, and overwhelmed the eastern and southern parts of the

once Christian world, and let in that inundation of popery, which has pre-

vailed so far and so long in the west. The apostle speaks of ' all the

world,' which then brought forth fruit through the gospel, the word of truth,

Col. i. 6. And it spread further, and prevailed more and more in that

world, after the apostles' time. But how little of all that world has that

sin left in Christ's possession ! This has divided it almost all betwixt Turk
and pope; it is but a little, in comparison, that is left to Christ's share.^ It

was once a vine, to which that the psalmist speaks of could not be com-
pared, Ps. kxx. The Lord prepared room before it, and did cause it to take

deep root, and it filled not only a land but a world :
' the hills were

covered,' &c, vers. 10, 11. But for unfruitfulness were ' her hedges broken

down, so that all they that passed by the way did pluck her. The boar out

of the wood has wasted it, and the wild beast of the field has devoured it.'

This is the foundation of that apostasy under which the world, which once

owned Christ, now groans. God gave so many churches a bill of divorce
;

God 1 gave them over to strong delusions,' because they ' received not the

truth in love,' *. e. because of their unfruitfulness, according to the apostle's

prophecy, 2 Thes. ii. 10, 11. If they had received the love of the truth,

they would have obeyed it ; if they had obeyed it, they had been fruitful.

(For what is fruitfulness, but obedience to the gospel ?) Because they were

unfruitful, God gave them up to those delusions and impostures which now
prevail in the world, and have done for many ages, supplanting and smother-

ing the doctrine of Christ, which once triumphed everywhere. So that it is

unfruitfulness that has ruined all, and has given Satan possession of those

large countries and many kingdoms which were once the kingdoms of the

Lord, and of his Christ. This sin has ruin and desolation following it,

wherever it comes. What people, what church, can be secured against

such a destructive engine, which has ruined a world, and amongst the rest,

laid desolate those churches which were once the glory of Christ, and the

joy and crown of the apostles ! This has wasted, this has consumed them.

Look upon the ghastly face of them everywhere, and learn to fear, learn to

abhor unfruitfulness, which has made such fearful havoc in the world, and has

turned the most glorious and flourishing churches that ever the world had

into ruinous heaps.

(8.) This is the main ground of the Lord's controversy with us at this

day. That the Lord has a controversy with us in this nation, is so evident,

as scarce any amongst us can question it. The Lord has declared it from

heaven with a loud voice, the voice of terrible judgments, and such as one

way or other have reached every one amongst us. He has pleaded it so, as

we have not only heard, but felt it.

All will agree in this, that God is and has been contending with us ; and
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also, that it is our great concernment to inquire after the ground of it. And
when we descend to particulars in this inquiry, there may be some difference;

men's apprehensions may be various, according as their interests, their

principles, their prejudices are various
;
yet must all agree in this, that no-

thing can be pitched on with more certainty, than our unfruitfulness.

Herein we cannot be mistaken, we may resolve on this, upon such grounds

as cannot deceive us. For this we may observe all along in Scripture, that

unfruitfulness (the means being vouchsafed), wherever it be found, is always

a ground of God's controversy. And the Scripture, that is the rule by
which we must now judge and discern. And so sufficient it is for this pur-

pose, that we have no need of a discovery by special revelation.

If we have been barren under the means of fruitfulness, there needs be no

doubt to any who will be directed by the Scripture, but that the Lord con-

tends with us for this. And it is too apparent that we have not brought

forth fruit worthy of the gospel ; we have been far from fruitfulness, answer-

able to the means of grace we have enjoyed. Now if the Lord have always

contended with a people, when he has found them barren, under the means
sufficient to make them fruitful, and this be our case, this our guilt, we
need not be to seek why the Lord has been and is contending with us. If

this be the cursed thing which has always troubled those with whom it was

found, and it be found in our tents, we may conclude this is the Achan,

this is it which has troubled us. And indeed, whatever particular can be

justly fixed on, as the cause of the Lord's displeasure, it is comprised in this,

either we have not brought forth grapes, or we have brought forth wild

grapes. So that all, in the issue, may be resolved into unfruitfulness ; and

therefore, if you would not have the Lord to contend with us still, if you

would have the Lord's controversy cease, with a people that are as stubble

before him, take away the ground of it
;
bring forth more and better fruit

;

cast out this Jonah, if you would have the storm laid that threatens to

wreck us. This will lay it, and nothing else. Take what course you will,

if you continue unfruitful, the Lord's anger will not be turned away, but his

hand will be stretched out still.

(9.) This is it which has bereaved us of all we have lost. To instance

only in the concernments of our souls, which should be, of all other things,

most precious to us. This is it which has restrained the liberty of the

gospel, and retrenched us as to that plenty of the means of grace we might

have enjoyed. For we find not, in all the Scripture, that ever the Lord
straitened a people in these respects, but because they did not fruitfully

improve them. It is our unfruitfulness that has cut us short, and brought

our souls to ' a morsel of bread.' This is it which has broken our assem-

blies, and removed our teachers into corners. This is it that has smitten

the shepherds, and scattered the flocks, and laid the heritage of God almost

desolate. To this we owe our breaches, our dispersions, our fears, our

hazards. There had been no laws of any such tendency, if our unfruitful-

ness had not concurred to make them ; no instruments to attempt any such

thing, if our barrenness had not raised them.

We should overlook other things, and cast our eye upon that which ha9

set them a-work, and without which they had never moved. That which

has disturbed us, that which has abridged us, is not so far off as we are apt to

look. It is in our own hearts and lives ; it is the unfruitfulness of both. We
need look no further upon any cause or instrument, but as that may help us

to a more severe reflection upon our barrenness. Let us never be so unjust

as to accuse others ; let us blame ourselves as most blameworthy, and turn

our anger upon that which most deserves it, our non-improvement of what
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we enjoyed ; and if the condition of others be more lamentable than ours,

and their hazards greater ; if any be in danger to have their souls poisoned
or starved for want of spiritual food, or want of that which is wholesome,
let this engage us to bewail unfruitf'ulness, and to fear it, and to abhor it.

No souls amongst us had ever known want, or suffered by spiritual famine,

had it not been for their barrenness under plenty ; and if we would have
our wants supplied, our breaches repaired, and the stroke of our wound
healed, the way is plain before us ; let us bring forth more and better fruit,

and it will quickly be done.

(10.) This endangers the loss of what is left us. All that is come upon
us will not excuse us, if we continue under this guilt : Mat. xxv. 29, [From]
' him that hath not,' i. e. who fruitfully improves not what he is entrusted

with, ' shall be taken that which he hath,' though he have but a little.

Whatever we have lost, which our souls once enjoyed, we have something
left. The Lord, notwithstanding all forfeitures, does still entrust us with a

little ; he is trying us somewhile longer how we will improve it. We are

now upon our good behaviour in this respect : if we improve it not to more
fruitfulness, what can we expect but that he should take from us ' even that

which we have' ? The sun is now clouded and somewhat darkened ; but
then it will set, though it seem noon-day. The staff of bread (that by which
our souls live) is cracked now, but this will quite break it ; we are cut off

from a full harvest, but this will not leave us so much as the gleanings ; our
teachers are removed into corners, but this will pluck them thence, so that

our ej'es may not so much as see them there. The scarcity will end in a
famine, and that famine may not only reach us, but our posterity, and
hazard the souls of this generation, and that which is coming. Our candle-

stick may be quite removed, and we left like those dismal places which were
once eminent churches, but are now synagogues of Satan, or ruinous heaps.

If this sin have done that in the green tree, what shall be done to the dry ?

And if those ancient churches escaped not, where shall we appear ? Oh,
there are horrid and prodigious miseries and devastations in the bowels of

this sin. If it should but bring forth what we have feared, we may think it

bad enough. Oh, but it may be delivered of miseries and calamities greater

than ever entered into our hearts to fear.

When I consider what this sin has done in the southern and eastern parts

of the world ; how it has stripped them of gospel enjoyments
;
stripped them

naked, as in the day when they were born, and made them as a wilderness,

which were once like the paradise of God ; I cannot keep my heart from
trembling at what may befall these western parts for the same sin. I know
no way, I see no hopes we have to fare better than those who groan under
Turkish slavery, or perish in popish darkness, if we bring not forth better

fruit.

Our barrenness is our danger ; we are afraid of other things, but then we
fear, where no fear is, in comparison. We fear the malice and violence of

those who bear ill-will to us, and grudge us what liberty is left us ; we fear

their counsels, designs, suggestions, practices ; but none of these can prosper

or succeed, unless our barrenness make them prosperous : none of these

can move us, can prejudice us, unless our unfruitfulness arm God against

us. The foot of pride cannot come near us, the hand of the wicked cannot

remove us, if this do not open their way ; but if we continue barren, we can

neither expect the return of what is gone, nor the continuance of what is

left. We shall be so far from being entrusted with more, as even that which
we have shall be taken from us.

, Thus I have shewed you the equity of this duty. There is, there can be
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nothing, more reasonable, more equal, than that you should he fruitful
;
you

will be utterly inexcusable, self-condemned, if you are not. How heinously

sinful barrenness is ! it will involve you in the greatest guilt. How extremely

dangerous it is ! it will expose you to all that is dreadful.

Let me, as a further inducement to fruitfulness, touch some of the great

and blessed advantages which attend and follow it.

1. Hereby you glorify God. This is the best, the only way you have to

give him glory, John xv. 8, Philip, i. 11. We glorify God, not by adding

anything to his essential glory, for that is infinite, not capable of any addi-

tion ; but declaratively, by declaring that he is glorious, by giving a testi-

mony to his glorious perfections, by making it appear that he is glorious.

And there is a voice in good fruits that declares this ; a light in them
that discovers it, makes it apparent to others; and so engages them to

acknowledge it, and thereby to glorify him, Mat. v. 16.

By bearing good fruits, and bringing them forth to God, we declare and
acknowledge his greatness and goodness, to which his other glorious excel-

lencies are reduced. His greatness; for good fruits are acts of obedience to

him, and thereby his sovereignty, dominion, and authority over us, is really

acknowledged. His goodness too : for, by bringing forth fruit to God, and
not ourselves, we seek him, and not ourselves ; we please him, we serve

him, we aim at him ; we live to him, and not to ourselves, and so shew we
have resigned up ourselves to him as our last end ; and so declare him to

be our chief good, and that which we count absolutely best of all. And this

gives God the glory that is due to him as God, as the greatest and best,

Maximus Uptimus.

And we have no other way to glorify God but by bearing good fruits. No
fruit disparages him : bad fruits are an affront to him. There is in both a

contempt of his greatness ; an abuse, a denial of his goodness. If you be

unfruitful, God has no honour by you
;
you do nothing but dishonour him ;

you deny him to be glorious, or worthy to be so acknowledged
;
you live in

opposition to that great end of God, which he aimed at in all that he has

done for you, or for the whole creation. You do your part to leave God
without honour in the world ; for from whom on earth should the Lord
expect glory, if not from you? The inferior creatures will rise up in judg-

ment against you, and condemn you ; for they all honour God, by bringing

forth such fruits as they are capable of. You, from whom most fruits are

expected, are only barren, and most a dishonour to God, from whom, in all

reason, he might look for most glory.

But then, bringing forth fruit being the way, the best way, to glorify God,
it is your greatest perfection, your highest excellency. The angels them-

selves can do nothing better, nothing higher
;
they do, it is true, glorify him

more ; but they cannot do more than glorify him. There is nothing higher,

nothing more excellent than this, for it is the highest end of the great God
himself; you pursue the same design, which the Lord himself has been pur-

suing, from the foundation of the world to this day, and will be for ever

;

you act in a conformity to the great God, and in a subserviency to his chief

end, than which there is nothing more noble and excellent, nothing more
desirable to God, or men, or angels

;
you can do nothing that will more

please God, or will more advance him, or will render you more like him.

On this account he will glory in you, Isa. lxi. 3.

2. This is the way to have much of God's presence, much communion
with him. It is the presence of God that makes heaven glorious, and it is

communion with him that is the happiness of heaven. The more fruit you

bring forth, the more of heaven will you have upon earth ; the more of that
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presence and communion which makes heaven a place of glory and happi-

ness. The Lord will be much with those in whom he delights and takes

pleasure ; and he takes pleasure in those who bear good fruit, for that is

pleasant to him; he calls it 'pleasant fruit,' Cant. iv. 13; hereupon the

spouse sues for Christ's presence, ver. 16. And he needs not much entreaty

where there are such attractives : he comes immediately, chap. v. 1. Christ

comes, and entertains himself with this fruit, which is so pleasant to him,

as he expresses it by what is most delicious to us.

We cannot entertain Christ with anything so acceptable to him as the

fruits of the Spirit, and he will not be a stranger where his welcome and
entertainment so pleases him. If your souls be as gardens, as orchards

replenished with pleasant fruit, Christ himself will frequently be with you,

he will delight to walk there. It is the way to have your daily course a

walking with God. None can expect such clear discoveries of Christ, such

gracious visits, such blessed interviews, so constant intercourse with him, as

those that are fruitful. If you have little of Christ's presence, if he be sel-

dom with you, if you have cause to complain of distance and strangeness,

examine whether he find not little in you that he likes, little good fruit. He
is not wont to deal so with those whose fruits please him, Isa. lxiv. 5,

' worketh righteousness ;
' i. e. who brings forth the fruits of righteousness.

If you would have the Lord to meet you in your worldly affairs, so that you
may converse with God while you are conversing with men, if this be desir-

able to you, see that you be then working righteousness. If you would have

the Lord meet you in his ordinances, make fruitfulness your end and design

in the use of them, then will your assemblies be, as the tabernacle is called,

Lev. i. 1, ' a place of meeting ;
' not of meeting one another, but of meeting

with God. There will you see his face, and hear his voice, and spy his

goings, and feel his workings, and taste the refreshments which attend his

presence, and flow from communion with him.

3. This is the way to have more of the means of grace, to have them in

more plenty, power, liberty : Mat. xiii. 12, ' To him that hath,' i. e. who
fruitfully improves what he hath. If he have little, he shall have more ; if

he have much, he shall have abundance. This we are further assured of by
the Lord's proceeding with those who faithfully improved their talents, Mat.

xxv. 21-23. Would you have more advantages for your souls than former

unfruitfulness has left you ? Would you have the gospel and ordinances

without restraint ? Would you have his worship in public without sinful

or suspected mixtures ? Would you be brought out of corners, set in a

large place, to praise the Lord in the great congregation ? Would you have

your lights no longer under a bushel, but set upon their candlesticks, and

made burning and shining lights indeed ? Do ye long, mourn, pray for this,

that the gospel might have a free passage, that it may run and be glorified,

none might obstruct or obscure it ? Why, here is a plain and open way for

the procuring of all this : be faithful in the little you now have, make a

more fruitful improvement of it, and the Lord, in due time, will entrust you
with more.

This is the way to have more means for your soul's improvement, and

more of those heavenly influences which are necessary to make them effectual.

Isa. xxvii. 2, 3, 'Red wine' was the best, the most generous wine that coun-

try afforded. The vineyard which produced this, which brought forth the

best fruit, the Lord undertakes to water it every moment. Endeavour to

bring forth better fruit, satisfy yourselves with no other than the best, and

the Lord will take special care of you ; he himself will water you, and do it
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every moment. You shall never want any assistance, any refreshment,

which may make your souls grow and flourish.

4. This will be your safety, whatever your dangers be
; your security

against all attempts, whether subtle or violent. Whoever threaten or design

upon you, whoever would bereave jou of what is precious to you, this is the

way to defeat all their attempts, to turn all their counsels into foolishness.

Take this course, and it will confute all your own fears, and establish you
when all things totter and shake about you. The ' vineyard of red wine,'

that which brings forth good fruit, the Lord undertakes for its security, Isa.

xxvii. 2, 3. If they prevail, it must be against God; for he it is that keeps

it. If they find it without defence, it must be some time that can neither

be referred to night nor day ; for by night or day none shall hurt it, every

moment of both the Lord himself will keep it. They may attempt, but at

their peril, as ver. 4 ; it will be with no other success than if briars and
thorns should make an attempt upon a consuming fire. Those that will be

like pricking briars and thorns to the people under God's protection, instead

of burning them, shall burn themselves ; for the Lord will keep and secure

those that are fruitful as with a ' wall of fire,' that which will not only fence

them, but destroy their opposers, Zech. ii. 5.

When the Lord has ' purged his people,' Isa. iv. 4, and made them fruit-

ful, so that their fruit shall be excellent, ver. 2, and every one in Jerusalem
shall be called holy, ver. 3, then does the Lord undertake to secure them
and their assemblies, so that they might meet together for the worship of

God without fear of danger or disturbance, ver. 5. The Lord himself will

be unto them, both at home and in the places where they meet to serve him,

what the pillar of fire and cloud was to the Israelites in their way to Canaan,
both their conduct and a wonderful protection. As that interposed betwixt

them and the Egyptians, Exod. xiv. 19, 20, 24, so will the Lord interpose

betwixt his people and those that endanger them, and will as effectually

secure them and their soul-concernments as if that miraculous pillar were
again commanded to attend them ; and upon all their glory there shall be a
defence. He will cover them when assembled for his service as that cloud

covered the tabernacle when it was within filled with his glory, Exod.
xl. 34, &c. Neither heat when it is fair, nor storm when it rains, shall

annoy them. You see the way to be secured from the dangers of every

season ; the way to have what you think in danger, and for which your
hearts sometimes tremble, kept safe and secret, as though you were over-

shadowed by the Almighty; the way to be kept from disturbance, and
fear of it.

5. Thus you may preserve others also, and save them from ruin, who are

in great danger of it. A whole tree may be spared for some fruitful branches

when it is very near cutting down, Isa. lxv. 8. As a man offended with a
vine that is not fruitful, according to what he expects, givas order to have it

stubbed up, yet before the order is executed, spying some grapes or clusters

on it which may afford good wine, is moved thereby to spare the whole tree

;

so may the Lord, when he is ready to execute judgment, forbear a multitude

for his servants' sake, for some few amongst them who are fruitful. When
a family, a town, a country, is too generally barren, and the Lord thereby

provoked to cut it down by some destroying judgment, yet if he find some
branches (though not comparable in number to the whole) replenished with

such fruits as he delights in, the whole may fare better for those few, and
be spared for their sakes.

The holy seed, those that bring forth the fruits of holiness, may be the

support of a place when it is falling into ruins, according to that, Isa. vi. 13.
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The Lord would proceed in a way tending to the utter desolation of city and
country, ver. 11, 12, yet there being a remnant, a small part of them, like a

tenth, which were a holy seed, holy in heart and life, these should be such

a security to those who had escaped, as trees are planted on the sides of a

bank, which keep it from mouldering away. The holy seed, those few which
were fruitful in holiness, should be the substance, i. e. the support of the

rest, so that all should not run to ruin. You see this is the way, not only

to be safe yourselves in a day of judgment and common calamity, but to

preserve others from perishing, whose barrenness is bringing swift destruc-

tion upon them
;
you may hereby secure your families, though there be too

many fruitless branches therein
;
you may preserve the places where you

live, though under the sentence of excision, and in great danger to be cut

down
;
you may be common saviours, so far as this title is communicable to

men; yea, who knows but if the people of God would improve the means of

grace, and the prunings by judgments and afflictions, to more fruitfulness,

this land, under the curse of barrenness, and in danger to be cut down by
desolating judgments, and whose cursed fruits provoke the Lord to make its

plagues wonderful, might yet be spared and preserved from utter desolation,

yea, and entrusted further with more means of improvement. The tree is

not quite dead while there is fruit seen in any of the branches ; and if after

the danger of cutting down more fruit appear, there would be hopes that by

some more improvements it might be made yet more fruitful ; and so more
encouragement, not only to give it time, but to bestow more cost and labour

on it. So it is amongst men, and the Lord declares himself willing to pro-

ceed accordingly. If the old branches did but bring forth more aud better

fruit, and there were some hopes of new buds also, the condition of this

people, though extreme dangerous, would not be utterly desperate. You see

upon what the hopes of it depend. Oh, do not blast them ! Bring not all

into a hopeless state by continuing fruitless.

6. This is the most safe and certain way to get assurance. Good fruits

will be an evidence that you are in a good state, that you are engraffed into

Christ, John xv. 15. If you be fruitful, it will signify that Christ abideth in

you, and you in him, Rom. vi. 22. Those who bring forth the fruits of

holiness may conclude that they are the servants of God, and that they shall

receive the reward of faithful servants, everlasting life : Mat. vii. 16-18,
we may conclude what the tree is by the fruit it bears ; we may conclude

this probably of others, but more certainly of ourselves ; we may see what
others act, and are obliged in charity to think it good when it seems so

;

but we cannot discern from what principle, or for what ends they act,

and so cannot be sure that what seems good in others is really so, 1 Cor.

ii. 11. But we may discern our own principles and ends, and so may
pass a judgment upon our own acts with more certainty, and consequently

upon our state.

If we bring forth good fruits, this will be a surer evidence to us that our
spiritual condition is good ; and the better our fruit is, i. e. the more free

from carnal, worldly, or selfish mixtures, the clearer will our evidence be
;

the character wherein it is writ will not be so blotted and blurred ; we shall

not be so puzzled to read it, and to discern the sense and signification of

it. And the more our fruit is, the fuller will our evidence be ; the charac-

ters will be larger, and more legible ; we may discern them better, even in

an hour of temptation, when others, who have them writ in a smaller hand,
will be at a loss.

Fruits of the Spirit will be an argument to prove the Spirit is in us ; and
fruits of holiness will signify that we are sanctified ; and fruits of righteous-
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ness that we are in the state of the righteous. But the better, the more
these fruits are, the better, the firmer grounds of assurance will they be to

us. A fulness of fruit will beget a plerophory, a fulness of assurance. The
richer we are in the fruits of holiness and good works, the more riches of

assurance may we expect.

Those that complain for want of assurance, and are afflicted with fears and

doubts as to their spiritual state, can take no more effectual course for their

relief than by bringing forth more and better fruit. The less fruit, the less

and dimmer light you will have for the discovery of a saving state; more and

better fruit will be as the setting up of greater and clearer lights for the dis-

cerning of it.

Whether assurance is ordinarily had, by the immediate testimony of the

Spirit, is a question with some. But this is unquestionable, the Spirit never

testifies the state is good, but where there are good fruits. So that where

they are not, it is a foolish and vain presumption to expect any such testimony

of the Spirit. And to believe we have such a testimony, without such fruits,

is to delude ourselves, and belie the Spirit of God.

And this is unquestionable, that the Spirit helps us to discern the sincerity

and goodness of the fruit we bear, 1 Cor. ii. 12 ; and so testifying to our

spirits that the fruits we bring forth are good, and such as are proper and

peculiar to the children of God. Hereby ' the Spirit itself beareth witness

with our spirits, that we are the children of God,' Rom. viii. 16.

So that if assurance be by the immediate testimony of the Spirit, it never

testifies a good condition where good fruits are not. If it be by the imme-
diate testimony of the Spirit, good fruits are the medium by which it helps us

to conclude it. Therefore no assurance can be had, no testimony of the

Spirit will be given of a saving state, where there are not good fruits. All

persuasions of a good condition, without good fruit, are but vain, groundless

presumptions ; all hopes of heaven are but dangerous delusions. These will

be grounds of hope, and nothing without them ; and the more, the better

they are, the firmer and clearer will the grounds of your hopes be, and the

more will they advance towards confidence and full assurance.

7. This is the way to comfort, when it is most needful, and when it will

be most comfortable. In reproaches, temptations, afflictions, yea, in death,

and at judgment, when the vain comforts of fruitless souls will vanish,

and end in remorse and terrors, and be as the giving up of the ghost,

Job xi. 20.

In reproaches. When men speak against you as evil-doers, and your

conscience bears you witness that your lives have been and are full of good

fruits, either you may convince them that they wrong you and their own
souls, and have the comfort of bringing them to glorify God by an acknow-

ledgment thereof, 1 Peter ii. 12. Or if they be hardened in their prejudice,

and resolute not to be convinced by any evidence sufficient for that purpose,

you may appeal to God, and comfort yourselves with that blessedness which

Christ makes the portion of those who have all manner of evil spoken against

them falsely, Mat. v. 11. And reproach will not leave any such sting in

your conscience, as in theirs who are conscious that their unfruitfulness, and

not walking worthy of the gospel, has opened the mouth of reproachers.

In temptation. Satan will not so easily fix any fiery dart on yon as on

others, if you have been fruitful indeed
;
you have a better shield to secure

you from the wounding impressions of them. You will have more to confute

the false accusations wherewith he would disturb you, and call in question

your integrity
;
you will have more to allege for yourselves, and that which

will be harder for him to answer or gainsay
;
you may repel him with more
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confidence, and more advantage when there is little or nothing in your con-

science to take part with him.

In afflictions. It is a great comfort to know that we are not afflicted for

our barrenness ; and who can know that but those that are fruitful ? Good
fruits yield the most sweetness in pressures, and such as are able to sweeten

the bitterest afflictions, and to cause the bitterness of them to pass away :

Heb. xii. 11, the 'fruits of righteousness' are 'peaceable,' because they

bring peace and joy, instead of that grief which the chasteuings are accom-

panied with. This turns the storm and tempest wherewith an afflicted soul

is tossed, disturbed, discomposed, into a sweet calm and serenity. This

brings that ' peace of God, which' not only surpasses all that is afflictive,

and is sufficient to drown the sense thereof, but ' passes all understanding,

and keeps the heart and mind' in a quiet, composed, comfortable posture,

when all is stormy and ruffled round about. The apostle had experience of

it, when, having given an account of his great troubles and hazards, 2 Cor.

i. 8-10, he adds, ver. 12, he could rejoice, notwithstanding these troubles

that threatened him with present death, when his conscience bore him
witness, that his conversation had abounded with good fruit (that which was

sincerely good) in the world, and towards those to whom he was more par-

ticularly related.

And at death, when there is most need of comfort, and when all outward

enjoyments will give out, and prove miserable comforters, what joy will it

be to reflect upon the days of lives past as fruitful seasons, which have

brought forth fruits pleasant to God, and advantageous to the world ; to

look upon our time, parts, and enjoyments as employed for Christ, in ways
of fruitfulness and serviceableness to God and men ; to have the testimony

from our consciences, that it has been the design and business of our lives

to live to God, and bring forth fruit to him, and not to ourselves ; to please

him, and not to gratify our own, or the humours of others; to advance him,

though it laid us under reproach ; to lay out what we had for him, though we
and ours have suffered by it ; to be able to say, as he, Acts xxiii. 1, and
xxiv. 16. But their life will look upon them with as pale, and ghastly, and
frightful face, as death itself, who can spy little in their days past but cyphers,

and must reflect on them as unfruitful, unserviceable, insignificant days :

days rather consumed than lived and fruitfully employed
; days spent in the

pursuit of the world, for the profits or pleasures of it, or the external advan-

tages of themselves or their posterity
;
days wasted in the service of their

lusts, or the service of their great idol mammon, or in the service of them-
selves ; melted away either in idleness, or in that which God had not made
their works

;
days so consumed, not improved for God in ways of fruitful-

ness. When death is approaching, what comfort can there be in such review

!

This is the way to make the day of death a day of blackness and thick dark-

ness indeed. Oh, ifyou would have comfort in death, lay up a good founda-

tion for the time to come ; abound in the acts of holiness, and the fruits of

righteousness : that is the way to do it, if you will believe the apostle,

1 Tim. vi. 18, 19.

And then at judgment, if you, in the sense of the worthlessness of what
fruits you have brought forth, should not venture to fetch any comfort from
thence, Christ himself will bring it you, and thence derive it, as he has

plainly declared beforehand, Mat. xxv. 34-36. Good fruits are not the

cause of the reward; they do not deserve it, they did not purchase it; that is

the honour of Christ, of Christ alono. But he alleges them as the reason

of this comfortable sentence. And Christ himself will be no ground of com-
VOL. II. D d
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fort to you without these There is no true comfort, either in life, or in

death, or at judgment, without good fruits ; and the more, the better they

are, the greater, the sweeter comforts both now and then, both here and

herf after.

8. This is your beauty, your ornament, your glory, in the sight of God
and men. What is the excellency of a fruit-tree but fruitfulness ? What
leaves soever it have, what blossoms soever it shew, yet if in the season it

bear no fruit, all its flourishes are blasted, and he that owns it will make no
account of it. The excellency of the trees of righteousness, the planted of

the Lord, is to abound in the fruits of righteousness ; and as these are a glory

to God, of which before, so they are an honour to the gospel, an ornament

to your profession, that which renders it lovely and beautiful in the eyes of

all men, and a special glory to the fruitful themselves. God himself does

seem to glory in such, Isa. lxi. 3. Those of the same profession may glory

in them, and those that hate and malign them will either be convinced, or

silenced, or condemned, in the judgment and conscience of the world, for

condemning them. ' There is one glory of the sun, another of the moon,
another glory of the stars, one star differing from another star in glory;' for

all the difference in degrees, all are glorious, for all are luminaries. And
such is the glory of the fruitful, they are all luminaries, though some greater

and some less. By holding forth the word of life in a conversation full of

the fruits thereof, they shine as lights in the world, Philip, ii. 15, 1G, Prov.

iv. 18. ' The path of the just,' of him that bears fruits of righteousness,

' is as the shining light,' and the more fruits he bears, the more and more
does he shine. Clouds of reproaches are hereby scattered ; such a light

will break through them, it cannot be hid ; the splendour of it will be

apparent and conspicuous to the world, in despite of malice and detraction,

Mat. v. 16. There is a light in good fruits, which attracts the eyes of the

world to it, and stays not there, but reflects glory upon the Most High.

9. Christ will own the fruitful here and hereafter, John xv. 8 ; so shall ye

declare yourselves to be ' my disciples indeed, if ye bring forth much fruit.'

Upon this account Christ will own you for his disciples, as those that have

so learned Christ as he would have them, as those that have ' heard him
and been taught by him, as the truth is in Jesus,' Eph. iv. 16, &c. ; as

those that imitate him, as disciples should their master ; as those that fol-

low him, and tread in his Steps, and would be conformed to that great

pattern. When they make it their business in the world to do good, as he
' went about doing good,' Acts x. 38; when they strive to ' be holy, as he

was holy, in all manner of conversation,' 1 Peter i. 14, 15 ; when it is their

design to 'fulfil all righteousness,' and their ' meat and drink [is] to do his

will' : he will not be ashamed to own such for his disciples. But barren

professors he will be ashamed of, as being a real shame and reproach to him ;

and he will declare it, he will disown them, and thrust them from him, as

we do that which is shameful to us, Mat. vii. 20-23. The most specious

profession, the fairest pretences, the most splendid performances, such as

prophesying, and casting out devils, and working miracles in the name of

Christ, without real fruits in universal obedience, will be no plea that Christ

will regard. Whatever they profess, whatever they do, though what they

have done amount to wonderful works, if they have not done the will of the

Father in bringing forth good fruits, Christ will disown them
;
they must

depart from him, as those he is ashamed of, pretenders, not true disciples.

But the fruitful he will own, as here, so in the last day, and expresses it

in terms so transcendently affectionate and comfortable as will leave no sense

of any trouble, loss, hazard, or suffering that they have met with in the
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way of fruitfulness, Mat. xxv. 34. Compare this peerless sentence with the

dreadful doom of the unfruitful, ver. 41. The fruitful must 1 come,' the

barren ' depart ;' those pronounced ' blessed,' these ' accursed ;' those called

to a ' kingdom,' these sent into ' everlasting fire ;' those to inherit and reign

with the Father and Christ for ever, these to remain with the devil and his

angels. Oh, what words can be invented by men or angels apt to make so

deep an impression upon the miud and heart of man as these words of Christ ?

If you have any sense, any regard or belief of Christ when he speaks words,

each of which have the joys or terrors of an eternal state in them, there

needs no more be said to engage you to fruitfulness, or to render barrenness

dreadful to you. I will only add this,

10. Good fruits, good seed ; whatever you do or suffer for God, you sow,

and shall assuredly reap what you sow with abundant advantage. This is

frequently expressed in Scripture, Hosea x. 12. The saddest act of seed-

time has assurance of a joyful harvest, Ps. exxvi. 5. And the harvest shall

not fail to answer the seed, 2 Cor. ix. 6, and Gal. vi. 7-9. And he makes
use of this as a motive to fruitfulness, ver. 10. It is seed that cannot pos-

sibly miscarry ; it is under the Lord's husbandry : not the least grain of it

shall be lost, no, not that which seems to be quite thrown away, Eccles. xi. 1.

That which seems as utterly cast away, as what seed is thrown into the

water, shall return with plentiful increase. It is the Lord that looks after

it ; he is engaged to take care that it grow, and it is he that gives the increase.

It depends not upon the temper of the soil, nor the seasonableness of a year,

nor the heavenly influence, which may occasion a miscarriage in other hus-

bandmen's seed after all care and pains. Your expectation will not be frus-

trated
; yea, it will spring up beyond, above all you can expect or imagine,

when your expectation is most enlarged, and your apprehensions raised to

the highest. It will bring forth not only thirty or sixty fold, but what Israel's

seed produced, an hundredfold, Gen. xxvi. 12. You have the best assur-

ance for it that heaven can give, the word of Christ, Mat. xix. 29, ' an hun-

dred fold here in this life ' (as it is expressed by the other evangelist, Mark
x, 29, 30), the largest increase that any seed ever yields on earth ; but here-

after it will produce so many hundred, so many thousand fold, as is past all

account ; it will nonplus all art, all artists to cast it up, for ' eye hath not

seen,' &c.

It is expressed in a gross sum, 'life everlasting.' But how much that

comprises no man nor angel can understand ; so much joy, glory, happiness,

as passes all understanding.

Oh, if a husbandman were ascertained of this, that how much soever be

sowed, it would all yield him at last an hundredfold, he would sow all the

ground he had, and labour to get more, and spare no pains, no cost ; the

hope of so rich a crop would let him think nothing too much. Oh, if we
did believe God, and what he so clearly expresses, that all good fruit is seed,

and that it will yield so much, ' the increase of God,' an exceeding great

increase, we should think it our concernment not to sow sparingly, we should

think we were highly injurious to ourselves not to ' abound more and more
in all fruitfulness.'

And thus, if you will be moved by reason or equity, by fear or hope, I

have offered something that may put you upon motion toward more fruit-

fulness. If this have made any impression on you, it will be seasonable to

give you some directions for the promoting of your fruitfulness, and to dis-

cover what it is that keeps many so barren, notwithstanding all the means
of improvement they enjoy. And to begin with this latter ;

—
1. Unmortifiedness is one main impediment of fruitfulness. The less
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mortified we are, the less fruit we shall bear ; and that little will be the worse

for it, it will neither suffer it to be much nor good. And so we may observe

that the method wherein the Holy Ghost in Scripture leads us to fruitfulness

is answerable : there we are directed, first, to 1 put off the old man, with its

deceitful lusts,' and then the new man will act in holiness and righteousness,

bringing forth the fruits of both. So the apostle Paul, Eph. iv. 22-24.

And the same apostle first describes ' the works of the flesh,' and will bave

them destroyed, and then proceeds to the ' fruits of the Spirit,' insinuating

that these cannot grow unless the other be first rooted out, Gal. v. 19, 20, &c.

Unmortified lusts and affections render all the means of fruitfulness in-

effectual. The word, which is the seed that produces good fruit, cannot

take root, cannot be fruitful, till these be stubbed up, and therefore the

Spirit of God leads us first to this, James i. 21, 22. You will be hearers

only, and not doers of the word ; the word will not be an engrafted word,

bringing forth saving fruit, unless these be laid aside. So, 1 Peter ii. 12,

if those evils be not mortified, thrown away with indignation, purged out as

bad humours, that both take away the stomach and hinder digestion, and

turn what is received into the same noxious quality, you will not grow strong

nor fruitful by the word ; it will not be Koyoz xagropopbftme, Col. i. 6, a

'fruitful word.' So, Jer. iv. 3, 4, rid your hearts of inordinate lusts and

affections, or else nothing will thrive or grow that can be accounted good

fruit ; all means of improvement will be as seed cast upon ground which is

overgrown with thorns and weeds, it will come to little or nothing. Carnal,

selfish, worldly lusts, while they are tolerated or not subdued, they are as

weeds or vermin to the seed or to the fruit; they hinder it from being either

much or good ; either they hinder it from springing up, as brambles or thorns

do ; when these grow thick, the crop will be thin ; or they spoil or destroy it

after it appears. Either as locusts or caterpillars, they destroy it in the

blossom ; or as worms and other vermin, they eat into it and corrupt it when it

should come to maturity.

Begin with the work of mortification if you would be fruitful ; make use of

all means afforded you for this purpose ; be diligent and unwearied in the use

of them. Improve judgments and afflictions for this purpose, as I have lately

directed you. There is no expectation your fruit should be much or good, un-

less you pluck up these weeds and brambles which pester your hearts and

lives, and leave little or no room for good fruit ; unless you destroy these ver-

min which devour the seed, so that little comes up, or corrupt the fruit when it

is come up, so that it is become good for little or nothing. Unmortified lusts

will let little take root or grow, and afterwards they corrupt or rot that little,

hinder it from being pleasant fruit to God, as that is not pleasant to you

which is rotted or worm-eaten.

An unmortified Christian cannot be fruitful ; his lusts take up much of the

ground where good fruit should grow ; his time, his parts, his enjoyments,

yea, his soul, is otherwise employed than to bring forth good fruits, so far

as it is under the power and command of these lusis ; and that little which

he bears is full of vermin, the tolerated corruption of his heart corrupts and

spoils it. It cannot be so much nor so good as in those who have ' crucified

the flesh with the affections and lusts.'

2. Worldliness. That is a principal impediment to fruitfulness. Careful-

ness either to get or keep much of the world, eagerness either after the plenty

or the pleasures of this life, is assigned by Christ himself as the main cause

of unfruitfulness : Mat. xiii. 20-22, 'The cares of the world, and deceitful-

ness of riches,' cv/j.vv!y<i rov Xtyor, do as it were take it by the throat and

strangle it ; or as thorns and brambles, with rank roots, suck away the fat-
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ness of the earth which should nourish the corn, and so destroys it. Thus
does the world engross the strength and vigour of the soul, which should be

put forth in good fruits, and converts it to its own use ; it stifles good
motions, inclinations, affections, resolutions raised by the word, and never

suffers them to come to maturity. The other evangelist is more particular

in the account he gives of the world's mischievousness this way, Luke viii.

14. Here are three engines, by which the world does this mischief in

worldly hearts : The cares of the world ; when men are too careful, too busy
about it. The riches ; when they too highly value them, and too much
affect them, and too forwardly pursue them ; when the deceitfulness of riches

seduces them to a high opinion of riches, a great affection to them, an eager

following after them; when they believe what they deceitfully promise, and
expect great advantage and great pleasure in outward abundance. The plea-

sures of this life ; when they please themselves too much in the getting or en-

joying much of the things of this life. This chokes the word, makes the best

means of improvement ineffectual ; all good conceptions hereby prove abor-

tive. Whatsoever the word does towards fruitfulness, the world undoes it.

Even when the soul is big with good motions begotten by the word, the

world makes it miscarry; they become like the untimely birth of a woman,
that never sees the sun, Ps. lviii. 8 ; such do not 7-sXsffpogs/V. When the

heart of the ground is eaten out, and the moisture and fatness of it sucked
away by thorns and brambles, sow what you will in it, you will find it barren.

When the world takes up the thoughts, the heart, the affections, the time, the

strength, the endeavours which is necessary for the producing and nourishing

of good fruit, what can be expected, even under the best means for improve-

ment, but barrenness ? Indeed, if the design in seeking riches were to be
'rich in good works,' and they were accordingly so employed, the world
might be helpful to us. But it is a rare thing to have it so sought, and so

used, for God, and not for ourselves and relatives only or principally. And
while this is so rare, worldliness, so much branded in Scripture, is common,
and barrenness general. A worldly spirit, whatever it profess or pretend,

what zeal soever it shew in some little things, is and will be unfruitful.

' You cannot serve God and Mammon:' you cannot bring forth fruit to God,
and fruit to the world. What the world will spare for God, will neither be
much nor very good. There is little time for it, there is little heart for it

;

the world takes it up. God must have none but the world's leavings, some
crumbs that fall from its table ; this will not amount to much. Nor can it

be very good ; it will have a tang of the world, an earthish taste ; it will

savour of the temper from whence it proceeds, and have some worldly mix-

tures that will taint it. And though others, or yourselves, do not discern it,

the Lord can and will ; and less like it, the more it tastes of a worldly spirit.

If ever you would be fruitful indeed, get the world crucified, get it laid

low in your thoughts, get it cast out of your hearts. Demean yourselves

towards it, in your daily course, as a weaned child. Get your hearts, which

have been set upon the world, set upon your work, that which the Lord has

sent you to do. Let it not engross your time, which is necessary for your

souls, for your families, or for others whom you ought to improve and help

on towards fruitfulness ; that time which is necessary for prayer, for examin-

ing your spiritual state, for meditation, and working the word which you hear

or read upon your hearts.

You must be more indifferent towards the world, if you would be ' zealous

of good works,' of good fruits ; as Christ's peculiar people should be, those

whom he has purchased and redeemed from the earth; and you will not be

fruitful unless there be some zeal and fervour for more and better fruits.
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3. Privateness of spirit. When a person is confined to himself, himself

single or multiplied, he and his relatives, thinks himself little concerned to

look further ; shuts up himself, in a manner, wholly in the narrow circle of

his own concernments or that of his family and relations ; seldom draws

any lines beyond it, rarely acts further ; or what he does of larger extent, is

little and extraordinary : such a one cannot bring forth much fruit, for the

sphere of fruitfulness is very large, and reaches far beyond ourselves and
ours ; and the Lord expects we should walk and act to the full extent and

latitude of it, or else he has little fruit of us. Several graces which respect

others will be unexercised, several talents will be hid and buried. Such as

would be advantageous to others at a greater distance will not be employed,

the improvement of which the Lord calls for. Much of that we are entrusted

with, and must give an account of, will lie waste, which would yield fruit

desirable to God and men. And so far we shall be accounted barren, as we
do not bear fruit where we might and ought, by the employment of our

graces, gifts, accomplishments, estates, and outward enjoyments. He that

brings but forth fruit to himself, how much soever it be for bulk and

quantity, is barren, and no better than an empty tree in the Lord's account,

Hosea x. 1. He that will be fruitful indeed, must have fruits reaching as

far as the apostle will have them extended, Gal. vi. 10. The household of

faith is far larger than our own household and relations ; but the all he

mentions is far larger than the household of faith. Now, he that would

bring forth fruits worthy of the gospel, such as it requires, must extend

them beyond himself and relatives, to the household of faith ; and further

much than that also (though that be of large extent), even to all. He must

do good to all, to some more especially, but to all in some measure. With-

out any limitation, but that of opportunity; nothing but want of this will

excuse our neglect of any of these all from barrenness. Get public spirits,

get larger souls
;
privateness and littleness of spirit, narrow and contracted

souls shrunk up into themselves, seldom moving, like the snail, out of its

own shell, will leave you under the guilt of much barrenness. A selfish

person will be an unfruitful tree, though planted in the Lord's vineyard.

4. Indulgence to carnal ease and slothfulness. The calling of the husband-

man is laborious; he that will improve his land in fruitfulness, especially if

it be naturally barren, must be no sluggard. We must 'give all diligence'

if we would not be ' ban-en and unfruitful in the knowledge,' &c, 2 Peter i.

;

otherwise heart and life will be overrun with weeds instead of good fruit,

Prov. xxiv. 30-32. It is ' the diligent hand that makes rich,' Prov. x. 4.

Men are easily convinced that they must be diligent in their particular call-

ings if they will thrive ; but either they think it no duty to he rich unto

God, rich in good fruits, or else they think there needs not such diligence

for this; both which are pernicious delusions. ' The men of this world are

wiser in their generation than ' those who profess themselves to be ' children

of light;' they rise early, &c, to improve their estates, whereas these use

little or no diligence to improve the means of grace for fruitfulness. Where
is that diligence which the Scripture calls for, under the notions of striving,

running, wrestling ? phrases which import the putting forth of all our strength,

and continuance therein.

5. Mistaking that for good fruit which is not so. Now, because it is

necessary, and very useful for all sorts to have this mistake more fully dis-

covered, I shall be a little more large and particular herein, and endeavour

to shew how many ways we are apt to be mistaken about the goodness of

our fruits ; and to be satisfied with that as good which is not so in the

account of God.
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(1.) Some take that to be good, which is indeed bad fruit; and to be

pleasing to God, when, indeed, it is a provocation to him ; think they do

him service, when they are serving themselves, gratifying their own corrup-

tion, and sacrificing to their own lusts. Christ tells his disciples of some
who would think they did God service when they were persecuting his faith-

fullest servants, John xvi. 2 ; and this was the fruit of error and ignorance,

ver. 3. Through such ignorance and error, persons and things may be so

disguised and misrepresented, as that may be taken for a crime which is a

duty, and that for heresy which is a necessary truth ; and those for flagi-

tious persons who are not only innocent, not guilty, but eminently holy

;

and so these may be persecuted with a heat, which is taken for holy or

heroical zeal, when it is devilish enmity against God, his truths, servants,

and ways. And herewith may they be transported, who are in the com-
mon account the most knowing and the most holy ; for such were the

scribes and pharisees in Christ's time, such was their esteem amongst the

vulgar. They persecuted the apostles, yea, Christ himself, to the death,

and thought they did therein good service to God ; and it passed for good

fruit, when it was the poison of asps and the cruel venom of dragons.

Herein they are followed by the papists, and by those who disclaim this

name, but walk in their steps; who, out of a zeal to a church which their own
interest has framed, and against schism, contempt, and disobedience, which
have as little ground as their other chimera, are all in thunder and lightning.

And some of theirjudgments and consciences maybe so deluded and infatuated,

as to think it good service to God, and good fruit in the church, to ruin those

who conform not to them ; and having no hopes of fire from heaven, to gra-

tify their blind, selfish zeal, make wildfire of their own to do it. Yea, those

who are neither papists nor formalists, being under the power of error or

ignorance, in particulars which they suspect not, are in the like danger.

To censure those things as sins, which are innocent ; and to make conscience

of those as duties, which are crimes forbidden, or at least things not com-

manded ; and to embrace those as lovely truths, which are foul mistakes

:

and the more zealously they act in reference to such things, the better fruit

they may think it
;
.whereas, quite contrary, the more it acts, and the higher

it rises, it is still worse and worse. You have lamentable instances hereof,

both concerning a mistaken church and a mistaken kingdom, and also in other

less observed particulars, which I cannot insist on.

So you may see the zeal of some run out against the opinions and prac-

tices of others, under pretence they are dangerous and of bad consequence,

when the bottom of all is envy or revenge speciously dignified ; and the

design is, the disparaging or depressing of those who are thought to out-

shine them. Ill-will to those whom they affect not, is the root ; and evil-

speaking, or detraction, the fruit of it. And yet it passes for good fruit,

because it is supposed to be a good cause that is so managed, and that sup-

posed evil to which it is opposed ; but God will not account this good fruit,

whatever men do.

(2.) Some take that to" be good fruit which is only negatively good, in

comparison of what is stark naught : conclude it good, because it is not the

worst of all, or not so bad as that which some others bring forth. Such was

the fruit of the pharisee, which he thought to be very good, when he is

represented as boasting of it, Luke xviii. 11. The pharisee is not alone in

his mistake, or his confidence ; others amongst us are ready to presume their

fruit is good, and they not much concerned to look after that which is better;

because it is not quite so bad as is visible in many, or the most about them

;

they are not so profane, or so superstitious
;
they neither blaspheme nor
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persecute
;
they swear Dot, nor forswear

; they neither scorn nor hate that

which is good
;
they are neither drunkards, adulterers, or oppressors, nor

sordidly covetous
; they wallow in no such ungodliness and wickedness as they

see others do ; they bring forth better fruit than many, and so conclude it is

good enough, they need not trouble themselves further. But what a deceit

is this ! as though it were enough to prove a tree fruitful, because it has no
vermin or caterpillars on it. There is no more fruit in mere negatives, than
a tree has in winter, when it has not so much as leaves to cover it. This
is but one half of what the pharisee had to allege for himself; and the end
of your fruit will never be acceptance with God here, nor eternal life here-

after, unless it be more and better than that of the pharisees, Mat. v. 20.

(3.) Some take that to be good, which, though it be not bad in itself, yet

has no goodness in it. Such are they who are great zealots for things which
they count indifferent (t. e. such as are neither good nor bad in themselves),

yet urge them with more eagerness, and are more severe in exacting that

which they acknowledge to have no goodness in it, than any of the fruits of

holiness or righteousness ; these are neglected, and the neglect of them ex-

cused, if those be but observed. There needs no other mouth to condemn
such than their own. God calls for good fruit ; that which they most mind
is what they declare to be not good. The best they can say of such fruit

is, that it is neither bad nor good. But it will be bad enough in conse-

quence, when it hinders them, and makes them hinder others, from bringing

forth better.

Let us be warned by the follies and excesses of others not to be much
taken with anything whose goodness is not manifest. This will dangerously

divert us from that which is good fruit indeed. The life, and heart, and
strength, and vigour of religion, which should put forth itself in fruits of

holiness and righteousness, will be sacrificed to trifles and shadows, or will

run out in some worthless grain or fruitless excrescency. Be sure that per-

son or church will not be fruitful in God's account, whose excellency is the

bringing forth of that which is not confessedly good.

(4.) Others think their fruit is good, when the goodness of it is but

imaginary and fancy : such as those whose religion is notional, who are

most pleased with their notions, when they are most thin and airy, and spun
into a fineness which makes them of no use ; admire them most, when they

are least intelligible ; and think them the highest attainments when they are

out of the common road, above ordinary capacities, if not without common
sense

;
make.most of them, and hug them with most passion, when they do

them least good, and neither heart nor life is better for them. Sure, what-

ever excellency persons may fancy in such notions, they are plainly flourishes,

not fruits. Those that love to spin religion into such cobwebs, take the

course to starve their souls, and keep themselves fruitless ; cobwebs will

neither keep them warm, nor nourish. These are not good fruit in them-

selves ; but that is not the worst ;
they will hinder those who doat on them

from being otherwise fruitful. Those that are troubled with the rickets are

not thriving children, though their heads be bigger than others. When
religion is run up into the head in notions, heart and life being left desti-

tute of the virtue and power of it, must needs be barren : a notional profes-

sor will have little fruit but in fancy ; and the like danger there is when
religion is turned into matter of quarrel and controversy. This turns the

soul, which should be as the fruitful vine, into a thorn or a briar, where you
may find many prickles, but little desirable fruit. The contentious ages of

the church were barren, in comparison of the more ancient and primitive,

when religion was a plain and easy thing, and not so perplexed with conten-
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tions and controversies : ut magna citjusdam artis fuerit orlhodoxum esse ;

that it was a matter of great art to be orthodox (as Erasmus speaks of the

fourth age). Godliness as practical, was then declining; but it was even

expiring, grown decrepit, and past fruit-bearing, when the chief supports of

it were the schoolmen, who, instead of practical truths, and what would have

nourished souls unto fruitfulness, threw amongst them some bare bones to

pick
;

hard, abstruse, intricate questions, which exercised the brain, but

drew up the heat and spirits from the heart, and left that languishing : to

which that may be applied, Heb. xiii. 9.

When divines and other Christians affect to be controversial, they grow

less practical ; and it is in practice that fruitfulness appears. Satan would

bring all religion into question, and employ all in controversy. He knows

what advantage he has thereby, to divert them from that which is most fruit-

ful and edifying. Quarrelsome and contentious spirits are no soil for the

peaceable fruits of righteousness. There may be some fruit of controversy,

which the corruption and perversion of degenerate minds has made neces-

sary ; but as it is ordinarily managed, it is sour and crabbed fruit, and such

as will need many correctives to render it good and wholesome.

(5.) Others think they bear good fruit, because they have something that

makes a goodly show, a fair appearance. They make a great profession,

they are furnished with excellent guests ; their parts and accomplishments

are not contemptible
;
they have a form of knowledge, a sound judgment in

matters of religion, some understanding of the Scripture, abilities to pray,

and to discourse of the things of God, and are apprehensive of the mysteries

of the gospel. Some such fruits they had whom the apostle describes,

Rom. ii. 17-20. If these had been good fruit, it had been a good founda-

tion for the time to come ; whereas the apostle tells us, they ' treasured up
wrath,' ver. 5. Indeed, these are not fruit, but leaves ; and though the fair

show they make may give hopes of fruit at a distance, as the fig-tree did to

our Saviour, yet you know the issue of that goodly appearance, when he

found no fruit thereon, according to expectation, nothing better than leaves,

he cursed it, and it withered, and was suddenly dried up by the roots. If

you think such shows, such leaves, fruit good enough, and this conceit hin-

der you from care to bring forth something better, they will not shelter you

from the curse of Christ, and the execution of it, nor keep the axe from the

very root. If ' every tree which brings not forth good fruit, shall be hewn
down,' &c, how can they escape who bring forth nothing but leaves ?

(6.) Others think their fruit is good enough when it is but partially good ;

they do things that are good, but they do them not well; the matter of what

they do is good, but they neglect the manner, or the end, or the proportion,

something integral or essential to its goodness, without which, if it be good

at all, or may be so accounted, yet it is far from being completely good. It

is hereby utterly maimed and crippled, or no better than a dead work. So

some, they will hear the word, and hear it frequently and attentively, but

not effectually, so as to obey it ; or, if they will obey, as Herod did in many
things, Mark vi. 20, yet they obey it but where it pleases them, and suits their

humours and tempers, but not where it crosses their inclinations or interests.

And through this defect their hearing is no good fruit, nor their obeying

neither ; and if they think otherwise, they deceive themselves, in the

apostle's judgment, James i. 22.

They will yield to Christ in many things, but not in all. They are but

almost persuaded to be fully his disciples
;
they stick at some of the terms

on which he offers himself
;
though they can digest many, there is something

too much, themselves to be denied, something too valuable to be forsaken and
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relinquished, some part of the cross too heavy to take up ; and being but
' almost persuaded' to be his, the fruit they bear, how much soever it be, is

but almost good.

They will leave many sins, but not all ; or if they abstain from the out-

ward acts, yet they do not mortify them ; or if they be in some course of

mortification, they halt, and make stands in it, and will not go through.

They will be charitable, and relieve those that are in want and distress ;

but then, either this must excuse them from other good works ; or else they
are defective in this, not rich in distributing, though this be the end why
they are entrusted with riches, and the best improvement they can make
thereof. They do it not proportionably to others' necessities, no, nor to their

own superfluities. They can expend more upon their own unnecessary

excesses than upon the pressing wants of the members or messengers of

Christ ; can spare it more freely when it ministers but to pride and vanity,

and the excesses of their garb, furniture, or entertainment, than for the

feeding, clothing, and refreshing of Christ mystical.

(7.) Others take that which is but questionably good, to be best of all, and
accordingly mind it and pursue it as though there were not only some un-

questionable, but some eminent goodness in it, and, consequently, overlook,

or too much neglect, those things which are really and undoubtedly better.

And this we may observe, both in matters of opinion and practice ; both in

positive duties, and opposition of sin. So you may see some persons grown
fond of an opinion to such a degree as to lay the greatest stress on it ; to lay out

themselves almost wholly for the advancing and propagating of it; to contend

for it as for life and death ; to disparage all that are not, as they think, friends

enough to it, and blast those that oppose it ; to shew more heat and passion

for it than those truths that are vital and fundamental, and have the most
sovereign influence upon heart and life for fruitfulness ; and yet, when it is

duly and impartially examined, it may prove a question whether it be truth

or no ; and a matter of great difficulty to clear it from error, if it can be

vindicated at all from such a censure.

You may see others, to whom some particular practice is very much
endeared

;
they look upon it as a duty of greatest moment

;
they are ready

to censure all that concur not with them in it. Those duties that are evi-

dently and indispensably so must give way to it, and be neglected or little

regarded in comparison ; and yet, after all, to those who are without passions

and pre-engagements, it may be a question whether it be indeed a duty.

You may see others have a great zeal against some things which they

count unlawlul
;
they fly out against them, as though there were no other,

or no greater wickedness
;
they judge those who do not avoid them unfit for

society with Christians
;
they are ready to censure those who cannot see

reason to be so rigid and severe against them as themselves. And those

things which are plainly and unquestionably evil in themselves or others are

overlooked by this means, or little taken notice of in comparison. And yet,

when those who are fearful of sin, and think themselves highly concerned to

suffer none to lie under guilt, whom they can convince of it, do examine the

things so condemned without prejudice, they find it questionable whether

they be so sinful, or else exceeding difficult, if feasible, to find good grounds for

the conviction of others, and not at all advisable to condemn so peremptorily,

without good ground, and such as they may hope will be convincing.

Satan, the enemy of our souls, and of their fruitfulness, makes use of

diversion as one of his main stratagems. If he can but make us neglect

truths or duties that are unquestionable, he cares not how much we doat

upon those that are questionable. If he can but make us indulgent to our-
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selves in real evils, he will allow us to be as severe as we will against others

for things doubtful. He can make use of our zeal when it is misguided; of

our heat let out groundlessly ; to the rendering of it ineffectual, contemned

and disregarded, when it is duly employed. He can set up a blind, and if

we spend all our shot upon that which should be directed against real

enemies, he has his design ; he hereby makes that run waste which would

otherwise render us fruitful. As if the heart of the ground should be spent

in nourishing such plants and herbs that are of uncertain use, and of whose

virtue, wbat it is, and whether it be any or none, we are doubtful ; it must

needs be to the prejudice of those fruits which are unquestionably good and

useful.

(8.) Others take those for'good fruits which are only artificial, and of their

own devising, and commend to us a fiction of mortification, and holiness, and

divine worship, not of God's prescribing, but of man's invention. Such are

they who place mortification in some outward severities, and harsh usages

of the body, chastening, afflicting, and pinching it, as though this were the

crucifying of the flesh, which the Scripture calls for ; as though they could

mortify the body of sin, by curbing the outward man with a ' touch not,

taste not, handle not
;

' and by neglecting the body, not shewing it respect

due to it, in gratifying it with what is needful, according to that of the

apostle, Col. ii. 23, where you may discern of what account it is with God.

Being after the commandments and doctrines of men, it may have a show of

wisdom, humility, and mortification, but is no such thing really.

And such is their sanctity, who, neglecting holiness of heart and life, will

have a holiness in garments, utensils, and the very walls. Eeal holiness was

at a low ebb when this counterfeit came in request ; it is a weed that throve

most when the church was growing a wilderness, and is but a slip of a

degenerate plant where it grows rankest.

And such is that worship which the art and fancy of man devises for

God ; this can be no good fruit, with what colours soever it be set off ; this

is so far from pleasing God, as it highly provokes him. How can it do less,

when it is a preferring of human contrivances before the divine wisdom ?

And what the fruit of it will be, we may learn by the threatenings denounced

against it, Isa. xxvii., and by the censure of it : Mat. xv. 7, ' In vain they

worship me,' when the doctrine by which their worship is regulated and

ordered is the traditions of men ; in places and times devised of their own
heart, 1 Kings xii. 33. It is vain worship at the best, and that which is

vain is fruitless. It supplants that which would yield most fruit, and draws

with it a neglect of the commands and institutions of God, as the other

evangelist shews, Mark vii. 7-9. That which is of this nature and tendency

is cursed fruit, whoever bless themselves with it.

(9.) Others take that for good fruit which is no more than buds, the mere

embryos and rudiments of it. Such are good motions, raised by the word

or by afflictions, or apprehensions of death or judgment, but vanishing before

they have taken effect. Some good inclinations, some purposes and resolu-

tions to be better, but not pursued to execution ; the heart starting from

them like a deceitful bow, which returns to its unbent posture before it have

delivered the arrow. Some transient impressions, which promise well, but

pass away like the morning cloud ; some stirring affections, which melt away
as snow before the sun, and influence not the life with any lasting efficacy ;

some joy in the word, such as was in those hearers represented by the bad

ground, Mat. xiii. 20 ; some delight in the ordinances, such as was in

Ezekiel's hearers, Ezek. xxxiii. 32 ; some remorse and sorrow for sin, such

as was in Ahab, 1 Kings xxi., and the Israelites, Ps. lxxviii. 47; some desires
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of spiritual things, as in the Jews, John vi. 34, who yet believed not, ver. 36

;

some wishes for heavenly enjoyments, as in Balaam, Num. xxiii. 10 ; some
convictions also of sin and misery, and desires of freedom, but being not

followed with sincere endeavours, prove abortive, and reach not the new
birth. These are hopeful in their first appearance, but resiing in them is

the way to fall short of fruitfulness ; for they are but blossoms, not fruit,

and being nipped or blasted by the world, or prevailing corruption, or the

powers of darkness, and not suffered to knit, or at least to come to consist-

ence and maturity, they prove no good fruit. Those only are fruitful indeed

which bring forth fruit to perfection ; when the blossoms miscarry not, but

knit and come to some ripeness ; when there is a patient continuance under

such good impressions, and under the means appointed for the ripening of

them, Bom. ii. 7 ; but though there be no such continuance therein, yet

these, making a specious show, are apt to be taken for good fruit, and so take

men off from endeavouring after that which is good indeed.

(10.) Others take that for good fruit which is good only morally, not

spiritually. They are prudent, and modest, and sober, chaste and tem-

perate, meek and patient, candid and ingenuous, true and faithful in their

words, just and righteous in their dealings, and have their conversation

honest in the world. Now these would be good fruits indeed (and none can

be justly counted fruitful without them), if they proceeded from a right prin-

ciple, and were acted for a due end ; if they sprung from a new nature, and
were brought forth unto God, out of obedience to him, and with an intent to

please and honour him ; if the Spirit of grace were the author of them, and
the end why they are exercised were answerable, they would be fruits of the

Spirit, good fruits indeed. But when they are the issaes only of a better

natural temper, of moral principles, and selfish considerations, when they

have no other rise than nature somewhat refined, but not thoroughly changed,

and rise no higher in their design than self, and have no other end but what

is common or sinister, they are not fruits proper to the garden of God
;
they

may be found in the wilderness, even amongst the heathen. There is a
fineness, a loveliness in them

;
they are but finer weeds, and such as may

grow in the common of the world. When they are destitute of a spiritual

principle and end, they make up but an ethnical and natural, not a Chris-

tian and spiritual, morality. It is a pity that things so amiable and desir-

able should do any hurt ; but they are apt, when rested on as fruits good

enough, to hinder the growth of what is truly and spiritually good, yea, and
to take them off from so much as looking after that which is better. It will

be harder to convince such than others that they are unfruitful, and, till such

conviction, they are not so much as in the way towards fruitfulness.

(11.) Others take that for good fruit which is good only externally. Such
are they who are much in the external exercises of religion, perform the

outward acts of godliness and holiness in public and private, attend the ordi-

nances of worship, and submit to those of discipline, and would have holy

administrations according to divine prescription ; like them best when visibly

conformed to the pattern in the mount, the rule of the word ; spend the

Sabbath in these holy employments, attend the word diligently, repeat it to

others, employ some thoughts in meditating on it ; read and search the

Scriptures, as hoping therein for eternal life ; express a firm belief of the

whole as truly divine and infallibly true ; reverence the name of God, so as

not to endure any gross open profanation of it in themselves, or it may be

in others
;
pray everywhere, in public, in their families, and in secret too

;

discourse of heavenly and spiritual things currently, as occasion is offered
;

sing the praises of God, to outward appearance, devoutly ; seek the know-
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ledge of God and of their soul-concernments themselves, and take some
pains, have some care to instruct others.

And are not these good fruits ? Indeed they make such a goodly show,

that those who bear them may be apt to think they are not obliged to bring

forth any better. Here are the external lineaments of holiness well drawn,

and to the life, so as the piece may be taken for that very thing, of which it

is but a picture, and a mere artificial representation. But, you know, the

draught of the best artist is not indeed the fruit of the womb, though it may
be exactly like a child ; there wants a soul to inform and enliven it. There

is the colour and proportion of the several parts, but they are not living

members. And so it is here. If the soul concur not in these exercises of

religion, if that do not enliven them, and be stirring and active therein ; if

the heart be not in motion towards God, while the outward man is employed

in holy duties ; if the heart pray not, while the lips pronounce the words of

a prayer, or the ear attends them ; if the affections keep not time with the

expressions in praises, or petitions, or confessions ; if the soul comply not

with the word, and run not into the mould of it, so as to admit the impres-

sions of it intimately and effectually ; if God be not worshipped in the spirit,

and the heart kneel not, or lie not prostrate before him when there are out-

ward postures of reverence ; if the soul outmove not the lips in our addresses

to him, and the inward man, the powers of the soul, be not thoroughly

engaged in these holy services
;
why, then, all these religious employments

are but bodily exercise, which profits nothing, is altogether fruitless. Here
is but in all this a form of godliness, without the power and life of it. This

makes but the picture, the mere skeleton of a fruitful Christian ; the pro-

portions and bare resemblance of him, but without life and soul. Here is

the colour and the figure of good fruit, and such as may deceive the eye,

but all is only the effect of art, which can represent that to the life that has

no life in it, and can make that seem good fruit which is really no such

thing. Yet because these are so like good fruit, they are taken to be the

same, and those that bear them presume they are good enough, and are

thereby hindered from minding or endeavouring to bring forth better.

This, and the other mistakes mentioned, are dangerous impediments to

the fruitf'ulness the Lord expects from those that enjoy the means ; and
therefore I have the longer stayed in the discovery and removal of them.

6. Let me add another, but more briefly ; and that is, looking more at

comfort than at duty, studying the privileges to which we are advanced

more than the service to which we are called, labouring more to get assur-

ance than to do our work. All excesses in some things occasion defects in

others. While we are too much in any one thing, we shall be too little in

others, and it may be, such as are more necessary. Assurance and com-

forts are desirable, but fruitfulness is absolutely necessary. If we do not

diligently and faithfully mind our duty in the latitude of it, and apply not

ourselves wholly to the work the Lord has set us to do, we shall be found

unfruitful. And then what place, what ground will there be for comfort or

assurance ? What claim can we lay to the privileges we are so much taken

with ? The end why the Lord offers us comfort and assurance of his love,

is to make us cheerful in his service, and to encourage us in his work, and

engage our hearts in it thoroughly. Now, if we mind the means more than

the end, we act irregularly and irrationally.

What will you think of a servant who minds his refreshments more than

his work ? who takes more care, and spends more time about his meals

than in his labour and employment ? Will you think him a profitable ser-

vant, or expect much fruit of his labour ? You are too like such servants
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when you are eager for comforts and spiritual refreshments, but less active

for God in a way of serviceableness, and more backward to do or suffer what

he calls you to. This is to be more for yourselves than for him ; and while

you are so disposed, he is not like to find much fruit on you. It is no com-
mendation of Ephraim when he is compared to a ' heifer that loves to tread

out the corn,' Hosea x. 11. It was the way of thrashing in those times to

tread out the full sheaves with the feet of their cattle ; and while they were

so treading, their mouths were not to be muzzled, Deut. xxv. 4, so that they

were eating while they were at this work, therefore they liked this work, but

were averse to the toil of the yoke and the labour of the plough, where
they bad not such liberty and encouragement. Ephraim was like one of

these heifers ; he loved the service that was sweetened with a present

reward, and would pay itself while it was a-doing, but declined that which

was laborious, and was not attended with such refreshments. Those of

this temper will be less serviceable, and so less fruitful.

The way to get comfort and assurance, and the sweet sense and improve-

ment of your relations to God, and the privileges wherewith he honours and
enhappies his servants, is to be ' constant and unmoveable, always abound-

ing in the work of the Lord, for then your labour shall not be in vain in the

Lord.' The issue of it will be, the testimonies of his love and acceptance.

But to be earnest for joy and comfort, and remiss in the Lord's work, is the

way to fall short both of assurance and fruitfulness.

Be not then so solicitous about receiving good, as in doing good. It is a
more blessed thiug to do than to receive. It is a directer way to abound in

those fruits which the Lord will crown with rich bjessings. Be not more
careful to know that the Lord is your God than to shew yourselves to be

his servants, by faithfulness, diligence, and activeness in the work of God.
He that will mind his duty, and make it his business to be every way
serviceable, and proceed in that way, though he walk in darkness, and see

no light in God's countenance, is in the most probable way to comfort, but

in a most certain way to fruitfulness.

7. Beware you be not much taken up with little things. These will take

you off from the greater, wherein your chief and most valuable fruits consist.

Let truths and duties have that proportion of your thoughts and en-

deavours which their weight and moment require. The ' tithing of mint,

anise, and cummin,' will occasion the neglect of things which are ffagimgn

toZ vofioj, ' the weightier things of the law.' There are some matters of

opinion and practice that are but in the skirts of religion and godliness, far

from the heart of it, e. g. the less considerable questions about rites, order,

discipline, &c. If these take us up as much or more than the vitals of god-

liness, we are like but to make an inconsiderable improvement in the main.

And then whatever our proficiency be in minute things, and such as are not

material, it will turn to no great account when God comes to seek for fruit.

If we be more busy about the fringe and the lace than the body and soul of

religion, or if that which is but as the hair be of more regard with us than

the head of it, we may be fruitful in trifles, but barren in what is of greatest

value and consequence. This is as if a gardener should take much pains in

watering and pruning one small branch or sprig, but should do nothing at

all to the main arms, or the body, or the root of the tree. That is not the

way to make it bear well.

Having discovered the impediments which hinder your fruitfulness, and

therewith shewed you the necessity of removing of them, and the way to do

it, I proceed to some positive directions, such as, being duly observed, may
promote your fruitfulness more directly.
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1. Labour to be sensible of your barrenness. The sense of an evil is the

first step towards its removal. He that observes not his distemper, and has

no sense of it, will not look after cure, nor so much as think of it; it is like

to grow upon him, and continue so till it prove mortal and incurable. He
that is past sense is often past cure, and he that is without sense is so far

without hope of relief that he is not in the way to it, nor will so much as

seek it. Ephraim's condition was dangerous indeed, when there was cause

to complain of him, as Hosea. vii. 9. If you would be fruitful, get true and

effectual apprehensions of your unfruitfulness, such as may impress a lively

and stirring sense of it upon your souls and consciences ; endeavour to

understand what the nature of it is, how much, how far it prevails, wherein

it consists, and in what particulars you are chargeable, what are the causes

of it, and what the danger ; labour to see these severals, so as your eye

may affect your heart, and so affect it, as it may set all in motion towards

cure and redress.

(1.) Labour to know what is the nature and extent of your unfruitfulness,

whether it be total or partial only ; whether you be wholly barren, and bear

no good fruit at all, or only bring not forth so much and so good as the

Lord may expect from you. Get acquainted with the state of your souls
;

if there be not an universal change wrought therein, if the fallow-ground of

your hearts be not ploughed up, no good fruit at all can grow there. If this

be your condition, and you are not sensible of it, you will never look after

that great change, without which you cannot be in any capacity for fruit-

fulness.

(2.) If you be not wholly fruitless, but only defective in part, labour to

understand where the defect is, in quantity or quality. Be apprehensive of

both, and how far it reaches, and the severals wherein it appears. Get a

particular sense hereof; that is the best way to an universal redress.

"While you have only confused apprehensions of your unfruitfulness in

general, and are not sensible of the particulars wherein distinctly you are

guilty, you will do little or nothing towards a cure, or nothing to purpose

;

neither can others do it for you. A person that complains he is ill, but

minds not where or how, nor gives any account of it so as the particular

distemper may be discerned, is not in the way either to help himself or to

have help from a physician. Resting in confused apprehensions and general

complaints of barrenness, without searching in what parts of heart and life

it lies, is the way to continue still unfruitful. Neither yourselves, nor
others for you, can apply themselves particularly, and so not effectually, to

remove it.

Search then every part of your souls, and every part of your conversations

where fruit should appear, and observe what branch of either is too bare ;

how far your fruit is too little, how far it is not good ; where it grows not
thick enough, or where it is spoiled and corrupted.

Look into your minds. What is the good fruit that should grow there ?

High apprehensions of God
;
frequent meditation of his attributes, word,

works, holy thoughts, minding of heaven and things above, and minding
other things in a subserviency thereto

;
making use of the world, the ob-

jects and occurrences therein, to make it self-pregnant with spiritual

thoughts and motions heavenward. Take notice how fruitless your minds
are herein, how little they are so employed, how seldom such thoughts have
admission, how short their stay is, how cold their welcome, how inconsider-

able their efficacy, how easily they are diverted, how often stifled, how much
your minds and thoughts run waste ; what vanity, impertinency, curiosity

or carnalness corrupts them, so that the fruits of your minds are neither
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much nor good. How near, how like you are to those who delight not to

retain God in their thoughts, and the things of God. Get such a sense of

this as the nature and consequence of it calls for.

Look into your hearts. The good fruits which these should bring forth

are the acts and exercise of graces and holy affections to God and others.

Observe if the exercise of some be not almost wholly neglected, if others be
not seldom acted, though there be frequent occasions for it. If, when they

do act, it be not very weakly, feebly, with much mixtures of corruption
;

and so, if your best fruits be not, as it were, very much worm-eaten, if not

half rotten ; take such notice hereof, as may strike your hearts with a due
sense of it, and of the consequence of it.

Look into your lives. Observe what fruits these should bring forth unto

God, yourselves, your families, those to whom you are specially related,

what and how much unto the household of faith, unto strangers, unto

enemies, what their several conditions and circumstances call for, what
your several talents oblige you to, what variety of occasions and oppor-

tunities require, what you owe to their souls, what to their other concern-

ments, what acts of godliness, of sobriety, of righteousness, of mercy, of

charity, you should abound in. Observe how many of these are omitted,

how many slightly performed, how many sorely corrupted in respect of

their principle, or their matter, or their manner, or their end. These
diligently observed, if either multitude or weight would make you sensible,

will help you to a great and a particular sense of your unfruitfulness.

(3.) Be sensible of the causes of your barrenness. Make diligent inquiry

after them, and engage yourselves to a careful observance of them. It is

here, as in other cases, to know the cause is half the cure.

Take notice what weeds they are which choke the seed, what vermin it is

that corrupts the fruit. You will not take pains to pluck up those or

destroy these, unless you be sensible what mischief they do you. Search

out tho?e inward distempers which hinder your souls from thriving and

growing fruitful. Be sensible of them, as of such a judgment as locusts, and

canker-worms, and caterpillars, and palmer-worms were counted of old, when
they destroyed the fruits of the earth, and made the land barren and deso-

late, as it is expressed, Joel ii. ; such desolation will tolerated lusts make
in your souls. Observe whether it be spiritual sloth or too much business

;

whether negligence of your souls, or too much eagerness after earthly things,

or little things in religion ; whether it be mistakes or prejudice. The former

account given you of the impediments of fruitfulness, may be helpful to you

herein. If you discover the true cause of your barrenness, and be sensible

how pernicious it is, that will make you resolute against it, and so contribute

much towards more fruitfulness.

(4.) Be sensible of the sinfulness and danger of barrenness, how much
guilt it will involve you in, what dreadful calamities of all sorts it will ex-

pose you to. Those many particulars which I made use of as motives

before, will serve also as means for this purpose. And let them be re-

membered and so improved to make you more and more apprehensive how

exceeding sinful, how extremely dangerous it is to continue barren under

the means of fruitfulness. The more sensible you are of this, the more

careful, the more active will you be to produce more and better fruits ; and

that is the next way to more improvement. It is want of sense that hinders

action, and it is through want of activeness that nothing goes forward in our

spiritual course. A barren womb was counted a shame, a reproach, a curse.

How impatient was Rachel of it ! Gen. xxx. 1. And what an affliction was

it to Hannah! 1 Sam. i. 8, 10, 11.
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Spiritual barrenness is a greater grievance in itself, and should be so to

us, and no less resented by us. And if we were duly convinced of our un-

fruitfulness in the severals wherein we are guilty, and truly sensible of it as

our sin, our shame, our reproach, our burden, one of our greatest afflictions
;

if we had such a sense of it as would make it fearful, and shameful, and
grievous, and afflictive, and burdensome to us : this would lead us (as it did

them of old) to take such courses as would not suffer us to continue long

unfruitful. But we are so, and we continue so, because we make little or

nothing of it, we go lightly under it, we are too well content it should be so.

There is no such longing for deliverance from this affliction, as from outward
petty grievances ; none of Hannah's sore weeping for this barrenness; we
are in no such bitterness of soul on this account. And why is it thus, but
either because we are not apprehensive that we are unfruitful, nor how far,

nor wherefore, nor wherein ; or else because we have no such sense of the-

evil of it as our souls should be possessed with. A due sense of it, as of a

dangerous and burdensome grievance, would bid fair for an effectual redress
;

this would set all in a quick motion towards it ; this would beget such
longings, such wrestlings, such diligence and activeness for it, as would not

fall short of abundant fruitfulness.

2. Get new natures. There must be that great and universal change
made in your souls, by renewing grace and the Spirit of regeneration, before

you can bring forth good fruit. You must be born again before you can

bear much, nay, before you can bring forth any fruit at all that is truly good.

Nothing more evident in Scripture than this. You must be ' renewed in the

spirit of your minds,' and ' put on the new man,' Eph. iv. 23, 24. That
new man, that new nature, must be created in you, which consists in holiness

and true righteousness, before you can bring forth the fruits of holiness and
righteousness. Holiness and righteousness planted in the soul at our new
birth is the root of all good fruit. You may as well expect that herbs or

corn will grow without a root, as that any good fruit should grow where
holiness and righteousness is not first rooted in the heart.

Therefore that is the method of the Spirit of God in Scripture ; when he

calls for good fruit, he first advises to look to the root, Col. iii. 10. ' After

the image of God,' which consists in holiness and righteousness, there is the

root ; and these being planted, he proceeds to call for good fruit, ver. 12-14,

and afterwards requires relative duties, which are the fruits proper to wives,

husbands, children, fathers, servants, masters, in the rest of the chapter and
the beginning of the next. These fruits will not be brought forth till the

new man be put on, i. e. till renewing grace be planted in the soul. So the

Lord requiring better fruit of the Jews, that his fury might not consume
them, in order thereto calls upon them to get their hearts circumcised, Jer.

iv. 8. That which is called circumcision of the heart in the Old Testament,

is renewing and quickening by the Spirit of regeneration in the New Testament,

Col. ii. 11, 13.

The soil must be good, that the fruit may be good. The old soil of nature

unrenewed bears but such fruit as that Heb. vi. 8. The fruit cannot be

good unless the tree be good, Mat. vii. 16-18. So Luke vi. 43-45. He
that brings forth good fruit must be first a good tree ; and he is a good tree,

as the metaphor is explained, who is good at heart, i. e. in whose heart there

is a treasury of grace. No good thing, no good fruit, can be expected where
there is not such a treasure within. You may as reasonably look for figs of

thorns, or grapes of brambles, as good fruits from those whose hearts are

not sincerely good, whose souls are not enriched with this heavenly treasure,

VOL. II. e e
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the treasure of grace and holiness. Nay, those who are not born again and
quickened by regenerating grace, are not only bad trees, in Scripture phrase,

but such as are dead. That is the state of every unregenerate soul, he is

' dead in trespasses and sins,' and some ' twice dead, and plucked up by the

roots,' Jude 12. And what fruit can you expect from a dead tree ? Till

you be ' quickened by the Spirit ' of Christ, and made ' alive unto God,' all

the fruits you bear will be no better than ' dead works.'

Oh then, if ever you would bear any fruit that is good, any fruits that

God can take pleasure in, if you would ' flee from the wrath to come,' that

dreadful wrath which is coming upon all who are barren, mind the new
birth, make sure that you are born again; mind this as that 'one thing

needful,' that one thing .upon which all fruitfulness, and consequently all

happiness, depends. Beg this of God, above all things in the world, that

he would give you new hearts and make you new creatures ; that he would

raze out the image and superscription of Satnn, which naturally every soul

bears, and impress on you his own image, created in holiness and righteous-

ness. Give no rest to your souls till you have some evidence that you are

renewed in the spirit of your minds, and in the frame and temper of your

hearts ; till you can say upon some good ground, ' Old things are passed

away, and all things become new.'

Till then the best of your fruits will but have a show of goodness, such as

may delude you and deceive others, but will never procure you comfort here

or reward hereafter. ' Be not deceived, God will not be mocked,' Gal. vi.

7-9. ' He that is in the flesh ' can do no other than ' sow to the flesh ;'

and he is in the flesh who is acquainted with no other birth but his first, his

carnal and natural birth, who never knew what it was to be born of the

Spirit,' John iii. 5, 6. ' Marvel not that I say unto you, Ye must be born

again ;' I say no more than Christ, than the apostle says ; till then, you will

never bear fruit of which you can reap anything but corruption, i. e. the

temporal and eternal ruin of body and soul. If you expect anything better,

you will find yourselves miserably deceived.

And take heed you be not deluded by others. There are some teachers

admirably wise in their own conceit, who, having no experience of the new
birth in themselves, or following Pelagius, who flattered nature and denied

the necessity of renewing grace, they waive, the doctrine of regeneration,

and call upon their hearers for morality, as though that were all in all

:

wherein they proceed as wisely, and are [as j like to prove successful, as if they

were pruning a dead tree to make it fruitful, or taking pains with a bramble

to make it bear grapes, or looking for fruits where there is no root. That

no fruit truly good can be expected where the new birth is not the founda-

tion, and renewing grace the root of it, is a truth so clear in Scripture, that

if an angel from heaven should preach any other doctrine, we might upon
good ground count him a deluder.

3. Get the inward principles of holiness strengthened and enlarged ifyou
would be fruitful. The first thing you are to mind is to get grace planted

in the heart ; without this, as I now told you, there can be no good fruit at

all. The next thing is to get it fortified and increased ; without this there

cannot be much fruit, and without much you cannot be fruitful. The Lord
expects not only some good fruit, but much of it, proportionably to the

means of improvement vouchsafed. He looks for much, of those to whom
much is committed. And indeed it is not good enough, though it may have

some goodness in it, unless it answer his expectation. And on this account

it will not be good unless it be much, and much it cannot be when the prin-

ciple it produces is weak and little. For good fruits are the acts of holiness
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in heart and life, and everything acts as it is
;
opemri sequitur esse. That

which is but small and feeble cannot ordinarily do much nor do it so well.

Where grace is weak, it will but act feebly ; the acts of it will neither be so

many nor so vigorous, and so our fruit will neither be so much nor so good
as when grace in the heart is much and strong. When it is such, the virtue

of it will reach farther, and be able to fill a larger sphere of fruitfulness, and
there will not be such mixtures of corruption to vitiate or rot it. When a

tree is well and firmly rooted, it will grow higher, the body of it stronger and
more bulky, and the branches more and also more spreading, and so it will

be capable of bearing much more fruit than another. Holiness in the heart

is the root of all good fruits (as I shewed before). That the trees of right-

eousness may be strong and spreading, and so very fruitful, you must look

well to the root
; you must dig about it, and open it, and water it ; I mean

you must be diligent, by all means, to have holiness thrive in your hearts,

to make it strong and keep it active, to remove whatever may hinder its

spreading, or obstruct the diffusing of its virtue into the several branches of

your souls and lives. ' Give all diligence,' that every grace may increase

and abound, 2 Peter i. 5-8. ' If these be in you and abound, you will not
be barren,' &c. To be rich in inward holiness is the way to be full of good
fruits, rich in good works, for out of the good treasury of the heart those good
things proceed ; and when this treasure abounds there, out of the abundance
of the heart will they flow freely and plentifully. It is not enough that the

soil be good, unless it be kept in heart ; it is not enough that your souls are

sanctified, unless they be kept up in a gracious temper, always ready and
disposed to exercise grace upon all occasions. That is the way to be ready
to every good work, Titus iii. 1. And so whenever the Lord comes seeking

fruit he may find some.
4. Be much in the use of ordinances. They are the means appointed by

God for the improvement of his people's souls to fruitfulness ; and being
duly used, they will not fail to attain their end, they will certainly produce
good fruits. You may be as confident of it as that meat and drink will

nourish you, or that rain in season will make the earth fruitful. For the

means of grace are, by the Lord's appointment, that to your souls which
meat is to your bodies, or rain is to the ground. That of the prophet seems
spoken of a promise for deliverance, but it holds true of the word in general,

and we may conclude the same in proportion of the other ordinances, Isa.

lv. 10, 11. And it follows, ver. 13, those who were before unfruitful as the

briar and thorn, shall be like fair and goodly trees, they shall abound in

graces and good fruits. The Lord would never have appointed those means
for this end, but that they are apt to effect it, and it would be a disparage-

ment^ him who so appointed them if they should not attain it. But then

they must be duly used ; let me tell you how, briefly, in three or four

particulars.

(1.) Your hearts must be employed in them. The soul should be

thoroughly engaged therein, Jer. xxx. 21. We should strongly oblige our

hearts, and make a covenant with our souls to approach unto God, when we
go about holy duties, otherwise we shall but do the work of the Lord negli-

gently ; and so, when the blessing of the ordinances is to make us fruitful,

they may leave us under the curse of barrenness ; for, Jer. xlviii. 10, negli-

gence in worship is less tolerable than in the work there spoken of. You must
hear, as for life, Deut. xxxii. 46, 47. You should pray, as if you were in a

conflict; put out the strength of your souls, as if you were wrestling; cuvuyai-

vlaaaOai, is the apostle's word, Rom. xv. 30. So use the ordinances, and they

will not fall short of their end ; the blessing of them will come down upon
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your souls, like rain upon the mown grass, to refresh and make you

fruitful.

(2.) Come with an appetite, longing for the blessings of them ; come

with souls pinched with their spiritual wants, sensible that you need them
;

as your bodies, when faint or hungry, are sensible that they need refresh-

ment, 1 Peter ii. 2. If you would grow strong and fruitful by the word,

come to it as the hungry infant comes to the breast, so as nothing else will

satisfy it. If you come as you do to a meal with a full stomach, no wonder

if you be ' sent empty away,' Luke i. 53. He will fill with the good things

of his ordinances those that come hungering after them, but the full he

sends empty away, full of nothing but the'soul-distempers they came clogged

with. Why do so many continue unfruitful under the means of grace, but

because they come out of custom, are too well content to go as they come,

are too indifferent whether they reap any spiritual advantage thereby or no?
Alas ! when so exceeding much might be gained hereby, we get no more,

because we no more desire it. ' The Lord's hand is not shortened,' &c,

but we are ' straitened in our own bowels ;' our desires are contracted, and

shrunk up into nothing ; our mouths are shut, when the Lord's hand is

open. Nothing can get into our souls till desires open them ; these would

make us drink in those heavenly showers, as the dry chapped earth drinks in

the rain, and fruitfulness would be the issue of it in our souls, as it is in

the ground, Heb. vi. If we came to the ordinances with earnest and sincere

desires after the blessings thereof, a blessed fruitfulness would be our por-

tion, we should then be under the influence of that sweet promise, Mat. v.

(3.) Content not yourselves with the ordinances without the presence of

God in them. He is present everywhere, by common acts of providence,

but more in some places than others, according as he more or less appears

and shews himself in his power and glory. He is said to be most in heaven,

because he is there most gloriously manifested ; but next to heaven, most in

his ordinances : there he gives us ground to expect a more special presence

than elsewhere ordinarily on earth. And then is he so present when he

concurs with his ordinances, makes them powerful and effectual ; when he

shews his goings, discovers his glory, exerts his power, distils his influences.

Then is he present with them, when in the use of them he shines into the

mind, stirs in the conscience, opens the heart, moves the will, excites the

affections. So that there is no fructifying virtue in the ordinances unless

the Lord be present there. So that to be contented with the use of ordi-

nances, without the divine presence, is to be satisfied with an empty dish,

instead of that which should nourish and refresh you. Heaven would not

be heaven without that glorious presence ; and the means of grace will not

be the means of grace, cannot be the means of fruitfulness, without this

special presence. There is no healing virtue in these waters, nothing to

heal those distempers which keep you barren, unless the angel of his pre-

sence descend and trouble them, or move upon them.

And therefore, whatever other circumstances commend or endear the

ordinances to you, be satisfied with nothing without this special and efficacious

presence. Beg this importunately before you go, as Moses, Exod.xxxiii. 13-15.

The Lord had assured him, ver. 2, that he would send an angel before him ;

but the conduct of an angel, without the presence of God, would not avail

them, nor satisfy him. If the ordinances were administered to you by angels,

yet would not they be effectual, nor you fruitful, without the Lord's pre-

sence. If Paul should preach to you, if Apollos were your minister, yet

would not the word be fruitful, unless God gave the increase ; that so de-

pends upon his presence and concurrence, as nothing, no act, that which is
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extraordinary and miraculous, can yield an increase without it, 1 Cor. iii. 6,

and so he applies himself to God for it, 2 Cor. ix. 10.

Be importunate for this presence of God before you come, and come with

such longings for it as David expresses, Ps. lxiii. 1, 2; whatsoever he saw

in the sanctuary (and there were glorious things to be seen), nothing would

satisfy his longings and thirstings, but the sight of the glory and power
of God there

;
nothing but that presence which he was wont to have :

' As I

have seen thee,' &c.

And when you find the Lord withdraws, when at any time you enjoy not

his presence ; when your hearts are hard and dead under the ordinances,

not touched from above, not warmed, not affected, not in motion; when, by
the ineffectualness of your attendance on them, you find reason to conclude

that he is absent, that you see not his goings, feel not his working, find no

footsteps nor impress of the divine presence on your hearts : let the Lord
know that you count this a grievous affliction, that you cannot tell how to

live without his presence ; that the ordinances, however otherwise the

special solace of your souls, are no joy to you without him. Give him no
rest till he return, and impregnate the ordinances with his influences, and

make them fruitful, and you by them, with his presence, Cant. iv. 16. By
refreshing gales, and fruitful inspirations of his presence and Spirit, graces

are quickened, strengthened, increased, acted
;
they flow forth, and abound

in pleasant fruits.

(4.) Use not the ordinances for themselves. Account them not your end,

but the means to attain it. Look not upon your use of them as the fruit

which God expects, but as the way to that fruitfulness. Do not think your

fruitfulness consists in hearing, reading, praying, meditating, conference, or

communicating ; this is as if the husbandman should think his harvest lay in

tilling, and ploughing, and sowing his ground : if he mind nothing more,

and look no further, his barn will be empty at the year's end, and he undone
in.the conclusion. These are not the fruits of the earth, but the way and
means to make the earth yield them. So are the ordinances ; if you use

them, and look at no other fruit, you will reap little but your labour for

your pains. Their end is something further than their use; if yon rest in

the use of them as the end, you will fall short of fruitfulness, which is their

end indeed, and continue barren.

God will not count you fruitful, because you are much and often in the

use of ordinances, no more than a vine-dresser will count a vine fruitful,

because it is much dunged, and often watered ; if he have no other fruit of

it, his labour is lost, and the tree in danger to be cut down as fruitless.

That is your case, that is your danger, if your fruit be but your being

employed in holy duties. This perishes in the using, and you may perish

for all this, as those that are barren. He that useth the means, as though

it were his end, both abuseth the means and loseth the end. Rest not in

your performance of holy duties, how much, how well soever you seem to

perform them, unless you find some good effect thereof upon your hearts

and in your lives. For all your diligence and exactness here ; u, if nothing

more, nothing better come of it, let it be as grievous to you as it would be

to a gardener, if, after much pains in digging, and planting, and watering, he

should see nothing spring up, or grow, he would look upon himself as in

danger to be undone. And so may you; nor will the use of ordinances help

or secure you, unless they help you to be fruitful ; and if you would have

them helpful to you this way, you must use them for this end, and not as

if they were the end of their own use.

(5.) Make fruitfulness your business. Look upon it as your greatest con-
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cernment in this world, and accordingly mind and pursue it. Let it not be
a vragegyov, something that you mind on the by, when other things you are

more taken up with will give you leave ; but make it the main work, and
great design of your lives, to be fruitful and live fruitfully. It is for want
of this usually that we remain barren. There is such a concurrence of all

other things requisite to make us fruitful, that our great defectiveness herein

cannot rationally be charged upon anything so much as this, that we do not

make it our business to abound with good fruits. The Lord has declared

himself willing, yea, desirous, that we should be filled with the fruits of the

Spirit. He calls for this importunately, by his word, by his providences,

by our own consciences ; he threatens and afflicts us for want of them ; he
affords us means abundantly sufficient for this purpose ; he promises his

concurrence and assistance, to make them effectual ; he furnishes us with

abilities, opportunities, and advantages for the improvement of them. We
have much more to secure our success herein than in other affairs, wherein

we ordinarily succeed well enough, using but common prudence and industry.

What, then, can be the reason that we are not more successful in this, that

so many who are planted in the Lord's vineyard bear so little fruit ? So far

as I can discern, in ordinary cases, the true cause of this is, because we do
not make fruitfulness our business. When we have pursued this in our

thoughts so far as we can, it must at last be resolved into this as the main
reason of it, we make it not our chief work and design to be full of good
fruits; something else is more our business, more minded, more designed,

more pursued. We have something else more in chase which diverts us

;

our hearts are more upon some other business ; the main streams which
should carry us to this run some other way. We mind this as though we
did not mind, and seek it as though we sought it not. We seem to seek

this, but we strive not for it; we move towards it, but we run not; we offer

at it, but we wrestle not ; and it is running, striving, wrestling by which
effectual endeavours for fruitfulness are expressed in Scripture. We act not

[atj such a rate as becomes those who make it their grand design, nor as

we see others act for that which they make their business. We follow not

this as a man whose heart is on the world pursues some promising worldly

design ; and manage not this affair as careful, industrious men manage their

business. We do not take such care and pains about it. This seems to me
to be the principal cause why many, who, in respect of the means they enjoy,

might be filled with the fruits of righteousness and holiness, are very much
to seek in many of them.

Since, then, there is a concurrence of all other things, all that is requisite

on God's part, to render you fruitful, and this is the chief remora that stops

it on your parts, resolve for the future to be no more wanting to yourselves in

that which infinitely concerns you. Make it but your business, bestow but

on it that care and pains which you allow to that which you make your busi-

ness in the world, and you may be certain of more success than any can in-

sure to you in earthly undertakings. It is a sure way to be fruitful, to be

rich in all good fruits.

(G.) Make use of afflictions to promote fruitfulness. Pruning is a means
to make a tree fruitful, Lev. xxv. 3. So the Lord, when provoked to deny
the means of fruitfulness, because they were not improved, threatens the

barren vineyard shall be no more pruned, Isa. v. 6. Afflictions are that to

the soul which pruning is to a fruit-tree; as necessary, as advantageous, to

render it fruitful. Hence those plants which the Lord will have improved

he will purge or prune them, John xv. 2. Those branches he has no hopes

of, ai^a, he cuts them off for the fire ; but those which he intends to make
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more fruitful, xaDdiosi, he purges, he prunes them. As a vine-dresser cuts

off the suckers, lops off the twigs and superfluous branches, which are good

for nothing, but spend the sap which should make the better boughs fruitful,

so does the Lord, as by other means, so by afflictions, cut off those luxuri-

ances which suck away the strength of the heart that should run out into

good fruits. If, then, you would be more and more fruitful, make use of

afflictions and outward calamities, which the Lord exercises you with for

this end. Submit to pruning, and see that it be improved for this purpose.

But how may afflictions be so improved, for the rendering of us more
fruitful ? Briefly,

[1.] Observe what excesses you are apt to run into ; what useless excres-

cences or luxuriances sprout out anywhere in your souls or lives ; what

suckers there are which spend the strength of your hearts, in any degree

unprofitably. Take notice what it is tbat takes up more of your thoughts,

affections, endeavours than is due to it; what relation, what enjoyment,

what design or business, what recreation or refreshment, is wont to hurry

you into excesses, and to take up more of your hearts, or time, or talents

that it ought to have. Make use of afflictions, to wean you from these, and

to keep you within your bounds, which they tempt you to transgress. Apply
them as wormwood and gall, as offered on purpose by the Lord to embitter

those things, the lusciousness of which has endangered and ensnared your

souls, and drawn you into too great neglects of God and your heavenly

interests, upon the due minding of which depends your fruitfulness. Those
excesses and inordinacies spend the sap, and strength, and vigour of your
souls unprofitably, which, if it ran the right way, would turn into good

fruits. * Make use of afflictions to lop these off, though it go to the quick to

do it ; sharper chastenings must do it if others will not serve the turn, un-

less the Lord will leave you under barrenness. When afflictions are sharp

and bitter, say, These are the issue of my excesses and inordinacies, and I

am like to suffer more by them if they continue. And so make use of suffer-

ings in any kind, to dead the heart to them ; then they are lopped off and
wither when the heart dies to them. And these suckers being cut off, the

other branches will better thrive, and be more fruitful.

[2.] Exercise faith for this purpose. Depend on God for such an issue

and effect of afflictions, that he will so order and manage them that they

shall tend to make you more fruitful, that he will help you to such an im-

provement of them. Dependence on the Lord for it doth engage him to do

it. Those that trust him 'shall not be ashamed;' i.e. shall not be dis-

appointed, Rom. x. 11. It is disappointment that makes ashamed, when
he falls short of what he confidently expected. Those that in faith expect

this of the Lord, shall not find their expectation frustrated, shall not meet
with any disappointment that will make them ashamed of their confidence,

Ps. ix. 18. The expectation of the afflicted shall not come to nothing; the

Lord will not forget to answer his expectation. Do but trust God, and he

will not herein fail you. And there are two strong supports of faith, great

encouragements to believe that he will sanctify afflictions, so as to make you
fruitful: his design, and his promise.

First, It is his end and design in afflicting his children. It is not to

satisfy his justice, nor to give vent to his anger, when he is full of it, nor to

please himself in the smart of those who have provoked him
;
but, as he

graciously expresses it, Heb. xii. 10, that is his end in chastening his chil-

dren, to make them more ' partakers of his holiness ' than they were before,

and without chastening, and so more capable of bringing forth the fruits of

holiness. So John xv. 2, when the vine-dresser makes use of the pruning-
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hook, and cnts the vine, and makes it bleed, his design is not to kill it, but

to make it more fruitful. And such is the Lord's end in pruning his people

by afflictions ; and this being bis design, we may be sure he is not willing

to lose it or to fall short of his end; that would be a dishonour to him, such

a one as the sons of men cannot digest. And upon this ground faith may
raise itself into confidence, that he will promote fruitfulness by afflictions,

since that is the end he proposes to himself in afflicting, and these are the

means he uses for the effecting of that end. And it is not for his honour to

lose his end, or to use means which are not effectual for the accomplishing

of it.

Secondly, You have his promise for it. He has passed his word, and
engaged his truth and faithfulness, that afflictions shall have this effect,

Heb. xii. 11 ; it will bring forth these fruits. This, when God's method is

observed, is so certainly future, that he expresses it as present :
' It bringeth

forth.' It is confirmed by experience too : Solidisshna pars est corporis, quam
frequens usus agitavit (Seneca). Rom. v. 3-5, affliction puts these graces

upon trial and exercise, and exercise strengthens and increases them ; and
hence the fruit of affliction is more ' precious than gold,' 1 Peter i. 7. It

is hereby tried, and often trials put upon frequent exercise ; and the more
it is acted, the more it is strengthened, and consequently the fruit of it is

more and better ; more both in quantity and value, precious fruit.

Now, the Lord having promised, and given experiments too, of his faith-

fulness in performing his promise, what can be more desired for the en-

couragement of our faith ? Act it accordingly, believe the Lord, so shall

your souls prosper. It will not only purify the heart itself, and purge out

those distempers that keep you barren, but engage the Lord to make afflic-

tions effectual to promote your fruitfulness.

[3.] Seek him for this purpose. He intends this by afflictions, and has

promised it ; but for this he will be sought unto. After the Lord had de-

clared his intention, and given his word that he would plant what was deso-

late, yet he adds, Ezek. xxxvi. 37, Be importunate with the Lord, that he

would make you fruitful by afflictions
;
pray, and that your prayers may be

prevalent, pray in faith ; and that faith may be strong, let the design and
promise of God be its support. This is the way to put life and spirits both

into your faith and prayer. The apostle James, having given an account

of the fruits which afflictions are apt to produce, James i. 2, 3, adds, ver. 5,

' If any want wisdom,' to make such a fruitful improvement of afflictions,

' let him pray for it.' But how must he pray ? Every mode of praying will

not serve the turn. He tells you, ver. 6, this is the way, in brief, to make
use of afflictions for fruitfulness ; I have given a large account of it.

(7.) Labour to make all things subservient unto fruitfulness. Improve
all that yea are entrusted with, all that you can make any such advantage of,

for this purpose. Make use of parts, and gifts, and other enjoyments, for

this end ; manage them all so as the product of them may be good fruits. It

is true, holiness in the heart is the root and stock upon which, and upon
nothing else without it, that which is truly and spiritually good doth grow.

But other seions, though otherwise incapable of bearing good fruit, being

grafted into this stock, may bring forth excellent fruit ; the sap and juice of

grace conveyed into them, changes their nature and quality ; and instead of

that which is wild and degenerate (which is their natural issue), makes them
capable of bearing fruit pleasant to God and man.
And as by the influence of grace they may be improved for such fruitful-

ness, so the Lord expects we should actually so improve them. They are

talents which are committed to us for this end ; and the Lord, that has en-
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trusted us with them, and made us stewards of them, looks that such advan-

tage should be made thereof, and will call us to an account for it. We
must shortly give an account of our stewardship ; and if we cannot shew

good fruit, as to the improvement of these talents, wo shall be found unfaith-

ful stewards, unprofitable servants, and in danger to have a process formed

against us accordingly.

Those who have more advantages than others, should be careful to bring

forth more and better fruits than others ; or else they will not be able, when
the great day of reckoning comes, to give a good account of it.

[l.J Those that have a better natural temper, have this way an advantage

thereby above others. Grace in such a temper is like apples of gold in pic-

tures of silver ; it is as a diamond better set, the lustre and beauty of it more

appears ; but then, if we would improve it for fruitfulness, the use of it must
not be to please others, or to set off ourselves, or to gain love and reputa-

tion to ourselves, but to insinuate ourselves the more advantageously into

others, to do them good, to sweeten spiritual advice and reproofs, which,

though for the health and recovery of their souls, yet, as bitter pills, and

unpleasant receipts, would not otherwise go down ; to commend the grace

of Christ to those that are without, which appears more commendable thus

set off, than in a crabbed, and sour, and severe temper ; to render the

ways of Christ more pleasant and lovely, so as to overcome prejudice, and

melt obstinacy into a compliance. You know the sun is more powerful

when it shines in a clear heaven, than when it was clouded, and the weather

stormy ; and so has grace the more advantage for a fruitful efficacy upon
others, when it is not encumbered with a cloudy or stormy temper. And
when it is not so improved, the advantage is so far lost, and the fruits not

brought forth, to which they are hereby more than others obliged.

[2.] Natural parts should be improved to fruitfulness. Any clearness of

#
judgment, or quickness of apprehension, or strength of memory, when it is

receptive or retentive
;
any degree of these should be made use of for our

Lord's advantage, and the benefit of others, else we let ground, which is

improveable, lie fallow, and so far we shall be found barren. Those that

have least of these owe something on this account ; those that have more,

ought herewith to be more serviceable, and so more fruitful. They are

accountable according to the proportion of what is committed to them. Our
faculties are not given us for nothing, or for our own use only, or to exer-

cise them as we please ; the end even of these is fruitfulness, the producing

of that whereby we may please and honour God, and do good to others. Our
Master gives us not tools for no purpose ; he expects work, and that we
should use them in his service ; and the better the tools are, the better work

does he look for. When we have more than others, we should be helpful

thereby not only to ourselves, but also to those who have less. A good un-

derstanding should be a guide to others in the ways of God, so far as there

is a call and opportunity to give them light. A quick apprehension should

be a relief to the slowness and dulness of others in spiritual things ; as it

grasps more and more easily, so it should communicate more freely, and
offer it more clearly, according as several capacities require. A good memory
should be a good treasury, for the enriching both of himself and others with

the precious things laid up there. Both things new and old, things taken

in for daily use or laid up for constant store, as an householder, in a free

entertainment, brings forth, according to that, Mat. xiii. 51, 52; and so a

good man, Mat. xii. 35. The more good to ourselves and others is the issue

of natural accomplishments, the more fruitful we are.

[3.] So spiritual gifts, though but common, should be improved for the
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bearing of good fruit ; and those who would be fruitful indeed, must so use
them. A gift of prayer and utterance ; a faculty of expressing ourselves to

God or to man, as occasion requires
;

ability to discourse of the things of
God, or to make use of other common things in subserviency thereto : the
chief fruit of such gifts is edifying ; and the apostle directs to this as that

which was principally to be aimed at in the use of gifts, when they were
extraordinary, 1 Cor. xiv. 12. The gift of prayer should be improved in

praying for and with others, as our place requires. Those that restrain it

are enemies to the fruit of it, whatever is pretended or offered instead of it.

You may carve the bark of a tree, and cut it into forms and figures of
grapes, or other fruit ; but that is the effect of art, it is forced upon the

tree
; it is not genuine fruit, nor that which is expected of a fruit-tree. The

gift of discourse should be improved, as there is occasion, for reproof, ad-

monition, instruction, comfort, exhortation ; for provoking one another to

love and good works. This is good fruit, and tends to make others fruitful.

[4.] So power and interest may be improved for fruitfulness. Interest in

the esteem or affections of others, should be made use of to draw them into

ways wherein they may bring forth fruit unto God, and to lead them on to

more and more fruitful walking. Interest in those that are great, to engage
them to be a refuge from the storm, and a shadow from the heat ; such
storms and heats are as injurious to good fruits, or those who bear them.

power or authority over others should be improved by superiors of all

sorts, for the weeding out of sin, which chokes good fruit, for the bringing
of those under them into fruitful ways, under fruitful influences, and for

the keeping of them there ; which was the Lord's confidence of Abraham,
Gen. xviii. 19, and the endeavour of Moses and Joshua, in reference to

their people.

[5.] Outward enjoyments, they afford advantages for fruitfulnes. And
the apostle calls for their improvement this way, and shews withal what
fruits they may be helpful to bring forth, 1 Tim. vi.

l
.17, 18. That is the

best that can be said of riches, they give those who have them a capacity to

do good
; they give them the advantage to be rich in good works, which are

more precious and valuable riches by far than outward abundance ; and they
are richest this way who are most ' ready to distribute,' most ' willing to

communicate ;' as ready to use for God what he gives them as to receive

more ; as forward to be rich in good works as to be rich in the world. It

is a great degeneracy, and most unworthy a Christian, to be otherwise dis-

posed ; to be eager after much, but backward to employ much in ways of

fruitfulness. Then only are we faithful stewards ; then only do we employ
plenty for the ends for which it is given ; then only is it a complete blessing,

when it runs out freely in good fruits for the advantage of God's interest in

the world, for the promoting of knowledge, holiness, and righteousness, and
the means that tend to promote them ; for maintaining the gospel and
ministry of Christ, and upholding his worship and institutions ; for the re-

pressing of his enemies, for the relief of his members ;
and, in the apostle's

words, for doing good to all.

When they help you to rich expressions both of love to Christ, brotherly

love and charity to all, then do they make you rich indeed, rich and full

of good fruits. And so must you endeavour to use them, if ever you would
have true comfort in them, or ever expect to give a tolerable account of

them. He will never be found a faithful steward^ who improves them not

for such fruitfulness.

[6.] The world, not only as it is an enjoyment, but as it is an object, may
help you to good fruits. You may see that in the creatures, in the occur-
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rences, in the course and administration of the world, which may acquaint

you with God, and bring him to your thoughts, and raise your apprehensions

of him, and engage your affections to him, your love, delight, fear, desire.

You may see that in it that is sufficient to embitter sin ; a world of motives

to set your hearts against it. You may see many things in it which may
help you to the exercise of holiness ; much to encourage faith, to teach you
wisdom, to engage you to thankfulness, to lead you to self-denial, and make
you humble and vile in your own eyes ; much to wean you from things

below, endear heaven to you, and make ye in love with the appearing of

Christ. These are good fruits; yet even this world will help us to them, if

it were duly improved for this purpose. And if you would be fruitful in-

deed, the world, and all you have and are, must be made use of to promote

your fruitfulness.

(8.) Aim at universal fruitfulness. Make it your design and endeavour

to be fruitful in all things which the Lord requires of you, or commends to

you as good fruit, and towards all objects and persons who ought to taste

the goodness of it, and should reap any fruit of you. Be fruitful in all

things which the Holy Ghost calls good fruit. Satisfy not yourselves with

some small things ; a little shrivelled fruit will not answer the Lord's expecta-

tion. Content not yourselves with some great things so as to neglect others,

though small iu your account. The want of that which you count small

may be a great neglect, and things little in themselves are often great in their

consequence, and the want of them may render things great in project little

or nothing in the issue. And so it is certainly when nothing will be effectual

or acceptable, unless all be designed and endeavoured, which is the case

here, Ps. cxix. 6. Let him do what he will, he that minds not the doing of

all that is required, of bearing all the fruit that is expected, will be ashamed
in the issue, can have no confidence that he will fare better.

Be not contented with a few things, whatever they be, small or great, no,

nor with many things neither. When all is a duty, neither few nor many
will be a discharge. Where all is expected, even in many things (while

short of all) there will be a disappointment, and that is the case here ; not

a few, not many fruits only, but all is our duty and our Lord's expectation.

The apostle's prayer for the Hebrews shews it, Heb. xiii. 20, 21. He prays

the Lord would accomplish in them whatever is wanting, so zarag-iaai

signifies. And something is wanting where there is not every good work,

every good act, wherein mind, or heart, or life should be fruitful. For if we
endeavour not to do all and every good work, inward or outward, we do not

his will nor that which is ildgecrov, well-pleasing in his sight. He is not well

pleased unless we design to do all that pleases him, to bear all pleasant

fruit. Labour then to be fruitful in all.

In holy thoughts. Let them be frequent, Ps. cxxxix. 17, 18. Let them

be pleasing and delightful, else they will not be frequent, and so the mind

not fruitful, Ps. civ. 34, and cxix. 97. Let them be fixed, else they will not

be effectual ; let them have good entertainment' till they have done their

business, till they have left some impression upon the soul, whose influence

may reach the life. If they vanish before, they prove untimely fruit.

Be fruitful in good inclinations, that the tendency of your souls may be

upwards, and the constant bent of it towards God ; that you may be still in

motion either towards him or for him ; towards him even through the crowd

of earthly business, and for him in those things wherein others are for them-

selves.

In good designs and intentions, that all of them, in all undertakings, may
be the pleasing, and honouring, and enjoying of God, that none may bj
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tolerated that cross these, none entertained or pursued but in a subserviency

unto these. And a due observance of, and inquiry into them, whether they

be of this nature and tendency, that according as you find them, so or other-

wise they may be suppressed or promoted.

In good purposes and resolutions, for God, and all that pleases him ;
against

sin, and the world, and self, and all that offends him. And look that they

be firm and effectual, followed into execution, that they may not prove, as they

do in too many, only buds and blossoms, blasted and perishing without any

effect, but a short flourish ; so they will not be complete fruit, but only vain

shows of it. Let them be like those of David, Ps. cxix. 116, as firm as

what is ratified by an oath, and such as will not fall short of performance

;

so they will not fail to prove good fruit.

In heavenly graces. In the acts and exercise of faith, hope, repentance,

self-denial, contempt of the world, heavenliness, mortification, &c. The
acts of these are the fruits of the Spirit. And that you may be herein fruit-

ful indeed, the exercise hereof should be so frequent as that such acts may
make up your life. That the Jife which you live may be a life of faith, of

repentance, of self-denial, a life above the world, a living in heaven while

you are on earth, a walking with God while you converse with men, and

advance above the things of time and sense while you are in the midst of

them, and a dying to self and the world while you live in it. Such fruits

reach heaven itself, while their root is here below, and they will distinguish

you Jrom every degenerate plant, yea, and from such as are the planted of

the Lord, but prove shrubs, and thrive not.

In holy affections. In love to Grid, his image, his people, his truths, his

ways, all that he commends as lovely
;
delight in him, and all that pleases

him ; desires of him, and all that he declares to be desirable ; zeal for him,

his whole interest, and all his concernments ; fear of sin, and hatred of every

evil way and motion, above all things that are dreadful
;
rejoicing in God

more than all things which you are apt to make your joy ; and mourning

for that which dishonours and displeases him as the greatest grievance

;

jealousy of whatever may tempt you from him, or render you disloyal to

him, less regardful to him, or less affectionate to him. The acts of these

affections are choice fruits, and the more you abound therein, the more will

you abound in fruits which the Lord himself takes special delight in ; these

signify the heart is set upon God, and that is a posture which not only

pleases him, but yields an advantage to derive virtue from him, which will

make you more and more fruitful, even to the utmost extent of what you

can desire, Ps. xxxvii. 4.

In spiritual discourse. Such as is the fruit of a gracious heart, and may
produce the like fruit in others, Eph. iv. 29 ; such as is good, £/'? oi xodv/i^t

rr,g for the edifying of others in things that are useful, and may pro-

mote grace, or minister spiritual advantage to them. Such fruit the same

apostle calls for, Col. iv. 6 ; let it be such as ought to proceed from a

gracious soul ; let it be savoury and wholesome to the souls that bear * it,

seasoned with such prudence as may accommodate it to every one's capacity,

condition, and necessity, that so they may relish its gust, and turn it into

spiritual nourishment.

In all good actions, Col. i. 10. Not in some few, or some small, or some

eminent works that are good, but in 'every good work;' and to persist

stedfast and constant in every of them, 2 Thes. ii. 17
;
prepared for all,

2 Tim. ii. 21 ; furnished for all, 2 Tim. hi. 17 ;
ready for every one, Titus

iii. 1
;

following them, and not staying for occasions, but seeking occasions,

* Qu. ' hear ' ?—Ed.
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1 Tim. v. 10, and following them zealously, Titus ii. 14, as those that

would be patterns unto others, Titus ii. 7 ; and all to be well reported of

on that account, 1 Tim. v. 10 ; and as careful to maintain them as them-

selves or families, Titus iii. 8 ; so as to account abundance of them their

riches, 1 Tim. vi. 18. Not confining yourselves either to some acts of

religion, or some acts of charity, as though these were all, or these were

enough ; not satisfying yourselves with those of the first table, as the

pharisee, or those of the second, as the moralists ; but ' walking in all the

commandments,' Luke i. 6 ;
making good works your daily course, your

constant walk, as God has made it, Eph. ii. 10 ; not baulking a step, but

passing quite through it, going constantly from one end to the other of

the whole walk. Let this be the design and business of your lives, to be

fruitful.

2. In all things. And fruitful also towards all who should reap any fruit

of vou, or to whom you are obliged to bring forth good fruits.

(1.) Towards God. All good fruit must respect him one way or other, as

the end and motive, though others be the object of it, else it cannot be good.

But the fruit I here intend must respect him more directly and immediately

;

God must be the object of it, and not the end only. And that you may
bear fruit, get more and more acquainted with God. A clear, and full, and

effectual knowledge of God, is not only good fruit itself, but also the seed

of all other good fruits, towards God, or ourselves, or others. Without some

degree of it none that is truly good can either spring or grow ; and the

clearer, and fuller, and more efficacious it is, the more will it contribute to

make all your fruit both better and more abundant. The want of it, or

defect in it, is an error in the first concoction, which, according to the degrees

of it, is of dangerous consequence, and hardly to be prevented ; and being not

redressed (as it cannot be easily if neglected at first), will run into spiritual

distempers instead of good fruits.

Oh then, whatever you are ignorant of, get acquainted with God ! Study

his perfections and excellencies, order all other studies and inquiries, so as

they may serve and promote this. You may move towards other knowledge

as the way, but this you must follow as the end, and then you will not fail

of it, Hosea vi. 3. Let his majesty, and greatness, and power, and presence,

and wisdom, and goodness, and transcendent glory and excellency every way,

be often in your thoughts, always in your eye, as that which you must mind,

and are most taken with. That is the way to have his greatness and his good-

ness pass before you ; to see him, as far as mortal eye can see him, so far

as he can be seen on earth. The more you desire and endeavour this, the

more full and clear sight you will have of him ; and the more fully and

clearly you discern him, the more effectual will your sight of God be ; and

the more effectual it is, the more fruitful will it be in those fruits which

respect God more particularly, which we may reduce to acts of admiration,

submission, and complacency.

[1.] Ads of admiration. Get high adoring apprehensions of God, and

by the sight and contemplation of his glorious excellencies, endeavour still

to raise and advance them more and more. When they are highest, they

are infinitely below him ; that is the unavoidable weakness of our natures

and capacities. We can never give him the glory that is due to his majesty,

that is better fruit than human nature can bear ; but something we are

capable of, and the least that can look for acceptance is to advance him in

our esteem above anything, above all things that are counted worthy of

esteem, so that he may have the highest place in our minds. Nothing may
take place of him, nothing may come near him ; all that finds entertainment
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in our minds and thoughts must stoop and lower to him, and be made his

footstool, while he alone has the throne in our judgments, and is exalted

above every other object, even those we count of greatest value. He ought
to be adored and admired, so as other things must be contemptible to us in

comparison. The higher our apprehensions of him are raised, with the

more force they will fall upon the lower faculties, and put them into more
vigorous motions towards more and better fruit.

[2.] Acts of subjection. Get your wills into a posture submissive to God,
and observant of him in all things. Keep it in a readiness to submit to him,

and every signification of his will and pleasure, without opposition or resist-

ance, without exceptions or reservation, without any backwardness or linger-

ing, that this may always be the voice and language of it, ' Behold, I come,'

Ps. xl. 8, and Ps. xxxvii. 31. ' Thy law is within my heart,' transcribed and
drawn upon it, so that the act and motions of it within answer the seve-

rals of the law without, as a fair copy answers the original ; so that the

will of God may be found and discerned in the heart, as it may be seen and
read in the word ; as if the words and characters of it were impressed on
the soul in a lively manner, begetting real motions within, in a conformity

to the word without. Urge the promise and covenant for this, 2 Cor. iii. 3,

Jer. xxxi. 33, Heb. viii. 10, that the Lord would make the bent, temper,

dispositions, motions, and acts of the heart and will, conformable to the

divine will, as it is expressed in his law, so that there may be no clashing,

no differing, no varying betwixt his law in the heart and his law in the word,

but a likeness, an answerableness, an agreement, a compliance, a readiness

to do whatsoever he requires, to forsake and abandon whatsoever he forbids,

to lose and part with whatsoever he would not have you keep and possess,

to suffer and undergo whatsoever he will inflict, or may be inflicted for his

sake. Such a submission of the heart to God is excellent fruit ; it is the

heart of godliness, and fills all the veins and arteries, all the other parts with

good blood, with that good fruit wherein godliness consists. When the will

is subdued to the will of God, this being the commanding faculty, all the

rest depending on it, submit with it. And the power of godliness, though

it may seem a paradox, consists much in submission ; and then it is most
powerful when it prevails most with the will, to a lowly and entire submis-

sion unto the divine will. The bearing of this fruit brings with it all the

fruits of godliness. The attendant of it is an observance of God, expressed

in all acts of worship, inward and outward ; in the acts and exercise of

graces and affections, which are the soul of worship ; and in performance of

those duties, and waiting on him in those ordinances of his appointing,

which are, as it were, the body of worship. When soul and body are united,

and we offer them up together frequently, sincerely, conscientiously, wor-

shipping him both outwardly and in the spirit, adoring him with the whole

man, honouring him both with soul and body, then we offer unto him
holocausts, sacrifices acceptable to him, and not corrupt or curtailed offer-

ings ; then we bring forth the fruits of godliness, fruits unto God, such as

respect him directly and immediately, and such as he expects to reap of us.

[3.] Acts of complacency. The glory, and power, and goodness of God
are the heads to which our weakness reduces all his perfections and attri-

butes, the fruits which we bring forth unto God, should answer all these,

and be a real and honourable acknowledgment of them. Acts of admiration

acknowledge his glory and excellency, acts of subjection do acknowledge

his power and sovereignty, and acts of complacency acknowledge his good-

ness and graciousness. The acts whereby we testify that we believe he is

infinitely, transcendently good and gracious, that we have tasted him to be
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so, are some of the chief of those good fruits which we should bring forth

unto God. And so we act, and such fruit we bear, when we move towards

him as the object most desirable, and can truly say, as Ps. lxxiii. 25 ; when
our hearts embrace him, cling to him, clasp about him, as that which is

most amiable and lovely ; when the heart can sincerely say, ' I love the

Lord,' Ps. cxvi. 1 ; I love him more than all the persons and objects that

ever I had affection for, above all that ever I saw, or enjoyed, or counted

lovely.

When we rest in him as that which is most delightful ; are more taken

with him, and satisfied with him, than that which has most pleased us.

When he terminates the motion of the soul, and the heart, restless and
unsatisfied with all other things, stays here, and desires to go no farther, as

having found that in God which contents and satisfies it, that with which it

is so pleased as it is at rest, Ps. cxvi. 7, and says of the Lord as the Lord
doth of Zion, Ps. cxxxii. 14, and as David, Ps. xvi. 5-9 ; when God is as

to him, innO!£> t£Wl, Ps. cxxxvii. 6, the head, the top of his joy, the crown of

his rejoicing, and that which he can really prefer before his chief joy on earth,

such acts as these are sweet fruits indeed, most pleasant to God himself.

It is not sorrow, and mourning, and heart-trouble, and inward dejection,

and soul- affliction, that the Lord is so much pleased with ; these are fruits

good in their place and season, but of an inferior quality, and not desirable,

but as lower steps to help us up to this higher pitch of complacency in God.

A life of delights in God is a life fruitful of that which most pleases him,

which most honours him. It is nearest and likest the life of heaven, and
the fruit of it is very much like that which grows there

;
only that is fully ripe,

here it is but growing. If you would be fruitful indeed, aim at all fruitful-

ness towards God, you see partly hereby in what acts it consists. Let it be

your design and endeavour to abound more and more therein, and most in

those which he counts best.

(2.) There are fruits which respect yourselves which you must mind if

you would be universally fruitful. The apostle gives us all these in one
word, Titus ii. 11, 12. To ' live soberly' comprises many things; it is to

live temperately, and chastely, and humbly, and modestly, and contentedly.

The fruits which respect our personal and private capacities are the acts and
exercise of temperance, chastity, &c.

Temperance as to meat and drink. Affecting neither too much, nor that

which is delicate
;
avoiding all excess in quantity or quality. A moderate

use of these refreshments, so as may best consist with health, and render

the body most serviceable to the soul, Luke xxi. 34.

Chastity. Keeping body and soul pure in every state, married or un-

married, 1 Thes. iv. 4, 5.

Humility. A lowliness of mind, esteeming others better than themselves,

as the apostle defines it, Phil. ii. 3. A peculiar excellency of the religion of

Christ, in the neglect of which the wisdom of the world befooled itself, their

wise men not teaching it. But Christ made himself a pattern of it, his whole

life being a continued example of humility, John xiii. 15.

Modesty. Repressing curiosity, boldness, uncomeliness.

Contentedness in all estates and occurrences, Philip, iv. 11, 12, 1 Tim. vi. 8,

Heb. xiii. 5. These are fruits (however overlooked by any) of great value and
consequence. And though something like them may be found amongst those

that are strangers to God, yet those who neglect them are certainly strangers

to God. And being graffed upon a new nature, and ordered by spiritual

motives, and directed to spiritual ends, they are not mere moral qualities,

but supernatural graces, and special fruits of the Spirit. The more we
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abound in them and exercise them,' the more fruitful we shall be in the

account of God. And if we be careless and negligent of the acts thereof, we
shall be barren and destitute of good fruits even towards ourselves. And
what fruits can be looked for, towards God or others, from such who are

barren towards themselves?

(3.) Be fruitful towards others. There are many branches of heart and
life that must be full of fruit to others. For direction herein take these

three rules :

[1.] Be much in relative duties. Very much of our fruitfulness does

consist in the duties we owe to our relations. And they are the most fruit-

ful souls who bear most of these fruits ; and whatever show they make, they

are barren who neglect these. Where the Spirit of Christ is operative and
efficacious for the bringing forth good fruit in any, he not only makes the

persons good in themselves, but makes them good towards all their rela-

tives, good parents and good children, good husbands and good wives,

good masters and good servants ; makes them endeavour to be good one to

another in all their concernments, but especially good to their souls, care-

ful of their spiritual interest, that these miscarry not, that this may be pro-

moted. They are scarce good absolutely who are not good relatively. If

there be any good fruit on such it is but little, and many branches must needs

be bare. And this relative fruit is of so great consequence, that the apostle

insists largely thereon, even in short epistles. That is the subject of a great

part of Ephesians, chapter v., and of many verses of the 6th chapter. It is

almost half of the 3d chapter to the Colossians, and part of the 4th. He
counted such fruit of great importance, else, when he designed to be brief,

he would not have stayed so long in pressing these.

[2.] Accommodate yourselves to the several conditions, capacities, and

necessities of others. That is the way to do them most good, and so they

will reap the best fruit of you. The apostle gives particular direction herein,

1 Thes. v. 12, to ver. 16. We find elsewhere what fruit we owe to the

household of faith, viz. brotherly love, p/Xa5;Xp/a, a particular affection, and

special expressions of it. And what to others, viz., charity, and readiness

to do them good, 2 Peter i. 7, Gal. vi. 10. To those that fall, Gal. vi. 1, 2
;

to the scandalous, 2 Thes. iii. 14, 15; to those that are weak, Rom. xiv. 1,

and xv. 1,2; to those that prosper, Rom. xii. 15 ; to the afflicted, ibid.,

and Heb. xiii. 3 ; to strangers, Heb. xiii. 2 ; to enemies, Mat. v. 44, Luke
vi. 27, 35. Rom. xii. 20, 'Heap coals,' not to consume them, that is

revengeful, and condemned by Christ, but to melt them, and dissolve their

enmity and obstinacy ; as refiners heap more coals upon those metals that

are hard to be dissolved, not to waste them, but melt them, and make
them more useful. And the apostle not only enforceth this way of fruitful-

ness by precepts, but commends it by his own example, 1 Cor. ix. 20-22.

That which is thus suited to the several circumstances of others is fruit in

season, and that is the best ; and what is not so is scarce good.

[3.] Labour to make all acts of converse and intercourse with men acts of

grace and virtue, and so even your common affairs and dealings in the world

may yield good fruit. When you make use of your word to others, use

none but words of candour, and Christian simplicity, such as may plainly

signify your meaning, that your mind may be understood by your words,

aud nothing concealed, or reserved, or formed so ambiguously and subtilely,

as to delude, or prejudice, or any way abuse those you deal with. Also to

be strict and severe with yourselves as to truth and faithfulness, that your

word may carry with it the security of a bond or an oath ; that you may
give no occasion to that scandalous rule, which those who are a shame and
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reproach to the Christian profession, have given occasion for, that every

one must bo dealt with as though he were a knave or a cheat. Oh what
have we been fruitful in, while such a maxim is any way necessary amongst
those that profess the religion of Christ ?

Be just and righteous in all, and towards all, whatever you may lose or

suffer by it. Whatever you may gain by swerving in the least from the rules

of justico and righteousness, overreach not those who seek to overreach you.

And when you have to deal with such whose weakness offers you some
advantage, use equity; and when you might gain by the necessities of others,

be merciful and compassionate ; be meek and patient to those who provoke

you, humble to those who despise you, and ready to forgive those that wrong
you, Col. iii. 12, 13. You will have still occasion, in your common affairs,

for the exercise of some or other of these gracious qualities ; and if you
would act them as you have oocasion, you might make the acts of your

ordinary converse gracious acts ; and so your whole life would be full of

good fruits, such as would be pleasant to God and man, and sweet and com-

fortable to your own souls. Order but your intercourse with men, according

to that admirable rule of Christ in all those instances which give occasion for

its observance, Mat. vii. 12, and your whole conversation in the world would

be made up of gracious acts, and consequently would abound with good fruits.

And thus I have shewed you how you may be fruitful in all things, and

towards all persons, and so how you may arrive at that which should be your

chief aim, universal fruitfulness.

9. Though universal fruitfulness should be our aim, and the increase of

all good fruit should be carefully promoted, no part of our souls or conver-

sation should be unimproved, no branch of either should be bare or not

well replenished with fruits of holiness or righteousness
;
yet there are some of

these fruits that we are to regard more especially, and bestow more care and
pains, that they may be multiplied, and grow, and ripen. The want or

neglect of any good fruit is not to be tolerated, but there are some which

require more care and industry, and we are obliged to concern ourselves

more about them, lest they be wanting, or dwindle and thrive not, or rise

not to their due proportions, or come not on, as the seasons of grace require,

towards ripeness and maturity. Let me instance in some particulars, of

which you should be more careful that they be not wanting.

(1.) Those to which you are more averse, and find or should observe

yourselves less inclined. Such fruits you will be in most danger to neglect;

and where there is most danger, there should be most care and industry to

avoid it. There are some good fruits we are less disposed to, either because

of the nnhappiness of our temper, or because they are more out of our way,

or because they consist not so well with the employments we arc most taken

with, or because they comply not with our worldly interest, or because opposite

to some corruption not subdued, or some evils that we are more addicted to

than others ; or from some other cause which may be discovered by observance

of, or inquiry into, your hearts and ways, or the use of other means proper

for this purpose. So there are some more averse to meditation, a frequent

and due entertainment of holy thoughts, find it hard to employ their minds

upon God, and heaven, and their spiritual state
;
upon the word, or works,

or attributes of God
;
though such thoughts be both good fruits themselves,

and much tend to the nourishing of other good fruits, so that many cannot

thrive without them.

Others who, it may be, can more easily employ their thoughts to good

purpose, are more barren in good discourse ; find it harder to raise it, or

VOL. II. f f
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continue it, through slowness of speech, or too much modesty ; or fear, it

may be, to express themselves much in that with which their hearts are not

much affected, as thinking it some kind of hypocrisy ; or because the spring

in the heart is low as to spiritual things, and it is ' out of the abundance of

the heart that the mouth speaks.'

Others, it may be, are swift and forward enough to speak of good things,

but too slow to do them ; backward to act for God, or may be active for

themselves, but not active for the good of others.

Some may be well inclined to acts of worship, and will not omit them, but

too much decline acts of charity and mercy ; or will relieve the outward

wants of others, but shew little compassion to their souls, in such acts as

should minister to the relief of their spiritual condition.

Others may be much in holy duties, and in outward acts of righteousness

and mercy too, but too little in the inward exercise of grace and holy

affections, wherein the spiritual worship of God, and communion with him,

consists.

Now, it is your great concernment to observe what you are backward to

;

what fruits of mind, or heart, or life, which respect God, yourselves, or

others, you are most apt to neglect or be defective in ; to take care that it

may be discovered, and to be willing to be convinced of it, and to be appre-

hensive of the sinfulness and danger of it ; and to apply yourselves more to

that which you are more subject to neglect ; to be most careful and watchful

where }
rou are most in danger ; to take more pains to bend the bough the

other way, when you see it growing crooked. Your neglects of defective-

ness, wherever it lies, may be of greater consequence to you than you
are aware of. It may be this is the ground of God's controversy with you,

though you have not taken notice of it. It may be this is the rise of your afflic-

tions, and you may expect harder measures if this be not reformed. It may be

this which you overlook is the way wherein you might be most serviceable,

and the Lord lets you not succeed in other ways because you will not walk

in this. It may be, this hinders the prosperity of your souls, and keeps you
from being so fruitful as otherwise you might be in other respects. It may
be, this encourages others to continue barren when they see you so, and
thus diffuse the guilt of it farther than yourselves. And no doubt you
gratify Satan in this, and serve him in promoting that particular design

which he has herein upon you, and grieve the Spirit of Christ, striving

against him within you for it. If you would be delivered from the conse-

quences of this evil, so sinful and so dangerous, yield not to your temper,

or inclination, or whatsoever makes you backward and indisposed to that

fruitfulness, in any kind or degree, which the Lord calls you to and expects

from you. Set yourselves against that averseness and the causes of it, so

far as you can discover them, and strive to overcome it ; seek strength from

above to prevail against it.

(2.) Those fruits which are too much out of fashion, such as are too

much neglected by the generality of professors, in which the country or age

wherein we live is too barren. It has been the unhappiness of every age to

run itself into some great neglects, and to continue therein, and when an

evil grows common, and those that are of reputation for wisdom and holiness

are tainted with it, it gains credit, or at least connivance, it loses its name,

and passes for a better and more tolerable thing than it is ; it is not accounted

a sin, how sinful soever it be ; it will hardly be discovered when it has the

countenance of many that are good, and some of the best; there is little hopes

of conviction in such circumstances, and so little or no probability of refor-

mation. But where there is the greatest difficulty, there should be the most
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vigorous endeavours to master it ; and where the tide runs strongest, we are

concerned to take the most pains to stem it. We should not suffer ourselves

lazily to be carried down with the stream, but the stronger it is, strive more
against it. We must not make custom, nor common opinion or practice,

no, not of professors otherwise strict and conscientious, our rule to judge of

all the fruits we should bring forth, or what fruitfulness we should labour

for, but go to the law and to the testimony, and what fruits Christ, and
those infallibly directed by him, call for from the disciples of Christ, and in

what degree and extent they require them, and order yourselves according

to that rule, and follow none but as they follow Christ, and walk according

to what he prescribes. And after the light of the word, other means may be

useful for the discovery of barrenness, in any particulars where the sight of

it is too much lost in common practice. And particularly we may make
use of the charges and reproaches of enemies for this purpose. Fas est et

ab hoste doceri. An enemy may sometimes teach us that which a friend may
suffer us to be ignorant of. It is known that the papists charge us to be

Solifidians, all for faith and nothing for the fruits of it, not minding good
works. We are here concerned to give the world a real confutation of this

charge, and to shew that the genuine principles of the gospel which we pro-

fess, our faith in Christ and love to him, is more effectual, and makes us more
fruitful in all good works, than their corrupt principles of justification or

salvation by the merit of works is or can be in them. Others charge us

with the neglect of moral righteousness, greediness of riches, and the want
of those fruits which the contempt of the world brings forth. Our course

in this case is not to recriminate, though we may have ground enough, but,

impartially to examine how far the charge is just, and to reform whatever

less or more we are guilty of, and to roll away the reproach by endeavouring

to remove all occasion and suspicion of guilt in the severals of the charge,

and to make it appear that a new nature and regenerating grace is more
powerful to produce all fruits of righteousness than their moral principles,

and that we are crucified to the world, and desire not much of it, but to

enable us to do more good, and to be more serviceable to God and men.
And while others accuse us, we have too much cause to accuse ourselves for

want of brotherly love, and the many and precious fruits of it ; which divi-

sions and difference in way or opinion has involved almost the whole
generation of good men in the guilt of, which has been so common, and so

the due sense of it so far lost, that it is well if the hand of God, stretched

out against us for it, will make us effectually sensible of it. Let us examine

whether we be not much to seek in those fruits of the Spirit which the

apostle commends to us, Gal. v. 22, the first and principal whereof is love,

and the rest dependents on it. Are not these fruits too much out of fashion ?

And since it has been a day of judgment with us, a long day, even for

several years, let us observe whether we be not to seek in those fruits which

the righteous judgments of God should have produced ; and particularly,

since they seem to have been directed so as to strike most at our worldly

interest, have we learnt hereby more fruitfully to improve the world ? neither

to hug it too close, and confine the fruits and advantages of what we have
to ourselves and ours, nor to let it run out in pride, and vanity, and excess

in habit, accommodations, entertainments, or otherwise ? Are not the bad
fruits which the world is apt to bring forth more in request than the good ?

Let us take care that we be not involved in the guilt of common barrenness
;

our danger is the greater here, and therefore we should have a more parti-

cular regard we be not wanting in those fruits which are too commonly
neglected.
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(3.) Those which you are more engaged to bring forth, either by inward
abilities or outward enjoyments, or particular convictions. Great care

should be taken to answer great and special engagements, especially when
they are laid on us by the great God. Now these, amongst others, are the

ways whereby the Lord does oblige us to some special fruitfulness, when
he enables particularly for it, or gives means and encouragements to that

end more than others have, or has convinced any that he expects of them,

and that their neglects, in this or that particular, is sinful, and such as he
will visit for and proceed against.

Those that are furnished with grace, and gifts, and accomplishments,

which enable them to instruct, convince, quicken, encourage others in the

way to heaven, must be careful to abound herein more than such who are

not so well qualified for such purposes. Those that have much of the world

are highly concerned to do more good with it than those that have less.

It is the special charge of those who are rich in this world to be ' rich in

good works,' 1 Tim. vi. 18. It will be a shame to such if those that have

less do more, and a sin, too, which those that are faithful in a little will rise

up in judgment and condemn. For those who are rich in the world to be
poor in good works is intolerable barrenness.

And those that have convictions, drawing them to such and such ways of

fruitfulness, should be exceeding careful to walk in such ways more espe-

cially, otherwise their own consciences will be their torturer and executioner,

if they should escape other sufferings. The unprofitable servant knew what
his Lord expected ; this made his sin the greater, and his sentence the more
severe, Mat. xxv. 24, 26. He knew and was convinced what would be re-

quired of him, and therefore should have been more careful to improve what

he had fruitfully ; and because he was not, ver. 30, he was cast into outer

darkness.

(4.) Those fruits, whose goodness and advantage is most extensive. There
is a special excellency in such fruits, which calls for a special care, that they

may be cherished and increased. Bonuin, quo communius, eo melius. That
is the best fruit which does most good, which does good to most, whose

goodness reaches farthest. The apostle gives those extraordinary gifts the

pre-eminence whose advantage was most common and communicative, and

would have preferred an ordinary gift which tended to the promoting of

common and general fruitfulness before those extraordinary and miraculous

gifts which were but for personal or more private advantage, as appears by his

discourse, 1 Cor. xiv. 1-4. He prefers prophesying before the gift of

tongues, because in the use of this he that had it did but edify himself, but

the use of the other edified many, ver. 12. This is the way to excel in

fruitfulness, when our fruits become a common harvest, where all that come
may reap. Such fruits we should take more care and pains for, which may
reach not only ourselves but others ; not only their bodies, but their souls

too ; not only few of them, but many; and do good, not only to this or that

person, but to a community. A particular person this way fruitful becomes

a common good, a general blessing, and is so much more rich and valuable

as a common treasury is more than a private purse.

(5.) Those which you may be tempted to neglect, either because they are

difficult, or reproached, or costly, or hazardous. Your ease, your credit,

your safety, your worldly interest, will be ready to interpose here, and

endanger your barrenness herein, unless you be careful and resolute for

them.

[1.] Those that are difficult and cannot be brought forth without pains

and industry. It is enough to sweeten all, and make it ca?y, to consider
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it is for God. For whom will you take pains if not for him ? Should not

what you briDg forth for him be the fruit of some labour? That which can

be done with ease you may do foi any one, and shall the Lord have no more
from you than any may challenge? None ever repented of any pains they

took for God, but that ease which makes you decline such fruits must be

repented of, or else it will have a dreadful issue.

[2.] Those that are reproached. Such as may expose you to scorn or

derision, or hazard the reputation of your wisdom or moderation. Be sure

they be good fruits, and then resolve, with David, ' I will yet be more vile

than thus,' 2 Sam. vi. 22. To sacrifice our reputation with men in bringing

forth fruit to God is the way to greatest honour with him, before whom the

noblest and greatest reproachers are vile persons.

[3.1 Those that are costly. You may be tempted to think (though

nothing but a worldly unbelieving heart will think it) that it impairs your

estates, or lessens the provisions you intend for posterity. Check such

temptations with that of David, 2 Sam. xxiv. 4. Those that cost you most
will prove best cheap

; you have the Lord engaged to make it prove so.

And it is for the Lord, whose stewards you are but in all you have, and
should you grudge to serve him with his own ? And the Lord in such cases

is trying you, whether the world be dearer to you than himself. And re-

member how the Lord resented such offerings as were cheap, and mean, and
little worth, Mai. i. 8. The blind, and the lame, and the sick, cost them
little or nothing, and such they could offer freely. But what is the issue of

such thriftiness ? ver. 14. They are deceivers in God's account, and cursed

by him, who, when they should offer to him that which is best and of most
value, put him off with something that is worthless and costs them little.

You see what need there is to be careful you decline not those fruits that

are costly.

[4.] Those that are hazardous, and expose you to sufferings. Flesh and
blood will bo apt to decline these. Corrupt self, and carnal reason, and
worldly spirit will call upon you, when called hereto, to spare yourselves.

But such fruits most glorify God, and will most honour those who bear them.
They evidence the greatest love to Christ, and will yield the most comfort,

aud will be crowned with the greatest reward. And therefore, as there is

necessity to be careful that they be not declined, so greatest encouragement
to be fruitful herein.



THE LORD RULES OVER ALL.

His kingdom ruleth over all.—Ps. CHI. 19.

This is a psalm of praise, wherein the Lord is magnified for his mercy espe-

cially. This mercy is the more to be praised and admired, because the

object of it is so unworthy and contemptible, man, who is so sinful, ver.

3, 10 ; so weak, ver. 14 ; so frail, ver. 15, 16. Man, in his greatest flourish,

is but like the grass, which is soon cut down, or withereth ; or like a flower,

which fades of itself, or is blasted with a puff of wind. Oh, but the Lord's

mercy is more durable than life. The shortness of our lives would be a sad

consideration indeed, if the mercy of God did end with our life. Oh, but

this follows us when we leave the world, beyond death and the grave ; and
can reach those that we leave behind us too : ver. 17, ' His mercy is from

everlasting to everlasting, and his righteousness to children's children.'

Here mercy that will survive us, that will never die ; that we may meet with

in another world, when our place in this shall know us no more ; and faith-

fulness, that will continue from generation to generation, and will be mind-
ful of children's children when we are dead and gone. And the comfort of

this, ver. 18, belongs to those that believe in him, and shew (he truth of

their faith by sincere obedience, by care and mindfulness to do his will. To
shew everlasting mercy to such is part of his covenant ; and if we deal not

unfaithfully with him, as to our part, we need not doubt but he is willing to

perform his part. And as he is willing, so he is able too ; for he has all

power in heaven and earth ; he has all things under his dominion, and rules

over all, ver. 19. His throne is in heaven ; he rules and reigns there. But
though the glory of his kingdom do most appear in heaven, yet is not his

kingdom and dominion confined to heaven, it reaches every where, thing,

place ; it rules over all. The whole world is his kingdom ; his dominion

extends over all. The words need not more explaining, but what we shall

offer afterwards.

Obs. The Lord rules over all. All things belong to his kingdom, and are

under his dominion. He reigns everywhere, and rules all and everything.

Nothing is more plain and express in Scripture than both his reign and
the extent of it. For the first, Ps. xciii. 1, 2, Ps. xcvii. 1, 2, where we
have his royalty, and his throne, and the basis of it; so signifies;

and Ps. xcix. 1. His throne is not only in heaven, but between the cheru-
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bims, amongst his people, ver. 2 ; and not only in Zion, but above all

people. For the extent of it, add but 1 Chron. xxix. 11, 12, ' Thine, 0
Lord, is the greatness, and the power, and the glory, and the victory, and
the majesty : for all that is in the heaven and in the earth is thine ; thine is

the kingdom, 0 Lord, and thou art exalted as head above all,' &c.

For the explication of the universal dominion of God, so necessary, so

useful to be understood, and that we may lay a groundwork for the applica-

tion, which may be exceeding profitable and comfortable to us at all times,

especially in the worst, I shall endeavour to give you a clear and particular

account of the act, the object, and the mode of it.

For the first, to Rule, includes these three things

:

1. Authority. Rule, without authority, is but usurpation. God is the

fountain of all just authority : Rom. xiii. 1, ' There is no power but of God.'

All such authority, whether economical in a family, or civil in the state, or

ecclesiastical in the church, is from God ; and he, from whom all is derived,

has incomparably more himself. His authority is sovereign ; all else in the

world (how sovereign soever called and accounted), it is subordinate to his

;

under it, subject to it, depending on it ; and so far as it is not subject, it

is usurpation and rebellion. He is the ' King of kings,' &c, Rev. i. 5 ;

and the authority of the greatest monarch is not so much, compared with

his, as that of a constable, or the meanest officer, compared with that of a

prince.

2. Power. To keep those who are to be ruled in subjection ; to make
them yield and submit to the authority of the ruler. Without this he will

be but a ruler at courtesy, and rather have the name than the reality of a

governor. Now the Lord has all power ; he is iravroxoaTug, the Almighty
ruler; he can make the powers of earth or hell to stoop to him, or crush

them ; and usually in Scripture, where his rule and government is mentioned,

his power is annexed: Ps. lxvi. 7, ' He ruleth by his power for ever,'

Ckty. He ruleth by his power over the world : Rev. xix. 6, ' The Lord
(jod omnipotent reigneth ;' Rev. xi. 17, ' Thou hast taken thy great power,

and hast reigned.'

3. The actual ordering and disposing of what is under him, for the ends
of government—the actual exercise of power and authority for this purpose.

And so, when the Lord is said to rule, the meaning is, he shews his autho-

rity, and uses his power, in the ordering and disposing of all things as seems
good to him. He makes them all serve his end and design ; he works all

things according to the counsel of his will ; he orders all things in a subser-

viency to those purposes he had from eternity ; he actually so disposes of

all things so as to serve the ends for which they were appointed. And in

this respect it is said, John v. 17, 'My Father worketh hitherto, and I work.'

He is still at work, still ordering all by his providence. He is not like an
artificer, who, when he has made a clock, and set it in order, and hanged
weights upon it, leaves it to go of itself ; but (as one says) more like a mu-
sician, who, knowing his instrument will make no music of itself, does not

only tune it, but actually touch the strings, for the making of that harmony
which pleases him.

This, for the first, what it is to rule ; and what we are to understand

thereby, when God is said to rule. Let us now see what he rules—what is

the olject or subject of his government; and that is no less than all things,

' He ruleth over all.' Now, that we may more distinctly view this, let us

look upon it in the several parcels which make up this all.

1. He rules both heaven and earth: Isa. lxvi. 1, 'The heaven is my
throne, the earth is my footstool.' Both heaven and earth are under him,
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both are subject to him. The glory of his kingdom appears most in heaven,

but the power of it reaches the earth, yea, and hell too. That is the proper

place of rebels indeed ; but he has them in chains
;
they will not yield obedi-

ence, but he keeps them in subjection, and shews that he is their ruler by

executing justice upon them, and making them feel the power of his wrath.

They would not obey the laws of his government, and therefore the penalty

is inflicted on them ; and this is an act of government, as well as enacting

laws and propounding or giving rewards.

2. He rules not only heaven and earth, but all the parts thereof; the

whole world, and every part of it, Ps. cxiii. 5. In heaven, the angels,

whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers, Col. i. 16,

are subject to him, and ordered by him as he pleases ; for he has put them
in subjection unto Christ also, as he is Mediator, 1 Peter iii. 22. And he

orders them as his servants, as ' ministering Spirits,' Heb. i. 14 ; he says to

one, Go, and he goeth, Mat. viii. 9. As a servant stands in the presence

of his lord, waiting for his orders, ready to receive his commands, and to

do his pleasure, in such an humble and observant posture do the angels

stand in the presence of their sovereign.

And as the thrones and principalities in heaven are under his rule, so are

the kingdoms of the earth, 2 Chron. xx. 6. Nebuchadnezzar, one of the

proudest and mightiest tyrants on earth, was forced by the hand of God (to

whom the greatest kings on earth are less than worms) to acknowledge this,

Daniel v. 20, 21, and iv. 32, 34, 35. He acted as one who had none
above him, none to control him ; but the Lord made him know he was a

subject, and that whoever possess the kingdoms of the earth, yet the Lord

is indeed the ruler of them.

Yea, his dominion reaches unto the sea, Job xxxviii. 8—11. The sea, in

his greatest rage, submits and obeys as under his rule and government, Ps.

lxxxix. 8, 9, and xciii. 2-4. He can as easily still the rage of the furious,

when it is like the swelling waves in a stormy sea ; or if they will storm

against their great sovereign, cnn make them know subjection as he did

Pharaoh, Ps. lxxxix. 19 ; Behemoth and Leviathan, the king over all the

children of pride, are ruled by him, and he will rule over those that are

prouder than he, and make them stoop or break them.

3. He rules not only great things, but small. The least things in the

world are ruled and ordered by him as well as the greatest. Dii magna curant,

parva negligilnt ; that God regards great things, but concerns not himself

with small matters, was the speech of those that knew not God
;
nothing at

all is exempted from his government, the least things are under his disposal.

The conception of Laban's cattle may seem a small thing
;
yet the Lord

concerned himself in this, and admonished Jacob in a dream how he dis-

posed thereof, Gen. xxxi. 11, 12. He takes care of the meanest creature,

Ps. cxlvii. 9, Mat. vi. 26 ; the lilies, the grass of the field are under the

influence of his government, vers. 28-30; he clothes them, they are his

subjects, wear his livery
;
nay, there is not the least sparrow falls without

his order, Mat. x. 29 ; there is not so much as a hair, but is under his

notice and disposal, ver. 30 ; he orders and overrules the very least things

as well as the greater. Things so mean and inconsiderable as we mind
them not, judge them not worthy of our thoughts, care, or regard, they

are all under the government of God, and he actually orders and disposes of

them.

4. He rules not only all beings, but all motions, Acts xvii. 28. As those

things that live, have their life from him, and those things that have not

life, have their being from him ; so both have their motion from him, he
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gives it, and he orders it. All the motions in the world are governed and
overruled by him ; all the wheels of this great engine, as they are of his

framing, so, whether they be greater or less they move not without him ;

he sets them on motion, he quickens it, he stops it when he will ; he directs

it how and whither he pleases. If a sparrow move not without him (as

before), what motion can we imagine exempted from his government and
disposal ? How could Paul be so confident of the safety of his company, that

not a hair should fall from the head of any of them, Acts xxvii. ,34, but

that God who has the ordering of all things and motions, even to that of a

hair, had assured him of it ! vers. 23, 24. When a man, in the battle

mentioned 1 Kings xxii., drew a bow at a venture, who was it that guided

the motion of the arrow, so as to smite the king of Israel rather than any
about him ? who was it that directed it, so as to enter between the joints

of his harness, rather than to hit some other part of his armour, ver. 34,

but that God who had designed and foretold his death ? ver. 17.

5. He rules not only actions, but events, so that acts and undertakings have
not such an issue as they promise or threaten, but such as the Lord pleases

to order. That which is unlikely to succeed has the desired issue, and that

which is likely to prosper, succeeds not at all ; because all events are in

God's hands, and he disposes of them, not as we think probable or im-

probable, but as he thinks fit : 1 Kings xx. 11, ' Let not him that girdeth

on his harness boast himself as he that putteth it off.' Why so ? Because
the event is in the hands of God, and he can dispose of it against those that

are most confident, and for those who see little cause to expect it, Eccles.

ix. 11. 'Time and chance happeneth to them all,' i.e. their endeavours

have such success as the hand of God will guide them to
;
yet this, though

it order all things, being invisible, things seem many times to fall out rather

at adventure, than according to the regular endeavours that have been used

in order to them. Herein the people of God, whatever advantages they have

had for the carrying on of their affairs to a good issue, yet still ascribe it

unto God, and owe him so much as though they had done nothing, being

sensible that whatever they did, it would have come to nothing, if he had
not given a good event, Ps. xviii. 39, 40, and Ps. xliv., from the 3d to the

8th verse. And he is their king, their ruler upon this account, because

their deliverances and successes were from him ; he overruled all to issue in

good events.

6. He rules and orders not only the substance, but the circumstances of

things and actions. To instance in time and place. How was it that

Abigail came to meet David just at that time, which if she had slipped, he had
massacred Nabal's family ? Why, God sent her, which is the account David

gives of it, 1 Sam. xxv. 32, 34. How was it that the decree of Augustus,

for taxing of the world, came forth just at the time when Mary was ready to

be delivered ? Why, the Lord so ordered it, that what he had so decreed

and foretold concerning the birth of Christ in Bethlehem might be fulfilled,

Mat. ii. 5. When Nebuchadnezzar went to war, and was in doubt whether

to fall upon Rabbab of the Ammonites or upon Jerusalem, Ezek. xxi. 20, 21

,

how came he to a determination ? Why, the Lord over-ruled all the means
he used for his direction, so that he resolves to bend his force against Jeru-

salem, because God had determined to have it destroyed.

7. He rules and disposes both end and means. God had an intention to

make his people, who were before Jezreel, the scattered of the Lord, to be-

come Jezreel, the seed of the Lord, to bless them with plenty ; and hereupon

so orders the means, as they might see his hand herein bringing about this

end, Hosea ii. 21, 22. Here is the Lord, in the first place—I will hear

—
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influencing all the means, from first to last, so as Jezreel has the end of all

the blessing promised.

The Lord stands in no need of means to accomplish the end he aims at.

But when he will make use of means, he shews his all- governing and over-

ruling power, not only in blessing means that are good, and proper, and
usual, but in making any kind of means to serve his turn ; so he can dispose

of bad instruments to promote a good end. Thus he made use of the

Assyrian to accomplish his whole work upon mount Zion, Isa. x. 12, though

he had no such thought nor intention, but a quite other design, ver. 7.

And he can make strange and unusual means accomplish his pleasure, as

well as usual and ordinary. So he orders the ravens to feed one prophet,

1 Kings xvii., and two bears to destroy those who mocked another, 2 Kings
ii. 24.

8. He rules and disposes not only things orderly, but such as seem most
confused. Not only such affairs as are so well ordered that we may easily

be persuaded some divine influence does dispose of them ; but those that

have such a face of confusion and disorder, that it will be hard to believe

that the Lord has any hand therein ; even such does he rule and order,

though we see him not acting therein, till the darkness and disturbance be

over. What horrid disorder was there in the actings of Jacob's sons, con-

spiring against their brother, throwing him into a pit, selling him to the

Ishmaelites, Gen. xxxvii. Who could suspect that the Lord had a hand in

any of this ? Yet his hand was in it all. The confusion and disorder of it

was indeed from the visible actors ; but the Lord was all this while working

this chaos into a beautiful form, and when he had done, then it appears with

a lovely face, and is so represented by Joseph himself, Gen. I. 20, and

xlv. 4, 5, 7, 8. Who could have expected that such a dismal cloud would
have thus cleared up ? But this is the Lord's doing, and such things he is

wont to do, while he is ruling over all, and all are over-ruled by him.

If you should see such a black and dismal face of things as may tempt

you to conclude that God has forsaken the earth or the place where you are,

that he can never mingle with such confusions, or intermeddle in such horrid

disorders, stay a little before you yield to such conclusions. The Lord once,

out of chaos, brought a well-ordered world. He rules still ; and can, when
he pleases, out of mere confusion and darkness, bring forth a new heaven

and a new earth, wherein righteousness may dwell.

9. He rules and orders things, both necessary and contingent or casual.

Things necessaiy, such as proceed from necessary causes, which act in one

certain uniform way, and cannot of themselves vary nor proceed otherwise

;

such are the course of the heavens, the eclipses of the luminaries, the seasons

of the year, the ebbings and Sowings of the sea. The Lord gave law to all

these, and keeps them to the observance of it, yet overrules them, and gives

them other orders when he pleases. The heavens declare the glory of God
this way, Ps. xix. 1 ; not only by their fabric and influences, but by their

course and motion, which he instanceth in verses 4-6, Ps. lxxiv. 16, 17,

He has settled all the climes of the earth, and the seasons of the year, Jer.

xxxi. 35, 36. The Lord has fixed the course of these things, they cannot

vary therein of themselves ; but he himself can change it when he thinks

fit, and has given instances of his overruling power herein. He has changed
the course of the sun, and made it stand still, as in Joshua's time ; or go

back, as in Hezekiah's time. And the course of the sea too, how uncon-
trollable the motion thereof seems to be ! The Bed Sea and Jordan are

evidences that he who rules all can overrule anything.

So things contingent and casual, which fall out uncertainly or accidentally,
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which those who know not God ascribe to chance and fortune, the Lord
orders them, they fall out as he pleases. He disposes of them certainly,

how uncertain soever they be in respect of other causes, Prov. xvi. 33. The
lot is so ruled and directed by the Lord, that it falls just so as he would

have it, and can do no otherwise ; so when a man is slain casually, the

Lord is said to 'give him up to death,' Exod. xxi. 13. There is an
instance which will clear it, Deut. xix. 4,5; in this case, which is so every

way accidental, the Lord is said to deliver the man into the hands of him
that slays him.

10. He rules and orders not only that which is good, but that which is evil

and sinful. God is no way the cause, no way the author, of sin. It is the

work of the devil, he brought it into the world ; but being there, and the

Lord permitting it to be there, Acts xiv. 19, Ps. cxviii. 12, he takes such

order about it that it may appear he rules over all, and that there is not any-

thing in the world but is subjected to his government and under his disposal.

Accordingly,

(1.) He limits and bounds it, so that it proceeds not so far as Satan and
the depraved will of man would have it; otherwise it would overwhelm the

world, and no flesh would be saved. He restrains it in many by common
grace, and breaks the power of it in his people by effectual grace. He with-

held Abimelech from sinning when he had a mind to it, Gen. xx. 6.

(2.) He overrules it to good ends, and disposes it to excellent purposes.

So the horridest sin that was ever acted in the world was ordered by him,

to promote the most blessed and glorious ends ; and so be had disposed of

it in his eternal counsel, before the actors were in motion or in being, Acts

iv. 27, 28 and ii. 23. They designed therein the satisfying of their own
malice and cruelty ; but he disposed of it to the getting himself the greatest

glory, in the redemption and salvation of lost sinners.

So the wickedness of men, in afflicting and persecuting his people, is over-

ruled by God to the destroying of wickedness, the promoting of holiness,

and the preparing of greater glory for them. He orders sin, so as it tends

to destroy sin ; the sin of oppressors, so as to purge sin out of his people,

Isa. xxvii. 9. Isa. i. 25, he turns his hand upon them, in letting loose the

hands of oppressors and persecutors against them. So that there is a

double hand in their sufferings: the hand of wicked men, and that would

destroy the oppressed ; the hand of God, and that would destroy their sin.

And the hand of God prevails, and thereby shews that he rules over all.

He orders sin, so as it tends to promote holiness, to advance its opposite,

Eom. v. 3, 4, Heb. xii. ; he orders it so as to make way for greater glory,

2 Cor. iv. 17. Thus he brings the greatest light out of the blackness of

darkness, and ' turns the shadow of death into the morning,' thereby making
it evident that he rules over all ; makes the greatest evil advance the greatest

good ; and that which is the worst of all, to serve the best and most glorious

purposes.

11. He rules things natural and voluntary. Natural, such as have their

next causes in nature, the hand of God rules therein, as in thunder and

lightning, Job xxxvii. 2, 3 ; wind and rain, Jer. x. 13, Ps. cxlviii. 7. Not
to stay upon other particulars, read Psalms civ. and cvii., and you will see

plentiful evidence hereof in these and many other instances.

But more particularly, he rules things voluntary ; such are intelligent and
rational beings. Man in special is the subject of his government. Those
amongst the sons of men that arc his he disposes and takes care of, yet in a
more peculiar manner. The Scripture is full and clear in expressing how
man is governed by him in birth, and life, and death. He takes order about
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his conception, formation, and birth, Job x. 9-11, Ps. cxxxix. 14-16. He
lixeth the period of his life, and determines how many his days shall be upon
earth, Job xiv. 5. He orders what his state and condition shall be while he

lives, Ps. lxxv. 6, 7, 1 Sam. ii. 7, 8, Ps. cxiii. 7, 8. He rules the mind and
heart, Prov. xxi. 2, Ps. cxix. 36, and cv. 25. No heart so obstinate but he

can bend it ; none so fast closed but he can open it, Acts xvi. 4 ; none so

refractory but he can turn it whithersoever he will ; none so frozen and
congealed but he can melt and dissolve, and make it ductile as water. He
alone has the sovereignty over the hearts of men : ' he opens, and no man
shuts,' &c. The will, that impious faculty that will stand out when the

whole mau besides is conquered, he can subdue at his pleasure, and make
it run into a ready compliance with his own will. He rules the tongue and
words, Prov. xvi. 1. Man without him can neither prepare his heart to

speak, nor speak what he has prepared ; both is from him, who has the

command both of heart and tongue ; and he can guide the tongue to speak

what shall be more effectual than what it was prepared to utter. Augustine

is a remarkable instance hereof, who, beginning his sermon, was led to

auother subject than what he designed, and was prepared to speak of;

and found afterwards that he was overruled thereto by the hand of God for

the conversion of a seduced soul, which the discourse he had intended, it is

like, would not have touched.

He rules and orders his feet and paths. If we were left to take our own
course, whither would we run ? Jer. x. 23. "Who then shall direct him ?

Ps. xxxvii. 23. When we have found out a way which our own judgment
thinks best, and our own inclination leads us to, the Lord often leads us out

of it, and directs us better, Prov. xvi. 9. He rules hands and actions, Ps.

xviii. 34. It is he that holds and guides the hand, or else it would make
nothing but blots ; his guidance is the sufficiency and strength of it for every

service, for any work he calls us to. And so Nehemiah seeks it: Neh. vi. 9,

' Now therefore, 0 God, strengthen my hands.'

Thus the Lord rules over man, and over every part, and every act. Indeed,

of all the creatures on earth, man only is capable of that which is properly

government ; he is the only subject that can be ruled by laws. Accordingly,

he has enacted laws for us, and enforced them with penalties, and encouraged

obedience to them, by promises of reward. And according to our observance

of bis laws he will judge what subjects we are, and will answerably proceed

in the execution of them
;
by enhappying those with the reward promised

who shew themselves faithful subjects, or by inflicting the penalty on those

who prove refractory and disobedient. And thus doth the Lord most pro-

perly rule over men
;
though, in a larger sense, he rules over all things.

I might shew how he rules over his people in a more peculiar manner than

over other creatures or other men, how he orders and overrules all things to

secure them from evil and to do them good, how he commands all things to

serve them for these purposes, Ps. lix. 13. His government reaches unto

the ends of the earth ; but he makes it known he rules in Jacob in a more

special manner, he having a particular respect to them in his whole

government, Deut. xi. 12. But the enlargement of this I reserve to the

application.

I should proceed to the third general proposed, and give an account of

the mode of this government, shewing what kind of rule it is, by some pro-

perties of it, whereby its excellency and transcendency above all other will

be manifest.

1 . It is a supreme sovereignty. He that rules over all has none above

him, none co-ordinate with him, none but such as are below him, indefinitely
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below him, none but what are subjected to him, and under him at an infinite

distance.

The powers of heaven, those that are called thrones and principalities

there, are not only subjects to him, but his servants. They attend in his

presence, and while they wait on him they adore him ; the splendour and

In stre of his majesty is greater than they can well behold, Isa. vi. 1, 2.

' With twain they covered their faces,' as not able to endure the infinite

splendour of his glory and majesty, no more than our weak eyes are able

to behold the sun shining in his full strength. 1 And with twain they

covered their feet,' as abashed in sense of their own vileness and imperfec-

tion, in comparison of the incomprehensible perfections of their glorious

sovereign. ' And with twain they did fly,' to shew their readiness to execute

his commands, their swiftness in doing him service. They do not only

serve but worship him, Heb. i. And as to be a servant is simply something

less than to be a subject, so worship denotes greater subjection than any

other service. Thus are the powers of heaven subject to him.

The powers of hell tremble before him, James ii. 19. Though they be

called the ' rulers of the darkness of this world,' and the chief of them the
' god of the world,' yet before the Supreme Majesty of heaven they have not

the confidence of free subjects, but tremble as slaves. Those that have led

all men captive are the Lord's prisoners ; they are in a lower and worse

capacity than other of his subjects, they are rebels under punishment for

their disobedience. He is ruling them, and will rule them forever, in wrath.

He has them in chains, they cannot stir without his leave
;
they could not

so much as enter into a herd of swine till they had begged leave. Thus are

the powers of hell subject to him.

As for the powers on earth, the highest and greatest of them are but his

under-officers, and more under him incomparably than the lowest and mean-

est of their subjects are under Ihem. They have their power and commis-
sion from him ; he has limited them as he saw fit ; and if they will not keep

their bounds, and really acknowledge their subjection to their Great Sove-

reign, he will ' rule them with a rod of iron, and break them in pieces like

a potter's vessel,' Ps. ii. 9, 10. A mighty Cham, a great Mogul, a grand

Signior, the highest prince and potentate, is no more to him than a worm,
or a fly, or a grasshopper is to us, no more than a potter's vessel, which is

of less worth than any living creature is to us. They are but a small part

of their dominion, that which is under their government, but their whole

dominion is as nothing to the Great King, Dan. iv. 35. So that to him
they are not the thousandth part of that which seems to be nothing, so

much inferior are they to the Supreme Majesty of the world, and so much
should they be subject to him ; and if they will not, he will be ' terrible to

the kings of the earth,' Ps. Ixxvi. 12. He will cut off the proud, and cruel,

and presumptuous spirits of oppressing Nimrods, and that in a terrible

manner. He will make them know (though they be apt to forget it) that

they are subjects, and that the Lord reigns and is their Sovereign, and that

the kingdom is his alone who rules over all ; that he is ' the blessed and
only potentate, the King of kings, and Lord of lords,' 1 Tim. vi. 15, the

only Supreme and Sovereign ruler, and Lord of all.

2. He rules absolutely ; his government is unlimited, for who can bound
him who rules over all ? Other rulers are limited by laws or contracts, but

none give law to God, nor lay obligation on him but himself; he has no

other bounds but his own wise and holy will, and his will is law to heaven

and earth, and all creatures therein, Dan. iv. 35, Ps. cxv. 3, andexxxv. 16.

It is too great a power for any mortal man to be trusted with, to make his
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will a law and rule to others. The Lord has subjected all to his laws, and
if others will entrust their rulers with a freedom to do whatever they will,

they do it at their peril. The corrupt and depraved will of man may prove

a pernicious law ; but as it is the prerogative of God, so it is the advantage

of the world that the will of God should be its law, and that all things

should be ordered according to his pleasure, because his will is infinitely and
perfectly wise, and holy, and good.

3. He rules irresistibly. His government is uncontrollable. None can

give check to his orders,- nor hinder him from accomplishing his pleasure,

Isa. xlvi. 10, 11. Whatever he pleases shall be done, and woe to those

that attempt to hinder him, Isa. xlv. 9, Jer. xviii. 3, 4, 6. No powers in

the world can any more hinder the Lord from ordering all in heaven and
earth as he pleases, than the clay can hinder the potter from forming it into

what shape he list. So Dan. iv. 35, Job ix. 12, 13. As none should ques-

tion his proceedings, so none can stop them. Those who presume they are

strong enough to help others, shall not be able to help themselves when he

falls upon them
;
they must stoop, yea, fall irrecoverably, Job xi. 10.

Whatever the Lord undertakes, whether to save or destroy, whether to do

good to those that please him, or hurt those that offend him, he will do

it unavoidably ; there is none can hinder him, Rom. xi. 9, 2 Chron. xx. 6.

All the resistance that any created power can make to the Lord in his course

of governing the world will be but like that which a snail can make to the

foot that treads on it, and will crush it. All the impediment they can give

him is no more than a fly can give a wheel that is whirled about with a

strong hand. All attempts of the powers of hell or earth to hinder the Lord
from ordering all as he pleases will be as ridiculous, Ps. ii. 1-5.

4. He rules perfectly. There is not the least weakness or imperfection

in his government, as there is in that of other rulers
; nothing of error or

mistake
;
nothing that the most excellent prudence would order otherwise

;

nothing defective, for want of judgment as to things present, or want of

experience as to things past, or want of foresight as to things to come ; for

he has all things, past, present, and to come, clearly before his eyes, in every

act of government, and in his ordering of every particular, Ps. cxlvii. 5. The
Lord is great, as he is the ruler of the world ; and as he rules all things with

great power, so with infinite wisdom. It is an infinite understanding that

governs the world, Prov. iii. 19, 20. And as there is perfection of wisdom,

so also of righteousness, in his government, Ps. xcvii. 1. 2, the basis of his

throne (as before) Ps. xxxvi. 5, 6. All these perfections, so infinitely great

in all dimensions that none can give an account of their height, and depth,

and length, and breadth, do shine forth in preserving man and beast, in the

Lord's disposing of all things in the world, from the highest to the lowest.

5. He rules all aUrace. Orders all things, in heaven, and earth, and under

the earth, together. Men cannot do two things at once, but first dispose of

one business and then of another ; order the affairs of one place now, and

when that is done, despatch the concernments of another. But the Lord

orders all the affairs of all parts of the world at once ; he can mind them all

together, how infinitely various they seem ; the multiplicity of them is no

more distraction to him than if he had but one thing in hand. He has a

governing hand over all things, in all their actions and motions, throughout

the whole world, and his hand is in them all at once ; and in those affairs

which he manages by instruments, while they are acting under him they

are acted by him, and he acts immediately in them all ; how far soever they

may be asunder, he influences them all together.

And though this be hard to conceive, yet must there be no doubt of it,
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if we believe that God rules over all. For since there are many millions of

things in being and motion at once, if the Lord did but order one or few

things at once, the greatest number of them would be and move without

him. Since he rules over all, and none subsist or move without him, he

must be conceived to put forth millions of governing acts at once, as many
together as there are things and motions in the world.

6. He rules easily. The government of the whole world, and all things in

it, gives him not the least trouble. He takes care of all without any solicit-

ousness ; he orders all, without any toil ; he acts all, without any labour ; he

does it continually, without any weariness. Ou yr<g xupui 6 ©so? rr^oudruv,

aide aoOivei rrfog rriv rrdvruv egyaeitxv, Athanas. contra Arian. Oral. 3. God
is not weary with ordering the universe, nor is all the work of the world too

much for him ; he does it all with as much ease as we do that which may
be done with a word, or a look, or a beck ; he rules the world as easily

as he made it. ' God said, Let there be light, and there was light,' Ps.

xxxiii. 6, 9. He does not properly speak ; he did not so much for the

making of the world; it was enough that he willed it. Movov Ui\r\ei xa.1

inoiriGi to. vravra, id. ibid ; he only willed it, and all things started out of

nothing ; and with as much ease, with such a word he upholds and governs

the world, Heb. i. 3
; by his word he upholds all things in their being,

and order, and motion ; his word is enough for all. It is sufficient that

he wills it : To ^ovXtj/xa /j.6wv ixavov hriv uvrov ngLc, rr,v ruv rravruv lr][ii-

oviyiuv ; his word or will was enough to make all, it is enough to govern

all ; it costs him no more toil or trouble, than a word of our mouth, or an

act of our will costs us, Ps. cxlvii. 15-18 ; he rules and orders all things as

easily as if he had but one thing to order ; all are not so much to sovereign

power and all-sufficiency, as any one, the least, the easiest is to us ; he

rules the world, as if an artist could make a clock go with his eye, and keep

it in true and constant motion only by looking on it ; the most miraculous

acts of his government are done as easily as we breathe, Exod. xv. 8, 10.

7. He ruleth continually. His government is indefectible, he is always

ruling over all, without ever ceasing, without the least intermission. If the

Lord should but withdraw his governing hand a moment, all the wheels of

the great fabric of the world would stand still or fall to pieces. When
those whom we call the rulers of the world are asleep, or idle, or worse,

God is still at work ; his over-seeing eye is op^aX^ds axo/,^™?, an eye

that ' neither slumbers nor sleeps,' Ps. cxxi. 3, 4, Zech. iv. 10, 2 Chron.

xvi. 9. They run, they are always in motion, never shut, never diverted,

ever beholding the whole earth, to shew himself strong in the government
of it, Exod. xv. 18, Ps. cxlvi. 10. ' The Lord shall reign for ever,' for ever

;

not only because of the continuance of this sovereign dignity, but because of

the ever continued exercise of his regal power.

Thus much for the explication of this grand truth.

For the proof of it, there is little need of reasons and arguments, when
there is so much evidence from Scripture, as I have already given an account

of. Only take notice of these three particulars :

,
1. The Lord has right and title to rule over all.

2. He is able to rule all. And,

3. He is concerned, and so willing to exercise such an universal govern-

ment.

Each of these alone will be a sufficient confirmation of this truth, but

taken all together, they make up abundant evidence. He that has right

to rule, may rule if he be able ; and he that is able, will rule actually if he
be concerned. But the Lord may rule over all, he has right to do it ; and
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he can rule over all, he is able to do it ; and he is willing too, being highly

concerned to do it ; and therefore he actually governs all.

1. The Lord has right and title to rule over all. No creature has so

much right to rule over any one thing as he has to rule over all ; for all

things are his own, Ps. lxxxix. 11 ; heaven and earth, the world, and the

fulness of it, i. e. whatever is in it, all things wherewith the world is re-

plenished, Ps. lxxiv. 16. So particularly man is his own, Ps. c. 3, and all

that men enjoy are his, 1 Chron. xxix. 14,16; all are his own, because he

made them all. And so you may observe in the texts before quoted, where

the Lord is spoken of as proprietor ; his making of them is mentioned, that

being the foundation and ground of his propriety. Indeed, nothing can

be so much our own as that is God's which is created by him
;
by virtue

of this, everything created is his own in the fullest sense ;
absolutely, with-

out any limitation
;

totally, without any co-partner
;

principally, without

any subordination
;
primarily, without any derivation of title from others

;

independently, without any dependence upon any other for his title ; so that

what we count most our own, is not near so much ours, as everything is

his.

Now, an absolute owner or proprietor has right to possess, or make use,

or dispose of, or order what is his own as he sees fit. Mat. xx. 15, Esther

i. 22. The world is more the Lord's than any man's house is his own, and

so has all right to rule it. The same word, dominus, signifies both a lord

and an owner ; and dominium, both rule and property ; so far as any one

hath property, so far he is a ruler, and may dispose of what is his own.

And we have them joined together in Scripture, 1 Chron. xxix. 12, where

you have the kingdom or dominion, and the right or title to it (all are thine).

The Lord's kingdom rules over all, because all his own.

2. He is able to rule over all
; he, and he alone is in a capacity to do it.

And this is evident by those infinite perfections of his, which I have given

you an account of heretofore.

(1.) He is almighty. He can do all thing.', and therefore he can order

and rule everything ; he can keep all in subjection, and make them serve

the ends he has appointed them, Kev. xix. 6. Omuipotency is sufficient for

the government of all things. An universal power is more able to rule all,

than our limited particular power to govern any one thing.

(2) He is omnipresent. Everywhere present, and so can observe and take

order about everything wherever it is. He fills heaven and earth, Jer.

xxiii. 24 ; no part of the world, but he is fully in it ; he more than fills it,

2 Chron. ii. 6. There is not any part of the world which is at the least

distance from him; and therefore he is in a capacity to order and govern all.

(3.) He is omniscient. His knowledge is infinite, and reaches all things,

and therefore he knows how to order all things, and how to extend his rule

over all. He understands the nature, and temper, and power, and motions

of all creatures, and accordingly discerns how they may be ruled, how they

are to be ordered, Heb. iv. 13. The minds and hearts of men which are

not subject to the government of any creatures, because they are not known
to any, are open to the eye, and under the inspection of God, and so under

his rule and government. And thus it is evident that the Lord is able to

rule over all, and all-sufficient for the government of all things.

3. He is willing to rule over all. He has not only right and power, but

a will to govern the world ; and so nothing is left to make us doubt but that

he actually rules it. That he is willing is evident, because he is highly con-

cerned. The end for which he made all would not otherwise be attained if

he did not order and dispose of all in a tendency thereto, Prov. xvi. 4. He
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made all things for his own glory ; but they cannot promote this end, they

will not glorify him, unless he concur, and order, and rule, and overrule

them. He made all things, ad responsum ipsius, to answer him, so some

;

ut obtemperent ipsi, so others to the same sense, that they may obey him.

But that they may obey him he must keep them under his rule and govern-

ment, otherwise his end in making them may be lost. Now the Lord is not

willing to be frustrated in his great design, and therefore willing to rulo all

for the promoting of it. And hence we may certainly conclude that he

actually rules over all.

I will but endeavour to remove one objection out of the way, and then

proceed to application.

If God rule over all, then all things would be excellently ordered. But

there seems to be one thing remarkable in the government of the world,

which men are apt to think would be otherwise ordered if the Lord did con-

cern himself in the governing of all things. And it is this : in all ages good

men have ordinarily fared worst, and those that are bad have fared best in

the world. These have ruled, while those were under hatches ; these have

prospered and nourished, while those have been oppressed or afflicted ; these

have had power, and plenty, and successes, while those have been under

wants, sufferings, persecutions. This has not only occasioned the heathen

who knew not God to question his providence and universal government, dia

rou <5gai», tqtI psv ayadov; dviyruypuvra;, when they see the misery of good men,

core d'i zaxou; iv tauToT; iv-Togouvra:, and the prosperities of bad men ; but it

has been a stumbling-block to the best of God's people, which some of them
could hardly get over : Ps. lxxiii. 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, ' My feet were almost gone

;

my steps had well nigh slipped. For I was envious at the foolish, when I

saw the prosperity of the wicked. For there is no bands in their death ; but

their strength is firm,' &c. ; whereas he himself, and the generation of the

righteous, met with other measures : ver. 14, ' All the day long have I been

plagued, and chastened every morning.' So Job, when himself was under

so grievous afflictions, observed the wicked were in great flourish, Job xxi. 7 ;

and Jeremiah expostulates with the Lord about it, as a strange dispensation,

of which an account could not be easily given, Jer. xii. 1, 2.

But in answer to this, 1, There would be no reason to question the uni-

versal government of God upon this account, if the nature and tendency of

prosperity and afflictions were but rightly apprehended.

It is thought a disparagement lo the government of the world that wicked

men fare well therein. But if outward prosperity do not make them fare

well, the show will vanish. Now, prosperity is so far from being good to

evil men, that there is scarce anything worse in this world than to prosper in

ways of wickedness. It is as if a physician should leave a wilful patient to

please himself with such a diet as will heighten his distemper, and tends to

make it incurable. Would you think this a favour, or that the sick person

is well dealt with, how much soever his fare pleases him ? No better, no

more favourably does the Lord deal with wicked men when he suffers them
to prosper in their evil ways. Alas ! this prosperity tends to harden them
in wickedness, and to fasten them irrecoverably in the ways that lead to

destruction : Prov. i. 32, ' The turning away of the simple shall slay them,

and the prosperity of fools shall destroy them.' ' The ease ' (for so we may
render that which we read the turning away) ' of the simple,' their freedom
from afflictions, tends to ruin them, though they are so simple as not to

understand it. ' And the prosperity of wicked men ' (for these are fools in

Solomon's language) 'will destroy them.' And is it any great favour for

the Lord to give them that which will prove destructive to them ?

VOL. II. G g
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Tbeir prosperous state is but a fattening them for the day of slaughter.

And thus the prophet resolves this difficulty, Jer. xii. 3. And so some
understand that of the apostle : James v. 5, ' Ye have lived in pleasure on
the earth, and been wanton

;
ye have nourished your hearts as in a day of

slaughter.' A beast that is intended to be killed is put into fat pasture, and
seems to fare better than another that is left to shift for itself on a bare

common. But a fat pasture is no sign of favour unless it be a favour to be

killed sooner. Look upon prosperous sinners as fattening for slaughter, as

preparing for a sudden, terrible fall, and their prosperity will be no excep-

tion against the divine government of the world. Says Isidore, We ought

not to lament those who smart when they offend, 'AX?.d rov* &ri/tiugif&

woiovvrag, but those that go on in sin unpunished. As it is not so grievous

to be sick as to have no cure, those that suffer here are in the way to be
healed, but those tbat go on unpunished, ti$ dvay.yr^iav iSeiouen, lose all

sense of their disease, their case is next to desperate. If their path were

hedged up with thorns, or met with some rubs in the way, it is like they

might take up ; but when their way in wickedness is plain and pleasant,

they are never like to stop till they run themselves into eternal ruin.

Nothing makes the case of a sinner more dangerous and desperate than a

continued prospering in sin.

And as wicked men cannot be reasonably accounted to fare well for all

their flourish and outward prosperity, this being so dangerous, so destruc-

tive, so much a curse, so dreadful a judgment, so on the other hand, those

that are good cannot be thought to fare ill because of their afflictions and
sufferings in this life ; for afflictions are necessary for them, considering the

sickly complexion of the best souls in this life, even as physic is for a dis-

eased body. If the Lord did not use this method, it would signify he cared

not for them, regarded not whether they were well or ill, whether they lived

or died ; o Ti/Mo/j.fvrjs y.al xaiofitwi rrgbg 'tSisu.Kiiav idevei, when they are

lanced and seared, they are under cure ; drr'o ttis a/.y%howi Ss|a?7£/av

xugTuaufiaios, though it be grievous, it is the way to their recovery. This

helps tbem to more health, and strength, and life, in the inner man, 2 Cor.

iv. 16 ; this makes them more fit for service, more fit for communion with

God, and capable of greater glory, ver. 17. And does God deal ill with

them in thus doing, in dispensing that which is so necessary, so highly

advantageous to them ? Is there anything in this dispensation thus truly

represented that can impeach God's government of the world ? Is there

anything that does not become him, that does not speak the ordering of a

divine hand ?

2. If these things were of another nature ; if prosperity did signify some
favour to those tbat are bad, and afflictions did speak more severity to those

that are better
; yet tbe small continuance of them makes them inconsider-

able. Their ' light afflictions are but for a moment,' no more is the pros-

perity of the other. Compare it with eternity, and it is nothing. QioT: <zav

AvSgomhou jSfou diderr/fia. to /jiribev isnv, to God, the whole space of a man's

life is as nothing. What if the Lord were severe to his children for this

moment, it is nothing to that everlasting kindness which they shall shortly

meet with, but never be deprived of. He loves them here, but it is not

fondness, or feminine tenderness, to let them have that which pleases them
though it be hurtful. Illos fortius amat, it is a strong, a masculine love,

which is to do them good, and keep them under sharp discipline, if nothing

else will do it. But this will be needful but for a while, it is but for a

moment.
The wicked, on the other side, they are under the sentence of condemna-
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tion. And what if he give them a little respite, and let them take some
refreshment betwixt the sentence of death passed on them and the terrible

execution ? Alas ! in a few moments they are to die, to die eternally. And
is this such a forbearance, is this so great a favour, as to make it a question
whether the proceeding do become the Ruler of the world, the Judge of hea-
ven and earth

!

3. This exception will have no force, can take no place, in those who
believe a future judgment. The great Ruler of the world has several acts

of government, which have their appointed times, and to which he proceeds
gradually and regularly. Here in this life he gives his laws, and expects

what observance they will meet with. He has reserved judgment and exe-

cution in distributing rewards and punishments till this life be ended
;
they

are principally for another world. The Lord, in great wisdom, passes from
one to another distinctly ; but vain men would have these confounded and
run into one another. They would see judgment before trial, and execution
before the assizes ; and crowns and rewards before the combat be ended,
before the race be finished, before those who are to be judged have given
full proof of themselves, Heb. ix. 27 ; Acts xvii. 31, ' Because he hath
appointed a clay, in the which he will judge the world,' &c. If he had not
appointed such a day, and given assurance of it ; if all things should pro-

ceed with good and bad to eternity, as they do for a little time : then there

might be some more colour for this exception. But we would have all done
here, and appoint the day presently, and so leave no work for the great day
of his appointing. If the Lord should proceed with all here according as

they are and do, irigiTros w o rns xgiasun \6yog, Isid. lib. v. epist. 215, the

appointment of a future judgment would be in vain.

Stay but a while till things be ripe for judgment, or do but believe what
God has given assurance of, that the Judge is at the door, and will speedily

reward all according to their works, and then all will be clear. The day is

at hand when God will fully vindicate his government, not only to the

reason of men (as he does now), but to their senses, and then there will be
no occasion to complain that those that are bad fare well, and those that are

good fare worse. Then you will see the righteous ruler of the world making
a vast and everlasting difference betwixt good and bad ; and in the mean
time you have as much reason to believe it as if you saw it now.

Use 1. For information. This serves to inform us in several things which
much concern as in point of belief and practice. Particularly,

1. In reference to superiors, whether civil magistrates or church gover-

nors, or heads of families, or rulers of others in any capacity. Hereby we
learn,

(1.) That all are subjects in respect of God. He rules over all, and there-

fore all are to acknowledge him as their sovereign, and themselves as sub-

jected to him. The highest on earth are as much subjects to the great God
as the meanest of their vassals are to them ; and those, whoever they arc,

who consent not to this subjection, and demean not themselves accordingly,

they are rebels to God, whatever they are amongst men. So he accounts

them, and they may expect he will proceed answerably against them. So
Saul, though a king, his not observing of God's command, is branded as

rebellion, and aggravated as a crime equal to witchcraft and idolatry, 1 Sam.
xv. 22, 23. They are to subject themselves to the sovereign of the world
with trembling, and to serve him with fear, Ps. ii. 10, 11.

(2.) They are but officers in subordination to him ; the highest of men,
no more than under-officcrs. For he rules over all, and therefore is abovo
all, and so there are none but who are under him. He alone is supreme, and
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the greatest are below him at an infinite distance ; he is higher than the

kings of the earth, Ps. lxxxix. 27, Eccles. v. 8. The higher powers are all

under him, whose being ruler over all speaks him the Most High. It is no
disparagement to the highest on earth, no, nor to the principalities and
powers in heaven, to be counted his underlings.

(3.) All their authority is derived from him. If he rule over all, none
have power to rule but what he gives and allows. None have any authority

but whom he authorises. All subordinate officers derive their authority from
the supreme magistrate ; if they challenge or use any more, they usurp. He
is the fountain of all authority ; there is none in channel or cistern but what
comes from the fountain, Rom. xiii. They have their commission from him

;

they have no more, no other power, than is contained in the commission
which they have from the supreme governor of the world ; what they act

beyond it, against it, is no act of authority, but of presumption and
usurpation.

(4.) All authority should be exercised for him ; and that has no authority,

whatever it be, which is not for him. He that is the original of all power in

church, state, and families, must needs be the end of all, Rom. xi. 36, Heb.
ii. 10. All is from him, and all is for him, who rules over all. That which
is not for him is so far by no authority from him, for he gives no authority

but for himself. What, then, is that which is against him ? Any law, or

order, or command, of powers higher or lower, which is against the will and
interest of God, is no act of authority, for there is no authority but what the

Lord gives ; and to be sure he gives no authority against himself, Dent. i.

16, 17, 2 Chron. xix. 5-7.

(5.) Hence we may learn how we are to obey our superiors. He that

rules over nil must be first obeyed, and all others as they stand in relation

to him. They are under him, and subordinate to him, and so must be

obeyed in subordination to him, and no otherwise ; never above him, never

against him. When their wills not agreeing with his come in competition,

then he who rules over all must have the pre-eminence in this case. The
equity of it is so clear, we may appeal to the consciences of any who acknow-

ledge the sovereignty of God, as the apostles did : Acts v. 29, ' We ought to

obey God rather than men.' The case is more clear than if we should put

it so, whether it be better to obey the prince or a constable, judge ye ; for

be that rules over all is infinitely more above the highest on earth, than the

greatest monarch is above the meanest officer.

When any of the sons of men, whether magistrates, or pastors, or parents,

or masters, enjoin us to neglect anything which is our duty, or do any-

thing which is a sin ; not to obey them is no disobedience to any authority,

for none has the least authority to enjoin any such thing. God, who is the

rise of all authority, never authorised them to require any such thing. Such
injunctions, though they be the acts of such who are otherwise in authority,

yet they are not authoritative acts, but private, or worse. And not to

comply with them is not to disobey authority, but to disown usurpation

upon and rebellion against him who rules over all ; and none will question

these but those that neither understand what God is nor man.
' 2. We may learn much hereby concerning the nature of sin ; that which

Biay lead us to hate it and fear it, and not only avoid, but mortify it; this

will shew us how great a crime it is, how dangerous, how unreasonable.

(1.) How great a crime it is. It affronts the greatest authority in the

world ; it provokes the supreme Majesty of heaven and earth ; it dishonours

him who rules over all. That is a rule obvious to and acknowledged by all,

the greater the person is whom we offend, the greater and more heinous is
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the offence : Tfj vtoiott]ti ruv mqosumm to. a^agr^aara xmovtui (says Chrysos-

tom). We judge of offences by the quality of the persons offended. It is

a crime (as he goes on) to injure a private person, but more criminal to offer

an injury to a ruler. And still the greater the ruler is, the more heinous is

the crime. How then does that crime rise, which strikes at the sovereign

Majesty of the world ; which offers injury to him who rules over all, in com-
parison of whom the greatest potentates on earth are but as grasshoppers

!

The greatness and heinousness of sin is unmeasurable, even as the greatness

of that God whom it offends is incomprehensible. An offence against a king

(says Isidore, lib. iv. epist. 179), xdv ftixga yu%, though it be small, fiiydKa

rjj dg/qs rou wsmv&hrot xg/'vsra/, yet is judged great because of the dignity of

him that suffers by it. What sin then can be small, which is directed

against the great Ruler of all things ? No sin can be little, being against

such a Majesty, in comparison of whom all things, the greatest of all, are as

nothing.

(2.) How dangerous it is. The violation of God's law must needs deserve

a greater penalty than the violation of any laws of men ; for what are all

other lawgivers to him who gives laws to heaven and earth ? or what is their

authority to his who rules over all ? To neglect the charge of a constable,

is nothing to the crossing the edict of a mighty prince. What, then, is it

to break the law of God, betwixt whom and the greatest prince the distance

is incomparably greater than between the mightiest monarch on earth and

the meanest officer

!

And as the penalty is more grievous, so the inflicting of it is more certain

and unavoidable, for he that rules all can order anything to do execution

upon a sinner ; and whither will ye fly from him who rules everywhere ? or

who can deliver you out of his hands who rules over all ? Do ye provoke

the Lord to jealousy ? Are you stronger than he ? What powers will you
muster up to secure you from him who overpowers all ? Will you ' call to

the mountains and rocks to fall upon you, and hide you from the face of

him that sitteth on the throne ' ? Oh, but he can cleave the rocks, and cause

the mountains to melt like wax before him ; for he rules over all, and rules

irresistibly.

(3.) How unreasonable it is. He that ventures on sin, must do it with-

out reason. Since God rules over all, there is nothing can be reasonably

hoped for to draw to sin, there is nothing can rationally be feared to fright

him to sin.

[l.j For fear. It is most unreasonable and absurd to fear where no fear

is, and not to be afraid where there is most occasion of fear ; but sin is most
irrational both these ways. You are not afraid of God when you sin against

him, when you do that which most provokes him
;
yet he is most to be feared,

since he rules over all
;

for, upon this account,

First, He can make anything a Buffering, even that which you most value,

which you most afl'ect, and that from which you have the greatest expecta-

tions, from which you look for the most comfort, the greatest security. He
can order your greatest friends, your most endeared relations, your sweetest

and most valued enjoyments, to be your sufferings and punishments, and

can make you feel his indignation against sin, in and by any of them, or all

of them. If he do but speak the word, that will be enough to turn them
into quite other things than you account them ; to make them your dangers,

when you look they should succour you ; to make them your grievances,

when you look they should be the refreshments of your lives ; to make them
your tormentors, when you expect them to be your comforters. For every-

thing must aud will be, not what you think it is, but what he will order it
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to be ; for he rules over all, and can overrule everything to be and do what
he will, and to prove such to you as he pleases.

Secondly, As he can make anything to be a suffering, so he can make any
suffering to be most grievous. He can make anything prove an affliction,

and he can make any affliction, even that which you make lightest of, to be

intolerable. He can put a hell into anything, and can make that which you
count but a spark to give you the tortures of the most dreadful flames, and
can order that which you think you can go lightly under to sink and crash

you ; for he rules all, and everything obeys the order that he gives it. That
which seems little will prove great, a greater affliction and calamity than you
imagine ; and that which seems light will be too heavy to be borne, if he

who rules over all will so dispose of it.

Thirdly, He can make all things to be his executioners. He can employ
any of them in heaven, or earth, or hell—those that can do you most mis-

chief, or that you are most in danger of, most obnoxious to, most afraid of

—and can give any of them commission to inflict his wrath for sin ; yea, or

if need were, he could employ them all together to make the sinner miser-

able. There is not any of them would decline the employment if he laid a

command upon them, they would all concur together to pour out his indig-

nation, if he did but give them order ; for he rules over all, and can over-

power all to do his pleasure.

Oh, what madness is it to sin against such a God ; to provoke him who
rules over all ! If sin did not bewitch men, if it did not deprive them even

of the ordinary use of reason, they would never venture to sin upon any
consideration ; since there is that in sin, which, if considered, is so dread-

ful, as to outweigh whatever may be put in the balance against it, as if

it were nothing. Particularly, how little or nothing is there in the fear of

man, if weighed, to sway any to sin against this great Ruler of the world ?

To fear man, in this case, is to be afraid, where there is no cause to fear.

For,

First, What need he fear man, or any creature, or all of them together,

who is under the protection of him who rules over all ? What is it to be

under the protection of him, who can dispose of all things in the world for

your safety, who can order anything to secure you against the rage and

violence of all ? What need he fear, who stands for him, who has all things

that may endanger or secure him at his beck and command ? While you
refuse to sin, yon stand for God ; and while you are for him, he is for you.

And what stands he for, who rules over all ? If you know him, you will

make account, that all other things, if they should be all set against you,

stand but for cyphers. They are no more, when set against him who over-

rules and overpowers all. For,

Secondly, They can do nothing, more or less, against you, without him
;

nothing without his permission, without his power, without his concurrence.

Balaam had as great a mind to do Israel a mischief as any, being under the

power of such temptations to do it, as most suited his corrupt temper ; but

for all that, he professes he could do nothing at all, Num. xxii. 17, 18, be-

yond the word of the Lord. What if those whom you displease, by refusing

to sin against God, be as fierce as lions, yet the Lord is the keeper, he has

them fast
; they cannot come near you, unless he let them loose. If

you provoke him to let them loose upon you, there is danger ; but the

danger is in offending him, not them. It is he, therefore, that is to be

feared, not they. If they should break loose, he can break their teeth, or

maim their paws, or disarm them of their strength, and make them as

weak or as tame as you would have them ; or can call them in with a word
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when they are running upon you with open teeth. If he do hut say, Down,
sirrah '. the fiercest of them cannot so much as wag, will not dare to move
in the least against you. One word of the great Ruler of the world will

make them crouch and lie at your feet, and fawn upon you, instead of tear-

ing and devouring you. And is it reasonable then to offend God, who has
such command over them, for fear of them, who can no way stir or move
without him ?

Thirdly, If they should be permitted to do all they can against you, yet

that is little or nothing, in comparison of what he can do, whom you incense

by sin. They can but only touch your bodies or outward concernments
;

but he is Ruler over all. He has dominion, not only over your bodies and
estates, but over your souls ; and he can order and dispose of them unto ever-

lasting miseries or happiness as he pleases. It is but a little that you hazard,

a very inconsiderable thing, for an inconsiderable time, by offending men
;

but you hazard all, and all to eternity, by sinning against God ; and that is

so great and dreadful a hazard, so much in all reason to be feared, as should

swallow up all fear and respect of the other, Luke xii. 5. To sin against

God to avoid any danger from men, is to fear him who can do no more
than ' kill the body,' and not to fear him who can ' destroy both body and
soul in hell ;' which is, as if a man, to escape a shower of rain, should throw

himself into the sea. Is that the way not to be wet ? Or, as if one, to save

the scorching of his clothes, should throw himself headlong into the fire.

You would think the fear which put a man upon such a course were absurd

indeed, and such as became none but a distracted person : no more reason-

able, no more void of madness, is any fear that drives a man to provoke

him who is Ruler over all.

[2. J Nor are the hopes more reasonable which may be made use of, to

allure us to sin against this great God. In that he is ruler over all, it

appears that all such hopes are vain and delusive, and such as grossly abuse

the souls of men.
Particularly, first, can ye hope for secrecy ? Oh, but how or where can

ye be secret in respect of God ? He that rules over all rules everywhere ;

and so, not only his presence, but his ruling power, is in every place. It is

in every quarter, in every corner of the whole world. It reaches from the

highest heaven to the centre of the earth, yea, to the bottom of hell, Ps.

cxxxix. 7, 8, &c. Nothing, no place, is out of the eye, or in the least dis-

tance from the ruling hand of God. If you will presume to be anywhere

secret, or to act, or speak, or think, anything secretly in respect of God,

y*ou must find out a place where he rules not. If you dig into the bowels of

the earth for a retirement, or dive into the bottom of the sea, or withdraw

as far from all company as heaven is from earth, or cover yourselves with as

thick darkness as any is in hell, all will he in vain : not only his over- seeing

eye will be upon you, but his all-ruling hand will be with you, wherever

you are, or whithersoever you go. The darkest, the closest, the remotest

retirement, is no more out of his presence, no more out of the reach and

stroke of his all-ruling power, than the most open or public place in heaven

or earth.

Or, secondly, do ye hope for pleasure in sinning against God ? Oh that

word, against God, is enough to dash all hopes. Will he suffer you to have

any true pleasure in displeasing him, who can and does order all things as

he will ? He rules over all, and so rules all the concernments of pleasure

or pain, of grief and delight, and can dispose of them as he pleases. He can

make that which you fancy to be the greatest pleasure in the world, to prove

the bitterest thing that ever you meddled with, and can not only embitter
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the act or object which you count delightful, tut can so order it, as it shall

turn all you have besides into bitterness, and make all your other enjoy-

ments as gall and wormwood. No art can prepare so bitter infusions as

that hand that rules all. Ask Cain what that pleasure proved which he took

in satisfying his malice. It was such a delight as made his life a burden to

him ever after, Gen. iv. 13. Ask Amnon what that pleasure proved which

he had in defiling Tamar ; or Zimri, in the Moabitish woman
;
they would

tell you the bitterness of death was in it. Ask David what pleasure his lust

afforded him ; he will tell you, such as a man takes in having his bones

broken, Ps. li. 8. If you fancy such pleasure as this, you may have it in sin

here, and that which is more intolerable hereafter ; but if you look for bet-

ter, you are like to be deceived, so long as God rules over all.

Or, thirdly, do you hope to gain by sin, or to get any advantage in unlaw-

ful ways ? This hope is as vain and unreasonable as the other. If God
rule over all, and all actions and events be ordered by him, you can get no
gain without him. If he order it, it will be either in mercy or in wrath.

To hope that he will order anything in mercy, which is got by dishonouring

him, is a madness ; and if you have it in wrath, it is such an advantage as

you may wish the worst of your enemies, if you might wish them that which

will prove the greatest mischief. 'What gained Achan, by his wedge of gold ?

or Judas, by his pieces of silver ? or Ananias, by his sinful saving ? No
more will you gain really by sin, whatever show of advantage there may be.

It will prove no better than the coal which the eagle stole, which though she

thought a booty, yet it served only to fire her nest. If God rule over all,

and order everything as he pleases, what can be the matter of your hope ?

To look that he should order that to answer your expectation, which lies

directly cross to his will, is as unreasonable as what is most so. And thus

you see how absurd and irrational an evil sin is, since it can be promoted

by no fears, by no hopes, but what are without or against all reason.

Use 2. For exhortation. If the Lord rule over all, let us give up

ourselves to be ruled by him. His ruling power and dignity calls for

this subjection ; and let us be ruled by him, and subject to him, in all

things. The extent of his dominion calls for this. He not only rules, but

rules over all. Let me insist upon this a little distinctly.

1. The Lord rules, therefore we ought to be ruled by him, and to resign

up ourselves to the government of God. He stands in relation to us as our

ruler ; this obliges us to subject ourselves to him. Let us give our consent to

be his subjects, aud shew our subjection by all obedience ; and for the man-

ner of it, our subjection should be answerable to his dominion. 'We must

submit to him, not only as a ruler, but as to such a ruler as the Lord is.

(1.) We must be subject to him as supreme. The higher the authority,

the greater must the subjection be. Now. God is the sovereign Lord of

the world ; all other governors rule but under him, and for him, in his

name, and by his authority. Those whom the apostle calls izouaicti

oxioe^ovaui, transcendent powers, they are, in reference to the supreme

Ruler of the world, but didxovoi and \ilro-jc-/ol, Rom. xiii. 4, 6, ' ministers

of God,' such as officiate under him. We are to be subject to them for his

sake, but subject to him for himself, ver. 7. The greatest tribute, fear,

honour, to the greatest and most supreme Ruler. The highest power should

have the most submissive subjection.

(2.) We must be subject to him absolutely. For his government is

absolute, and has no bounds nor limits, but his own will. Our subjection

must be answerable, without reserve, without limitation
;
extending as far

as the will of God, yielding to every part of it, not excepting any particular,
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great or small ; whatsoever he would have us do, or suffer, or part with.

We must yield to his will, whenever he signifies it, without questioning the

reason or equity of it, or excepting against it for any seeming difficulty or

danger, however it cross our humours, or carnal inclination, or worldly in-

terest. It must be in all things correspondent to what they profess in one
particular, Jer. xlii. 5, 6. ' Whether it be good, or whether it be evil, we
will obey the voice of the Lord our God.' We must not say, I will sub-

mit to his will in this or that ; but as for such and such, which are so hard,

or hazardous, or reproachful, or expensive, I must be excused. This is not

the voice of one that is truly subject to God, but of a man that would rule

himself, and be no further in subjection than he list.

(3.) We must subject ourselves to him freely and cheerfully. He that

rules all irresistibly should meet with no resistance, no opposition from us.

He that rules all easily should find us easily yielding to his whole will,

without any backwardness or reluctancy. We should shew that we will be

ruled with a word, with a beck, with a look from God ; for so he rules the

rest of the world. We should not put tbe Lord to use force, to take the

rod, or bring us to it, as we do those that are stubborn, by foul means.

None of his commandments should seem grievous to us, for they are not so

in themselves, 1 John v. 3. We should not need to be drawn or haled to

it, but run of our own accord, Ps. cxix. We have a great example for it

:

Heb. x. 7,
1 Lo, I come to do thy will, 0 God.' Ps. xl. 8, ' I delight to do

thy will
; thy law is in my heart.' It is in my heart to observe thy whole

law. Thy will is not only in the written laws, but in my heart ; there is

that within which freely answers all thy laws without.

(4.) We must be in subjection continually. Not submit to him only by
fits, and in a good mood, but live, as constantly under his government, his

state and relation. As a ruler [he] abides for ever, and therefore so does

our relation as subjects. We are not obliged only to some acts of obedience,

but are continued in a state of subjection to him ; his laws are always in

force, and therefore should have observance every moment. He ever rules,

and therefore we should be ever obeying. Our whole life should be an

uninterrupted course of obedience, and a continued testimony of our subjection

to him who reigns for ever and ever. The Lord will own no other as loyal

subjects, but those whose subjection and obedience is continued, John viii. 31.

If you continue in subjection to my word and will, then are ye my subjects

indeed, not otherwise. He will reward no other subjects, Gal. iii. 10,

James i. 25. So much for the first, ' He rules ;' therefore we must be sub-

ject, and our subjection should be correspondent to his dominion.

2. He rules over all, therefore we should be ruled by him in all. We
should resign up all to be governed by him ; we should give up all that is

within us, all that belongs to us, to be ordered and disposed of as he

would have it. Not any faculty, not any motion, not any part, not any act,

not any enjoyment, not any affair should be by us exempted from his go-

vernment, but all given up to be ruled by him, whose prerogative it is to

rule over all.

1. Let him rule our minds, and all the powers thereof.

(1.) Our understanding. Let them be ready to learn of him, and be

taught by him, and shew then- subjection by being teachable and tractable

in all matters of divine revelation. Whatever he declares to be true, let the

understanding yield to it, close with it, embrace it as a divine truth, though

we cannot penetrate the depth of it, nor discern the mode of it, nor reach

the reason of it. Let it be captivated to the authority of God, declaring his

mind and truth, so as to make no question of it, nor yield to any arguings
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against it, but to take bis word for tbe truth of it, without further dispute,

admitting no wisdom nor understanding against the Lord.

(2.) Our judgment. Let them be ruled by his judgment. Let us judge

those things to be contemptible which he has declared to be so, whoever
have high esteem of them, as the things of the world, riches, pleasures,

honour, greatness ; let us judge those things to be excellent, and worthy of

all esteem, wbich he has commended to us, whoever despise them, as

mortifiedness, holiness in its strength, life, exercise, and the gospel and
means which tend to promote it ; let us rather count those dogs and swine

who trample upon these than question the judgment which the Lord has

passed upon them ; let us judge that to be most hateful and dreadful, which
he has so represented to us : sin, more hateful, more dreadful than poverty,

or slavery, or any affliction, or the greatest suffering whatsoever ; and shew
that our judgments are ruled by God, in demeaning ourselves towards these

accordingly, as Moses did, Heb. xi. 24, 25. Let us judge those things more
worthy to be our design and business which the Lord has commended to us as

most worthy to be so, than those to which the generality of the world do give

the pre-eminence. Heaven, and the things above, and the concernments of

eternity, should be our design and business, if we will submit to the judg-

ment of God. If we will rather follow the judgment of the carnal and sensual

world, in preferring tbe things of time and sense, and the concernments of

this present life, as fittest to be made our great work and business, we shew
we are not those who will be ruled by God in our judgment of things.

(3.) Our thoughts. If we will have him rule over all, we must endeavour
to bring every thought into captivity and subjection to him, 2 Cor. x. 5.

Let those thoughts be stifled which the Lord will have suppressed ; those

rejected, which he would have excluded, Jer. iv. 14. Let those be enter-

tained, which he would have admitted; and those cherished, which he would

have abide in us, Ps. cxxxix. 17, 18. Everything, even to a thought, should

be ordered as he would have it, if we will observe him as he ought to be

observed, who rules over all.

2. Let him rule our wills. Here especially should the throne of God be

erected and established, as rulers choose their royal seats in the places

which are most advantageous for the government of the rest. If the will be

in subjection to God, all will submit to his government; but if this be not

subdued to him, nothing will be subjected to him to any purpose, Prov.

xxiii. 2G. This, above all, is that upon which all the rest depend. He that

must have his own will is no subject of God's; they that are truly subjected

to him, his will is theirs. ' Not my will, but thine be done,' said our great

pattern. When the will lies prostrate before God, and wholly applies itself

to his will, then does all yield to his dominion. ' Lord, what wilt thou have

me to do ?
' was the first act of subjection which Saul paid to the universal

sovereign. It must be enough to sway you in any case whatsoever, to know
that it is the will of God.

Particularly (1.) the will should be ruled by him in its inclinations. We
should be careful that the heart incline to those objects, and no other ; in

that way, and no otherwise than the Lord would have them. What objects

he has set before us, and commended to us as fit objects for our wills ; to

these they should incline, shewing averseness to any other ; his will should

be the line in which they move, and by which they are regulated. They
must stop or advance at every signification of his pleasure ; and beware of

any bias from self, or the world, which may make them turn aside from the

right way, or from their due objects.

(2.) In elections or refusals. When we are deliberating what means
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must be used for the accomplishing of any end before us, the will of God
must still preponderate, and always cast the scale. The means must be

pitched on which the Lord offers, and which have warrant from his will

;

not those which eagerness after the desired end, or hastiness to be eased of

some present grievance, or carnal wisdom or example, or the seeming suc-

cess of others, or our own commends to us.

(3.) In our ends and intentions. These must be so under his govern-

ment, as no ends must be aimed at, but what the Lord propounds to us.

The serving, and pleasing, and enjoying, and honouring of God must be our

last and chief ends ; none but in subordination to these, none but what will

serve and promote these.

Not the pleasing, or advancing, or securing of ourselves or others, or any-

thing else, must be our end ; but in the second place, and in subserviency

to those which the Lord has made supreme ; of which we have frequent

mention, Col. i. 10, 1 Thes. ii. 4, 1 John iii. 22, 1 Cor. x. 31, 1 Pet. iv. 11.

To aim at this as the principal, and at none at all which will not serve this,

nor at any that may serve it but in a subserviency to it, is the best character

of a loyal subject to the King of kings, and a clear evidence that the will is

in due subjection to the great Sovereign of the world.

3. The conscience must be ruled by him. This must be subjected to

him, and to him alone ; for he alone is the Lord of the conscience. It is

the will of God that obliges conscience ; and this should suffer itself to be
bound up by it, as nothing else should oblige or disoblige it but the will of

him who rules over all. Though it be the freest faculty, and the most
exempted from the control of any other authority, yet in all its acts and
offices it must be in full subjection to God. Whether it oblige or impel, it

must do it by virtue of his authority and will ; whether it discern or direct,

it must do it by his light and direction ; whether it accuse or acquit, it must
do it according to his order and sentence. It must demean itself in all as his

vicegerent. Bso-o; ^ ovm'driais ©so;. Conscience is God's deputy, and must
in the exercise of this office confine itself to the orders and instructions of

its sovereign Lord, he who rules all.

4. The affections must be ruled and ordered by him, and must receive

law from him, as to their objects, and degree, and order.

(1.) The affections must have no other object, but what he proposes and
directs them to. We should love nothing, but what he would have us love,

1 John ii. 15. We should fear nothing, but what he would have us to fear, no,

not those things which we are naturally afraid of, Rev. ii. 10, Mat. x. 2G, 28,

Isa. viii. 12, 13. So we must desire nothing which he would have us to avoid

;

nor mourn for anything, but what he has made the matter of our grief; nor

let anything be our hope or expectation, but what he has made so, Ps. Ixii. 5.

(2.) For the degree. He has assigned it, and the assignment must be

observed. The affections are the waves, the motions of the heart, and he

has said to them, as to those of the sea, ' Hitherto shalt thou come, but no
farther.' And we should labour to keep them within the prescribed bounds.

The Lord himself should be loved above all, in the highest degree, Mat.

xxii. 37. To other things he has assigned a far lower degree of affection

:

Mat. x. 37, ' He that loveth them more ;' i. e, he that loveth them anything

near so much ; he that loveth them not much less. In the other evangelist

it is, ' He that hateth them not,' Luke xiv. 26. We are to love God, in

toto valde, Deut. vi. 5, "pND b22< 'with all thy vehemency;' but other

things must be affected with some indiflerency, 1 Cor. vii. 29, 30.

(3.) For the order of our affections, that must be such as the Lord has

disposed it. He must be loved for himself; all other things must be no
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otherwise affected, but for bis sake; either because they come from him, or

lead to him, or are some way like him, or help us the better to serve him
;

always for some respect to him, so that he must be the end and the rise of our
affection in all things which we affect. To love anything, or desire it, or delight

in it for itself, is to advance it into the place of God ; and this is quite opposite

to that subjection which is due to the Lord, and an open perverting of that

order which he has set for our affections, and which must be carefully ob-

served by those that will be subject to him.

I shall but briefly touch the rest, having stayed longer on these particulars

than I intended.

The fancy must be ruled by him, the vanity of it corrected, and the

vagaries of it restrained by the awe of his authority.

The appetite must be kept under his government. It must not be in-

dulged in anything that may prove an occasion of sin or disservice to God.
A straiter hand should be kept over it, that it bring in no provisions to the

flesh. Those that feed themselves without fear, Jude 13, are unmindful of

the subjection they owe to God
;
nay, the appetite should not be pleased,

but for the better pleasing of our sovereign Lord ; not for the sensual delight

itself, but to make us more cheerful in his service, and better disposed for

our work, and more affected to the spring of all that pleases us.

The senses also must be kept under his rule and order, who rules over all.

We should not touch, nor taste, nor handle, nor look, but as he would have

us. Such a covenant as Job made with his eyes, Job iii. 1, should be made
with all our senses, to oblige them to that subjection and observance which
everything and part of us owes to the universal sovereign.

The whole body should be wholly ruled by him, Rom. xii. 1. Service is

the greatest subjection, and the body should be offered up in such service.

It is Xoyiy.rj Xaroiia, reasonable, most agreeable to reason, that it should be

given up in such subjection ; or it is that which the word requires, so /.oyir.ri

may signify. It is secundum os verbi, as the Syriac renders it, according to the

mouth of the word ; it is (as all acceptable service and worship must be) pre-

scribed by the word. The Lord, in his word, does require, that not only the soul,

but the body, should be in such subjection to him, as to be wholly athis service.

The body, and every part of it. To instance only in the principal ; the

tongue should not move, but as he would have it, and that it may not, the

like course should be taken with it, as David took. He knew ' the tongue

is an unruly member,' so he puts it under the government of God, Ps. cxli. 3.

He would have it so watched and guarded as nothing might issue out but

what pleased the Lord. The hands, Ps. cxix. 48, the employment of our

hands should be that which he commands.
Finally, all our ways ; every step should be ordered according to that rule

which he has enjoined us to walk by : Ps. cxix. 133, ' Order my steps in thy

word.' In the disposing of our affairs, in the improving of our talents, in

the employing of our estates, we should consult with him how he would

have all ordered ; and when we know his will, that should be a law to us, a

law worthy in our account of so much more observance than any other, as

he is superior to all.

And so I have shewed you how we are to subject ourselves to God, and

to give up all to be ruled by him, since he rules over all. Now, to persuade

you to resign yourselves and your all to be governed by him, let me add

something by way of motive.

1. Take notice of the necessity of it. He is the ruler of the world, and

will be ; he will not lose his right, nor can any deprive him of it, nor hinder

him from exercising his universal authority ; he has power enough to make
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it good against the opposition of ten thousand worlds ; he would cease to be

God, if he should cease to be the ruler of all things. And, therefore, as

sure as he is God, he will rule you one way or other. If you will not con-

sent that he should be your ruler, you shall find him rule you whether you

will or no. Even those that are so much addicted to sin, as to be enemies

to his government, rnaugre all they can do to decline it, shall feel the power

of it ; for he will rule even in the midst of his enemies, Ps. ex. 2. If yon
will not stoop to his gracious sceptre, he will crush you with a rod of iron,

Ps. ii., Eev. xii. 5 ; if you will not submit to his ruling power, he will bring

you under his feet, 1 Cor. xv. 15 ; if you will not consent to be ordered by

his laws in all things, he will exercise his dominion and authority over you,

by inflicting the dreadful penalty of his disobeyed laws, Isa. i. 19, 20. You
may be under such a government as to be subject to it is more desirable

than the greatest dominion in the world ; but if you refuse this, he will rule

you in a terrible manner, and threatens it with an oath that you may be

sure of it, Ezek. xx. 33.

2. Consider the equity of it. The Lord is in all right the ruler of all

things ; he has all right to rule over you. You are his creatures, you are

the work of his hands, he made you of nothing
;
you are more his own than

anything is yours that your hands ever made, than anything is yours that

you count most your own. And shall not the Lord have the ordering and

disposing of that which is his own, so much his own ? When you are so

absolutely, so wholly his, will you not be ordered and ruled by him '? This

is such iniquity to God, such injurious dealing with the Most High, as the

whole frame of the world may be astonished at ; and accordingly the Lord
seems to appeal to heaven and earth against it, Isa. i. 2, 3. The ox knows
his owner, will be ordered and ruled by him, but those over whom the

Lord has much more dominion, and who are far more his own, and whom
he has much more obliged, they will not be subject to him, nor ruled by

him, they rebel. This is such unequal, such injurious carriage towards

God, as the very lifeless and senseless creatures may well abhor it—heaven

and earth may be astonished at it.

3. Consider the advantages you may be sure of by subjecting yourselves

to God ;
they are great and many. I shall but instance in two or three.

(1.) You will be under the protection of God. And the advantage of this

is answerable to the greatness of him who obliges himself to vouchsafe it.

It is above all other, because the Lord rules over all. A prince owes pro-

tection to his subjects, and is obliged to secure them, both from private in-

justice and open violence ; while they submit to his government they ought

to be secured by it, he is the minister of God for that end, Eom. xiii. And
will not the Lord protect those who submit to his government ? He is

infinitely more able to do it, because he rules over all, and he is no less

willing ; his relation to them as their ruler gives assurance of this. He is

concerned in point of honour that those who will live under his govern-

ment should live there safely ; that those who will be ruled by him should

not sutler for it. It is the glory of his kingdom that, as it rules over all, so

the true subjects of it should be safe above all, Isa. xxxiii. 15, 16. Those

who shew themselves the subjects of God by observing his laws in such

dangers as threatened Judea, in Sennacherib's invasion, he will take care

they shall be secured. Though they dwell in the plain, most exposed, they

shall be as safe as if their habitation were on high, above the reach of danger.

He will be to them as a munition of rocks, an impregnable fort, such as

can neither be battered nor undermined, such as need neither fear forcing

nor starving. Hezekiah could secure one of his subjects from the violence
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of another, but he knew not how to secure them against the Assyrians. Oh,

but the Lord can secure his subjects against all the powers of the world,

against all the powers of darkness. He who rules over all can overpower all.

He has the whole posse of the universe, and can raise it when and for what-

ever purpose he will ; the whole militia of heaven and earth is at his beck

and command.
He has provided such a guard for each of his faithful subjects as will

secure them not only against all the force on earth, but all the power of

hell, Ps. xxxiv. 7. There is an host of angels encamp about those that

fear him. All the guards that princes have are nothing to this. Any one

of this host is more than a whole army, can destroy the greatest army of

men in a moment, Isa. xxxvii. 3G. Such attendance, such security will

the Lord afford his subjects, wherever they are, in all their wavs, Ps.

xci. 9-12.

(2.) He will take care of all your concernments. He that rules over all,

can and will order and dispose of all your affairs for you. You need

not be careful and solicitous about them. He that rules over all, if

you be willing to have all ordered by him, is willing to take the care of all

your concerns upon himself, Philip, iv. 6, 7. When you are apt to be per-

plexed about the public, or your private affairs, or those of your posterity,

address yourselves to him by a petition, take but the course which he has

prescribed you, and so leave all to him who rules all, who has provided that

hereby you have such tranquillity and quietness of mind and heart as will free

you from all anxiety and trouble.

Oh what a privilege, what an advantage is it to be a subject to such a

ruler ! Those that will be ruled by him may not only be freed from danger,

but from all care and trouble ; he will have this lie upon himself, not upon

his subjects, 1 Peter v. 5, 7. Do but humble, do but submit yourselves to

him, as becomes the subjects of so great a Lord, and then you need care no

more, he will take all the care for you, and so takes it all off from you, Ps.

lv. 22. Is anything too heavy for thee ? Such is the indulgence of thy

sovereign Lord, he would in no wise have thee burdened, he would rather

have thee cast it upon him. He who rules all with ease can as easily bear

all, and he is willing to bear all, rather than any of his subjects should be

burdened with anything.

Who would not be subject to such a Lord ? Who would not resign up

himself to such a government, where the ruler is ready to bear all himself,

and will lay nothing that is heavy, leave nothing that is grievous, upon any

subject of his ? And that you may not doubt but the Lord is willing to ease

you of all care and trouble, know further, that he counts it a disparagement to

his government to have you solicitous and troubled about the things which he

undertakes to rule and order, for what does it signify but that the Lord either

is not able or not willing to order them for the best, and as they should be

ordered ? And by doubting of this you impeach the excellency of his govern-

ment, or entrench upon it ; as if you said, if you were able you would order

things otherwise, as though you knew how to govern better. Hence, when

Melancthon was extremely solicitous about the affairs of the church in his days,

Luther would have him admonished in these terms, Monendus est Philipput

ut desinat esse rector mundi, Let not Philip make himself any longer governor

of the world. When we ease ourselves of cares and fears by casting them

upon God, we acknowledge his government, and acquiesce in it, rest pleased

and satisfied with it ; and this being much for his honour, there is no doubt

but he is willing thus to ease us of our burdens, by rolling all upon him who

rules over all.
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The government is upon his shoulders, he is sufficient for it ; let him
alone with it. Trouble not yourselves about either public or personal con-

cernments ; if you be his subjects indeed, you will find him disposing of all

for the best ; he will order them better for you than you can do for yourselves,

he will order them better than you can think. When you or others have run

affairs into such disorder as you cannot expect that anything but evil and

mischief will be the issue thereof, yet he can retrieve all, and either prevent

the evil or turn it into good. Yea, he not only can, but will, so overrule it,

for those that are willing to be ruled by him : Kom, viii. 28, ' All things shall

work together for good to them that love God.' Who can make all things thus

to work but he that rules over all? It is he that can set all on work, and

make them work together, concur jointly (though the scverals be of quite

other tendencies) for the good of his subjects. And he will do it, for

his government is not domination or tyranny, which respects only the

interest of the ruler, without regard of the subject's good, for that is

the difference between tyrannical and regular government ; 'H fiev rvgamg

<rgbg rb oikh'ov, a tyrant minds his own pleasure, profit, and greatness,

(Isid. lib. iii., Ep. 194). "II di fiaaiXiiu ffgAg rb run/ agyj^'vuv cv/xtp'sgov

fiXim, but lawful government minds the good of the subject. Though the

Lord be absolute, and infinitely above those whom he rules, and expects no

advantage by them, yet so far he condescends as to order all things for the

good of those who are truly subject to him. He has made such a connection

betwixt his glory and their happiness, as whatsoever advances his honour

tends to promote their happiness. And in his government of the world he

disposes of all things accordingly. Do but subject yourselves to him, and

give up yourselves to be wholly ruled by him, and you will find that he takes

such care of all your concernments as to order them far better for you than

you can or would dispose of them by your own prudence or the assistance of

others, if they were left to be ordered by yourselves, or ruled as you would

have them.

(3.) He makes all his subjects to be kings. Every one that will be ruled

by him shall have the honour and power of a king, Exod. xix. 5, 6. If you

will be subject to me, and shew it by obeying my voice and observing my
laws, ye shall be ' a kingdom of priests,' i. e. ye shall be both 1 kings and

priests,' as it is expressed, Rev. i. G. The same thing expressed in another

phrase, 1 Peter ii. 9, (SaciXnov /'sga«u/ia, 'a kingly priesthood,' i. e. not only

priests, but kings. Amongst all nations the greatest dignity and honour was

that of kings and priests. And this honour have all that will be subjects to

God
;
they are not only priests to offer up spiritual sacrifice to God, but

kings, and kings not only hereafter in heaven, but here on earth, Rev. v. 10,
' Hast made us unto our God kings and priests, and we shall reign on the

earth.' Kings, you may say ! Alas, they seem far from any such thing

on earth ! Where, or how, or over what do they reign ? Why, they reign

over that to which the greatest kings (that will not be subject to God) are

miserably enslaved. They reign over sin, over their lusts and passions,

which are the rulers and commanders of the princes of the earth. While they

seem to rule all, they are in bondage and slavery to the corruptions of their

hearts, they reign no otherwise but as serving divers lusts ; and this is a more
woeful bondage and servitude than that of a galley slave. While they take

upon them the government of others, they cannot so much as govern them-

selves, but are at the command and under the power of their own passions and
lusts. But he that will be subject to God, sin shall not have dominion over

him ; he shall subdue it, and be above the power of it, which is a royalty

which few princes can glory in. He shall have power to govern himself, and
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to rule his passions, and corrupt inclinations, which are too unruly for the

greatest on earth.

He shall reign over the world too ; he shall overcome it, 1 John v. 4 ; he

shall be above the pleasures, and profits, and greatness, and honours of it,

by which it tyranniseth over the mightiest potentates ; he shall have those

under his feet which rule in the very hearts of others, Rev. xii. 1. This is

a royal power indeed, and peculiar to those who resign up themselves to be

governed by God. Here is power, and honour, and royalty in the greatest

reality : Baaiy.ua, t'mjvto^ xal oo~a, dio/jLara iih rraoa. roT: t^wfcv. Kingdom,

and riches, and glory are bm names amongst those that are without, rridy-

fiara bt naga X^iariamtg, but the realities are theirs who are subject to

Christ.

Oh what a temptation is a kingdom to the heart of man ! What will he

not do, or hazard, or suffer? What blood will he not shed, what ruins will

he not make, to get or keep an earthly kingdom '? Why, here you may have

one upon easier and better terms, and such an one as is the greatest reality.

Those of the world are but nominal kingdoms in comparison of it. Give

but up yourselves to the government of God, and you shall reign indeed;

he makes all his subjects kings
;
you shall reign here in the excellent way

expressed, and you shall reign for ever and ever in immortal glory.

4. Consider the excellency of it in some particulars.

(1.) The excellency of the ruler derives some dignity upon the subject.

The greater and more eminent a prince is, the more honour it is to be related

to him, even as a subject. What honour is it then to be so related to him,

whose glory is above the heavens ! It is really a greater excellency for

kings to be his subjects, than it is otherwise that they are kings. The
angels would not exchange their subjection to God for a dominion over the

world. 'Hyoi/AEVOJ azyji'J that ftsyigm* r'o ayyjh iavrou dt/vaoOai to to* >.oyia-

tibv 7<jj §v/ttZ xal raTg nhovaTi s^iaTrjaai, (lsidor. Ep. 223, lib. 3). The
Queen of Sheba counted it a happiness to be a servant to such a prince

as Solomon, 1 Kings x. 8 ; what is it then to be subjected to him, in com-

parison of whom Solomon, in all his glory, and wisdom, and magnificence,

was but as a worm ? She adds, ver. 9, ' Because the Lord loved Israel for

ever, therefore made he thee king.' It is for none but those whom the Lord
loves, and has a particular favour for, to be in special subjection to such a

sovereign as rules over all. M'tya yds ovtu: d^iui/ia (says Chrysostom),

douXov thai roZ Xoistov %al /xjj <puin<rl)ai : it is a great dignity indeed to be a

servant of Christ ; a subject of God really, and not in appearance only.

(2.) This will make way for Christ's reign upon earth ; so that all the

kingdoms of the world might become the kingdoms of the Lord, and of his

Christ. If all would consent to be his subjects, there would be nothing to

hinder him from reigning. There has been a great debate whether Christ

shall personally appear and reign on earth in the latter days ; I will deter-

mine nothing concerning that question, pro or con, only what my subject

leads me to. If Christ should appear on earth in person
; yet if the in-

habitants of the world would no more subject themselves unto God than

they do now, it cannot be expected that they shonld treat him better than

when he was on earth before. Holiness, we see, is persecuted everywhere,

the image of Christ is generally hated and scorned. And if he be thus used

in effigy, in that which is but like him ; if his resemblance cannot escape

scorn and violence, how would he be used in person by those who are so

far from affectionate subjection to him, as they shew a high antipathy to

anything that is like him ? The beast that has such antipathy to man, as to

fly upon his picture wherever he sees it, would much more tear the man
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himself. Oh, but those who hate holiness are his professed enemies. He
has many that profess themselves to be his friends, and they sure would
give him better entertainment

;
no, even from these he would have no good

entertainment, further than they have before subjected themselves unto God.

For some there were, when he appeared on earth formerly, who passionately

longed for his appearance, professed themselves to be his people, his sub-

jects, his own peculiarly ; and yet when he came, they would not own him,

John i. 11.

Nay, those who are his own indeed, and not only seem and profess to be

so, and such as bear his image, and partake in some degree of his Spirit,

unless they be yet further subjected unto God than now they appear to be,

are in danger not to give Christ due entertainment. The most probable

way that I can find, to judge how they would receive Christ, is to observe

how they receive one another, Mat. x. 40. Those who agree in all essentials

of Christ's doctrine, and walk by the same rules in practicals, and discern

the image of Christ in one another, yet if they differ from one another in

matters of less amount, this we see is enough to take down their esteem of

them, to abate their affection. This is enough to cause contention and

division, to occasion distances and estrangements, and to draw them to evil

surmising, and evil speaking, and ill treatments of one another. And why
will not these dilferences have the like effect on them towards Christ, as to-

wards one another, if he be found to differ as much or more from them, as

they do amongst themselves ? And it is most certain that he will differ

from them all, since he is the truth, and they every of them err in some, yea,

in many things. So that unless there be more subjection of mind and heart

unto God than is yet effected, if Christ should appear, he is like to be no
better entertained by his own people than a dissenter, than one that differs

from them in such things too for which their minds and hearts are much
engaged ; and what entertainment such a dissenter is like to have, you may
jndge by what you see amongst yourselves.

But some may say, Christ's appearing will be in such a way and manner as

all will be ready to receive him. I answer, so did the Jews think of old con-

cerning his first coming, and were confident of it upon the same grounds,

viz., the ancient prophecies upon which others now do raise this confidence,

and yet they being not duly subjected to God, that event proved quite con-

trary to their confident expectations ;
they, instead of receiving him, did

oppose him to the death, and those who had the greatest expectations of him
proved his greatest enemies.

Indeed, if Christ should appear in such a way as to bring all into a full

and voluntary subjection to him, then he would have a clue reception in the

world ; but the foundation of such an entertainment would be that subjection

which I am calling for ; this is that upon which his glorious reign so much
depends. The more you subject yourselves in mind, heart, and life, to the

government of God, the more you prevail with in the world to give up them-

selves to it, the more you promote the kingdom of Christ, and the clearer

and the more open do you make the way for its coming ; but without this

you do nothing towards it, no, nor they who in other ways fancy they do

most, without this, they rather hinder than advance it. If Christ should

appear on earth, yet without this subjection to him, his kingdom would not

be advanced in the world ; and if he should not appear personally, yet if

the inhabitants of the earth did but thus subject themselves to him, he would
reign gloriously.

(3.) This tends to rectify all the disorders of the world, whereby it is

vol. ii. n h
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become a place of affliction and calamity, of confusion and misery to the

sons of men. So far as we can prevail for this subjection unto God, so far

will all grievances be redressed, and all things reduced from the miserable

posture wherein they now are, to that lovely order and happy constitution

which at first they had. The Lord at first created all things in admirable

order, and in a direct tendency to the use, and comfort, and happiness of

man. How did they fall into such woful disorders, as they now rather tend

to be his afflictions, and grievances, and calamities ? Why, all this fell out

by man's departing from his^ubjection to God ; that was the first disorder,

upon which all things else fell into these woful confusions ; and so far as

man returns to that subjection, so far will all be reduced towards their

primitive serviceableness to his comfort and happiness.

The world is now like a body, all whose parts and members are broken

and out of joint; the parts which served it before being disjointed, do now
afflict it, and what was helpful and comfortable before, is now painful and
grievous. Now, all was broken and put out of joint, as to man, by his fall

from his submission to him who rules over all ; and the woful issues of this

misplacing and unjointing of things will continue, uselessness and painful-

ness will remain till they be set in joint again ; and there is no setting of

them further than man is brought back to his proper place, and set in due

subjection to God. If this were once fully done, the world would have a

new face, and those things in it which ensnare and endanger you would be

your security ; and those which trouble, and pain, and afflict you, would be

helpful and comfortable to you ; and those which are your vexation and
misery would ease and relieve you, and tend to make you happy. Such
would be the excellent effects of a due subjection to God and all the world.

5. Consider the danger of not resigning up yourselves to the government

of God, so as to be ruled by him in all things.

Particularly, (1.) You can have no comfortable relation to God till you
consent to be his subjects, and give up yourselves to be ruled by him, for

this is the foundation of all that is honourable to him, and comfortable to

you. You are not his servants, you are not his friends, you cannot be his

children, till you be sincerely and voluntarily his subjects ; till then he will

never own you in any such relation as will afford you comfort in life or death.

You are his creatures indeed, but some of the worst that ever he made,

worse than the beasts that perish ; none worse in the world, unless it be the

devils. And why are they devils, but because they would not be ruled by

the Lord ? You are the work of his hand, but such a work as even a

man may be ashamed of, such a work as throws itself out of the maker's

hand, and will not be ordered by that wisdom and power that gives it a

baing.

You are not his servants, you can expect no comfort or advantage from

any such relation. Indeed, you can lay no claim to it, for, saith the apostle,

Rom. vi. 16, ' Know ye not, that to whom ye yield yourselves servants to

obey, his servants ye are to whom ye obey ; whether of sin unto death, or

of obedience unto righteousness.'

You are not his friends, nor will he ever so account you, or so deal with

you ; for what prince will count those his friends, who iive under his domi-

nion, and yet will not be subject to him ? If you submit not to his govern-

ment, you are enemies to it ; and those that are enemies to his government,

how can they pretend to be in any respect his friends ? Job v. 14, ' Ye are

my friends, if you do whatsoever I command you.' He admits none to be

his friends upon other terms.

You are far from being his children, if you will not be subject to him.
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He who enjoins children to obey their parents, Eph. vi. 1, will own none as

children who would not obey him : Mai. i. 6, ' If I be a Father, where is

mine honour ? If I be a Master, where is my fear ?' He has neither fear

nor honour from those who will not subject themselves to him
;
they own

him neither as Lord nor Father, and he will own them neither as children

nor servants.

(2.) You are rebels and traitors to the sovereign Majesty of the world, if

you will not give up yourselves to be ruled by him. He that is under the

obligation of a subject, and will not consent and subject himself to him who
is of right his ruler, is a rebel. Now, all persons whatsoever belong to the

universal kingdom of God, that kingdom which rules over all. All are under

the greatest obligations to be wholly ruled by him ; he has all right to

govern them in all things ; and therefore those who hold out, and will not

submit to his government, are rebels against God. Those who are stiff-

necked, and will not stoop to his yoke, will not be ruled by his laws, they

are rebellious, Deut. xxxi. 27 ; yea, he that would not submit himself to

God, would not have him to rule over him ; he that would not be ruled by
God in all things, would not have him rule over all ; and he that would not

have him rule, is a traitor to him whose throne is in the heavens. He would
dethrone God, and have him deprived of his universal dominion. The
language of his heart and actions is, ' We will not have this God to rule

over us ;' or that which Pharaoh spoke out, ' Who is the Lord, that I should

obey him ?' or that of those traitorous conspirators against the Lord and his

Christ, Ps. ii. 3, ' Let us break his bands in sunder, and cast away his cords

from us.' Contrivances to sin are rebellious conspiracies against the univer-

sal Sovereign ; and their acts of sin are acts of hostility, a bearing arms
against him who rules the world

;
and, according to the apostle's style, they

are 1 weapons,' Rom. vi. 13, orrXa ad/x/as. You take up weapons, you bear

arms against the great God, with a design to depose him, or cast off his

government, while you stand out and will not submit to it. If you would

not be guilty of such horrid treason and rebellion against the Most High,

you must subject yourselves to him in all things.

(3.) If you will not be subject to God, you subject yourselves to the devil,

for it is he that seduced men at first from their allegiance and subjection to

the God of heaven. He prevailed with men to fall off from their rightful

Sovereign, and he is ever since the head of that faction which he seduced
;

and hence he is called 1 the god of the world,' 2 Cor. iv. 4, and their ' prince,'

Eph. ii. 2. So far as any are ' children of disobedience' in respect of God,
so far they are under the ' prince of the power of the air ;' so far as you
will not be subject to God, so far you are Satan's slaves, ' led captive by him
at his will,' 2 Tim. ii. 26. And there is no hope of recovering yourselves

out of the snare of the devil, no freedom from that woful slavery and cap-

tivity to that hellish tyrant, but by resigning up yourselves to be ruled by
God. Christ invites you to come under his sweet and gracious government,

Mat. xi. 29. If you will not be persuaded, you leave yourselves irrecover-

ably under the tyranny of Satan, who will continually harass you in the

basest drudgery, and keep you in servitude to divers lusts. The viler any
person is to whom one is enslaved, the more intolerable is the slavery. What
is it then to be in bondage unto the devil ? nay, that which is worse, that

which has made him a devil, unto sin ? This will be your state ; nor can it

be better, till you give up yourselves to be wholly ruled by him who rules

over all, Rom. vi. 16, 17, 19.

(4.) The Lord can arm all creatures against you. He that rules over

all has every thing- in the world at his beck, and under his command ; and
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can order all, or any of them, to do what execution he pleases on any that

affront his government. He could arm the angels against Sennacherib and
his host ; he could ami the stars against Sisera, Judges v. 20 ; he could

arm the clouds against the old world, the winds against Jonah ; he could

arm the sea against Pharaoh and the Egyptians, and the fire against Sodom,
Gen. xix. 21 ; and against King Ahaziah's soldiers, sent to apprehend the

prophet, 2 Kings i. 10, 12 ; and the air with infection against David and
his people ; and the earth against Korah and his accomplices ; and many
creatures on earth, as the locust, the canker-worm, the palmer-worm, which

he armed against Israel, Joel ii. 25.

Yea, he can arm a man against himself, and make any part of him to do

execution upon the whole. It is grievous to have friends and children armed
against him, as they were against David. What is it, then, for a man to be

armed against himself, and to be made his own tormentor ? But he who
rules over all can give a commission to any part of man's soul or body to do

execution upon himself. So he armed Judas's conscience against him, and
you know what execution that did. He armed Pharaoh's will against him-

self, hardening his heart to his destruction ; and the spirit and heart of

Sihon, Deut. ii. 30. He armed the memories of the Jews against them,

Lam. i. 7, and ii. 19, 20, and made the thoughts of himself afflictive to

David, Ps. Ixxvii. 3. The fancies of the Moabites, 2 Kings iii. 22, 23, they

imagined the waters to be blood, and drew such a conclusion from that

fancy as ruined them ; and that wonderful change which befell Nebuchad-
nezzar is ascribed to the power of famy, the Lord so over-ruling it, that he

imagined himself to be a beast, and demeaned himself accordingly for so

many years, Dan. iv. 33 ; so Asa's feet, 1 Kings xv. 23 ; Saul's hands,

1 Sam. xxxi. 4 ; and Adonijah's tongue, 1 Kings ii. 23 ; and the Beth-

shemites' eves, 1 Sam. vi. 19
J
and the humors in the Egyptians' bodies,

Exod. ix. 10.

i Oh how dangerous is it not to subject yourselves to him who so rules

over all, that he can arm all things, or any thing, against you ! even your-

selves against yourselves, your bodies against your souls, your souls against

your bodies, or any part of either against both

!

(5.) If you will not give up yourselves in subjection unto God, all crea-

tures in heaven and earth may rise up in judgment against you, and con-

demn you. Your guilt will have as many aggravations as there are or have

been creatures in the whole world. And how heavy will that guilt be, which

has so many, so innumerably many, to burden and aggravate it ! You
have no associates herein through the whole world, but only the devils ; all

other creatures, from the highest angel tc the meanest worm, to the least par-

ticle of air or earth, are in continual and absolute subjection and obedience

unto God, Ps. cxlviii. 1-6. All these, as they were made at first by his com-
mand, so have they been ordered ever since by his statute. They never have,

never will, transgress it in the least ; but perform a perfect, a continued obe-

dience to his orders, doing all that he would have them do, and nothing else.

Thus is the superior part of the world in subjection to him ; for the lower

part, see vers. 7-10. All these are ever fulfilling his word, performing his

pleasure, shewing themselves wholly at his command : He says to one, Go,
and he goes, &c. And shall man only, of all creatures in heaven and earth,

stand out against God and refuse to be at his command ? There is not a

hill, nor a tree, nor a beast, nor a fowl, nor a creeping thing, not a spark of

fire, nor a drop of rain, nor a puff of wind, but may bear witness against

your non-subjection to God, and declare against it as intolerable, and most
worthy of the fiercest wrath of the great God. We (may they say) never
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had such endowments, such encouragements as the children of men ; we
were not capable of such obligations as the Lord laid upon them ; we had
no fears of everlasting sufferings, nor were ever quickened with hopes of

eternal rewards, and yet we never transgress his will and pleasure in the

least, all our motions were conformed exactly to his orders ; whenas re-

fractory men will do what they list; let the Lord order what he pleases, they

will do wbat is good in their own eyes, not what seems good to him. There
is not any of those creatures but may bring in such a charge against you,

nay, all together may form such a plea against disobedient man, and appear

at God's tribunal as his accusers, and swell his charge, and burden his guilt,

with the weight of the whole creation, and call for the greatest severity, and
justify the heaviest sentence that can be passed against him.

When you are tempted to cross the will of God in any particular, say thus

to yourselves, What am I about to do ? There is not any other creatures

else in the world, but the devils, would do thus. The irrational, the sense-

less, the lifeless creatures, do all fulfil his word ; and shall /, whom the Lord
has infinitely more obliged, be a transgressor of it ? Shall I make myself

worse than the beasts that perish, when the Lord had made me but a little

lower than the angels ? Shall I make myself worse than fowl, or plant, or

any creeping thing ? Have I no pattern to follow but that of the devils ?

Shall I make myself so liable to the condemnation of hell, as the whole

creation may pass the sentence of such a condemnation upon me, and bear

witness that nothing heavy enough can be inflicted on me ? Shall I run
into such guilt, against which every creature in heaven and earth will be

both a witness and a condemnor '? Oh then, what will plead for me, when
all things in the world appear against me ? Who will justify what every

creature condemns ? What will hide me, what will secure me from the

wrath of him that sits upon the throne, when the whole creation will offer

me to his vengeance, and declare me most worthy of it for ever ?

6. If you will not subject yourselves to him, he will ruin you. He that

rules over all, will, and must have his will on you ; there is no resisting, no
avoiding it ; all hopes of escaping, or faring better, are mere delusions

:

Job ix. 4, 'He is wise in heart, and mighty in strength: who hath hardened
himself against him, and hath prospered?' If you can deal with such a

God, as, ver. 5-8, which ' removeth the mountains, and they know not :

which overturneth them in his anger ; which shaketh the earth out of her

place, and the pillars thereof tremble ; which commandeth the sun, and it

riseth not, and sealeth up the stars,' &c, then, though you be stiff against

him, you may hope to prosper. But if this great God who rules over all,

will be too hard for you, then there is no way, but either submit or perish:

Ps. ii. 12, ' Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish,' &c. Kissing

hand or feet is a token of subjection and homage, 1 Sam x. 1, Gen. xli. 40,

'PV pl£>V shall obey thee, and receive law from thee. Those who will

not give up themselves in such subjection are exposed to his wrath, and so

in danger to perish from the way, in danger to be trodden under foot. It is

a dreadful doom which remains for those who will not have the Lord to rule

over them, Luke xix. 27. If you will not have the Lord to reign over you,

he will have you executed as his enemies, and he will see execution done
himself.

Thus much to persuade you to be ruled by God, and to give up yourselves

to be ruled by him in all things. If the Lord have made it effectual to bring

you to such a happy resolution, it will be seasonable to shew how you should

demean yourselves as his subjects. Particularly,

1. Know your distance from the universal Sovereign, and be sensible of
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it. How far is he above you who rules over all! Earthly princes will have

their subjects know their distance, and shew it by a reverence answerable

thereto. Why, those that are upon thrones, in comparison of men, are but

as it were upon the dunghill, in respect of him whose throne is in heaven ;

and the greatest empire on earth is but as a molehill, compared with that

kingdom which rules over all. What high and awful apprehensions should

we have of the great Majesty of heaven and earth ! Jer. x. 6, 7, ' Foras-

much as there is none like unto thee, 0 Lord; thou art great, and thy name
is great in might. Who would not fear thee, 0 King of nations '?

' Supe-

riority challenges reverence, Mai. i. G. Fear and honour is due even to

masters of families, much more to the rulers of kingdoms and empires.

What, then, do we owe to him, in comparison of whose dominion, such an

empire as that of Ahasuerus, Esther i. 1, 'An hundred twenty and seven

provinces,' are not so much as one family ? Heb. xii. 9, ' We have had
fathers of our flesh which corrected us, and we gave them reverence.' And
so we have kings and governors, and we give them reverence. ' Should we not

much more be in subjection' to the King of kings? The highest angels are

but mean subjects to him who rules over all, and the most glorious amongst

them are but to his glorious majesty what glow-worms are to us ; and the

greatest princes in the world are but to him as crowned grasshoppers ; their

power, and greatness, and majesty is so little or nothing, compared with his,

as they deserve not the name of potentates in comparison. He who rules

over all is ' the only potentate,' 1 Tim. vi. 15. And if we should look upon
ourselves as far below them, and be sensible of our distance, what sense

8hould we have of the distance betwixt God and us ! How infinitely is he

above us ! How inconceivably are we below him who rules over all ! Let

the sense hereof rest upon us, and influence heart and life, and the acts of

both continually, Ps. xcvi. 9, 10.

2. Let him have the pre-eminence above all, in your thoughts, and affec-

tions, and designs. He that rules over all ought to be exalted above all, and

in all, and by all. Let him have the highest, place in your minds ; let your

thoughts advance him above that which is highest there ; let him have the

chief place in your hearts ; let his sceptre be advanced there, and make
everything stoop to it ; let the Lord alone reign there ; let him have the

throne, and other things be made his footstool. Though his throne of glory

be in heaven, yet he disdains not to own an humble heart as his throne here

below, Isa. lvii. 15. That is an humble heart that stoops to God, that lies

low before him, and would have everything else to do so, that he who rules

over all may have the pre-eminence in all things. As he is exalted above

all, in respect of his kingdom and dominion, the greatness, and power, and
glory of it, so should he be answerably exalted in our souls. Those that are

true and faithful to the supreme ruler of the universe will be careful to have

him so exalted, 2 Sam. xxii. 47, Neb. ix. 5, 6, Ps. lvii. 5, 11, and xcvii. 9,

Isa. ii. 10, 11, and v. 15.

3. Be tender of his honour. He is counted no good subject who main-

tains not the honour of a righteous ruler. He that will venture to dishonour

God himself, or is not troubled when he is dishonoured by others, shews no

such respect as is due from a subject to the uuiversal sovereign, Ps. lxix. 9.

You should resent that which dishonours God, as if yourselves were struck

at. The relation betwixt God and you requires this ; he that is honoured

or dishonoured is your ruler, and therefore you are concerned in it, and

should be affected with it as your own concern. The more glory is due to

him, the more should it be laid to heart when he is dishonoured. It is a

super-eminent glory, an honour above all, which is due to him who rules over
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all, therefore any dishonourable reflections upon him are and should be

counted more intolerable.

To see the King in his glory is the ardont desire of every soul that is loyal

to God. It will then be the affliction of such a soul to hear him reproached,

to see him disregarded, and his authority slighted, Ps. cxix. 136. It is

necessary, in order to the end of government, that the ruler should be in

honour, otherwise he will not be in a capacity to promote the common good,

to which civil government is subservient. Oh, but the common good itself

must be measured by the honour of God, the supreme ruler; and that must
be counted best for us, and for all, which most honours him. All things

must lower to this, even that which is supremo, lex, and has the supremacy
in other well-ordered governments. That which glorifies him must be

judged our happiness, and that which dishonours him our misery.

4. Be very observant of his laws, and every part thereof, commands, pro-

mises, threatenings. What subjection can we shew to the great ruler of the

world, if we will not live in an observance of his laws, which are not only most
righteous in themselves, but most advantageous to his subjects ? Acquaint

yourselves with them ; let them be your study and meditation, that you may
know in all particulars, upon all occasions and emergencies, ' what is the

good, and perfect, and acceptable will of God.' His laws declare this to us,

and we should have them always in our eye, always at hand, that they may
be as light to us by day, and a lantern by night, Ps. cxix. 105 ; that these

may give us light in all our ways, and may direct all our steps ; that we
may never be at a loss, never to seek concerning his will, and what he has

enjoined us. Those that are careful to obey, will be careful to know the law,

the rule of their obedience, in its true sense, and utmost extent, in its power
and spirituality ; not only in the body, but in the several branches of it,

great and small. We are as much concerned as the Israelites, in that com-
mand, Deut. vi. 6-9, ' These words which I command thee this day shall

be in thine heart ; and thou shall teach them diligently unto thy children,'

&c. Joshua, the great ruler of Israel, was thus to shew himself under a

higher government : Joshua i. 8, 9, ' This book of the law shall not depart

out of thy mouth ; but thou shalt meditate therein day and night, that thou

mayest observe to do according to all that is written therein,' &c. And kings

are this way to declare themselves subject to the sovereign of the world : Deut.

xvii. 18-20, ' When he sitteth upon the throne of his kingdom, he shall write

him a copy of this law in a book : and it shall be with him, and he shall read

therein all the days of his life,' &c. And being acquainted with his laws,

we must not dispute any of his commands. This is counted malapertness

in other subjects, when there is no suspicion of unrighteousness in the in-

junctions of their superiors. How intolerable will it be in reference to the

laws of God, which are the issues of infinite wisdom, goodness, and right-

eousness ! We should pay a free, cheerful, unreserved, and present observ-

ance to all his commands, Ps. cxix. 60.

We should fear'his threatenings too. These contain the penalties where-

with his laws are enforced. To make light of them is to slight him who
rules over all. When he enjoins a thing under pain of his displeasure,

that is as much as if it were enjoined under pain of death, for ' in his favour

is life ;
' and therefore his displeasure should be as dreadful to us as death.

It is the property of those that are his best subjects, and such in whom he

most delights, to tremble at his word. Isa. lxvi. 1, 2.

His promises also should have a great influence on us in all ways of

obedience, both because they are so great and wonderful. What prince

would ever promise his subjects that if they should observe his laws they
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should reign with him. Yet this the Lord promises those that are subject

to him, Mat. xiii. 43, 2 Tim. ii. 12, Rev. iii. 21. As also because they are

so free and gracious. The Lord was not in the least obliged to promise or

bestow any reward for our obedience ; we owe him all we do, and much
more. And who will expect a reward for paying his debt, especially when
he pays but a small part of what he owes ? He promises all that we can

desire, and all that he promises are acts of grace. He had more right to

make laws, as others do, without annexing anything to them but penalties.

Oh how should we value and admire the riches and freeness of his grace in

those great and precious promises ! What an influence should they have

upon us in all acts of obedience ! How free, and hearty, and affectionate,

and entire should our subjection be to such a Ruler, who, when he was not

in the least obliged to give us anything, hath graciously promised to give us

all, and not to let the least act of subjection pass, without a recompence of

reward ! Mat. x. 42.

5. Promote his interest. You cannot be faithful subjects unless you be

true to the interest of your sovereign Lord. This you must prefer before

all particular interests of yourselves or others. This you must maintain

against all, and venture all you have in the defence and for the advancement
of it. He is no true friend to the government under which he lives, who
will prefer his private interest before the public : this is both disloyalty and
folly. As if one would let the ship sink and think to save his cabin. God's
interest is the public interest

;
your own, and the interest of the world, is

involved in it, and must swim or sink with it. Nothing should take place

of it, nothing should be admitted to come in competition with it. If yon
will not shew yourselves true subjects to it, you are both foolish and unfaith-

ful. Selfishness and privateness of spirit, neglecting his interest, who rules

over all, for some little things of your own, will make you guilty of both.

Now the interest of God, as he is King of nations, consists in the number
and quality of his subjects. It is his interest that more should be subject

to him, and that they should be more subjected to him ; that his kingdom
should be populous, and that the people of it should be such as may prove

the strength and ornament of it. You have both, Ps. ex. 3. The Psalmist

gives an account here of the kingdom of the Messiah : his throne, ver. 1

;

his sceptre, ver. 2 ; his subjects, ver. 3 ; both the number and quality of

them. They are numerous: 'From the womb of the morning thou hast the

dew of thy youth ;
('. e. thy subjects shall be for number answerable to the

drops of dew which the morning brings forth (as it were out of its womb) so

plentifully as to cover the face of the whole earth. Then for the quality of

them, they shall be 'a willing people,' not subdued and brought into subjec-

tion by force of arms, but resigning themselves voluntarily unto his govern-

ment. j"Q~T3 DJ? ; a people of free will offering, such as freely offer up
themselves, and all they have, in and for his service, and that »in the

beauties of holiness ;
' holiness shining forth in its lustre, and appearing in

them in all its beauties. Herein lies the interest of God in the world ; if

you will be true to it, faithful to your sovereign Lord, make it your busi-

ness to enlarge his kingdom by bringing more under his government, and

making yourselves and others such as may be an honour to his government;

growing in grace more and more, and holding forth the power and beauty of

holiness in a daily course, and to that end, striving to uphold and promote

the gospel, that is the sceptre, the rod of his power. That is it whereby

the world must be prevailed with to come under his government. When
the gospel is suppressed, his sceptre is thrown to the ground. Those that

oppose it and stop its course are the greatest enemies to his interest, and
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those to whom the gospel in its power and liberty is not dearer than liberty

or estate, or any other outward concern, they are not faithful to him who
rules over all, nor true to his interest.

And take heed of anything which may tempt any to fall off from this

government, or may hinder any from coming into it. Those who by pas-

sionate, or selfish, or froward, or rigorous, or unrighteous carriage, beget
4
in

others an ill opinion of this government, they are not friends to it, they do
great disservice to the interest of God ;

' it were better a mill-stone were
hanged about their neck,' &c, Mat. xviii. 6. Walk so as you may win and
oblige others to come in and submit to this government ; let your conversa-

tion be such as may convince the world that subjection to God in all things

is that which tends to the happiness of families, of kingdoms, and of the

whole earth. That is the way to make them 1 a willing people,' to enlarge

the kingdom of our great Sovereign, and so to promote his interest. If

those who profess themselves subjects of God would order themselves

according to the rules of his government, there
L
would be little need of

miracles to convert infidels.

6. You must have the same friends, and the same enemies. Those that

are friends to God and his government, you must not count them nor treat

them as your enemies for any little differences ; their relation to God must
drown the sense of personal feuds and particular provocations. And those

that are enemies to God and his government must not be the persons of

your intimacy and delight, though you may have pity and compassion for

them : Ps. cxxxix. 20-22, ' They speak evil against thee wickedly, and
thine enemies take thy name in vain. Do not I hate them, 0 Lord, that

hate thee?; and am not I grieved with those that rise up against thee? I

hate tbem with perfect hatred ; I count them mine enemies.' Though they

pretended to piety, yet when their talking of God was with a design to act

wickedness, their enmity to the Lord herein was hateful and grievous to him.
He resented it as if it had been enmity against, injury offered to, himself.

And those who submit to the government of God, and thereby shew them-
selves his friends, must be embraced by them as such, though they may
differ from us, and disoblige us in other particulars. We must be wary
how we judge or censure them for such differences, lest we entrench upon
the prerogative of him who is the Lord and Ruler of us both, Rom. xiv. 3, 4.

In things that are indifferent really, and not in pretence, we are not to judge

another, we have no right to do it. He is the judge of him and us, who is

Lord and Ruler of both. Our common relation to our sovereign Lord, and
their subjection to him, must keep up love and friendship amongst all that

are the friends of God, in the midst of such differences as may tempt us

to be unfriendly.

7. Submit to God in all his dispensations. In those especially which may
tempt you to impatience or discontent, in wants, in losses, in disappointments,

in hard measures from men, in sufferings and afflictions of all sorts. For
why ? The Lord rules over all ; all that befalls you is ordered and disposed

by him. Others are but instruments and under-causes, whom he makes use

of in the administration of worldly affairs ; and rules and over-rales them as

he pleases. Look upon him as the sovereign ruler, and upon these dispen-

sations as acts of his government. I know not what can be more prevalent

with you, to submit and be satisfied. Not to submit, is to rise up against

him who rules over all. To murmur and repine, is to quarrel with God's
ruling your affairs. Not to be quiet and contented, is to shew yourselves

unsatisfied with his government. And is this to demean yourselves as be-

comes the subjects of such a ruler ? It may be you have not so well con-
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sidered the heinousness of this misdemeanour, neither against 'whom, nor

against what it is directed. Is it not against him who rules over all ? and
against him as ruling, against his government ? As though your affairs might
have been ruled and ordered with more wisdom, or more goodness, than the

Lord exercises in his administrations towards you. As though you would

not have the Lord to rule over all, but had rather order your affairs your-

selves, than have them ruled at such a rate, and ordered in such a manner,

as the great God sees fit. How does this strike at the glorious sovereignty

of God ! What reflections does it cast upon the Lord of heaven and earth !

Those who were subject to God indeed, have expressed another temper : the

sense of God's ruling hand, in the sad things that befell them, has made them
silent, patient, submissive, and well satisfied with and under severe dispen-

sations. What more grievous things have befallen you, than Eli -was threat-

ened with, 1 Sam. iii. 11-14. And what says he ? How did he enter-

tain this sad message ? Ver. 18, ' It is the Lord.' It is he who has

dominion over me ; it is He who has all right to dispose of me and mine, as

he thinks fit. And Aaron expressed as much by his silence, when his two

sons were consumed by fire from God, Lev. x. 2, 3 ; and so did David,

when he was near consumed by the stroke of God's hand, Ps. xxxix. 9.

What can you lose more than Job, who lost estate and children at once ?

Yet how submissively does he demean himself upon this consideration : Job

i. 21, ' The Lord gave, and the Lord hath taken away,' &c. He is the

Lord of what I had, and gave it me ; and the Lord of what I have lost, and

took it. I had but the use of it, he had the right, as being Lord of all, and

so might well dispose of it as he thought fit ; and therefore blessed be his

name, adored and admired be his government and dominion, both in giving

and taking away

!

What more dreadful can come upon you than Hezekiah was threatened

with, 2 Kings xx. 17, 18, yet he expresses himself not only as patient, but

satisfied : ver. 19, ' Good is the word of the Lord.' It is the Lord, and it

is his word, his act. He is not only maximus, the sovereign Lord, the

ruler of all, but optimus, the best of governors, and therefore his acts of

rule must needs be good : dvvaTou Tuvra,, j3oiiXsrai aj/jra, Isidor. lib. ii.

The Lord ruling over all makes it not only our duty to be patient under,

contented with, submissive to, all his administrations, but the consideration

of it is a means to help us, and a motive to oblige us thereto. He is the

universal ruler ; he has all right to dispose and order us and ours, and all

things, as he sees good. It is his due, and shall we not allow him what is

due to him ? Shall we not be contented that he should use his right ?

Must he forbear that at our pleasure ? Shall he not make use of it but

when and how we think fit ? Does this become his subjects ? Or rather,

is not this to take upon us to rule, instead of God ?

Those dispensations which we are apt to be unsatisfied with, they are acts

of God's government ; and what will we be satisfied with, if his governing

will not please us ? Is not his government most wise, and most gracious,

and most righteous ? Can anything be more prudently ordered than the

wisdom of God does order it ? or anything better disposed of than good-

ness itself does manage it ? or anything less liable to exception than that

which is most righteous ? If we will not be satisfied with those acts of

government, which are the issues of infallible wisdom, and infinite goodness,

and most perfect righteousness, what will content us ? If there be im-

patience under these, where will patience have its work '? If we will not

submit here, how can we, when, or wherein will we, ever shew ourselves

subject ?
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8. Address yourselves unto God upon all occasions, and look to him for

redress
; hereby you will honour him as the universal governor. This will

be an honourable acknowledgment, that he rules over all ; when you have
recourse to him in all, and apply yourselves to him for all, and rely upon
him accordingly. Whatever you want, whatever you fear, whatever you feel

that is grievous or afflictive to you, apply yourselves to him, who is able and
willing to supply and relieve you, whatever your case be, and gives you
assurance of it in that he rules over all.

He is able. For he who rules over all is the all-sufficient governor. He
wants no wisdon, he wants no power, who is sufficient for the government
of the whole world. He that can rule all can do all for you himself ; or he
can order anything else to do it, if he will make use of others ; for he has
all at his beck, and under his power and dominion.
And he is ready too. He is always at hand ; you need not travel many

miles to make your case known, you may find him everywhere ; for he that
rules over all is a ruler in all places, in all things. And you may have im-
mediate access to him

; you need make no friends, or bribe any courtiers, to
get you audience

; you may have as free and ready access to him as to any
other.

Nor will it be, or will he count it any trouble to him to hear or relieve
you, though millions with you should apply themselves to him at once. He
that can so easily rule all can in a moment despatch the affairs of millions
together, and can more easily give you and all redress, than you can seek it.

Nor need you fear to meet with a repulse. It belongs to him, as he is

ruler over all, to order all your affairs for you, and dispose of all your con-
cernments. That is his prerogative, as he is the sovereign of the world ;

and your privilege, as you are his subjects in a special manner ; and both
may make you confident that he is willing you should have access to him
for these purposes at any time. You can never come unseasonably, as you
may do to other rulers, for he is always actually governing all and every-
thing, and is no more hindered by his administering of all than if he had
but one thing, one person, to look after

;
you have a general warrant, and

special encouragement to come to him at any time, and so you need not fear

to come before you are called. No such danger, no such penalty, as upon
Ahasuerus's subjects, to whom it was death to approach him, when they
were not called, except the golden sceptre was held out to them, Esth. iv. 11.
His sceptre is continually held out to you, to every subject of his. And
though he have ^"Til NDD, a throne of judgment, yet you may always find

him upon D^om a throne of grace, as he was represented in the
temple, always upon the mercy-seat, ever ready for acts of grace and mercy.
He will have his throne denominated from grace. It is the special glory of
his reign and government to shew himself gracious, freely merciful, to every
faithful subject, how mean soever. Grace is enthroned in his government,
and reigns there ; aud therefore we may come to him with all freedom, and
the greatest confidence, that we shall obtain mercy, and find grace, whenever
we come, Heb. iv. 16. Let us come, and that /mzto. ca^ff/a?, ' with all

freeness,' declare to him all our wants, and all our griefs
5

! For the Lord
our Sovereign offers himself to us upon a throne of grace, that so we may
always obtain mercy, and find grace irgh$ (vxaieov /3o?j0£/av, ' for seasonable
relief,' for supply and redress whenever we need it, when it will be best and
most seasonable for us to have it. Thus to address ourselves to him is both
our duty and our privilege, we honour him hereby, and acknowledge that

he rules us in all things ; and having such encouragement for it, let us not
neglect it.
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9. Commit your affairs unto him ; devolve all your concernments on him

;

entrust him with the ordering of them ; leave all to be ruled by him who
rules over all : Ps. xxxvii. 5, ' Commit thy way unto him.' The word is,

7"0, ' Roll thy way,' any, every particular wherein thou art concerned, upon
God

; trust him with the managing of it, and set thy heart at rest. There
is no fear that anything committed to him will miscarry ; trust him but with
it, and he will bring it to pass, he will give it a good issue. Leave events
in his hands, in wbose they are ; he can order them best, who admirably
rules and orders all things. Thy weightiest concerns are not too heavy for

him, and he thinks not the least of them below him ; he takes care of all,

even to a hair, Mat. x. 30. Those who thought that God did tpowm ruv
bvoaviuv povov, take care only of celestial things ; or if of earthly, yet oi Kuvrm
b"i, dXXa tuv tfyyuv, not of all, but only the greatest, the affairs of eminent
persons, and princes : those who entertained such conceits did err, not
knowing the Scriptures, nor the universal and unlimited dominion of God.
In what potentate did he more concern himself than in Lazarus ? He
resents the concernments of the least and meanest of his subjects, as though
they were his own, Mat. xxv. Oxen and sparrows, their provisions, their

motions, are ordered by his government ; much more does the care of it reach
his people, 1 Cor. ix. 9.

Therefore, live in a continual dependence on him, in all, and for all ; in
whose hands all things are, and through whose hands all things do pass.
Though he rule all, yet he has not so much business on him as to neglect
any, or suffer the least to miscarry ; he is as sufficient for all, as if he had
but one to mind. Sic gressus meos considerans, veluti me solum consideret

;

he so looks after me, as if he had none but me to look after, says Augustine.
Trust him, therefore, with all, and quiet your hearts in believing that he who
rules over all knows best how to rule and order all that is yours, Ps. cxviii.

8, 9. If a prince should bid you trust him with some affair of yours, and
assure you, on the word of a king, he would take care of it, you would think
this a great security ; and yet it might miscarry, and you, for all this, might
be disappointed

; that is too ordinary. Oh, but you" have a king to trust

with your concernments, and he requires you to do it, who never disappointed
any that relied on him (though he have the government of the whole world
upon him), to this day, nor ever will do ; he that trusts in him shall not be
ashamed, Rom. x. 11. If a relation of yours that is rich, should bid you
leave your child to him, he will take care of it, you would be apt to think it

well provided for. May not your children be better provided for by commit-
ting them to God, when he assures you he will take care of them ? Is he
not infinitely richer, and wiser, and better, who has all under him, and
rules all as he will, and will order all for the best ? A rich friend may
leave your child an estate ; but whether it will be good or bad for him, it is

not in his power to determine : an estate may prove his ruin, and he that

gives it him cannot help it. But he who rules over all, as he knows what
will be best for you and yours, so he can order all for the best. He can
secure much from being a snare, and he can order a little to prove better

than much. Therefore leave yourselves and yours, and all, to him who
rules all.

10. Observe the Lord ruling all. Take notice of his ruling hand ; ac-

knowledge it in all, and ascribe all to it. Let not second causes and instru-

ments be so in your eye, as to overlook him who rules them, and all they
do. Look through these, upon him who is all in all. They have not only
their life, their being, but their motion from him. All in the world seem
on wheels, and are still in motion ; but who is it that moves them ? If the
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hand of him who rules over all did not touch them, they would all stand

still. "What can the clay do to form itself into any shape, or to serve its

owner for any use, if it were not ordered by bis hand V What could the rod

or the axe do, if there were not a hand to move them ? Your enjoyments

are but as such clay
;
your afflictions are but as such a rod. Why is your

eye so much upon tbem, who move not of themselves to do you good or hurt ?

Why look you not at the hand which moves and orders them, and all things,

as he pleases ? Isa. x. 5, ' The staff in their hand,' i.e. all the power they

have to smite and afflict, ' is mine indignation,' which arms them, and sets

them a-work. It is as unreasonable for us to look so much at them, as for

them to ascribe so much to themselves, ver. 15. Shimei seems set a-work

by his own malice, or a revengeful resentment of what the house of Saul had
suffered by David ; but David looks farther, 2 Sam. xvi. 10-12. There was
in Job's losses and calamities, a concurrence of all sorts of causes and in-

struments, Job i., both natural, the fire, ver. 1G, and the wind, ver. 19 ;

and voluntary, the Sabeans, ver. 15, and Chaldeans, ver. 17 \ yet Job over-

looks them, and takes notice of God only : ver. 21, ' The Lord gave, and the

Lord hath taken away.'

Observe the perfections which shine forth in his governing all things, and
give him the glory thereof. Observe the power of his government, over-

ruling all things to do, not what they would, but what he will ; the wisdom
of it, ordering all to serve his purposes, even such as seem mere casualties,

and the issues of no contrivance at all : ' This is of the Lord,' Isa. xxviii. 29,

the goodness and excellency of it, in turning evil unto good. Which Joseph

was so taken with, as the evil of the instruments is not taken notice of, Gen.

xlv. 5, 7, 8. The universality of it is observable, not only in great, but the

smallest things. The increase of the cattle, which were to fall to Jacob's

share, was none of the greatest of his concernments ; and he had a natural

cause managed by his own prudence, to ascribe it to ; but he ascribes it

wholly to God, Gen. xxxi. 7-9. Not to the white-straked rods which he

laid before the cattle when they conceived, nor to the operation which those

had upon then- fancies, but all to the Lord. Thus should we give the Lord
the glory that is due to him, as ruling and governing all things, Ps. xcvi.

6-9, and xxix. 1, 2. And why so ? Because his government is powerful,

majestic, irresistible, universal, as from ver. 3 to the 10th.

11. What you offer to the Lord, be sure it be the best ; the best you have,

the best you can offer him. If you be to bring a present to a great ruler,

you will not (unless you despise him, and have a mind to affront him), bring

him the refuse of what you have, but the best and choicest of all. All your

services are presents to the great God who rules over all ; will you offer that

to him, which you would not dare to offer to your governor ? Mai. i. 8.

When you tender to God dead, heartless, unaffectionate, distracted, lukewarm
prayers or praises ; when you draw near him carelessly, irreverently, hear as

though you heard not, or do any of his works negligently ; it is as if you
should pick out the blind, and the lame, and the sick, for a present to your

prince and governor ; it is so much worse, and more provoking, as he is above

all other princes and rulers, who rules over all. You would not offer a corrupt

thing to an earthly prince ; and shall such a thing be tendered as a present to

the King of kings, whose greatness and majesty is dreadful to the whole world ?

ver. 14. So much as he is greater and more dreadful than other kings, so

much the more careful should you be to offer nothing to him that is corrupt,

nothing but the best of all you have or can offer, Ps. xlvii. 7. Praise him
with all your art and skill. Let his praise be the work of your souls. Let

your understandings engage heart and affections therein ; for so it becomes
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you, since he is King of all the earth. So consider him, when you draw

near him ; the best of all is due to him, and too mean for him who rules

over all.

12. Prepare to be judged by him. Judgment is a principal part of his

government of intelligent creatures. Here he gives us laws, and expects an

observance of them ; hereafter he will judge us according to them, else his

laws were in vain, Eccxes. xii. 13, 14. So observe what he commands, as

those who are sure to be called to account, Rom. xiv. 10, 12. Here he en-

trusts you with many talents, gifts, parts, time, opportunities, estates, all

enjoyments, encouragements, advantages ; he declares how they must be

employed, and will call you to an account for them. See that you improve

them so, as those who expect to give an account, that you may be able to

do it with joy, and not with grief. He who rules over all, is ready to judge

both quick and dead, 1 Peter iv. 5. See that your account be ready, Philip,

ii. 12, 1 Peter i. 17. You live not as under his government, unless you live

under some effectual apprehensions of approaching judgment.

13. Rejoice in him, and in his government. Let it be your triumph

that the Lord reigns. This is matter of rejoicing to the whole world,

Ps. xcvi. 10-13, but more especially to his faithful subjects, Ps. cxlix. 2.

If he reign, if he rule over all, he will avenge your wrongs, he will redress

your grievances, he will ease you of your burdens, he will secure you from

your fears, he will regard your necessities, he will be tender of your con-

cernments, he will receive your petitions, he will break your oppressors, he

will subdue your enemies, for they are his. He will order all for your

advantage ; he will make his government your happiness, and your subjec-

tion perfect freedom. Subjeotion, in other cases, is some abridgment of

liberty, but he is such a ruler that the more you are subject to bim, the

more liberty you will enjoy. Not a liberty of free subjects only, but of sons
;

not a common, but a glorious liberty, Rom. viii. 21. If you have given up
yourselves to be wholly ruled by the Lord, he is your friend, your father,

your husband. And oh, what honour, what happiness is it ! What cause

of joy and triumph, to be so nearly related to so great a king ; to have

such interest in him who rules over all, as these most endearing and obliging

relations give you !

He is your friend. If you subject yourselves to him, he is in covenant,

in a league of friendship with you ; he is your ally, obliged to look upon
your enemies as his. Oh, if those who bear ill-will to Zion, and to you,

did but well understand who it is that is allied to you, who it is that is

engaged to stand by you, what a potent friend and allyyou have and are sure of;

they would never venture to move a hand, or a tongue, or secretly to contrive

any evil against you. He that toucheth you toucheth the apple of his eye,

strikes at his eye who rules over all.

He is your husband. Your subjection to him is the condition of the

marriage-covenant. And what happiness is it to have the King of kings,

and Lord of lords for your husband ; one so potent, so glorious ! Oh how
contemptible are the most noble and honourable relations on earth to this.

'A/ ya/j.ira.i evvixXufivovai roT; rut emor/.owTm ay.Tiei (Justin. Novel. 105, c. 2),

Wives shine with the beams of their husbands. The splendour and nobility

of the husband is derived upon his wife. To be married to a king is

one of the greatest honours in a kingdom. Oh, wbat is it to be in so near

a relation to him to whom the greatest kings in the world are subjects and

underlings, at an infinite distance below him !

He is your father. If you honour him, by subjecting yourselves to him

as children should to their parents, he will own you as his children, and you
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may have all from him that can be expected from such a father. And what

may you not expect from such a father, who has all the powers, all the

riches of the earth, all the world at his will ? What will become of those

who hate, and wrong, and oppress the children of such a father ? What
need they fear, what can they want, who Lave the King of nations, the great

Lord of heaven and earth for their father ? Oh, what cause of joy is here !

Oh, how stupid and senseless must we be, if all the joys, the honours, the

riches, the happiness of this world be counted comparable to what this

relation affords ! Rejoice in the Lord, rejoice in your King always ; and

shout for joy, all ye upright in heart.

Use 3. If the Lord rule over all, then here is great encouragement to his

people, those who have truly subjected themselves unto him, and whom he

owns as his subjects. The people of God heretofore, in the saddest circum-

stances wherewith they have been surrounded, have found this to be the

strength of their hearts, that ' the Lord reigneth.' This has been a reviving

cordial to them, even when both flesh and heart has been ready to fail.

This has borne them up when the rage and violence of men has been ready

to bear them down, This has been their support under sinking pressures.

And it may be it should be so to us. Whatsoever our fears and dangers be,

whatever our wants and necessities, whatever confusions we see about us,

how low soever the interest of Christ and his people appear ; whatever

sufferings, troubles, calamities, are upon us, or threaten us ; how violent

and powerful soever our enemies be ;
yet, since the Lord reigns, since our

God rules over all, hence we may take heart, this may refresh and revive us,

this may support and encourage us. This is a ground of hope when all

seems desperate, and may afford us strong consolations when everything

seems to look upon us with a sad and dismal countenance.

Particularly, 1. In fears and dangers. When our dear concernments are

in apparent hazard ; when liberty, or estate, or life ; when our religion,

when the gospel, when our glory, and all our pleasant things are in danger

;

and when it seems unavoidable, by anything that we or others concerned

with us can do, to prevent or remove it
;
yet here is our encouragement, he

that rules over all is sufficient to do it, and can, if he please, make anything

or all things concur with him to that purpose. He can secure us and our

concerns from dangers, or in them, or by, or after them. For what cannot

he do, to whom all things in heaven and earth are subject, and must and

shall do whatever he pleases ?

(1.) He can secure us from dangers. In this David was confident,

Ps. xxxii. 7. He who rules over all has all that endangers any, all that

are endangered, absolutely at his dispose ; and so can secure his servants,

either by keeping and removing danger from them, or them from it.

[1.] By keeping or removing danger from them :
' In the floods of great

waters they shall not come nigh him,' Ps. xxxii. 6. He can either turn them

back, or interpose a bank betwixt them, and those who are in danger to be

overwhelmed by them. There is a gracious promise for this, grounded upon

this very relation : Isa. xxxiii. 20-22, ' Thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a

quiet habitation, a tabernacle that shall not be taken down; nor one of

the stakes thereof shall ever be removed, neither shall any of the cords

thereof be broken : But there the glorious Lord will be unto us a place

of broad rivers and streams. For the Lord is our judge, the Lord is our

lawgiver, the Lord is our king, he will save us.' A large and deep moat
or ditch is . a security to a city. But the Lord would be round about

his people, not only as a moat, but as a large river. Horse or foot

could not approach them, thus secured
;

nothing could endanger them
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but ship or galley, but neither should these do it, either with help of
wind or oars ; the stream of his protection should be of so stiff and
strong a current, that no vessel of any force to annoy them should be
able to stem it. This the people of God may be confident of, because
he is their ruler, ver. 22. Thus the Lord promises to remove from
Hezekiah and his people the danger which the rage of the Assyrian
threatened them with, Isa. xxxvii. 28, 29. Thus he secured the Israelites

from Pharaoh and his host ; he interposed betwixt them and the danger,
and kept it off, Exod. xiv. 19, 20. And in the like manner he promises to
secure his people and their assemblies for worship, and to interpose as
effectually between them and danger, as if they .had the pillar of fire and
cloud betwixt them and their enemies' violence, Isa. iv. 5. God will be the
same to them, and their places of meeting for his worship, which that pillar

was to the Israelites ; he will be amongst them, and above, and round about
them, to keep off danger from them.

[2.] By keeping or removing them from danger. So was Lot secured

;

the Lord made more haste to remove him from the danger than he himself,
Gen. xix. 16. So when Moses was exposed to danger of perishing, the
Lord so ordered as he was rescued from it by Pharaoh's daughter, Exod. ii.

Yea, he sometimes makes use of death itself to convey his servants from
danger, Isa. lvii. 1. ' The righteous is taken away from the evil to come.'

(2.) He can secure us in dangers. He who rules over all can so order it,

as danger itself, that which seems most so, shall not prove dangerous : Isa.
xliii. 2, ' When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee ; and
through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee-; when thou walkest through
the fire, thou shalt not be burnt, neither shall the flame kindle upon thee.'

Fire and water we count the most unmerciful elements, and such as threaten
most danger

; yet they are so much at the command of God, that the fire

will not bum, the rivers will not drown, when he gives them such order.
He preserved Noah in the midst of the deluge which drowned the world, and
made the whale prove an ark unto Jonah. Fire, in its greatest rage, could
not so much as scorch the three faithful Jews, though cast into the midst of
its flame, Dan. iii. 27. The fire had no power upon them, because He who
rules over all over-ruled it. Moses counted it (as he might well) a wonder,
to see a bush burning, and not consumed, Exod. iii. 2, 3. Hereby the Lord
signified, that he can keep his people safe in such circumstances, as threaten
no less their ruin, than the fire endangers the consuming of a bush, when it

is all on a flame. We need not go far for instances of something like this

wonder ; multitudes kept unscorched, untouched, when in the midst of those
who are set on fire of hell.

And as the fiercest elements, so the fiercest creatures become tame and
harmless, when He who rules over all will have it so. The hungry Hons
durst not touch Daniel, when God had given them order not to do it : they
could not open a mouth, when God will have it shut ; nor stir a paw to hurt
him whom the Lord would save harmless, Dan. vi. 22. 2 Tim. iv. 17, He
was in the mouth of a Hon, and yet safe there ; in the power of a wild and
cruel beast, in the shape of a man, and yet there, as good as out of danger.
And so was David, when his soul was amongst lions. And so you have known
many more, for many years, amongst such who have had rage and power
enough to have devoured them, and yet (through the restraint of him who
rules over all) have not touched them, Psa. xlvii. 9. When all the males
amongst the Israelites went up, from all parts of the land, to Jerusalem, as
they were enjoined thrice every year, all their concernments at home were
exposed, as an easy prey, to their enemies, who did encompass them on every
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side ; none were left at their dwellings able to make any defence. In such

apparent danger, what was their security ? Why, the shields of the earth

belong to the Lord ; he would be instead of all shields to thern, when they

were left destitute of anything to guard them. And one way was, that He
who rules over all would so over-rule the minds and hearts of their enemies,

that they should have no inclination at such a time to attempt anything upon
them, Exod. xxxiv. 24. If we have had experience of the Lord's thus working

in the minds and hearts of them that might endanger us when we are about

his worship, let him have the glory of it, who rules over all, and can dis-

pose of all, so as to keep us safe in the midst of disturbances and dangers.

[3.] He can secure by dangers. Everything is not what it seems, but

what he who rules over all will have it. That which seems our safety, shall

prove our danger ; and that which seems our danger, shall prove our safety,

when he will so order it. Joseph, by being in Egypt, a place in all reason

more dangerous than his father's house, was preserved from the malice of

his brethren. And Paul was secured from the rage of his own countrymen,

by appealing to Nero, by running into the mouth of that lion.

[4. J After dangers. When those that endanger you have done execution

in inflicting what they threatened, or bereaving you of what you enjoyed, the

Lord can retrieve all, and can restore you into the same or a better condi-

tion, than that which they have disturbed or spoiled. Thus when Chedor-

laomer and his confederates had seized upon Lot and his goods, and carried

him away captive, the Lord made use of Abraham, with a small company,

to rescue him, and recover all, Gen. xiv. 16. And Melchizedek ascribes it

to him whose throne is in heaven, under the notion of the ' most high God,'

ver. 19, 20. So when the Amalekites had burnt Ziklag, and bereaved David

and his associates of all then- relations, their substance, their habitation, and
reduced him to so great distress, as there was no glimpse of encouragement

for him but only in the Lord, he found that all-sufficient ; the Lord enabled

him to recover all, besides the spoils of the enemy, 1 Sam. xxx. 18, 19

;

and he gives God the honour of it, ver. 23. Joel ii. 25, he promises, by
succeeding plenty, to make up the loss they sustained by the years of famine

which the locust, &c, had occasioned.

When a spoiled people return unto him, he will convince them, that they

have been no losers by their losses. He can as easily restore the years which

the spiritual locusts and caterpillars have eaten, and can bring a plenty

which will more than countervail the scarcity, wherewith the worst of ver-

min have afflicted souls, Psa. lxviii. 9-11, Isa. xli. 17, 18. When the

work of God, and all that he has been graciously doing for a people many
years, is quite overwhelmed, and seems as water spilt on the ground, which
cannot be gathered up, he that rules over all, who ' says to the north, Give

up, and to the south, Keep not back,' Isa. xliii. 6, can gather it up all when
he pleases, and restore every drop, when it seems all dried up and lost; yea,

instead of drops, can give floods, Isa. xliv. 8.

You see what an encouragement this affords against dangers, whatever they

be. He that rales over all can prevent them from doing any hurt, or repair

all the hurt they do with greater advantage ; can make them to be no dangers,

or make them to prove your safety ; for all things must be and do what he
would have them, who rules over all, and over-rules all at his pleasure.

In all wants and necessities, which concern inward or outward man, it is

a great encouragement to consider that the Lord rules over all ; for this as-

sures us, he is both able and willing to afford supplies, so far as they are

needful to us, or good for us.
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(1.) There is an all-sufficiency in the Lord, infinitely larger than all your
•wants and necessities. He that rules all, can order you what supplies and
provisions, for soul or body, he pleases. All the treasure in the world is at

his disposing, Hag. ii. 8, 9. The people complaining of the want of gold

and silver to adorn the temple, and make it answerable to that of Solomon,
the Lord declares, that ought to be no discouragement. If he thought fit to

have it so sumptuous, he could easily furnish them ; for silver and gold was
all his, and all at his disposing. The woman, reduced, in the siege of Samaria,

to so great extremity, as she was forced to eat her child, applies herself to

the king for help, but in vain, as to the obtaining of any supply, if she had
sought that, 2 Kings vi. 26, 27. Kings, who should relieve their subjects,

may be at such a loss, as they can neither relieve these nor themselves. Oh,
but the King of kings, he that rules over all, is never at a loss ; no true sub-

ject of his ever sought to him in vain, Isa. xlv. 19. Let me shew how he is

able to satisfy your wants, in some particulars.

[1.] He can make want to be in effect no want, for he so rules all as

everything must be what he orders it to be. If he will have plenty to be as

bad as want, it will be no better ; and if he will have want to be as good as

plenty, it will be no worse, it will be as good to all effects and purposes.

He can make you not to need what you have not ; he can serve the uses of

what you cannot have another way, and can make you as contented and well

satisfied without it as those that have it, and better too ; and so can order

it that you shall neither need it nor think you need it, and so can take away
all need, both real and in opinion also, which is often the more troublesome
need of the twb. He can make a little to be as good or better than much

;

better for the soul, and as good for all exigencies of the body: Ps. xxxvii. 16,
' A little that the righteous hath is better than the riches of many wicked.'

His smallest pittance is better than all the rich and great possessions of all

wicked wordlings ; so he can make up the defects of grace in its weakness,

in its infancy, by his own actual influence, so that holiness, when it is weak,

shall do more by virtue of this than holiness in greater strength without it,

so that even in this sense that paradox of the apostle holds true, 2 Cor.

xii. 10, ' When I am weak, then I am strong.'

[2.] He can make your expenses increase your estate. When you lay out

what you have as he would have you, he can make it, like the widow's oil,

to multiply and increase as you pour it out, 2 Kings iv. You have his word
for it, 2 Cor. ix. 9, 10. The apostle is exhorting them to be free and boun-

tiful, for the relief of those in want. And whereas it might be objected that

such liberalness might bring themselves to straits and necessities, he tells

them the Lord can make them the richer for and by relieving the poor.

That is the way to have all- sufficiency in all things, both for themselves and
others ; so as to abound in every act of bounty is the way to be enriched in

everything, so as to be able to express all bountifulness, the way to increase,

not to prejudice, their estates. And so in spirituals : the more is commu-
nicated to others, the more is the stock increased, whether of grace or know-
ledge.

[3.] He can order all creatures (if need be) to bring you in provisions

;

for he who rules over all has all things subject to him, at his command,
ready to fulfil his word and observe his orders : Hosea ii. 18, 1 1 will make
a covenant for them with the beasts of the field,' &c. A covenant with them,

not only not to hurt his people, but to help, relieve, supply them. And this

is founded in the Lord's dominion over them, ' I will make.' By virtue of

this they are as sure of all this from the creatures as if there were an express

covenant for that purpose, ver. 21, 22. Heaven and earth and all creatures
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shall be so forward to supply the wants of Israel (now returned unto her
subjection unto God) that they shall, as it were, seek the Lord to be employed
for that end, seek him to enable them to supply her needs ; and he will

hear them, and employ and empower them, from the highest to the lowest,

to furnish her with what she wants.

So he can order all things to relieve spiritual wants and weaknesses. Not
only his ordinances but their outward enjoyments, their afflictions, yea, their

falls and miscarriages, he can make all these work, singly or together, for

the increase of holiness, the embittering of sin, the crucifying of them to the
world, the advancing of mind and heart towards heaven. He can raise them
higher by their falls, as he did Peter, and teach them to profit by worldly

objects and enjoyments, and cause the rod to bud and bring forth the peace-

able fruits of righteousness, Heb. xii.

[4.J He can single out any of the creatures, and give them effectual order

to supply you. Such, from whom you expect no such thing, those that are

never wont to do it, those that are most unlikely to serve you herein, yea,

or those that are most opposite to it.

First, He can supply you by unexpected means or instruments. He can
order those to do it from whom you could not look for it. So the Lord
movjd the barbarous people in Melita to shew great kindness to Paul and
his company, after they had suffered shipwreck, Acts xxviii. 2, 10, and the

wise men to supply Joseph and Mary.
Those who want supplies expect them from relations, friends, acquaint-

ance, but the Lord can stir up strangers to do it. A remarkable instance

hereof I have had from a credible author. A faithful woman being brought,

in a strange place, to great extremities by the extravagancy of her husband,
her children crying for bread, and she having nothing to satisfy them, gets

out of doors, as not able longer to bear the cries of her little ones, whom she

could not relieve ; and while she was lifting up an afflicted heart to God, she

spies a horse laden with provisions, the sight whereof makes her say within

herself, ' Oh, what a mercy would it be if this were brought to my distressed

family ' ! And even so the Lord had ordered it, stirring up the heart of a

stranger, who had some notice of her necessities, to send that provision to

her house. And some of you have heard of a godly minister who sent his

maid to the market, but could not furnish her with money to buy neces-

saries. She meets with one she knew not, who unexpectedly gives her

money for her master, enough for her occasions. And others have had
experience of provisions made for their souls in a way wherein they could

never have expected it. He that rules over all can do exceeding abundantly,

both for soul and body, above all that we can think or look for.

Secondly, He can supply you by unusual means and ways. Our eyes are

upon the means which usually help us to supplies ; when these are out of

sight, our hearts fail us, we sink into discouragement and despondency.

But this becomes not those who believe and acknowledge that the Lord
rales over all. He is not confined to usual and ordinary ways ; he has all

subject to him ; both ordinary and extraordinary are at his command ; and
he can supply us, or do whatever he pleases, by whatsoever he will : Mat.

iv. 4, ' Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth

out of the mouth of God.'

Bread, or ordinary nourishment, is not of necessity to the life of man
;

God can sustain or nourish him by any other means ; whatsoever he pleases

to order for that purpose will do it. His word is sufficient of itself to sus-

tain him, or sufficient to provide for him in an unusual way, or sufficient to

empower anything to feed him, even that which is not used for such a pur-
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pose. The text to which this refers is Dent. viii. 3, ' He fed thee with

manna, that he might make thee to know that man doth not live by bread

alone.' He fed them so many years by a means so unusual, that neither

they nor their fathers knew it, that they might understand what dominion
the Lord has over all things for onr sustentation ; that his word is enough
for us, able to procure us anything, able to sustain and nourish us by any-

thing whatsoever.

And the Lord has not left these latter times destitute of some experiments

that he can provide for his people in unusual ways. When the protestants

in Rochelle were greatly distressed by a long and close siege, multitudes of

small fishes were daily brought up to them by the tide, such as had not been

seen in that haven before, nor continued after the siege was raised.

Thirdly, He can supply you by improbable instruments, and such as are

most unlikely to do it. It was improbable that the prophet Elijah should

be sustained by a widow woman who had not enough to sustain herself and
her child, 1 Kings xvii. 12, and she was a heathen too, and so might have

an averseness to shew any kindness to a Hebrew. But the Lord so ordered

it, and there was no resistance to his order, ver. 9. But it was more unlikely,

which we meet with in the same chapter, that the ravens should feed him
;

for the raven is a voracious creature, and more like to devour what was
brought him, than to bring him anything. And, which is more, it is fUforexias,

an unnatural creature, unmerciful to her own brood ; is so far from feeding

any other, that she will not so much as feed her own young ones : for that

is her character, r/xrw-oj //,ev oy rptpovro; di, she brings them forth, but for-

sakes them, and will not feed them. The Lord hereby shewed his absolute

dominion over the creatures : he can overrule them to do whatsoever he will

;

he can make them act for the relief of his people even against their own
natures ; he could make the ravens kind to and diligent for the prophet,

though they have no care, no kindness for the fruit of their own womb ; he

did but command it, and it was done, vers. 4-6. They provided him his

dinner and supper daily and constantly while he stayed there. Though all

probable means for the sustaining of soul or body should fail, yet is there

enough in the Lord to encourage us. He who rules over all can provide for

both, any way he pleases, even by the most improbable means, as well as

any ; in the most unlikely ways, as well as the best.

Fourthly. He can supply you by the most opposite instruments, such as

would far rather starve soul or body, than afford the least relief to either.

Thus he enriched the Israelites by the Egyptians when they had enslaved

them, and designed nothing better for them than to keep them poor and

miserable in hard bondage, Ps. lxviii. 30, and lxxii. 6. When Samaria,

besieged by the Assyians, was reduced to such extremity, as, 2 Kings vii. 25,

an ass's head was sold for eighty pieces of silver, ten pounds, when the

whole ass at other times was but counted worth a tenth part of it ; and a

fourth part of a pint, a cab of doves' dung at five shekels (a cab was as much
of that dung as would serve a man for a day) went at above twelve shillings

and sixpence ; the Lord takes order that they should be plentifully supplied

out of the stores of their enemies, who had designed to starve them, chap,

vii. 16. Ps. lxviii. 30, ' Rebuke the multitude of spearmen, the company of

bulls,' &c. The bulls, i. e. such proud and powerful men as demean them-

selves towards those under them, as bulls do towards the lesser and weaker

cattle. The Lord can bring them under, and make them glad to buy their

peace, and to enrich those with their own stores, whom they had exhausted

and impoverished, Ps. lxxii. 8-10. He that commands his servants, when
their enemy is hungry, to feed him, can command their enemies to feed
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them, and can make them do it, whether they will or no. When they

are bereaved of refreshments for soul or body, he can make the hands which
spoiled them to repair them, and to restore what they violently took away.

Thus, when the Philistines looked upon their taking away the ark, as the

greatest advantage that ever tbey had over Israel, and most matter of

triumph, that being the pledge of God's presence with the Israelites, and so

their strength, their glory, their happiness above all people on earth, one

would have thought they would as soon have given them their country as

restored this, yet the Lord forces them to do it, and so orders it, that the

Philistines, of their own accord, send back the ark to the Israelites.

What cannot he do for the restoring of the gospel, and making provision

for souls, even by the enemies of it, who could bring back the ark to hi?

people by such means, in such desperate circumstances ?

2. Obj. I do not doubt but he is able to afford me all supplies for soul

and body, but is he willing to do it ?

Aiis. There is no more occasion to doubt of that, so far as it will be good
for you, and that is all you can desire, Ps. xxxiv. 10, and lxxxiv. 11, and
Ixxxv. 12. He will supply you in all your wants with whatever is good :

Philip, iv. 19, ' My God shall supply all j our need, according to his riches

in glory by Christ Jesus.' There are glorious riches treasured up in Christ

for this purpose, and out of that treasury he will supply all your needs, even

as [to] the things of this life : Mat. vi. 33, ' Seek first the kingdom of God, and
all other things shall be added unto you.' Seek to get into the kingdom of

God, subject j-ourselves to him in all righteousness, and then he that rules

this kingdom will provide all these things for you, so that you need be no
further careful or solicitous about it. And you have sufficient assurance of

it, in that he rules over all, and over you in special, having given up your-

selves to be ruled by him.

[1.] Consider, a ruler who is mindful of his office will not suffer those

who are ruled by him to want what is needful if he can easily help it. Even
Pharaoh took care that his subjects should have necessaries in the years of

famine, Exod. xli. Good rulers mind that as the end of government, that

those who are under them sint beatissimi, as the orator expresses it, may
live happily. And he is justly counted a tyrant, who, regarding only his own
pleasure or profit, minds not the necessary concernments of his subjects.

How far is the Lord of heaven and earth from this, whose goodness and

mercy is as large as his dominion, even over all his works ? Ps. cxlv. 9.

[2. J He makes provision for those whom he less regards ; he is ready to

supply all creatures ; and can we think him unwilling to do it for those who
are peculiarly his subjects, to whom he is more specially related, and for

whom he has a more particular affection ? Ps. cxlvii. 5, 8, 9. It is one of the

glories of his kingdom, that he provides for all that belongs to it, Ps. cxlv.

10-16. It is an argument of very little faith to doubt, that he who is will-

ing to provide for all, is not much more willing to supply his own. Gur
Lord Jesus himself tells us so, Mat. vi. 26, 28-30.

[3.] The greater any ruler is, the more may reasonably be expected from

him, unless where greatness is but a large cypher, or an empty flourish.

What then may be expected from him who rules over all, to whom the

greatest on earth are as nothing, less than nothing and vanity; from him
' who only does great wonders, Ps. cxxxvi. 4, and is still willing to do them,

as what follows shews, ' For his mercy endures for ever ' ?

It is a great dishonour to the glorious Majesty of heaven and earth to

doubt that he is not willing to act like himself, and to supply you, so much
more, so much better than any, as he is incomparably above all : 2 Sam.
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xxiv. 23, ' All these things did Araunah as a king give unto the king.' He
acted magnificently, more like a king than a private person.

The Lord shews his magnificence, by providing continually for those who
depend on him ; it is his glory, and therefore there can be no question of his

willingness, no more than of his power, to relieve his people in all their

necessities, outward or inward ; he that rules over all, is ready and able to

do it above all.

3. Against the power and violence of enemies. How great soever it be,

how terrible soever it seem, how much soever heightened with successes,

however enforced with malice and rage, how little soever you see to resist

or oppose it, yet need you not be discouraged, you will see no cause for it,

if you do but duly consider that the Lord rules over all. This power and

rage, whatever it be, is subject to him; he can manage, and order it, and

dispose of it as he pleases ; he can make it less, or make it useless, or make
use of it far otherwise than they intend, or make it nothing, when or however

he will.

(1.) He can make it less. He can abate the power and assuage the wrath

of man, and bring it down to what degree he pleases; for it is wholly under

his dominion and power who rules over all. He can with greatest ease prick

the bladder, and make the tumour fall, how much soever it swell. When
the wicked are like the raging sea in a storm, foaming out wrath and rage,

threatening wrecks and ruin to this or that person or party, he that ' ruleth

the raging of the sea,' Ps. lxxxix. 9, let him but speak the word, and that

will be enough to hush the storm, and still the waves, and make all as calm

as you can wish. It is the greatness of their power that makes it formid-

able ; but how great soever it seem, it is nothing to his who rules over all,

and has the ruling of it. It is little or nothing to him, and he can easily and

suddenly make it so to you.

(2.) He can make it useless. And be it never so great, if it be rendered

useless, it is as good as none. He that rules over all can effectually forbid

and hinder the use of any power. Let the arm of flesh be never so big, and

strong, and sinewy, if the Lord lay hold on it, it cannot stir, nor move in

the least, no more than the arm of a dead man. If the mastiff be never so

fierce, yet if he be muzzled, there is no fear of him. Thus can the Lord
deal with the fiercest of those you fear : Ps. cxxxviii. 7, S)N b)3- He can

put a muzzle upon their nose, or put a hook into it, so that they cannot

bite, nor be able to stir, but as he pleases. When the Philistines dreaded

Samson's strength, to render it useless, and not to be feared, they put out

his eyes ; so can the Lord render the greatest power useless, by binding

those that have it, so as they shall not see that they have it, or see how to

use it, or see how to take or improve any advantage by it. How useless was
the power of the Sodomites when blinded ! The whole city could do nothing

against one family. The Lord can as easily, and does more ordinarily, blind

the mind, and take away a spirit of discerning, Job xii. 24, 25 and v. 12

;

how, see verse 14, Isa. lix. 10. Or if they have their eyes, he can take

order they shall not find their hands ; and what can they do, how useless is

their power, who cannot find their hands ! Ps. lxxvi. 5. When they come
to do their work, they have their hands to seek ; the Lord can take them
away when he pleases, and so render their designs and undertakings ridicu-

lous, and all their force and power useless.

(3.) He can make them use it otherwise than they intend. If it be not

rendered useless, yet shall they not be able to use it as they will, but as he

pleases who rules over them and all. He can overrule them, so as it shall
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no way hurt you, and then you need not fear it ; or so as it shall be for your

advantage, and then you may rejoice in it.

He can turn it upon others whom you are little concerned in, or think not

of. He can find them other work than their power is prepared for ; he can

interpose another object betwixt you and their fury, and make that a screen

to you ; he can raise them another enemy, where their power and rage shall

spend itself, and never reach you. When Sennacherib had struck a great

terror into Hezekiah and his people, by this does the Lord encourage them :

Isa. xxxvii. 7, ' He shall hear a rumour,' that shall divert them ; and what
that was, see verse 9, ' He heard say concerning Tirhakah king of Ethiopia,

He is come forth to make war with thee.'

He can turn it against a common enemy. Such were the Philistines to

David ; and the Lord turns the force of Saul, which had encompassed
David, against them, against David's enemies, 1 Sam. xxiii. 27, 28. You
think the power and rage you fear will fall upon you, but the Lord can order

it to fall upon those whom you are concerned should fall by it. And so the

greatness of it, which is formidable to you, will be your advantage : the

greater it is, the better it will be for you.

He can turn it against themselves. They bend their bow, and make
ready their arrows, and are going to shoot with all their might ; but where
the arrows will fall they know not. He has the ordering of that who rules

all things, and he can order them to fall upon their own heads instead of

yours, Ezek. ix. 10, Ps. vii. 16. Little did the children of Ammon, and

Moab, and mount Seir, think that the great force they raised for the ruin of

Jehoshaphat should be made use of to destroy themselves ; but so he ordered

it who rules over all, and so it came to pass, 2 Chron. iv. 23.

He can turn it for you, and make it serve you and your interest, though
it was raised and levelled directly against you. Saul's power and prepara-

tions made use of against David, when Saul was takeu away, came into

David's hands ; the greater the power of his enemy was, the more was it

for his advantage. The Lord, by turning the hearts of your enemies, can

engage all the power which you now dread for you ; and that is as easy a

ton to him as any other, who rules the heart of man as easily as anything

else, Prov. xxi. 1. Those who get power, and increase it, to become thereby

dreadful unto others, know not for whom they get it, or for whom it shall be

used ; that must be as he who rules over all will order ; and he can, and often

does, dispose of it against those who have it, and for those against whom it

is designed and levelled. He ordinarily will have it used quite otherwise

than those who are in power would have it.

(4.) He can break it, and can easily and suddenly (how great and for-

midable soever it is) bring it to nothing, and that many ways.

[1.] He can break them himself. He that can rule all things needs no

help, no power of men to do it : Ps. lxxxix. 10, ' Thou hast broken Rahab
in pieces : thou hast scattered thine enemies.' He can deal with all that

oppose him and his people, as he did with Pharaoh, called Rahab. It is no

more to him to crush the mightiest of them all, than it is for you to crush

the snail that is under your foot. He shews how he will deal with those who
combine against him and his interest, Ps. ii. They look big now, like rocks

or mountains, and seem to threaten heaven with their lofty aspiring tops
;

but when he takes them in hand, they will prove but like potter's vessels,

and shiver all in pieces, like an earthen pot under the weighty stroke of an iron

mace :
' Whosoever shall fall on him shall be broken ; but on whomsoever he

shall fall, he will grind them to powder,' Mat. xxi. 44. All their force against
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him, as that of the waves against a rock, shall serve only to dash themselves
in pieces.

[2.] He can raise the whole power of the world against them, for he who
rules over all can muster up all the forces of heaven and earth with a word

;

and what is that which disturbs you to all this ? How many did he arm
against Pharaoh, when he would not let his people go to serve him ? Yet
those which plagued Pharaoh were but as it were a few stragglers in com-
parison of what the great Ruler of the world can raise in a moment. How
many does he threaten to array against Israel, in case they would not be

ruled by him ! Lev. xxvi. 21, ' Seven times more, and yet seven times

more.' But indeed they are past all numbering, beyond all computation

;

the greatest volumes in the world would not be a sufficient muster-roll for

the forces of him who rules over all. The angels are but a small part of his

army, as it were his own company or regiment
;
they are spoken of but as

making up one chariot, Ps. lxviii. 17 ; yet they are myriads and thousands,

infinite numbers. And these, with all the rest, fully under command ; let

him but give the word, and all would be ready together to what execution

he pleases. Oh what are all the oppressing powers on earth to the Lord
and his hosts ! How soon, how easily, can he break them !

[3.] He can break them and their power by the least and weakest thing.

He need not raise his whole force to do it ; any one thing will serve, if he
give it a commission. Such is his power and dominion over all, that any-

thing will be able to do whatever he would have it. A tile, a gnat, a fly,

a worm, any disease, will lay the most potent in the dust when he gives

order for that purpose. It will fall without hand when he pleases, as that

great oppressor did, Dan. viii. 23-25. The little vermin could soon make
an end of Herod's power, when he put it forth to vex certain of the church,

Acts xii. 1, 23.

[4.] He can break them by themselves ; make them tumble with their

own weight, crush them with their own force; and employ themselves, or

those whom they count their own, to hew down the bough they stand upon,

or cut off the arm wherein their strength and power lies. He that rules

over all, can overrule everything to act as he would have it, though it be

against itself. He can break them,

First, By their own relations ; can bring their destruction out of their own
bowels. Thus fell the great terror and oppressor of Judea, Sennacherib,

when Hezekiah and his people had no strength against him, 2 Kings six. 37.

When the child is come so near the birth, there is the greatest and sharpest

pain, and when the woman's strength is quite spent, and the child so feeble

it cannot help itself, there is the greatest danger. And this was their con-

dition
;
though the blasphemy, cruelty, insolency of the enemy had made

him ripe for ruin, yet the people distressed by him had no power to effect it.

What, then, shall the oppressor escape ? No ; what they could not do against

him, the Lord employs his own sons to do. After he had seen the deliver-

ance of God's people, and the destruction of his own, they bereaved him of

life who had received life from him, ver. 37.

Secondly, By their own party
;
by those which raised them and were then-

support. He can make one leg strike up another, and that which slipped

first to break the other in the fall. Thus, when the men of Shechem con-

spired with Abimelech in a tyrannical design, the Lord so orders it that he

first breaks them ; and those of them which were left brake him, according

to the imprecation of Jotham, Judges ix. 20. He that rules over all, thus

disposed of it, vers. 56, 57.

Thirdly, By their own attempts. He can make the blows of the violent to
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rebound upon themselves, and push them into the pit which they had pre-

pared to bury others in. Thus Haman's attempts upon Mordecai and the

Jews proved his ruin, and the instrument of death he had erected does

execution upon himself. And Pharaoh's violence against Israel, which would

pursue them even into the sea, overwhelmed him and his people, and made
an end of them at once. He who rules over all, can cause any engines of

violence to recoil upon those who manage them, and hit themselves instead

of those they aim at.

Fourthly, By their own hands. He needs no hand at all to break them ;

but if he will employ any, he can make their own hands as well as any other

serve to ruin them, Ps. ix. 6. There was no need that David should lay

hands upon Saul, the Lord could take order that he should lay violent

hands upon himself. He can overrule their hand to work them into such

entanglements, as they shall find no easier way out, than by letting out their

own souls, and opening the passage by their own hands.

Fifthly, Their own counsels. When they say, Come, let us work wisely,

the Lord can order it to prove no wiser, than the contrivement of a subtle

head against itself, Job v. 13. He makes their craftiness become a snarj

to themselves, and gives such wheels to their counsels as carry them heai-

long as from a precipice ; and the more violent they are, the more fiercely

they drive, with the more force do they fall to the breaking of themselves :

Ps. s. 2, ' Let them be taken in the devices that they have imagined.' The
event will answer the prayer, for the prayer of faith is in such a person a

prediction. The web that he weaves to catch the poor fly, the Lord can

make use of to entangle the spider, whose fine and subtle device it is.

Sixthly, By their own fears : Pro v. xxviii. 1, ' The wicked flee when no

man pursueth.' There needs no other to rout them, but their own fears.

The Lord can order this, both to pursue and do execution, Lev. xxvi. 30, 37.

Their fear shall put them to flight, and pursue them when there is none to

follow them, and make them do execution upon themselves, when there is

none else to do it. The Lord promises Israel, by these means, to discomfit

and destroy the Canaanites, Exod. xxiii. 27. He who has the command of

all, and so can raise what passion he pleases in the heart, will raise and arm
their own fears against them, and thereby put them to flight, and bring

destruction upon them, 2 Chron. xiv. 14. Their own fears made those who
had aided the Ethiopians and their cities, and all they had, an easy prey to

Asa and his people.

Seventhly, By their own fancy. The Lord needs no other force to rout

and break the greatest powers on earth, than the power of their imagination.

Thus were the Syrians broken, when there was not a hand lift up against

them, 2 Kings vii. G, 7. The Lord made such impression upon their ima-

gination, that they fancied they heard such a terrible noise (if it had been

really audible, the besieged might have heard it as well as they), and upon
this fancy they are all in confusion, run away as for life, and leave all they

had to their enemies. Let but the Lord arm the fancy of the mightiest on

earth against them, and that will be enough to ruin them.

Eighthly, By their own mistakes. When they think they are in Dothan,

he can set them in the midst of Samaria, and so leave them in the power,

and at the mercy of those whom they have most injured, as he did the

Syrians, 2 Kings vi. So the Moabites' mistake of the waters for blood,

drew them out of their strength, engaged them on a great disadvantage, and
so was the occasion of their ruin, 2 Kings iii. 22, &c.

You see what encouragement we have from the Lord's ruling over all,

against all opposite power and violence. He can assuage it or render it
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useless
; he can divert it, or break it, and that by anything, even by them-

selves, by anything of them, either by their power or their weakness.
Here is encouragement as to the lowness of the interest of God and his

people in the world, and in these parts of it that we are acquainted with.
The interest of God seems to be at a very low ebb amongst the inhabi-

tants of the earth. The kingdoms of the world seem to be the kingdoms
of Satan

; he rules them and keeps them in subjection to him, and his will

and laws have more observance than the will and laws of God. The rod of
his strength doth not reach the greatest part of the earth ; the gospel, which
is his sceptre, has little or no place left in many regions where it once pre-

vailed
; and where it yet has any entertainment, it meets with great

opposition, is under much restraint, and in danger to be suppressed. Many
there are that rise up against it, few in comparison that own it by any due
subjection to it; and these hated, oppressed, persecuted, kept under hatches,
and in danger to be rooted out; and the special interest of God, which lies

in his true and real subjects, like to suffer in and with them.
This is matter of great discouragement to those who truly honour the

great sovereign of the world, and tender his interest ; but for all this the
Lord reigns, and will do ; he still rules over all ; and this duly considered,

is enough to strengthen the weak hands and the feeble knees, to inspire the

dejected with courage and spirit, and make them bear up cheerfully under
the sad apprehensions of the declining or sinking of that interest which is

due to them. For,

1. The greatest part of the world does still continue in subjection to God,
and gives him the honour due to the universal sovereign ; all creatures do
it but apostate men and devils, and these are but a very small part of the

whole creation, and little or nothing compared with the whole fabric of

heaven and earth, which continues absolutely subject to their sovereign.

2. He rules as much over wicked men and spirits, as over those who
voluntarily subject themselves to him, though not in the same manner. Tbe
power, and wisdom, and justice of his government, is as much honoured
upon them, though not the mercy of it. And how far it is his interest to

extend the mercy of his government, we must leave it to him to judge, who
is the only competent judge of it ; it is above our capacity, and beyond our
measures.

3. As to his interest which is concerned in his peculiar people, it shall

never be quite suppressed, never extinguished in the world. So long as God
rules, he will maintain it, he will uphold it ; but in what places, in what
degree and manner, and by what means, must be left to him, the arcana
of whose empire, and the mysteries of his governing are incomprehensible.

This is plain. (1.) When it is weak, he can strengthen it ; when it seems fall-

ing, he can uphold it. It was weak, indeed, amongst the Israelites when the

prophet complains, 1 Kings xix. 10, ' I, even I, only am left.' But the Lord
better upheld it, and kept it up in more strength than he apprehended, ver.

18, ' I have left me seven thousand in Israel which have not bowed the knee
to Baal.' The interest of God may be many thousand times stronger than
it visibly appears or we see ground to conceive it. It was weak in Zerub-

babel's time, lying in a few contemptible restored captives, and these in the

midst of raging enemies, ready and resolved to crush them ; and yet when
they had no strength of themselves, nor any arm of flesh, nor any worldly

prop to support them, he who rules over all was their strength and upheld
them, and his interest in and by them, Zech. iv. 9, 10. How weak and
despicable soever they and their undertakings for God might seem, the

Lord would make it appear they were not to be despised ; his work should
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prosper in their hands, they should effectually carry on his interest in build-

ing his temple. For these seven, the eyes of the Lord, i. e. his governing

providence reaching over the whole earth, was engaged with them.

(2.) When it is straitened and pent up in a narrow compass, he can enlarge

it; when it is but as a cloud like a man's hand, he can extend it so as to

cover the face of the heavens, and make it spread far and wide. Time was
when it seemed confined to Abraham's family, but the Lord promised it

should reach all the families of the earth, and be diffused through many
nations ; and he that rules all those families and nations made it good. And
this our Lord Jesus holds forth to us in divers parables or resemblances,

Mat. xiii. 31-33. The Lord can make his kingdom, when it is but like a
' little leaven,' to diffuse its virtue to every part of the world ; when it is but

like ' a grain of mustard-seed,' to grow up into a vast tree ; he hath done it,

and can do it again.

(3.) When it is sinking, he can bring it up again. Let the enemies of

God fall never so heavy upon his interest, they will never be able quite to

sink it ; it will up again one where or other, either in the same place, where
it seems at some desperate plunge, or in some other, where before it appeared

not, or in both. When that great persecution was raised at Jerusalem, at

that time the centre of Christ's interest in the world, where the great con-

cerns of the gospel then lay principally, and in a manner only there, Acts

viii. 13, the enemies thereof made account to sink it quite. But how
were they disappointed ! While they had it under water there it gets up,

and gets head in the cities and countries round about, far and near, yea,

in that place, a little after, where it had the greatest plunge. They bear it

down in one town, and it breaks out almost everywhere else, and by that

means, too, which they used to suppress it. So when the woman, by the

violence of the great red dragon, was forced from her former state and place,

and when he would have left her no place nor being on earth, the Lord pre-

pared a place for her in the wilderness, where she should have subsistence

and nourishment, Rev. xii. 6. When he poured forth a flood after her,

with a design to have washed her away from the face of the earth, to have

overwhelmed her utterly, ver. 15, the Lord disappoints him, ver. 16. The
divisions in the empire diverted the torrent of persecution, and swallowed it

up ; as some.

(4.) When it seems dead, he can revive it, and give it a resurrection and life,

Hosea vi. 1, 2. Much of the interest of God was involved in the people, yet

how low were they brought, even to the grave ; not only torn, and smitten,

and wounded, but, as it were, dead and buried ! Yet, though they were

dead, the Lord undertakes to revive them, and so his interest with them

;

though they were buried, he would bring them out of the grave (the desperate

condition, which seemed like their sepulcbre), he would raise tbem from the

dead, and make them live in his sight. He that rules over all is the Lord

both of death and life ; both civil and natural is at his disposing, he can give

or restore it to whom and when he will. And death, in every sense, will

resign up any under his power when the Lord gives order.

After the captivity of the ten tribes, the two remaining were the only

people in the world which visibly owned God and his interest ; when they

were carried away captive also, and their temple burnt, and no place left for

the solemn worship of God, of his institution, this might well seem a deadly

blow to the interest of God on earth. Answerably, their state, in these

desperate circumstances, is expressed by dry bones, when the body is not

only deprived of soul and life, but buried and in the grave, quite consumed,

neither skin, nor flesh, nor sinews left, nothing but the dry bones, and thebe
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not set together, but scattered here and there in the valley, not so much aa

the form of an anatomy left, Ezek. xxxvii. 1, 2. Well might it be made a

question, as it is, ver. 3, ' Can these dry bones live ?
' Is there any hope,

any possibility of it ? What could be more hopeless than the recovery of

this people, and God's interest embarked with them in such a condition,

which the Lord himself thus represents ? Yet he who rules over all, who
has all things absolutely at his command, and can do what he will with a

word, could, with a word, cause these scattered and disordered bones to come
together, bone to his bone, in that admirable order as they are placed in the

body of man, and lay sinews, and bring flesh upon them, and cause breath

and life to enter into them, so that they ' stood upon their feet, an exceeding

great army,' as ver. 6-9, &c. Thus could the Lord revive his slain interest

and the destroyed people which had owned it ; and that with a breath, when
all hopes of any such thing was lost, and all seemed to be cut off for ever.

The meaning of this encouraging vision is expressed, ver. 12-14, ' I will

open your graves, and cause you to come out of your graves, and bring you
into the land of Israel,' &c. So Rev. xi., when the witnesses, those who
gave their testimony for the interest of God against antichristianism, are

slain, i. e. (as is probably conceived) by persecution and violence brought
into such a condition as they could scarce be numbered amongst the living,

when they are, in a civil sense at least, quite dead, the Lord shews he can

revive them, and raise his fallen interest with them, ver. 11, 12. He will

not only restore them to their former place and station, but advance them
higher than ever.

That he who rules over all is sufficient for all this, will be more evident if

we consider particularly,

1. He wants no wisdom. He that is wise enough to rule and order all

and everything in the whole world, wants no wisdom for the upholding or

restoring his own interest. Those who are wisest for the managing of their

interest are but fools to him. The apostle, where he styles him lung, calls

him also ' the only wise God,' 1 Tim. i. 17. The profoundest and most
improved wisdom deserves not the name of wisdom compared with his. He
is only wise, he alone. None so well understand their interest, none so

apprehensive of what may endanger it, none so knowing what may promote

it, or for the ordering of all things in a subserviency to it. The wisdom of

angels is but folly to him.

2. He wants no power. He that rules over all has power to keep all in

subjection, to make all things obey him, to force all to move or stand still

at his beck. It is the Lord God almighty that reigns, Rev. xi. 7. It is

the God ' which quickeneth the dead, and calleth those things which be not

as though they were,' and makes them to be what he calls them by so calling

them. It is he who has power to rule and order all things in heaven and

earth as he will. If some wise men had the power to order all things as

they pleased, they would never question the securing of their interest. What
fear is there, then, that the Lord will let his interest miscarry, when he has

power at will, no less than inliniteness of power, as well as wisdom '?

3. He wants no instruments to serve his interest, nor can want any, if the

whole world will afford enough, for all in heaven and earth are in his hand

and ready for his use, who is xuj/osza/' xapZaoiXi-j; run cravrav (as Athan-

asius), Lord and absolute Sovereign of all things. The highest angels think

it their chief honour to serve his interest, and to serve it in any capacity,

and so, we find, are called sometimes his chariot, sometimes his warriors,

sometimes the conduct of his people, sometimes their purveyors, always his

ministers. And he can make the most untoward instruments to serve his
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turn, whether they will or no. The crookedest tool will become straight in

his hand, who overrules all things to be and do what he will have them,

Isa. xlvi. 11.

4. He wants no opportunities, through want of which many a man's inter-

est miscarries ; for times and seasons are in his hand, he has reserved them
in his own power, Acts i. 7. He rules them as he does all things else. That
must be a season which he will have so. He can make any part of time to

be a fit season, and what we count unseasonable he can render it the fittest

opportunity. He can remove when he pleases whatever in us or in others

renders that unseasonable which would promote his interest. The unfitness

of the subject, the incapacity of the matter, the unpreparedness of his

people, cannot nonplus him who rules over all, or make him to seek or leave

him at a loss for a season ; he can overrule these, or anything else, into a

seasonable compliance and subserviency to him in any moment.
5. He wants no will. For who can doubt that the great ruler of the

world is not willing to secure and advance his own interest ? Sure this

must be pleasing to him, and ' He will do all his pleasure,' Isa. xlvi. 10.

Obj. But if he be so willing and all-sufficient to maintain his own interest,

why does he suffer it to decline and be borne down, and his people who onlv

own it, and sincerely design the promoting of it, to be oppressed and kept

under hatches, to be deprived of power, kept low and weak, and for the most
part in an afflicted condition, and their necks under persecution ? By this

he seems not willing to uphold or advance his own interest in the world.

Ans. 1. We may mistake his interest, and are apt to judge that to be for

it which is not. We are apt to think that if the Lord would put his people

in a prosperous and plentiful condition, and give them power and greatness,

and free them from the cross, and advance them in a worldly station above

others, and enable them to shake off the yoke, and to keep those under who
oppress and persecute them, this would be more for his interest than the

low and distressed state which is commonly their portion. But it is other-

wise, and the Lord, who rules and disposes of all with infinite wisdom, knows
it, and he has not only said but done enough to make his people understand

it. He has given experiments thereof in several ages sufficient to convince

us, though we be slow to understand or believe that which does not please

us. He has tried his people with outward prosperity, and sometimes with

power and greatness, and this has proved more prejudicial to his interest

than that low afflicted condition which we are more impatient of. There

are instances enough of this ; it is well if we ourselves in these nations be

not an instance of it.

We have ground enough, both from Scripture and experience, to believe

that his interest lies not so much in the outward prosperity of his people, as

in exercising them with afflictions and sufferings, and appearing for them
therein. This seems to be most for his honour, and best for them too, if

they judge like themselves, and count that best which prove so to their souls.

That which is most for his honour is most for his interest. Did he not get

more glory, by keeping his servants untouched, unscorched, in the midst of

the raging flames, than if he had kept them from being cast into the furnace?

Does it not honour him more to let the world see that he can keep the bush,

when it is burning, from being consumed, than if he should keep the fire

from coming near it ? Is it not more to keep a spark alive in the midst of

the waves, than to make it flame in a chimney, and more for his honour that

can do it ? Why, thus does the Lord do, and thus does he honour himself,

by keeping up a people for himself in the midst of the rage and fury of the

world. They are like a combustible body in a fiery furnace, or like a bush
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flaming, or like a spark in the midst of the sea, and yet kept alive, secured,

preserved. Who can do such a thing but he who rules over all ? How
much is this for his honour ! A thousand preservations from trouble, danger,

and extremities keeping these from coming near them would not be so much,
if at all taken notice of, would be in a manner lost upon them, would not

be observed with any such honourable reflection upon the great God, as

his upholding, maintaining, and delivering them when they find themselves

in the mouth of dangers, and in the midst of extremities.

It is better for his people too ; better for their souls than that condition

which is more pleasing to flesh and blood. And that which is better for

their souls is more for his interest. It makes more for peace and holiness.

They have ordinarily more peace with God, when they meet with tribulation

in the world ; more peace within, when more trouble without. When afflic-

tion lies heavy, sin lies light, was the observation of a wise and holy man.
And then holiness thrives more under afflictions, and corruption has less

advantage against us than in a prosperous condition : 2 Cor. iv. 16,
' Though our outward man perish, yet the inward man is renewed day by day.'

Though he was harassed by affliction, and brought low as to his outward

state, yet his soul had great advantage by it ; he lost nothing, but what the

eagle loseth by moulting her old feathers ; she gets fresh and more beautiful

plumes, and is renewed into a better state. His inward man is hereby

renewed, and refined, and holiness more revived and reinforced. He was
freed more from the incumbrance of the old man, and that corruption which
brings and keeps the soul in a crazy and decrepit condition. And thus it is

ordinarily with the people of God. Hence Isidore, writing to one of Pelusium,

from his own experience, gives him this advice, Pray earnestly (says he) that

the Pelussets, priori 3unj0qMU a fiouXov-ai, may never be in such a condition

as they desire ; for they are better when they are low and oppressed, f pixga.

dvavtuovrei, than when they get up, though but a little.

2. We may be mistaken about the ways and means which the Lord uses

to secure and advance his interest. We may think that tends to ruin it,

which he makes use of to promote it. The cutting of the vine, and making
it bleed, to those who have no skill, may seem the way to kill it, whereas it

tends to make it grow and flourish more, and render it more fruitful. The
Lord can make his interest flourish by such ways and means as seem to

threaten the destruction of it. Never did it prevail more in the world, never

did it rise and spread itself with so great advantage, as in the apostles' times,

and some ages after, when it met with the greatest opposition, and was desti-

tute of all worldly advantages, and was assaulted with such violence, as did in

all appearance threaten its utter overthrow. But after it got the counte-

nance and power of Christian emperors (though that, we would think, should

have a quite contrary effect) it declined and dwindled away, and all sunk in

a little time into woful degeneracy, as appears by the complaints of those

ancients in the fifth age, who were sensible hereof, and bitterly lamented it.

So unfit are our understandings to be the measure of these things, that

what we apprehend to be best for it proves worst, and what we think

destructive to it, proves its advancement, as it is ordered by him who rules

over all.

3. Though his interest should decline for a time, yet would that be no
argument that he is unmindful of it, or unwilling to look after it. No,

though it should seem a long time to us. For that time which we think

exceeding long is little or nothing to him. The woman's being in the

wilderness for twelve hundred and sixty days, Rev. xii. 6, her continuance

in an obscure ejected state, as it were an exile, and excluded from common
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society for so many years, seems a very long time to us, but to him it is not

so much as so many hours ; for ' a thousand years to the Lord is but as one
day ;

' nay, not so much, Ps. xc. 4, but as a ' watch in the night.' A watch
in the night is but the eighth part of a natural day, a very little while ; but

yesterday, when it is past, is nothing.

5. Here is encouragement against all troubles, afflictions, and sufferings

whatsoever. He who rules over all, has the ruling and ordering of these, of

whatever of this nature befalls you ; and being under his command, and at

his disposing wholly, they must be and do what he would have them,
nothing else, nothing worse than ho thinks good ; neither more nor less than

he sees fit. They can do you no hurt, if he forbid them
;
they will do you

good if he command them ; and if they would lie heavy or long, he can
relieve you when he will, or effectually order any other thing to do it.

(1.) He can hinder them from hurting you; for he has the ruling of them,

as of all things, and they must be what he would have them. If he will

have them to befall you without hurt, they will be no ways hurtful to you,

they can do you no harm, there will be nothing in them to dismay or dis-

courage you. He can make trouble to be as no trouble
;

sufferings, such

as you shall not suffer by ; so the apostle found it, 2 Cor. iv. 8, they were
in trouble, but it did not trouble them. That befell them which would have

distressed others ; but the Lord ordered it so as it was no distress to them.

He can make want to be as good as no want, 2 Cor. vi. 9, 10
;
they were

poor, but as good as not poor, they could enrich others
; they were in want,

and yet as good as if they wanted nothing, as if they had possessed all
;

sorrowful, but as good as not sorrowful, always rejoicing. So he can make
pain to be as easy as no pain, and heavy pressures to be as light as that

which weighs nothing. If there be any snare in them, he can keep it from

entangling you ; if there be any malignity therein, he can expel it, so as it

shall not endanger you ; if there be any sting in them, he can pull it, so

that it shall not touch you, you shall not smart by it. There is enough in

him to encourage us, whatever troubles we may meet with. Since he who
rules over all can render them altogether harmless, what is then left in them
to discourage us ? It is folly and weakness to be dejected at that which
can do us no hurt.

(2.) He can make them an advantage to us ; for he rules them as he does

all things, and they must and will do what he would have them. He can

make troubles do us more good than freedom from troubles will do us. He
can make them heal us ; for he can heal by stripes, and turn that into a

sovereign antidote which we shun as poison. He can make us wise by them :

Ps. xciv. 12, 'Blessed is the man whom thou chastenest, 0 Lord, and
teachest him out of thy law.' He can enrich us by them : Heb xii. 10,
' They chastened us for their own pleasure ; he for our profit.' He can
make them comforts to us : Ps. xxiii ; 2 Cor. vii. 4, ' I am filled with com-
fort in all our tribulations.' He can prefer us by them : 2 Cor. iv. 17, 'Our
light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceed-

ing weight of glory.' He can enhappy us by them : Mat. v. 10, ' Blessed

are they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake : for theirs is the king-

dom of heaven.' He can make us safe by them, secure us from greater

:

Ps. xciv. 13, ' That thou mayest give him rest from the days of adversity.'

He can make them every way expressive of his love and delight, Heb.
xii. 5, 6, Prov. iii. 11, 12. What, can the best condition you can choose

do more for you than the Lord can order your troubles to do ? And what-

ever occasion of discouragement you see in them, it will vanish if you do but
duly look upon him who rules over all.
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(3.) If they lie too heavy, or stay too long ; if they be ready to do you
hurt, or not like to do you good : he can relieve you, or can command
anything else to bring you relief and deliverance. To instance in some
particulars

:

[1.] He can relieve you from heaven or from earth ; for he is the Ruler

of both, and has all things in eitber wholly at his command. He can order

the angels to do it ; we have many examples in Scripture, and warrant there

to expect it now. The angels relieved Lot, Gen. xix. 9, 10 ; an angel

stopped the mouths of the lions, Dan. vi. 22 ; so an angel delivered Peter,

Acts xii. 7-11 ; so an angel relieved Hezekiah and his country by destroy-

ing the host of the Assyrians, which I instance in (passing by others) to

clear that obscure text, where it is promised, Isa. xxxi. 8, ' They shall fall

by the sword,' neither of the strong nor of the weak. Should they fall by
neither, why then by no sword at all. It seems a contradiction ; by a

sword, and yet by no sword. But all is clear if we understand it of the

sword of an angel ; for that was no sword of man, either strong or weak.

Nor ought we to confine this relief by angels to Scripture times
;
they may

and do relieve and deliver the people of God now, and have done in all ages.

The ministry of angels for our relief is held forth in general expressions,

without limitation to special times or extraordinary persons : Ps. xci. 11, 12,
' He shall give his angels charge over thee to keep thee in all thy ways,' &c.

;

and Ps. xxxiv. 7, ' The angel of the Lord encampeth round about them that

fear him, and delivereth them.' (And he prays not for a miracle : Ps.

xxxv. 5, 6, ' Let the angel of the Lord chase them. Let their way be dark

and slippery, and let the angel of the Lord prosecute them.') Mat. xviii. 10,

' Their angels do always behold the face of my Father which is in heaven.'

Heb. i. 14, ' Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for

them who shall be heirs of salvation ?
' They continue still ministering for

the relief of the heirs of salvation, only we take not notice of them, because

they appear not in a visible shape, as they did some time heretofore, and we
have no such way to know what is done by angels for us as they had. There

is no Scripture now to declare and record what is done by them, since the

canon of the Scripture was finished. And if the Scripture had not ascribed

something there mentioned unto angels, they might have been (as they are

now) referred to other causes. Ex. gr., if the Holy Ghost, Acts xii., had

not told us that an angel smote Herod, and so put an end to his persecution,

we might have looked no further for his death than such a disease as

Josephus ascribes it to, and calls diuxdzbiov odwriv, and a^ov rr,; xtOJag

aXywa (Ant. lib. xix. c. 8) ; and the owl which he says Herod saw sitting

over his head would scarce have been taken for an angel.

So the mortality in David's time might have been ascribed to the pesti-

lence without looking farther, if the Scripture had not mentioned an angel

as the instrument, 2 Sam. xxiv. We need not sink into discouragement

when we see no relief to be had on earth, we may lift up our eyes above the

mountains ; he whose throne is in heaven can from thence bring salvation.

And he is not a God of the hills only, and not of the valleys. He can

raise relief out of the earth when he pleases : Rev. xii. 16, ' The earth

helped the woman,' &c. So Paul and Silas were delivered by an earthquake.

Acts xvi. 26 ; so Ps. xviii. 6, for David's relief, you may see a concurrence

of heaven and earth, angels and clouds, thunder and hail, wind and rain,

fire and water, darkness and lightnings. He who is the Ruler of all these,

and all things, interposed as effectually for the deliverance of his servant as

if he had made all these conspire to effect it.

[2.] He can do it by things great or small. Sometimes the Lord is repre-
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sented as acting for a distressed people ' with a high hand and a stretched-

out arm,' Exod. vi. 6 ; sometimes as bringing relief with a word, Ps.

xliv. 4, ' Command deliverance for Jacob.' He that rules over all is a King
of such power, has all things so much at his command, that he can bring

deliverance with a word ; he can with one word bring FffffW, many deliver-

ances. With a breath, Ps. xviii. 15, 'the channels of waters were seen, and
the foundations of the world were discovered ; at thy rebuke, 0 Lord, at

the blast of the breath of thy nostrils.' This was one way whereby he
relieved David against his enemies overpowering him, ver. 17. With a

smile : Dan. ix. 17, the shine of his face, his smile, was enough to restore

his desolate sanctuary into a flourish. He can make the highest and
strongest stoop to the meanest offices for his people: Ps. lxviii., 'Moab is my
wash-pot, over Edom will I cast out my shoe.' The washing-pot is the vilest

part of household stuff, for the washing of the feet, the lowest part of the

body ; and the shoe is held forth to be untied or taken off by the meanest
servant. The Lord made Moab and Edom, those stout nations, subject

themselves to Israel, in such a way, for the meanest services. So Rev.

iii. 8, 9, ' I will make them come and worship before thy feet.' And he
can order the least things to make way for their deliverance. So the

frogs, and the lice, and the swarms of flies, Exod. viii., and the hail,

Exod. ix., and the locusts, Exod. x., are made use of by the Lord to make
his people's way out of the house of bondage. Small and great are at his

command, who rules over all ; strong or weak are all one to him. The
strongest shall do the meanest work, and the weakest shall do the work of

the strong, if he order it.

[3.] He can relieve you by motion or rest, either by action or sitting

still. He can make his people active, or any others active for them, if that

be the way he likes to bring relief; if not, he can order it to be done though

they act not at all, contribute nothing toward it, stir neither hand, nor foot,

nor tongue for it : Exod. xiv. 13, ' Stand still, and see the salvation of the

Lord.' One would have thought, if ever there was need to bestir themselves

it was now, when Pharaoh and all his host was at their heels, ready to fall

upon them, and cut them off utterly if they did not make a stout resistance.

Was this a time to stand still ? Yes ; this is the best way, when the Lord
so will order it. He can bring salvation when they move not at all, act no-

thing towards it, when they both hold their hands, and hold their peace.

So 2 Chron. xx. 17, ' Ye shall not need to fight in this battle : set your-

selves, stand ye still, and see the salvation of the Lord.' Isa. xxx. 7, ' The
Egyptians shall help in vain : therefore have I cried concerning this, Their

strength is to sit still
;

' your strength, Heb. Rahab (as the Egyptians are

called for their power), is not to busy yourselves, to get assistance from the

Egyptians or others ; this course which he prescribes will be a greater

strength, a better security to them than any Egyptian could afford them.

[4.] He can do it either by friends or enemies ; either by those who
would, but cannot, by making them able. So he enabled Abraham, with a

small inconsiderable company, to rescue Lot from the joint forces of many
kings, in the height of their successes and triumphs, Gen. xiv. 14 ; or by
those who can, but will not, by making them willing : Prov. xvi. 7, ' When
a man's ways please the Lord, he maketh even his enemies to be at peace

with him.' He can overrule those whose designs and intentions are nothing

but wrath and ruin, to entertain thoughts of peace and amity.

When the great council amongst the Jews were engaged against the

apostles, and intended to slay them ; when they were, as the word diirrglovro

VOL. II. k k
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signifies, Acts v. 33, furious like wild beasts, ready to tear and devour

what is next them : Gamaliel, a leading man amongst the Pharisees (and so

one that had enmity enough against Christ and his followers), is stirred

up to give moderate counsels, and the hearts of the rest are on a sudden
inclined to agree with him ; so the storm is laid, and the apostles escape,

vers. 40, 41.

So Paul, being in extreme danger, takes occasion to declare that the

doctrine of the resurrection, for which he was questioned, was that which
the Pharisees embraced in opposition to the Sadducees ; and hereupon the

Pharisees, instead of seeking his death on a sudden strove for him, Acts

xxiii. 9, whereas he might have expected, and at other times found, that

they were his fiercest enemies. As the Jesuits, they hate all protestants,

but if one fall off to them, who was before a Jesuit, him they abhor above

all ; he shall not live, if they can any ways compass his death. Of such a

temper were the Pharisees, enemies to all Christians, but more enraged

against Paul, because he was once of their way
; yet the Lord so overrules

them, that when he was in their hands, instead of seeking his death they

strive for his life, declare him innocent, and insinuate that his persecutors

are ' fighters against God,' ver. 9.

[5.] He can do it either by good or evil. That which is good is of itself

of such a tendency, and he can overrule and dispose of that which is evil

to serve the same purpose. What the midwives told Pharaoh is suspected

for untruth; yet thereby the Lord preserved the children of the Israelites,

Exod. i. 19, 20. It is a horrible thing for a people to arrive at the full

measure of their wickedness
;
yet this, in the Amorites, made way for the

deliverance of Israel out of Egypt, and their possession of the land of

Canaan, Gen. xv. 16.

It was a malicious suggestion of the princes of the Philistines against

David, 1 Sam. xxix. 4, 5. But the Lord so ordered it, as hereby David was
freed from great distress, and his way made out of such a strait as his own
wisdom could otherwise have never discovered ; for hereupon he was dis-

missed the army, where, if he had stayed, he must either have been

treacherous to the Philistines who had obliged him, or a traitor to his own
country and people, in fighting against them ; but by this means he comes

off untainted either way, and very seasonably too, for the rescue of all that

he had, then seized on by the Amalekites. If they had not thus and then

impeached him, and called in question his loyalty, he was like to lose both

a good conscience, and all that he had besides. So can the Lord dispose

of the malice of enemies, as it shall serve his servants for the greatest ad-

vantages.

It was very grievous to Hezekiah, if not his sin, to part with not only so

much of his own treasure, and that of the house of God, but to spoil the

temple also of so much gold, as was forced from him for the satisfying of

Sennacherib, 2 Kings xviii. 13-16. But hereby he got one advantage

which countervailed all, and made him capable of the great and wonderful

deliverance which the Lord afterward wrought for him and his people ; for

his father having made an agreement with the Assyrian to pay tribute, if he

had not paid it, the breach had been on his part ; but having given what

was demanded, and the Assyrians after this invading them, the breach and

unfaithfulness was on their part, and so his cause was good, and the Lord

accordingly owned it, appearing wonderfully for his relief.

[6.] He can do it by things natural, or supernatural, or artificial. So he

delivered Jonah from the destruction wherewith the sea threatened him by

a whale. The means that relieved him was natural; but that he should
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be relieved by such a creature was supernatural, being otherwise such as

was more likely to destroy than preserve him. But he who rules over all

can order the most unruly things in nature to act as he will, even against or

above what is natural to them. The whale was absolutely subject to the

command of this great ruler : he ' prepared ' it, Jonah i. 17 ; it was ready

at his order to follow his instructions ; received him into his mouth without

any hurt to him from its teeth ; swallowed him down, though the throat of

the whale is said by naturalists to be so narrow, as it cannot let down any-

thing of such a bulk. He was, as the word is, in the bowels of the fish, and

there kept safe three days, neither choked for want of breath, nor digested

into the substance of the fish ; and then, at his word, delivers him safe on

shore, Jonah ii. 10.

Noah and his family were delivered by the ark, an artificial expedient of

God's own contriving, the Lord both of nature and art. This might seem

as strange as the former to those who had never seen any such thing on the

waters before. That a vessel of such a form and bulk, with so vast a lading,

so many creatures, and provisions for a year sufficient for them all, should

live so long on the waters, was a signal instance that the Lord hath nature

and art at his command for the relief of his people. Thus was Paul delivered

from death by a basket, Acts ix. 23. Those trumpets, pitchers, and lamps

were by the Lord made effectual to relieve Israel and ruin their enemies,

Judges vii.

[7. J He can do it^,by that which is real or imaginary. He can work real

impressions by that which is merely imaginary. Accordingly some under-

stand that in Isaiah xxxi. 9, ' afraid of the ensign,' if they spied but an

ensign on some watch-tower, though in their own country, they should fancy

it to be some banner of their enemies, and so fly, as though their enemy
were at hand, though there was none near them. Such a course did the

Lord take to deliver his people from the Assyrians. And so were the

fancies of the Philistines disturbed, that they imagined then- friends to be

enemies ; and so saved the Israelites a labour of doing execution upon them,

they themselves destroying one another, 1 Sam. xiv. 16. The Lord can

make a fancy do as much for his people as the greatest reality.

[8.] He can do it by things necessary or contingent. That the sea should

keep its channel, and the clouds their place, and the years their seasons, is

according to the course of nature, necessary
; yet all was so overruled in

the flood, that the earth became a sea, and the clouds met the lower waters,

and the seasons of that year lost in the deluge
;

yet all contributed to

Noah's deliverance, and made it more wonderful, he was saved by water,

1 Peter iii. 20.

How contingent was it that Ahasnerus could not sleep one night, that he

should have a mind to read when he could not sleep, that he who read to

him should light upon that place which mentioned the good service of Mor-
decai ! Yet so the Lord disposed of those contingencies, in order to the

Jews' deliverance, Esther vi. 1, 2. How contingent was it that the Jews'

conspiracy against Paul's life should come to the knowledge of Paul's kins-

man ; that the chief captain should admit him, hearken to him, believe him,

that he should take such order to secure him ; but that the Lord overruled

all for the deliverance of his servant, Acts xxiii.

[9.] He can do it by that which is deliberate or casual. Esther asked

deliberately, and upon advice, for the preservation of her people ; but the

casualty of the purim, or lots, in order hereto, was purely of his disposing

who rules and overrules all, Esther iii. 6, 7. Haman designed to massacre

all the Jews
;
but, according to the superstition of the heathen, he would
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have a lucky day to execute his bloody project ; and to find such a day he
makes use of lots, and this he did some time the first month. But the

Lord so ordered the lots, as the day they directed him to fell not out till

the twelvemonth after ; so that the Jews, and their friends at court, had a

year's time to counterwork this cruel project. And in that time, all was so

overruled by him who rules over all, that the plot was quite defeated, the

mine discovered, and fired upon those that laid it, Esther ix. 1. Their

supposed lucky day proved a dismal day to them ; and they found the Lord
had so ordered the lot, as it led them to the day of their ruin instead of the

day of destruction to the Jews.

[10.] He can do it by well-grounded actings or mistakes. Not only by
such actings as are undertaken and pursued upon right grounds and true

apprehensions, but by such as proceed upon mistakes and misapprehensions.

So was Jehoshaphat delivered, and all in confederacy against him ruined,

2 Chron. xx. 22. He set ambushes against them ; he employed his angels

invisibly to destroy some of them ; and the rest seeing them slain, but not

seeing by whom, supposed it done by some of their own troops ; and so

concluding them treacherous, upon this mistake fall one upon another, till

all were destroyed, and so Jehoshaphat and his people delivered from their

fears and great distress.

Sometimes he works deliverance for them by their own mistake. That
which Possidonius relates, in the Life of Augustine, is remarkable for this

purpose. He being to preach at a town some miles off, as he was going

missed his way
;

and, as he understood afterwards, that mistake was
ordered for the securing of his life, his enemies lying in wait for him in the

way which he should have gone (if his guide had not misled him) with a

design to have killed him

—

atque per hunc, quern, postea cognovit, errorem,

maims impias evasit—and so by this mistake he escaped their wicked hands.

[11.] He can do it not only by means, but without or against means.

Without means, Deut. xxxii. When there are no means left within or with-

out, none to be had at home or abroad, then will the Lord compassionately

resent their distresses and relieve them. Against means, Acts xxvii. When
Paul and his companions were in great extremity, the mariners are ready to

betake themselves to the boat as the only means to escape, but the apostle

tells them unless they stayed in the ship they could not be saved ; and fol-

lowing his advice they were delivered, in a way repugnant to that which the

seamen judged their only safety.

So was Jacob's family preserved and reheved by that means which many
of the chief in it thought it then- interest to destroy. Gen. xlv. 5, 7, ' Be not

grieved, nor angry with yourselves, that ye sold me hither ; for God did send

me before you to preserve life. God sent me before you to preserve you a pos-

terity in the earth, and to save your lives by a great deliverance.'



SINNERS UNDER THE CURSE.

Cursed is every one that eonthnteth not in all things which are written in the

book of the law to do them.—Gal. III. 10.

The way to Christ lies through the sense of misery. The foundation of our

misery is sin, sin original and actual ; of original sin, the corruption of our

natures before. The words hold forth a sinner's misery by reason of actual

sin.

The coherence stands thus : the apostle is endeavouring to bring the

Galatians into the way of truth and life, out of which they were bewitched.

He endeavours to persuade them that justification is by faith in Christ, not

by the works of the law. He brings many arguments to prove this ; one of

them abundantly demonstrative you have in this verse. It lies thus : our

present observance of the law leaves us under the curse, Ergo, it cannot

justify. The consequent is evident. The antecedent he proves by an

artificial argument, the testimony of God: 'It is written.' Every imperfect

performance of the law is cursed ; but all our observance of the law is now
imperfect. No man continues in all, See., and therefore every man, without

some other provision than the law affords, is cursed.

The words are a categorical proposition ; the parts of it are the subject

and the attribute, which, that we may explain, we will briefly consider them
apart. And,

1. The attribute, ' cursed.' This curse is the penalty of God's violated

law, and so an evil of punishment. This evil of punishment being assigned

by divine justice, must be proportionable to the evil of sin. If it be pro-

portionable to the evil of sin, it can be no less than the everlasting wrath of

God. The product of this everlasting wrath is the sinner's eternal death,

begun here and consummated in hell. This death was the penalty of the

first covenant, ' Do this, and live
;

' fail of performing this, and thou shalt

die ; die every way, spiritually, temporally, eternally. The expression in

the text is according to the tenor of that covenant, so that the curse here is

death, especially eternal death, and they are cursed who are under the sen-

tence or execution of it. Now, who these are the other part of the proposi-

tion discovers, ' Every one who continues not,' &c.

2. There is the subject expressed as fully and pregnantly as anything in

Scripture. Here is no less than a threefold jniversality ; it extends to all

persons, times, things.
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(1.) It is extended to all persons, every one. It is not some ; for so,

many might escape. It is not many ; for so, some might escape. It is not

the greatest part ; for so, a considerable part of mankind might be excepted.

It is not all; for that might be taken de generibm singndorum, for some of

all sorts ; for so, some of every sort might be exempted. But it is every one,

simply and absolutely
;

universal, without restriction, without exception

;

every one, Jew and Gentile.

Adam himself not excepted ; the curse seized upon the root, and so diffused

itself into every of the branches.

Nay, the second Adam, Christ himself, is not exempted ; he taking upon
him our sins, came under our curse.

Sin and the curse are inseparable. Wherever sin is, the curse will be,

even there where sin is but by imputation. Conclude but all, every one,

under sin, and this conclusion will prove an argument to conclude all under

the curse.

(2.) It is extended to all times. ' That continues not.' It is not enough

to begin well, it is not enough to persist long, if at length there be any

desisting from a practical observance. There must be a continuance, with-

out the least moment's interruption. Wherever there is a breach, the curse

enters. If a man should punctually observe the law an hundred years, and
at last fail but a moment. A moment's intermission in a life of Methuselah's

continuance exposes to the curse ; the last* moment's discontinuance of a

perfect observance lets in the curse ; for so it runs, ' that continues not.'

(3.) It is extended to all things :
' In all things that are,' &c. If a man

should avoid all things forbidden, yet if he do not all things commanded.
Suppose a man should commit no sin, if he should omit any duty ;

sup-

pose a man should do many things, as Herod, yet if he do not all ;
suppose

he should do the more important things enjoined, the /3a»irsgos roZ m/xov, the

weightier things of the law, if he neglect but the least, he is nevertheless

cursed.

The neglect of performing duty, as well as of avoiding sin ;
neglect of

some, as well as neglect of all
;
neglect of anything, as well as the neglect

of everything ; the neglect of the least things, as well as of the greatest,

exposes to the curse. Not only neglect of sections and paragraphs, the

great momentous things of the law, but neglect of iotas and tittles, things

which seem of smallest concernment, brings under the curse. How small

soever they seem, if they be but written, it is enough. The largeness of the

expression brings in all ; cursed is all and every person that continues not

in all and every moment, to do all and every thing, great and small, written

in the law. Hence take this,

Obs. The sin brings the sinner under the curse. Any sin whatsoever, the

least sin that can be committed, exposes the sinner to the everlasting wrath

of God, and makes him liable to eternal death.

1. The least sin deserves everlasting wrath. Eternal death is due for the

least sin, and that by the determination of divine justice.

2. The least sin is under the sentence of eternal death, is condemned
already by the sentence of the judge of heaven and earth.

3. And the least sin will, if not prevented by the course prescribed in

the gospel, bring the sentence into execution, and actually plunge the sinner

into everlasting burnings. To be under the curse includes all this, either

expressly or by implication. The desert of the least sin is eternal death ;

sentence according to desert, and execution according to the sentence.

There needs no more for explication. In the process, I shall observe this

* Qu. ' least ' ?—Ed.
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order: I. Premise something by way of caution ; II. Bring some arguments

to confirm it ; and, III. Apply it.

I. That the expression may not be mistaken (when I say the least sin)

observe, there is no sin absolutely little. Every sin is big with guilt and
provocation. TloTov d/jbdorri^a fj,r/.ohv roXfirjau rig eimiv ; who dare call any

sin little, since it is committed against the great God ? If we speak abso-

lutely, every sin is great ; but if we speak comparatively, some sins are

greater than others. And so those that are not the greatest, we call them
less, not because they are small in themselves, but because they are not the

greatest. Astronomy teaches us that the earth, compared with the heavens,

is of no sensible magnitude, it is but like a point
; yet considered in itself,

we know it is a vast body, of a huge bulk. Compare an idle word with

blasphemy, it will seem small ; or a vain thought with murder. Ay, but

consider these in themselves, and they are great sins. There needs no other

proof of this than what I am to undertake in the next place. They make
liable to eternal death.

I shall insist the more upon the proof of this truth, because its usefulness

depends upon the belief of it ; and if we regard the practice of men rather

than their profession, there is little faith as to this point in the earth, there

are too few that effectually believe it.

II. The arguments I shall draw: 1. from general testimonies of Scrip-

ture; 2. from instances in some particular sins which pass for small in the

world ; 3. from the object against which sin is directed ; 4. from the con-

tinuance of that law, which at first made eternal death the penalty of the

least sin.

1. Argument. We have the Lord's testimony to this truth, which is

more to faith than any demonstration to reason : Rom. vi. 23, ' The wages

of sin is death.' Of sin in general, and therefore of every kind of sin ; for

that which belongs to the genus belongs to every species. The least sin as to

essence and formality is as truly sin as the greatest ; for degrees do not vary

the species. If death, then, be the wages of sin in general, it is the wages

of the least sin. Death, that is, eternal death, as appears by the antithesis

in the latter clause of the verse. It is that death that is opposed to eternal

life. Eternal death is the wages of the least sin, as due to it as wages are

to a hireling, as due as a penny was to him who had wrought all day in the

-vineyard. The Lord, in point of justice, is engaged to repay the least sin

with eternal death.

But that which is but indefinitely delivered here, is universally expressed,

Rom. i. 18, ett/ iraaav ds'iZnav xal ddixiav; against all, without exception,

without distinction ; and where the law does not except and distinguish, we
are not to do it. Against all

;
every deviation, the least declining from

the rule of righteousness is unrighteousness. And therefore since it is

declared against all, it is declared against the least sin ; since the least is

unrighteousness as truly as the greatest, in respect of its formality, though

not equal in respect of degree.

But that which we do but collect from this text is express, Mat. v. 19,
' He shall be the least,' i. e. he shall not be there at all. The following

verse justifies this exposition ; he shall have no more place in heaven than

the scribes and pharisees, who shall in no case enter into it ; if he receive

according to the demerit of the least sin, no place will receive him but hell.

2. Arg. I prove it by some instances of those sins which the world count

least. Those sins which men make light of are burdened by the Lord with

threatenings of everlasting wrath. I will shew this in five particulars, which
will be sufficient to make an induction.
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(1.) Omissions of good. These pass for venials, for peccadilloes, with

many. If they escape the gross pollutions of the world, they promise them-
selves exemption from the curse, though they omit or neglect the duties of

holiness, the exercise of godliness in their families or in secret. Whereas
we see in the text the curse is expressly directed against omissions, against

those who do not and continue not to do what is written. The wrath of

God will be poured out upon those families, not only who blaspheme and
profane his name, but those who call not upon his name, those who set not

up the worship of God in their families, Jer. x. 25.

Men are apt to think they shall escape well enough, if they misspend not

their time in gaming and lewd practices, though they do not lay it out for

the great concernments of eternity
;

If they employ not their parts against God and his people, though they

employ them not principally for him
;

If they spend not their estates in drunkenness, uncleanness, and like ex-

cess of riot, though they lay not them out for God, the support of his truth,

the maintenance and propagating of his gospel, and comfort of his members ;

If they grossly abuse not their talents, though they bury them, or improve

them only for themselves, not for their Master's advantage.

But oh, ask the unprofitable servant what a delusion this is ! Why was
he cast into outer darkness ? Mat. xxv. 30

;
why, not because he did

wickedly abuse his talent, but because he did not employ it for God, he hid

it in the earth, ver. 25.

Who are they who must depart into everlasting fire ? Mat. xxv. Not only

who persecuted, reviled, abused, the people of Christ, but those who did not

clothe, and feed, and visit them, and entertain them, ver. 42, 43. For mere
omissions they are cursed, and turned with the devil and his angels into hell,

(2.) Secret evils, those that are confined to the heart, and break not out

into visible acts. Men are apt to think that the Lord is such a one as them-

selves, that he will take little notice of those things which men cannot take

notice of, and therefore are secure if no pollutions taint their lives, whatever

evils lodge secretly in their hearts. But this is a delusion too, Eccles.

xii. 14. Why will he bring them into judgment, but that justice may have

its course against them ? Time will come when you shall be arraigned before

the Lord's tribunal for the most secret and retired motions of your hearts,

arraigned in order to condemnation. If a man would so live as the world

could never take notice of any sin in his whole life, yet if he gave liberty to

the motions and secret acts of an evil heart, here will be matter enough at

judgment to condemn him for ever. It may be thou wast never guilty, as to

outward act, of murder, atheism, blasphemy, adultery
;
ay, but if there be

any motions, any secret tendency to these in thy heart, this is enough to

make thee liable to the curse, to the condemnation of murderers, &c, Mat.

v. 28. A wanton glance, though none perceive it, a lascivious motion,

though it pass no further than the secret of thy heart, is enough to render

thee an adulterer in the sight of God, and to involve thee in the condem-

nation of adulterers. And it is as true of the other abominations.

So specious was the outward deportment of the pharisees, as their conver-

sation, by the testimony of Christ, did appear to be really beautiful ; but be-

cause they tolerated many secret corruptions in their hearts, see with what

indignation he falls upon them: Mat. xxiii. 33, 1 Ye serpents,' &c. That in-

terrogation is a vehement negation. Though there be no scandalous act in

your lives, the very secret corruptions of your hearts, if cherished, if tolerated,

will make it impossible you should escape the condemnation of hell.

(3.) Idle words, how fearless or careless soever ye are of them, are suffi-
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cient to bring you under the curse, Mat. xii. 36, 37. You must not only

give an account before the tribunal of Christ of corrupt, lascivious, blas-

phemous, profane, revengeful, injurious, spurious, but even of idle words, of
' every idle word,' of such discourse as is unnecessary, unprofitable, unedify-

ing, though not otherwise offensive. Why must we give an account of

these, but because they are debts ; such debts as, if they be not forgiven, if

satisfaction be not tendered, thou shalt be delivered to the judge, and the

Judge will cast thee into that prison, out of which thou shalt never come till

thou hast paid, that which thou canst never pay, the utmost farthing ?

(4.) Vain thoughts, the unaccountable vagaries of the cogitative faculty,

the mere impertinencies of the mind, are of no less concernment to the soul

than everlasting condemnation, Acts viii. 22. What need he pray so doubt-

fully for pardon, but that these thoughts had brought him under the sen-

tence of condemnation ? Isa. lv. 7, those thoughts which denominated their

subject y\H a man of iniquity, must be forsaken, at least as to resolution

and endeavour, or else there is no pardon, no mercy. Evil thoughts, while

not forsaken, are unpardonable, they are such as infinite mercy will not par-

don ; and what then remains for these but a fearful expectation of judgment
and fiery indignation ? But, it may be, the thoughts in these two instances

were more than vain. See, then, Jer. iv. 14 ; Jerusalem's heart must be

washed from wickedness, else she cannot be saved. This wickedness (if the

latter part of the verse expound the former, as is usual in Scripture) is

made up of her vain thoughts ; whilst these have free entertainment, there

can be no admission into heaven, no salvation. ' Wash thy heart from

these,' &c.

(5.) Motions to sin without consent. Such motions as, arising from our

corrupt natures, are suppressed, stifled in the birth, these expose to the

curse. For the law requires a conformity to itself, both in qualities, motions,

and actions, but such motions to sin are a nonconformity to the law, there-

fore sinful, and consequently cursed ; for the penalty annexed to the law is

due to every violation of it.

Besides, that which pollutes and defiles the soul makes it incapable of

heaven, but such motions pollute and defile the soul. The corruption of

our nature is as an ulcer, these motions to sin are as the putrefaction issuing

out of that ulcer. Such corrupt matter defiles the man, however he be

offended at it; consent is not necessary to make it a defilement; and, being a

defilement, till it be removed it leaves the soul in an incapacity for heaven

and glory ; Rev. xxi. 27, there shall in no wise enter into it anything that

defiles ; and there is no place for these who are excluded heaven but the

bottomless pit. This is the second argument, which, if we gather up its

parcels, runs in this form. If omissions of good, secret evils, &c, then the

least sins expose to the curse, for amongst these are the least sins we can

discover. But omission, &c, expose to the curse, ergo the least sins expose

to the curse.

3. Arg. The least sin is infinitely evil. And we usually ascribe infinite-

ness to these two : God the greatest good, and sin the greatest evil. God is

infinite essentially, sin is infinite objectively
;

infinitely evil because against

him who is infinitely good, because injurious to an infinite God ; an offence

of infinite majesty, a contempt of infinite authority, an affront to infinite

sovereignty, an abuse of infinite mercy, a dishonour to infinite excellency, a

provocation of infinite justice, a contrariety to infinite holiness, a reproach

of infinite glory, an enemy to infinite love. It is infinitely evil, and there-

fore deserves to be infinitely punished, for justice requires that the punish-

ment should be proportionable to the offence. A punishment intensively in-
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finite cannot be inflicted, because a finite creature is not capable of it, there-

fore it must be infinite extensively, and what it wants in degrees must be

made up in duration. Because the infinite treasures of wrath cannot be laid

out at once upon a finite creature by reason of its incapacity, therefore justice

will be expending thereof by degrees to all eternity. The least sin, being

infinitely evil, deserves infinite sufferings, infinite in respect of duration,

i. e. everlasting sufferings.

4. Arg. From the continuance of the law. The law which was first given

to mankind, obliged to perfect obedience, and consequently prohibited the

least sin, the least imperfection, and the penalty was eternal death. When
this law continues in force, eternal death is due to the least sin. But this

law is still in force, for neither did Christ repeal it, neither is the gospel an

abrogation of it. Christ did not repeal it ; he professes the contrary, Mat.

v. 17, 18. The gospel does not abrogate it ; the apostle testifies the con-

trary, Rom. iii. 31.

The preceptive part, whereby it obliges to perfect obedience, and the

avoiding of the least sin, this continues inviolable. 'Only the sanction where-

by it engages hereto under the pain of eternal death, this is not so peremp-

tory. The tenor of the law is still the same, and to this day runs :
' He

that continues not in all things to do them ' is cursed, shall die eternally
;

but the gospel brings an exception, he shall die except he believe and repent.

But as for those who continue in impenitency and unbelief, the law is in

full force against them, neither the obligation is removed, nor the rigour of

it mitigated.

Those that do repent and believe, they have the advantage of the gospel

exception ; but it is upon this ground that the law is lirst satisfied, both as

to the obligation and penalty, though not by themselves, yet by their surety.

So that the law is abrogated to none at all, mitigated but to few, and the

mitigations as to them respects not the demerit, but the event of their sin

;

it makes not their least sin not to deserve death, but prevents the execution,

so as they receive not what sin deserves, their surety having suffered accord-

ing to their demerits.

So far was Christ from altering the constitution of the law which makes
death due for the least sin, as he would not so much as hinder the execution

of it ; nay, rather than the penalty denounced should not be suffered, he

would suffer it himself.

To conclude. Since the law is not abolished but established by Christ,

and since this law, thus established, makes eternal death the penalty of

the least sin, it necessarily follows that the least sin exposes the sinner to

eternal death.

III. Use 1. For conviction
; 1, To gross sinners ; 2, To formal professors.

1. To gross sinners, in whose lives the characters of wickedness are so

large and visible, as he that runs may read them. These words should be

to you as the handwriting on the wall to Belshazzar, Dan. v. 6. They should

make your countenance change, your thoughts troubled, your joints loosed,

and your knees smite one against another. Is he cursed who continues not

in all things to do them ? How will the curse fall upon him who continues

in all things to transgress them ?

Does the least sin expose to the curse of God ? Oh then how heavily will

the curse of God fall on you for your great enormities

!

Is the wrath of God due for the omissions of good ? Oh what wrath will

be revealed from heaven against your abominable practices !

Is everlasting death the wages of secret evils ? Oh what shall be the
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wages of your open wickedness ! your drunkenness, uncleanness, injustice,

profaneness ! How shall these escape the damnation of hell '?

Must ye be accountable for idle words in order to condemnation ? Oh,
what account will ye give of your oaths and imprecations, of your scon's,

slanders, and reproaches, of your lascivious and corrupt communication ?

Do vain thoughts hazard salvation ? How just then will be your con-

demnation for your contemplative wickedness, your covetous, lustful,

revengeful thoughts ?

Are the motions to sin, without consent, enough to damn the sinner ?

How shall you escape with your beloved sins, your plotted mischief, your
contrived wickedness ?

Will the least sins, which ye count but as atoms, sink the sinner into hell ?

How then can you stand under gross evils, which are as mountains in com-
parison ?

If hell be kindled for small sins, sure it will be made seven times hotter

for them. ' If the righteous scarcely be saved, where shall they appear?'
Why, where they shall 'call to the mountains,' &c, that they may have
neither appearance nor being.

You that persist in gross sins, you discern here the state of your souls.

If God be true, if there be any truth in the word of truth, this is your con-

dition, you are under the curse, you are condemned already ; for anything

you know, the execution may be the next day, the next moment ; there is

but a step betwixt you and death, your souls and eternal death.

2. To formal professors ; those who think their condition good because

they are not so bad as others ; think they shall escape the curse merely

because they have escaped the visible pollutions of the world, who are apt

to say with the pharisee, Luke xviii. 12, ' I am not as other men are, ex-

tortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even as this publican.' As if this were

sufficient to justify them, to exempt them from the curse ! Oh remember
the Lord often condemns those who justify themselves, and denounces a

curse against those who are ready to engross to themselves the blessing.

It may be thou dost not act that wickedness which is frequently perpe-

trated by the sons of Belial amongst us. Oh, but let thy conscience

answer, Dost thou not omit the exercise of holiness and mortification ? Dost
thou not omit, in whole or in part, the duty of religion and godliness ? Or
when thou performest them, is it not negligently, as though thou performed

them not ? Oh consider, there is a curse denounced against those who per-

form the work of the Lord negligently. How can they then escape the curse

who neglect to perform it ? It may be thou performest those duties but by
fits unconstantly ; oh remember, the curse reaches those, not only who do

them not at all, but continue not to do them.

It may be thou wholly abstainest from open wickedness. Thy conversa-

tion may be as unblameable as the apostle's was while a pharisee, Philip,

iii. 7. It may be, a^u^o;, u/jbifivrro;, such as a captious censorious man
cannot justly challenge, either for visible commission or omissions. Ay,

but dost thou not freely entertain or peaceably tolerate some secret cor-

ruptions in thy heart ? Are there not some secret invisible lusts which thou

dost not constantly bewail and endeavour to mortify ? Why, then, though

thy conversation be as a whited sepulchre, as a gilded monument, and

appear beautiful indeed outward, yet if there be any dead bones, any rotten-

ness, any tolerated corruptions within, thou canst no more escape the curse

than the pharisees, upon whom the Lord Christ showers down curses. If

thou art indifferent, so thy outside be clean, whatever fill thy heart, be sure

the curse will be one ingredient. Open wickedness makes a large breach
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for the curse to enter
;

ay, but any secret allowed lust will open a door to

let it in. All things include both externals and internals, and the words run
so, ' Cursed is every one,' &c.

It may be thou tremblest at blasphemy, and fearest a profane oath, and
art offended at unclean, lascivious speeches, and abhorrest injurious slanders

and false accusers
;

ay, but dost thou make no conscience of idle words ?

Dost thou not, as to these, set a watch before thy mouth and keep the door

of thy lips ? Why, then, thou leavest it open for the curse to enter, for that

reaches all, even every irregular word.

It may be thou entertainest no atheistical, adulterous, or bloody thoughts

;

ay, but dost thou endeavour to wash thy heart from the wickedness of vain

thoughts ? If these quietly lodge in thee, the curse will rest on thee, for

all things include all acts, words, thoughts, that are not exactly conformable
to the law : and ' cursed is every one,' &c.

It may be thou dost not plot wickedness upon thy bed, nor study how to

make provision for the flesh
; ay, but dost thou bewail the unvoluntary

motions of thy soul unto evil ? Do not these lead thee to the spring-head,

the corruption of thy nature ? Does not this deep call effectually for deep
sorrow and humiliation, for the pollution and woful degeneracy of thy

nature ? Why, then, though thou wash thee with nitre, and take thee much
soap, yet thine iniquity is marked out before God (though no eye see it),

and thou art marked out for the curse ; it will cleave to thee as the leprosy

of Naaman to Gehazi, which will continue on you while you continue in

this state.

Use. 2. Exhortation; 1, To those that are under the curse; make haste

for deliverance. You that live in gross sins, you that have gone no further

than to an outward conformity to the letter of the law, hearken to this word
as that which infinitely concerns you. Either you have continued in all

things written in the law to do them, or have not. If you say you have

continued, &c, you grossly, you wofully deceive your souls, and the truth is

not in you. If you have not continued in all things, then either the word
of God is false, or you are cursed ; either you must give the lie to the Spirit

of truth, or believe that the curse, the everlasting wrath of God, hangs over you.

Since you are under the curse, either you must bear it yourselves or

some else must bear it for you ; the justice of God can admit no medium.

Bear it yourselves you cannot ; alas, it will sink you into the bottom of hell,

and there oppress you to all eternity. No creature can bear it for you

;

the heavens mourn for it, the earth groans under it, a great part of the

angels are pressed down by it into the bottomless pit ; and for men, every

one must bear his own burden. What, then ; is there no relief for a woful

cursed sinner ? No deliverance from the wrath of God ? No redemption

from the curse of the law ?

Here comes in the glad tidings of the gospel :
' The Lord has laid help

upon one that is mighty,' upon Christ, who was only able, who was only

willing to bear man's curse, who is both able and willing to deliver sinners

from it ; but then you must come to him for deliverance, in a way honour-

able to him, prescribed by him. You must believe his word, the word of

the curse
;
you must apply it, you must be affected with your misery by

reason of it
;
you must be willing to accept of him upon his own terms.

As he is willing to bear your curse, you must be willing to take his yoke.

You must shake off security, self-confidence ; renounce your sin, your dearest

lusts; those which have brought the curse upon you, abandon them as cursed

things. You must resign up yourselves wholly unto Christ, as your king,

your redeemer.
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This is the way. Why linger you ? Why do ye not make haste to get

into it ? Is this a condition to be rested in ? Can you live at ease while

you are every moment in danger of everlasting death ? Can you take com-
fort in any enjoyment while the curse of God is mixed with it ? Can you
sleep securely while your damnation sleeps not ? Oh give no rest to your

souls, no rest to your eyes, till you find rest from Christ. The fiery ser-

pent, the curse of God, has stung you, death is seizing on you ; oh look up
unto the brazen serpent, look up to Christ, else there is no hope of life !

The avenger of blood, revenging justice, pursues you ; oh make haste, fly

for your life unto the city of refuge, unto Christ the only refuge from the

curse ! Make haste, escape for your life, lest justice overtake you, and you
perish without remedy.

2. To those that are delivered from the curse. You whom Christ has

redeemed from everlasting wrath, you whom he has saved from going down
into the pit, you whom he has rescued from these everlasting burnings, oh

praise, admire, adore, rejoice in your Redeemer. If the curse of the law

have stung your consciences, how sweet, how endearing, will these two ex-

pressions be ! How will they draw out your affections to Christ ! Gal. iii.

13 ; ' And Jesus, who delivered us from the wrath to come,' 1 Thes. i. 10.

Oh, was he content to bear the curse rather than I should bear it, to be

cursed that I might inherit the blessing, to lie under the wrath of God
rather than it should sink me into hell ! Was he content to die that he

might save my life, and to drink up the dregs of divine vengeance that I

might not taste of the second death '? Oh, love the Lord ! Bless the Lord,

0 my soul

!

Oh how wretched had I been if Christ had not been so wonderfully

gracious ! How cursed and miserable, if Christ's love had not been so

infinite ! Every act, every word, every thought of mine had been cursed
;

every ordinance, every enjoyment, every relation of mine had been cursed.

1 had been cursed in my going out and coming in, in life and at death,

cursed here and cursed for ever hereafter. Had it not been for Christ, I

had been of all creatures most miserable. Say, Oh why am I not under

the same curse, in the same condemnation with others ? Why am I not in

their woful condition, who continue under the curse, and continue senseless

under it ; who dance upon the edge of eternal ruin, and sleep upon the brink

of the bottomless pit, every moment in danger to drop into the lake of fire?

Oh the wonderful love of Christ ! Oh the wonders of that distinguishing

love, which has set my feet upon a rock, when others are split upon the

curse, and wreck their souls in the gulf of eternal wrath ! Oh, what shall

I render unto Christ for this love ? This should be your constant inquiry,

and the answer to it is the work of eternity.

3. To all. If the least sin bring under the curse, then look upon the least

sin as a cursed evil. Let your apprehensions, affections, actings, be answer-

able. Say not of any as of Zoar, ' Is it not a little one ?
' &c. Hate the

least sins as you hate that which is destructive, that which will destroy the

whole man. Fear them as you fear the curse of God, everlasting death

;

resist them as you would resist a mortal enemy, the wounds of a cruel one

;

avoid them as you would avoid the wrath, the indignation of the Most High

;

bewail the pollution wherewith they stain the soul, as that which the Lord

is of purer eyes than to endure :
' Avoid all appearance of evil,' 1 Thes.

v. 22. As we shun not only the possession of Satan, but the appearance of

the devil; as you not only shun the embracements of a serpent, of a toad,

but startle at the approach, at the appearance of them; Jude 23, ' Hate the

garments spotted with the flesh.' Not only the flesh, or the spots thereof,
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but the garments spotted. As you are afraid not only of a plague-sore, or

of a person infected with the plague, but of garments of an infected person

;

anything, the least thing, that may convey infection. Marcus, bishop of

Arethusa, he would not in the leastwise countenance sin, not to save his life.

The terrors of death could not move him to give ne obolum quidem; not a

halfpenny to re-edify an idolatrous temple.

The Christians, in their contests with the Arians, would not countenance

their error by yielding to them the least letter, so much as an iota
;
they

would not change their ti/xooveio; into the Arian opoiovg/og, no, not to avoid

the fury of a persecution. They were so far from quitting the thing, as they

would not so much as quit the word. I might bring a cloud of like examples,

but I will not be prevented.

This is the way to shew you love Christ entirely. That love to Christ is

great indeed that will not offend him in the least.

This is the way to evidence your sincerity. Hypocrites and formalists

may avoid gross sins, open wickedness ; but that is an upright heart indeed

that will not decline in the least. That is a heart after God's own heart that

will fulfil cravT-a ra SsX^ara, all his wills, every part of it. Hypocrites and

formalists shall be clothed with shame and confusion, but then shall not you

be ashamed when you have respect to all God's commandments. Then has

Christ, then has grace, an absolute sovereignty in the soul, when not only

the arch-traitors, but the petty Boutefeiis, are quelled ; when both great and

small are brought into subjection unto Christ.

But to enforce this more distinctly, let me represent to you the heinous-

ness of the least sins in some particulars. Nor will I digress ; the considera-

tions will be such as have a near affinity with the truth, and such as do tend

to confirm and illustrate it.

1. There is something of atheism in these small sins. It is atheism to

deny there is a God, to deny the Lord to be God. Now, these less sins are

a denial of God ; if not expressly, yet by interpretation ; if not directly, yet

by consequence ; for he that denies any excellency to be in God which is

essential to him, denies him to be God. If that rule be true, which is

received without contradiction, quicquid in Deo est Deus; if every perfection

be God which is essentially in him, then he that denies any perfection which

is in him, denies him to be God. Even as he that denies a man to have a

reasonable soul, to have a will and intellect, denies that he is a man ; or he

that denies that the sun is a luminary, denies that it is a sun ; or he that

denies a piece of metal to be gold or silver, thereby denies that it is current

money, when nothing else is current money amongst us.

But these less sins deny many perfections, which are essentially in God.

His omniscience, truth, holiness, justice; nay, they deny all in one, deny-

ing him to be the chief good.

Why do men venture more freely upon secret sins than upon open wicked-

ness, but that they say in their hearts, God sees not ? Is not this to deny

his omniscience ?

Why are men so bold with these smaller sins, but that they believe the least

of them do not bring under the curse of the law, will not expose them to the

everlasting wrath of God, though he expressly affirm this ? And is not this

to deny the truth of God ?

Why do men so little regard these lesser sins, but that they think the Lord

does not much regard them, is not much offended with them ? And is not

this to deny his purity and holiness ?

Why do men think it harsh to be restrained from these lesser evils by such

dreadful menaces and penalties, but that they in their thoughts represent it
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as summim jus, extremely rigorous. And is not this to question the justice

and righteousness of God ?

I might shew you how the least sin denies several other perfections, but it

will suffice to instance in one, which denied divests him of all at once.

The least sin denies God to be the chief good. To clear this, observe

that the chief good and the last end are convertible. He that denies God
to be the last end, denies him to be the chief good. Then further, every

human act has an ultimate end, this is clear and granted ; then the least

sin being an human act, must have some ultimate end ; so that if the Lord

be not the last end of that sinful act, he is thereby divested of this preroga-

tive ; he is denied herein to be the last end, the chief good. But the Lord

cannot be the end of any sin whatsoever ; it can in no wise, in no respect,

be referred to him as its end ; therefore the least sin can be no other than

a denial that the Lord is the chief good ; and if it deny this, it denies

him to be God. See here the desperate tendency of the least sin, and

tremble at it :
' The fool has said in his heart, There is no God,' Ps. xiv. 1.

This folly is bound up in every heart. It is bound, but it is not tongue-

tied; it speaks blasphemous things against God, it says there is no God.

There is a difference indeed in the language : gross sins speak this louder,

there are crying sins; but though less sins speak it not so loud, they whisper

it. But the Lord can hear the language of the heart, the whisperings of its

motions, as plainly as we hear one another in our ordinary discourse. Oh
how heinous is the least sin, which is so injurious to the very being of the

great God

!

2. There is something of idolatry in these small sins. For idolatry,

Rom. i. 25, /j-irakeii i-Sjj ^^otSKwrjaiu; ano roD irinoirjMTog enl rot, xrlauara,

Naz. Orat. 33. Now, the acts of the soul are the principal acts of worship
;

those of the body are but inferior and subservient thereto. Then is the Lord
honoured with the highest act of worship, when he has the pre-eminence

above all in our minds and hearts ; and therefore when any other thing has

the pre-eminence of God, we make an idol of it, and give it that worship

which is due only to the Most High, which is flat idolatry.

But now, in admitting these small sins, we prefer other things before God,
and so give that worship to others which is due only to God, and hereby

become in effect idolaters.

He that will offend God, to please himself in the least sinful indulgence,

he prefers his pleasure before God.

He that will do that which deserves the loss of God's favour, to gain any

temporal advantage,—the less the worse,—prefers his profit, advantage before

God.
He that will hearken to Satan suggesting the least sin, rather than to the

Lord forbidding, threatening, dissuading from it, prefers the devil before

God.
He that will hazard the loss of communion with God (as the least sin

does, considering its demerit), rather than abandon his sin, he prefers his

sin before God. He prefers these before God, they have the pre-eminence

of him ; he gives that worship to pleasure, profit, Satan, sin, which is due

only to God. Now, I beseech you, should we not tremble at this appre-

hension ? What idolatry is it to worship the devil ; to worship sin, which is

worse than the devil ! And yet, the premises considered, it will evidently

appear that such idolatry there is, virtually and interpretatively, in the least

sin that is deliberately acted.

3. There is something of murder in admitting the least sin. The least

is a deadly evil, of a bloody tendency, as to the life of the soul, Ezek.
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xviii. 20. He says not, 'that sinneth thus and thus, that sinneth in this or

that degree,' &c, Rom. vi. 21. No matter how small the seed be, the fruit

is death. The least is a deadly evil, and that should be enough to make it

formidable. A spider may kill, as well as a lion ; a needle run into the

heart or bowels may let in death, as well as a rapier or cannon bullet ; a

small breach neglected may let in the enemy, and so prove as destructive as

if all the walls and fortifications were thrown down.

Sin is compared to poison, the poison of asps, Ps. cxl. 3, and the venom of

dragons, Rom. iii. 8, Deut. xxxii. Now a drop of such strong poison may kill as

well as a full draught. The tongue is but a little member, says the apostle,

James iii. 5, yet he calls it a world of iniquity, ver. 6. This little member
he calls a fire, ver. 6, and yet ' behold how great a matter a little fire

kindleth,' it ' sets on fire the whole course of nature.' You know what a

spark will do, when it falls into gunpowder ; it often fires it as effectually as

a brand. What less than the sting of a adder ? Yet what more deadly ?

Such, so destructive is the least sin. Sin is expressed hereby, 1 Cor. xv. 56.

An error, a sin in opinion (counted by some in these times a small sin), is

compared to a gangrene, 2 Tim. ii. 17. Now what is more dangerous, what

more destructive than a gangrene ? Yet this you have occasioned by the

prick of a pin.

Look upon the least sin as the Scripture represents it, as full of deadly

poison, as a spark in powder, as the sting of a serpent, as tending to a gan-

grene, and you will see more reason to dread it, because it is deadly, destruc-

tive, than to slight it, because it seems small.

4. The least sin is a violation of the whole law, and therefore more
heinous, of more dangerous consequence than we are apt to imagine : James
ii. 10, he that offends in the least, offends in one ; and by offending in the

least, becomes guilty of all. You may think it strange, that an idle word,

&c, should make one guilty of blasphemy, idolatry, murder, adultery, and

all other abomination, but the apostle affirms it, and so it is unquestionably

true.

The law, with its several precepts, is like a copulative proposition
;
though

it consist of ten or twenty several parts, yet if one fail, the whole becomes

invalid ; he that denies one, denies all. The reason is, because the truth

and validity of such a proposition depends upon the copulation or connec-

tion, which by the default of one part is dissolved. There is a concatena-

tion of duties in the law, they are linked one to another ; break but one

link, and the whole chain is broken.

The reason why one violates all is drawn, ver. 11, from the authority of

the lawgiver ; the precepts of the law, they are as a string of pearls, they are

strung upon the authority of God ; break but the string in any part, and

they all fall. The authority of God is as a pillar that supports the tables of

the law ;
pluck but this from them, by the least tassel, and the tables fall,

the whole law is broken.

Or the least breach is a violation of all dispositive, because the least sin

may dispose the sinner to every sin. (The authority of God is as a bank to

secure the law from sin's encroachments ; make a break in this bank,

though you intend it but for a little water
;
yet the whole river may find the

passage, and overflow all.) A sip of pleasing tempting liquor may tempt a

a man to drink, and that may incline him by degrees to large draughts,

till at length he come to wallow in that which at first he did but desire to

taste of. So it is in sin ; the least degree leaves a disposition to a further,

a higher degree, and so, if it be not quashed betimes, is apt to carry on the

sinner to height, and breadth, and depth of excess.
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There is in the least sin, as in plants (and other creatures) a seminal

virtue, whereby it multiplies itself. The seed at first is a small inconsider-

able thing, but let it lie quietly on the ground, it will take root, grow into a

bulky stock, and diffuse itself into variety of branches. Sin is like that

grain of mustard seed (a comparison used by Christ in another case), Mat.

xiii. 31, 32, which indeed is the least of all seeds, &c. It grows till at

length it becomes a receptacle for Satan to nestle in, where he may hatch all

manner of wickedness in the branches of it.

A sinful motion (if not stifled in the conception) will procure consent,

and consent will bring forth into act; and one act will dispose to others, till

custom have begot a habit, and a habit will dull and stupefy the conscience.

And when the modesty and purity of the conscience is violated, it is in the

highway to prostitute itself at every solicitation, and to entertain all comers,

lies open to all wickedness.

Oh the danger, the prodigious fruitfulness of the least sin, which can

multiply itself by degrees into all the wickedness that the law forbids ! The
least is, in this respect, a violation of the whole law. Oh take heed of

admitting any, though it seem small. Stand upon your guard; if you open

the wicket to one, you may have a whole army rush in upon you ; the guilt

of the least may involve you in the guilt of all.

5. The least part of the law is more valuable in God's account than

heaven and earth ; a tittle of the law of more account than the whole fabric

of the world. He had rather heaven and earth should perish, than one iota

of the law, Mat. v. 18. First, heaven and earth shall vanish, rather than

the least letter, one /Wa, rather than the least apex, the least point, one

/toaia, of the law shall pass away. So much more valuable is the law,

&c, as he seems more tender of the least point of this, than of that whole

fabric. But lest this should seem a paradox, let us a little inquire into the

ground of it.

The end has the pre-eminence in point of value and dignity ; it is more
valuable than all the means ; and of all the means those are most valuable

which contribute most to the attainment of the end. Now the supreme and

sovereign end of all is the glory of God ; that therefore is most valuable,

wherein he appears most glorious, wherein most of his glorious perfections

are displayed.

In the fabric of heaven and earth the power and wisdom of God appears ;

in this respect they declare his glory, by shewing his mighty power and
wisdom, Ps. xix.

But now in the law of God there is a more ample and glorious appear-

ance, there is an effulgency of more divine excellencies. This not only

declares his wisdom in proportioning rewards and punishments to obedience

and disobedience, and his power in giving law to the creatures, and to

execute and accomplish what he has threatened and promised ; but herein

also is displayed his sovereignty and authority, his mercy and justice, his

holiness and righteousness. His holiness and righteousness in the precep-

tive part, his mercy in the promissory, his justice in the minatory, his

authority and sovereignty in all. Behold, here shines forth, not a single

star or two, but a constellation of divine excellencies, and this of the first

magnitude. Well may the Lord be so tender of the law, when it so much
concerns his glory.

Besides, that is more valuable which comes nearer to the highest excel-

lency, which most resembles the idea. That is the best, the fairest copy,

which comest nearest to the original. But the law has in this respect the

VOL. II. L 1
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pre-eminence of heaven and earth. In earth there are some dark shadows
of God ; in heaven (the visible heaven) there are some plainer, some more
visible footsteps of God. Ay, but the law is his image. Why was man
said to be made according to the image of God, but because he was made
according to the pattern in the mount ? The law was writ in his heart.

The Lord did, as it were, stamp the law, wherein was engraven his own
likeness, upon the soul of man, and so left thereon the impressions of holi-

ness and righteousness, the lineaments of the divine nature. The con-

formity of man to God, both in the first creation and second, consists in his

conformity to the law of God.

Moreover, consider the great things of God, to. (t&yo&ata toZ ©eoO, the

great things, both of creation and redemption, were ordered in a subserviency

to the law of God, and this does exceedingly enhance the value of it. Earth,

that was made for man as a convenient place for the observance of the law

;

heaven (the third heaven), as a reward of obedience to the law; hell, that

was created as a punishment of disobeying the law ; the gospel, that was
published to establish the law, Eom. iii. 31. Nay, Christ himself, he was
sent, he came to fulfil the law. This was the end of his glorious under-

taking, the end of his obeying, of his suffering, ver. 17. This is assigned

as the ground why the law is preferred before heaven, &c, ver. 18. Christ,

his spotless holiness was to fulfil the precept of the law ; his death and

sufferings were to satisfy the threatening of the law ; both life and death

were that the promise of the law might be accomplished. The Son of God
must live as a man, and die as a slave, ratherthan one^iota of the law should

not be fulfilled.

No wonder, if heaven and earth must perish, rather than one tittle of the

law fail, since the Son of God must become man and die, rather than the

least part of the law shall not be accomplished ; sure the Son of God is of

more value than heaven and earth.

Now, since upon clear grounds the least part of the law is more valuable

than heaven and earth, consider what ye do when you sin, when you offend

in the least. It is better, more tolerable to do that which tends to the

destruction of heaven and earth, the ruin of the fabric of the world, than to

violate the least command, than to offer violence to the law by the least sin.

Oh what weight does this lay upon the smallest sin ! In the respect fore-

mentioned, God has more dishonour by the least violation of the law, than

if heaven and earth were turned into nothing.

6. The least sin is the object of infinite hatred. The Lord infinitely

hates the least sin ; he hates it, is not only angry for it, offended with it,

grieved at it, but he hates it ; he hates it perfectly ; there is not the least

mixture of love, liking, or approbation, nothing but pure hatred. The
will of God as to sin is pure hatred in the abstract ; he hates it eternally ;

possibly he may be reconciled to the sinner, but never to the sin. Whilst

he is himself, whilst he is God, he hates it, i. e. from everlasting to ever-

lasting ; he hates it infinitely, for the hatred of an evil object is pro-

portionable to the goodness of the subject where this affection is seated.

Now God is infinitely good, and therefore his hatred of evil must be pro-

portionable ; he must hate it infinitely. When I say infinitely, I say he hates

it more than tongue can express, than heart can conceive, more than men
or angels can either express or imagine. ' Who knows the power of his

wrath ?

'

The largest apprehension cannot measure the dimensions of it, the height

and depth, length and breadth of it are, like God himself, incomprehensible.

Yet to help your apprehension a little, collect all the hatred that, since
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the foundation of the world, has had place in all the creatures, suppose all

this were compacted in one soul ; conceive further an object offered to it

made up of all hateful ingredients in earth or hell
;

suppose this hatred

hereby sublimated to the height, drawn out and extended to the utmost

:

the imagination of such a hatred, such an affection, may astonish us ; oh,

but all this would be nothing, not so much as a drop to the ocean com-
pared with that hatred, wherewith the Lord hates the least sin. This is

infinite, this is an ocean without banks or bottom.
Now consider this seriously ; will ye do that which the Lord infinitely

hates ? I will not do this, will a child say, my father hates it ; I dare not
do this, will a servant say, my master hates it. Oh, but their hatred is

nothing to God's, and shall this be less regarded ? Oh, tremble to do that

which the Lord hates with an infinite, with an everlasting hatred. Count
not that small or light, which is burdened with the infinite hatred of the

most high God.

7. There is more provocation in the least sin against God, than in the

greatest injuries against men. Let all the injuries imaginable be put
together, the total sum of them will not amount to so much as a single unit

against God. For that rule is unquestionable, quo persona in quern peccatur

nobilior est, eo peccatum gravius est, the greater the person is whom you
offend, the greater, the more grievous is the offence ; the dignity of the person

puts an accent upon the injury. The law makes it not so heinous to smite an

inferior, as to affront a magistrate ; it is more heinous to clip the prince's coin,

than to kill a private person. Every degree of dignity in the person injured

raises the injury a degree higher ; but now the highest dignity amongst men
is but finite, the majesty of God is infinite ; and therefore the least sin against

God is so much more heinous, than the greatest injury you can do to the

greatest of men, as that which is infinite exceeds what is but finite ; there is

incomparably, unproportionably, infinitely more provocation in it; for fitiiti

ad infinitum nulla proporlio, betwixt that which is finite, and that which is in-

finite, there is no comparison, no proportion. It would be counted intoler-

able to spurn at a prince, or throw dirt in the face of majesty. Oh, but

this is infinitely less than the least offence directed against the majesty of

heaven. For the distance is greater betwixt God and the greatest monarch
on earth, than betwixt the greatest prince and the meanest subject, nay,

than the most contemptible fly or vilest worm. You would count it in-

tolerable, if your servant should kick you, or your child should spit in your
face. Oh, but you do more, that which is infinitely more provoking, in the

least sin you commit against God, because your obligements to him are

more, and the distance infinitely greater. The least sin is an infinite injury

in respect to its object, and that is more than all the greatest, the most
provoking injuries that can be offered to the sons of men. Oh that ye

would consider this seriously, and look upon the least sin as infinitely in-

jurious to the great God.

8. The least sin requires infinite satisfaction. Such an injury is the least

sin, as nothing can compensate it, but that which is of infinite value; this is

grounded upon the former. The least sin is an infinite injury ; now the

rules of reason and justice require, that what is given for satisfaction should

be proportionable to the injury ; nothing therefore can be a compensation

for an infinite injury, but that which is of infinite value.

And since it is so, where shall the sinner find such a compensation ?

' Wherewith shall we come before the Lord,' to satisfy for the least sin ? (to

make use of the prophet's words, Micah vi. 6, 7). Can these satisfy the

Lord, for the injury the least sin has done him ? Oh no ! Ps. xlix. 8. The
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redemption of the soul from the guilt of any sin is far more precious; if

something infinitely more valuable be not offered for it, it ceases for ever,

we may desist from it everlastingly as altogether unfeasible.

If the blood of all the men on earth was sacrificed to satisfy for the least

sin, if all the angels in heaven would offer themselves to be annihilated for

the expiation of the least sin, this would not be effectual. 1
If heaven and earth, and all the treasures thereof, and all the creatures

therein, were put into one sum, and offered as a recompence for the injury of

the least sin, this would fall infinitely short of the value of a just compensa-
tion ; these would not be so much as a mite, when more than a hundred
thousand talents are due and in justice required ; for the value of these is

finite and limited, but that which compensates the injury of the least sin

must be of infinite value.

Consider what ye do when ye venture upon the least sin : you do such an
injury to God as heaven and earth, men and angels, can never make amends
for

; you do that which may undo you for ever, which may ruin your souls

eternally, though all the saints and angels in heaven should interpose to

their utmost to prevent your ruin. ' Without blood there is no remission,'

Heb. ix. 22. This supposes that by blood remission may be obtained ; but

what blood ? It is not the blood of bulls and goats, nor of the cattle on a

thousand hills ; these are too low priced for such a purpose. It must be

blood of infinite value ; it must be the blood of God, Acts xx. 28 ; the blood

of Christ, who was God as well as man—man that he might have blood to

shed, and God that he might derive an infinite value upon that blood.

Such is the stain of the least sin, as nothing can fetch it out but the blood

of Christ.

Consider then, when thou art under temptation, when thou art solicited

to a sin which thou countest small, say thus to thy soul, Either this sin

will be expiated with the blood of Christ, or it will not. If it be not expi-

ated with the blood of Christ, then it will ruin me, soul and body, for ever,

without remedy, without redemption. If it be expiated, satisfied for by
the blood of Christ, oh then resolve concerning it, as David of the water

of the well of Bethlehem, 2 Sam. xxiii. He longed for it, his mighty men
broke through the host of the Philistines to procure it for him ; but when
they brought it, he would not so much as taste ; his reason, see verse 17.

So say thou, so resolve: Far be it from me, 0 Lord, that I should do this

!

Is not this the blood of Christ, who not only hazarded but lost his life for

me, that I should have a hand in that which shed the blood of Christ, and

put to death the Lord of life.

9. The least sin is now punished in hell with those torments that will last

for ever. Hell is the reward of the least sin, not only in respect of its

demerit, but in regard of the event. The damned do now feel the weight of

God's eternal wrath for those sins which they made licdit of, Mat. v. 25.

The moral of the expression is this : those that will not be reconciled to

God here shall be tormented in hell for ever hereafter
;
they shall be cast

into hell, and not come out till they have paid the utmost farthing, i. e. till

they have satisfied for the least sin, for every sin. Sins are debts run upon

the score of justice ; of these debts some are greater, some are smaller ;

there is the debt of talents and the debt of farthings ; divine justice must be

satisfied for all. He does not say he shall not come out till he have paid

every talent, but till he have paid the utmost farthing. The sinner can

never satisfy for the least, and therefore for the least must everlastingly

suffer.

The least sin is enough to kindle that fire^that never goes out. Those
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sins which ye count but as wind, idle words, are enough to blow this into a

flame that will never be quenched, Mat. xii.

The least corruption is enough to breed that worm that never dies. We
have experiments enough on earth to persuade the belief of this. We have

diverse dreadful representations here of what the least sin can do in hell here-

after. Have ye not known such a sin as we count small kindle a hell in the

conscience of the sinner, and make him feel the tortures of hell upon earth ?

Hell is enclosed in the least sin. If the Lord do but unfold it, do but lay

it open to the conscience, there needs no other devil, no other tormentors,

to make the guilty sinner conceive he can scarce be worse in hell. There

is the materials of hell in the least sin ; let but the Lord speak the word,

let him but breathe on it, it will kindle in an instant, and scorch, as though

it were set on fire of hell. And if the least sin be matter apt enough to

kindle such flames now when it is but green, oh how will they kindle on

it in hell when it is dry, when the sinner is cut down by the last stroke

of justice ! Look upon the least sin as thus represented, as burdened with

the weight of everlasting wrath, as kindling those everlasting burnings.

Judge of them not by the suggestions of Satan, not by the cries of despairing,

tormented souls, and then you will see reason to fear them as hell, rather

than to slight them as small.

10. The least sin is worse than the greatest punishment. The least sin

is worse than hell, worse both than the tormentors and the torments. Sin

is worse than the devil, for it was sin that made him a devil ; it turned the

angels of light into spirits of darkness. Nay, if the least sin had place in

the most glorious angel now in heaven, the malignity of it would be still as

powerful, as mischievous ; for aught we know, it would in an instant trans-

form the highest seraphim into an ugly fiend. The least sin is worse, too,

than the greatest punishment, the greatest torments ; for the least is con-

trary to God, opposite to his nature, will, holiness, nay, his very being,

reflects dishonour upon all ; whereas punishment is an act of divine justice,

the proper issue of an infinite excellency, and that which, in its sphere, tends

to make the Lord as glorious as the act of any other attribute.

Sin is the act of degenerate creatures, fallen men and devils as such ; but

punishment is the act of the holy and righteous God, and that as he is such.

And is there here any comparison ? Can the unrighteousness of men come
in competition with the justice of God ? Is there any room to question

which is better, justice or injustice, light or darkness ?

Punishment is but malum creatures ; sin is malum both Deo et creaturm.

Sin is evil both to God and the creatures, punishment is only evil to the sinner.

Now the rule, malum quo communing eo pejus, evil, the more extensive it is

the worse it is, is true here with infinite advantage. Evil of sin is so much
the worse by how much an infinite good, to which it is opposed, is better.

Punishment is evil to the creature, but it is only a physical evil ; but sin

is both morally and physically, in every respect, evil, therefore worse than

any punishment. Punishment is for repairing of what breach sin has made ;

now which is better, the restorer or the destroyer ?

If reason were perfectly rectified, and the will of man exactly conformed
to the divine nature, he would choose horrorem inferni, rather than turpilu-

dinem peccali, the torments of hell (abstracted from all sinful mixtures)

rather than the least sin.

Consider, then, what ye do, when ye venture upon the least sin
;
you

choose that which, upon a true, a rational account, is worse than hell.

Uge 3. Information.

1. See here an impossibility for a sinner to be justified by his observance
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of the law, or according to the tenor of the first covenant. The law requires

to justification a righteousness exactly perfect; but the best righteousness of

fallen man is as a menstruous rag. It is not only torn and ragged, but
spotted and defiled. The law curses every one that continues not in all

things ; whereas in many things, in everything, we offend all. If man could,

by the utmost improvement of his remaining abilities, spin up a garment of

righteousness that would cover him, yet if there were but one hole to be
found in it, the curse would there enter ; whereas now, alas ! it is nothing

but holes and rags. If the Lord had not made other provision for the

justifying and saving of man than the law holds forth, then no flesh would be

saved. Oh what cause have we to admire the rich grace of the gospel

!

2. See here the dangerous error of those who make account to be justi-

fied and saved by works ; by their conformity to the law, or observance

of it. The apostle is express, ver. 10. An imperfect observance of the law

leaves the observer under the curse, but all observance of the law by fallen

man is imperfect ; no observance of all, no continuing in the observance of

all, imperfection in both.

True, say they, it is imperfect as to the avoiding of small venial sins, but

perfect as to the avoiding of gross and mortal. Ay, but the law makes no
such distinction, and ubile.v rum distinguit, &c. The law curses all without

exception ; the least sin exposes to the curse, wrath, death. Oh enter not

into the secret of these men ! They are Babel-builders ; think with their

own hands to raise a structure, whose top shall reach to heaven. Ay, but

these words confound them and their language ; this text is as a thunder-

bolt, overthrows them and their structure, and tumbles both into the dust.

They have got a ladder indeed, by which they think to mount up to

heaven, but the rounds of it, being the works of their own hands, are all

rotten. And this text snaps them all in pieces
;
they that have no other

footing must fall unavoidably, and fall as far as the curse will sink them, and

that is weighty enough to press them into the lower hell. ' By the works

of the law no flesh living can be justified.'

3. See here our necessity of Christ. All that continue not in all things

are liable to the curse, and this is the condition of all. Either we must be

delivered from the curse, or else we perish. Now who is there that can

deliver us ? Why, none but Christ, Gal. iii., Ps. ex.

The necessity of Christ to redeem from the curse due to gross sins, that is

obvious, that will be easily acknowledged. Ay, but there is as great a neces-

sity of Christ in reference to small sins. You see a necessity of Christ in

respect of the sins of your unconverted state
;
oh, but there is as much

need of him as to the sins you are guilty of since conversion. You see

a necessity of Christ in reference to gross sins, blasphemy, intemperance,

&c. Oh, but you have need of him in respect of the sins and failings of

your best thoughts, actions, designs, prayers, &c, your holy duties, when
performed in the best, the most holy, affectionate, heavenly manner. For
the curse reaches the least failing ; and if Christ redeem you not from the

curse due thereto, the least will certainly damn you.

We should be apprehensive of our necessity of Christ, his blood, his

redemption, his mediation, and our application of it, in every thought, every

act, every step, every motion in the world. If Christ interpose not, the

curse will meet us everywhere ; in every employment, in every enjoyment,

nay, in every ordinance. The curse falls upon every offence, and in every-

thing we all offend.

There is a necessity of Christ in reference to the least failing, though it

be but one. Suppose that Christ had redeemed a sinner from the curse due
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to all his sins, one only excepted, and suppose that one sin were but a vain

thought, or an idle word, or some dulness under an ordinance, or some
wandering in a holy duty, yet this one sin, though so small, would be such

a handle for the curse to fasten on, as men and angels, all the creatures in

heaven and earth, could not remove it ; the curse would drag that soul to

hell without recovery. Oh, then, what need have we of a Saviour ! Get
lively apprehensions of your necessity of Christ. Walk continually under

the sense and power of these apprehensions, and be often making applica-

tions of the blood and mediation of Christ to your souls.

So hath the Lord ordered the way to salvation, as that every one should

see a necessity of Christ ; a continual necessity of him, and a necessity of

him in all things. And it is evident upon this account, because ' cursed is

every one that contiuueth not in all things to do them.'

END OF VOL. II.
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